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Abstract 

This thesis reports on a comparison affour genres of scientific writing: the research 

article. university textbook, popular science article and science books for children. The 

comparison is based on a fu nctionailinguistic analysis of what are taken to be exemplary 

texts from these genres and focuses on the levels of register (or context of situation), 

genre (or context of culture) and ideology (loosely used to mean power relations reflected 

in and achieved through discourse) . The textbooks and research article examined are 

tound to he similar in register but distinct at the level of genre. Allowing for the 

difference in age of the readers. the study also finds broad similarity between textbooks 

and science hooks for children at both the levels ofregister and genre. Differences 

between popular science texts and the other three genres are particularly marked at the 

interpersonal level, and can be explained in terms of the popular science texts in the study 

being primarily news genres. Specifically, two of the popular texts in the study are issues 

reports (characterised by White 1997 as ' the discoveries of some authorised source'), 

while one is an opinion piece. 

The basis of the examination of ideological differences between the four genres is from 

the perspective of how each genre establishes objectivity, what each regards as 

constituting a fact , and power relations between reader and writer. Research science 

achieves objectivity by universalising propositions by removing association with people, 

time and place (Latour and Woolgar 1979). The research article functions to persuade 

readers (who represent the powerful research community) to accept knowledge claims 

(Myers ) 989). This persuasion must be accomplished through an appearance of 

objectivity through removal of human participants and without the more usual 

interpersonal devices such as attltudinal texis. Propositions become fact when they are 

accepted, and cited as uncontroversial by the research community. 

Like the research article, textbooks appear objective by removal of association with 

people. However, by contrast with research articles, writers of textbooks are more 

powerful than their readers are. Textbook writers, in summarising all information 

accepted as fact by the research community, are representative and mouthpiece of that 



powerful community. In privileging facts (scientists ' ideas) over scientists themselves, 

textbooks extend the power differential noted by Myers (\989) between research 

community and individual researcher. Textbooks reify the fact and further bury the 

individual, containing only generic references to scientists. Science books for children, 

like textbooks, contain only generic references to scientists. They do, however, try to 

engage readers through illustrations and by identifying readers with scientists. 

11 

Popular science texts are distinct from the other three genres in establishing writer 

objectivity through the journalistic means of attributing ideas and utterances to 

authoritative human participants in the text . Popular texts, because they report on findings 

that the research community has not yet endorsed as fact, are distinct from research 

articles and textbooks in representing findings as provisional and even controversial, and 

thus provide an insight into science as a social activity that is absent from the other 

genres. 

This research finds little evidence that popular science represents a simpler or more 

accessible form than textbooks. Indeed the similarity in register and genre between 

textbooks and science books for children calls into question the commonly-held 

conception of factual texts as inherently more difficult than forms such as narrative. This 

research indicates that research articles and textbooks are target forms for tertiary 

students and students in the later years of secondary school. Motivated by this, the 

researcher suggests that importing features of popular science writing into textbooks 

would 'Je counter-productive. Instead she suggests a greater role for popular science texts 

themselves at secondary and at tertiary level. In providing an insight into scientists as 

people and the Sl1cial nature of how facts are established, popular science texts can go 

some way to dispelling the mystique of science as authoritative and difficult . 
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Lntroduction 

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The value of studying popular science genres. 
1.2 Research questions. 
1.3 Influences on my study: its focus and methodological orientation. 
1.4 Texts analysed for this study. 
1.5 An overview of the structure of this thesis. 

1.1 The value of studying popular science genres 

Science has become more influential than religion as a source of authority in western 

culture in modern times. In 1859 Darwin attempted to increase the credibility of his theory 

of evolution by arguing that it was not at odds with a biblical view. Nowadays proponents 

of the biblical view of creation give this view credibility by renaming it "creation science". 

The authority of science in western culture does not however imply wide understanding of 

most scientific concepts by most people. In spite of this, such is the authority of science 

that most western people accept a scientific view on most issues. 

A current example in South Africa is the controversy about what causes AIDS. Scientific 

authorities, such as the South African Medical Research Council, claim that mv causes 

AIDS. They support their assertion with research studies that indicate that use of anti

retroviral drugs controls the onset of AIDS in HlV positive patients. This view has the 

overwhelming support of the newspapers in South Africa, and, on the evidence of their 

letters pages, of their readers too. This is in spite of the fact that very few people outside 

of the medical profession have a sophisticated understanding of how viruses interact with 

the body, or what an immune response is. The authority of science alone is enough to 

convince most people that the solution proposed by medical science and reported in the 

newspapers is reliable. It is worth noting however~ that the so-calJed • AIDS dissidents', 

who claim that HIV does not cause AIDS, also stress the scientific basis for their 

viewpoint , indicating that science is authoritative for people on both sides of this 

controversy. 

The limited understanding most people have of most scientific topics is perhaps inevitable 

given the newness. complexity, and amount of scientific knowledge. Our access to 

scientific knowledge is also limited. Besides what we learn at home and at school, 

newspapers and other popular sources such as television and magazines are our main 
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sources of scientific knowledge. This makes popular science articles a central source of 

knowledge about science for most people. Popular science articles in newspapers, 

newsmagazines and also in popular science journals have a far larger readership than most 

research articles, but little research has been done into the discourse features of popular 

science genres. In the chapters that follow I consider the discourse features and 

ideological assumptions of popular forms (including popular news articles and science 

books for children) and compare these to the academic genres that have been the subject 

of greater enquiry in the past. I consider too the extent to which popular forms can be 

usefully used in the classroom. 

1.2 Research questions 

In any study, it is useful to have a standard against which to measure the phenomenon 

under focus. Because they have been widely studied, and because much is known about 

their discourse features, academic genres such as research articles and textbooks are the 

obvious choice for comparison with popular genres. My enquiry thus focuses on how 

popular genres deviate from these well-studied genres, which are also widely 

acknowledged to be important and influential. This comparison is reflected in my first 

research question: 

1. What distinguishes popular Scientific genres from academic ones, and how do they 
relate to each other? 

Furthermore, some research (e.g. Myers 1989) has also been done on power relations in 

research articles, giving me some yardstick against which to measure the ideological 

assumptions of the popular texts in my study. This concern is reflected in my second 

research question: 

2. How does register ill representative texts from each genre illuminate the ideological 
asslImptions Dj each genre? 

Since my initial motive for starting the study on which I report in this thesis was to get an 

insight into the pedagogical appropriateness of using popular articles to teach science 

writing, this is the subject of enquiry of my third question, namely: 

3. What is the pedagogical relevance of an understanding of questions I and 2 to 
science teaching? 
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These questions give shape to what follows, a matter that I return to in section 1.5 below. 

1.3 Influences on my study: its focus and metbodological orientation. 

As my three research questions above suggest, this thesis reports on a comparison of the 

discourse features of scientific texts in four genres, seeks to illuminate the ideological 

assumptions of the texts studied, and by extension the four genres, and considers the 

pedagogical relevance or an understanding of these features. Two of the fOl:1r genres that J 

concentrate on - research article and textbook - are 'serious' genres of science and ha\'e 

been relatively well studied (e.g. by Bazerman, 1988, Myers, 1989, I 992b, and Martin, 

1993). The other two genres - articles in magazines.! newspapers, and children's books 

are popular genres of science and have been the subject of considerably less research, e.g. 

by Myers (1991) and Fabnestock (1986). Thus a starting point for this study is a 

comparison of the popular with the more serious genres. To accomplish this comparison. 

representative texts from each genre are examined in depth, using Systemic Functional 

Grammar (see below). 

This comparison of popular and academic scientific genres is prompted firstly by recent 

work in linguistics on the interpersonal dimension of scientific discourse. Myers (1989:28) 

for example, in a study of reader-writer relations in research articles, suggests that the 

relationship between reader and writer is likely to be a simpler one in popularisations than 

in research articles, a suggestion not entirely borne out by the present study. Fahnestock 

(1986) suggests that popularisations are far less likely to hedge knowledge claims than are 

the research articles from which they are drawn. Once again this is a suggestion not 

entirely ,upported by the findings of this study. Investigation in the field of the sociology 

of science into the nature of scientific facts in research science (e.g. Latour and Woolgar 

1979; Knorr-Cetina 1981) indicates that the discourse of science is ideologically informed . 

Chapter 4 will show a somewhat different orientation in popular texts to facts and to 

establishing objectivity compared to research articles. These suggestions indicate that a 

fuller comparison of popular with academic scientific texts - with particular emphasis on 

realisation of the interpersonal metafunction - will prove useful in illuminating the 

ideological dimension of these genres. In fact, as this thesis shows, there are distinct 

differences in power relations between reader, writer and research community in each of 

the genres that constitute this study. 
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I am stimulated secondly by work by Lemke (I990) to seek ways of making easier the 

learning of science, and in particular the learning of scientific literacy. As a teacher of 

science writing (at tertiary level), I was prompted to explore whether the popular science 

texts I give my students are suitable models for learning how to write academic scientific 

discourse. My choice of popular texts is partly motivated by the fact that my students are 

second language speakers of English and have also attended under-resourced schools and 

are thus regarded by the university as "under-prepared" for science study. I therefore 

choose popular texts for their somewhat easier content level and what I assume to be their 

greater accessibility. However, if those texts differ too greatly from academic science 

texts, either grammatically or ideologically, the advantage of greater accessibility of 

content is negated. This is a matter I report on in chapter 5.3 . 

My decision to include sCience books for children as a genre worthy of study was 

prompted by a number of studies on genre, focusing on textbooks in particular, by 

Australian Systemic Functional Linguists. In particular, the claim by Martin (1989) that 

factual genres are ne: more difficult than narrative. merely less familiar, prompted me to 

consider hooks for children as a genre other than textbooks. Books for children, 

moreover, are a genre that is read for pleasure, rather than for the instrumental reasons 

that motivate readers of textbooks. My discussion in section 4.5 as well as that in chapter 

5 will show that, while shedding light on the discourse features of children's science books 

and their similarity te textbooks, my study offers no answer to the question of the relative 

difficulty of factual genres. 

However, this investigation does have some application for science education generally. 

Textbooks and other science materials are sometimes said (e.g. by Lemke 1990, and 

Sutton 1996) to be dry and impersonal. As news genres, popular science texts can by 

contrast be expected to be more engaging of the reader. An investigation into popular 

texts is therefore useful in deciding whether the elements in popular texts that make them 

more engaging can be used in materials for school children. The research also sheds light 

on the extent to which science books for ct"lildren are similar to and prepare children for 

academjc texts. This is an important issue on which, to my knowledge, little or no research 

has as yet been done. 
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Methodologically my study employs Systemic Functional Grammar in an attempt to 

provide a systematic and comprehensive comparison of the grammatical features of five 

texts that I selected as representing the four genres in the study. I was prompted to employ 

Systemic Functional Grammar as a tool in my analysis by its promise of explaining, in 

tenDS of the grammatical choices made by the writer of the text, how a text makes the 

meanings it does. Because of its focus on meaning Systemic Functional Grammar enables 

an examination of ideological meaning. It allows the analyst to base hislher judgement of 

ideological meaning in the text not on intuition or on the distribution of a few grammatical 

items (such as use of modality or of the passive voice) but on a comprehensive framework 

of grammatical features that can be systematica1ly compared across the texts analysed. 

This framework of grammatical features is considered along three dimensions of mea.~ng: 

ideational or content meaning. interpersonal meaning. (the relationship between reader, 

writer and how they feel about the content), and organisational or textual meaning. These 

three dimensions enable a comprehensive description of a text at the level of register. Such 

description is also useful to the analyst in comparing texts at the levels of genre and of 

ideology. Martin (1992: 405) makes the analogy between the meaning made at the levels 

of register, genre and ideology and the layers of an onion. This analogy, illustrated in 

Figure 1, usefully stresses the layered nature of Systemic Functional analysis, and the way. 

for example, that the level of Ideology includes but also goes beyond the levels of genre 

and register. 1 provide a fuller account of this framework in chapter 3. 

Figure I: 

A..-- --- Ideology 

>,---- Genre 

Register 

IdeationaVcontent meaning 

Interpersonal meaning 

TextuaVorganisational meaning 

The levels of Register, Genre and Ideology in the Systemic Functional Model 
(adapted from Butt, Fahey, Spinks and YaHop, 1995) 
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1.4 Texts analysed for this study 

A representative text from each of four genres - the research article. the textbook. the 

newspaper article and the science book for children - was chosen for analysis . (A full 

account of these texts is provided in section 3.1). The texts chosen are all on the same 

topic, for the purpose of keeping the ideational meaning as similar across texts as possible. 

The topic chosen was: what caused the extinction of the dinosaurs. The selection of this 

topic was motivated by a wish to select a topic of current popularity in a number of genres 

in the study: research articles. popular journal articles and science books for children. 

Reflecting a new area of enquiry in research, the extinction of the dinosaurs was an 

extremely popular topic in popular science journals such as New Scientist and Scientific 

American between 1980 and 1995. For example in this period no fewer than 60 articles 

were published on the topic in the New Scientist alone. Dinosaurs continue to be a 

popular topic for children's science books; feature films such as Jurassic Park and 

television documentaries such as the BBC Walking with Dinosaurs are an indication of 

their enduring fascination for adults as well. 

A number of texts on the topic in each of the four genres was collected: ten research 

articles, four textbooks, about 70 popular articles and ten science books for children. This 

collection of texts was then narrowed down and a limited selection was fully analysed. 

Between one and four texts were analysed in each of the four genres, but for reasons of 

economy, a single typical text was chosen as an example of each genre, with reference and 

comparison made to other texts in the genre: 

T bl I I a e T d exts m my study 
Genre Number of texts Number of Number of texts considered in 

originally considered texts analysed Chapter 4 
Research 10 I I 
article 
Textbook 4 3 I, with additional reference to 2 

further texts 
Popular 70 3 2. with additional reference to 1 
article further text 
Science for 10 4 1, with additional reference to a 
children further 3 texts 

As popular texts fall into a wide range of genres, and as a wider range of audiences are 

addressed by popular than by academic texts. two texts from this genre are fully analysed 
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in chapter 4 rather than a single one. Nevertheless, this study does not pretend to provide 

a comprehensive survey of popular or academic science genres. Breadth of survey has 

been sacrificed for the sake of depth. Two written popular news genres - the issue report 

and the opinion piece - are examined in the study. To limit the length of the study, the 

following popular science genres have been omitted: 

• Longer articles in popular science journals such as Scientific AmericiID, in which a 

researcher or sometimes a journalist expands on a particular piece/area of research. 

This long science article is less common than the short science articles (generally issues 

reports) found in newspapers, newsmagazines as well as popular science journals. 

• Genres such as television nature documentaries or news documentaries on a current 

topic in science are omitted in order to keep the length of the study reasonable. 

In terms of academic genres, a single textbook genre, the information report, is included, 

and no attempt is made to examine a fuller range of textbook genres. 

1.5 An overview of the structure of this thesis 

Chapter 2, the survey of relevant literature, and chapter 3, which provides a brief outline 

of Systemic Functional Grammar as an analytical tool , provide the background against 

which the analysis of texts takes place in chapter 4 of this thesis. Chapter 4 suggests 

answers to my first two research questions: 

1. What distinguishes popular scientific genres from academic ones. and how do they 
relate to each other? 

2. How does regIster in representative texts from each genre illuminate the ideological 
assumptions of each genre ? 

Chapter S, a consideration of the pedagogical applications of the fmdings in chapter 4, 

concerns the third of my research questions: 

3. What is the pedagogical relevance of an understanding of questions J and 2 10 

science teaching? 

To expand on the above, in .chapter 2 I survey a number of bodies of literature that have 

influenced me ih my analysis. 1 begin my account by discussing several concepts that are 

centrally important in my analysis. These include the concepts of discourse, literacy, 
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register, genre and ideology. As indicated in 1.3 above, Systemic Functional Grammar 

enables analysis of texts at the level of register, which in turn is useful in analysis at the 

levels of genre and ideology because it provides essential infonnation about organisation 

of the text, participants in the text, and the relationships between participants_ All three of 

these terms (register, genre and ideology) have been used with some range of meaning in 

the literature. I therefore reflect on how these terms have been used, and explain how I use 

them in this study. The term genre, for example, has a 'large-scale' meaning (examples are 

research articles and textbooks) and a ' small-scale' meaning (examples are explanation and 

procedure) as developed by Australian workers on genre theory. Both are useful to me in 

this study, and I use the term in both ways. Similarly, ideology has been used with the 

neutral meaning of 'beliefs or values', as well as more negatively, to denote meaning that 

functions to sustain power relations. Once again, I use both meanings in my study. Chapter 

2 also surveys studies that have been done of science genres such as research anicle, 

textbook and popular science article. 

As mentioned earlier, Chapter 3 provides a detailed account of the texts analysed in 

chapter 4. Chapter 3 also provides a brief and simplified description of how Systemic 

Functional Grammar analyses register. In doing so it gives a fuller account than that 

provided in 1.3 of the dimensions of meaning at the level of register: ideational, 

interpersonal and textual meaning, key elements of the framework for analysis used in 

chapter 4. It considers these different components of meaning in language from the point 

of view of texts as well as of illustrations. A framework for analysis of meaning in 

illustrations is necessary, because, as reflected in the copies of texts in the appendix, all 

texts in my study are accompanied by illustrations. 

Chapter 4 is the central chapter of the thesis, and constitutes about half the length of the 

thesis. This chapter provides answers to the first and second of my research questions. It 

constit.utes an analysis and comparison of the four different genres that are the subject of 

this thesis . Chapter 4 is long because it provides an in-depth analysis of register, genre and 

ideology in five texts, regarded by me as exemplary of the genres they represent. The 

length is also partly accounted for because of the extensive comparison between texts that 

is fundamental to my study, and by the numerous tables necessary in an ana1ysis of this 

sort, where a close to statistical portrait of the discourse features of each text is attempted. 
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Chapter 4 is organised into six sub-chapters: 

• 4.1 reports on my analysis of an extract from a research article. 

• 4.2 reports on my analysis of an extract from a first year geology textbook, making 

comparison with two other textbooks: an extract from a textbook for advanced 

students, and an extract from a textbook for non-science students. 

• 4.3 reports on my analysis of a popular science article from Scientific American, and 

compares it with an extract from a further popular article from TIme magazine. Both 

of these are examples of news articles of the issues report genre. 

• 4.4 reports on my analysis of an extract from a further popular genre, an opinion piece 

drawn from a South Afiican newspaper, the Mail and Guardian. 

• 4.5 reports on my analysis ofan extract from a book for children, Prehistoric Life, and 

compares this to three other science books for children. 

• Finally. 4.6 summarises and compares the four genres analysed in sub-chapters 4.1 to 

4.5. 

Each of these six sub-chapters follows the same pattern of organisation, reflecting the 

necessity in this study for systematic comparison of features across texts . Each sub

chapter analyses the same features in its elucidation of register. These are: 

" Ideational meaning (Field). ] consider human participants, processes and participants. 

and ci~cumstances. 

• Textual meaning (Mode). I consider theme, nominalisation, passivisation, and 

conjunctive relations. 

• Interpersonal mearung (Tenor). I consider contact, affect and status, hedging and 

evaluation. 

Each sub-chapter then proceeds to discuss the levels of Genre and Ideology. My reference 

to ideology in ea~h of the six sub-chapters considers how objectivity is established in each 

text in the study. and what each genre considers to constitute a fact . It considers the 

power relations between reader, writer and research community in each genre. 

Chapter 5 is where I consider the third and last of my research questions, the pedagogical 

implications of the analysis of register, genre and ideology in chapter 4. This chapter is 

more suggestive than chapter 4. I examine the extent to which the research article and 

textbook are target fonns for students. I then reflect on the advantages and disadvantages 
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to stuc1ents of using pcpular texts in learning scientific literacy. I consider also the value of 

use of popular science texts by teachers of science, and reflect on whether importing 

aspects of popular writing into textbooks would have any value or not . Finally I examine 

the extent to which science texts for children are similar to textbooks, and may thus be a 

preparation for using textbooks in later life. 

In the appendix I provide a copy of the original of each text in the study together with a 

further copy of each text divided into numbered clauses. The appendix. has been organised 

so that the copy of the original text folds out beyond the right margin of the page for ease 

of reference while reading chapter 4. 

In chapter 6 I conclude this thesis by briefly summarising the main findings of my research, 

considering the limitations of the study and suggesting possibilities for future research. 



CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Introduction 
2.2 Literacy and discourse 
2.3 Systemic Functiunal Linguistics 

2.3.1 Genre 
2.3.2 Register 
2.3.3 Ideology 

2.3.3.1 How the term 'ideology' has been used 
2.3.3.2 Power. ideology and discourse 
2,3.3.3 Varying access to resources 
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2.3.3.4 Power relations in science research articles and 'other science genres 
2.3.3.5 How propositions become fact in science 

2.4 Scientific genres 
2.4.1 Rhetorical aspects of research articles 
2.4.2 Grammatical features of research articles 
2.4.3 Textbooks 

2.5 News genres 
2.5.1 The genres of news reporting 
2.5.2 The values expressed in news genres 
2.5.3 Studies of the discourse features of popular science 

2.6 Summary 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I summarise literature from several fields that has influenced me in DIy study, and 

which informs the analysis on which I report in chapter 4 . These fields include Systemic 

Functional Linguistics including work done in tlus tradition on science, news, and on genre; the 

New Literacy Studies~ the New Rhe1.oric Studies, including ~ork in this tradition on science 

and on genre; and finally, research on ideology, including the perspective on ideology ef Critical 

Language Study. This body of literature provides essential insights both in my analysis of 

scientific genres and in the answers I offer to my three rese-arch questions (cf section 1.2). In 

section 2.2 of this chapter I outline and distinguish between two concepts that are central to 

this study: literacy and discourse. These terms have been used with some variation in the 

literature, and it is therefore important to clarify my use of them in this study. In section 2.3 I 

provide some theoretical background to the fie ld of Systemic Functional Linguistics, which is , 

central in the study in that 1 use it in chapter 4 as a first step in analysis of the texts 1 consider. 

(Chapter 3 provides a brief explanation of the grammar of Systemic Functional Linguistics 

from a more methodological perspective.) To complete my analysis in chapter 4 a consideration 

of genre, register and ideology is necessary, and these concepts I define in sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 

and 2.3.3 . 
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Since my study focuses on a comparison of popular with academic science genres, I therefore, 

in section 2.5, survey the work that has been done on the different science genres in the study 

(research article, textbook, popular science and science for children), and point to its relevance 

to my own study. As science popularisations appear in newspapers and news magazines, they 

can be considered to be news discourse. I therefore look briefly (in section 2.6) at research that 

has been done on News, particularly work in the tradition of Systemic Functional Linguistics 

(where, usefully for my purposes, considering my research questions, emphasis has been both 

on genre and on ideology). 

2.2 Literacy and discourse 

The concept of literacy has been revisited by Street (1984, 1993), Heath (1986) and others. 

Traditional definitioru; of literacy concern being able to read and write (Goody 1968). However 

Heath' s (1986) study of three communities indicates the very different literacy practices of 

different communities, the different values placed on text by different communities and the 

different ways that children are socialised into literacy. For Heath literacy is therefore more 

complex than being able to read and write. It includes (1986:98) the different "interpretive 

processes and strategies" used by a community. This has been extended by the New Literacy 

Studies (Street 1993), which view literacy practices as not only closely related to and 

reinforced by community values and beliefs (Adendorff 1999:56), but also "imbued with 

ideology" (Street and Street 1991 : 143). My research seeks to identifY distinguishing discoursal 

features of exemplary texts in the four genres of science writing studied, and through an 

understanding of them to illuminate the ideological assumptions of the texts under 

investigation. In panicu1ar, I am interested in the possibility that ideological differences between 

popular and academic texts may make popular texts a useful addition to science teaching. 

Heath' s (1986) work indicates that how we use text is culture-dependent, and that different 

groups have different literacies: different ''ways of taking" meaning from text, different sets of 

practices and values associated with speaking, reading, writing. My study focuses specifically 

on the discourse of science, and examines a plurality of literacieslcommunicative practices in 

texts in a range of genres in science. Texts I consider include articles on science from 

newspapers, news magazines and popular science magazines as well as mainstream academic 

Iiteracies, for example research Ctrtic1es and textbooks. An approach that views literacy as plural 

rather than a simple matter of being able to read and write is of use to me in this study because 
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of my interest in how the acquisition of academic literacies can be facilitated . As 1 indicate in 

chapter 5, 1 teach a scientific writing course in which I make use of popular science texts 

because of their somewhat easier level of content. However if the communicative demands of 

reading and writing a popular text are very different from those of reading and writing more 

academic texts, then the use of popular texts in the teaching of academic science writing may 

not be advantageous to students. 

Gee's (1990) use of the term 'Discourse' is similar to the above use of the term literacy. He 

distinguishes his (capitalised) use of the term from the more general way 'discourse' is used in 

linguistics to mean ' language produced as an act of communication' (Richards, Plait and Plait, 

1992: II I) . As with 'literacy', Gee's use of Discourse involves the combination of reading, 

writing and speaking with action, thought and feeling. For Gee (1990: 175) being a "member of 

a Discourse" involves not only using language but also sharing the values, ideas and emotions 

of the Discourse and behaving in a way regarded as appropriate by members of the Discourse. 

One must be able to take on a role recognised by others members of the Discourse. As Gee 

points out, this makes a Discourse more difficult to teach/acquire than we would otherwise 

expect, because in order to acquire the Discourse one must become acculturated into it in order 

to play the role convincingly. To become a member of the Discourse of science a student thus 

needs to participate in and regard as natural and self-evident the values of research science, for 

example, that science should be quantitative. repeatable and free from bias. 

2.3 Systemic Functional Linguistics 

This thesis reports on discourse analysis, as mentioned earlier, of a number of genres in 

science. As a first step in the discourse analysis process, namely to analyse and describe 

the texts and thus enable them to be compared, I employ Systemic Functional Grammar, 

making it the central analytical tool in the analysis. In chapter 3 I focus on how Systemic 

Functional Granunar analyses text, outlining the categories in the grammar. and how these 

are identified. In what follows by contrast, I provide a brief theoretical background to 

Systemic Functional Linguistics, the view it takes of language and text, and the ways in 

which I consider it particularly useful to my analysis . 

Halliday (1994:xiii) indicates that Systemic Functional Grammar is functional in that it 

tries to 'account for how the language is used '. Systemic Functional Granunar views 
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mearung m text as reflected in three metafunctions: the ideational (which fulfils the 

purpose of language of understanding the environment), the interpersonal (which fulfils 

the speaker's purpose in allowing himlher to act on others and indicate attitude). and the 

textual (which organises the message). Systemic Functional Linguistics is built on a view 

of language as a system of options. For example the choice between question and 

statement. between different lexical items, or between expressing what we say in a series 

of short clauses linked by conjunctions or a series of long clauses with extended nominal 

groups as described in the comparison of spoken and written language above. Systemic 

Functional Grammar thus provides a very useful tool for analysing text at the level of the 

clause. while building up a systematic and even statistical impression of how language has 

been used to construct the message of the text . Analysing the choices that the writer has 

made enables the reader to draw conclusions about how the writer views the world. the 

relationship between writer and reader etc. In short it is important for this study because 

of the insights it affords about the writer' s ideology, the concern of my second research 

question (cf. section 1.2). Although time-consuming and difficult to employ for long texts, 

Systemic Functional Grammar affords the analyst a fair degree of certainty about the 

correctness of the analysis because the same features are systematically and 

comprehensively considered for different texts, allowing a statistical insight into 

grammatical differences between texts. 

Like Firth, Halliday views the text rather than the sentence as central to analysis of 

language. For Halliday (1994:xxii) a ' theory of the system' oflanguage is only useful if it 

can 'account for how the system engenders text ' . Similarly. we cannot understand a text 

unless we understand the system. Halliday (I994:xxvii) draws a distinction between 

structural grammars (which are syntagmatic, having ' struc,ture as their main organising 

feature and bringing in speciaJ devices to relate one structure to another') and Systemic 

Functional Grammar which is paradigmatic. This means that in Systemic Functional 

Grammar ' the description of any feature is its relationship to everything else '. The benefits 

of this conception of grammar can be seen in chapter 4 in my analysis of use of the 

passive, of nominalisation. and of human participants in the texts in my study. The passive 

as well as nominalisation are used extensively in research articles and textbooks to omit 

human participants as agents. This has an influence on the thematic progression of the 

texts as the goal rather than the agent is in first/thematic position more often than 

expected. Thus a choice which appears to function at the ideational level (who the 
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participants in the text are) has important functions too at the interpersonal level (omitted 

agents to create the impression of objectivity) as well as the textual level (the apparently 

marked choice of goal as tbeme). 

Analysis of a text affords us an understanding of 'how, and why, the text means what it 

does ' (Halliday I 994: xv). Beyond understanding a text, if we wish to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the text, we need to take account of its context. Halliday (1994:xvi) 

indicates that the analysis of the meaning ofa text must be related to context at two levels: 

the context of situation and the context of culture. Both derive from Firth, (1957: 144), 

who suggests that we can arrive at an understanding of language if we use data from 

contexts that are 'typical, recurrent and repeatedly observable' . Whether this refers to 

recurring genres (such as research articles or prayers) or recurring speech situations (such 

as classroc.rn interaction, church services etc.) is not entirely clear from this. In Halliday's 

(1994:xxxi) conception the context of situation of a text is its environment, while the 

context of culture is the environment of the overall language system. 

Martin (1992:495) equates context of situation with register, which composes three 

components, Field, Tenor and Mode (Martin, 1992:404). These correspond to the 

ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions. Martin (1992:495) furthermore 

equates context of culture with genre (see section 2.3.1 below), an interpretation of genre 

J follow in this study. To the levels of geme and register Martin (1992:405) adds ideology 

as a third layer of meaning. I discuss genre. register and ideology in the following three 

sections, viz. 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. 

2,3,1 Genre 

Discussion of the concept of 'Genre ' is particularly rich in the literature and very useful for 

my purposes in this study since genre is the primary category in terms of which selection 

of texts was made. Texts within the four genres I analyse in this study (research article, 

textbook. popular science article and science books for children) are indeed in Firth's 

words (1957:144), 'recurrent and repeatedly observable' . Distinctions between these 

genres are universally recognised by users of the texts . 
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Hyon (1996) notes that there are three traditions in the study of genre: English for Specific 

Purposes (ESP), Australian theories of genre, and the New Rhetoric Studies in the United 

States. ESP and Australian work on genre has, according to Hyon (1996) stressed the 

structural features of genres. The New Rhetoric studies by contrast have stressed the 

contexts in which genres oc~ur and what they are used to accomplish. For example, in the 

ESP tradition, structuraJ move analysis has been used to analyse the organisation of 

research article introductions (SwaJes 1981). In the Australian studies there has also been 

explicit identification of obligatory and optional structural elements of a genre. For 

example Butt, Fahey, Spinks and Yallop (1995: 17) identify narrative, recount, information 

report, discussion, explanation, exposition and procedure as genres. This stress on 

structural elements reflects the strong pedagogical emphasis in both ESP and the 

Australian studies. Both have analysed the structural elements of genre for the purpose of 

facilitating the learning of genres. ESP has applied such work at tertiary level in specific 

fields such as science, commerce and law, and work on genre in Australia has had wide 

application at school levd. Nevertheless, in both traditions, it is not merely structural 

elements of genre that are important. Rather, there is recognition that the social context of 

genre is important. For example in the ESP tradition, Swales (1990:58), defines genre as 

'a class of communicative events which share some set of communicative purposes which 

are recognised by the expert members of the parent discourse community '. Similarly, in the 

Australian tradition Martin (1984:25) defines genre .. 'a staged, goal-oriented purposeful 

activity in which speakers engage as members of (their) culture '. 

In relation to science the communicative purpose of the research article, for instance, is 

universally recognised by research scientists as getling research findings recognised by the 

discourse community. We can view research scientists as members of a culture of science 

(or in Gee's (1990) terms, members of a Discourse), in that they share certain values and 

behave in such a way (linguistically and otherwise) as to be recognised as scientists by 

other members of the culture. As will be seen below, this notion of shared values within a 

culture of science has inlportance for my second research question, concerning ideology. It 

is because scientists share values that they subscribe to a particular belief system and 

accept the power relations within the scien~e discourse community. This in turn, as I 

explain below (in 2.3.3.4), is reflected in the characteristic grammatica1 features of 

scientific discourse. 
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By contrast with ESP and the Australian studies, the New Rhetoric studies place far less 

stress on knowledge of surface features of a genre (Hyon 1996:699). This approach 

focuses less for example on use of the past tense passive in the Method section of a 

research article, and pays more attention to the motive for writing a Method section 

impersonally and why this section of a research article is fonnulated as it is. Miller 

(1984: 159) considers genres to be '1ypified rhetorical actions based on recurrent 

situations". 'Action ' in the context of this traditioll refers to the social purposes that a 

genre fulfils . Bazerman (1988:323) for example, stresses the need to "understand the 

fundamental assumptions and aims of the community", making the values and goals of the 

community primary, and showing less attention to the structural features. He (1988: I S3ff) 

also illustrates the dynamic and changing nature of genres and warns against representing 

them as structurally or linguistically static. He illustrates this point by looking at changes 

in structural and grammatical features in a journal, the Physical Review, over a period of 

90 years . He shows, for example. how articles emphasised methods and research 

instruments at the beginning of the period but, in response to rapid development of 

knowledge in the field, by the end of the period, emphasis was on theoretical co~cerns. An 

example of change at the grammatical level is the doubiing in proponion of noun clauses 

(presenting facts, claims or observations - I refer to them as ' fact clauses' in chapter 4) in 

the articles over the 90 years studied (Bazerman 1988: 168). 

These different definitions of genre have led to the labelling of texts of different sizes as genres. 

Bazerman (1988), for example, working within the New Rhetoric tradition, refers to the 

research article genre (a key genre in my investigation). Although emphasis in the Australian 

genre studies has been on textbooks (for example Martin 1993, Wignell, Martin and Eggins 

1993, Veel 1997), and more lately on media genres (White 1997), an analysis of the research 

article in this tradition would, I imagine, see a number of genres within the research article. 

These would include the recount genre in the method section of a research article and 

exposition, explanation or discussion in the Discussion section of a research article etc. 10 this 

study I use the word in two main ways. Firstly I use the tenn genre in the broad sense as 

Bazerman (1988) has used it and speak of four different genres to be analysed in this study. 

This view of genre is useful to me firstly because the genres are universally recognised as such 

by their users, and secondly because J view the genres in my study as a whole (e.g. research 

article), as fulfilling the writer's purpose, not the subsections within the genre (e.g. method 

section). For pedagogical purposes however, the Australian approach is very useful. Therefore 
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in chapter 5 and in the sections on genre in chapter 4, I focus on the staged nature of smaller 

scale pieces of text that would be regarded as distinct genres in the Australian tradition. 

In summary. from the discussion in this and the previous section, it is clear that there is 

some overlap in the use of the terms literacy (as used in the New Literacy studies). 

Discourse. and genre (particularly as used in the New Rhetoric studies, but also present in 

Martin' s (1984) reference to ' culture' and Swales's (1990) reference to recogrtition by the 

discourse community). In its broadest definition. a literacy involves use of language and 

associated behaviour and conceptualisations within a cultural context . To this. in his use of 

the term Discourse, Gee (1990) adds values, emotions and the ability to take on an 

appropriate role . (This is particularly useful to me in considering my second research 

question, which concerns the ideological assumptions of the genres I study). The term 

'genre' has similar meanings to Discourse with regard to the assumptions and aims of the 

community but studies of genre have focused to a greater extent than do studies of literacy 

or discourse on typified forms with identifiable structural features. 

2.3.2 Register 

In sociolinguistics the term register is used to mean "sets of language items associated with 

discrete occupations or social groups" (Wardhaugh 1998:48). In Systemic Functional 

Linguistics however, the term has a wider meaning and is used by Halliday (1989:44) to mean 

functional variation: variation in language according to the functions it is being used for. 

HaJliday elsewhere (1993 :54) deIines register as "a cluster of features having a greater than 

random tendency to co-occur" . He views scientific English, for instance, as a register and 

points out (1993:54) that, like a dialect with which we are familiar, we recognise the register of 

scientific English when we see it. This implies that a number of different scientific genres fall 

into this category of scientific register. Elsewhere however, HaJliday (1985: 318) lists ' 'narrative, 

transactional, and expository" texts as examples of registers, indicating some overlap with 

Australian genre studies' conc.ept of genre. By contrast Martin (1992:469) (who I follow in this 

thesis) distinguishes register from genre, characterising register as forming a level below that of 

genre and above that of semantics (which in turn is above the level of granunar). 

Focusing now on what it is about scientific writing that makes us recognise it as a distinct 

register, HaJliday (J 993: 56) suggests that a text is recognised as "scientific English" because of 
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the combined effect of "clusters of features" and. importantly. the relations of these features 

throughout the text. These features include nominalisation of verbs and adjectives, technical 

tenns, extended nominal groups, tentative language, causal and reasoning verbs, and 

impersonal language and passivisation. These features, especially nominalisation, tentative 

language, passivisation and impersonal language are central to my analysis in chapter 4 . They 

are discussed at greater length in sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.5. 

With respect to these clusters of features in sCience texts, Lemke's (1990) study of 

classroom discourse indicates that these may have an important influence on the ease with 

which children learn science. For example, Lemke (1990:22) suggests that teaming science 

is difficult for those from social backgrounds where the preferred grammar, rhetorical 

patterns, figures of speech and activity structures of science are unfamiliar (for example, 

impersonal passivised writing). This has some relevance to my discussion in chapter 5, 

where 1 consider the relevance to teaching science and scientific writing of differences 

between the four genres analysed in my study. 

As indicated in section 2.3 above. register comprises three components: Field, Tenor and 

Mode. corresponding to th~ ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions. I discuss these 

metafunctions in greater depth in chapter 3, but as they fonn the basis of my analysis in chapter 

4 I vvil.l provide a very brief sketch of them here. Field refers to meaning in the sense of content 

(Halliday 1994: 1 06), and refers to the experiential function of language. Focus on field involves 

who or what the participants are, and what they are doing, thinking or being and associated 

circumstances (how/when/where etc). Tenor refers to the interaction between speaker/writer 

and listener/reader. Scientific writing is unusual in using anitudinal lexis (commonly used in 

non-science texts to express interpersonal meaning) only very sparingly, and relationship 

between WTiter and reader is reflected in subtle elements such as modality and evaluation. This 

omission of attitudinallexis from science writing is related to the western cultural association of 

attitude with subjectivity, and the need in academic scientific writing to be objective. Mode, the 

third component of register, refers to how a text is organised. Mode concerns how a clause fits 

in with the rest of the message, fonning a coherent whole by making links to clauses ahead of it 

and before it in the message by the use of such devices as thematisation and conjunction. 

In chapter 4 I analyse register (or context of situation) in four genres (research article, 

textbook, popular article and science for children), and this fonns the basis of my analysis of 
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two other levels of context: genre (context of culture) and ideology. Having considered the use 

of the terms genre and register above. I turn, in the next section, to consider some of the 

literature associated with the concept of ideology. 

2.3.3 Ideology 

The popular conception of science, and one shared by many scientists. is that science is 

objective. and its discourse thus very little influenced by the subjective beliefs of individual 

scientists. However, it is well established amongst sociologists of science (e.g. Latour and 

Woolgar 1979, Knorr-Cetina 1981) that the .ppearance of objectivity is carefully 

constructed by the use of granunatical conventions in the discourse of science. In order to 

increase the likelihood that readers will accept their ideas, writers must emptoy the 

conventions signalling objectivity to increase the credibility of the discourse in the minds 

of the readers . This does not imply that sc·ientific discourse is largely untrue, or an attempt 

to deceive readers: the writers believe and have evidence for what they write. Nevertheless 

they must follow the conventions of objectivity in what they write in order to persuade 

readers to accept their findings. If their findings are accepted by the scientific discourse 

community (primarily researchers working in the same field but also the wider scientific 

community who take an interest in the findings), writers attain power in the form of 

prestige. funding etc. This makes scientific writing highly persuasive in intent and points to 

objectivity as part of an ideology of science. As will be seen in Chapter 4. objectivity is 

achieved differently in different genres. The ideology of objectivity is part of what gives 

science authority in the wider societal context, and scientific findings and facts are used by 

those with political and economic power to justify policy decisions. This has important 

implications for my second research question. which concerns the ideological assumptions 

of the genres I examine. 

In this section I reVIew the range of meanings associated with the term ideology. I 

consider how power is exercised through discourse. which is the vehicle for the expression 

of ideology. As power is used to control access to resources, I consider what resources 

are at stake in science discourse. both within the science discourse community and in the 

wider context of society. I then take a closer look at the power relations within a variety of 

science genres: research articles. textbooks and news articles. I consider finally how 

authority is established in science and how a proposition comes to be accepted as fact . The 
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notion of authority is central to the exercise of power both within the science discourse 

community and in the wider societal, political and economic context. Once again, this has 

implications for my consideration of the ideological assumptions of the genres in my study. 

2.3.3.1 How the term 'ideology' has been used 

The tenn ideology has been used with a wide range of meaning, sometimes with neutral, 

but usuaUy with negative connotations. In sociology it is used neutrally to mean systems of 

meaning or belief (Thompson 1990:5) or a body of ideas characteristic of a particular 

social group (Eagleton 1991 : 1). This neutral definition is not concerned with reality or 

unreality. By contrast, most negative definitions are preoccupied with the question of 

truttaJfalsity. Ideology is seen as illusion, distortion and mystification, and functions to 

establish and maintain power (Eagleton 1991:5). Thompson (1990:56), for example. 

defines ideulogy as ''the ways that meaning serves to establish and sustain relations of 

domination". 

1 agree with Eagleton (1991) in finding both neutral and negative meanings of the term 

ideology useful. Within scientific discourse it is easy to think of ideology in tenns of values 

and beliefs. For example, as 1 suggested above, objectivity is a central value of the 

scientific community. To gain the authority of a fact , a proposition must be accepted as 

objective by the scientific community. Within the scientific community the role of scientific 

discourse in relations of domination is probably limited to gate-keeping functions 

associated with ac('ess to funding and decisions concerning publication of research articles 

(and thus whether the knowledge claim of the article becomes accepted as fact) . In the 

wider ~ontext of society, as Lemke (1990: 129) points out, science plays an even greater 

role in relations of domination. A current South African example is the debate about the 

causal relationship between HIV and AIDS between President Thabo Mbeki (who denies 

a causal link) and AIDS activists, supported by the media, (who insist that HIV does cause 

AIDS). As Lemke (1990: 129) suggests in his discussion of the power of the "mystique" of 

science, to bolster their claims, both sides invoke the authority of scientific experts (the so

called "AIDS dissident" scientists on the one hand and the Medical Research Council on 

the other). The authority of science is used by both sides in the exercise of power: the 

President justifies policy and government expenditure by reference to scientific authority 

and the highly vocal criticism of his policies by AIDS activists and media is viewed as 

threatening to the authority of the government. For example one AIDS clinic that supplied 
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anti-retroviral drugs (in conflict with government policy) was forced to close because it 

was "'trying to bring down the government". 

Although both the neutral definition of ideology as 'values' and the negative definition of 

ideology as concerned with relations of domination are useful, I find a variation on the 

negative definition by Gee (1990) even more valuable in my analysis of scientific 

discourse. Gee (1990: 104) views ideology as "any theory one holds (ovenly or tacitly) 

about the distribution of 'goods' in society", the 'goods' being status and solidarity. I find 

this definition useful because, as Myers (1 989) shows, writers of research articles are at 

pains to show deference to and solidarity with the research community. By offering the 

<goods' of deference towards and solidarity with the research community, writers increase 

their own chances of achieving the 'goods' of status as represented by acceptance of their 

knowledge claims by the scientific community, subsequent citation of their publications, 

funding of research and an increased gate-keeping role: the ability to decide on the factual 

status of other knowledge claims. 

Althusser (quoted in Eagleton 1991 : 19) suggests an affective rather than reasoned! 

Icognitive theory of ideology. In this affective theory, ideology expresses the speaker's 

attitude to the world, "coded into a discourse that looks like it is describing the way things 

are" (Eagleton 1991 : 19). As feminism has made clear, power relations pervade family 

relationships at a personal level, where inequalities have been naturalised to the extent that 

they seem to be natural, merely the way things are. Power relations in science discourse 

are not orl this personal level. but in a similar way they intimately pervade the language of 

science at the level of the lexicogrammar, and for example impersonal, passivised language 

is apparently, normal, inevitable, ''the way things are" 

In summary, I nnd three meanings of the term <ideology' useful. Its meaning as <beliefs or 

values characteristic of a social group' is useful in discussing the culture and Discourse of 

science. Secondly, a negative meaning of the term as sustaining relations of domination is 

useful in a consideration of the ways that the authority and "mystique" of science are used 

by powerful individuals and institutions to justify policy decisions. Finally, Gee' s (1 990) 

view of ideology as concerned with theories about the distribution of the 'goods ' of status 

and solidarity is useful in an analysis of science genres, where the exercise of power is 

more subtle than is implied in a definition concerned with maintenance of dorniilation of 
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one group by another, I draw on these three senses of the tenn repeatedly throughout the 

thesis, in particular in sections 4.1.6, 4.2.6, 4.3.6, 4.4.6, 4.5.6 and 4.6.6. 

2.3.3.2 Power, ideology and discoune 

In this section I consider how ideology, as the mea.'1S through which consensual power is 

exercised, is sited in discourse, as well as the notion that ideology in discourse is not only 

involved in reflecting reality, but also in creating it . This is important for my purposes 

because discourse is the main way that people are exposed to ideology, in scientific 

discourse no less than in, for example, political speeches. Control of discourse and its 

con-v'entions is one way that institutions and the state maintain power (Fairclough 

1989:37). Fairclough (1989'33) distinguishes between coercive power (e.g. the power of 

the state maintained by police, army etc) and consensual power (e.g. that power 

maintained through discourse in education, law, the media etc). Eagleton (1991) points 

out that ideology in discourse does not merely reflect reality, but is constitutive of it. 

Examples are the ideologies of ' the American Dream' or in South Afric.a, <the Rainbow 

Nation' . By conceptualising South Afiicans in this way, Nelson Mandela and Desmond 

Tutu made it more likely that South Africans would see themselves as harmoniously 

diverse but unified. 

In discussing how institutions maintain power through discourse, Fairc10ugh (1989:39) 

points out that people occupy social roles within institutions (e.g. teachers and pupils in a 

school). From a negative perspective, these social roles constrain what people can or 

cannot do or say and the discourse types they can and cannot use. For example a teacher 

and pupil who engaged in triadic dialogue (question response evaluation (Lemke 1990» , 

would be unremarkable, while a teacher who imported the discourse of the courtroom, or 

news sportscast into the classroom would require explanation. On the positive side, the 

discourse types available to people are resources they can draw on (Fairclough 1989:39). 

For example a scientist who wishes to publicise and get recognition for findings can draw 

on the research article as a resource, and doesn 't have to invent a new form. 

Eagleton (1991) outlines 6 ways in which ideological strategies. that is ways of ensuring 

that ideological as:;umptions take root, are promoted: 
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• Promoting beliefs and values congenial to the discourse community. (An example is 

found in chapter 4 in the extent to which all four genres in my study promote the value 

of objectivity of science), 

• Naturalisation. (Naturalisation of a genre happens when the discourse type so 

dominates an institution that other genres are suppressed and the dominant discourse 

no longer seems to be just one way among many of seeing/expressing things but rather 

the natural and only legitimate way. Naturalisation is illustrated in Bazerrnan' s (1988) 

account of the histury of the development of the research article. He shows that the 

demonstration of continuity with previous research findings found in the introduction, 

the explicit recount of research method found in the method section etc. has become 

not just one way of presenting research findings to the scientific community, but the 

dominant way), 

• Universalisation. (Latour and Woolgar (1979) show how propositions become 

universalised through the omission of human agency, eventually gaining factual status). 

• Denigrating rivals. (An example is the labelling of «AIDS dissidcnts" in the example 

discussed above) . 

• Excluding rivals. (An example is failing to cite opposing viewpoints In a research 

article) , 

• Mystification. (An example is that although very few South Africans have any 

understanding of viral transmission, many are convinced by the authority of science 

alone to take one side or other in the AIDS debate) . 

Fairclough (1989:92) warns that the explanations people give for their own discourse 

practices should be viewed as rationalisations that serve to legitimise apparently common 

sense practices. An example of this relevant to my thesis is citing of references in research 

articles. which is often explained as allowing readers to read the cited work themselves. 

However. another reason is crediting other researchers and thus paying proper respect to 

the discourse community. This indicates that the common-sense reason for citing 

references may be masking an ideological reason for doing so. Also, work that shows 

continuity with already accepted findings is more easily accepted by the discourse 

community than work that makes a break with tradition. 
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Fairclough (1989:43) distinguishes between power in discourse (i .e. discourse as a place 

where power relations are exercised) and power behind discourse (Le. how conventions 

associated with social institutions are shaped by power relations in social institutions and 

society as a whole). In discussing power in discourse, Fairclough (1989:46) indicates that 

the more powerful participants in any interaction control and constrain the contributions of 

less powerful participants in three ways. These are the contents of what is said, the social 

relations people enter into in the discourse (whether they are known to each other and 

how equal they are), and the subject positions (roles) they occupy. If there are systematic 

constraints on the contents of the discourse (i .e. on what is considered important enough 

to include) this will have long-term effects on the knowledge and beliefs of the institution 

or society (Fairclough 1989:74). An example pertinent to my own study is the way that 

science research articles regard only sources published in research journals as legitimate, 

while popular articles regard as legitimate infonnation from research articles, interviews 

and conference presentations. Similarly, if there are systematic constraints on the social 

relations enacted in a discourse or the social identities enacting the discourse, this will 

have effects on the social relationships and social identities of an institution or society 

(Fairclough 1989:74). 

In summary, ideology, which is sited in discourse, can take a number of forms including 

promoting beliefs congenial to the discourse community, naturalising or universalising a 

particular behaviour or way of doing something so that it becomes the only reasonable or 

legitimate way, denigrating or excluding rivals, and mystifying knowledge. 

2.3.3.3 Varying access to resources 

In my discussion of the meaning of the terms <ideology' , I have suggested that Gee 's 

variation on the negative definition of ideology, theories about the distribution of the 

<goods' of status and solidarity in society, is useful in the analysis of the function of 

ideology in scientific texts such as research articles. I will consider Myers' (1989) analysis 

(on which I build in my thesis) of the tacit understanding by writers of status and solidarity 

in research articles in the next section. I have also suggested that a negative definition of 

ideology as involved in sus~aining relations of domination is useful in examining the role of 

science in society as a whole. In this section I examine how science and ideologies about 

science function in relations of domination by those with political and economic power, 

and look at scientific resources to which different groups in society have differing access. 
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This is of particular relevance to my third research question. concerning the pedagogical 

applications of my analysis of the texts in my study. which I discuss in chapter 5. 

For Thompson (1990:58). symbolic fonns (such as utterances. images and texts) are not 

just representations of underlying social relations but are rather involved in creating and 

sustaining social relations. According to Thompson (1990:59) these relations of 

domination are achieved in the following way: 

There are systematic differentials in terms of the distribution of. and access to. 
resources. Individuals have. by virtue of their (social) location, different quantities of, 
and different degrees of access to, available resources. The social location of 
individuals. and the entitlements associated with their positions in a social field or 
institution. endow them with varying degrees of 'power' , understood as a socially or 
institutionally endowed capacity which enables some individuaJs to make decisions, 
pursue ends or realise interests. 

Domination results when established relations of power are systematically asymmetrical 

i.e. when some groups have power that excludes and to some degree is inaccessible to 

other groups. 

The science resources to which people can have varying access include the literacies required 

to study science. education and information, and decision and policy-making. I will discuss 

each of these in turn. In tenns of the literacies required to study science, the work of Heath 

(1986) indicates that access to school-based literacies depends on the literacies previously 

acquired by a child. Home-based literacy practices of different groups (Heath studied two 

working class groups and a middle class group) mesh with school-based literacies to varying 

degrees. Schools take more account of the prior learning experiences of middle class children, 

and regard these as the nonn, making it easier for middle class children to acquire school-based 

literacies including scientific literacies. If South Afiica wants to increase the number of school 

children doing maths and science at high school level, it is imponant for schools and for the 

curriculum to take account of the prior learning experiences of their pupils and of community 

values and beliefs. Science must be presented as consistent with rather than in opposition to 

community values. (A South Afiican example is explaining the biochemical processes (such as 

enzyme action and fennentation) associated with a culturally valued activity such as beer

brewing without denigrating or ignoring its cultural and religious significance (communication 

with ancestors).) 
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Fairclough claims (1989:64), that less powerful people are actively excluded from 

particular types of discourse. A blatant example is provision of unequal education under 

apartheid. and deliberate limitation of access to subjects such as Maths and Science. This 

exclusion and limitation continues for economic and logistical reasons (such as historical 

limitations of the responsible bureaucracy and the time it takes to properly equip a school). 

which thus need consideration as well as ideology. However Fairclough (1989:65) points 

out that in societies that are more egalitarian than apartheid South Africa and where 

financial constraints are less pressing than in present-day South Africa, inequalities 

continue to be reproduced: in general children come to occupy the class positions of their 

parents. The role in this process ofsocietal beliefs (such as science as too difficult for most 

people) is apparent in Lemke's (1990) study of classroom interaction in V.S. secondary 

schools. 

Lemke (1990) provides evidence of pervasive classroom and societal belief that science is 

difficult and only accessible to the intelligent few. Lemke (1990: 138) maintains that 

scientists are viewed as experts, that science is opposed to rather than continuous with 

common sense. and that most people are not able to understand it . Further, Lemke 

(1990: 140) shows that science is presented as authoritative. He provides evidence from 

classroom interaction that pupils are told there are laws in science and encouraged to 

believe in them even if the explanation is not provided at present. Fact is presented as 

objective and as in opposition to theory (rather than being, in Lemke's terms, a theory not 

currently under question). These two wide-spread ideologies (in the neutral meaning of 

'belief.,; ' a~ well as the negative meaning concerning sustaining relations of domination) -

that science is difficult and that science is authoritative - make it more difficult for students 

to learn science. They make it more likely for students not to try to understand science 

(because it's tOO difficult), or to feel pressure to believe ideas they don ' t understand 

because they have the stamp of science on them. Thus Lemke (1990) implies that one 

resource to which people have varying access is knowledge. 

In addition Lemke (1990) maintains that the really important resource to which people 

have varying access in science is decision and policy making and that ' technocrats ' 

(policy-makers in government and industry) control this r~source. These technocrats use 

science to justify their decisions and limit understanding of science to prevent challenges 
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to the basis for the decisions they make. A recent 10ca1 example was the proposed mining 

of the St Lucia dunes (in Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa). In this case the ecologists 

working for the mining company suggested no long term damage from the mining 

(Goedhals 1990), while the more independent environmental impact assessment (Kruger, 

van W:lgen, Weaver and Greyling J 997) disagreed. Here both those in favour of the 

mining and those against it used the authority of science in an attempt to influence the 

decision. Similarly, in the above-mentioned controversy concerning the cause of AIDS, 

President Thabo Mbeki - who plays a major decision-making role in South Africa about 

the appropriate response in South Africa to AIDS - gives his own belief (that HIV does 

not cause AIDS) credibility by quoting various scientists and scientific studies that support 

his belief. Both these examples illustrate Lemke's (1990) contention that there is 

domination of one group (ordinary people) by another group (the technocrats - in the St 

Lucia case the mining company, and in the mV-AIDS case the SA govemment) by their 

manipulation of a third group (scientists) and the knowledge they produce. Lemke 

(1990: 129ft) notes that it benefits technocrats if people don ' t understand science but 

believe in its authority because then they are less likely to question decisions. This lack of 

understanding is evident in the lllV-AIDS example. Very few people have any 

understanding of transmission of viruses, immunity to pathogens, immune deficiency 

action O"J~ anti-rctroviral drugs etc., but, guided by the media, most middle-class South 

Africans accept the mainstream medical solution to the problem and roundly condemn 

Thabo Mbeki 's policy. The role of the scientific community as the authoritative experts on 

which writers of popular scientific articles draw is discussed in chapter 4. This is valuable 

in my consideration of my second research question (cf 1.2), which concerns the 

ideological assumptions of texts in my study. 

2.3.3.4 Power relations in science research articles and other science genres 

As discussed above, Gee (1990) defines ideology as theories about the distribution of the 

'goods ' of status and solidarity in society. In this section I consider Myers' (1989) analysis 

of a tacit understanding by writers of research articles of the distribution of status and 

solidarity in research science. This account is central to my analysis of ideological 

assumptions in the texts I analyse in chapter 4. 

In his discussion of power relations in science research articles, Myers (1989) uses Brown 

and Levinson's (1987:58) analysis of politeness in discourse in which a ' model person' has 
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negative face (the want to be unirnpeded) and positive face (the want to be approved of). 

To maximise benefits to himfherself and minimise any loss of face, the model person 

evaluates the variables of social distance between speaker and hearer, differences in power 

between speaker and hearer, and the relative size of the intended imposition on the face of 

their hearer. He notes the assumption in science that the research corrununity is very much 

more powerful than the individual. Although the assumption is that individual researchers 

are equal in power, all individual researchers must show deference to the research 

community as a whole. Readers of research articles represent this powerful community, 

and writers are therefore writing for an audience more powerful than they are. Myers 

(1989) suggests that writers have to take account of, and show deference to two 

audiences: other researchers in the field (what Myers refers to as the ' esoteric audience' ) 

and other scientists outside the field who may show an interest in the work (the ' exoteric 

audience'). Writers of research articles must show politeness to this second audience by 

providing enough background information for them to understand the article and thus feel 

included in the research. Secondly and very importantly, writers must persuade other 

researchers in the field that the research was performed accurately and repeatably etc., and 

that the conclusions reached are informed by objective observation, rather than the 

writer' s own wishes or preferences. 

According to Myers (1989), by putting forward new knowledge claims which supersede 

prior ones, writers of research articles threaten the face of other researchers who will have 

to change their practices/ideas. Other face threatening acts in research articles are naming, 

speculating, and asserting priority. Writers of scientific research articles mitigate the threat 

to the face of other researchers in a number of ways. For example, a writer who criticises 

the work of another researcher, may include himlherself in the criticism. Writers often 

identify common goals, or assume the readers share their goals. An example in my data is 

found in my extract from a research article, where the authors include the reader Cwe' ) in 

the implications section of their article (see section 4.1): 

A first question IS whether we are seeing the effects of a purely biological 
phenomenon or whether periodic extinction results from recurrent events or cycles 
in the physical environment. 

To avoid threats to the face of readers, writers of research articles also hedge c1aims, use 

impersonal constructions or limit claims to themselves. An example from my data is the 

following extract from a research article in which the authors limit their claim to 
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themselves: 'wefavour extraterrestrial causes ' (see section 4.11 .1). In Myers ' analysis 

this weakens what they say, as they are admitting that the opinion is limited to themselves. 

Halliday (1993 :68) regards the grammatical features of scientific English - nominalisation, 

clauses embedded in the nominal grouP. relational processes, simple clause structure - as 

"functional in the effective construction of reality", viewing nominalisation as "an essential 

resource for constructing scientific discourse" (1993:61). For example he shows 

(1993 :58) how, for exanple, in describing an experiment, the writer wishes to foreground 

(by making thematic) the goal of the process rather than himlherself. For this purpose use 

of the passive and removal of the writer from the writing may function in achieving <<the 

balance of information the writer intends" (Halliday 1993 : 58) rather than merely in making 

what is said impersonal. By contrast, as indicated above, Myers (1989) views some 

discourse features of science as functioning ideologically. In his analysis, these features of 

scientific discourse are a consequence of politeness that must be displayed by individual 

members of the community to the powerful discourse community as a whole. In this view 

these features reflect a set of ideological assumptions about social identities, relationships 

and power that members of the scientific community accept, and which have become 

conventionalised. My analysis in chapter 4 uses both perspectives. It considers how the 

discourse features of science function in constructing meaning, and also considers how 

they function in constructing and maintaining power relationships through deference 

shown by individuals to the powerful discourse community. 

2.3.3.5 How propositions become fact in science 

So far in my discussion of ideology I have considered the usefulness of a range of 

meanings for the tenn to my analysis of scientific discourse: ideology as beliefs/values, 

ideology as meaning that sustains relations of domination, and ideology as theories one 

holds about the distribution of 'goods' such as status and solidarity. I have discussed how 

ideology in discourse is the vehicle for maintenance of consensual power, and how 

ideology in discourse does not merely reflect reality but is partly responsible for creating 

it . I have considered the power relations between participants (reader. writer and scientific 

community) in various genres of scientific discourse. I have given attention also to the 

resources to which powerful members of the scientific community have relat ively greater 

access and considered how in the wider society the power to make decisions is bolstered 

by powerful individuals and institutions by reference to the authority of science. In this 
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section I turn my attention to how a proposition acquires factual status within the 

scientific community. This is an important aspect of my comparison between genres in 

chapter 4. and is centra1 to my second research question concerning the ideological 

assumptions of the genres in my study. 

Science tries to describe and explain Nature. to suggest laws that will predict how things 

will behave not only here and now, but universally. For example Newton 's universal laws 

of gravitation predict how two bodies will behave not only on earth, but anywhere in the 

universe. So science seeks to establish knowledge that holds universally true, independent 

of time and place, and independent of who is observing or measuring what is taking place. 

Some research has been done by sociologists of science into how any scientific proposition 

comes to be regarded as tact . 

Latour and Woolgar (1979:174) note that by 'fact' we usually mean "some objectively 

independent entity" In general we view facts as pre-existing, and their existence as 

requiring revelation. Latour and Woolgar (1979: 178) quote the folJowing extract which 

indicates the belief on the part of the writer that facts are somehow "out there" and the 

role of the scientists is just to reveal them: 

"We can easily imagine a world similar to ours, containing the same intransitive 
objects of scientific l-..nowledge, but without any science to produce knowledge of 
them ... In such a world, which has occurred and may come again, reality would be 
unspoken for and yet things would not cease to act and interact in all kinds of 
ways." (quoted in Latour and Woolgar 1979: 178). 

For this author, facts are "intransitive objects of scientific knowledge," which exist even if 

there is no science or scientists. This idea of facts as existing and waiting to be discovered 

by scientists is very widespread. I recently found the following statement in some lecture 

notes for teachers doing a Bachelor ef Education (CASME, 2000): 

"Ideas which just seem interesting in themselves, but don ' t have any importance for 
funders, won't be investigated - and so a lot of interesting facts may remain 
undiscovered' (my italics) 

Unsurprisingly., research into the beliefs about science of school children indicate similarly 

that most children view science as a series of discoveries of pre-existing facts (Duveen, 

Scott and Solomon 1993, Ryan and Aikenhead 1992). There is little understanding 
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amongs~ school children of the socially negotiated aspects of science (Driver, Leach, Scott 

and Millar 1994). The assumption in schools according to Selley (1989) is that there is ' a 

simple logical path from evidence to theory' . 

Sociologists of science have disputed this view of facts as pre-existing entities awaiting 

discovery by scientists. Latour and Woolgar (1979:174) for example suggest that facts are 

socially constructed (through intuition, interpretation of data, suggestions, discussion 

between colleagues, reading other sources, publication, and acceptance by other 

scientists). Pinch (1985) provides evidence for the reliance of facts on human judgement 

and interpretation of data, and thus for the socially constructed nature of scientific fact . In 

the physics research articles he studied, he (1985 :6) found a chain of evidence, where 

measurement of substance/phenomenon A was used as evidence for substance! 

phenomenon B, which in turn was evidence of substance/phenomenon C. He describes 

how "splodges" on a graph were taken as evidence of Arl7
, which in turn was taken as 

evidence of solar neutrinos. In science. proof can usually only be provided indirectly at 

several removes from what is being measured. At each step the final results (in this case 

measurement of solar neutrinos) can be challenged by other researchers if they can 

challenge the assumptions and observations involved in the intermediate steps (in this case 

the interval on the graph where the "splodges" can be regarded as significant or whether 

the Ar3
' was caused by solar neutrinos or something else altogether.) 

In chapter 4 I describe a similar situation in my exemplary research article by Raup and 

Sepkoski (see appendix page 3). It is of course impossible to measure directly how quickly 

mass extinctions that happened millions of years ago occurred. Raup and Sepkoski ' s 

measure of the timeframe of mass extinction is through statistical manipulation of counts 

of fossils . The subject of one of the popular articles in my study (from Scientific American, 

see appendix page 23) is the evidential challenge by another researcher (Hoffinan) to Raup 

and Sepkoski ' s finding;. Hoffinan, (as Pinch (1985) found in his study of the solar 

neutrinos), challenges the intermediate steps, and suggests that there are uncertainties in 

Raup and Sepkoski's fossil dating. Hoffinan also challenges Raup and Sepkoski ' s 

manipulation of their statistics (see section 4.2). 

Latour and Woolgar (1979) provide a third example that demonstrates the inevitable role 

of human judgement in the construction of scientific facts. They investigated a biochemical. 
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laboratory that was trying to work out the molecular structure of a substance present in 

the brain called TRF. To do this they synthesised a number of possible molecules and 

compared them to the TRF that they had extracted from rats' brains. This comparison 

used machines that provide graphical evidence of measurements. (They call these 

machines "inscription devices") . The graprucal evidence produced by these machines was 

then subject to the judgement of scientists, who had to decide whether the graphical 

tracing made for any of the synthetic molecules was identical with the graphical tracing for 

the extracted molecule or not. Thus the 'fact' that one of the synthesised molecules is 

identical with the extracted molecule is the result of human judgement. As Latour and 

Woolgar (1979: 145) note: 

"Difference and identity do not exist per se~ rather they depend on the context in which 
they are used and on negotiations between investigators. It was thus possible to dismiss 
a difference as minor noise or to deem it a major discrepancy." 

During the 7 years in which the biochemical laboratory was researching the molecule TRF, 

their published papers were couched in terms of modality indicating that the laboratory 

chose to look on these differences (between the synthetic and extracted molecules) as 

discrepancies rather than as minor noise. The research group eventually developed a new 

technique whose results, showing that the synthetic and natural molecules were identical, 

were accepted by everyone in the field . After that the existence and structure of the 

molecule became established as fact and references to this were no longer modalised 

(Latour and Woolgar 1979: 147). It is acceptance by the scientific community that turns a 

knowledge claim into a fact . 

However, even after acceptance of a statement as fact by the scientific community. it can 

stiU turn out to be artefact (Latour and Woolgar 1979: 176). So, for example, before 

Galileo and Kepler and others proved mathematically that the earth and other planets 

move around the sun, it was well accepted as a fact by the scientific establishment that the 

other planets and the sun move around the earth. This fact was supported by careful 

observations and mathematical calculations, and also had predictive value and was used 

for navigation. This was a fact that was subsequently found to be an artefact. 

Latour and Woolgar (1979: 176) note that within discourse a statement stabilises as a fact 

when it rids itself of place, time, and reference to its producers and the production process 
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and ber.arnes incorporated into a large body of knowledge drawn upon by the discourse 

community (Latour and Woolgar 1979: 106). Independence oftime and place indicate that 

the fact is universally true, while independence of human agency indicates objectivity in 

science. It is because facts are regarded as pre-existing, independent of people, and just 

waiting to be revealed, that objectivity implies removal of human agency, and 

independence of time and place. However, this must be seen in the context of the broader 

west.ern cultural value in which emotion is seen as the polar opposite of reason. We prove 

that something is true, valid, credible and thus a fact , partly by representing it as based on 

reason, not on emotion. Associated with this is the removal of people from our account. 

The following quotation is from an interview with an eminent South African physicist, 

speaking about the purpose of student laboratory work (Parkinson 1995:88): 

'We're trying to get them to learn to do the thing in a dispassionate way~ in other words not 
having a vested interest in the results. Of course everybody's got a vested interest in the 
result - but learning how to remove one's personal feelings, the feeling that there's a right 
answer from it. That's a vety hard thing to do." 

This goal of experimental objectivity is, this infonnant tells us, an ideal rather than a 

possibility. The attempt at objectivity must also be reflected in the way we write about our 

experimental work. So even when we report on research that we personally have done, 

human agency is removed. It doesn 't matter who did'it , what matters is that we inform the 

reader what was done so that they can, if they wish, reproduce the research. 

Campbell (1975) suggests that impersonality in sCience IS a convention to persuade 

readers of the writer 's objectivity and lack of personal involvement and emotion. This is 

not to say that objectivity in science is a fiction . Researchers in any field strive for their 

research to reflect reality rather than what they would like. This accounts for the careful 

accuracy of measurement in science. However CampbeU ( 1975) argues that complete 

objectivity is never achirvable because this would imply lack of any person behind the 

writing, lack of point of view, judgements and selection necessary for the research to be 

done. For Campbell (1975:397) the positive ideal of the impersonal scientist questing after 

objective truth as well as the negative ideal of the cold unfeeling mechanistic scientist are 

personae of scientific discourse. That is they are not the "real scientist" who is writing but 

rather the "created personality put forth in the act of communicating". So in scientific 

· . 
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writing the writer must assume the persona of the objective rational scientist. It is the 

personae of scientific discourse that claim the achievement of objectivity in the research 

described (CampbeU 1975:399). 

Impersonality removes human agency from the account, making it, Lemke (1990) claims, 

more difficult for those not familiar with the discourse (such as school children) to 

understand, thus limiting access to the discourse of science. When writers of science 

research articles use personal language, they are signalling weakness in their argument 

(Myers 1989) They are indicating that this opinion is limited to themselves, and that they 

are unable to make the claim that this is an accepted fact. Scientific discourse removes 

human agency because in the western cultural tradition a personal account is less objective 

and less credible than an impersonal one. In the discourse of science, because it is centrally 

concemed with the establishment of the fact , this value of objectivity and thus of 

impersonality becomes very important. How texts achieve an impression of objectivity is 

an important point of distinction between genres in my study. As the reader will sce later 

in the thesis, impersonality is not a universal way of achieving objectivity in writing about 

science. My report on popular science discourse in sections 4.3 and 4.4 shows that 

popular science does not remove people from the account , and achieves the impression of 

objectivity differently from research science. 

In this review of the literature concerned with ideology, I have argued that the authors of 

scientific genres such as research articles and textbooks are successfui at communicating 

what they do for the very reason that they do participate in the ideological value of 

objectivity and its cultural realisation in removal of emotion and the personal . Thus 

grammatical features are not either ideological or functional . Instead some grammatical 

features are functional because they allow a text to reflect the ideology of the discourse. In 

this case an ideological value of western culture, in which personal feelings are regarded as 

indicating subjectivity, finds even greater importance in the discourse of science because 

facts and the establishment of facts is so important in science. Within the scientific 

discourse community, impersonality implies objectivity, which in turn makes it more likely 

that claims will be accepted by the scientific community and achieve the status of fact . In 

the wider societal context, propositions accepted as fact by the scientific community have 

authority, and powerful individuals and institutions employ the authority of science to 

justify policies and decisions. Lemke (1990) argues that it is to the benefit of such policy 
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makers that most people do not have an extensive understanding of science, so that the 

basis for governmental or industrial decisions cannot be questioned. 

2.4 Scientific genres 

This study, as I first indicated m the opening chapter, examines a number of science 

genres: research articles, university textbooks, popular science texts, and science books 

for children. Most previous work on science genres has been on research articles (e.g. 

Bazennan 1988, Myers 1989, Butler 1990, Hunston 1994) and textbooks (Myers 1992b, 

Love 1991, 1993, Tadros 1989, Wignell, Martin and Eggins 1993, Martin 1993, Veel 

1997) with some interest having been shown in popularisations (Myers 1989, Fahnestock 

1986, Garces-Conejos and SilOchez-Macarro, 1988). In what follows I review the 

literature associated with research articles and textbooks, and in the next section (2.5), I 

review the litera.ture associated with popular science articles. Because the work on 

researc.h articles is particularly rich, I look briefly. first at an important study that examines 

rhetorical aspects of the research article, before reviewing studies that shed light on the 

linguistic features of the genre. I draw extensively on insights from these studies in the 

analysis I provide of my own data in chapter 4. 

2.4.1 Rhetorical aspects of research articles 

The research article is an important genre for my study. because it is the genre against 

which I measure the other genres in the study, in particular, textbooks and popular science 

articles. An historical perspective, indicating the COmmon origin of research articles and 

popular articles, is therefore useful . In his overview of the development of the research 

article, Bazennan (198~) stresses the fluid and dynamic nature of the research article (and 

indeed any genre). He indicates (1988 :80) how the genre has developed in response to the 

need to convince readers who had not been present to observe the experiments reported 

on for themselves. Bazerman (1988: 77) points out that in the early days of research 

articles (i.e. before 1800) experiments were demonstrated to the Royal Society before an 

audience. Research articles were therefore closer to news, merely reporting that the 

experiment had been demonstrated, and not really needing to persuade the reader -

because witnesses had seen it . Nature was portrayed as speaking for itself. Later Nature 

began to be viewed as more opaque, more an issue of contention. Experiments then were 

reported in more meticulous detail, and the authors, knowing that their writing could be 
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challenged, were careful to persuade the reader with reasoned argument. To do this, the 

writer had to establish that he, the only witness of the experiment, was a credible witness 

who had followed proper procedures (Bazennan 1988: 140). The method had to be 

provided in enough detail to convince readers and allow replication. 

Bazennan (1988:92) shows how in the only research article Newton published, to 

persuade his readers who had not observed his experiments, Newton used the rhetorical 

device of representing himself as an ideal experimental scientist who isolates phenomena 

and reasons in a planned and orderly way. Newton's persuasive use of language has been 

widely influential. Halliday (1993) notes the continuing influence of the grammatical 

features of Newton's writing. In the next section (2 .4.2) I therefore review Halliday's 

(1993) analysis of how Newton's use of language for reporting of experiment, complex 

reasoning and persuasion is reflected in the grammatical feature of nominalisation (an 

important category in my discussion in chapter 4). 

Tracing later developments of the research article, Bazerman (1988:257) uses the example 

of articles in psychology, to show how the structure of research articles changes to reflect 

the ideology of the discipline. Similarly he shows (1988:278) how the length of the 

literature survey and the number of references to the literature depends to a large degree 

on how focused the discipline is and how much consensus there is in the discipline. He 

found (1988 : 153) that as a discipline develops it becomes increasingly embedded in theory 

and knowledge rather than methods or experimental instruments. 

Bazerman (1988:27) notes that in research articles the previous literature, audience and 

author seem to work together towards a common reflection of nature. This is because the 

research article sorts out the previous literature according to how well it fits the present 

claims. As a way of establishing solidarity with the readers, the readers are assumed to 

share the author's view of the literature and the approach to the object of study. The 

author' s presence is minimised in favour of the author's presentation of nature. The claims 

made by the research article are represented as filling a defined slot. To achieve this the 

author defines a problem or substance. giving it an existence it may not have had before. 

For example, as noted above in section 2.3 .3, substances and concepts are assumed in 

research articles to pre-exist their identification and isolation (Bazerman 1988:28). The 
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object of study is taken as a given, and human action is viewed as mere coming to know 

an existing object. 

2.4.2 Grammatical features of research articles 

Complementary to Bazennan' s tracing of the rhetorical developments of research articles, 

is Halliday's (1993) analysis of the historical development of certain grammatical features 

of scientific writing such as nominalisation. Through nominalisation, actions, events and 

qualities are construed as nouns, and thus represented as objects (Halliday and Martin 

1993:52). Halliday (1993 :54ff) shows how nominalisation packages previously explained 

complex argument. It allows the efficient progression of complex argument by allowing 

previously explained (and thus Given) material to be placed in thematic (and thus 

unmarked position) in relation to the New material (as unmarked Rheme), which is also 

the new step in the argument . Another important result of nominalisation explicated by 

Halliday (1993) is the preponderance in scientific English of relational processes. With 

actions and events (process) being construed as nouns (things), less meaning is sited in the 

verb, and verbs in scientific writing are often the relatively empty 'be' or causal verbs. So, 

common1y. science is expressed as 'x = y' or 'x caused y' . 

The research article most commonly follows the lntroduction-Methods-Results-Discussion 

structure as noted by Kourilova (1994), and as prescribed also by the APA Publication 

Manual (Bazerman 1988), These sections have quite distinct linguistic features. For 

example Hanania and Akhtar (1985) found that active verbs exceeded passives in all 

sections except methods. Similarly the present tense exceeds the past in all sections except 

methods. Modals were highest in Discussion and lowest in Methods. Tarone, Owyer, 

Gillette and Icke (1998) found that we + active voice marked the authors' own work or 

own procedural choice, while use of the passive marked the work of others or a standard 

procedure. 

A large body of literature exists on modality in scientific research articles. A number of 

corpus studies have looked at the frequency of modal verbs in science texts . Butler (1990) 

looked at the frequency of modals in science research articles and textbooks and Hanania 

and Akhtar (1985) examined their frequency in Masters theses in science. These studies 

confirm that different sections of a science research article are likely to have different 
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concentrations of modal verbs. Modality is generally employed by writers to modify or 

soften what they say, or to introduce a deliberate element of vagueness. Work on hedging 

is useful for my purposes in this study as it throws light on the writers ' opinion of what 

they are writing about and their relationship with the reader (Lakoff 1972, Myers 1989, 

Dubois 1987, Salager-Meyer 1998, Channe1l1990, PoweD 1985, Crompton 1997, 1998) . 

In Hyland's formulation (1994, 1996a, 1996b, 1997), writers may hedge to indicate the 

extent to which they feel a proposition corresponds to reality, they may h~dge their own 

responsibility for the proposition itself by attributing it to someone else, or they may hedge 

out of politeness to the reader. My findings in chapter 4 indicate that the different genres 

in this study have a preponderance of different sons of hedge, and this is one of the 

features that distinguish the genres in my study. 

Another p..!rspective on writers' opinion of what they are writing about and their 

relationship with the reader is found in a funher concept which is central to this study: 

evaluation (Hunston 1993, 1994, Thompson and ¥lyun 1991). Evaluation includes those 

elements of a text that function to express the writer ' s opinion and reflect the writer's 

value system, construct and maintain relations between writer and reader, and to organise 

discourse (Thompson and Hunston 2000:6). In the term 'evaluation' Thompson and 

Hunston (2000:3) include expressions of opinion about entities (usually referred to as 

modality) and expressions of opinion about propositions (referred to by other researchers 

as attitudinal meaning, appraisal, and evaluation). Hunston (2000: 176) distinguishes 

evaluation relating to the content of what is said about the world and evaluation relating to 

the ongoing interaction between reader and writer. Martin 's concept of appraisal 

(2000a: 142) encompasses t:valuative lexis that includes expressions of emotion (Affect), 

moral assessments of behaviour (Judgement) and aesthetic assessments (Appreciation). 

In this section (2.4.2) I have reviewed some of the grammatical features of science 

research articles. Most revealing for my comparison of science writing in four genres (cr 

my first research question in 1.2), which I repon on in chapter 4, are the features that 

illuminate interpersonal meaning, namely modality, hedging and evaluation. 
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2.4.3 Textbooks 

Textbooks, central to my study (cf section 4.2), have been the subject of some study 

(Myers 1992b, Love 1991, 1993, Tadros 1989) with particular attention being paid to 

textbooks at school level within the Australian Systemic Functional tradition (WigneU 

Martin and Eggins 1993, Martin 1993). Swales (1995) characterises textbooks as having a 

paucity of hedging, a diminution of human agency. l.'se of abstract nominalisation as 

subjects of processes, a deployment of prevailing metaphors, and the mediation and 

marketing of difficult material . In his words (1995:4) introductory textbooks are usually 

"conservative encapsulations of prevailing paradigms. Appearance, arrangement, certitude. 

and style ... make them examples of 'canunizing discourse .. •. Myers (J 992b:8) suggests 

that textbook authors arrange currently accepted knowledge into a coherent whole. while 

by contrast journal article authors try to make the strongest possible claim for which they 

can get agreement. Readers of articles, according to Myers (1992b: 13): sort out new 

knowledge from old~ attribute credit to researchers, assess the c.ertainty of statements; 

infer cohesive links between knowledge~ and trace the relation to other texts. Readers of 

textbooks. on the other hand: arrange facts in order, separate facts from researchers, take 

most knowledge as accepted, infer knowledge using cohesive links. However Swales 

(1995) suggests that the: readership that writers of textbooks must take into account is 

more complex than this and that one group of readers that textbook writers address are 

the academics who evaluate and prescribe the textbooks. Because of the nature of my 

study, which draws on a limited range of texts, (although these are analysed in the great 

depth that systemic analysis affords), I found no evidence in my study of any reader 

beyond students. 

Veel (1997: 161) discusses the roles that school textbooks (as opposed to lab sCIence) 

construct for the reader and participants. He notes that school science differs from lab or 

applied science in the genres it emphasises (considering genre from the perspective of the 

Australian tradition). In school science explanations and descriptive and taxonomic repons 

are the most common genres (Veel 1997: 167) compared to lab and applied science where 

exposition and discussion are the most common genres (Veel 1997: 168). Veel (J 997: 168) 

suggests that this recontextualisation of lab and applied science, to facilitate readers ' 

learning it . makes school science abstract. impersonal and disconnected from the processes 

leading to its formation. However, as numerous studies make clear (e.g Latour and 
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Woolgar 1979, Knorr-Cetina 1981), the language of research articles is equally abstract, 

impersonal and disconnected from the processes leading to its fonnation. 

Veel (1997) maintains that school science texts move through a hierarchy of less privileged 

genres (such as procedure) to more privileged genres (such as cause and effect 

explanations). In his terms (Vee1 1997:182) a knowledge path is constructed for students 

from less grammatically complex to more complex scientific language. As they move 

along this knowledge path students are exposed to language that is increasingly lexically 

dense, increasingly norninalised. increasingly abstract. There is a move from temporal 

logical relations (e.g. while, then, after) to consequential logical relations (e.g. so that, if, 

because), and from external conjunctions (construing the external world) to internal 

conjunctions (construing the organisation of the text) .. 

One motivation for my study (cr. my third research question, see section 1.2) is to test the 

extent to which the non-academic genres (popular science texts and science books for 

children) are in any way a preparation for the academic genres (specifically, the research 

article and textbooks). For this reason it is important that I consider here evidence for the 

extent to which the writing expected of undergraduate science students approximates the 

writing in textbooks and research articles. Braine (1989) collected 61 assignments in ten 

science and engineering courses and found that 52 (85%) of the tasks involved a report on 

a specified participatory experience. Most of these are lab reports, which Braine (1989:9) 

points out require a mixture of activities such as summary paraphrase, description, 

comparison and contrast. cause and effect, interpretation and the integration of 

mathematical and scientific data into a text . [n chapter 5 I argue that most of the 

assignments students are expected to produce (lab reports) are "proto-research articles". 

These have some of the same functions as research articles: placing the work done in the 

context of the literature, providing a full enough account of the method used, convincing 

the reader (lecturer) that the work was carefully and accurately performed, exphining the 

results with reference to the literature. 

As well as having to produce reports on experimental work. the other major literacy event 

that science students participate in is examinations. In these, other genres are expected of 

students such as descriptive and explanatory essays, as well as short explanations of 

phenomena and processes. These, 1 argue in chapter 5, most closely approximate 
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textbooks. Features that examination answers share with textbooks is that they are 

summaries of received knowledge, regarded by writer and (ideally) by reader as fact , and 

unlikely to be hedged to any marked extent. Martin (1993 :167) notes that textbooks are 

the main models of written science for school children. 

My outline in this section of studies of the research article indicates that research articles 

developed both grammatically and rhetorically in response to the need of writers to 

convince readers of their research claims. Halliday's (1993) analysis of grammatical 

features of scientific discourse indicates the suitability of features such as nominalisation 

and thematic development for reasoned argument. Bazennan's (1988) historical survey of 

rhetorical development of the genre indicates how it developed to convince readers who 

were not present to observe the research that the writer perfonned the research in an 

acceptable way. This section has also considered studies of textbooks indicating features 

such as intended audience of textbooks. as well as some of the discourse features of 

textbooks. Veel (1997) suggests that school textbooks become increasingly grammatically 

complex. This ties in well with and usefully infonns my analysis of an extremely 

grammatically complex textbook extract in section 4.2 (see appendix page 8 for a copy of 

the textbook extract that I report on in 4.2). 

2.5 News genres 

Having dealt in the previous section with scientific genres. I turn in this section to the two 

news genres, the issues report and opinion piece, from which two of my exemplary texts 

are drawn (see sections 4.3 and 4.4). I review also some of the values of news reporting, 

before moving on to reviewing studies of the discourse features of popular science 

articles. This informs the first and second of my research questions regarding what 

distinguishes the genres in my study from each other, and the ideological assumptions of 

each genre. 

2.5.1 Tbe genres of news reporting 

Three popular articles are examined in this study: a text from Scientific American (i.e. 

written by a journalist for scientists not active in the discipline) and texts from TIme and 

the Mail and Guardian (both written by journalists for non-scientists). Copies of these 

texts are in the appendix in pages 23, 28 and 35. White (I997) identifies 2 modes within 
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the media: hard news reporting, and commentary or opinion. The two major sub-genres of 

hard news reporting are the event story and issues report . The first of these is grounded in 

a material happening, typically some misadventure. The issues report by contrast is 

grounded in a communicative event and describes the «criticisms, accusations, demands, 

warnings, discoveries or announcements of some authorised source such as ... a 

professional expert or scientific researcher" (White 1997: 102). Popular science reporting 

as a result usually falls into the second category - the issues report . The event story 

reports on a phenomenon, while the issues report concerns a metaphenomenon: a 

phenomenon corrunented on by someone else. By contrast with hard news, in commentary 

or opinion the role of the author is to offer subjective interpretations with explicit value 

judgements. The Scientific American and Time texts in my study are issues reports, with 

projected statements of authorised sources. This is distinguished from the Mail and 

Guardian article in my study, which is an opinion piece with frequent interpersonal value 

judgements about the competence and motivations of scientists. 

2.5.2 The values expressed in news genres 

As noted by White (1997: 106) and Golding (1997:257) journalistic training manuals stress 

that news reporting should be factual, neutral, objective and free of bias (e.g. Hutchison 

1986: 12). To achieve this the news writer allegedly minimises interpersonal meanings, as 

these foreground the writer' s subjective involvement in the text . Such meanings are 

confined to quoted comments. This does not mean however that interpersonal meanings 

are eliminated. Instead, according to White (1997: 109), they are confined to 

intensification. This takes the form of lexis (examples from my data are 'seeks' and 

'scrutinise' instead of ' look for ') and comparisons (an example quoted by White is 'the 

worst losses since 1945 '). White (1997: 109) notes that because issues reports can rely on 

the reported words of others to engage the reader emotionally, they do not need to rely as 

heavily on intensification as do event stories. 

In terms of subject matter in news reports, Ungerer (1997:311) found that the following 

are regarded by journalistic manuals as news values or likely to make something 

newsworthy: large number~, proximity. reference to persons, reference to elite people, 

reference to the negative, predictability/unexpectedness, unambiguity, recency, and 

continuity of the topic. In my three articles reference to persons was certainly important 
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(Time and Scientific American) recency is stressed in all three, unexpectedness is stressed 

in the Mail and Guardian article. Reference to associated institutions and mention of Luiz 

Alvarez's Nobel prize could be viewed as reference to elite people. 

Focusing specifically on science popularisations, Fahnestock (1986:297) maintains that 

their appeal to readers is either what she calls <the wonder ' (powers and secrets of Nature 

and breakthroughs of scientists) or 'the application' (further benefits of the powers of 

Nature of the breakthroughs of scientists). These categories do not fit easily with the 

highly popular topic in the popular articles in this study (what caused the extinction of the 

dinosaurs). This topic has greater correspondence to White's (1997: 104) identification of 

3 categories of subject matter in news reports: aberrant damage, power relations, 

normative breach. Elements of two of these categories are identifiable in the popular 

science articles in my study: there is the past aberrant damage that occurred during the 

impact of a meteorite, as weU as the possibility of future aberrant damage should a 

meteorite ever hit earth again. While the texts in my study do not report on any nonnative 

breach, this is a common theme in articles for example on genetically modified food. 

cloning, pollution, the environment etc. Indirectly, power relations are also reported on in 

science news to the extent that new findings or hypotheses challenge the existing ones, 

eliciting responses from those that support the existing hypotheses and theories. The 

difference of opinion between scientists is part of what is reported on in all three articles in 

my study to a greater or lesser degree. White' s categories therefore have importance for 

the second of my three research questions. that concerning the ideological assumptions of 

the genres in my study. 

White (1997: 125) sees the main purpose of news reports (in their focus on these three 

categories of aberrant damage, power relations, normative breach) as being the 

identification of maximal disruption of the status quo. This identification is ideologically 

informed, in the sense that it relies on assumptions about what parts of the social order are 

most important and must be monitored for signs of damage, and on assumptions about 

what forces can potentially damage these important parts of the social order. 
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2.5.3 Studies of the discourse features of popular sdence 

With respect to popularisations of science. it is interesting to note that in early scientific 

journals. reports on experimental work accounted for only 5-20% of space in the journal 

(Bazerman 1988:65). Most of the space in early volumes of the Philosophic TrallsactiollS 

of the Royal Society was devoted to material that would today be found only in popular 

sources: remarkable foetuses. astronomical sightings, and travels to exotic places. 

There have been some studies comparing popularisations of science with research articles. 

Fahnestack (1986). who examined texts from newsmagazines and newspapers. concluded 

that popularisations hedge knowledge claims much less often than do the research articles 

ITem which the infonnatian was drawn. Crismore and Famsworth by contrast (1990: 129) 

found almost as many hedges in popularisations as in research articles. As will be seen in 

Chapter 4. lhe popularisations I examine that are aimed at a scientific rather than generaJ 

audience do not contain fewer hedges than research articles. However my analysis 

indicates that what is hedged in popularisatians is writer responsibility far what is said 

rather than either expression or the extent to which what is said coincides with reality. 

Myers (1991) found that lexical cohesion was more explicitly marked in popularisations 

than in research articles. and that popuiarisations vary in their granunatical features. with 

some popularisations being similar to research articles in some features and others 

showing greater similarity with fiction . In his study focusing on politeness strategies in 

research articles, Myers (1989) compares these to popularisations by suggesting that 

popularisers only have to take account of readers not active in the discipline but who take 

an interest in the research (what he calls the exoteric community). By comparison. 

research articles need to take account of this audience as well as researchers in the 

discipline. However Garces-Conejos and Sanchez-Macarro (1998) looked at 

popularisations written by the original researchers (i .e. long articles compared to the short 

articles by journalists that] analyse) and found that these writers still show deference to 

the esoteric community (i .e. other researchers in the same field). Garces-Conejos and 

Sanchl!z-Macarro (1998) found that popularisations of science written by the researchers 

themselves take account of the exoteric audience in a number of ways. These include 

involving the reader by providing background infonnation (a feature of both the Time and 

Scientific American articles in my study)~ making explicit reference to moral Issues~ 
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making reference to the human side of readers; creating rapport with the readers by asking 

rhetorical questions, using colloquiaJ expressions (very marked in my extract for the Mail 

and Guardian) and addressing the reader directly (see the Mail and Guardian article). In 

other words, this research has been helpful to me in that it suggests a number of features 

that illuminate ideological assumptions in popular science and that distinguish popular 

science from other genres (er. my first and second research questions, section 1.2). 

With respect to the final of the four genres analysed in this study, sCience books for 

children, I found no reference to this genre in my search of the literature. It is possible 

theretore that this is a neglected genre. 

2.6 Summary 

In summary, this chapter outlines literature that has most influenced my concejJtualisation 

of and analysis that I report on in chapter 4 in this study. As explained earlier, my analysis 

in chapter 4 involves a Systemic Functional analysis at the levels of register, genre and 

ideology of texts drawn from four genres of science writing: research article, textbook, 

popular science and science books for children, Accordingly, I have given attention to the 

concepts of register (in 2.3.2), genre (in 2.3. I) and ideology (in 2.3 .3). To reiterate, a 

functional approach tries to explain how language is used, and focuses on meaning. Within 

this approach, register represents the 'context of situation' , and is anaJysed in terms of the 

three metafunctions of field (ideational or content meaning), tenor (interpersonal meaning) 

and mode (textual meaning, concerned with how the message is organised). Genre, or 

Context of Culture, the second level of meaning that I consider, has been variously and 

usefuliy viewed in terms of the staged nature of genres, and from a rhetorical perspective 

in terms of how the writer achieves hislher purpose. Ideology, the third of the levels of 

meaning within the functional approach that I consider, relies, in my analysis in chapter 4, 

on analysis of register. My discussion in section 2.3.3 of this chapter indicates the 

usefuln"ess of three variations of meaning of the term in the literature. These are a neutral 

meaning (values), a negative meaning related to maintenance of relations of domination 

and a meaning related to the 'goods ' of status and solidarity which allows analysis of 

power relations in texts such as research articles where there is no apparent domination of 

one group by another. 
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Register. genre and ideology in texts in four science genres (research article. textbook. 

popular science. and science for children) are the focus of my analysis in chapter 4. 

Section 2.4 therefore is concerned with my reading on two of the genres in my study 

(research article and textbook). while section 2.5 reviews studies that have influenced my 

analysis of popular articles. Section 2.4 indicates that both the rhetorical and grammatical 

features of re~earch articles contribute to their ability to convince the reader of knowledge 

claims by logical argument and by persuading the reader of the writer' s objectivity and 

reliable perfonnance of the research. Textbooks, characterised by Swales (1995:4) as 

'canonising discourse', function to summarise currently accepted knowledge. They. 1 

indicate, construct a knowledge path for students of increasingly lexically dense language 

and increasingly valued genres. My extracts from university textbooks represent the 

culmination of this path in lexically dense infonnation report and discussion genres. Hence 

such information forms a very useful background to my own analysis (reported on in 

chapter 4). Section 2.5 considers some of the news values that cause a particular area in 

science to be the subject of popular articles: White's (1997) categories of aberrant damage 

and power relations and Ungerer' s (1997) categories of unexpectedness and reference to 

people, particularly elite people, are useful to my study. 

In the next chapter, I turn my attention to a consideration of Systemic Functional 

Grammar as a tool for the in-depth and systematic analysis of the discourse features of 

texts. and explain how text is analysed using this grammar. 
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CHAPTER 3 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

3.0 Introduction and overview of the chapter 
3.1 Data Collection 

3.1 .1 Research articles 
3.1 .2 Textbooks 
3.1.3 Popular science articles 
3.1 .4 Science books for children 

3.2 Method of analysis: 
3.2.1 Context of situation and context of culture 
3.2.2 The clause as analytical unit in Systemic Functional Grammar 
3.2.3 The Experiential/Ideational Metafunction 
3.2.4 The Textual Metafunction 

3.2.4.1 Theme and meme 
3.2.4.2 Conjunctive relations in texts 

3.2.5 The Interpersonal Metafunction 
3.2.5.1 The clause as exchange 
3.2.5.2 Modality 
3.2.5.3 Hedging 
3.2.5.4 Evaluation 

3.2.6 Analysis of illustrations 
3.2.6.1 The Ideational/Experiential Metafunction in illustrations 
3.2.6.2 The Interpersonal Metafunction in illustrations 
3.2.6.3 The Textual Metafunction in illustrations 

3.2.7 Summary of the chapter 

3.0 Introduction and overview of the chapter 

This investigation of the differences between popular and academic science could have 

taken a number of routes. It could for example have involved a broad survey of the 

subjects that are selected by popular journals and newspapers as worthy of being 

popularised, compared to other scientific topics that are seldom brought to public notice. 

Or it could have involved comparison over a large body of texts of a particular feature, 

such as inclusion of human participants, or use of modality in popular and academic 

science writing. In this thesis, though, rather than undertake a broad survey of this sort, I 

have chosen to make a close and detailed study of a very limited number of texts, 

focussing on one or two texts drawn from each of the four genres in the study. I have 

chosen to consider what light the grammar of a limited range of texts can shed on the 

ideological assumptions of the genre from which the texts are drawn. Such an approach 

enables one access to features not obvious from a surface inspection of the text, and 

allows one to gain statistical infonnation concerning the discourse features of short typical 

pieces of text. 

In what follows I outline the subject of the texts in the study, and describe the extracts 

selected, indicating the relationship between each extract and the full text from which it 
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was extracted (in section 3,1). I then go on, in section 3.2, to provide a brief description of 

the analytical tool that I use in my analysis of the texts in the study: Systemic Functional 

Grammar. In this account I include not only the grammar of texts (cf. sections 3.2.3 -

3,2.5), but also a consideration of the ' grammar ' of images (in section 3.2.6). Copies of 

the texts in the study. together with all illustrations, are included as foldout pages in the 

appendix (pages 3,5,7,9, 10, 11 , 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 ,23, 25, 28, 30,32, 35,37,40, 46, 

49, and 5 I of the appendix), as are copies of each text divided into numbered clauses 

(pages 2, 8,12,18, 22, 27, 34, 36,39,45 and 48 oflhe appendix). 

3.1 Data CoUection 

This thesis aims to compare popular genres of science with academic genres. The sources 

of popular science writing included in the thesis are popular science journals, 

newsmagazines and newspapers, and books for children. The academic sources included 

are science research articles and textbooks. To keep the ideational meaning of texts 

constant, I chose a topic that has been popular for the last 20 years both in science books 

for children and in popular science journals. This is the question of what caused the 

extinction of the dinosaurs at the end of the Cretaceous period 64 million years ago. 

Conventional theories have it that dinosaurs died out as a result of slow environmental 

changes to which they were unable to adapt. The major theory developed in the last 20 

years, however, holds that the Cretaceous-Tertiary extinction was sudden and probably 

initiated by collision with an extraterrestrial body such as a meteorite. All texts in this 

study reflect this development. Some of the differences between genres in this study are 

likely to be the result of the topic (and discipline) chosen. Studies such as that by 

Bazerman (1988) and work done in Systemic Functional Linguistics (e.g. by Martin 1993) 

indicate that there are likely to be peculiarities in the discourse features of different 

disciplines (e.g. geology as opposed to physics). Similarly, it is likely that the choice of one 

topic m,er another (e.g. dinosaur extinction as opposed to black holes or a cure for HlV 

or cancer) will have some influence on the discourse features of the texts. 

Because my analysis of texts in chapter 4 is deep rather than wide, it can necessarily be of 

a limited number of texts poly. As I mentioned in chapter I, I originally collected and 

analysed at a superficial level a much larger selection of texts from each of the four genres 
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than I eventually analysed. J attempted to select for analysis texts from each genre that 

seemed to me typical of the genre. Texts chosen for analysis are the following: 

• From ten research articles originally collected, an extract from a single research article 

was analysed. I report on this analysis in section 4.1. 

• From four textbooks originally collected, extracts from three textbooks were analysed. 

I report on one of these analyses (from a first year textbook) in section 4.2 making 

reference to the other two extracts analysed (extracts from a more advanced textbook 

and from a textbook for non-science students). 

• From about 70 popular journal articles originally collected, extracts from three articles 

were analysed. I report on two of these analyses in chapter 4. Section 4.3 reports on 

analysis of an extract from a Popular Science journal, Scientific American, analysed in 

section 4.3, making reference to an extract from a further popular article from the 

newsmagazine, Time. Section 4.4 reports on analysis of an extract from a South 

African newspaper. the Mail and Guardian. 

• From ten science books for children originally selected, extracts from four books were 

analysed. Section 4.5 reports on the analysis of one of these books, Prehistoric Life. 

and I also make reference to the three other books analysed. 

I now describe each of the texts analysed. I include in this description the texts on which I 

provide a full report in chapter 4, as well as those to which I merely cross-refer and. make 

comparison. A copy of the original of each text appears in the appendix. 

3.1.1 Research articles 

As I mention in chapter I, I originaHy considered 10 examples of the research article 

genre. However, as indicated in chapter 2, the research article is the genre that has had the 

most interest shown in it . As a result 1 analyse an extract from only one research article in 

chapter 4. The extract analysed is from the foHowing research article: 

• Raup, D.M. and Sepkoski, 1. (1984) Periodicity of extinctions in the geologic past 
Proceedings of the National A cademy of Science 81 pp80 1-805. 

Six paragraphs (916 words) of the article by Raup and Sepkoski (1984) are analysed in 

section 4.1, out of the total of 35 paragraphs constituting the whole article. On first 

reading the article I became aware that , as expected, different functions were served by 

different paragraphs: Abstract, IntroduclionlLilerature survey, Method, Results, 
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Discussion, Implications! Conclusion . I chose the six paragraphs, because I wanted to 

analyse one paragraph of each function. Although the analysis in section 4.1 is not an 

attempt to compare discourse features in the different subsections/functions, I do comment 

on differences. The paragraphs chosen are: 

01 Paragraph 1 (This paragraph is called "Abstract" in the research article. and is analysed 

as clause complexes 1-5 in section 4.1) 

CJ Paragraph 2 (This paragraph is unlabelled in the research article, but performs the 

function of Introduction. It is analysed as clause complexes 6-12 in section 4.1.) 

01 Paragraphs 27-29 (These paragraphs are called the "Best-Fit Cycle" in the research 

article, and constitute the entire Method, Results and Discussion sections for one of 

the statistical tests on their data performed by the authors. Sections that perform the 

funt:;tion of Method are analysed as clause complexes 15-18 in section 4.1, the ResulJs 

are in ,...lause complexes 13-14, and the Discussion is in clause complexes 19-25). 

o Paragraph 34 (This is found under the heading "Implications" in the article, which 

attempts to tie the findings of the article (of periodicity in extinction) to the writers ' 

thesis that periodicity has an extraterrestrial cause. Paragraph 34 is analysed as clause 

complexes 26-36 in section 4.1.) 

For reasons of economy. a large continuous section of the research article (paragraphs 3 to 

26) is omitted tiom my analysis. This section is similar t.o paragraphs 27-29, which are 

included in my analysis, in that in them the authors report on other statistical tests that 

they performed on their data. I chose the article for analysis since I see it as being 

representative of discourse in research articles. 

3.1.2 Textbooks 

Section 4.2 focuses on an extract from a first year geology textbook (which I refer to 

throughout by ;ts author's surname, Duft). It makes reference to and comparison with 

analyses (whi~h, however, are not supplied in full) of two other textbooks. The first, 

referred to once again by its author's surname, McGhee, is aimed at advanced geology 

students. The second, referred to by its authors ' surnames, Trefil and Hazen, is aimed at 

non-science students. This range of texts was selected to get some idea of variation in 

tertiary textbooks. I provide information on the relation of the extract to the text as a 

whole for each of these three textbooks in turn: 
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• DuO; D. (1998). Holmes ' Principles of Physical Geology. U.K.: Stanley Thornes Ltd. 
Page 85 . 

Duff, (540 words), is an extract from the fourth edition of a first year textbook by Holmes, 

originally published in 1944 . The text analysed is a continuous extract from a chapter on 

stratigraphy and fossils. It is the only infonnation in this textbook that deals with the topic 

of the cause of the end ·Crt..1aceous mass extinction. As might be expected from a first year 

textbook, Duff encompasses a wide range of concepts in geology, taking a shallower look 

at these concepts by comparison with McGhee. 

• McGhee George R (1989) Catastrophes in the history of life. In Alien K.C. and Briggs 
D.E.G. Evolution and the Fossil Record. London: Belhaven Press. 43-47. 

The McGhee text (1210 words) is an extract from a textbook aimed at students in years 

later than first year. The text analysed is a continuous extract from a chapter on mass 

extinction. It provides a deeper and more detailed examination of the material than does 

Duft~ 

• Trefil, J and Hazen RM (1995) The Sciences: All illtegraled approach. N.Y. : John 
Wileyand Sons Inc . p576. 

Trefil and Hazen deal with important ideas in all disciplines in science - not only geology 

as in Duff and McGhee. The text analysed (560 words) is a continuous extract fi.-om a 

chapter called <Evolution' . It is thus not the case that the entire chapter deals with 

geology. and it provides a less detailed and less complex examination of the topic than 

does Duff. 

3.1.3 Popular scienr:e articles 

Section 4.3 focuses on an analysis of an extract from a Scientific American article. I also 

make some reference to analysis (not provided in full) of an extract from a Time magazine 

article. Section 4.4 focuses on an extract from the Mail and Guardian newspaper. 

Section 4.3 analyses an extract from the following article from Scientific American: 

• ( 1985) Falling Star? Scientific American 253(3). 
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The entire text of this article is 13 paragraphs long (1500 words). Again, for reasons of 

economy. full analysis is provided in section 4.3 of paragraphs 1, 3, 5, 8,10, and 13 (758 

words) only. However a full analysis of all 13 paragraphs is provided for aspects of the 

analysis in which continuity of the text is imponant such as theme, conjunction, and 

evaluation. As expected, the Scientific American anicle is unlike the research anicle Raup 

and Sepkoski in that it does not follow the conventional format of the research anicle 

(Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion Conclusion). Instead the Scientific American 

article represents one of the sub-genres of news reporting, the issues report (see section 

2.5). For convenience I therefore chose the 6 paragraphs indicated above, providing a 

section of text about as long as the section analysed from Raup and Sepkoski. 

As I explained earlier, compal;son is made with a 1675-word extract from the following 

article from Time magazine. This article is also an example of the issues report genre, and 

thus for reasons of economy, full analysis is not provided of the Time article: 

• Angier N . (1985) Did comets kill the dinosaurs? Time May 6 1985 

Section 4.4 analyses an extract from an article from the Mail and Guardian: 

• Matthews. Robert (1999) Why dinosaurs won't go away Mail and Guardian 
November 5 to 11 1999 p23 . 

The extract analysed includes five paragraphs (327 words) from a 27-paragraph article. I 

chose the five paragraphs because they were the part of the anicle that dealt with what 

caused the extinction of the dinosaurs. The rest of the article is a general discussion of the 

popularity of dinosaurs in the popular imagination, and is not included in the analysis. 

Thus, un1ike most of the other texts in the study, the extinction of the dinosaurs is not the 

central topic of this article, merely the topic of a small section. Unlike the articles from 

Scientific American and Time magazine, the Mail and Guardian article is an example of the 

opinion piece genre, discussed in section 2.5. This difference accounts for the very 

different interpersonal relations in the Mail and Guardian article compared with the other 

two popular articles. 

3.1.4 Science books for children 

Section 4.5 provides an analysis of a single double-page 'chapter' of a book on dinosaurs 

for children, called Prehistoric Life . Four texts were originally analysed: 

• Benton, Mike (1990) All About Dinosaurs Kingfisher: London. P42-43 . 
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• DK Direct Limited (ed.) (1993) The Dorling Kindersley Picturepedia: Dinosaurs 
Dorling Kindersley: London 46-47 

• lohnson, linny (1996) Prehistoric Life London: Marshall Publishing Ltd. P22-23 
• Taylor, David . (1993) The Prehistoric World of the Dinosaurs: Tyrannosaurus Rex 

Boxtree: London pp 26-29 

I judged two of these four to be slightly unusual in the foUowing ways. Firstly, DK 

Picturepedia is unusual in that its structure is not linear. Rather the material is structured 

as blocks of information under different subheadings and associated with different 

illustrations~ the order the reader chooses to read the information in is not important. 

Secondly, the fourth of the above texts, Tyrannosaurus Rex, I judged to be unusual in that 

the information is first of all rehearsed as a narrative, which in my experience is unusual in 

a child ' s science book, before being presented as an information report . The first text 

above, All About Dinosaurs, is very short, and therefore the third of the above texts, 

Prehistoric Life, 1 selected as exemplary of the genre. ] make comparison with the other 

three texts in section 4.5. As with the other three texts for children, the extract from 

Prehistoric Life forms a double page 'chapter' in the book, distinct from other such 

'chapters' on topics such as different major groups of dinosaurs or dinosaur eating habits. 

In each of the books the topic of how the dinosaurs became extinct fonns one such topic. 

3_2 Method of analysis 

Since I am interested in distinguishing popular from academic genres of science, and also 

in discovering the ideological assumptions of the different genres I study, I need a 

comprehensive and systematic means of analysing discourse that enables explanation of 

the meaning of texts in terms of their grammatical features. Systemic Functional Grammar 

is a useful tool in such an analysis as its primary focus is on meaning and on the choices 

writers/speakers make in communicating their message. This focus on meaning is 

important for my purposes, because it allows analysis not only of grammatical differences. 

but also of ideological differences. In addition systemic analysis enables a consideration 

not only of what choices the writer/speaker made, but also of what choices they chose not 

to make. The choices available to a writer/speaker operate at a range of levels. These 

include phonology (omitted from this study as all texts are written), register (including 

what is said. the relationship between the interactants and how the message is organised), 

and genre (whether the writer chooses some culturally-specific text type as a vehicle for 

the intended communication). Another essential feature of Systemic Functional Linguistics 
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is its focus on the text rather than the sentence as the basic unit for analysis. This is 

valuable to me because of my focus on the ideological assumptions of the texts in my 

study. 

In chapter 2 I discussed Systemic Functional Grammar from a theoretical perspective~ in 

sections 3.2.1 - 3.2.6 ] provide an overview of Systemic Functional Grammar from a 

methodological perspective, indicating the major categories I use in my analysis. For 

reasons of space this overview is necessarily abbreviated and simplified, and gives 

prominence to features of the grammar that I found to be most useful in distinguishing the 

genres analysed in chapter 4. The examples used in the overview come, with few 

exceptions, from my data. 

3.2.1 Context of situation aod context of culture 

As noted in section 2.3, Systemic Functional Grammar situates meaning within the context 

of culture (gi'nre) and within the context of situation (register). The texts in this study are 

realised as particular genres. The culture of a particular university department would be 

associated with a range of genres (such as the common room chat, the seminar 

presentation of research to colleagues, the lecture etc.), but not with certain other genres 

(for example poetry, legal genres, or sales pitches would be uncommon). I have examined 

the notion of genre in section 2.3.1, and the focus of the rest of this chapter will therefore 

be a description of the granunar at the level of context of situation. 

By way of clarification, the context of situation refers to three situational variables 

(Christie and Unsworth 2000:4): what the topic is (Field), who the interactants are and 

what their social roles are (Tenor), and how the interactants choose to organise the text 

(Mode). What is appropriate discourse between lecturer and students, e.g. lecturing, or 

written knowledge-testing questions set by the lecturer for the students, would not be 

appropriate between colleagues in the common room. In systemic grammar these 

situational differences are reflected in three different components of meaning in language, 

or metafunctions. These are: 

• IdeationaVExperiential meaning. (This has to do with expenence of the physical 

worldlrealfty. For example, what is a particular lecture about?). 
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• Interpersonal meaning (This has to do with enacting social reality (Christie and 

Unsworth 2000:6), with interaction between people, and with attitudes and 

judgements. For example, who is allowed to speak during the lecture?). 

• Textual meaning (This has to do with how a message is organised, and with how the 

message fits in with other messages in the context in which it is being spoken or 

written. For example, how does the lecturer signal to listeners where he/she is in the 

lecture? How does a lecture fit in with previous lectures, with the texts the lecturer has 

consulted in preparing the lecture, and with less formal consultation between lecturer 

and student during lab sessions?) 

Every clause reflects all three of these structures simultaneously. As the clause is the 

fundamental analytical unit in Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG), I will start by 

considering what constitutes a clause, before examining the above three metafunctions in 

greater depth. 

3.2.2 Tbe clause as analytical unit in Systemic Functional Grammar 

Minimally, a clause has a verbal group, which may be finite (i .e. it shows tense) or non

finite (Thompson 1996: 16). Generally clauses also have one or two nominal gro~ps, and 

they may have prepositional phrases: 

I. 

rocess 

2a Th' e Impact 0 t e f h I arger comets spews enougt t ns h mto the atmospt ere 
Nominal ",oup Finite verbal group Nominal group Prepositional phrase 
Participant Process Participant Circumstance 

2b to block the sun for months 
Non-finite verbal group Nominal .",ouP Prepositional phrase 
Process Participant Circumstance 

These prepositional phrases and nominal and verbal groups are at the same rank 

(Thompson 1996:22). This implies that prepositional phrases are at the same level or rank 

in the grammar as nominal or verbal groups. Both prepositional phrases and nominal 

groups may be expanded by the inclusion of nominal groups (same rank. enclosed in single 
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square brackets below) or clauses (higher rank, enclosed in double square brackets 

below): 

3 The results of a test of the extinction record 
Nominal ou with embedded nominal 

4 that extraterrestrial 
with embedded clause 

4 influences have sha ed the histo 
cont. [j{ominal ou with embedded clause continued 

These embedded clauses are regarded as part of the nominal group or prepositional phrase 

in which they are included. and are thus viewed as non-ranking clauses. Their processes 

and participants are thus not included in the analysis in their own right but only as part of 

the group in which they are included. Embedded clauses are a striking feature of all texts 

considered in this study except those for children. 

3.2.3 The Experientiallldeational metafunction 

The experiential metafunction reflects meaning in the sense of content rather than in the 

sense of writer's purpose. It concerns the way in which the ciause represents patterns of 

experience (Halliday 1994: 106). Through experiential meaning the writer describes events 

and things in the external world, as well as the internal world of thoughts, beliefs and 

feelings (Thompson, 1996:76). From the experiential perspective, the clause as a whole is 

called a process, but more narrowly. the term process refers to the verbal group (Bloor 

and Bloor 1995: 110). Nominal groups are referred to as participants, and prepositional 

groups as circumstances. 

Processes are of three main types: material processes (happening and doing in the real 

outer world), mental processes (thinking and feeling in our consciousness and imagination) 

and relational processes (classifying and identifYing). There are three further types on the 

borders of these three main types. These are, firstly, those with features of both material 

and mental processes, the Behavioural processes (the acting out of consciousness); 

secondly. there are processes intermediate between mental and relational processes, the 

verbal processes (saying and meaning); and thirdly, there are those between relational and 
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materill1 processes, the existential processes (existing). Following Halliday (1994) these six 

types of process are illustrated in the figure below. Each of the six types of process has 

specific participants associated with it . The nominal groups associated with each process 

are called participants. Any prepositional groups included in the clause are called 

circumstances. 

Each type of process is associated with distinct participants (realised as nominal groups) 

and with certain types of circumstance (realised as prepositional groups). I consider each 

process and its pat1icipants, in turn, below. 

Six different types of processes 

processes 

processes processes 

Material Processes 

Material processes usually deal \\ith and represent happenings in the physical world. The 

panicipants associated with material processes are the Acto:- and the Goal. 

5 h A uge asteroid crashed into the Earth at the end of the Cretaceous Period. 
actOr Material goal Circumstance: time 

process 

Sometimes there is no goal. This is referred to as the «middle voice" (one panicipant) 

(Gerot and WigneIl1994:57): 

6 The world's climate could have cooled over millions of ears 
I Actor I Material process I Circumstance: time 
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For passive processes: 

7 The 'ock on the Earth 's surface 
oal 

Thus material processes minilnally have a verbal group and a participant, which may be 

either actor or goal . ] now consider the second main type of process, the mental process. 

Mental Processes 

Mental processes give us an insight into what the human participants are thinking. The 

participants associated with mental processes are the Sensor and the Phenomenon. 

8 We favour extra:terrestrial causes. 
I sensor I Mental process: affection I phenomenon 

Mental processes can be ofthrce types: affection (e.g. 'we favour extratel.Testlial causes' ), 

perception (e.g . 'We could hear it coming') or cognition (e.g. 'Scientists think ' ), 

Mental processes of cognition are unusual in that they can project the idea that is being 

thought . This idea is projected as a clause in its own right . 

9a Scientists now think 
I sensor I circumstance: time I mental: cognition 

9b r"an":-"a"'st"'e:cro"'i"'dc,hi"';.t-,--c-cc-__ ,-"E"'a"rt"'h'---r"at'-t"'h"e:.:e"n,,d'-"ofthe Cretaceous period 
I actor I Material process I goal I circumstance: location: time 

Impersonal projections are not regarded by Halliday (1994:271) as real projections but as 

a way of turning a proposition into a fact. They are therefore not analysed as separate 

clauses in their own right: 

\0 It seemed that extinctions and im act should be random in time 
henomenon mental: co ·tion henomenon: fact 

Facts are embedded projections where there is no sensor (or sayer) present (Thompson 

1996:209), They are construed as having already been established, even though they may 

not necessarily have been thought (or said). As in clause 10 above, a fact (in this case ' that 
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extinctions and impact should be random in time') functions as a participant: the 

phenomenon, while 'It' is not really a functioning participant in the clause but just a 

placeholder for the fact . In the next section I consider the third main type of processes, 

relational processes. 

Relational Processes 

Relational processes set up relationships between two concepts, commonly a relationship 

of equality. They are of two types. They either assign an attribute to something (attributive 

process) or they assign an identity to something (identifying process). They are used in 

classification and are thus very common in science texts. Most relational processes are 

realised in the verb ' to be'. 

11 If h L t e azarus e fIi eet IS strong . I or a partlcu ar event 
Carrier Attributive attribute Circumstance: contingency: 

process condition 

Except in literary or in other unusual cases (see clause 12 below) for emphasis. attributive 

processes are not reversible . 

12 Less certain IS the role rrthat other factors played in these events 11 
attribute Attributive Carrier (with embedded clause) 

process 

Identifying clauses, by contrast, are reversible. Clauses 13 and 14 below demonstrate this 

reversibility. The previous clause is included in this example to make it clear that 

' meteorite impact' is Given in clauses 13 and 14 while ' the Yucatan area of Mexico ' is 

New: 

The huge impact of a meteorite would have caused earthquakes and tidal waves. 
13 Th"\l · fM· h b h · f h .. e ucatan area 0 eXlCO may ave een t e sIte 0 t e meteonte Impact. 

ldentifierrroken Identifying IdentifiedlValue 
I process 

14 Th t fth e SI eo e meteonte Impact h may ave b een h "\I t e ucatan area 0 fM . eXlco 
IdentifiedIValue Identifying IdentifierfToken 

process 
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The identified is distinguished from the Identifier in that the identified is Given 

infonnation while the Identifier is New. Thompson (1996:92) says that "the fonn which is 

already 'on the table' fills the role of identified while the newly introduced fonn fills that 

of identifier". Token is distinguished from Value in that the more general category is called 

the Value, while the specific embodiment is called the Token (Thompson 1996:90). When 

the clause is in the active voice the subject is also the token (Halliday 1994: 124). In the 

above example, clause 13 is in the active voice while clause 14 is in the passive. Because 

the issue of active or passive voice is difficult to decide with the verb ' to be ' , the verb 

' constitute ' in brackets is substituted in this case: 

The Yucatan area of Mexico may have been (may have constituted) the site of the 
meteorite impact. (Active voice). 
The site of the meteorite impact may have been (may have been constituted by) 
the YucQtan area of Mexico (Passive voice). 

A.t") analysis of Value and Token is useful because it reveals what values the writer uses to 

measure the tokens that the text deals with (Thompson 1996:91). 

IS The fossil record shows that not all extinctions are "normal." 
I Identified! Token I IdentifYing process I Identifier/ Value 

16 That not all extinctions are "normal» is shown in the fossil record 
I Identifier/ Value I IdentifYing process I Identified! Token 

Facts (embedded 'projections ' ) in relational processes function as participants and are not 

projected by the process (Halliday !994:271). 

17 Like other sam les of rock from that era, it showed 
circumstance: man~r: corn arison identified Token identi n 

17 that the creatures alive during the late Cretaceous period had, by geological 
cont. time scales, suddenly disappeared. 

I Identifier (embedded clause) 

Most identifying processes are realised in the verb <to be' . Another fairly common 
. 

identifying process is realised in verbs signalling cause (e.g. Such a global dust cloud 

would result in the total blockage of sunlight) or proof (e.g. The fossil record shmvs that 
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not all ertinclions are normal}. Because sCience texts describe, classify and explain, 

relational processes form a large proportion of processes in science texts, making them of 

particular interest in this study. 

Behavioural Processes 

Behavioural processes can be physiological processes (like smile) or near mental processes 

(like worry, listen or look). There are very few of them in the data in this study. 

18 Richard Muller, like a seer divining entrails, scrutinises the new batch of 
"d d VI eo recor mgs. 

Behaver Circumstance: manner Behavioural Matter 
I process 

Verbal processes 

Like mental processes, verbaJ processes give us an insight into the minds of the human 

participants. They also assign responsibility for what is said. Like cognitive mental 

processes, verbal processes project the words that are said. 

19 a 

19b 

~ and Sepkoski 
Sa er 

that 
identified 

suggesled 
I Verbal process 

reflects a recurrent event 
Identi . n rocess identifier 

As explained in the discussion of mental processes, the exception to this is impersonal 

projections such as the one below, which are not really projections but a way of turning a 

fact into a clause (Halliday 1994:271): 

20 It is maintained that the Earth was hit by an extra-terrestrial body 
rl~ve~r7b~ia-g-e-'I~¥~e~r=bal~p~r~o~ce~s-s---rI~v=er~b~ia~g~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L--, 

Existential Processes 

Existential processes indicate that something exists or happens (Haliiday 1994: 142). They 

usually start with <There' (which has no representat.ional function but is just a dummy 

subject), and use the verb <to be' . They are not common in the texts in this study. 
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high levels of iridium in the rock [[that contains 
the last dinosaur fossils. 

Existential Process existent: enti circumstantial: lace 

Circumstances 

Halliday (1994: 1 58) notes that some circumstances can be viewed as minor processes (e.g. 

the delay was because of a strike - was caused by a strike). Often they function as 

participants (Halliday 1994: I 59). An example is 'He sent a message 10 him' , where 'him' 

is the goal lather than a circumstance. There are nine different circumstantial functions: 

location (time or place), extent (distance or duration), manner, cause, contingency. 

accompaniment. role, matter, and angle. Most circumstances in the texts in this study are 

circumstances of location (time and place) and extent (duration), reflecting the concern of 

the texts to show when mass extinctions have happened in the history of the Earth, and 

how long they lasted. 

22 the dinosaurs died out. 
Actor 

23 Possible evidence has been found in Ce11lral America in fuea/an 
Goal Material process Circumstance: Circumstance: 

location: place location: place 

24 losses are s read over hundreds 0 thousands to millions 0 ears. 
Material rocess Circumstance: extent: duration 

2S the air rew colder 
attributive attribute 

26 The dinosaurs died because 0 the radiation comin rom outer s ce 
actor material circumstance: reason: cause 

27 In some cases, as with oceall [allkton, 
circumstance: COil/ill elle : condition 

this number climbed 
camer attributive 

as hi h as 98%. 
attribute 
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28 Life on Earth cid not end with the death 0 the dinosaurs. 
actor material circumstance: accom niment 

2) The impetus came in the form of an analysis of stratigraphic data on fossil 
marine animals 

I actor I mat,rial I circumstance: role: guise 

30 Walter Alvarez was seekin to continental drj I. 
Actor material 

3 1 Gubbio IS an a ealin site 10 eolo 'sts and laeontola 'sts 
Carrier attributive attribute circumstance: an le 

An examination of the experientiaUideationaJ metafunction is called a transitivity analysis. 

It is useful because the processes that the writer/speaker uses to represent the world give 

us an insight into how the writer/speaker views the world. For example the text by Duff in 

my study uses material processes (usually used to realise meanings in the physical world) 

to talk about concepts (which would usually be realised by relational processes). The same 

topic is dealt with in other texts mainJy in terms of the real physical world. So it is clear 

that Duff views even the physical world as existing partly in the realm of ideas. Such 

construai of meaning through grammatical resources other than those that we would 

expect to be used is known in Systemic Grammar as grarrunatical metaphor. 

GI"ammatical Metaphor 

Grammati::al metaphor occurs when meanings are not realised through the grammatical 

resources through which we would expect them to be realised. Halliday (1994) refers to 

these expected ways of realising meaning as 'congruent ' realisations. People, places and 

things are congruently expressed as nouns (rather than epithets or processes). Actions are 

congruently expressed as verbs (rather than things or epithets). Logical relations of time 

and consequence are congruently expressed as conjunctions (rather than phrasal processes 

- such as due to, or processes or things) and quality is realised as epithets (rather than 

adjunct, thing or process) (Martin 1993 :239). A very common form of grammatical 

metaphor in scientific te"'s is nominalisation, in which a process or quality is expressed as 

a thing. Nominalisation can serve to avoid the fact that some agent is involved. For 

example in the following clause who has attended to the boundary? 
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32 Much attention has been paid to the CretaceouslTertiary (KIT) boundary. 

Grammatical metaphor enables reasoning within rather than between clauses: 

33 Examination of clays h has s O\1lI1 some C erru an h ·cal d nuner OlUc pecu lan les. al · al r "f" 

Identified token Identifying Identifier value 
I process 

The more congruent realisation of this clause would involve more tl)an one clause: 

When people examined the clays, 1/ they noticed that the chemicals and minerals in the 
clays were peculiar. 
Or: 

When the clays were examined, 1/ it was noticed that the chemicals and minerals in the 
clays were peculiar. 

In scientific writing nominalisation allows the development of technical terms by allowing 

processes to be placed in relation to each other as token and value (Martin 1993:227). In 

the following example we see how an attribute (extinct) becomes a thing (extinction). 

Then a token (the one in which the dinosaurs perished) can be given a value (the best 

known of these mass extinctions). 

34 Rare catastrophic events in the past have caused large numbers of species to become 

extinct suddenl . These events are tailed mass extinctions. The best known of these 
e ilhet Value 

mass extinctions is the one in which the dinosaurs erished some 65 million ears a o. 
Value Token 

HalIiday (1987:78) points out tllal nominalisarion backgrounds infonnation. He compares 

'technology ha<; improved' (this is the message) with 'improvements in technology' (the writer 

has backgrounded the improvements and expects the reader to take them for granted. The 

message is in what follows this nominalisation). 

This section (3.2.3) has examined ideational meaning in clauses by looking at participants 

in the clause and the six different kinds of process (material, mental, relational, 

behavioural, verbal and existential) associated with them. It has also looked at the different 

kinds of circumstances found in clauses. The section has in addition given some attention 
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to grammatical metaphor, the phenomenon in which meaning is realised grammatically in 

ways other than expected. 

3.2.4 The Textual metafunctioD 

The third component of meaning in language, the Textual metafunction, is concerned with 

how the different parts of the message fit into the entire text or conversation (Thompson 

1996: 117). Writers and speakers signal to their readers or listeners how what is being said 

at the moment fits in with what has been said before or what is to come. Writers and 

speakers have a number of resources for doing this . Those most prominent in my analysis 

in chapter 4 are: what is regarded as Thematic information and its patteming from clause 

to clause, and Conjunctive relations between clauses. This section (Le. 3.2.5) will consider 

each of these in turn. 

3.2.4.1 Theme and rheme 

Every clause consists of two parts: the Theme, which Halliday (1994 :36) characterises as 

the "element which serves as point of departure for the message", and the rest of the 

clause, called the Rheme. In English the function of Theme is realised by first position in 

the clause. Theme "orients the listener/reader to the message" (Fries 1995:318) and 

provides a fra..'11ework for its interpretation. The rheme is "the unmarked location of New 

information" (Fries 1995:335). It is where we find newsworthy information to which we 

should pay attention. 

35 The Yucatan area of Mexico ma have been the site of the meteorite im 
theme rheme 

Because the theme is the 3tarting point of the message, in choosing to make ' the Yucatan 

area of Mexico ' thematic, the writer or speaker is saying 'I'll tell you about the Yucatan 

area of Mexico ' (HaIliday 1994:38). Had the order been turned around: 

36 The site of the meteorite im act ma have been the Yucatan area of Mexico. 
theme rheme 

The writer or speaker would be saying <I' ll tell you about the site of the meteorite impact' . 

Most common1y the theme is the subject of the sentence, so this is regarded as the 

unmarked form in English. A marked form is the less expected form and usually serves as 
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a signal to the readerllistener to notice the marked feature in some way. For example it can 

signal a change in the framework for interpretation of the text. A theme that coincides 

with Actor/Sayer/Sensor (see section 3.2.3 above) is the more usual and thus unmarked 

form. Different cases will he more or less marked. Cases where the GoaWerbiagel 

!Phenomenon are in thematic position (accompanied by passive verbs) are slightly marked. 

Such cases can function to foreground the GoalNerbiagelPhenomenon (signalling that 

what the writer is telling us about is the goal. not the actor). 

37 The case for mass extinctions by catastrophe 

I Slightly marked theme 
goal 

has been developed by the American 
writer S.l , Gould, 

I rheme 

Alternatively, placing GoallVerbiage!Phenomenon in . thematic position can function to 

leave out the Actor/Sayer/Sensor completely (signalling that who performed the action is 

irrelevant, or perhaps that the writer wants to conceal who did the action). Passive verbs 

are fairly common in scientific writing, which accounts for my assessment of them as only 

slightly marked: 

38 Impressive b d f 'd Ody 0 eVl ence h b as een amasse d 
Sli~htlv marked theme rheme 
goal 

A more marked construction is the positioning of a circumstantial element in thematic 

position: 

39 A h t teen d f h o t eageo f h d' t e mosaurs, an asterOI k d strea e f out 0 space. 
Marked theme Rheme 
Circumstance: time 

Many of the texts in this study are structured by means of circumstances of time or place 

in marked thematic position. Thompsoll (1996: 141) notes that choice of circumstance as 

marked theme often functions to specify or change the framework of the interpretation of 

the following clause. Another marked theme that fulfils this function is the 'heavy' 

(unusually long) Subject theme (Thompson 1996: 141) which is quite common in the texts 

in this study: 

, 
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40 The progresSIve loss of sampling area [[produced by regressmg seas]], 
[[combined with the erosion and destruction of previous Iv deoosited strata.ll 
'heavy' theme 
Subiect 
Actor 

40 cont can smear last a earances of s ecies backwards in time. 
rheme 

So far all the examples have been limited to experiential or topical themes. Besides 

experiential elements. the theme may also contain interpersonal and textual elements. 

Interpersonal themes may be modal adjuncts, finites or Wh-interrogatives (Gerot and 

Wignell 1993: 113), 

41 Curiously, none of these multiple horizons appears to correspond to 
known extinction horizons 

Interpersonal theme Topical theme rheme 
Modal adjunct 

42 Wh hy d'd ' h d" I n t t e mosaurs get use d to the col d ? 
Interpersonal theme [ Topical theme rheme 
Wh-interro.lZ:ative 

Textual themes may be conjunctions (like 'and' or 'but'), which usually function to 

connect the clause to a previous part of the clause complex. Or they may be conjunctive 

adjuncts (like 'On the other hand), which join the clause to text outside the clause complex 

(Gerot and Wignell 1993:113), The initial position is not the obligatory positioning of 

conjunctive adjuncts, and this choice thus serves as a marked choice. 

43 a But dinosaurs laid a lot of e s. 
rT~e~~u~a1~th~em--e--~T~o~I~'c~a1~t~h-em--e--~rh~e~m~e~~~~~ 

43 b and were bi 
~T~e~~u-a1~th-e-m-e---r~~~~-----r~rh~e~m~e~~ 

44 On the other hand, iridium-enrichment horizons have been discovered. 
I Te~ual theme I Topical theme I rheme 
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A dependant clause (t3 clause) that comes first is the theme for the whole clause complex 

(Gerot and Wignell 1994: 109). This is also a marked choice of theme, and may serve to 

specify or change the framework for the interpretation of what follows. 

4S a Although the causes [ofthe periodicity] are unknown 
B clause as theme' 
Textual theme' I Topical theme' I Rheme' 

45 b it is possible [[that they are related to extraterrestrial forces.ll 
Rheme' 
Topical theme' I Rheme' 

Other marked themes that function to specify or change the framework for the 

interpretation of what follows are predicated themes (Thompson 1996: 141 ) and 

thcmatised comment. Both of these are rare in the texts in this study. 

46 It is a wonder bin survived at al1.]] 
I Predicated theme 

47 It is entirel reasonable to ro Dse that such an event has taken lace in the ast 
Thematised comment rheme 

Danes (1974) found a number of types of thematic progression: 

1. Linear thematic progression 
TI ~ RI 

.j. 

T ,(=R I) --> R, 
.j. 

T, (=R,) --> R, 

This thematic pattern signals progression of what the text is about (Thompson 1996: 141). 

2. Theme iteration - --> R I '1 

.j. 

TI R I 
.~ 

TI RI 
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This thematic pattern signals maintenance of what the text is about (Thompson 1996: 141). 

3. Progression with derived themes 
[T] 

According to Thompson (1996: 142) changing from one type of theme to another in three 

successive clauses may be lIsed to signal the boundaries of sections of the text . Writers 

and speakers may also signal what they consider to be important by repeatedly choosing 

the same element as theme. 

In summary, this section has outlined how thematic development is used by 

writers/speakers to signal to readersllisteners how what they are saying is linked to what 

has aJrel'dy been said or will still be said. Marked themes are used by writers to signal a 

change in the framework for the interpretation of v.:hat follows, or to signal a boundary 

between one section of the text and another. 

3.2.4.2 Conjunctive relations in texts 

Conjunction is a second way that is important to my analysis in chapter 4 by which writers 

signal to readers where they are in the text . Through conjunction writers and speakers 

relate clauses in terms of temporal sequence, consequence (cause and effect), comparison 

and addition (Martin 1983: 1). These relations may be explicit (a conjunction is used) or 

implicit (a conjunctive relationship is implied). Conjunctions may connect clauses 

externally (relations between ev~nts in the real world (Gerat 1995. 100» or internally 

(rhetorical relations within tb. text itself (Martin 1993: 233)). Most conjunctions can be 

used in both ways (Martin 1983:2). Halliday (1994:327) advises caution in the assignment 

of implicit conjunctions in interpreting a text, pointing out that the presence or absence of 

explicit conjunction is an important variable between texts. Analysis should consider what 
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elaboration--... 

cxtension---. 
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Principal conjunctive relations (van Leeuwen 1991:81, Halliday 1994:324) 
, Expository/explanation (that is) 

presenting -----------I.>lL-Example (for example) [ F 
Verifactive tin fact , actually) 

distilling ... Summative (in shon) 
Corrective (at least. or rathcr) 

_ Particulari2:ing (specifically) 

expanding ..... 

L qualif)1ng -. 

E Positive (and) 

b 
AdditIOn ---1.~ Adversative (but, yet, however) 

Negative (nor) 

Alternative (or) 
Replaclvc (tnstead) 

F 
Succession (then, next) 

temporal ---1.. Simultaneity (meanwhile. here) 
Preceding event (previously) 

- Conclusive event (finally ) 

Comparison .---. C Positi,'c (similarly) 
Negative (by contrast) 

causal E 
Result (in consequence) 

___ -I.~ Reason (on account of that) 
Purpose (for that purpose) 

E 
Positive (in that case) 

- conditional---I.~ Negative (otherwise) 
. Concessive (nevertheless) 

is being left unaccounted for by the text . For example, if we find few or no external 

conjunctions in a text and thus no explicit causal temporal or comparative relations. it rnay 

be that these are being realised within clauses (as grammatical rnetaphor) rather than 

between clauses (Martin 1993:235). In my analysis I therefore consider only explicit use of 

conjunction. The principal types ofconjun~tive relation are displayed in Table 3.3 above. 

This section on the Textual metafunction has indicated how writers signal to their readers 

how different parts of a text are related to each other through the resources of therne and 

conjunctive relations. Theme is the starting point for the message, signalling to the reader 

what the message of the clause is about. Thematic development indicates to the reader 

how the message is developing: whether the writer is keeping to the sarne topic and thus 

maintaining the theme, or whether the writer is selecting the theme from the previous 
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Theme and thus putting forward a progressing argument. Conjunctions relate clauses to 

other clauses in terms of cause, time, comparison etc. 

3.2.5 The Interpersonal metafunction 

This section considers the second of the three components of meaning in language, the 

Interpersonal metafunction. The interpersonal metafunction is usually discussed in terms 

of communication as an exchange, either of goods or information. This exchange is 

realised in clauses of different types: statement, command, question and offer. In what 

follows, ] briefly outline this distinction. However, the clauses in my study are almost 

exclusively statements ('offers' of information rather than goods), and in my exploration 

of interpersonal meaning in tlte texts in the study I rely on a number of other features. 

These include status, contact, affect, modality, hedging, and evaluation. 

These features allow an examination of the ways that social relations are realised, the roles 

that the writer or speaker takes on and constructs for the reader or listener, and what 

people think about the people they are writing/speaking to and the things, events or ideas 

they are writing/expressing. A consideration of status allows a comparison of the relative 

status of the speaker/writer and listener/reader (Gerot 1995: 104). Siatus can range from 

equal to unequaV hierarchical. Contact refers to how familiar the speaker/writer and 

listener/reader are with one another, and what degree of solidarity is shown between them. 

Affect refers to whether the speaker/writer and listener/reader like or dislike each other 

and what is being discussed. Affect is realised in attitudinal lexis such as qualitative 

attributes, interpersonal epithets, verbaVmental affective processes, and formaVcolloquial 

language. Another means by which interpersonal meaning is communicated is through 

modality. This refers to how certain the speaker/writer is of the truth of what slhe is 

saying. Next, hedging refers to the ways that writers use modality and other resources 

(such as attributions such as 'they suggested that. .. ' or approximators such as 'about 50 

km/hour' ) . Wnterslspeakers hedge what they say not only to signal how certain they are 

of what they are saying, but also 10 shield themselves from responsibility for what is said 

and to show deference to the reader. Through evaluation writers/speakers indicate where 

they think an entity, event or concept falls on a variety of scales, such as good/bad . 

Modality, hedging, and evaluation in particular are key features in my analysis of 

interpersonal meaning in this study, and I consider them at greater length below. However, 
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first I outline the notion of the clause as exchange and the role of the mood element 

(subject and finite) in realising this. 

3.2.5.1 The clause as exchange 

The interpersonal metafunction reflects communication as an exchange, either of goods 

and services. or of information. The writer/speaker can offer goods and services Coffer') 

or information CCstatemenf}. Alternatively the speaker can demand goods and services 

('command') or informa.tion ('question'). The texts in this study consist overwhelmingly 

of statements, expressed by declarative clauses: 

48 r"T.:;h;::e..:r:"o:"c::k-,O:.:":..t:.:h",e,-,E",art=h:.:'-,s-,s",u:.:rti"a",c:"e,-;:is'--c-, formed in layers. I subject I finite I 

There are also a limited number of questions, expressed by interrogative clauses: 

49 Did caterpillars eat all the vegetation? 
finite I subject 
Mood element 

In only two cases are there commands, expressed by imperative clauses, and there are no 

offers. 

50 It should be noted that the composite curve in Fig 4 rises to a peak. 
subiect I Finite 
Mood element 

The mood element, cons~sting of the subject and the finite, is important in considering the 

interpersonal metafunction. The subject is important because it "expresses the entity that 

the speaker wants to make responsible for the validity of the proposition being advanced 

in the clause" (Thompson 1996:45). The finite on the other hand is important according to 

Thompson (1996:45), because it indicates tense (for what time relative to the time of 

speaking was the proposition valid?), polarity (is the proposition positive or negative?) 

and modality (how valid is the proposition?) So it is the finite that makes the validity of 

the proposition negotiable. 
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The finite expresses tense: 

SI Asteroids are lumps of rock in orbit round the sun. 
subiect I finite 
Mood element 

r'T.:;hooe-,d"in",o",s"a",u",rs,-'-,e=gg""s,-cw""er"e,----, big. 
subiect I finite 

52 

Mood element 

53 These reptiles had been dying out for some time during the Cretaceous. 
subiect I finite 
Mood element 

The finite expresses negative and positive polarity. Thompson (1996: 56) notes that 

positive polarity is the unmarked form, with the negative having a ' not ' added: 

54 Crocodiles, frogs, birds and mammals 
G\ibject 

3,2.5.2 Modality 

did not die out. 
I finite I 

Very revealing of interpersonal meaning in this study is the category of modality. realised 

in the finite in modal verbs: 

55 rT::-"h;ois,-,c"h"a",n",g",e-,o"f..:c",li:::m"a"te=-rm"a",y.,...,-::--:-, have taken thousands or millions of years. 
I Subject I Modal finite I 

Modal finites include the following (Halliday 1994:76): 

Low modalit Median modalit 
would should has to had to 

Polarity is the choice between yes and no, while modality is the intermediate stages 

between yes and no. (Halliday 1994). When we consider exchange of infonnation as in 

statements and questions, we find two kinds of modality: degrees of probability (possible, 

p!"obable. certain) and degrees of usuality (sometimes, usually, always). Modality thus 

gives an insight into the writer's assessment of the truth-value or credibility of hislher 
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statements. Modality may be achieved through modal verbs, through modal adjuncts and 

through a number of other means. In what follows I expand on each of these in turn , 

Firstly, modal adjuncts may be of two types: comment adjuncts like ' unfortunately'. or 

'interestingly' (which comment on the whole clause), and mood adjuncts like 'generally' 

or 'perhaps ' . which are related to the finite in that they express meanings to do with tense, 

modality and polarity (Thompson 1996: 54). 

56 Curiously. none of these multiple horizons appears to correspond to known 
extinction horizons. 

rl~c~o-.m-m--e-nt--'lrs-U~b~je-c-t-------------------rI ~fi~ru7.t-e--' 

. adjunct . . 

There are very few comment adjuncts in the texts analysed in my study but a large number 

of mood adjuncts . This may indicate that comment adjuncts are more overtly subjective 

than are mood adjuncts and are thus less likely to be used in texts that aim to be/appear 

objective. 

57 C ertaJ uy sue h r h aI a c unattc upr eav wou Id have a major elfect on the biosphere. 
Mood subject finite 
Adjunct 

58 r.-.;:-:;:=::''-:c:------:--;-:::-~=;====='--,..;;:.::--___, their eggs. 

Halliday (1994:82) notes that mood adjuncts may express modality and polarity (polarity. 

probability. usuality, readiness, obligation), temporality (time, typicality). and mood 

(obviousness, intensity. degree) . 

59 But we 
I subject 

can only guess why this happened. 
I finite I modal adjunct: intensity I 

Other means of expressing modality include mental and verbal processes (I think, 1 

suggest) or norninalisations of these (the belief that ... ), nominalisations of modal adjuncts 

(e.g. the possibility that. .. ), adjectives (possible evidence is ... ), impersonal ' projections' 

(it is possible that ... ). I provide examples of each of these in examples 47 to 50 below. 
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Mental process expressing modality: 

60 Some scientists think that a giant meteorite fell from space and hit our planet 
I subject I finite I 

Nominalisation of modal adjuncts: 

61 The possibility that the solar 'constant' varies IS interesting, but difficult to 
~ _________________ ..,...",.--,-..., demonstrate 

I Subject I Finite I 

Modal adjective: 

62 ,..!.,P.!:n::!SS~i~b~/e'-.!:eV1!!·!!,d~e~nc",e~fo~r...!t:!!hi!!:· s'-,.~h~a~s-, been found in Central America in Yucatan. 
l Subj~""t,-_____ IL'fi~ru~' te'O..]l 

Impersonal 'projections' in relational clauses: 

3.2.5.3 Hedging 

Using modality and a number of other resources, writers and speakers hedge to signal how 

certain they are of what they are saying, to shield themselves from responsibility for what 

is said and to show deference to the reader. An analysis of hedging thus gives a good deal 

of insight into the relative status of writer and reader, as well as the writer's assessment of 

the reliability of what they say. (Hyland I 996c:439j identifies two main types of hedging: 

content-onented hedging, and reader-oriented hedging. He refines the content hedges into 

three types: attribute hedges, reliability hedges, and writer-oriented hedges. Examples of 

each type are given in Table 3.1 below. 
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Table 3. I: Kinds of hed~e 
Kinds of hed~e Examples of each kind from the data 
Attribute hedges specify the extent to It was at least partly responsible for the mass 
which a term accurately describes the extinction 
reported phenomenon. They are About 250 million years ago, about 80% of 
usually ' degree of precision' adverbs. existing species disappeared ID a single 

extinction event. 
Reliability hedges convey the writer's This number may have climbed as high as 98%. 
assessment of the certainty of the These cculd have blotted out the sun's light 
proposition. They are motivated by the I writer's desire to convey explicitly an 
assessment of propositional validity. 
Hvland (1996c:44\). 
Writer-oriented hedges conceal writer A series of smaller impacts, is argued to have 
viewpoint and allow the writer to avoid produced the sequential extinctions! 
responsibility for what is said. Jablonski (1986a) noted IIthat the Lazarus effect 

1 Reader-oriented 
appears worst for the Late Permian event. 

hedges can hedge We favour extraterrestrial causes. 
statements that are face-threatening to A first question is whether we are seeing the 
readers by acknowledging personal effects of a purely biological phenomenon. 
responsibility or they can show 
solidarity with reader~ by inviting 
reader involvement 

3.2.5.4 Evaluation 

Because of the ideological necessity in science to pr~sent propositions as objective, writers 

are constrained in their use of attitudinal lexis. which is a common way of indicating the 

writer's opinion and values. Values in science are therefore communicated very subt ly. 

making invaluable an analysis of evaluation, which considers each clause in terms of 

parameters such as cenainty ttnd relevance. Thompson and Hunston (2000:3) point out 

that some writers have distinguished expressions of opinion about entities (referred to as 

modality) and expressions of opinion about propositions (referred to variously as 

attitudinal meaning, appraisal, and evaluation). I follow their preference for the use of the 

!enn 'evaluation' as a combined term referring to writer opinion about both entities and 

propositions. 

According to Thompson a.,d Hunston (2000:21), we recognise evaluation as language that 

is comparative (adjectives and adverbs), subjective (modals. some adjectives, adverbs, 

nouns and verbs, marked clause structures such as clauses beginning with it and there ) 

and value laden (lexical items and the indication of goal achievement). Parameters of 
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evaluation are: goodlbad. expectedness, certainty, importance and relevance. Particular 

pararnet~rs are prioritised depending on the discourse (Thompson and Hunston 2000:24). 

Analysis of texts in this study indicates that in scientific discourse certainty is prioritised. 

Because I follow Hunston (1994: 193) closely in my analysis of evaluation it is necessary 

to outline in some detail the categories she uses. To illuminate evaluation, Hunston uses 

the categories of Status and Value. Status (Hunston 1994:218) is evaluated on the scale of 

certain-uncertain, and is attached to every clause. It is identified by writer activity, the 

source of the proposition, modifications, and the resulting place of the clause on the 

certainty scale. Writer activity includes ' state fact ', ' interpret results' , ' assess', 'narrate 

event ', "hypothesise ', ' recommend', 'assert status' , 'describe figure '. Status is given to 

each clause by the writer. It refers to the alignmept of statement and world, which 

constrains the reader's reaction and evaluation of a statement. Status reifies each 

statement (makes it into a «thing" i.e. an hypothesis, assumption, fact , etc.) (Hunston 

2000: 186). Statement types can be: 

Assumption 
orld-creating ~ Hypothetical 

Recommendation 
lnforming 

<
Fact/event (open to verification) 

Statement types orld-refleclin~ lnterpretationlhypothesis 
Assessment (not open to verification) 

Focusing (statements describing the text itself) 

The source of the proposition may be received knowledge, data, the writers, or the text . 

Hunston (2000) distinguishes between attribution (of language to someone else) and 

averral (where the writer speaks for him/hersel.f.) Averral can be modified by modals, or 

vague language and attribution can be modified by choice of attributing verb or noun. The 

resulting place of the clause on [he certainty scale ranges from known, certain, probable, 

possible, unlikely, untrue to unknown. 

Value, which is attached to some items only (Hunston 1994: 196), evaluates items on the 

scale of good-bad in terms of the achievement of the goals of the activity. An item with the 

status of event may be positively evaluated (Hunston 1993:53) as having accuracy 

(freedom from distortion, artefact etc; comprehensiveness), consistency (fit to other 
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methods), verity (closeness to non-lab conditions), simplicity (ease of performance). 

usefulness (goal-achieving). or independence (fit to observation, not theory) . 

An item with the status of result may be positively evaluated as having reasonableness (fit 

to expectation, other facts, projections), reliability (certainty), consistency (fit to data, 

repeatability), supponiveness (fit to theory), usefulness (ability to evaluate theory), 

importance (relevance, significance). An item with the status of hypothesis or 

interpretation may be positively evaluated as having accuracy (fit to data), applicability (fit 

to range of data), usefulness (explicatory power), reasonableness (fit to expectation, other 

knowledge) 

The example below indicates how the writer of the following extract from the text in my 

study taken from Scientific American, evaluates what slhe is saying: 

3Z.aThe* Alvarez group proposed Il nhthaf the extinctlOns and the iridium layer had a 
common cause: the impact of an eXlralerrestrial objecl, [[probably an aSleroid 
about 10 kilometers in diameter}}. 11 JJS ince Ihen the finding [[that an iridium 
anomaly exists at many other sites around the world and Ihat Ihe iridium-rich clay 
also contains minerals apparently altered by heat and shock JJ have bolstered the 
case for a Crelaceous impact. /1 

T bl 32 a e III ustratlOn 0 fH unston s approac h to ev aI uatlQn 
I Clause Activitv Source Modification Certainty value 

32a* ! project 
I 32b h)!pothesis Alvarez~ proposed, probably I probable Hypothesis 
I 33 I result unspecified apparently, have probable + ~curacy 

I Research Articles bolstered the case 
* As I explam m section 4.0.1 I use the con\'cnllon superscnpts In numbenng the clauses of the texts in 
my study. 

The popular journal articles in this study share some of the values identified by Hunston 

(1993) as important in s.cience research articles, and also reveal other values such as being 

current, famous or controversiaL This example ITom the Mail and Guardian text (see 

section 4.4) indicates that a topic being current or new is positively evaluated 

I"'Discovering the fate of dinosaurs is the hot topic in palaeontology right now _ Ibal 
least, it is among those [[who don 't see it as another source of trivialisation of 
their subject.}} 

Clause Activity Source Modification Certainty value 
la I assess writer I certain + current 
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Hoey (2000:32) points out that evaluation can be buried inside clauses, i.e. inside nominal 

groups or circumstances, making questioning of the evaluation more difficult for readers. 

An example from the above section of the Mail and Guardian extract buries the writer's 

evaluation of palaeontology as trivial inside a circumstance of location, implying that it is 

unnamed ' those' who have made the evaluation. 

1 b at least, it IS among those [[who don ' t see it as another source of 
trivialisation of their sub'ect . 

To sum up: in my discussion of the interpersonal metafunction above, I have focused on 

the categories of modality. hedging and evaluation, as these are the most revealing of 

interpersonal meaning in my analysis in chapter 4. The study concerns written texts. in 

which the authors are at pains to create an impression of objectivity through omission of 

human participants (the research articles and textbooks in particular). Because the texts 

are in the written mode and because the writers of most of them try to create an 

impression of objectivity, the categories of hedging and evaluation, which operate at the 

grammatical level and are subtler than attitudinal lexis, are invaluable in illuminating 

interpersonal meaning in my study. 

In what follows I turn from analysis of verbal to analysis of visual meaning in texts. 

3.2.6 Analysis of illustrations 

In my analysis of the images associated with the texts in this study I rely on Kress and van 

Leuwen (1996). Their system of analysis of images is based on Systemic Functional 

Grammar (Kress and van Leuwen 1996:40). As in Systemic Functional Grammar, Kress 

and van Leuwen (1996) consider three metafunctions: ideational (what objects or events 

are depicted), interpersonal (what relations are projected between the depicted participants 

and viewer, and between the producer and viewer) and textual (what the composition of 

the image means). I provide a brief summary of Kress and van Leeuwen 's (1996) system 

below. 
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3.2.6. 1 The IdeationaVExperiential metafunction in illustrations 

As in the textual grammar described earlier. the ideational metafunction reflects meaning in 

the sense of content. In this section I consider the kinds of ideational meaning found in 

illustrations in my study: narrative. classificatory, and analytical meaning. Kress and van 

Leeuwen (1996:56) divide expression of ideational meaning in illustrations into Narrative 

processes and conceptual processes. Narrative processes have a vector. an element that 

fonns an oblique line. The vector often joins two participants: the actor. from whom the 

vector emanates, and the goal, at which the vector is directed. As in text the goal may not 

always be present in the image (called a non-transac.tional action) and sometimes the actor 

is merged with the vector. Sometimes the vector is formed by the direction of the glance 

ofa panicipant. The top photograph from Time on page 30 of the appendix article depicts 

Luis and Walter Alvarez smiling (presumably) at the photographer. The photographer and 

the viewer become the object of their friendliness . 

The second process by which ideational meaning is expressed in images is through 

conceptual processes, represented in this study by classificatory. and analytical processes. 

In the classificatory processes in this study. the participants are distributed across the 

picture space and are equal in size (for example the top right image in Prehistoric Life (see 

appendix) comparing animals that died and animals that survived the Cretaceous 

extinction). 

A good many of the images in this study are analytical , reflecting the fact that the texts are 

scientific. In analytical processes there is no vector. The image depicts two types of 

participant: the carrier (whole) and the attributes (parts). Examples are the many 

photographs or drawings of impact craters in this study, with the landscape as carrier and 

the crater as attribute. 

Topological analytical processes (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996: 10 I) accurately represent 

the logical relations between participants, but not the actual size or distance between 

them. An example is found in Time (page 32 in the appendix) which shows the Nemesis 

theory: how the proposed companion star Nemesis disrupts the Oort cloud and sends 

comets into the solar system where they hit earth. 
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Graphs are classified as spatio-temporal analytical images. They are highly abstract 

analytical structures. Interestingly, the only example in my data is in the research article in 

my study by Raup and Sepkoslci (see page 5 of the appendix) . 

• ,<\0 example of a temporal analytical process (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996:95) is found in 

Time (see page 30 of the appendix). This depicts a geological timeline of the last 250 

million years with mass extinctions occuring approximately every 26 million years. 

In summary, Kress and van Leeuven's (1996) application of Systemic Functional Grammar 

to images enables a consideration of whether an image is narrative, classificatory or 

analytical, and what each of these imply for the overall meaning of the text. 

3.2.6.2 Th~ Interpersonal metafunction in illustrations 

As noted earlier. interpersonal meaning refers to the ways that social relations are realised. 

and what roles the participants take on. In this section I consider the participants, the 

distance between them, the attitude of the projected \iewer to the image, and expression 

of modality. Kress and van Leeuwen (1996:119) note that there are 2 types of participants 

that need to be taken into account in images. These are the represented participants 

(within the image) and the interactive participants (the producer and receiver). 

In considering relations between the represented and interactive participants Kress and van 

Leeuwen (1996: 121) divide images into those where the represented participants look 

directly at the viewer (these images demand a social response from viewers) or those 

where the represented participants do not 'make eye contact' with the viewer. These they 

characterise as offering information to viewers. Diagrams and maps are offer images; they 

offer objective dispassionate knowledge, (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996: 126). Examples of 

such offer images are found in most of the texts analysed in this study (e.g. the map in 

Prehistoric Life, appendix page 46, analysed in section 4.5.). 

Another important element in creating interpersonal meaning is social distance between 

represented participants and viewer. This is realised through choice between close-up. 

medium or long shot. For example, in the Time article in this study, most photographs of 

people are in medium shot, between what Kress and van Leeuwen (1996: 130) call far 

personal distance and social distance, eliciting our sympathy, and indicating a positive 
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attitude to scientists as !"ound in the written text . In depicting Walter and Luis Alvarez 

(Time page 30 of the appendix) in close up personal distance. the writer/producer asks us 

to sympathise with and 'befriend ' these people, the originators of the Impact hypothesis. 

which the writer supports in the written text . 

Subjective or objective attitude. 

The angle at which the viewer sees the subject matter of the image contributes to whether 

the producer of the image intends the viewer to see himlherself as subjectively involved 

with the subject matter or as objectively observing it . Whether the angle from wruch the 

photograph or drawing has been taken is frontal or oblique contributes to whether the 

viewer is involved or detached in his/her view of the participants, Participants who are 

seen obliquely or are turned away are df>picted as "not of our world", while those depicted 

front ally are repr~!sented as being people we are involved with and who are "part of OUi 

world", Thus in the Time articie the many photographs of the scientists turned away from 

the camera (e.g. Time page 32 of the appendix) represent the scientists as not really 'of 

our worle! ' i.e. the world of the writer and the viewer/reader. They are involved in the 

world of science, and construed as Other. The only scientists treated as ' like us ' are Waiter 

and Luis Alvarez, who we see in frontal close-up, demanding the social response of 

fiiendliness (Time upper photograph on page 30 of the appendix). 

Similarly, high angles make the producer of the Image or Viewer more powerfuL For 

example the dead dinosaur (page 37 of the appendix) in All About Dinosaurs is viewed 

from a high angle: it is dead and powerless. Low angles make the image more powerful. 

For example the Liopleurodoll and the T-rex in the Mail and Guardian article (page 35 of 

the appendix) are viewed from beneath and thus signalled as powerful and menacing), In 

each case this allows us 10 see how we have been positioned by the producer of the image 

(Kress and van Leeuwen 1996: 149). 

In scientific/technical images, objectivity is usually encoded through use of a directly 

frontal or top-down angle (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996: 149). The top-down angle is the 

angle of maximum power and is oriented towards 'theoretical ' objective knowledge. 

Examples of images with this 'god-like point of view' objectivity are the photograph of 

the Martian moon Phobos in McGhee (appendix page 13) and the impact crater in the 

Scientific American article (appendix page 23). Another point of view that encodes 
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objectivity is the cross-section (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996: 150). An example is the 

diagram of The Nemesis Theory in the Time article (page 32 of the appendix). 

Modality 

Modality refers to whether an image is represented as being true. Currently. the dominant 

standard that we judge visual realism by is photo-realism. What is perceived as real differs 

with culture and changes over time. The realism of science and technology is different 

from 'common-sense' photographic realism. Kress and van Leewen (1996: 169) speak of 

<Galilean realism', as \What can be known by measurement or other methods of science. So 

in science a line drawing without colour. texture, brightness, or perspective can be judged 

more real than a photograph. Kress and van Leewen (1996: 170) also make the point that 

abstraction is vaJued in science. Thus whatever features are useless for the 

technological/scientific purposes ofthe image (e.g. colour, depth, background etc) are low 

in modality - i.e. they reduce the realism of the image. 

In summary this section indicates that, as with interpersonal meaning ID texts, 

interpersonaJ meaning in iliustrations is very important for my analysis of ideology in texts . 

An analysis of interpersonal meaning in images can reveal how the producer of the image 

expects the reader to view the image. It can indicate what relationship the writer expects 

to exist between the reader and people or other subject mater depicted, and the extent to 

which the writer/producer expects the image to be viewed as realistic and objective. 

3.2.6.3 The Textual metafunction in illustrations 

As with textual meaning in written text, the producer of the image uses the textual 

meaning of images to signal to the viewer how the different parts of the image, or different 

images within a page, fit together. In this section] consider how composition of an image 

relates the ideational and interactive meanings of an image in two important ways. Firstly. 

where is a particular element placed in the image, and secondly, what Framing is created 

by the aChlaJ frame or dividing lines within the image? The meaning of the placement of 

elements in an image is of course entirely conventional, and the meanings discussed in 

Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) and below reflect the meal'jng of placement in the western 

tradition, where the t~xts in this study are firmly placed. The first meaningful feature is 

whether an element is on the left or right of the image, whether it is at the top, bottom or 

in the centre. As in the English clause, Given infonnation is placed ' first' i.e. it is on the 
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left of the image. New information is placed 'second> i.e. on the right of the image. For 

example in the Mail and Guardian article (see appendix page 35), the image of the T-rex (a 

well known and instantly recognisable element) is on the left and is therefore Given. The 

Liopleurodon on the right (an unknown dinosaur to most viewers) is New. 

A further feature is whether the element is at the top or bottom of the image. Placement at 

the top indicates that the producer of the image regards the element as the 'Ideal>. while 

placement at the botto:n means that the producer regards the element as representing the 

Real . [n the same Mail and Guardian article (tellingly entitled 'Why dinosaurs won't go 

away'), the cartoon-like T-rex is placed at the bottom of the page (see appendix page 35). 

Unframed, it has intruded into the newspaper world of the reader and is, in the view of the 

writer of the article, the Real image of the dinosaur. The more naturalistic Liopleurodon, 

located at the top of the page, and swimming peacefully and unseeingly through its own 

framed habitat, is the Ideal. 

Framing separates elements from each other while lack of a frame allows connectedness. 

The iack of frame around the 2 images of Earth being hit by an asteroid in DK 

Picturepedia (appendix page 40) makes these 2 images primary on this double page. The 

black background of the page is actually the backgroundlenvirorunentl'outer space' of 

these two images of Earth. The text and boxes containing other images and text are 

additionaV /e1aborate on these two primary images. 

This section has considered organisational meaning in illustrations in two different ways. 

Firstly the placing of an image or element in an image on the page signals whether the 

producer of the image regards it as Given or New, and Ideal or Real. Secondly, the 

framing of the image indicates the connectedness or separateness of images on a page. 

3.2.7 Summary ofthe chapter 

The topic of the texts in this study is constant with respect to field, all texts concerning 

what caused the extinction of the dinosaurs at the end of the Cretaceous era. My analysis 

of five texts in four genres (research article, textbooks, popular texts such as science 

journals, newsmagazines and newspapers, and finally science books for children) is 
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provided in chapter 4, where is reference to and comparison with a further six texts, for 

which full analysis is not provided. 

The texts in the study are subject to comprehensive discourse analysis that uses Systemic 

FunctionaJ Grammar as an analyticaJ tool. This grammar, as ] have mentioned before, 

focuses on meaning, and considers the choices made by writers in communicating their 

message. This makes it useful in examining the ideological content of texts. Systemic 

FunctionaJ Grammar considers meaning in texts in terms of two dimensions of context: 

context of situation (register) and context of culture (genre). Context of situation has 

three components of meaning: Ideational meaning (experience of the physical world), 

interpersonal meaning (enacting sociaJ reaJity), and textual meaning (organisation of the 

message. Images that accompany text can, as Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) demonstrate, 

also be analysed in tenns of these three metafunctions. I, too, do so in this study, and 

report on my findings in the next chapter, viz. Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF DATA 

4.0 Introduction and overview 

In this chapter I seek to provide an answer to the first two of my research questions: 

I. What distinguishes popular from academic sCientific genres, and how do they relate 
to each other? 

2. How does register in representative texts from each genre illuminate the ideological 
assumptions of each genre? 

To answer the first question, my study compares the discourse features of scientific texts 

in four genres. Two of these genres - the research article and textbook - are academic 

genres of science and have been relatively well studied. The other two genres - articles in 

magazines/newspapers, and children's books, - are 'popular' genres of science and have 

had less interest shown them. Central to this study, therefore, is a comparison of the 

popular with the more serious genres. The texts, as readers will recall (cr. section 3.1) are 

all on the same topic, namely: what caused the extinction of the dinosaurs. 

In order to achieve the comparison just mentioned I have selected exemplary texts in each 

genre. As I explained in chapter 3 (cf. section 3. t) more than one text was analysed full y 

in each of the genres (except the research article genre, which has had more previous 

attention shown it than the other genres). However, for reasons of space and to avoid 

repetition, where the texts analysed in a particular genre are very similar, only one text is 

discussed in chapter 4. I mention other texts in the genre where there are interesting 

differences, in order to show the variation that appears within a particular genre. Thus I 

have analysed a single text in the research article genre in 4.1 (d. appendix page 2). In 

4.2 I analyse a single extract from a Geology textbook (cf. appendix page 8). making 

some reference to two other textbooks (cf. appendix pages 12 and 18), written with 

different readers in mind. In my consideration of popular scientific texts, J found greater 

variation between texts than in the textbook genre. In 4.3 and 4.4 I therefore provide a 

full analysis of two popular texts drawn from different genres (from Scientific American 

and the Mail and Guardian,cr. appendix pages 22 and 34) and aimed at different groups 

of readers. In my discussion of the Scientific American extract, I draw comparisons with 

the Time text (cf. appendix page 27), which has many similarities with it. In 4.5, I 

provide an analysis of an extract from a science book for children (cr. appendix page 45). 
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Originally four texts for children were analysed. Three proved to be very similar, and 

one, which shows some differences from the other three, I judged to be atypical and not 

representative of the genre. Nevertheless, as in 4.2, my account draws on the differences 

and similarities with the three texts that are not analysed in full. Finally, in 4.6, I 

summarise and report on my comparison of all the texts in the study. 

:Zach of sections 4 .1 to 4.6 may be regarded as a mini-chapter, each, as I note above being 

devoted to analysis of a different text . To assist readers, and to aid the process of 

comparison and generalisation, I follow the same organisational pattern in each of 

sections 4.1 to 4.6. In each I analyse register (context of situation) under the categories of 

field . mode and tenor in turn, and pay attention to the same features in each text . In each 

section I then move on to a consideration of genre (context of culture). Finally, in each of 

sections 4.1 to 4.6, I reflect on the second of my research questions, namely, the 

ideological assumptions of each genre in the study. 

4.0.1 Nnte on convention used for numbering clauses 

Clauses are numbered by use of a number in superscript at the beginning of each clause. 

Each clause complex is given its own number. Where there is more than one clause in a 

clause complex, this is indicated by letters of the alphabet. Thus the number before the 

following clause indicates that this is the second clause (b) in the fifth clause complex of 

the text: 

$bor they may have become eXlinct over a very long time . 

Together with a photocopy of each text, the appendix contains copies of each text divided 

into numbered clauses. In this thesis I use italics to distinguish examples taken from the 

texts. 
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4.1 Raup and Sepkoski: An extract from a research article 

4.1.0 Introduction 
4.1.1 Field in Raup and Sepkoski 

4.1.1 .1 Human participants in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.1.2 Processes, participants and circumstances in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1 .1.3 Summary and overview of Field in Raup and Sepkoski 

4.1.2 Mode in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.2.1 Theme in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.2.2 Nominalisation and embeading in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.2.3 Passivisation in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.2.4 Conjunctive relations in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.2.5 Summary and overview of Mode in Raup and Sepkoski 

4.1.3 Tenor in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.3.1 Contact , affect and status in Rallp and Sepkoski 
4.1.3.2 Hedging in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.3.3 Evaluation in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.3.4 Summary and overview of Tenor in Raup and Sepkoski 

4.1.4 Summary and overview of Register in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.5 Genre in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.6 Ideology in Raup and Sepkoski 
4.1.7 Summary of the chapter 

4.1.0 Introduction 

In tlris section] begin by examining an extract from a research article, it being the first of 

four different science genres that are central to my study. The other three are tex:tbook 

accounts, the popular science article and books for children. The research article is 

'Periodicity of extinctions in the geologic past ', published in a prestigious journal, the 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Science: The findings of this article, and its 

authors, are mentioned in two of the popular articles (the Scientific An~n and Time 

texts) that I consider in 4.3. As a convenience T refer to the research article by the 

surnames of Its authors, Raup and Sepkoski. As explained in 3.1.1, I have chosen sections 

from the representative parts of research articles: the Abstract, the Introduction, the 

Method, and the Discussion. This article also contains a speculative Implications section, 

and I include a paragraph from this section as well. The reader can consult the entire 

original text of the article by folding out page 3, 5 and 7 of the appendix. The analysed 

sections have been outlined in red ink. 

I begin my account by considering the context of situation, or register, of the text , and I 

report on my analysis of register in terms of Field (in 4.1.1), Mode (in 4.1.2) and Tenor (in 

4.1.3). I then go on, in section 4.1 5, to consider the context of culture, or genre of the 

text , before turning to ideology in 4.1.6. As mentioned in chapter 2 (section 2.3.2), 
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HaI\iday (1993) indicates that we can expect the scientific register to be impersonal, highly 

nomina!ised with extended nominal groups, and to use a good deal of technical language 

and passive constructions. Moreover work by Bazerman (1988) and Myers (1989) leads 

us to expect the text to be persuasive in intent. in spite ot'lacking the usual interpersonal 

means of persuasion, j ,e., attitudinallexis and persona11anguage. 

4.1.1 Field in Raup aod Sepkoski 

Field is the first of three dimensions ofregister. It refers (er. section 3.2.3) to what is being 

talked about, what is often referred to as experiential meaning. In this section I report on 

my investigation of human participants, processes. participants and circumstances in Raup 

and Sepkoski. Of these, hUl1"an participants are particularly important in my comparison 

with other genres, necessitating consideration separately in each ofsectiom: 4.1 - 4.6. 

4.1.1.1 Human participants in Raup and Sepkoski 

Table 4.1.1 shows that there are very few human participants in the Raup and Sepkoski 

text. Passives are frequently used to avoid mention of human agency. Two of the human 

participants Fischer and Arthur (4) and Shoemaker are authors of other research articles. 

Mention of them constitutes what Hyland (1996) calls writer-oriented hedges, in which the 

authors back up their opinions by mentioning research that su~ports their opinions. 

Tbl411H a e uman p artlCIDants m R aUD an d S k ki ep. os 
Clause lOa Fischer and Arthur (4) major clause, 

specific reference 
Clause 27 we (the authors and orobablv includes the reader) minor. soecific 
Clause 30b: we (the authors) major, specific 
Clause 33a Shoemaker major. specific 

As a whole the text is very impersonal. As is well documented. impersonality is an almost 

universal feature of research articles. and serves to create an impression of objectivity. 

which is so central to the establishment of the fact in scientific discourse. Personal 

language is avoided as it implies subjectivity and emotion. which. in the culture of science 

(and in western culture as a whole) is the opposite of objectivity and reason. Writers of 

research articles use personal language to serve very limited purposes. There are two uses 

of we in the analysed section of the text . In each case the writer uses the personal we 

presumably because the need to personalise exceeds the need to be impersonal: the 

instance of we in clause 27 is a form of solidarity politeness (Myers, 1989). Through using 
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we the writers may hope to draw the reader into their speculation of • .17what we are 

seeing', Here it seems that the need to involve the reader in their ideas exceeds the need 

to appear unemotional and objective. The use of we in 30a weakens the authors ' case 

(Myers. 1989) by limiting the interpretation to themselves: I,J°we favour" , This statement 

is made less threatening to the community by being limited to the authors. It seems that 

the authors suspect that the readers would not accept the claim of an extraterrestrial cause 

for periodic extinctions if too baldly expressed. because they have advanced no evidence 

at all for the claim. So t~e need to express this idea even in this weakened personal form 

must exceed the need to appear objec..1ive. 

Interestingly, all but one human participant In the text appears in the Implications 

paragraph, where the writers are being most speculative. To minimise the possible offence 

to other researchers caused by their speculation that the cause of periodic extinction is 

extraterrestrial, in the face of the more widely accepted terrestrial explanation, the writers 

need to use these and other politeness strategies such as modalisation. 

Table 4.1.2 shows just how striking Raup and Sepkosk} 's removal of themselves from the 

account is . They sometimes construe themselves as 'this paper ', but more often merely 

leave themselves (or others) out of the account (signified by [ )) . 

Table 4.1.2 Human participants including those that the authors omit 

A u.tIwr .. & other .. 
I I 
Fischer &Arthur study 
[Fischer & ArthurJ 
this paper 
! I 

I 
I 
I 

this paper 
[ I 
[ I 
[ [ 
Fischer & Arthur 
Wc 

used 
used 
did 

uses 
marked 
n:scaled 
collected 
calculate 
tests 
investigate 
based 
assume 
argued 
favour 

time series analysis1b 

limited data1h 

no statistical testingl1b 

rigorous methodsl2b 

the time scriesl~b 
the extinction datal6b 

values17• 
averages and ... 17b 
periodicilyl21 
temporal distribution of extinctionh 

the analvsed record on .. . 21 
extincti~n is continuous'· 
periodicity in C!JI.1inction events 100 
extraterrestrial causeslOb 

Some of the human participants in Raup and Sepkoski constitute intertextual references 

(clauses 8, lOa, 10d, 24b, 33a, 33c), all to research anicles, making it clear that other 
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research articles (rather than popular sources or interviews) are authoritative sources in 

this text . This is, of course, the nann in academic discourse where publication of claims is 

the first step towards acceptance of one's ideas by the scientific community (Myers 1989), 

]0 summary, there are very few human participants in Raup and Sepkoski. making for a 

very impersonal text, which in turn assists the impression of objectivity of the text . I argue 

below that two of the human participants serve to back up the writers ' opinions. The other 

two human participants serve purposes of politeness - in the one case attempting to 

include the reader in the writers' beliefs and in the other showing deference to the 

discourse community by conceding that an opinion that goes against currently accepted 

knowledge is limited to the authors. All four human participants are specific references 

(who they are is important). This is a highly impersonal text, with all but two of the five 

mental and four verbal processes lacking a senserlsayer. As discussed in chapter 2 (section 

2.3 .2), ideas achieve objectivity and thus factual status in science by the removal of the 

fact from people, including the people who originated the idea. 

4.1.1.2 Processes and participants in Raup and Sepkoski 

Here I consider the kinds of processes that are common in the different parts of this text , 

i.e., in the Abstract , the Introduction, the Results section, the Method section, the 

Discussion and the Implications section. ] begin my account as a whole by summarising 

the number and types of processes in each section of the text in Table 4.1.3. I then 

consider each section in turn in greater detail. Tables 4.1.4 to 4.1.9 reflect the participants, 

processes and circumstances in each section of the text . Accompanying each table is a 

discussion of how meaning is construed in the section. 

T bl 4 I 3 S a e ummary 0 fki d f . d"fIi f n s ot orocesses In I erent sectIOns 0 RauD an dS ,eDkoski 
material mental verbal identifying attributive behavioural existential 

Abstract 2 2 2 I 
Introduction 7 2 2 2 2 I 
Results 2 
Method 4 I I 2 
Discussion 2 9 4 
ImRlications 3 I 2 6 7 3 
total 16 5 4 22 16 6 I 

total 

7 
16 
2 
8 
15 
22 
70 
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A1though the introduction to Raup and Sepkoski deals with ideas (often construed 

elsewhere as relational processes), Table 4.1.3 shows that there are a high proportion of 

material processes in the Introduction. Most of these describe what Fischer and Arthur 

and the authors do. The Method section also has a high proponion of material processes, 

but this is expected, as the section describes what was done in the research. A further 

interesting feature is that more than half the processes in the text are relational. 

Significantly, most of these appear in the Discussion and Implication sections where the 

authors analyse and interpret their results, and need to show relations of equivalence or 

cause. 

Table 4. 1.4 shows the processes and participants in the abstract ofRaup and Sepkoski. As 

expected, the abstract is a condensed version of the article. The participants are: 

!~ 3. 4extinction events, ~acauses of periodicity, in panicular, Sbextraterrestrial forces and 

2athe fossil record. In brief in the Abstract the authors note that these participants lahave 

been investigated (agent omitted) statistically. The knowledge claim made is a 

3statistically significant periodicity of extinction eve11ls. There is one passive behavioural 

process (has been investigated), which, however, cannot be said to serve to obscure the 

participants as these are easily recovered from context. Rather this passive process focuses 

attention on the content. The identifying processes show equivalence (4coincide with) and 

cause eshow), while the attributive processes evaluate ~athe causes of periodicity as 

~allnkf1own and sbpossible. 

T bl a e4 .1.4: Processes an d non-human participants in Raup and Sepkosk.i: Abstract 
Actor ! Material 1 Goallrange Circumstance 

Ib using I various forms of time series 
. anal~sis ~rangcl 

2a is based The analysed record 
Range: on variation in 
ext inction intcnsitv 

Tokeo Ideo.! circum Value 
4 Two of the events coincide with extinctions that have 

I I nreviouslv been linked to ... 
3 The 12 events show a statisticallv significant with a mean 

I oeriodicit.... ... . interval of. .. 
Carrier Attributin Attribute 

Sa the causes of ... are unknown 
5b I it is I nossible 

I Beha,'er Behavioural Matter 
la I has been The temporal distribution of statistically 

investigated the maior eX1inctions ... 
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-;-he first sentence of the abstract is different from the rest of the paragraph in being in the 

past tense rather than the present. This reflects the fact that this sentence is reporting on 

what actually happened in the authors' research, while the rest of the paragraph uses the 

present tense - the tense used for general truths (Leech and Svartik 1975) or facts, 

removed from time. Raup and Sepkoski is thus indicating that its findings add to this 

generally true factual information. 

In general tenns the Introduction (see Table 4.1.5) serves to set up an opposition between 

the conventional explanation for extinction events (a 7·continuous process which is slime 

homogenous) and that favoured by the authors Cfkperiodic mass extinction). Those 

holding the gradualist view are not explicitly named. In the mental and verbal processes 

that refer to them, there are no obvious people doing the saying or thinking. These 

unspecmeC: people who shave often described or 7ahave generally assumed are a large 

Tbl41SP a e rocesses an d h - Ra non- uman particiPants In up an dS k kiI iep] os ntro d ucHon 
Actor Material GoaVran2.e Circumstance 

8b I using standard birth-dcath models 
lOa Fischer and Arthur deoaned from convention 
lOt major extinction events occurred periodically 

of the past 250 million at --- constant 
I yea", (mal intervals of .,. 

!la Their ~d:y used a limited data base, 
lib I was done I no statistical testin2. 
12. I The purpose of _ is to test the ProDOsition of periodicity ... 
12b using as rigorous a methodology 

Senser Mental Phenomenon 
7. I has been It.. .FACT (that extinction is a 

I -- -
asswned continuous orocess) 

10<1 see ref. 5 --
Saver Verbal VerbiaR;e!RaOl:C 

&0 is often the extinction process las a time 

~- described homogeneous process 
arguing FACT that major extinction 

- events occurred periodically .. . 
Tl)ken Ident: lntens Value 

6b the . .. fossil record documents some 200.000 such extinctioDS. 
70 mass extinctions reflect . .. short-tenn increases in that 

risk. 
Carrier Attributive Attribute 

6. VIrtually all species ... ace I Extinct now 
7b s[x:cies are at risk 

existential existent 
9. There is increasing evidence [[FACT that 

many extinctioDS are .. . ]) 
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group of other researchers with whom the authors, in this instance, disagree. To achieve 

this omission of human agency, these processes are passive. Most material processes on 

the other hand are active and their agents are Fischer and Arthur (whose work the authors 

support), their study, and also the authors' purpose and their data. This projects a world in 

which data and research rath~r than people are prominent . 

The authors use the Introduction (as Swales (1984) notes) to indicate a gap for their 

research: they note that Fischer and Arthur (whose work they agree with and extend) 

relied on Iha limited data base and IIbno statistical testing was done . This is their niche or 

field (in Swales ' (1984) terms) and they undertake to use Has rigorous a methodology as 

present data pennit. 

Tbl4l 6 P • e rocesses an d h ' R non- . uman participants In aup an dS k kiR ep~os esu ts 
Token Ident: circumstatial I Value 

13 in FiS!. 4 are illustrated I The results of a final test of the extinction record 
I Token Ideol: lntens I Value -

14 I This figure represents I a "composite cycle" 

The two clauses that can be said to play the role of a Resuits section (see Table 4.1.6) 

serve merely to direct the readers to the relevant figure. which shows the data. and 

indicate a relationship of equivalence between figure 4 and what it represents . 

Tbl4l7P • e rocesses an d h non- uman partICipants In aup an d S k k' M h d epJo os 1: et 0 

Actor Material I Goallran2c Circumstance 
ISb I was marked off the lime series at 26 ma 

intervals 
16a 

I 
were rescaled. The e"1inction data m each 

inten'a1 
17a I 

, 
were collected these yalues with thl!ir 

I 
I I eocntcrpans , .. 

18 I was performed this procedure I for a \'ariety 
of illler.·a1 lengths 

I Beba,ioral Matter 
ISa To compute the composite 
17b were calculated averages and dispersions 

Token Ideol: Intens Value 
I Se the C-T ooundary was I at the center of onc inte",.!. 

peak 
16b 100%. was the maximal , 'alue 

As has often been pointed out. the Method in science research articles is recounted almost 

entirely through the use of passive processes. In the lYfethoQ section in Raup and Sepkoski 
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(see Table 4.1.7), there are no agents marking off, rescaling, collecting, or performing, 

similarly there are no people doing the computing and calculating. However this omission 

does not obscure that who perfonned these actions is one or both of the authors. The 

passives instead foreground the data and the methods in an efficient, impersonal and 

economical way. This in turn projects a view of research as efficient and impersonal. 

22. 

23. 

To:presents 

may represent 
illustration 

may 

an 

In general the Discussion (see Table 4.1.8) in Raup and Sepkoski is about how the 

statistically manipulated data are represented in the curve, and what picture the curve 

presents of the nature of extinction events. Real past creatures and events, as evidenced in 

fossils, are represented in a high1y abstract way, in the composite curve, and subjected to 

statistical testing. As in most sections of this article. there are no human participants. The 

curve in figure 4 is under discussion, and most participants refer to it . Another prominent 

set of participants is the statistical methods and their use in the data. The world 

represented in the Di!;cussion is an abstract world, in which mathematicaVstatistical 
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methods allow us to reflect remote events graphically and then to interpret this graph to 

tell us something about the remote events. 

Most processes are relational, and many of these are cause and effect/reasoning processes. 

There is a high degree of nominalisation of the participants in the text (cf. 4.1.2.2). This 

nominalisation together with the reasoning verbs allow the authors to cite much of their 

reasoning within clauses, rather than using conjunctions to effect reasoning (ef. 4.1.2.4). 

Tbl4 1 9P a e rocesses an d h ·R non~ uman particIPants In aup an dSkkilr eplos mni)CatlOns 
Actor Material Goal/ranee Cin: 

30e I measured on a timescale of millions of years 
Db I should increase the comet flux 

is needed much more information 
Senser MeDtal Pbenomenon 

30b I we favour eX1raterrestrial causes 
Sa,'cr Verbal Verbiae:elRan2e 

33a Shoemaker has argued that passage through galactic arms 
should ... FACT 

35b can be made definith'e statements about causes 
Token Jdent: Jnteos Value 

27 A first auestion is whether .. ,FACT 
2gb this does reflect an earthboWld Process or ... 
32a the passage of our solar is l one possibilit)' 

, system through 
13c ' tills could provide an explanation for the biological 

extinctions, 
34 J Two of the ... events are associated with evidence for meteorite impact 
36 It I may turn out that (FACT) 

Carrier Attributin~ Attribute 
26b I the implications are broad and fWldamental 
28a the forci~g agent is in the phYsical environment. 
29b the extraterrestrial are solar. solar system. or galactic? I 1 influences I 
30c purely biological ... seem incredible I 

phvsical cvcles 
30d I !t:e cycles are of fixed length I 
3 1a astronomical and ... are I plausible 

c;vcies of this ordcr 
31b few are candidates 

Beha\'ioral Matter 
26a can be periodicity of extinctions in the geologic 

demonstrated I past 
30a , ' can be ruled out none of these alternatives now 
32b has been on the order of 10 years 

estimated to 
00= I 
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Mental processes in the Discussion have no senser but can be inferred to refer to the 

reader who 2'bshould note and who (along with the authors) 2J-Would expect . . in a highly 

impersonal text this is as close as the writers get to referring directly to the reader. 

The overriding purpose of the Implications section (see Table 4.1.9) is speculation. It 

therefore contrasts with the rest of the article in a number of ways, which I now describe. 

Firstly, the Implications section does have human participants. These are Shoemaker. who 

is another researcher, and the authors, ''we'' (twice). As discussed above, the use of 30bwe 

in 30bWe favour extraterrestrial causes is, a politeness strategy showing deference to 

readers (Myers 1989). More deference to readers is in the authors' use of the mental 

process lObjavour, which indicates that this interpretation is a choice: others are possible. 

The other use of we in clause 27 also shows deference in that it invites the readers to 

participate in the process of speculating on what 17we are seeing in the data. 

A number of processes in the Implications section are modals. This also reflects the fact 

that this paragraph is very speculative and thus needs to be tentative. The authors have no 

evidence to support their suggestions, and can only claim that they are 'plausible', and 

that counter-possibilities 'seem incredible '. 

Overall, Table 4.1.10 below shows that meaning in Raup and Sepkoski is largely construed 

though identifYing processes (meanings to do with the two theories of extinction and 

meanings to do with Fig 4). Material processes are largely used in connection with the 

authors' methods. The lexis, while abstract and technical (e.g. time series analysis) is 

more simple and less abstract than that found in for example Duff (see section 4.2). Like 

Duff. Raup and Sepkoski is about theories of extinction, not about dinosaurs; and like 

McGhee (see 4.2) it is about evidence for how extinction might have happened. Unlike 

McGhE::e, however, only one particular kind of evidence is mentioned, and this in great 

detail. This, of course, is the difference between a textbook, which seeks to give an 

ovef\;ew (varying in depth depending on the projected readers), and a research article, 

which is focused on a particular limited field of research. 
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Fig 4 
Fig 4 

Fig 4 
F~4 
[ ] 

shows results 
IS a composite cycle 

.............. " ....... " .. " ................... CQffiRQsite. .. cyc.lt .. "" ..... ..is.."."" .... " ...... " .................... ,t ·fit to data 
~~~ ~~~ 

Tests show significant differences 
Other cycle lengths gIve less significant results 
composite curve rises to sharp peak 

illustration of extinction ' 

IS 

IS 

used time series analysis 

used limited da~ r-~.~~·""W4~ti&IrJl~LL ~lrov~ ler~ 
did no statistical testing 

F&A study 

~&Al 
tttater(@ 

""""." ... ".""""".""." ...... "" ....... """ ... ~ 
this paper uses rigorous methods 
[ ] marked the time series 
[ ] resealed the extinction data 
[ ] collected values 
[ ] calculate averages and '" 

this paper tests 

[ ] 
[ ] analysed 
[ ] asswne 

"· .. ·"""""""""·"·" .. ·m:etiiat""·" ....... " ........... " .. " .... · .... · .. · ...... ·~ 

Fiseher & argued 
Arthur 

We favour 

The analysed record 
Fossil record 

I 
I 

I~y:f~~~ 
[lMrt·UveQ; aii4 

per~y ~. 
F"""========--9=; ~ 

oeriodicity , 
T'f.j'l,l/III/III/I/I/I/III/III/1I1I11111114 'I/I/IA '!III/I/" ~4f4f/1/.I/1/111/.I11I.1111111.'/1 

investigate j distribution of extinction * j 
~ , ~ i extinction of vertebrates l 
j j i extinction IS continuous i 
I mass extinctions reflect increases in risk I 
I extinction described as homogeneous I C~ qf 
j ~ j ler~y 
J/IAI'I/III/I/I/I/I/.II;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;' ';4f/I;'/~;;;;I·;;;;;tll/IIIIIIIIIII/.I/"IvJ 

r'" VIII""_1A1 - _IfItltM ,.,,J,,,, -iIIIIIJII " 

contains ~ 12 Extinction events show periodici~ caused by unknown ~ 
documents I 2 events caused by ET forces I 

I 200000 extinction linked to meteorites I 
~ ~ 
~ extinctions are short·lived I 
i i I extmCtiQllt........ .... .. ~~ perilXli~ " ~~. I 
I Extinctions are discrete events I 
I cause of periodicity is? biological I 
i is1 physical1 j j ~ 
j cause of periodicity is1 Earthbound ~ 
j j 
j periodici~ caused by ET causes j . 
i I j j possible causes are so ar syst j 
j galactic i i j 
~ comets ~ w ---, #/1III1f_MWliIilllll!lllPIIIIIIIIIIIII'I/IIIII1I1II1II1II. "'/I11III1_ 1 
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Circumstances in Raup and Sepkoski 

The circumstances in all the texts in this study are most commonly of duration. location of 

time and place and manner, and these are indeed the circumstances found in this text . 

Because of the variation in the different sections of a research article, it is not possible to 

draw any conclusions about circumstances in different sections of this article (reflected in 

Table 4.1.11) beyond the fact that few circumstances are found . 

Table 4.1. I I Circumstances m RauD an d S k ki eolos 
abstract introduction results method discussion imolications total 

Extent: duration 2 2 
Location: place I I 2 
Location : time I I 2 

~~er 2 1 3 
Acco~anin"ent I I 

IQ 

4.1.1.3 Summary aod overview of field in Raup aod Sepkoski 

This examination of Field indicates that Raup and Sepkoski is a highly impersonal text 

with Duly four human participants - two citations that back up the writers ' theories, and 

two that show politeness to the reader (who represents the research community). Myers 

(1989) has indicated that such politeness is a feature of research articles, and a sign of the 

persuasive function of research articles. Another contributor to the impersonality of the 

text is that the mental and verbal processes are mainly agentless passives. 

The above analysis of participants and processes shows that identifying processes are the 

mOSI common processes in the text as a whole, indicating a text that is concerned to show 

equivalence relations and, more prominently, causal relations . Causal relations are 

achieved incongruently through causal processes rather than congruently through 

conjunctions, a sign of a more 'written ' text . Material processes are particularly prominent 

in the introduction (explaining what other researchers have done) and the method section 

{explaining what the authors have done) . The text reports what was done (realised in 

material processes), what was proved statistically (identifying processes) and what thi s 

implip.!; (identifying and attributive processes). Overall Raup and Sepkoski uses identifying 

clauses to translate what the researchers did in their research (material processes) into 

abstract statistical meanings. They then draw conclusions about what this implies, which is 

also abst ract (using identifying and attributive processes). This text contains mathematical 
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abstraction (statisticaJ mez.ning), making it harder for readers than are other texts in the 

study, as we see later in this chapter. Raup and Sepkoski focuses on a very limited field -

their research - compared to a far wider range in each of the other texts in my study. 

4.1.2 Mode in Raup and Sepkoski 

In this section, under the categories of theme, nominalisation and embedding, passivisation 

and conjunctive relations, I reflect on how Raup and Sepkoski organises its message. 

4.1.2.1 Theme in Raup and Sepkoski 

I argue below that the writers employ marked themes to track the progression of their 

argument . By using P clauses (dependant clauses, see 3.2 .4.1) that act as theme, 

interpersonal themes and textual themes, they signal what is important and what the reader 

should pay atter.tion to . Marked themes are parti~ularly prominent in the Implications 

T bl 4 I 12 Th .a e O R emem aup an dS k ki e[l os 
Textual lnterocrs. Tooical Rheme * 

Abstract 
la The temporal distribution of the major exl;nctions over ' ht".avy· 

the past 250 million years theme 
2a The analvsed record 
2b and '=' • 
3 -r f-:;, ~The 12 events 
4 I Two of the evtnls .-
Sa Altbougb tbe causes of periodicity are unknown'-:-- ~ clause as 

theme 
Introduction 
6, Virtually all species of animals and plants What have ' heavy' 

ever Iivedll theme 
6b .nd the known fossil record 
7a 1t bas I e.cneralh' been assumed Inte rso 
7b in the ~species 

sense 
that 

7c and that ass c,,"1inctions 
8a Following >- the extinction prr;cess conditional 

Ibis view 

9 There 
10. Fischer and Anhur 

bv arsmirl2. Intc :-ocrs. 
major extinction events [of the past 250 million years 'heavy' 
(mall theme 

11. e. Their study 
lib no statistical testin 
12. therefore The purpose of this OaDCr causal 
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'Best fit' cycle: includes Results, Melh Discussion 
Results 
13 I The results of a final lest of the extinction record 

14 I This fiEUrt -Method 
15a To compute tire composite 

16a The ex/i,lction dotanin each interval (inte~ to 
even' I roam 

16b so that the maximal valut! 
17a 'hese values 
17b and averOf!es and disoersions 

18 ~his procedure 
Discussion 
19a ~e illustrated composite evcle 
19b in the sense that the composite peak 
20a Tests o:lhe medians 

20b '" Friedmann 's test ([for points seP,atated by 6 ma (the 
approximate average stage duration2ll 

21a - Other cycle lengths 
21b and the comIJ()site curve 

2 1e when .... the cycle 
22. It should be noted 
23a U extinctions resulted from continuous fluctu :r; 

background rate ~~ 

24a Tht curve in Fig 4 ¥ 
Z4b much of its breadth 
25 The sHaht asymmetry 0 the cun/I! in FiR. 4 

-
Imnlications 

26a If pl!Tiodicity of extinctions in tbe geologic past can be 
demonstrated 

27 A first auestion 4" 

283 U tbe forcin1', agent ill in tbe p:b~llical envSron 
29a If tbe latter 
30a Altbough none of these alternati\'e1'Can be ruled 7' 

DO~' ~ 

31a By contrast Astronomical and aruophysical cycles of this order 
3 1b even though candidates IIfor the particular cycle obsen'ed in the 

extinction data 11 
32a One possibility 
32b which ./ 
33a Shoemaker ./ 
33b e through galactic arms -
33c and s 
34 Two of the extinction events 
35a However much more information 
35b before de nifive stfllemenrs about causes 
36a It ma,' turn out 

L clause as tbeme: bold; marked theme: underlined: nominalisations: italicised 
2, • In this column I signal the markedness of themes using Gosden ' s (1992) categories. 
3. The double border signals the breaks between the three extracts form the article 

...$-clause 
'heavy' 
theme 

'heavy' 
theme 

interpers 
~ clause as 
theme 

13 clause 
~eme 

as 

JLclause 
J~ clause 

~ clause as 
theme 
contrast 
' heavy' theme 

£Anriitional 

ad\'ersative 

Intcrpers. 
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section. where the writers have least justification for what they say and are thus most at 

pains to persuade the reader and therefore most need to direct the attention of the reader. 

Of interest is the complete lack of adjuncts in marked thematic position in the text ; it is not 

time, place or manner that the writers take as their starting point. 

Theme, as I pointed out in 3.2.4.1, is often described as the ·point of departure' for the 

clause. For Gefot (1995 :78) theme is significant for two reasons: because it carries the 

topic of the clause and also because it generally (but not always) reiterates given 

information which was /lew in a previous clause, thus constituting the thread of what is 

being said and linking clauses together. Looked at from this point of view, the first theme 

of the Abstract, hThe temporal distribution of the major eXlinctions over the past 250 

million years, can be said to be the topic for the whole article. This is a 'heavy' theme, 

which Thompson (1996:141) says may be used to specify the framework for 

interpretation. The thread continues through the banalysed (fossil) record, which is the 

medium in which the extinctions are reflected, to 3the 12 (extinction) events, to the 

sacauses of the periodicity, of these extinctions. The abstract ends with a 13 clause as 

theme, signalling, perhaps, the fact that this clause contains speculative information. The 

abstract shows maintenance of theme (choice of same theme as previous clause) and 

progression of theme (choice of theme from an element of the previous rheme) 

(Thompson 1996:141). 

The Introduction, like the abstract, starts with a 'heavy' theme. It shows some 

maintenance of theme (choice of same theme as previous clause), and also uses textual and 

interpersonal themes to track the course of the writers' argument. This argument is that 

there have been 1acerlain assumptions with lacertain implications, but that there is 

evidence (to which the writers add) that these assumptions are wrong: 1alt has generally 

been assumed; IaFollowing this view; IObyarguing. IbThe purpose of this paper, therefore . 

It is particularly noticeable of the themes in the Method section (clause 13-18) that almost 

all of them are the subject of passive constructions. As discussed in connection with Table 

4.1.7, the people doing the method are omitted, and the focus is on what was done and to 

what , and not on by whom it was done. [n the context of the Method section of a research 

anicle, passive constructions are actually not marked fonns at all . Rather. they are 

expected. The unmarked nature of the patterning in clauses 13-16 is also reflected in the 
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'zjg-zag' pattern (Danes 1974). Theme is an element of the previous Theme indicating 

progression of what the text is about (Thompson 1996: 141 ): 

theme Theme 
The results of a final test .. --> are illustrated in Fig 4 

This figure .. --> represents a " mposite cycle" 

To compute the composite ---+ the time series was marked off at 26-ma intervals 

The extinction data in each interval .. 
Looking at the 'hest-fit ' cycle as a whole, we find that the themes in this section of the 

text focus on figure 4. The curve in this figure, how it was arrived at and what statistical 

tests it was subjected to are the subject of the ' best-fit' cycle. The marked topical theme, 

I5'To compute the composite, is the first theme of the Method move in the extract. By 

using a marked theme in this way the writers foreground the start of the Method move. A 

second marked theme, 7.'h1t should be noled that, is foregrounded in other ways - it is one 

of only two mental processes in the 'best fit ' cycle, it is imperative. and it is passive. It 

serves to draw the readers attention to and stress the important message of the extract and 

of the article as a whole, 21bthe proposition that mass extinctions are discrete events. 

The Discussion section uses both maintenance and progression of theme. Two marked 

themes (the first an interpersonal theme and the second a p clause as theme) stress what is 

particularly important in this part of the research: that the curve rises to a sharp point, 

which is not consistent with the idea that extinction happens at a steady rate: 2'h1l should 

be noted: 2Jalf extinctions resulted/rom ... fluctuations in background rate . 

In the Implications section, the authors use a number of P clauses which act as theme to 

trace the thread of their argument: 26alf periodicity 0/ extinClions in the geologic past can 

be demonstrated ..... 1.8
3
// the forcing agent is ill the physical environment ... ; 29alf the 

lalter ... ; 303Although none 0/ these alternatives can be ruled out now ... 

In the Implications section, by using p clauses that act as theme, the authors are able to 

argue for a suggestion for which they actually have very little evidence. However their 

careful use of modality and hedging in this paragraph mean that the authors cannot be 
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accused of pretending that their speculation is fact (in the sense of being accepted by the 

research community). The themes in the Implications section, in panicular the large 

number of marked themes actually serve to foreground the tentative nature of what is 

being said. Almost all of these marked themes contain an element stressing tentativeness 

and conditionality: 

• Three clauses start with if (26a. 28a. 29a) 

• There are three modal verbs 

• One clause mentions a 27 question. another mentions 3'b.possibility. 

Throughout the analysed text. the instances where a clause is theme (bold in table 4.1.12) 

usually trace the thread of the authors' argument . These are instances where the authors 

are explicitly directing the argument, stepping back from the content to an extent and 

providing signals about where the argument is going. Use of a clause as theme in this way 

is particularly prominent in the Implications section: 

SaA lthough the causes of periodicity are un/mown; 711t has generally been assumed .. . ; 
'Following this view ... ; 9There is increasing evidence however ... ; B i rD compute the 
composite ... ; 12alt should be noted ... ; n'If extinctions resulted from continuous 
fluctuations in background rate ..... 260 If periodicity oj extinctiolls in the geologic past can 
be demonstrated ... .. 27A first question is .. . ; 28a1j the forcing agent is in the physical 
environment ... .. 29alf the latter ... : 3t:kJ Although none of these alternatives can be nlled out 

" I now ... ; t may turn out ... 

In summary, marked themes (usuaJly p clauses which act as theme with some interpersonaJ 

and textual themes) are used to mark the progression of the writers' argument concerning 

periodicity of extinction and the possibility of the cause of extinction being extraterrestriaJ. 

These marked themes, signs of the authors' particular wish to direct the argument and 

control the attention of the readers, are particularly marked in the lmplications section 

where the authors have least evidence for what they say. 

4.1.2.2 Nominalisation and embedding in Raup and Sepkoski 

Nominalisation, as first noted in 2.4.2, turns a process into a thing and locates it in the 

nominal group. Embedding extends the nominal grouP. but locates a phrase or clause 

within it. 
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Nominalisation in Raup and Sepkoski 

There is much nominalisation in Raup and Sepkoski: 39 different nominalisations in a 900-

word text . These are: 

ladistribution. '-extinction. lbanalysis, hvariation, 2aintensity, "causes s'lorces, 6brecord, 
"process, '''increases, 9 evidence, lhslUdy llbtesting. IbperiodiCity 12bproposiliolJ, 
l5'composile, 11bdispersions, ISprocedure, lIvariety, n/engths, 19'best_fit, 19bdispersion 
2oilmedians, 2O'difjerences, 2Obdllration, 21bcurve, ll'j1uctuations, 24i1illustratiol1, 
24aabroptness, 24bbreatilh, 24berror, 24'lailure, 2Sasymmetry, 26bimplications, 29'0influences, 
J2apossibility, n"hypothesis. 3s' jn!ormation, 36jndicators 

This large amount of nominalisation in Raup and Sepkoski corresponds to a marked 

degree to Halliday's (1993 :90) characterisation of science texts as construing processes 

(such as distribute and record) and attributes (such as extinct and intense) as nouns 

Cadistrihutinn, 6brecord, Iaextinction. ~intensity . ) Correspondingly logical relations 

(typically realis~d as .;::onjunctions and prepositions) are realised as verbs (231 resultedfrom, 

2ais based 011. 7crejlect) . 

This extensive nominalisation results in a high level of abstraction. as if events are held at 

arms' length and have little to do with the writers or with people in general . As discussed 

above (4.1.2.1). the function of this nominalisation is facilitating cause and effect 

argument. Although the primary function may be one of efficiency in argument. one effect, 

nevertheless, is the removal of people from the account. In some places there also seems 

to be use of nominalisation deliberately to conceal agency: 

12a The purpose oj this paper, therefore, is to test the proposition of periodicity in the 

record of marine extinctions over the past 250 ma. [Whose proposition? This avoids the 

fact that it is the authors' proposition] 

lhTheir study used a limited ciata base, Ilband no statistical testing was done. 

[Rather than "and they did not test this statistically". The authors wish to criticise Fischer 

and Arthur's method but for reasons of politeness do not reiterate their names in 

connection with the criticism, using nominalisation to avoid this] 

Many of the nominalisations in the text are technical terms, which the writers assume the 

readers are already familiar with. making the text difficult to understand for those 
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unfamiliar with the field . Examples are: hdistribution, lbanalysis, Uvariation. 6brecord, 

t9abest_fiJ, l'Adispersion 2Oamedians, 2tbcurve. 

In summary, there is a high level of nominalisation in this text, much of it functioning in 

efficiency of cause and effect argument and much of it functioning as technical terms. This 

results in a high level of abstraction and a removal of people from the account . 

Embedding in Raup and Sepkoski 

III general terms the embedding in this extract seems to be of two types. Firstly, there are 

fact clauses into which significant propositions are packaged. Secondly there are other 

embedded clauses which serve largely to provide information on a greater level of 

specificity than the ranking clause but which could often be omitted without negatively 

affecting the meaning. 

Embedded fact clauses: 

The author usually uses the ranking part of the sentence to comment on the status 

(credibility) of the fact (see underlined parts below): 

In the Abstract the speculation developed later in the Implications section is packaged into 

a fact clause: ~bit is pQssiblg [[that they are related to extraterrestrial forces (solar, solar 

system, or galactic).)} 

In the introduction the fact clauses serve to encapsulate the two possible arguments: 

710l t has been general/v assumed [[that extinction is a continuous process]) Thin the sense 
that species are always at risk 7cand that mass extinctions simply reflect relatively shorl
term increases in that risk. 
'-' There is increasing evidence, however, {fthat many extincliOI1S are actually short-li ved 
events of special stress, separated hy perioos 0/ much lowe,; or even negligible, risk.]] 
IO'Fischer and Arth"r (4) departed from convemion IObbv arguing that lo<:'l/major 
extinction events of the past 250 million years (ma) occurred periodically at nearly 
constant intervals of 32 mall 
l"laThe purpose of this paper, therefore, is 10 test the proposition [of periodicity ill the 
record of marine ex/inctiolls over the past 250 ma (lAte Permial1ta recent)} 

In the Discussion section a fact clause is used to encapsulate a highly significant aspect of 

the graph which the authors wish to draw attention to: 
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''''It should be noted ({thalthe composite <1Irve in Fig 4 rises to a fairly sharp peak.]] 
22bW hich is compatible with f 2ea/though does lIot prove) the proposition [[that mass 
ex/ine/ions are discrete events.]] 

In the Implications section the writers package in a fact clause a finding which supports 

their speculation of an extraterrestrial cause for mass extinction: 33·Shoemaker has argued 

(21) {{that '3bpassage through galactic arms should increase Ihe comet flux.]] 

They also package as a fact their almost formulaic statement that future research may 

uncover new evidence: 36/1 may turn Dui [[that the biological record is sensitive to 

periodic phenomena that other indicators have failed 10 recognise.}} 

Besides this final example, significant propositions such as hypotheses are packaged as 

facts. Gerot (1995:96) maintains packaging something as a fact enhances its 'givenness ' 

and ' acceptedness' , However it is often the case that fact clauses are packaged as such 

because someone is Quoted as saying them. This may not eliminate the suspicion that the 

author wishes to convey 'given' or ' accepted' status on them. Indeed attributing i~eas to 

others is a way (prominent in the popular texts) of claiming objectivity for the writer, thus 

increasing the status of the proposition. 

Embedded clauses providing information of greater specificity than the ranking 

clause 

A second group of embedded clauses serve to provide information on a greater level of 

specificity than the ranking clause but could often be omitted without negatively affecting 

the meaning. This function of embedded clauses is found in clauses 6a, IOc, 12b, 13, 14 , 

160, 20b, 23b, 240, 31a, 33c and 34. Examples are: 

6aVirtually all species of animals and plants [[that have ever lived)] are now extinct. 
16aThe extinction data fin each interval (illlerpo/aled 10 every Ima)] were then rescaled. 

The embedded clauses and phrases in clause I a, 4, and 32a are central to meamng in the 

ranking clause and strike me as adjective-like extensions to the nominal group, For 

example: 

laThe temporal distribution [of the major extinctions over the past 250 million years} has 
been investigated statistically ,., 
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In summary, embedded fact clauses in this text allow the writers to package central 

propositions into facts whose credibility the ranking clause can either bolster or reflect 

negatively on, Much of the other embedding in the text adds to the nominal group 

information of a greater level of specificity than that found in the ranking clause. 

4.1.2.3 Passivisation in Raup and Sepkoski 

The reason for using the passive in this text is more complex than in any of the other texts, 

mainly because in a resear:h article it is necessary to show deference to the research 

community (ef. Myers 1989). There are 19 passive processes in this 916-word extract. 

The omitted agent is overwhelmingly either the authors or other researchers. Omission of 

the agent serves three main purposes in Raup and Sepkoski. Firstly passives can serve the 

textual purpose of thematising Given information and foregrounding the findings and 

methods of the researchers rather than the researchers themselves (this could also be seen 

as a kind of politeness where the writers are self-effacing). Secondly they serve the 

purpose of politeness (e.g. omitting the names of other researchers when the authors wish 

to criticise the ideas of these researchers) . Finally they can bolster the authors' case by 

including the reader in suppositions or giving opinions an appearance of being very widely 

accepted . I consider each of these three funct ions in turn. Verbs in the passive voice in the 

'"!xamples below are in bold face: 

I) The textual purpose of thematising Given information or of foregrounding the 
findings and methods of the researchers rather than the researchers themselves . 

hThe temporal distribution of the major ex/inc/ions ... has been investigated_ [by Uj} 

Ibusing various forms of time series analysis. 21 The analysed record ;s based on variation 
[by the authors] 

\3 The results of a final test of the extinctioll record are illustrated in Fig. 4. 14 This figure 
.. 'I I " 15~1i h . Ub h ' , represents a compos! e cyc e ... 0 compute t e composite. t e time serIes was 

marked OJ) at 26-ma intervals uCi" such a way that the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary 
peak (at 65 ma B.P.) was a/ the cen/er 0/ one i11lerval. 161The extinction data in each 
imerval (interpolated /0 every J ma) were then rescaled 16bSO that the maximal value 
wasJOO%. I7'These values were collected with their counterparts in other intervals 17band 
averages and dispersions were calculated. 18 This procedure was performed/or a variety 
of intervallenglhs [by the authors] 
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2) The purpose of politeness 

c Omitting the names of other researchers when the authors wish to criticise the ideas of 
these researchers: 

7'/t has been generally assumed that ertinctioll is a continuous process ... 8Following this 
view, the ertinction process is often described as .. . 9There is increasing evidence, 
however, thal many extinctions are actually short-lived events [by other researchers] 
"'Their study used a limited data base, llband no stafisticaltesting was done. 
[by Fischer and Arthur] 

o Giving the readers an order but making it polite by omitting reader as agent: 
22alt should be noted that the composite curve in Fig 4 rises 

o Formulaic admission by the authors that they have not fully proved their case: 
3~aHowever much more information is needed 35bbefore definitive statements about causes 
can be made. (by the authors or any other researchers] 

3) Use of the passive to bolster the authors' case (by making it appear widely 
.eccepted): 

4 Two of the events coincide with extinctions that have previously been linked to meteorite 
impacts [by other unnamed researchers] 

n aif extinctions resultedfrom continuous fluctuations in background rate, 23ba composite 
curve approaching a sine-cosine junction would be expected. 

[by the authors, readers, and all mathematically literate people] 

261Ij periodicity of extinctio1Js in the geologic past can be demonstrated, 26bthe 
implications are broad andfundamental. [by the authors or other researchers: 
omission of agent/passive with modal (if. . . can) allows authors to proceed with their 
speculations in the expectation that it will be demonstrated] 

3oaAlthough nOlle of these alternatives can be ruled out flOW [by the authors or any 
one else: omission of agent/passive with modal allows authors to continue speculating 
along their chosen line] 

32~One possibility is the passage of our solar .lystern through the !1piral arm of the Milky 
Way Galaxy, 32bwhich has been estimated 10 occur on the order of f(1 years (21). 

[by Shoemaker - footnote 21] 

34Two extinction events (Late Cretaceous and Late Eocene) are associated with evidence 
for meteorite impact (23, 24). [By other named researchers - footnotes 23 and 24] 

In short , the wide use of pa~sivisationJremoval of the agent serves a more complex 

purpose than in ariy of the other texts, largely due to the need to persuade the readers to 

accept what is advanced by the authors . The three main purposes served are: the textual 

function of thematising Given material or foregrounding something other than the agent 
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which is important ~ showing politeness to readers to persuade them to accept what is 

advanced by the authors~ omission of a specific agent to indicate wide/general acceptance 

of the ideas advanced. Only the first of these three functions is common in the other texts 

in the study. 

4.1.2.4 Conjunctive relations in Raup and Sepkoski 

External conjunctions expre~s relations between events m the real world (Gerot 

1995 : 100), while internal relations are rhetorical relations within the text itself (Martin 

1993 : 233). Raup and Sepkoski is unusual in the texts analysed in this study in that it has 

many internal conjunctive relations (concerned with rhetorical structure) . Below I argue 

that these function in persuading the reader to accept the writers' explanation. 

Table 4.1.1 3 Conjunctive Relations in Raun and Senkoski 
Internal conjunctive relations: 
rhetorical structure 
Para2r8Dhs 1&2 abstract & 
In uctio 

Elaboration: ex sit 
: conditional 

CallAA1-conditional: cncral 

o Par.or.Dh 27&28 : 

Elaboration: exoositorv 

clause 

la 
Ib 
2. 
2b 
3 
4 
5. 
5b 

00 
6~ 

~ 
9 
10. 
10. 
IOd 
11. 
lib 
12. 
12b 
13 

14 
15. 
I5b 
15. 
loo 
16b 
17. 
I7b 
18 
19. 
9b 

External: real world 
conjunctive relations 

~ 
~ension: addition 

-= hConditional: concessive ., 
- xtension; addition 

Extension: adversative 

xtension: addition 

~ : means 

Causal: result 

Extension: addition 

and 

A1thou~ 

and 

in the sense that 
Followin2 this view 
However 

I 

and 
therefore 

in such a wa that 

so that 

and 

in the sense that 

0 

, 
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20. 
20b 
21. 
21b ension: addition ODd 
21< ~emoora1; simultaneous ~n'" 
22. 
22b 
22c ~ Conditional: concessive althou2h 
23. 
23b 

Elaboration: verifactive 24. in fact 
24b 
25 

ParalO"aoh 34 26. 
~ 

p.conditional : positive If 

26b 
27 -280 re onditional: sitive If 
28b • 
29. be onditional: sitive If ------l 

tsonditiona): concessive 
29b 
30a AHhou2h 
30b 

Causal: feason L iI& for the reason tha.l 
30d Matter: positive where . 

/ 3De I "Extension: addition and 
l E ' d . I. - ~ contrast x1enslOn: 8 \'e:rsaUve 

JIb 6conditional: concessive even thou;h 
32. 

I 32b 
33b 
33c xtension: addition .nd 
34 

I Exter.siOn: adversative 5. However 
T cnlooral: successive "b before 
~ 

36 
Note: According to Martln (1983 :6 1) proJectlng clauses are not separate clauses for the purposes of 

conjunctive analysis. 

The many explicit intema1 conjunctions in Raup and Sepkoski can be explained in relation 

to the authors ' awareness of the importance of the readers (research community) relative 

to the writers and the consequent persuasive function of research articles. The authors use 

expositOiy conjunctions (in bold face in what follows) to specify and justify their claims 

C9~The illustrated composite cycle represents a best-fit to the data 19bin the sense that the 

composite peak ... ; 24~The curve in Fig. 4 may in fact represent a rather conservative 

illustration of . . ). They explicitly state their aims for the article e2aThe purpose of (his 

paper. therefore, is to test the proposition of periodicity ... ). They explicitly point out 

contrasts between the argument they consider reasonable and those they do not eOcpurely 

biological or earthbound physical cycles seem incredible ... llaBy contrast, astronomical 

and aSlrophysical cycles of this order are plausible) . It is deference to readers that are not 
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completely persuaded that leads the authors to end off the speculative paragraph with an 

adversative conjunction indicating that their own argument is unproved eSaHowever much 

more information is needed 3~bbefore definitive statements about causes can be made.) 

Considering the external conjunctions, there are many conditional conjunctions In the 

extract as a whole and the:T preponderance is particularly marked in paragraph 34 where 

the authors are speculating. There are far fewer adversative conjunctions than in other 

texts. Only twice do the writers explicitly oppose their argument to that of other 

fcsearchers (9There is increasing evidence, however, that many extinctions are actually 

short-lived events .. ~ . 3hBy contrast, astronomical and astrophysical cycles of this order 

are plausible ... ). Causal relations are for the most part not realised conjunctively in this 

text. but rather clausally as witnessed by the preponderance of identifying processes 

especially in clauses 19 to 36 (see tables 4.1.8 and 4.1.9 above). 

4.1.2.5 Summary and overview of Mode in Raup and Sepkoski 

Raup and Sepkoski, as the reader will see later, is similar to two of the popular texts (the 

Scientific American and the Mail and Guardian articles) . This is so because these three 

texts show most evidence that the message has been organised, through theme and 

conjunctions, with a view to directing the interpretation of the reader. The text, which is a 

highly impersonal text in general, uses interpersonal themes combined with textual themes 

and ~ clauses as theme to track the argument and make it clear and credible to the reader. 

These marked themes suppon Myers' (! 989) contention that research articles, although 

apparently objective. actually have a persuasive function in that they must convince the 

research ::ommunity in the person of the reader to accept their knowledge claim. A further 

example of the authors' directing reader response is their use of conjunctions. Raup and 

Sepkoski is the only text in the study to use many internal conjunctions and, as with the 

use of marked themes, this can be explained in terms of the persuasive function of research 

articles and the authors' subsequent need to direct the argument explicitly. 

Raup and Sepkoski is a highly abstract text with a considerable amount of nominalisation 

and with processes construed as nouns and 103ical relations construed as verbs. Both 

nominalisation and passivisation are employed to remove people from the account and 

thus, in the value system of science, to achieve an impression of objectivity. The passive is 
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also employed for reasons of politeness to the research community as represented by the 

writers (for example omitting other authors when the writers are disagreeing with them). 

Further, the passive is used to bolster the authors' own case (for example making their 

own argument appear general by claiming it had 'previously been linked 10 ... '). 

Embedded clauses in this text allow the writers to package central propositions into facts 

whose credibility the ranking clause can either bolster or reflect negatively on. Much of 

the other embedding in the text adds to the nominal group infonnation of a greater level of 

specificity than that found in the ranking clause. Altogether the organisation of the 

message points to a highly written. abstract impersonal text. which nevertheless succeeds 

in being persuasive through skilful use of marked theme and conjunctive relations. 

4.1.3 Tenor in Raup and Sepkoski 

Tenor, as explained in 3.2.5, refers to the roles of the reader and writer of a text and 

interaction between them. In this section I consider the categories of contact, affe.ct and 

status, hedging, and evaluation. 

4.1.3.1 Contact, affect and status in Raup and Sepkoski 

In what follows T consider the first three of the categories mentioned above, contact, affect 

and status, three categories which Gerot (1995 : 104) uses to illuminate the interpersonal 

metafunction. 

Contact in Raup and Sepkoski 

Contact refers to writer's solidarity with readers (Gerot 1995:104). The high level of 

nominalisation. passivisation, and use of technica~ language, as I have already pointed out. 

make tt-is text very formal . \\-ithin the context of the research article genre, these features 

in themselves also display solidarity with the reader. Solidarity with the reader is also 

indicated by reader-oriented hedges (see section 4.1.3.2), and by the strict adherence to 

conventions such as referencing. The projected readership of the Raup and Sepkoski 

article is researchers in the same field, although, as Myers has pointed out (cf. section 

2.3.3.4), a wider readership that can be loosely thought of as the scientific discourse 

community (Le. all fields) is a secondary readership that must also be taken into account. 

The attitude to science in Raup and Sepkoski is positive. There is no question that 

quantitative statistical methods can be fruitfully employed to arrive at a reliable model of 
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what has happened in the past, although Raup and Sepkoski does not claim that it has 

done so. 

A graph is included in the extract from Raup and Sepkoski (see appendix page 5). Graphs, 

classified by Kress and van Leeuwen (1996: 104) as spatio-temporal analytical images, are 

highly abstract analytical structures. Graphs are not naturalistic, and the particular graph in 

Raup and Sepkoski needs a high level of understanding of statistics to decode. The 

presence of this graph means that the writers extend solidarity through this graph to those 

of their readers who have this high level of understanding of statistical methods. They 

assume their readers fall into this group. 

AfTect in Roup and Sepkoski 

Affect refers to 'positive or negative attitude of the writers to the readers and what they 

are talking about ' (Gerot 1995:104). Scientific language is usually characterised as having 

little or no attitudinallexis. There is a fair amount of attitudinallexis in this article, but it is 

very subtly expressed. In the Introduction paragraph. previous studies are subtly hinted to 

have been overiy simplistic through the use of mood adjuncts (which I have bold-faced in 

what follows) : these studies have 1agenerally assumed ... ) they have viewed species as 

7balways at risk, and 7cmass extinctions as simply reflecting.. By contrast, Raup and 

Sepkoski' s research seeks to show that many extinctions are 9actually short lived events. 

The present study is thus to be a more accurate assessment of what is actually the case, 

not based on over-simplification and assumptions. For example, Fischer and Arthur (which 

Raup and Sepkoski agrees with) used a !lalimited data base and Ilbno statistical testinK. 

Raup and Sepkoski, by contrast , aims to use l2ba rigorous methodology. 

Attitudinal lexis is also fbund in the Implications section. Here an explanation the authors 

favour is said to be 31aplausible while one they do not favour seems 3lk.incredible. Also. the 

authors refer to themselves as «.3°'lavouring" a particular option. 

Status in Raup and Sepkoski 

Status refers to how the writer includes the reader (Gerot 1995: 1 04). As pointed out by 

Myers (1989) there is a need in research articles to show politeness and deference to the 

research community, which is represented by the readers. This is achieved by solidarity 
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politeness (see reader-oriented hedges in section 4 .1.3 .2 below). This solidarity politeness 

is necessary. Myers (1989) argues, because the assumption is that the individual researcher 

is much less powerful than the research community. Thus, unusually amongst this selection 

of texts. the reader is assumed to be more powerful than the writers are. The writers make 

the text very acceptable to the readers by sticking closely to the conventions of the 

discourse conununity: the various sections of a science research article, (introduction, 

method, results, and discussion) as well as the referencing conventions. 

4.1.3.2 Hedging in Raup and Sepkoski 

In this section I look at the hedging in Raup and Sepkoski. Hedges express tentativeness 

and can either be used to show a writer' s lack of commitment to a proposition or a desire 

not to express commitment (Hyland 1996.: 478). 

T bl 41 14 H d' . R a e elgmg m aup an d S k k· ep. os I 

22a I1 should be noted that the Reader-oriented hedge. 'Should be noted' denotes 
composite curve in Fig 4 rises to a obligation. The imperative form is an FTA, which 
fairly sharp peak, which IS is offset by the passive (i .e. person doing the 
compatible with (although does not ordering and person being ordered are not 

prove) the proposition that mass explicit) . In the context of this article this is a very 
extinctions are discrete events marked fonn because imperative . 

23b If extinctions resulted from A reader-oriented hedge Passive: who would 
continuous fluctuations in expect? Writers/readers/scientistslpeople m 
background rate, a composite curve general. It invites reader participation. The modal 
approaching a sine..c;osine function signals that because continuous fluctuations 
would be expected. (which most readers probably support) is not 

reflected in the graph, the concept must be wrong. 
Combined with the conditional If ... this is a polite 
way of indicatin_g that an acceoted idea is wrong. 

24a The cur-'e in Fig , 4 may in facI 1 regard these as reliability hedges: the writers do 
represent a rather conservative not really know but are providing as accurate an 
illustration of the abruptness of the assessment as possible of the reality they describe 
average extinction peak; much of 

24b its breadth may result from the 
interval nature of the data 

26a If periodicity of extinctions in the This modal verb, combined with conditional I! '." 
geologic past can be demonstrated IS a reader-oriented hedge (mitigates ITA to 

readers whose research has shown no periodicity) . 
30a Although none of these alternatives This is either a reliability hedge (writers really 

can be ruled out now, cannot rule out these alternatives) or a reader-
oriented hedge (mitigates FTA to readers by not 
limiting their options). May play both roles - as 
hedges are a "fuzzy set" (Hyland 1996c:438) 
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33a Shoemaker has argued (21) that In Halliday's (1994) tenns should jncrease 

passage through galactic anns indicates obligation; could provide indicates 

should increase the comet flux and probability. In this context these are both a way of 
33c this could, foUowing the A1varez indicating prediction. I read both of these as a 

hypothesis (22) provide an writer-oriented bedges - both Alvarez and 

explanation for the ... extinctions Shoemaker are cited to back up the authors ' claim 

35b However much more information is A reader-oriented hedge: they desire to mitigate 
needed before definitive statements the ITA of proposing an explanation at odds with 
about causes can be made. the research of many readers who are in the same 

field, so the authors limit the extent of their claim 

36 11 may turn out that the biological A reader-oriented hedge: the writers leave the 
record IS sensitive to periodic readers ",ith some options arId point out that their 
phenomena OWlI interpretation mav be Dartlv wron., 

5b Ahbough the causes of the A reader-oriented hedge: most research has not 
periodicity are unknown • it is reached this conclusion so most readers will not: 
possible that they are related to agree with this ; the hedge mitigates the threat to 
extraterrestrial forces the face of readers . 

6a Jlirhtally all species of animals that Re[;ability hedge 
have ever lived are now extinct 

8a Following this view, the extinction A writer-oriented hedge: the writers distance 
process is often described as a time themselves from an explanation with which they 
hom~eneous process using ... do not alUee 

lOa Fischer and Arthur (4) departed A writer-oriented hedge? 
from convention by arguing that ... 

22 ... the composite curve in Fig 4 A reliability hedge: writers seek to state very 
rises to a fairly sharp peak, which precisely the extent to which fig 4 corresponds 
is compatible with (although does with their central knowledge claim 
not prove) the uroposition that 

27 A first question is whether we are A reader-oriented hedge: the writers invite reader 
seemg the effects of a purely involvement 
biological phenomenon ... 

28a If the forcing agent IS m the Question invites reader involvement: reader-
phys ical environment, does this oriented hedge. Also makes their favoured option 
reflect an earthbound process or conditional 
something in space? 

29a lfthe latter, are the extraterrestrial The question invites reader involvement: reader-
influences solar, solar system. or oriented hedge. It also makes their favoured option 

I galactic? conditional 
30b we favour extraterrestrial causes . Reader oriented hedge: the authors stress that this 

is just their preference. Readers are given OPtions . 
32a One possibiliry is the passage of Reader-oriented hedge: gives the reader options 

our solar system through ... 
35a However much more information is Reader-oriented hedge: admitting own limitation in 

needed knowledge. 

The analysis in Table 4.1.14 above indicates that more than half of the hedges in the 

analysed text are reader-oriented (Le. function in mitigation of face threatening acts to 
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readers) . Not surpnsmg is the fact that most reader- as well as most writer-oriented 

hedges are in the Implications section: this is the section where the writers speculate and 

have little or no evidence for what they say. They want to mitigate the FT As of these 

speculations and not be held accountable for some of the unconventional suggestions they 

make. It is also unsurprising that most content-oriented hedges are in the Discussion 

section. since it is here that the authors assess the extent to which their data can be 

explained by their model. Any deviations from this are likely to be expressed as reliability 

hedges Table 4.1.15 contains a count of the kinds of hedge in each section of the article. 

rabIc 4 . \.]5 : Summarv ofhed.in. in Raue and Seokoski 
Hedo .. Abstrcl~ lntro ~ Method DiscussiQn ImRiications total 
reader-orientd I 2 10 \3 59% 
writer-orientcd 2 2 4 18% 
attribute hed~es 0 
reliability hedges I 3 4 18% 
fuzzy-set: reliability I I 
or reader-oriented? 
total I 3 4 \3 22 

My analysis of textbooks and popular articles in the rest of chapter 4 will show that 

research articles are unusual in containing many reader-oriented hedges. This difference 

between research articles and other science writing reflects the different power relations in 

these different texts. As mentioned above, in research anicles the reader (research 

community) is more powerful and must be persuaded to accede to the writers' knowledge 

claims. If this attempt at persuasion is successful, the knowledge claim will be transformed 

into a fact . In textbooks, as I show in the next section (i.e. 4.2), the situation is reversed, 

and it is the writer who, in summarising the accepted knowledge (facts) of the research 

commun:ty. is the powerful representative oflhat community. 

In summary, this section supports Myers' (1989) finding of writer deference to the 

research community in research articles, through what Hyland (1996) refers to as reader

orienttd hedges. 

4.1.3.3 Evaluation in Raup and Sepkoski 

Evaluation, the focus of this section, is a category that includes all meaning that functions 

to express the writer' S opinion and value system, and construct and maintain relations 
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between writer and reader {Thompson and Hunston. 2000:6). I begin in Table 4.1.1 6 by 

considering eva1uation in each clause (ef section 3. 2.5.4). 

Table 4.1.1 6 Evaluation in Raup and Sepkoski following Hunston (1993, 1994) 
Cl. Activity Source ~_ Modification Certainty value 
use 
Parlli npb 1 
I. event writers cmain + accuracy comprcilensi vc 
Ib event writers cmain +- aCCW"8CV comprehensive 
2. event ~~ters __ cmain + accuracy comprehensive 
2b result writers j cmain 
3 result \\nters cmain + reliable cmainty 

• I result writers =tain + reasonable fit to other facts 
5. h't"POthesis v.ri ters unkno\\n unlmown 
5b hypOthesis writers I possible I possible HVDOthesis ET 
P .... nob 2 I 
6. state fact accepted =tain 

infonnntion 
6b state fact accepted oet1ain 

infonnatior. 
7. hypothesis accepted generally probab!e hYPOlh gradualism 

ir.format:on ""wnoo 
7b state fact a~ted probable 

infonnation I 
7, hypothesis axepled simply I probable 

infonnation -
So stale fact accepted I f~llowing t1Us probable 

information VJew 
gb eVL'flt statistical probable 

I methClds 
9 hypothesis v.riters I increasing 

evidence 
probable hypolb calaslrophism 

10, narrate event# citation certain . 
lOb re"eel 
lOo 1 h)pothesis citation arguing I possible F&A hypothesis 

~:,j:idt)" 320r) 
I + onab/e 

IOd result citation certain + "", OtKlble! , fit to other facts 
11 a I assess \\riters .. j certain - a .. ~' comprehensive 

! , 
lib assess "riters certain • accuraC\" comprr.hensi~"c 

12. II}pothesis "nters 
I 

certain H ypothesis *, ... ~ 
I Perio 'city.l26m. 

12b event \\ri ters """,in +aco comprehensive , 

Par. raph 27-29 I I 
13 describe writers "ertain fi~ure ... I 

fi2W"e 
I. describe \\riters certain 

I fi gW"c , , 
15. e\'ent ....riters I certain -1 15b e\'enl , v.riters certain 
16. \\TItcrs - I event certain 
16b -event \\ritc:rs certain I 17. event ",riters certain 
I7b event \\rilers =tain 
18 ev..::nl .... 'filers I oet1ain 
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19. describe writers =1Ain + consiSlenl fit to data 
fi2ure 

19b describe writers oeruUn 
ficrUl"e 

20. result \\n ters ",",ID + reliable oeruUnIV 
20b result writers oeruUn + reliable certaint 
21. assess writers ",",ID - reliable -
21b intemretation writers oeruUn - reliable 
21< mtemretation writers oeruUn 

22. intemretation writers oeruUn 
22b interoretation v.riters I probable + ~-;-rtive fit to theorY 
22.:: interoretation v.nters 1 probable 
23. interoretation \\1'iters if unlikely -

be unJikeJy - supportive not fit to theory 23b interpretation ",riters wou1d 
I <x!><Ctoo 

24. interoretation v.nters may represent 1 possible + reasonable fit to other facts 
24b interoretation V.T1ters may result 1 possible 
25 intemretalion \\riters oeruUn 
Para !8Db 34 -
26. interpretaaon \\Titers IL.can be possible 

demonstrated 
, 

26b intervretation writers oeruUn -+-27 hvoothesis \\riters whether unknown bVnOtbesis eartbl" , 
2Sa hyoothesis \"nters If 1 ?ti~sible 
28b hyoolhesis writers ? unknov.ll 
29. h thesis v.riters If 1 possible 
29b h)'J)Othesis writers ? wtknov.ll h~otbesi ET--; 
30. ""'" writers oan be ",loo """'ID 

out 
30b """" v.liters favoW" 1 probable 
30, assess writers "",m unlikely - accurac ' fit to data 

incredible 
30d assess writers certain 
30e .,,'''' v.riters certain 
31a assess \\riters are plausible 1 possible + use ul 
3Jb ""'" "'Titers certain -accu~ exnlicatOrV DOwer 
32. h, thesis v..riters 1 possibility 1 possible 
!2b I stale facl citation estimated to possible 

""'" 33. '---;;rofect 

33b - J h}pothcsis citation argued, should I possible 
increase 

33, hvoothesis writers could rovide 
, 
, ible + useful exnlicatorr 

3' state fact accepted certain + re3~olJable 
knowledge! 
unspecified 

I citations 
35a reconunend w:i.ters """'ID - accuracv I comnrehensive 
35b reconuncnd v.riters ",",ID I 
3. h---vDOthesis v.riters I may turn OUI I possible 

Close analysis of evaluation in Raup and Sepkoski reveals that, in terms of status, the 

writers are the source of almost every clause. This is very different from the source of 

information in the other genres. As might be expected, items with the status of event or 

result are always certain. The writers are certain about what they did, and about their 
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description of results. It is only the interpretation of results and the writers' hypotheses 

about which they show any degree of uncertainty. Hypotheses may be unknown (such as 

their own hypothesis of the extraterrestrial cause of extinction), possible (such as Fischer 

and Arthur' s hypothesis of periodic extinction), or certain (such as their own hypothesis of 

periodic extinction). Most of what the writers say in this article is certain. Only in the 

Implications section does much of what they say become unknown, and possible, v.,rith 

SOl ne items being evaluated as probable. No items with which the writers agree are 

evaluated as unlikely. 

Interestingly. in reviewing the literature (which Raup and Sepkoski does in the second 

paragraph), it is quite clear that the writers believe the assumptions of the literature to be 

wrong. Yet these assumption~ are not evaluated as unlikely or untrue. but rather as 

probable. An example is located in clause 7a-8 in which instead of negatively evaluating 

the gradual ism hypothesis as un1ikely or untrue. it is merely juxtaposed to (placed 

immediately before) the catastrophism hypothesis which is positively evaluated as 

reasonable. 

Raup and Sepkoski advances two malO hypotheses: periodicity of extinction, and 

secondly, an extraterrestrial cause for these periodic extinctions. The first of these is well 

supported with data. but the second is not, and is actually a speculation, which is found in 

the Implications section of the article. In terms of Value. the first hypothesis is positively 

evaluated as IOreasonable (showing a fit to the findings of other researchers, Fischer and 

Arthur), 12accurate (the study being comprehensive in method), 1 9~consistent (the findings 

showing a good fit to the data), 20reliable (the statistical tests indicating a high level of 

cE:rtainty), 22bsupportive (the results being compatible with the hypothesis), 24~reasonable 

(when the incomplete nature of the fossil record is taken into account) and finally, 

important . 

These evaluations are repeated in summary in their abstract where the authors stress the 

laccuracy (comprehensiveness) of the methods, the 3reliability (statistical significance) of 

the results, and the "reasonableness of the claims (in that they are supported by previous 

findings/claims). Interestingly the first three sentences of the Abstract state the central 

hypothesislknowJedge claim of the article in terms of events and results rather than 
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hypothesis or interpretation of results. This knowledge c1aimlhypothesis thus appears in 

the abstract to be entirely certain, rather than tentative and open to question. 

The second. and less well supported, hypothesis of the article, that the extinctions may 

have an extraterrestrial cause, is dealt with only briefly. This hypothesis is positively 

evaluated as useful (in having explicatory power) and as reasonable (in being supported by 

previous ideas on the subject). However, it is negatively evaluated for accuracy, since it 

lacks comprehensiveness. 

The ideas of others are more likely than the authors ' own ideas to be assigned negative 

value by Raup and Sepkoski. For example, although the purpose of citing Fischer and 

Arthur is to give weight to the authors' own study, it is negatively evaluated for accuracy 

(in that theii data and methods were not comprehensive). Thus Fischer and Arthur's study 

also functions to point to the gap in the field (Swales 1981), a gap which the Raup and 

Sepkoski study fills. Similarly. options that they did not choose are negatively e ..... aluated by 

the writers. For example the idea of extinctions as gradual rather than periodic is not 

supported by the findings of the study: 

naif extinctions resulted from continuous fluctuations in background rate, 2Jba 
composite curve approaching a sine-cosine function would be expected 

In summary, the analysis of evaluation in this section reveals a text where negative 

evaluation is sparingly used. On t.he one hand the writers want to convince readers of the 

reliability of their methods and the truth of their own knowledge c1aims~ on the other hand 

they are motivated to evaluate the ideas of others positively out of deference to the 

research community. The writers ' own methods, results and hypothesis of periodic 

extinction are evalua!ed as certain. Only their hypothesis of an extraterrestrial cause of 

extinction is unknown. In line with the aim of deference to the research community, the 

assumptions of the literature with which the writers disagree are evaluated as probable 

rather than unlikely. A study with which the writers agree is negatively evaluated for 

accuracy to indicate a gap in the field. which the writers fill in the present article. 

4.1.3.4 Summary -and overview of Tenor in Raup and Sepkoski 

My analysis of tenor in Raup and Sepkoski reveals a text that is, on the one hand, abstract 

and impersonal, while on the other hand it is highly persuasive. The abstractness of the 
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text is reflected in the level of statistical analysis in the text and in aspects such as the 

graph, to understand which a fairly high level of understanding of statistics is required. 

The impersonality of the text promotes the appearance of objectivity through removal of 

people by the use of passive constructions and nominalisation. The persuasiveness of the 

text is achieved through evaluation and hedging, but also through some use of attitudinal 

lexis. The authors are writing for a small group of researchers interested in the same field 

of research as themselves. but also need to take account of the rest of the research 

community who may take an interest in the work (Myers 1989). The readers are the 

representatives of the research community and as such they must be treated with solidarity 

politeness in order to persuade them to accept the findings of the article. The authors do 

this partly through the impersonality, and ' objectivity' of the text, which in the cultural 

context of science increases its truth-value, and partly through such devices as reader

oriented hedges. Negative evaluation is sparingly used as the writers have no wish to 

evaluate their own methods and findings negatively and out of deference to the community 

they do not evaluate the ideas of others negatively even when they disagree with them. 

4.1.4 Summary and oveniew of Register in Raup and Sepkoski 

In chapter 2, I discussed how Halliday (1993 : 56) describes the scientific register as 

recognisable because of the e1fect of "clusters of features". Amongst these are nominalization 

of verbs and adjectives, extended nominal groups, a high proportion of relationa1 processes, 

technical terms, tentative language, causal and reasoning verbs, impersonal language and 

passivization. These features are found to a marked degree in Raup and Sepkoski. Section 4.2, 

which focuses on university level textbooks, will show that textbooks are very similar to this 

research article in terms of register. 

Raup and Sepkoski employs embedded clauses to extend the nominal group to increase the 

level of specificity of what is said, and to package central propositions into facts . These are 

often imported from other texts and are often subjected to evaluative commentary sited in 

the ranking clause. Relational clauses are twice as common as material clauses in this text, and 

section 4.2 will show that these are likely to be common in textbooks as well . Attributive 

processes attribute characteristics while of the identifYing processes, most show relations of 

equivalence, with cause also being realised through identifYing processes rather than through 

the more congruent choice of conjunctions. 
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In Raup and Sepkoski, human participants are removed from the account through the use of 

the passive voice and nominalisation. This functions to establish that what is being said is 

objective. As discussed in chapter 2, establishment of information as factual and objective 

involves remov.J of time, place and the people from whom the information originated. Raup 

and Sepkoski remove themselves as agents, and thus use the passive, to make their knowledge 

claims appear as objective as possible. They remove other researchers for reasons of politeness: 

to avoid disagreeing with them (clause 7 and 8) or they imply that ideas they agree with are 

widely accepted by not attributing these ideas (clause 9). 

The writer of the research article has the difficult task of appearing objective while at the 

same time persuading the reader to accept the knowledge claims of the article . To appear 

objective writC.TS of research articles must avoid the usual means of persuasion -

personalising the message and using overt attitudinal texis . Part of the persuasion of the 

genre lies in the appearance of objectivity (including removal of people), because an 

appearance of objectivity is in itself persuasive to the particular group of readers to which 

science writing is addressed. Beyond this, persuasion is also found in subtle features such 

as hedging, evaluation and very subtle attitudina11exis. 

4.1,5 Genre in Raup and Sepkoski 

Genre (cf. section 2.3 .1) is what Thompson (1996:36) calls ' register plus purpose ... what 

the interactants are doing through language, and how they organise the language event in 

order to achieve that purpose' . In broad terms, in a research article the writer is trying to 

get hislher knowledge claims recognised as fact . To achieve this, as discussed in chapter 2, 

resean;h anicles generally follow the Introduction-Method-Results-Discussion structure. 

To which Raup and Sepkoski adds a final Implications section. Bazerman (1988) (cf. the 

account given in section 2.4 .1) discusses how the structure of the research article has 

grown up to convince readers who have not themselves observed the work described in 

the research article that the authors carried out the work in an acceptable manner and add 

something Ilew and useful to previous work in the field . Bazerman (1988) has shown 

further that these four sections function to persuade the reader: the Introduction places the 

work done within the context of other research in the area, and ideally it shows that the 

work described is continuous with previous work done in the field . The Method section 
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tries to convince the reade!"s that the work was done in a way consonant with the methods 

of research science: free from distortion, fit to obseTVation, and close to non-lab 

conditions (Hunston J 994). In the Results, usually represented as a graph, table or else 

mathematically, the writers aim to convince the reader of the relevance. significance and 

repeatability of what they have done (Runston 1994). The Discussion tries to convince the 

reader of the writers' interpretation of the results, that it has explicatory power and is fit to 

expectation (Hunston 1994). 

In the case arRaup and Sepkoski, the Abstract is a summary of the research article: clause 

I and 2 summarise the Method, clause 3 anj 4 summarise the Discussion section, and 

clause 5 summarises the ImpiicatiQns section. 

The lntroduction i :;, from the perspective of the Australian school (e.g. Butt et al 

1999:20) a discussion: clause 6 is an introductory statement, clauses 7-8 contain 

arguments on the side of gradua1ism, clauses 9-12 contain arguments on the side of 

catastrophism. The authors juxtapose these two arguments and place them in explicit 

opposition to each other by use of the adversative conjunction 'however' in clause 9. They 

aim to shcw that although not in agreement with gradualism, they follow on the tradition 

of workers such as IOIFischer and Arthur. but fill a gap by using more rigorous methods. 

The best fit cycle (Method section) is a recount (Butt et al 199918): clauses 13-14 

contain the orientation and clauses 15-18 present how the authors did the research and 

what they did, in the order in which it was done. The authors remove themselves from the 

account by the use of agent less passives, attempting a~ far as possible to indicate that what 

was done is repeatable and not dependant on time place or person. 

The Discussion is exposition (Butt et a1 1999:21): clause 19 is position statement, and 

clause 20-25 is a series of reasoned arguments supported by evidence. The authors 

attempt to persuade the readers that their own. results are reliable and fit their theory, (see 

my analysis of evaluation and table 4.1.16). They try to convince the reader that other 

interpretations of the data are flot reliable: 

2hOti1er cycle lengths give less significam results 21 band the composite curve deteriorates 
into an irregular, nOI1-unimodal curve (noise) 21cwhen the cycle departs subslall/tally from 
the best-fit cycle. 
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Finally. the Implications section has elements of discussion and exposition. It is briefly set 

up as discussion in clause 26-29 with two sides of an argument presented. However in 

clause 30-36 it becomes exposition with the authors arguing for their opinion (an 

extraterrestrial rather than earthly cause of mass extinction). 

As this article is not unrepresentative of research articles in general, we can conclude that 

research articles contain discussion, recount and expositioll, but that these are likely to be 

associated with particular sections. 

This brief discussion of genre in Raup and Sepkoski has thus shown that, as indicated by 

Bazerman (1988), all sections of the article work together to persuade the reader to accept 

the writers' contention, in this case that mass extinctions.3show a statisOcal(v Significant 

periodicity (P < 0.01) with a mean interval between events of 26 million years. The 

Introduction shows the reader that the work is situated in a tradition of siwjlar work but 

that it also fills a gap in previous research. To persuade the reader of the repeatability of 

the work and that it is not peculiar to the researchers. the Method describes what was 

done. The Discussion presents arguments to show how the results can be explained by the 

writers' hypothesis that mass extinctions have occurred every 26 million years . 

4.1.6 Ideology in Raup and Sepkoski 

In the Raup and Sepkoski article the world-view projected is one which combines 

mundane exactness with, from any perspective but a modern scientific one, a strong, but 

never admitted, element of the fantastic. The world of the article is one in which precise 

quantification of the deaths of remotely distant organisms is possible. The deaths of these 

organisms are mapped not only onto the fossil record over an unimaginably large time 

scale, but onto graphs, and subjected to the 12brigorous methodology of statistical tests . As 

pointed out by Latour and Woolgar (1979) and Pinch (1985), evidence in science is often 

at several removes from what is being proved. It is impossible to measure mass extinction 

directly, so the rate at which species died out becomes the measure of this. Once again this 

is impossible to measure directly, so the measure of fossils becomes the measure of this. 

This is tested statistically, introducing a further remove from what is being measured. 
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In the uncertain disaster-ridden world of the article, the idea that 6&virtually all species of 

plants and animals that have ever lived are now extinct, (first sentence of the 

Introduction) is presented as unremarkable and uncontested fact (no citations necessary to 

support this idea, and it is unhedged). As partially new infonnation the reader is told that 

these extinctions are likely to have happened as massive periodic extinction events. The 

tone in purveying all these ideas is entirely factual, and unexaggerated. Authorial presence 

is almost absent, and human participants are few. Authorial presence is felt only in the final 

section, which makes the eO/en more fantastic suggestion of an extraterrestrial cause for 

periodic mass extinction. In spite of modality and hedging. this final section remains 

factual and understated. The authors entirely ignore the sensational. 'newsworthy' 

potential of what they say. The field has similarities with that of many disaster films, but 

the mode and genre could not be more different . 

The text is factual in tone, and for the most part what it says is factual in the sense of 

being well supported by evidence. Facts are meticulously backed up with evidence: either 

data, statistics or citations; there is no instance of appeals to undefined authorities as in «it 

is well known that" or "scientists now accept that .. ... However fact as belief is not 

excluded from the article r .JObWe favour extraterrestrial causes"). The use of extensive 

hedging in the Implications section allows the writers to advance ideas that are belief or 

speculation rather than knowledge. 

At the interpersonal level, the article is very impersonal. In the world of the text personal 

language is a signal of weakness at the level of either reasoning or evidence. There are 

three functions served by personal language in the article. One of these is achieved 

through citations. From one point of view these can be said to bolster the writers' case 

(which implies a perception of weakness in their argument by the authors) . From another 

viewpoint citations are not a sign of weakness; crediting ideas to their originators is 

necessary; if the writers failed to cite the origin of ideas this would be akin to claiming 

them for themselves and would not be tolerated by the discourse community. A second 

function served by personal language in the article is the solidarity politeness in we in 

clause 27. This has been viewed by Myers ( 1989) as an attempt to draw the reader into an 

idea/viewpoint, elicit the reader' s involvement in an idea/viewpoint. Once again this can be 

interpreted as stemming from the authors ' perception of weakness in their argument . The 
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third function served by personal language is limitation of belief to the authors, once again, 

as Myers (1989) points out a sign of weakness of argument in that the authors feel it 

would be interpreted as an FTA if they assumed that readers shared the belief. 

The intended readers of the article are a highly select group in a number of ways. Firstly. 

the readers are a group who can decode the specialised language of the article. This 

includes, most importantly. the statistics, but also the technical terms. the high degree of 

nominalisation, and the meaning of the interpersonal language, including solidarity 

politeness. The readers are people who do not read the article as a dry-as-dust account of 

a story that would have been sensational if differently told, but rather as an interesting 

addition to an area of re5earch they are already familiar with: ' the Alvarez hypothesis ' of 

an extraterrestria1 rather than earthly cause for extinction. Much is not made explicit in the 

article so the readers share with the writers a number of concepts and beliefs about the 

nature of the world, its age, evolution, the fossil record, the geological record, etc. 

However the intended readership is even narrower than this: the intended audience of the 

article seems to be those geologists, palaeontologists, biologists and astronomers who are 

working in this particular field . 

In summary, this article confirms the characterisation of the research article by Myers 

(1989) and Bazerman (1988) as persuasive in function . The purpose of the article is to 

gain acceptance by the research community (represented by the reader) of the idea of 

periodic mass extinction at intervals of 26 million years. To be persuasive Raup and 

Sepkoski must conform to the ideology of science in which impersonality implies 

objectivity because it removes individual people and particular instances of time and place 

from the account and makes the knowledge claim universal and factual To be persuasive 

they must also show deference to the community. This involves the writers in the difficulty 

of being objective and impersonal while being persuasive (usually achieved subjectively) . 

This the writer of a research article solves through solidarity politeness (reader·oriented 

hedges), subtle attitudinal iexis, and subtle evaluation found in modal adjuncts, modal 

verbs and attributions. 
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4.1.7 Summary ofthe chapter 

As Myers (1989) has pointed out, the reader of a research article represents the research 

community, which is more powerful than the individual researcher i.e. the writer. The 

research article thus needs to persuade the reader to accept the writer's argument. Such 

persuasion is achieved in research articles, unusually, through writing that is highly 

impersonal, objective, and abstract . Impersonality in Raup and Sepkoski is achieved 

through the dearth of human participants combined with the high level of nominalisation 

and passivisation. This impersonality. combined with features such as packaging significant 

propositions and hypotheses into fact clauses (making them less negotiable) creates an 

impression of objectivity. Abstraction is evident in the fact that most meaning is construed 

through identifying rather than materiaJ processes, the high level of nominalisation with 

processes construed as nouns and 10gicaJ relations construed as verbs, the technicaJ and 

statistical !anguage used, and the fact that the only ' illlustration' is a. highly abstract and 

objective form, the graph. 

Because of the culturaJ conte~ of a research article I argue that the impersonality and 

objectivity of the text function to persuade the reader that the writer is being objective and 

factual. Because objectivity is an ideologicaJ necessity in science it contributes to persuade 

the reader that what is said is true. Besides this, persuasion is evident firstly in the thematic 

development in which marked themes are used to guide the reader in what is important in 

the writers' argument , and use of intemaJ conjunctions to guide the reader to accept the 

writers' explanation. It is also achieved in attitudinal lexis and aJso in various ways of 

being polite to readers. These include solidarity with readers in use of technical language, 

use of reader-oriented hedges such as omission of agent when the writers want to criticise 

the ideas of other researchers, sparing use of negative evaluation of their own work or that 

of others, and strict adherence to the conventions of the research article. 
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4.2 The textbook genre: An extract from a first year geology 
textbook, including comparisons with a textbook for advanced 
students and a textbook for non-scientists. 

4.2.0 Introduction 
4.2.1 Field in Duff 

4.2.1.1 Human participants in Duff 
4.2.1 .2 Processes, participants and circumstances in Duff 
4.2.1 .3 Summary and overview of Field in Duff 

4.2.2 Mode in Duff 
4.2.2.1 Theme in Duff 
4.2.2.2 Nominalisation and embedding in Duff 
4.2.2.3 Passivisation in Duff 
4.2.2.4 Conjunctive relations in Duff 
4.2.2.5 Summary and overview afMade in Duff 

4.2.3 Tenor in Duff 
4.2.3.1 Contact, affect and status in Duff 
4.2.3.2 Hedging in Duff 
4.2.3.3 Evaluation in Duff 
4.2.3.4 Summary and overview of Tenor in Duff 

4.2.4 Summary and ovelView of Register in Duff and other textbooks and comparison 

4.2.5 
4.2.6 
4.2.7 

with research articles 
Genre in Duff and other textbooks 
Ideology in textbooks 
Summary 

4.2.0 Introduction 

In my examination of textbooks as a genre. I began by analysing extracts from three 

textbooks in detai l. These three textbooks were selected as being pitched at different 

levels and at different groups of readers. The first textbook. and the one [ treat as 

exemplary and examine in detail in this section, is a first year geology textbook, which, 

as wit!l Raup and Sepkoski before, I refer to by its author 's surname: Duff. The reader 

can consult the entire original text of the article by folding out page 9-11 of the appendix. 

A second textbook, by McGhee (pages 13, 15 and 17 of the appendix), is a textbook for 

more advanced students of geology, those in their second or third year of study, or even 

at postgraduate level. The third textbook, by Trefil and Hazen (appendix pages 19 and 

21), is an unusual textbook in being written for non-scientist students in a ' Great ideas in 

Science' course. These three textbooks show many similarities, with similarities between 

Duff and McGhee being especially marked. Therefore. for reasons of economy, and to 

avoid repetition, I have chosen to focus on Duff I refer to McGhee and Trefil and Hazen 

only where they differ from Duff. Differences between the three textbooks can be 

explained largely in tenns of their different readers. That is, differences are largely 

interpersonal. 
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As in my discussion of the research article genre in section 4.1, in this section I consider 

the context of situation, or register, of the textbook by analysing the text in terms of Field 

(in 4.2.1), Mode (in 4.2.2) and Tenor (in 4.2.3). I then go on in section 4.2.5 to consider 

the context of culture, or genre, of the text, before moving on to a consideration of 

ideology in 4.2.6. The anllysis indicates similarities between textbook and research 

article in terms of register. Like the research article, the textbook establishes objectivity 

(and thus high truth value) by removing people from the account. This is achieved 

through passivisation, nominalisation, extended nominal groups, use of technical 

language, and abstraction. Register diffe,ences are, however, found at the interpersonal 

ievel in that, in contrast to the writer of the research article who is assumed to be less 

powerful than the reader, the writer of a textbook is an expert and thus relatively more 

powerful than the re.ader. Although similar at the level of register, research articles and 

textbooks are very different in terms of genre. As discussed in section 4.1.4, the research 

article most commonly follows the Introduction-Method-Results-Discussion structure, 

while the textbook combines a number of genres (used in this instance in the sense 

common in the AUlltralian school) including Information report and Explanat ion. 

4.2.1 Field in Duff 

In this section ! consider human participants separately before movmg on to a 

consideration of processes, participants and circumstances. Because the function of the 

Duff text is to acculturate first year students into the discipline of geology, focus is not on 

extinction of the dinosaurs but, rather, on how theories of the nature of evolution, and the 

pan played in this by extinction, have developed. This theme is developed in a highly 

abstract way, with material and verbal as well as relational processes expressing meaning 

to do with ideas rather than things or people. The abstraction and 'writtenness' of the text 

is increased by the siting of the discussion of the nature of evolution in clauses embedded 

in the nominal group and in circumstances. This makes these meanings less negotiable 

than if they had been sited in ranking clauses. The text is highly impersonal, with few 

human participants, a'ld those human participants that are found are largely generic 

references to scientists. This reflects the ideology of textbooks, that ideas are more 

important than who di,scovered them. Within the culture of science the impersonality of 

the text also serves to increase its objectivity. 
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4.2.1.1 Human participants in Duff 

As in the research article by Raup and Sepkoski, the paucity of human participants adds 

to the impersonality and apparent objectivity of this text. By contrast with Raup and 

Sepkoslci, most of the references to human participants are generic: geologists and 

palaeontologists, both nineteenth century and present day. As discussed below (section 

4.2.2.3, Passivisation), textbooks appear to contain all the findings that scientists make 

without the inclusion of the scientists themselves. The facts are central. not who 

discovered them. In an instance that is in my experience very unusual, the only human 

participant in a major specific role in Duff is the writer of a popular book/article ,. the 

American writer SJ Could. 

Ta bl e4. 2 H . 1: 'Dff uman DarbclDant~ In u 
3 one favoured early in the nineteenth century by French Minor, generic 

.eolo.ists in oarticuiar f ~ 
17 Some oalaeontoJomsts while acceotinsz . .. would resist r ,. Maior, generic 
18a many foalaeontolo2ists] would maintam [ve.rOOll Maior, Reneric 
19 the American write, S.J . Gould has develooed. f ~£aU Maior. soecific 

McGhee, the textbook for advanced students. differs from Duff in that there are a number 

of specific human participants, although these are included in the highly impersonal form 

of citations. An example from McGhee is: 

29aJablonski (1986a) noted that the Lazarus effect appears worst for the Late Permian 
event. 

This is a reflection of the more advanced level of reader for which McGhee is intended. 

Readers of McGhee are more advanced undergraduate or postgraduate students who may 

be referred to the texts most highly valued by the discourse community: research articles. 

This indicates the greater level of integration into the discourse community of these 

readers. Like Duff, the textbook for non-science students, i.e. by Trefil and Hazen, 

includes mainly generic references to scientists but, in contrast to Duff. also mentions 

Waiter and Luis Alvarez as personalities (a geologist and ... a Nobellaureate in physics)~ 

it does not refer readers to their prestigious writings. In this it is similar to popular texts . 

In all three textbooks impersonality results from the fact that in textbooks, who first 

discovered an idea is of marginal importance compared to the idea itself. Researchers are 

uncoverers not inventors of reality. Latour and Woolgar 's (1979) suggestion that how we 

construe reality plays a large part in our perception of what is reaVfact is not recognised 
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in this system of values, in which there is assumed to be an objective truth that can be 

uncovered given enough research. 

4.2.1.2 Processes and participants and circumstances in Duff 

In this section I report on the function of material , relational and verbal processes in this 

text I consider extensions to the nominal group through embedding. Finally, I comment 

on the circumstances employed in Duff. I begin by listing the participants, processes and 

circumstances in Duff in Table 4.2.2. 

Table 4.2.2: Processes, participants and circumstances in Duff 
Actor Materia] Goal Circumstance 

I The stratigraphic may proceed without any ... interpretation 
use of fossils ... of ... evolution. 

4 by notions of was catastrophism with the emergence of 
mdualism. challenged evolution ... 

5b to arise I i;:m anCCSlral stocks 
, .",dual chan~es 

5c unsuccessful forms died out over variable riods of time. 
7. Palaeontological have with ... intensilY _ .. this 

researches proceeded centun'. 
7b many of the £aDS .. remain in soite of these efforts 
8 have been the ... boundaries in the 

reinforced stratieraphic column 
9 is linked a process . .. called with modem sUPJXln for 

punctuated evolution catastroohism 
lOa by mass extinctions are ended Long periods of little change 

in . .. fonns 
lOb by forms which arc taken over the vacated ecological niches 

have diversified ... 
I I has been paid Much attention 

to the Kff boundar)' (:: 
beneficiary) 

J3 by an enriclunent in is marked the boundary 
... iridium. 

18b these reptiles had OOcn gradually 
dvingOUl for some time 

19 bv ... SJ. Gould has been the case for mass extinctions recently 
dcveioned bv catastronhe ... in ... Wonderful Lifl! 

Senscr Mental Phenomenon 
53 were thoullht Diverse forms 
17 Some would resist calastrophism and 

I palaeontologists instantaneous extinctions. 
sa,'er "crbal Verbi:we/ranpc 

6. was It FACT 
maintained 

153 is maintained It FACT 
163 is debated The tODic hotiV 
16b is pointed out it FACT 
18. many would that ... (FACT) With regard to the Kff 

maintain boun~· 
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Existential Existent 
6. there were gaps in the fossil record with sudden changes in fossil 

content. 

token intensive value 
2 the factors have been the subject of debate ... for the last two centuries 

controlling ... (active) 
chanpc 

3 that of ::~ction by was (passh'e) the simplest interpretation of 
catastro e the extinction ... 

ISb the catastrophic .. . being the reason for much life ... 
effects becomin~ extinct. 
token circumstance "aJue 

12 examination of clays has shown some chemical and At a number of places ... 
mineralogical neculiarities. 

14 in the fact that ... lies The significance of this 
FACT anomaly 

Table 4.2.3 below contains a count of the number of processes of each type and compares 

this to the numbers of each sort of process in McGhee, Trefil and Hazen, and Raup and 

Sepkoski. Most processes in this text are material processes, and in this, Duff is unusual 

when compared to the other three texts in table 4.2.3, which have double the number of 

relational processes compared to material processes. A greater number of relational 

processes is evidently more common in this register. This is confirmed by Halliday's 

(1994:65) discussion of the language of science. 

bl Ta e 4 .2 .3 Processes in Du IT compared to other textbooks and research artic e 
Material Existential Identifying Attributive Verbal Mental Behav 

Duff 14 52%, 114%) 5 (19%) 2 (7%) 5 (19%) 
McGhee IS 21% I IS (21 %) 25 (36%) 8 (11%) 5 1 
Trefil & 10 (30%) I 9 (27%) 6 (18%) 3 4 
Hazen 
Raup& 16 (23%) 1 22 (31 %) 16 (23%) 4 6 5 
Seokoski 

In broad terms, Duff is not about providing the reader with an account of the latest 

theories about what happened to the dinosaurs and what light this sheds on the rate of 

evolution. Instead it is concerned to «acculturate students into the mode of enquiry of the 

discipline and establish a cognitive. model for the discipline" (Love 1991:91). The focus 

is thus on the development of theories of the nature of evolution and the role of the foss il 

record in this development. The writer is less concerned to provide detail than to sketch 

broadly the development . of the discipline for the reader. ]t is thus the development of 

theories that'is central in Duff. not the living things and how they were affected by an 

asteroid. Where the text does refer to living things, it is very detached ~ li ving things are in 

Total 
29 
70 
33 

70 
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general referred to as 'forms' . Even the theories themselves are held at a distance and 

referred to as ~notjons, )inlerpretation, 4jdea, 191he case, '2 the subject of debate . 

Material venus relational processes in Duff 

If we look at the material processes in this text, it is clear that the text is about the ebb 

and flow or growth and decay of ideas about the nature of extinction and evolution: may 

proceed, 10 arise. died out, have proceeded, remain, have been reinforced, are ended, are 

taken over, had been dying out, has been developed. 

Material processes may reasonably be expected to deal with the physical world and to 

represent happenings in the real world ~ but almost all material processes in this extract 

focus on ideas. which we may reasonably have expected to see realised in relational 

processes. If we look at Table 4.2.3 we see that, of 15 material processes in the extract, 

only 5 (in clauses Se, lOa, lOb, 13 and 18) deal with the reaVphysical world. Examples 

are: 5cunsuccessfolforms died oul; 18bthese repliles had been dying oul. 

On the other hand the material processes in clauses 1, 4, 7a, 7b. 8. 9, 11 and 19 actually 

deal with ideas and abstractions. Examples are: 

4calastrophism was challenged by notions of gradualism; 9linked with modem support for 

catastrophism ;s a process which has been called pUlJctuated evolution. 

So, although half of the processes are material, most of these material processes express 

meanings in the realm of ideas/abstract relations, not the physical world . They are similar 

in this to the identifying processes in the extract, and serve functions that would usually 

be construed though identifying processes i.e. the expression of ideas and concepts. 

Verbal processes 

The verbal processes in the extract are interesting in that three of the five (in clauses 6b, 

15a, and 16b) are 'impersonal' projections where ''the 'process ' is not really a process at 

all, but simply a way of turning a fact into a clause" (Halliday 1994:27 1). They thus 

function to package information into facts. An example is: 

I5·So it is maintained that the Earth was hit by an extra-terrestrial body. 

So verbal processes, like material clauses are used primarily to convey ideas rather than 

the utterances of people, which is their more usual function . Like the use of material 
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processes to convey abstract meanings, this use of verbal processes to convey ideas also 

contributes to the abstractness of this text . 

Embedded material in Duff 

A third element making this text abstract is the embedding of ideas on evolution within 

nominal groups and adjuncts. In fact, the writer never directly addresses the question of 

evolution and what it is. Instead evolution is discussed and elaborated on in embedded 

clauses. It is first mentioned in clause I in a circumstantial adjunct 

iwitholll any theoretical interpretation of/he nature of evolution. 

The writer then proceeds to repeat the concept of evolution in different words no fewer 

than three times as embedded phrases (clauses 2, 3 and 4), and elaborates the meaning of 

evc!ution in a further four embedded clauses (clauses Sa, 7b, 9 and l Ob): 

'thejactors {controlling biological change} 
) Perhaps the simplest interpretation {of the extinction of faunal andjloral assemblages} 
4with the emergence of evolution {as a dominating idea in biological change}, 
SDgradual changes (imposed by physical conditions and biological competition,) 
7bmany of the gaps {{marking sudden eXlinc/ions followed by sudden increases in the 
I!umber of forms (referred 10 as radiations)}} 
9a process ({which has been called pUlJctuated evolution.)} 
lObby forms ((which have diversified in relatively isolated areas.)} 

Because discussion of the nature of evolution is embedded in nominal groups and 

adjuncts, the text is shot through with (embedded with) a discussion of the nature of 

evolution, but the topic is never directly addressed. Siting the discussion of evolution 

within embedded clauses makes it less negotiable. The reader is less able to challenge 

what is said about evolution. Only the ranking clause is available to challenge by the 

reader (Martin 2000b: 295): 

IObthe vacated ecological niches are then taken over by forms ((which have diversified in 
relatively isolat~d areas)). Are they? (not 'have they?') 
This is not to imply that the writer expects any objection from the reader to the concept of 

evolution~ rather the text is about the broad development of these ideas of evolution, 

rather than about evolution itself. 

Citing this discussion of evolution in embedded clauses also makes the text much more 

abstract . The topic of the text is gradualism versus catastrophism, and these are direct 

participants in the text: 

Jperhaps the Simplest interpretation .. . was that Dj extinction by catastrophe. 
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4 , .. calOstrophism was challenged by notions Dj gradualism. 
However, if we wish to compare catastrophism and gradualism. it is our concept of 

evolution and which concept of evolution we find the more convincing model that is 

important. Ignoring all the embedded material would provide the skeleton of the te>et -

that there are two sides to the debate. and what they are. However, if we want to 

understand the subtlety of the argument put forward by the text we need to take account 

of the embedded material. 

In McGhep • the textbook for advanced students, the abstractness of the text is increased 

in a similar way. Like Duff. McGhee operates at one remove from !ts apparent topic: the 

Cretaceous mass extinction. The extract is not primarily about a meteorite impact cause 

for the Cretaceous mass extinction. These material meanings concerning real world 

events (e.g. mass extinction) are sited in clauses embedded in nominal groups and 

cir\;umstances. indicating that the writer views them as non-negotiable/givenlfact Instead 

McGhee is about what various researchers have thought and said about the possibility 

that the Cretaceous mass extinction was caused by meteorite impact, and the evidence 

they have advanced. 

Comparison with Trefil and Hazen 

I have charactedsed both Duff and McGhee as highly abstract . In both these texts the 

writer is addressing readers who are to varying extents already <members of the 

Discourse' (Gee 1990) of geology, and have some intention of becoming Geologists. 

However, it is worth mentioning that not all textbooks are like this. Trefil and Hazen 

represents the other end of the continuum of university textbooks. By contrast with Duff 

and McGhee, Trem and Hazen is a textbook addressing non-science students who have 

no intention of becoming Geologists or <rr.embers of the Discourse ' of Geology Trefil 

and Hazen has some similarities with popularisations and books for children in that it is 

not abstract, has few technical terms or nominalisations, and is lexically simpler. It has 

little grammatical metaphor: unlike Duff and McGhee, the material processes in Trem 

and Hazen congruently express meanings in the real physical world: these concern the 

asteroid hitting earth and its impact on living things. To a far greater extent than the other 

two textbooks, Trefil and Hazen is about happenings at the end of the Cretaceous rather 

than ideas or evidence. In this it is most like the books for children of the three textbooks. 

The menta] and verbal processes indicate debate (compared to Duff where they are just as 

likely to express concepts), while the relational processes express quite a lot of 
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evaluation, with importance attached to being famous and amazing (values found in 

papula: science texts). Thus this text shows some similarities to the popular texts in this 

study as well as sharing values with research science. Trefil and Hazen is more 'spoken' 

than the other two textbooks, having less passivisation and more human participants. We 

can characterise it as being to some extent a popularisation itself, as its projected 

readership is non-scientists. 

Circumstances 

As is found in other texts in this study. circumstances of duration (Scover variable periods 

of time), place (12At a number of places throughout the world) and manner (sbby gradual 

changes imposed by physical conditions and biological competition) are important. 

However, time is less prominent than in other texts presumably because the readers are 

presumed to have an awareness of this already. Unusually, circumstances of 

accompaniment are common, and three of these concern the very conceptual discussion 

in the text of theories of evolution Cwithout any theoretical ifllerpreLation of the nature of 

evolution; 4wilh the emergence of evolution as a dominating idea in biological change~ 

9with modern support for calastrophlsm) , So in the circumstances in this text, as in other 

features, this analysis reflects Duff as a discussion of the development of ideas. 

T bl 2 a e 4 . .4 iT lfcumstances ID Du c')mpared to other texts 
Duff McGhee Trefil & Hazen Rauo & Seokoski 

Extent: duration 4 20% 6 22% 2 
Location: olace 3 15% 9 33% 2 2 
Location: time 2 2 9 47% 2 
Manner 4 20% 3 11% 4 210/0 3 
Cause I 1 
Contingency 1 1 1 • 
Accompaniment 4 20% I 1 
Role 3 11 % 
Matter 1 1 2 
anRle 1 

20 27 19 10 

4.2.1.3 Summary and overview of Field in Duff 

This examination of processes and participants in Duff has shown that. compared to 

McGhee, Trefil and Hazen and Raup and Sepkoski, Duff has very few relational clauses, 

and a larger proponion of material clauses. However, a closer look at these material 

clauses indicates that most material clauses express meanings to do with ideas rather than 
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with real world happenings or things. Duff therefore treats ideas as if they were things. 

Adding to the impression of the text as impersonal and lacking in human participants, 

there are few verbal or mental processes. Of the mental processes that there are, some are 

actually 'impersonal' projections - merely a way of turning a fact into a clause. A very 

interesting feature of this text is the way that meanings to do with evolution are 

embedded in extended nominal groups and adjuncts. Together with the fact that ideas 

(rather than happenings and utterances) are expressed in material and verbal processes, 

this makes Duff a very abstract text . The readers of this text, as first year geology 

students, are expected to have already attained a fairly high level of literacy in the 

discourse of geology, and the experience of reading Duff extends this literacy further. To 

be the reader that Duff projects, entails understanding lexically dense, abstract 

impersonal text . To a fairly marked extent, Duff <recognises ' the readers as <members of 

the Discourse' (Gee 1990). 

4.2.2 Mode in Duff 

In this section, under the categories of theme, nominalisation and embedding, 

passivisation and conjunctive relations (precisely the same categories I employed in 4.1.2 

in my analysis of Mode in Raup and Sepkoski), I report on the ways in which Duff has 

chosen to organise the message. My analysis shows that Duff uses both theme and 

conjunctive relations to emphasise to readers the distinctions he is making between ideas. 

On the other hand, through use of nominal is at ion and passivisation Duff buries th~ people 

behind the ideas making a highly impersonal and, thus, in the value system of science, 

objective text . 

4.2.2.1 Theme in Duff 

Duff uses marked topical themes (mainly <heavy ' themes and adjuncts) and contrastive 

textual themes to signal to the reader that there are many present and past voices on this 

topic. This is an area where consensus has not been reached by the scientific community. 

Because there are equal numbers of passive and active processes in this text, a goal in 

thematic position cannot really be regarded as marked. So for the purposes of this text, I 

will not regard passivisation as associated with markedness. 
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T bl 42 5 a e .. Th 'Dff erne In U 

textual I interpersonal topical Markedness· 
I The stratigraphic use of fossils {for purposes of ' heavy' theme 

I correlating rocks .. . I 
2 But for the last two centuries Circwn: time 
3 Perhaps the simplest interpretation {{erthe extincti:y'~ 'heavy' theme; 

faunal and floral assemblages, and favoure ... condition -
by French geologists . .. ll hvoothetical 

4 On the other with the emergence of eVQlution fa~ • Circumstance: 
hand, dominatine idea in bioloeical chanee.} contrast 

5a -I: iverse forms Dassive 
Se L!,w.msucessful forms 
6a Wherever there " 'ere gaps in the fossil record ~clauseas 

sudden changes in fossil content, I theme 
7a ~laeontolo_2ical researches M' 

7b but spite of these efforts Textual 
contrast 

8 "lOus the malor boundaries {in the stratigraphic Passive; cause 
column see Table 7.1)) 

9 Link~g with modem SUimort for catastrQQhism Marked pred 

~ and circum. m 
I theme 

l Oa Long genods {of little change m wi sgread passive 
fonns 

lOb and the vacated ecoloo:ical niches oassive 
11 I Much attention L , passive 
12 

I 
At a number of olaces thro_u.2.hout the w~d Circ; place and 
t includinQ: the oceans ... II / 'heavy' theme 

13 I In particular . -,he boundary / Passive; 
I t adjunct : 

validation 
14 The significance of this anoma ly 

~ ISa I So I it [verbiage1 cause 
ISb I the catastrophic and climate effects 
16a I Th~ lQJ;!ic passive 
16b I I ~ [verbiage] Passive 
17 I Some palaeontolosLsts 
18. I With re2ard to the-dinosaurs and . circumstance 
18b 

, 
these reptiles 

19 I On the other the case for mass eXfinCfions by catastroehe Contrast; 
hand I {involving . . the survival of the luckiest} passive; 

'heavy' theme 
Notes on Table 4.2.5. 
I . nominalisafion : italics: clause as theme: bold: marked theme: underlined: { } embedded phrase: {{ }} 

embedded clause. 
2. • Ln this column I signal the markedness of themes using Gosden 's ( 1992) categories. 
3. Double boundary lines indicate paragraphs 

As noted in the analysis of transitivity in 4.2.1, this text is about ideas: what ideas people 

have had about evolution and influences on it over time, and how, when and why they 
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have changed them. The writer makes frequent use of marked themes to signal the stages 

of this argument and make the changes in ideas, and reasons for the changes clear to the 

reader. The writer starts in clause 1 with a marked heavy theme that posits one reasonable 

dSlratigraphic use a/fossils'. That this is a use that is not to be the topic of the present 

discussion is immediately clear in the theme of the next clause. which is marked by both 

a contrasting conjunction and a circumstance locating the discussion in real time: 

'But for the last two centuries .. 

In clauses 3 and 4 we have two opposing viewpoints and this opposition is marked with 

heavy themes in both clauses. In clause 3 we have a hypothetical conditional combined 

with a heavy theme. New material eand one favoured by French geologists in particular) 

is imported into the theme, to further mark the clause and stress the group tC' whom this 

opinion was limited: 3 Perhaps the simplest interpretation of the extinction of faunal and 

floral assemblages, and one favoured by French geologists in particular. 

Clause 4 is once again marked with a contrasting textual theme, and a conditional 

circumstance attached to this opinion: 4011 the other hand, with the emergence of 

evolution as a dominating idea in biological change .. 

Clause 5 continues the explanation of the argument started in clause 4. Clause 6, with a P 
clause in marked thematic position, alerts the reader to the possibility that what follows is 

a faulty argument: 

6 Wherever there were gaps ill the fossil record with sudden changes ill fossil cOlltellt. 

The theme in clause 7a maintains the idea of research set up in the preceding rheme, but 

in clause 7b, the reader is brought up short by two contrastive elements: a conjunction 

and a circumstance: 1bbut in spite of these efforts. 

The textual theme' Thus' in clause 8 stresses the result of what was said in clause 7. 

Clause 9 once again has marked theme indicating emphatic addition. The theme of clause 

10 explains the 'punctuated evolution' from the previous rheme. A new element, the Kn' 

boundary, is introduced in the rheme of clause 11. A marked circumstantial theme, 

foregrounding the site of findings about the KfT boundary, is found in clause 12. The 
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topical theme of clause 13 maintains 'the boundary' as theme but the clause is marked by 

the textual theme, 'In particular t, which signals emphatic addition to the previous clause, 

Clauses 14, 15, 16 and 17 a:e unmarked. Clause 18 has a circumstance, specifying the 

conditions of what follows, in marked thematic position: 

18With regard to the dinosaurs and Kif boundary. 

Clause 19 is marked by a textual theme contrasting what is to be said in clause 19 with 

what was said in clause 18. 

Circumstances of time and place in marked thematic position are a strong feature of DufT. 

With these marked themes, Duff is concerned to sketch out in broad strokes for the reader 

the changes in ideas, and the reasons for these changes over time. These differences and 

char.ges are signalled by use of circumstances as marked themes and contrastive textual 

themes. These broad strokes are consonant with the fact that the readers are first year 

students and must be given a broad overview of the field . This contrasts with the McGhee 

text whose readers are students in later years. They already have the broad overview and, 

instead, are provided with a discussion of the evidence for the impact hypothesis in close 

detail. McGhee thus gives a detailed account of the research that has been done on the 

matter. The thematic development correspondingly alternates between maintenance of 

theme (keeping to the same theme as in the preceding clause) and progression of theme 

(selecting a constituent form the preceding rheme as theme) (Thompson 1996: 141). 

Thus on the whole, thJough use of marked topical themes, and of textual themes, many of 

which serve a contrastive purpose, the writer is at pains to signal to the reader the many 

'voices' in the argument, who thOUght what, and what their reasons were. This stresses to 

the reader that this is a topic where consensus has not been reached by the scientific 

community, and makes it emphatically not one of those texts where science is represented 

as " established, permanent, incontrovertible fact" (Leroke 1990: 137). 

4.2.2.2 NominalisatioD and embedding iD Duff 

The following analysis indicates that both nominalisation and embedding contribute to 

the highly 'written ' nature ofDuft' in that both contribute to place the burden of meaning 

of the text in the nominal group. In congruence with the use of material and verbal 

processes to express conceptual rather than physical meanings, nominalisation functions 
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to foreground ideas and remove people from the account. As discussed above under 

transitivity (section 4.2.1), embedding functions to increase the abstract nature of the text . 

Nominalisation in Duff 

The following 30 different r:ominalisations are found in this 540 word extract : 

'Use, lmterpretatiol1, levolution, 3interpretation, 3ex/jnc/ion, Jassemblages, Jextinction, 
4 4 , . 4 h 4 h·' ad ' " 5aJ: Sb h emergence, evo ul/oll. c ange, catastrop Ism, ( ua Ism, .forms, c auges, 
Sbcompelition, 6bpreservatioll, 7·;ntensir, 7bextinctioIlS, increases, ~orms. 7bradiatiOlls, 
8dee/fue, 8radialion, 8decimatioll, support, 9catastrophism, gevoiuliOIl, JOtyorms, 
11 aI/entioll, 12sedimentation, 12examinatlOll, l'peculiarities, 13enrichmenl, 14signi/icallce, 
14alloma~y. '6bvolcanism. 16bolllpourings. 17reality I7calastrophism. 17exlinctions. 
19 extinctions. 19 survival 

This makes Duff a highly nominalised text, even more highly nominalised than Raup and 

Sepkcski. Table 4.2.6 compares the amount of nominalisation in Duff to the amount in 

Raup and Sepkoski, McGhee and Trefil and Hazen: 

Table 4.2.6: Nominalisation in Du ff comoared to other textbooks and research aTttc e . I 
Duff McGhee Trefil and Hazen RauD and SeDkoski 

Different nominalisations 56 45 7 43 
I Der 1000 words 

Nominalisation enables the author to avoid mentioning an agent, while at the same time 

allowing research, ideas and abstractions to be actors in the passage. The following uses 

(in bold face) of nominalisation side-step the fact that some agent - usually people - is 

doing the using, interpreting. assempling, supporting, attending, examining: 

1 The straligraphic use of fossils ... may proceed 
3 Perhaps the simplest interpretation of the extinction of faunal and floral assemblage~ 
was that DJ extinction_by catastrophe 
6a Wherever there were gaps ill the fossil record ... 6bi( was maintained that this was due 
either to lack of preservatiOl I ... 
9 Linked with modem support for catastrophism ... 
llMuch anention has been paid 10 the Cretaceous/Tertiary (KIT) boundary. 
12 examination of clays has shown some chemical and mineralogical peculiarities. 

As Halliday (1993) points out such nominalisat ion allows the argument of the text to 

progress. It also compresses a lot of information into a clause. (For example clause 3 

without nominalisation would become far more than one clause, would be something 

like: «If people look at fossils of past fauna and flora, they can assemble these fossils into 

lists indicating when these fauna and flora existed. One simple way of interpreting these 

lists is to suggest that these fauna and flora became extinct because ofa catastrophe".) 
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The following instances indicate how ideas have become actors in the text . In clause 4 the 

idea/abstraction of evolution becomes an actor. In clause 7 research, rather than 

researchers, becomes an actor. Clause 12, 13 and 14 make an attribute - e.g. peculiar 

into a thing in its own right - peculiarity. 

4with the emergence of evolution as a dominating idea 
7·Palaeontological researches have proceeded with ever-il1creasmg intensity 
12examination of clays has shown some chemical and mineralogical peculiarities. 
13 In particular the boundary is marked by an enrichment in the element, iridium. 
"The significance of this anomaly lies in the fact that this element is more abundant ill 
planetismals. 

McGhee. the textbook for advanced students that I analysed. is very like Duff in that the 

major function of nominalisation in McGhee is to allow ideas, theories and attributes to 

become things. By contrast, Trem and Hazen, the textbook for non-science students 

contained only four different nominalisations in a text of 540 words, three of these being 

very carefully explained . This is comparable to the rumber in the texts for children, and 

lower than the number in the three popular texts. So the authors of Trefil and Hazen 

regard their readers as unlikely to tolerate even the number of nominalisations acceptable 

to the (educated) readers of newspapers and news-magazines. This indicates that the 

extent of nominalisati.on in Duff and McGhee may well be a function of the extent to 

which the writers regard the readers as acculturated into the discourse of geology. 

This analysis of nominalisation in Duff supports my analysis of transitivity in the sense 

that both reveal an abstract impersonal text in which people and things are suppressed 

and ideas, research and abstractions are the true actors. 

Embedding in Duff 

One of the features that makes Duff a highly 'written' text is the large amount of 

embedding. The sentences are very long, but there are fairly few clauses. It has more 

words per clause than any of the texts analysed, having slightly more than the Scientific 

American text . There aT< a large number, too. of what Thompson (1996:141) calls 

' heavy' themes: those giving a large amount of information. It is embedding that is used 

to make these themes heavy. 
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As discussed above in section 4.2.1.2, the question of evolution is not addressed in 

ranking clauses but is rather packaged in embedded clauses and phrases and adjuncts. 

The claim is usually made that packaging information in embedded clauses makes it less 

negotiable. In this case it also makes the text much more abstract, in that the skeleton of 

the argument concerning two possible theories (gradualism and catastrophism) is present 

in the ranking clauses but that the subtleties of the argument concerning the nature of 

evolution is packaged within the nominal group as embedding and adjuncts. 

There are 15 instances of embedding in Duff although there are only ) 9 clause 

compl.exes. Seven of the instances of embedding are clauses. As Table 4.2.7 indicates, 

most embedded material goes into thematic position in the clause, reinforcing Martin ' s 

(1993 :246) contention that through embedding, processes have a larger role to play in 

themes and thus in method of development. The exception is embedded important new 

material, which is more likely to be found in the rheme. 

Table 4 2 7 Function of embedded clauses in Duff 
Function of embedded phrase or clause In theme In rheme 
Summarizes Given material 4 
Aside/detail - unimp0l1ant new material 3 I 
Elaborates - fairly important new material 2 I 
Important new information - clause wouldn 't make sense I 3 
without it 

In Raup and Sepkoski, the research article considered in section 4 . 1, embedding played 

the role of adding highly specific but relatively peripheral information on the one hand 

and of packaging important propositions into fact clauses on which the authors could 

comment . In contrast, in Duff, embedding plays the role of increasing the level of 

abstraction by siting discussion about evolution within embedded clauses. Author 

commentary on the credibility of these ideas is once again sited in ranking clauses (e.g. 

J Perhaps the simplest interpretation; 6bit was mamlained that). In McGhee a similar 

situation in terms of abstraction is found in that real world meanings (such as 8an asteroid 

did impact the earth) are packaged into the embedded clauses leaving meanings 

concerning research, meallings concerning ideas, and evaluative commentary on 

embedded meanings to be realised in the ranking clauses. Once again this increases the 

level of abstraction in the text. 
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4.2.2.3 Passivisation in Duff 

]n what follows 1 report on my examination of the use of the passive voice in the Duff 

extract. As readers will see, extensive use of the passive is one of the features of the text 

that result in a very impersonal text. Many processes (13 out of a total of 29 finite 

processes) in this extract are passive. In many places this permits the author to avoid 

explicitly saying who the sayer/actor is but in other places sayer/actor is still included. 

Use of the passive to avoid mention of the sayer is understandable. because the author of 

the text, like most textbook authors, has no wish to attribute all ideas to individuals. In 

Duff where the processes have no sayer, sensor or actor, the implied sayer, sensor or 

actor is geologists or palaeontologists. In the remaining case the implied actor is 

palaeontological research. Instances of the passive are in bold face in the examples 

below: 

4catastrophism was challenged by 1101io11S of gradualism. 
5aDiverse forms were thought Sbto arise from ancestral stocks. 
6 Wherever there were gaps in Ihefossil record .. it Wa.f maintained that this was ... 
8 Thus the major boundaries in the stratigraphic column ... have been reinforced. 
"Much attention has been paid 10 the CretaceouslTertiary (KIT) boundary. 
IS·SO it is maintained that the Earth was hit by an extra-terrestrial body. 
16alhe topic is still hotly debaJed; 16bit is pointed out that ... 

So. interestingly, if this short extract is anything to go by. textbooks are science with the 

individual scientists and most of the details of their research removed. Their results/ideas 

only are retained. Textbooks arc attempts at descriptions of reality, 'the facts ' . Gerot 

(1995 :99) maintains that impersonal projection "is a form of interpersonal grammatical 

metaphor, of modality, one which allows the writer to claim objectivity for something 

that in fact is a matter of opinion" . However, I do not believe that we can claim this about 

this extract from Duff because the topic of the extract is controversy. The mental and 

verbal processes actually confirm this . They stress the fact that these are opinions rather 

than trying to claim objective certainty. 

There is also extensive use of passive processes (in bold below) with the inclusion of the 

actor (underl ined). In clause 3. 13 and 15a the passive construction appears to function to 

place Given (known) material in thematic position (i .e. its natural position). In clause l Oa 

and lOb an event mentione.ci in the goal (e.g. loa/ong periods of little change) precedes the 

event in the actor (e.g. IOamass extinctions) and could thus be argued to naturally come 

first . In clause 19 the writer appears to want to foreground the goal (191he case for mass 

eXlinctions by catastrophe involving /Jot the survival of the fittest bllt the survival of the 
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luckiest) in thematic position as in the seven cases above where the actor is omitted. 

Nevertheless the writer wishes to provide the name of the book and its author for the 

information of the undergraduate reader. Interestingly. most of these processes (actorl 

sayer supplied) are material processes and describe happenings in the physical world. 

This is in contrast to most processes in the group above (with the sayer omitted) which 

are largely mental or verbal. 

3 Perhaps the simplest interpretation of the extinction of jcnmal and floral assemblages, ... 
was that of extinction by catastrophe. On the other hand, 4with the emergence of 
evolution as a dominating idea in biological change, calastrophism was challenged ll.Y.. 
Ilotions ofgradualism. 

In this extract catastrophism is Given and thus naturally falls into thematic position. It is 

gradualism that the writer wants to emphasise here. The situation is similar in clause 13 

and 1 Sa: 

1J III particular the boulldary is marked by an enrichmelll in the element. iridium. 
l'a1hat the Earth was hit by an extra-terrestrial body. 
iOaLong periods of little change in widespread forms are ended by ma.u extiuctiolls. 
IOband the vacated ecological niches are then taken over by fonns which have diversified 
ill relatively isolated areas. 

Clauses lOa and lOb are passive to place an event that precedes another event first. ' The 

long period of /ittle change ' happens first , then comes 'mass extinction '. Similarly. 

'ecological Iliches' are vacated first. and then they are taken over by 'other forms ... ' 

Also. it is the IOamass exttllctiollS and IOb,he forms which have diversified in ... isolated 

areas that the writer wants to emphasise, so they come in New position in the clause. 

19011 the other hand the case for mass ertinctiolls ... has been developed recently in a 

stimulating and provocative account Wonderful Life bv the American writer s.J. Gould 

This example is, I would maintain, more like those in clauses 4, Sa, 6, 8, 11 , 15a and 16a 

where the sayer has been omitted. Gould's ideas are mere important than he is and so go 

in thematic position, but his name and book are included by way of recommending to the 

undergraduate readers a book which may be interesting, useful and accessible to them 

The extent of passivisation in this text and the relative lack of passivisation in the other 

genres such as popular journal articles, children's texts and even research articles makes 

me wonder if the common idea that science writing is full of passives may not be based 

largely on textbooks. Use of the passive is as extensive in McGhee (the textbook for 
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advanced students) as it is in Duff, and serves the same purpose of avoiding mention of 

individuals while foregrounding their ideas and findings. Trefil and Hazen, the textbook 

for non-science students, also foregrounds ideas and findings rather than individuals but 

it does not employ the passive extensively to achieve this . Instead it uses the approach 

adopted by books for children: that of using the generic 12geologisIs and 17 ... 2$scientists, 

which also effectively backgrounds individuals and makes the focus the ideas and 

discoveries that this generic group has made. 

In summary, the extensive passivisation in Duff, as in McGhee, serves not to obscure 

agency. but to foreground what is important in the context of textbooks: the 

facts/findings/ideas of scientist sire searchers, who themselves are of marginal importance. 

\\-'riters of textbooks, are summarising findings in the field rather than primarily 

prese.lting their own ideas or findings. It is also clear that passivisation is not used in 

Duff' to obscure the fact of controversy, as controversy is stressed in numerous mental 

and verbal processes such as 16adebated, ·cha/Jenged and 15amailllained. 

T bl 428 C a e I . onlunchve re ahons In Dff u 
I Internal conjunctive relations: clause Ex1emal : real world 
I rhetorical structure conjunctive relations 

I 
2 ~ Addition: adversative Bul 
3 
4 ? Addition: adversative On the other hand 
5b 

~ Se -
6a 
6b 

I 7a 

~ 7b • Addition: advcrsative but 
~ 8 causal , Thw; 

9 
lOa • I . 
lOb ~x1ension : addition and 
11 
12 -I3 --' I particularising In particular 
14 -!s 15a causal So 

i 
15b 
16a 
16b \ 
17 \ 
18b 
19 -' Addition: adversative On the othcr hand 
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4.2.2.4 Conjunctive reb.tions in Duff 

As Table 4.2.8 shows, causal relations in Duff are traced conjunctively in two instances, 

but for the most part appear to be achieved through identifying processes within the 

extremely long clauses, rather than between clauses. As might be expected in this text, 

which functions to disting.lish between different ideas, there are many adversative 

conjunctions. This use of adversative conjunctions to signal the differing viewpoints and 

theories coincides with my unalysis of transitivity and theme in that it indicates a text in 

which ideas that are being advanced by different voices are foregrounded . 

4.2.2.5 Summary and overview of Mode i.n Duff 

My analysis of mode in this text reveals an apparent contradiction. On the one hand the 

author combines the use of marked embedded ' heavy' themes, adjuncts as theme and 

adversative conjunctions to indicate to the reader that there are opposing present and past 

voices on the topic and that no consensus has been reached. This indicates that for this 

audience (beginning Geologists), and on this topic, Lemke's claim (1990.137) that 

sc ience is represented as "established, permanent. incontrovertible fact" does not hold. 

On the other hand the author conceals the individuals behind the opposing voices, by 

using a high level of nominalisation and passivisat ion. This 1 interpret as ind icating that 

in textbooks, the facts are far more important than the individuals who discovered them 

Gust as in research the research community IS far more important than the individual 

researcher, as Myers (1989) shows). 

4.2.3 Tenor in Duff 

Tenor refers to the roles of the reader and writer of a text and interaction between them. 

This text is written by an expert , who is providing knowledge for unknown 1 SI: year 

students. Thus we expect a fa irly high degree of distance between the reader and writer, 

and we could expect evidence of unequal status between the reader and writer. in this 

sect ion, therefore, I consider the categories of contact, affect and status, hedging, and 

evaluation. 

4.2.3.1 Contact, affect and status in DutT 

In this section, as I do in 4 .1.3.1, I consider contact. affect and status in Duff, three 

categories that Gerot (1995 : 104) uses to illuminate the interpersonal metaflJnction. 
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Contact in Duff 

Contact refers to a writer' s solidarity with his/her readers (Gerot 1995: 104). Because of 

the high level of passivisation, nominalisation and embedding, the large number of 

technical terms, and because, as discussed above, the material processes deal for the most 

part with ideas, the text is extremely formaL There is no colloquialism or jokiness, which 

are some of the usual ways for a writer to show solidarity with a reader. On the other 

hand, we could argue that the writer does show solidarity with the reader by initiating the 

reader into the debate on the topic over <'!the laft two centuries '. In doing this, the writer 

recognises the reader as a serious student of geology. Also it could be argued that the 

writer shows solidarity with a certain group of his readers: those who are able to read and 

benefit from this lexically very dense, abstract text - that is those who are already well on 

thei r way to becoming ' members of the Discourse' of geology. 

The readers of Duff are first year students of geology and thus need to be referred to 

7b'the stratigraphic column (see Table 7. 1),. By contrast, the more advanced readers of 

McGhee are assumed to be familiar with the stratigraphic column, and the text refers for 

example to S' the end 0/ the Maastrichtian Age in the lAte Cretaceous '. At the other end 

of the spectrum of university textbooks Trefil and Hazen (the authors of the textbook for 

non-science students) position the reader as "not a geologist and not a scientist". They do 

this in such phrases as: 170 'Most scientists today accept ', and 25 'SciellNsts continue 10 

debate '. 

In some texts in this study, such as the books for children. illustrations are used to show 

solidarity with readers . The extract from Duff, refers to 'Table 7.1' (see appendix page 10 

and 11). This is the 'classification a/geological Eras and Periods', and appears on the 

previous page. As we might expect from the text, the geological column is more abstract 

than the similar geological columns in Tretil and Hazen (appendix page 21) and Time 

(appendix page 30). Firstly the sequence is not shown to scale (one column indicates how 

many million years ago a certain Period was). Secondly, there are no pictures or arrows 

indicating the duration of various phenomena as in Trefil and Hazen. It also gives more 

information such as breaking down the eras into periods, the derivation of names etc. 

There is no joking or use of dimension as in Time. 
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Affect in Duff 

Affect refers to ' positive or negative attitude of the writers to the readers and what they 

are talking about' (Gerot 1995: 104). There is no evidence in Duff of personal feelings of 

the writer for the reader. The text is extremely impersonal, giving (within the context of 

science and western culture) the impression of a highly objective text, which in turn adds 

to the truth value of what is said in the text . The only deviation from the impersona1ity 

and lack of attitudinal lexis is the positive evaluation - 19 stimulating and provocative - of 

a popular account of the matter, indicating perhaps that this is the writer's assessment of 

the subject matter in general. Reader and writer are, to varying extents, identified as 

geologists, so there is no distance between them and scientists as a group. Scientists are 

regarded as developing theories, gathering quantitative data and making measurements in 

a sincere and objective attempt to approximate the facts, which however are not 

completely clear yet. 

Status in Duff 

Status refers to how the writer includes the reader (Gerot 1995: 104). As noted. the text is 

severely impersonal, and neither the writer nor the reader is explicitly included in the 

text. <17Some palaeontologists'. <3French geologists' and .J9the American writer s.J. 

Gould ' are the only human participants of the text . As I point out below there are no 

reader-oriented hedges, so the writer does not show any deference to the reader. The 

relative statuses are writer as expert and reader as student or initiate into the field . 

However the writer does include the reader in the text and in the discourse community by 

recommending a popular source in enthusiastic terms. 

4.2.3.2 Hedging in DuIT 

In this section I report on the hedging in Duff. Hedges express tentativeness and can 

either be used to show a writer' s lack ofcommitmer.t to a proposition (p) or a desire not 

to express commitment (Hyland 1996a: 478). 

Duff has fewer hedges than any of the other texts in the study. The hedges in the text are 

of two types: reliability hedges (indicate writer confidence) and writer-oriented hedges 

(limit writer commitment). Although the text is written in an abstract and detached way, 

the low number of hedges mean that this is not achieved through hedging as the writer 

gives the impression of being very assured of what he is saying. 
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Table 4.2.9 Hedging in Duff(followin~ Hvland 1996c) 
HedRes Reason for the hedge 

3 Perhaps the simplest interpretation of the Reliability hedge - assessment of the 
extinction offaunal and floral assemblages reliability ofp (proposition) . Writer has 

some doubt that this is the simolest? 
Sa Diverse forms were thought to anse from Writer-oriented - writer hedges 

ancestral stocks .. . commitment to 0 

6a .. .it was maintained that this was due to lack Writer-oriented writer hedges 
of preservation ... commitment to p 

ISa So it is maintained that the Earth was hit by an Writer-oriented - writer hedges 
extraterrestial body commitment to p 

16b It" it is pointed out that excessive volcanism ... Writer-oriented - writer hedges 
would have effects .. commitment to 0 

16b volcanism ... would have climatic effects to Rehability hedge - writer communicates 
which some oTRanisms could not adaDt. that there is some doubt about 0 

16b excessive volcanism, perhaps associated with Reliability hedge- for the writer there is 
the outpourings of the lavas of the Deccan Traps doubt about p - maybe it was associated 
... with the Deccan traps maybe not 

17 Some palaeontologists ... would resist writer-oriented hedge 
catastrophism 

18b many would maintain that these reptiles had writer-oriented hedge 
been gradually dying out for some time ... 

Note that in my opinion the following instance of modality (bold-faced) is not a hedge: 

, I The stratigraphic use of fossils for purposes of correlating rocks from one area (0 

another may proceed without any theoretical i11lerpretalion of the nature of 
evolution . ' 

It does express possibility, but it is not possibility in the sense that there is any chance at 

all that p will/does not happen. In this case may could be replaced with can as it is 

potential rather than possibility that is being indicated. There is no indication that this is 

the speaker's opinion/attitude. I look on this statement as being what Hyland (1996:450) 

calls a categorical assertion where the speaker is committed to p and its truth value. 

Another example of what at first looked like a hedge but in fact is not a hedge is: 

.9 Linked with modern support for catastrophism is a process which has been called 
punctuated evolution. ' 

Rather than a writer-oriented hedge. what the writer is actua lly doing here is supplying 

the name for the phenomenon. 

Although 1 fin!llly classified the following mental and verbal processes as writer-oriented 

hedges (writer hedges commitment to p) I did have some doubt about them: 
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5aDiverse forms were thought 5bto arise from ancestral stocks by gradual changes 
imposed by physical conditions and biological competition; 5cuIIsllccessjul forms 
died out over variable periods of time. 6aWherever there were gaps in the fossil 
record with sudden changes in fossil content, 6bit was maintained that this was due 
either to lack of preservation or inadequate collecting or both. 
17 Some palaeontologists ... would resist cDlastrophism and instantaneOllS extinctions. 
IS'With regard 10 the dinosaurs and the KIT boundary many would maintain that 
these reptiles had been gradually dying out jor some time . .. 

The problem is that the writer is recounting the history of thought on the topic . I do not 

think the writer agrees with the content of clause 5b, 17 or 18a or the reason provided in 

clause 6b But whether he is hedging commitment to these propositions is not entirely 

clear. It could be argued that he is making it quite clear that those who thought or 

maintained these things were wrong. 

Ta bl e4.2.10 . d rh d Km so e:lges In Du ff compare d to ot h b k er text 00 san d researc h . I artlc e 
Hedges Duff Trefil & Hazen McGhee Raup and Sepkoski 

Reader-oriented hedges \3 (59%) 

Writer-oriented hedges 6 (66%) 6 (25%) 20 (40%) 4 (18%) 

Attribute hedges 9 (38%) 2 4% 

Reliability hedges 3 (33%) 9 (38%) 28 (56%) 4 (18%) 

Reliabilityl rez.der-oriented 1 

total 9 24 50 22 

Table 4.2.10 shows that the three textbooks are similar in hedging content (whether as 

reliability or attribute hedges) indicating a desire to share with the reader the writer's 

confidence in the truth of a proposition. The textbooks aJso hedge writer commitment to 

what is being said, attributing it to geologists, scientists or in the case of McGhee, 

specified researchers. The kind of hedge which is missing, but is prominent in the 

research article by Raup and Sepkoski, is reader-oriented hedges (which hedge 

assertiveness, functioning to get acceptance of claims which threaten the face of other 

researchers (Myers 1989» . This indicates a major difference at the interpersonal level 

between textbooks and research articles. Writers of research articles are obliged to show 

deference to their readers, who represent the powerful research community. Writers of 

textbooks direct their writing at readers who are less powerful than themselves and who 

are newcomers to the field . In summarising the accepted facts of the field , we could view 

the writer of a textbook as speaking for and representing the discourse community (the 

same group who are the readers of the research article). The ideas presented in a textbook 
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are for the most part not the ideas of the writer. They are ideas that have been given the 

stamp of fact by the discourse community. In the textbook the fact/idea is primary, the 

individual, whether reader, writer, or researcher who frrst proposed the fact , is secondary. 

This analysis of hedging has pointed to an important difference between the relative 

statuses of reader and writer in research article and textbook. 

4.2.3.3 Evaluation in Duff 

Evaluation is a category that includes all meaning that functions to express the writer'~ 

opinion and value system, and to construct and maintain relations between the writer and 

reader (Thompson and Hunston, 2000:6). I begin my account in Table 4.2.11 by 

categorising evaluation in each clause in the way suggested by Hunston (1993, 1994). 

Tab!e 4.2.11 indicates that Duff sets up three sets of oppositions. The first is between two 

hypotheses: catastrophism and gradual ism; the second between positive and negative 

evaluations of the catastrophism hypothesis; and the third between two alternative 

variations on catastrophism: impact and volcanism. 

In clauses 1-8 the two hypotheses are introduced. In terms of Certainty they are largely 

assessed as possible. In terms of Value, the catastrophism hypothesis (clause 3) is 

assessed as useful (having explicatory power). The gradualism hypothesis (clause 5-8) is 

negatively assessed in terms of accuracy (lack of fit to data), usefulness (explicatory 

power) and applicability (lack of fit to a range of data) . Thus in these four clauses (5-8) 

the writer negatively evaluates and more or less rejects the gradualism hypothesis. The 

rest of the text concentrates on evaluating the catastrophism hypothesis. Here we see a 

sequential positive-negative-positive evaluation, which is much more pronounced in the 

popular texts. Clauses 9-11 outline the catastrophism hypothesis . All clauses in this 

section are evaluated as certain. Clauses 12-14 are also evaluated as certain. They 

positively evaluate the catastrophism hypothesis as accurate (with a close fit to the data). 

Clauses 15-16 consider two variations on the catastrophism hypothesis: impact by an 

extraterrestrial body, and voJcanism. These variations are evaluated as possible in terms 

of Certainty and are useful (having explicatory power) in terms of Value. Unnamed 

geologists are the source of almost all information in this text . Clauses 17-18 then move 

to a negative evaluation of the catastrophism hypothesis on the part of 'some 

palaeontologists' and 'many'. who, in terms of Value, evaluate the catastrophism 

hypothesis as being not accurate (fit to data) . 
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Finally catastrophism is positively evaluated as useful (having exp!icatory power) in the 

final clause, Interestingly. a popular account is also positively evaluated as ,,19st imulating 

and provocative" in this final clause, This is similar to the value <interesting' (mentioned 

five times in McGhee and once in Trefil and Hazen), Trefil and Hazen also share the 
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values of .6best known' with the popular science texts. Together with reetil and Hazen' s 

reference to the (in scientific terms) celebrity status of Luis Alvarez as a Nobel-prize 

winner, this makes Trefil and Hazen closest of the three textbooks to a popular science 

text. 

The writer attempts to give a balanced. objective view of the matter. In my opinion, he 

comes closer to achieving this than any of the other texts . Raup and Sepkoski. while 

forced to write in an objective style, are obviously not impartial: they have much invested 

in having their periodic catastrophe hypothesis (for which they provide evidence) 

accepted by the research community. and they would also like support for their 

extraterrestrial hypothesis (because it seems reasonable to them). The writer of the 

Scientific American article also writes in an objective style to the extent that slhe presents 

both sid~s of an argument. However s/he finds one side of the argument more convincing 

and is prepared to assert that it is more convincing in the final paragraph. The author of 

the Mail and Guardian text makes no attempt to appear objective. The author of the rime 

article appears objective because there is little attempt to rec.oncile the two sides of the 

argument. Material on each side of the argument is merely juxtaposed in adjacent 

paragraphs. Closest to the textbook in objectivity are the four children's texts . 

In summary this section shows that the author evaluates the gradualism hypothesis 

negatively in terms of accuracy. explicatory power and fit to data. Catastrophism fares 

better with a negative evaluation on the part of some palaeontologists sandwiched 

between two sections positively evaluating the hypothesis. The source of most clauses is 

the writer or unspecified research articles and thus apparently the writer . Thus evaluation 

is fairly overt in this text, with the writer prepared to go on record with his evaluations I 

have argued that paradoxically this make:. the writer appear more objective than if 

evaluations were avoided (as in the research article) or if evaluations are made through 

the voices of participants in the tex1 as in the popular articles. 

4.2.3.4 Summary and oven'iew of Tenor in Duff 

The analysis of Tenor in the Duff text indicates a formal , impersonal text giving the 

impression (within the value systems of science and western culture) of objectivity and 

resulting high truth value. AJthough the text is wrinen in an abstract and detached way. 

the low number of hedges mean that this is not achieved through hedging (which 

indicates through modality the exact extent of writer certainty). This text has less hedging 
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than any of the other texts in the study. giving the impression that the writer is sure of 

what he is saying. This confidence on the part of the writer is supported by the fact that 

evaluation in the text is fairly overt and on record. There is no mention of either the 

reader or writer in the text, although the writer does ' recognise ' the reader to the extent 

that he treats the reader as an initiate into the field by outlining the important 

developments in the fie ld over the last couple of centuries. The unequal nature of the 

expert/student relationship is indicated in the lack of solidarity politeness (reader-oriented 

hedges) towards the reader. Further than this, in the section on hedging I suggested that 

writers of textbooks have power because they are summarising facts that have been 

endorsed by the science discourse community, of which they are in a sense the voice. 

4.2.4 Summary and overview of Register in Duff and other textbooks and 

comparison with research articles 

The textbooks and research article in this study are similar in terms of register (context of 

situation), but different in terms of genre (context of culture). As mentioned in chapter 2, 

Halliday (1993 :56) describes the scientific register as recognisable because of the effect of 

"clusters of features" . Amongst these are nominalization of verbs and adjectives, extended 

nominal groups, a high proportion of relational processes, technical terms, tentative 

language, causal and reasoning verbs, and impersonal language and passivization. These 

features are indeed found in the textbooks and research article in this study, and there is a 

great deal of similarity between the two genres when these features are compared. Both 

research article and textbooks refl ect a high level of nominalisation and of technical 

language. The exception is the textbook for non-science students, where the proportion of 

nominalisations is as low as it is in the texts for children. This is presumably a deliberate 

move on the part of the writers of this textbook to make it as accessible as possible to its 

non-specialist readers. It is interesting to note that in the other two textbooks (for first year 

and more senior geology students), the level of nominalisation and technical language is as 

high as in the research article. The writers of these textbooks are addressing readers who are 

possible future GeologistS/colleagues, and they are expected to be more integrated into the 

discipline. They are expected to be closer to being 'members of the Discourse' (Gee 1990), 

those who are able to speak/write/read, act and think in the ' culturally ' appropriate manner. 

In both the research article and the textbooks in the study. embedded clauses are employed 

to extend the nominal group. All four texts employ clauses embedded in the nominal group 
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to increase the level of specificity of what is said, and to package central propositions into 

facts . These are often imported from other texts and are often subjected to evaluative 

commentary sited in the ranking clause. In two of the textbooks, Duff and McGhee, this 

embedded material serves to increase the abstraction of the texts. This is because 

information on a particular topic (evolution in Duff and real world information In 

McGhee) is sited in embedded clauses so the text functions on more than one level. 

In both the research article and the textbooks in the study, relational clauses are twice as 

C'.()mmon as material clauses. Attributive processes attribute characteristics while of the 

identifying processes, most show relations of equivalence, with cause also being realised 

through identifying processes rather than through the more congruent choice of 

conjunctions. The exception to this high level of use of relationaJ processes compared to 

material processes is the first year textbook, Duff. Curiously, in Duff, almost all material 

processes express meanings to do with abstract ideas, which would congruently be 

expressed in relational processe~ . Duff thus appears to treat ideas almost as if they are 

things. 

Another area of similarity between these two genres is the removal of human participants 

and wide use of the passive voice. The ultimate function of this in both genres is to establish 

that what is being said is objective, but achievement of this aim is slightly different in the 

two genres. In the reseMch article removal of human participants and use of the passive is 

more complex than in the textbooks. As discussed in chapter 2, establishment of information 

as factual and objective involves removal of time, place and the people from whom the 

information originated. The writers of the research article remove themselves as agents, and 

thus use the passive, to make their knowledge claims appear as objective as possible. At 

times they remove other researchers for reasons of politeness: to avoid disagreeing with 

them. For example: 

7all has been generally assumed that ... 8Following this view ... 

At other times they impl y that ideas they agree with are widely accepted by not 

att ributing these ideas: 

9There is increasing evidence, however, thal many exlincliolls are actually short-lived 
evellls of .!.pecia/ stress ... 

By contrast , the textbooks in the study appear to remove human participants and use the 

passive for the reason that facts are more important than the people that first thought of 
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them are. One of the textbooks (McGhee) includes those who proposed the information 

as citations; that is, human participants are present but in a very impersonal way. They 

are not the agents of the research, or the subject of the clauses in which they appear. In 

this case they seem to serve the function of allowing the projected senior student readers 

to refer to the articles. The other two textbooks have generic rather than specific scientists 

as human participants. as is more common in textbooks as a genre. Once again this is a 

function of facts being mOTe important than the people that first thought of them are. 

The major differences between the textbooks and research article are in tenns of genre 

(considered in the sense prominent in the Australian school), in terms of relationship 

between reader and writer, and, related to this, in terms of persuasive intent . I give 

attention to these in the next two sections. 

4.2.5 GeOl·. in Duff and other textbooks 

My account of genre in chapter 4.1 notes that research articles contain discussion, recount 

and exposition, but that these are likely to be associated with particular sections. By 

contrast, textbooks are likely to contain a good deal of information report, explanation 

and procedure, and these are not associated with particular sections but rather are used 

according to the needs of the writer and the subject under discussion. 

Duff is a widely-used textbook for first year students. Originally written by Holmes (in 

1944), it has been revised four times, in this edition by Duff, originally one of Holmes 's 

students. Because of the newness of this information we can assume this section to be 

new. The extract from Duff considered in this research contains elements of both 

information report and discussion. The first paragraph (clause 1-6) is set up as a 

discussion, while the second and third paragraphs are more like an information report . 

Clause 1 links the extract to the previous topic in the chapter. Clauses 2-6 are apparently 

a discussiQ.D (Butt et al 1999:20) with clause 2 a statement that there is a debate. Clause 3 

states the catastrophism side of the argument, and clauses 4-6 the graduali sm side of the 

argument. The second and third paragraphs have some similarity with Butt et ai's 

(1999: 19) outline of the structural features of an information report . They present 

evidence in support of the first argument (catastrophism) and could be said to be a 

'sequence of related statements grouped in topic areas ' (Butt et al ]999:19). Paragraph 2 
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presents evidence from the stratigraphic column. and paragraph 3 presents mineral 

evidence linked to two theories of what caused the mineral evidence (extraterrestrial body 

and volcanism.) No attempt is made to persuade the reader. Evidence is provided to 

support catastrophism only. and the reader is left to conclude that this is the correct 

interpretation ofthe facts . 

McGhee is in the form of an information report. The first paragraph (clause 2-7) raises 

the possibility of mass extinction caused by an extraterrestrial body, and lOOSely fills Butt 

et aI's (1999: 19) slot, 'general opening statement or classification ' . The other nine 

paragraphs support this with a ' sequence of related statements grouped in topic areas ' 

(Bun et al 1999: 19). Paragraph 2 (clause 8-12) presents chemical and paragraph 3 (clause 

13-15) mineralogIcal e,·idence. Paragraphs 4 (clause 16-19) and 5 (c!ause 20-23) propose 

c1imli~ic effects consequent on impact by an extraterrestrial body. Paragraphs 6 (clause 

24-29), 7 (clause 30-31) and 8 (clause 32-34) suggest variations on interpretation of the 

data. Paragraph 9 (clause 35-41) relates the data to the stratigraphic record, while the 

tinal paragraph (clause 42-48) suggest other intra-solar mechanisms for mass extinction. 

As with Duff, no attempt is made to persuade the reader of any of the information. The 

readers are given the facts and left to draw their own conclusions. An exception to this 

directne3S is two instances where readers are mOTe obliquely told what to think. The first 

instance is the exclamation mark tn clause 31 b, which indicates to the reader that the 

writer finds this argument questionable: 

31ban alternative impact hypothesis has been proposed (Hut et al 1987) in which a 
series of smaller impacts . ... is argued to have produced the seqllellfial ertillctionsl 

The $econd instance is the apparent hint in clause 7 that the idea that ' all mass extinctions 

are ttiggered by impacts ' is unsupported: 

701h!:trs have gOlle to the extreme of maintaining that all mass extinctions are triggered 
by impacts, and that these impacts occur with clock-like regularity. 

This hint is however revisited with greater definiteness in clause 35, where readers are 

given clear direction by the writer that most mass extinctions were not caused by impacts: 

lS To date a strong case cannot be made/or large impacts during crisis intervals other 
than the Late Cretaceous and Late Eocene events ... 

Trefil and Hazen is once again an information reDon . The first paragraph (clauses 2-5) 

corresponds to Butt et 31 ' s (1999: 19) 'general opening statement or classification' in that 
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it raises the idea of mass extinction and distinguishes it from the 'normal' gradual rate of 

extinction. The second, third and fourth paragraphs correspond to Butt et ai's 'sequence 

of related statements. Paragraph 2 (clause 6-12) mentions various different mass 

extinctions. Paragraphs 3 (clause 13-16) and 4 (clause 17-20) provide evidence of various 

type for extra-terrestrial imp'ct. Finally. paragraph 5 (clause 21-27) corresponds to Butt 

et ai ' s 'concluding statement' in that it suggests implications of what has been said for 

the rate of evolution (gradual versus catastrophic). 

As a genre, textbooks contain a summary of the information that has been accepted by the 

research community as fact . This information is st:uctured in a range of genres (in the 

sense used in the Australian school) including in this selection information report, 

explanation, procedure. Besides these, other factual genres are likely to be included In 

texlbooks: discussion, exposition, recount, and at times, narrative. 

4.2.6 Ideology in textbooks 

In general university textbooks are aimed at an undergraduate audienc~. who want a 

synthesis of all current facts, theories etc. The individual researchers who first thought of 

these facts and theories are of less importance than the progress of the field as a whole. 

Myers (1989:4) has characterised the science discourse community as one in which 

individual researchers are very much less important than the community as a whole. 

Similarly, I would argue, individual researchers are' of less importance than their ideas, 

which ideally build on and seamlessly mesh with the ideas of others. The assumption 

appears to be that the truth/the realitylNature is 'out there ', and the work of a scientist is 

jus! to find out about it and describe it . Thus in textbooks, the role of only really key 

re5earchers - usually from the nineteenth century - is mentioned: individuals of the 

stature oi Darwin, Faraday, Marie Curie etc. Less famous nineteenth century scientists 

and current/modern researchers are generally not mentioned by name. 

Many features of Duff and other textbooks combine to create the impression of 

objectivity and thus high truth-value. Firstiy there is the impersonality of the text, which 

is achieved through the dearth of human participants, those present being mainly generic. 

To achieve this the writer uses passivisation, and nominalisation. He achieves a high 

level of deta:hment through this impersonality and through use of agentless mental and 

verbal processes. This impersonality is a feature of textbooks and an indication that facts 
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are more important in textbooks than the people who discovered them. to spite of the 

facelessness of the human participants in the text, the writer is at pains to indicate to the 

reader, through thematic development and use of conjunction, that there are opposing 

voices on the topic and that this is not an area where consensus has been reached. This is 

not an area of science that is represented as "established permanent fact" (Lemke 

1990: 137). The formal and abstract table that is the only illustration for this extract of the 

text also has high objectivity/truth value. 

The abstract nature of Duff also adds to the impression of objectivity [0 this text ideas 

rather than people aTe the main actors. Most processes - material, relational and verbal 

and mental - express meanings to do with ideas rather than with happenings or things. 

Part of the argument in this text - that concerning the nature of evolution - is sited 

entirely in embedded clauses. making this information less negotiable than information in 

ranking clauses. Even the features that are in apparent contradi(..1ion of this objectivity -

the dearth of hedging and the overt evaluation - give the impression that the WIiter is 

giving his true opinion and making no effort to convince/persuade us. 

Thus readers of textbooks are not persuaded by the writer. who has a 'take or leave it: 

these are the facts ' approach. By contrast, as Myers (1989), Bazerman (1988) and others 

have pointed out. the research article is persuasive. This can be seen in every section, 

with the Introduction/survey of literarure persuading the reader by placing the study in a 

light which makes it appear firstly as continuous as possible with previous studies in the 

field and secondly as answering an as yet unexplored area (Swaies 1981). The Method 

section is persuasive within the culture of science in that it removes the researchers as 

agents, making the work done impersonal and thus objective. Ideally the Method 

persuades the reader that the methods used were free of distortion. The discussion section 

persuades the reader that (in the case of my data) the results are reliable and fit their 

theory. and that other interpretations of the data are not reliable. 

The need for the writer of a research article but not of textbook to persuade the reader is 

related to the different power relations between reader and writer in research articles 

compared to textbooks. As Myers (1989) has pointed out, the readers of research articles, 

being representatives of the research community, are much more powerful than the writer 

is . On the readers depends whether the knowledge claim of the article is accepted, and 

thus becomes a fact, or not. By contrast the writer of a textbook is an authority on the 
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subject compared to the reader. who is a relative neophyte. Textbook readers 3fe assigned 

the textbook to read by the academic department they are studying with. That is, someone 

other than the readers has chosen the textbook based on their assessment of the suitability 

and completeness of its factual content. The student readers are thus encouraged to accept 

and learn the content of the textbook as fact , Thus, like the research article, the textbook 

has two sets of readers: students and the academics that prescribe the textbook. However, 

because the academic is assessing the textbook's suitability for students, neither writer 

nor the academics regard the academic as the primary projected reader of the textbook. 

The writer for example makes no attempt to mitigate the FT A of providing the academic 

with relatively elementary information. There are no reader-oriented hedges. The writer 

assumes that the academic as reader will make his/her judgement of whether to prescribe 

the book based on accuracy and completeness of information provided, readability, 

tutorial questions (and answers), diagrams and photographs etc. 

This power differential between reader (a student) and writer (an expert) is reflected in 

both hedging and in evaluation found in texts in the two genres. In the research article in 

the study, half the hedges are reader-oriented hedges (which serve to mitigate FTAs to 

readers) . By contrast, in the textbooks, reliability hedges (which indicate writer 

confidence in a proposition) are most common, and there are no reader-oriented hedges, 

as the writers, being in a position of greater power relative to the readers, have no reason 

to mitigate FT As. The authors of the research article avoid negative evaluation of their 

own ideas or methods (in order to persuade readers of the reliability of what they say), 

and also avoid negative evaluation of other writers (in order, as Myers ( 1989) points out, 

to show deference to the research community.) Textbooks show more overt evaluation, 

and this evaluation originates from the writer who is an authority. 

Reader-oriented hedges in research articles reflect the writer 's need to show deference to 

the reader who is, as Myers (1989) suggests, powerful in being the representative of the 

discourse community. By contrast, the dearth of reader-oriented hedges in textbooks 

reflects a writer who is an expert in the field, and is thus more powerful than the reader, 

generally a newcomer to the tield. More than this, I have argued that. in summarising the 

ideas that currently have been accepted and endorsed as fact by the discourse community, 

the writer of the text.book is powerful in being a representative of, and speaking for , the 

discourse community. In the textbook the fact is reified. Reification involves 

' represent ing a transitory historical state of affairs as jf it were permanent, natural , 
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outside of time' (Thompson 1990:65). My analysis in this section indicates that textbooks 

do indeed treat facts as outside time, although not, in this case, as permanent (it is clear 

from the three textbooks analysed that the topic is still controversial). In science, to be 

recognised as factual and objective, ideas must be removed from time and place and must 

be removed from the person who discovered them (Latour and WooIgar 1979). The 

textbook is the destination (perhaps temporary) of a successful knowledge claim from a 

research article that achieves this status. Textbooks transmit the collective knowledge of 

the discourse community, but as discourse they are less highly prized than research 

articles because the information they contain is not new information. 

4.2.7 Summary and overview 

In this sub-chapter I have characterised textbooks as similar to research articles in tenns 

of register (context of situation). but different in terms of genre (context of culture), In 

both genres we can clearly recognise Halliday ' s (1993) 'cluster of features ' that combine 

to produce scientific language: a high level of nominalisation, use of technical language, 

and impersonal language associated with a high level of passivisation. The most 

prominent register difference is the power differential between reader and writer in the 

two genres, with the reader of the research article and the writer of the textbook being 

more powerful. Associated with this is the persuasive intent of the research article, which 

is absent in the textbook. At the level of genre, differences between the two forms are 

marked. Research articles contain discussion, recount and exposition associated with the 

conventional Introduction-Method-Results-Discussion sections. By contrast, textbooks 

are likely to contain a good deal of information report, explanation and procedure, and 

these are not associated with particular sections but rather are used according to the need 

of the writer and the subject under discussion. 

At the level of Ideology, I have argued that textbooks complete the process of 

objectification of facts that the research article has begun. The research article proposes a 

fact (knowledge claim) and hopes to convince the readers to endorse it as fact . To do so, 

the research article employs passivised. impersonal, nominalised language, with a high 

level of relational compare;d to material processes in order to remove it as much as 

possible from time. place and people (the writers) . The removal of people Jthe researchers 

is incomplete (the author's name being attached to the article) until the fact is included in 
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textbooks, which, employing the same passivised, impersonal. nominalised language, 

also bury mention of the researchers and instead reify the fact . 

The next section is devoted to popular science articles, a genre that, like the research 

article and textbook, also prizes objectivity, but achieves it by stressing rather than 

removing the people concerned in research. 
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4.3: The popular science article: An article from Scientific American 
and comparisons with an article from Time. 

4.3.0 Introduction 
4.3.1 Field in the Scientific American article 

4.3.1.1 Human participants in the Scientific American article 
4.3.1.2 Processes, participants and circumstances in Scientific American 
4.3.1.3 Summary and overview of Field in SCientific American 

4.2.2 Mode in the Scientific American article 
4.3.2.1 Theme in the Scientific American article 
4.3.2.2 Nominalisation and embedding in Scientific American 
4.3.2.3 Passivisation in the SCientific American article 
4.3.2.4 Conjunctive relations in the Scientific American article 
4.3.2.5 Summary and overview of Mode in the Scientific American article 

4.3.3 Tenor in the Scientific American article 
4.3.3.1 Contact, affect and status in Scientific American 
4.3.3.2 Hedging in the Scientific American article 
4.3.3.3 Evaluation in the Scientific American article 
4.3.3.4 Summary and overview of Tenor in the Scientific American article 

4.3.4 Summary and overview of Register in Scientific American. 
4.3.!i Genre in the Scientific American article 
4.3.6 Ideology in popular science articles 
4.3.5 Summary 

4.3.0 Introduction 

In 4.2 I analysed an extract from a first year textbook, drawing comparisons with a more 

advanced-level textbook and a textbook for non-science students. That analysis indicated wide 

similarities between the textbooks, particularly between the textbooks for first year and more 

advanced students. It also indicated a great deal of similarity between textbooks and research 

articles at the level of register. In this section of the chapter and the next I turn my attention to 

popular science articles. In 4.3 I report on my close examination of an article from Scientific 

American (cf pages 23 and 25 of Appendix, which fold out), and draw comparisons with an 

article from Time magazine (cr. appendix page 28, 30 and 32). Both of these texts fall into the 

i~sues report genre (see 2.5.1). Scientific American is a publication which projects a readership 

largely made up of scientists, while Time, primarily a news magazine, caters to a much wider 

readership, who; for the most part, are not scientists. My analysis of the two texts indicates 

many similarities between them, and for reasons again of economy, I refer to the Time article 

only where it differs from the Scientific American article. In 4.4 I examine a popular article 

from the Mail and Guardian (cf. appendix page 35) which, unlike the other two popular articles 

taIls into the opinion piece genre (see 2.5.1). I choose to examine this article in greater detail 

than the Time article, as it shows significant differences from the Scientific American and Time 

articles. I trace these differences to the different ideological stance towards science of the 

article compared to that of the other two articles. Briefly, the Scientific American and Time 
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articles project a reader who is positive towards science while the Mail and Guardian article 

projects a reader who regards science in a negative light. 

Because of the length of the Scientific American article (1500 words in total) I have fully 

analysed and report on oPJy half the article, paragraphs I , 3, 5, 8, 10, and 13 (748 words) . 

However, in my consideration of theme, conjunctive relations and evaluation, in which 

continuity is important, I consider the entire article. As in chapters 4 . 1 and 4 .2, 1 begin this 

account with a consideration of register, analysing Field in 4.3 .1, Mode in 4.3.2 and Tenor in 

4.3.3. In 4.3.5 I look at the context of culture, or genre, in the article and, finally, in 4.3.6, I 

consider the ideology in the Scientific American article. 

4,3,} Field in the Scientific American article 

In this section 1 consider human participants, processes and participants, and 

circumstances. In general terms, t.here is strong focu s in this article on researchers and 

what they do and say. In this respect the text is similar to the Time article. However the 

Scientific American article also has similarities with the textbooks reported on in 4.2, in 

that the theories of researchers and evidence for these theories are also prominent. 

4.3.1.1 Human participants in the Scientific American article 

This article from Scientific American bristles with human participants (17), almost all of 

whom are researchers and authors of the research articles on which this article reports. 

Table 4.3.1 shows that more than half the human participants are the subject of major 

clause~, indicating that the Scientific American article is about researchers and their ideas. 

In fact th'! text is framed as a report on a debate between different researchers. Table 4.3.2 

shows that there are even more human participants in Time. The large number of human 

participants in these texts coincides with Bakhtin 's characterisation (cited by Lemke 

1992.85) of texts as multivocal. In both texts most human participants are specific (rather 

than generic), evidence that these are real people who are acting and being quoted - not 

merely ' most scientists' or ' some researchers' as in the textbooks. Similarly, in both texts 

most human participants are major in status meaning that they appear as participants 

rather than as part of a circumstance. Thus !he text is about real specified scientists, and 

what they think, say and do. The scientists are the focus of these articles (not dinosaurs as 

in the children 's texts or ideas as in the textbooks) . The specific and major status of 
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scientists in Scientific American and Time contributes to the positive image of science and 

scientists projected by the article. There is nothing sinister or threatening about these 

scientists or their research. 

T bl 3 H a e 4 . . 1 h S' 'fi Am . . I uman partIcIpants m t e clentt c encan artIC e 
2a the scientific and popular press (circumstance) minor, generic 
Sa the 8 erkeley workers proposed (v .... b.>4 minor, specific 
Sa David M Roup and J John Sepkoski an analysis .. . done by minor. specific 

Jr of the University of Chicago (~ial) 

6a they (Roup and Sepkoski) detennined the rate of major, specific 
extinction (~ 

9 Raup and Sepkoski suggest.ed (\lerbt::l.q major, specific 
10 Daniel P Whitmire of the University proposed models ( \le.r-~ major, specific 

of Southwestern Louisiana and ... 
14b an editor at Nature selected (~ial) minor, specific 
14b Muller and his colleagues were considering (~ minor, specific 
15 Hoffinan poinrs out (,.,.~ major, specific 
15 Roup and Sepkoski pared down ( ~ial) minor, specific 
ISa Hoffinan restored (ma<erial) major, specific 
19 Hoffinan and Joe Ghiold of ... suggest (ver~ major, specific 
19 Raup and Sepkoski' ~ criterion is biased (cx.tt>-CbutWej minor, specific 
22b Hoffinan and Joe Ghiold apply rt (definrtion) major, specific 

( ~ial) 

25. Hoffinan's arguments do not rule out ( ma.t"erL.a11 major, specific 
26 Roup and Sepkcski ' s data (goal) minor, specific 
26 Hoffinan found (~ major, specific 

The processes used in Scientific American are fairly neutral reporting verbs . Two 

exceptions (in bold-face in the examples) both apply to Roup and Sepkoski, with whose 

research the author of the Scientific American article disagrees. Raup and Sepkoski are 

said to have 15bpared do'vn their data, indicatir.g a somewhat faulty piece of research. 

Even worse, is the fact that their l'7tcriterion is biased. 

T bl 432 a e H uman participants ID researc h . I artlc e b k d . I text 00 an I popu ar artlc es 
Raup & Duff McGhcc Trcfil & Scientific Time Mail & 
Scokosld Hazen American Gllarriiun 

Number of participants 4 4 11 6 17 56 3 
Major/minor Major major Minor Major Major Major Major 

(+ minor) 
generic/specific specific generic Specific generic specific specific Generic 

(+ generic) 
Human participants ./ ./ I " I personalised 
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Table 4.3.2 depicts a companson I make between popular texts, research articles and 

textbooks concerning who is given a voice. Another factor reflected in it is whether that 

voice reflects written or spoken voices. Research articles privilege the written and 

published voices of other scientists (Ivanic and Simpson 1992). Besides this, research 

articles focus on their own rather than other people's research. Textbooks, although they 

cite some published works, are more commonly 'peopled ' by generic representatives of 

the discourse community (e.g. 'Some palaeontologists ' in Duff) or by researchers who 

have been omitted by use of the passive (e.g. IlMuch attention has been paid to the 

CretaceouslTertiary (KIT) boundary (Duff).) By contrast the Scientific American and 

Time texts foreground researchers: what they think and say and how they engage in their 

research. The Scientific American article sets up a dialogue between them, making a 

judgement about which findings and claims are most convincing. The difference is also a 

function of the different readers of the texts - a much broader readership in the case of the 

Scientific American anicle, and readers who are scientists but are not geologists. The 

majority of readers of Scientific American are the exoteric audience (Myers 1989:3) that 

''takes an interest in some of the researchers' findings" compared to the readers of Raup 

and Sepkoski who have a far greater chance of being the esoteric audience "involved in 

the ongoing research problem". However the scientists involved in the ongoing research 

problem (Myers' esoteric audience) are very much present in the article as the authorities 

quoted by the writer. It is on their utterances that the writer of a popular science news 

article scaffolds hislher argument 

The first time the human participants are mentioned in the Scientific American and Time 

articles, their first name, initial, surname and associated research institution are included. 

This is different from Raup and Sepkoski (1984) where the person's surname only is used. 

Ungerer (1997:315) suggests that use of titles and ' endearing funns of address' are 

linguistic cues likely to trigger emotion and interest in news stories, and it may be that use 

of first name and associated institution is similar to this . We get a glimpse of them as being 

real people. However the stress on their associated institutions also signals that they are 

also in a sense members of an elite. This attribution of ideas and utterances to elite 

authorities bolsters the authority of the writer. 

The large number of human participants in this text, almost all of them specific and more 

than half of them the subject of major clauses, collocate with material, mental and verbal 
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processes. This indicates a text that is about what specific researchers think, say and do. 

The text is a summary of the conflicting knowledge claims of different researchers for the 

exoteric audience (Myers 1989) who take an interest in scientific findings in fields other 

than their own. Human participants are personalised to the extent that their first names and 

associated institutions are mentioned. As the scientists active in the field under discussion. 

the human participants in popular science articles are the quoted authorities. By quoting 

these a.ccredited authorities the writer of the article gains authority for what is said. This is 

bolstered by reference to :he authorities as associated with elite institutions. 

4.3.1.2 Processes, participants and circumstances in the Scientific American article 

As in the companion accounts in 4.1.1.2 and 4.2.1.2, this section reports on what the 

Scientific American text is about as reflected in the participants and processes. In brief, the 

article is about researchers (who constitute most sensers and sayers) and their research 

(their hypotheses, methods, results. conclusions and knowledge claims). Thus the 

information in the article reflects its origins in the research articles from which the writer 

presumably extracted the information. 

As with Raup and Scpkoski (1984) the lexis in the Scientific American article reflects a 

world in which mass ext inction and life under threat from extraterrestrial forces are weU

accepted possibilities. Once again the ability to reflect on remotely distant events. as 

represented in the fossil record, is accepted as axiomatic. However, unlike in Raup and 

Sepkoski (1984), the idea of periodic mass extinction having an extraterrestrial cause is 

treated with some irony, being variously referred to as: 

J The notion that extraterrestrial forces have ... ," laIn the scenario that has received the 
most ailel1l;ol1 ... ; 2aa dim distant companion star of the sun ... : 3putative star; 25bcelestial 
intrusions. 

In treating the topic ironically, the writer distances himlherself from the 

"lIolioll"r scellario" of periodic mass extinctions being caused by extraterrestrial forces. 

The ironic treatment and mention of popular publications constitute an awareness of its 

sensational implications. Besides this, Raup and Sepkoski (1984) are represented as using 

faulty research methods: 

Raup and Sepkoski '5bpared ... their original data down ... ; the 16culled their data 

Even worse, their criterion is said to be 19bbiased_and 2Onot quantitative. 
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Researchers and their associated institutions feature strongly in the Scientific American 

article. Both scholarly publications ilialUre and Geological Magazine) and popular 

publications (the New York Times and Time) are important. 

T bl a e 4. 33 P d rocesses an I participants In t h S · ·fi Am e clentt c . I en can artlC e 
I parag clause Actor Material Goal Circumstance 

I 2b • to send periodic showers of into the inner solar system 
comets 

I 2c • some of the comets strike the earth 
I 4 • the regular may never 

extinctions have taken 
I place 

3 5a @ the impetus came in late 1983 
in the form or.. . 

3 7 # The rate peaked regularly 
at intcrvals of ... 

5 Ila • The companion would lie at a dista ncc of several 
light "ears 

5 12 • the star would pass the dense inner region of Evcry 26 million years, at 
through .. ... 

5 14b an eeitor at Nature selected it from a list of possibilities 
• 

5 15b Raup and Sepkoski pared down the 3500 families in to 567 
# their original data bv removing families 

8 18a# Hoffman restored the omiued fami lies to the data 
8 18b many ... extinction disappeared 

# peaks 
10 22b Hoffman and Joe apply it To a hypothetical model ... 

• Ghiold 
13 27 the .. . disruption of continue to a powerful case for an isolated impact's 

the biosphere make havin~ . . . 
Scnscr Mental Phenomenon Circumstance 

) 6 they determined the rate of extinction For each slratigraphic 
stage , .. 

10 22a to analyse the effects of that 
B definition 

Il 26a Hoffman found FACT (that the final In applying various 
stage of ... ) statistical criteria to ... 

Sa\'er Verbal Verbia!!'elRan2e/ target 
I 2a is held a dim distant companion In the scenario ... 

star . 
I • A reassessment of the suggests FACT (the regula; 

fossil evidence cxtinctions ... ) 
J 9. Raup and Scpkoski suggested FACT (that the 

I periodicity rcflects .. ) 
5 10 Daniel P Whilmire proposed models simultaneously 

. . . 
8 15. Hoffman points out FACT (MS pared the 

3500 families ... ) 
10 19 Hoffman and Joe suggest Fact (that R&S 's In another line of 

Ghiold ... c riterion . .. is biased) argument llp resentcd 



Identified Identifv ing . 
I 2d causing 

I 3 the proposal has been 

3 9 the periodicity reflects 

S 13 The gravitational would 
influence of . I DreciDitate 

S 17 it (culline. of d<:lta) meant 
to 21 an episode of mass IS 

extinction 
to 23a the orobability that ... IS 

10 23b the likelihood of ... is 
to 24 the probability that is 
to 2Sa Hoffman ' s arguments do not rule out 

Carrier Attributive 
I I gained 

3 8 statistical tests indicated 

S lib its orbit wou1d be 
5 l4a (The star I got 
to 19 is 
to 20 The criterion is not 
13 2Sb they make it) 
13 26 the final sta2c of ... I Qualified 
... relates to mearungs ID the real phySical world 
# relates to meanings to do " i th the world of research 
@ relates to ideas. 

Material processes 
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Identifier 
a mass extinction of 

I species 
the subject of newspaper 
articles . .. 
a recurrent event ... 

a comet shower 

that FACT 
any local peak in 
extinction rate : 
onc half 
one half 
one in four 
the possibility that ... 
Attribute 
wide currency 

a weaker. periodicity of 
30 million vears 
ec<".entric 
its name 
biased 

I quantitative 
unnecessarv 
as a mass extinction 

)sco 
J Table 4.3.5 
1 below 

Circumstance 

in the physical 
environment 

For each stal!C 

a little more than a year 
ago 

towards~riodicitv 

The material processes and participants in this article deal with four sets of meanings: the 

Nemesis Hypothesis, how the researchers did the research, their findings. and their 

conclusion. Thus the material clauses reflect the sections of the research article: 

hypothesis, methods, findings and conclusion. 

Hypothesis: 

held lblO send periodic showers of comels illlo the inner solar syslem, where ... ; IlaThe 
companion would currently lie at a distance of several light-years; 12the star would pass 
through the dense inner region of the Oorl cloud. 

Methods: 

ISblhat Raup and Sepkoski pared the 3500 families in their data down 10 567 by .. 
l~aWhell Hqfiman restored Ihe omittedfamities 10 the data; l l bHojfman and Ghiold apply 
ilia a hypothetical model in which .. . ; 
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Results: 

7The rate peaked regularly at intervals of about 26 million years~ 
t8bmally of the sharpest extillctioll peaks disappeared~ 

Conclusion 

4bthe regular extinctions said to be the handiwork of Nemesis may never have taken place. 

This gives the impression that what the article is about is research - what its writers 

hypothesise, how the research was done, and what was found . lmplications for both life on 

earth and the extraterrestria1 forces that influenced it are embedded within nomina1 groups 

and are elaborations on them. 

Mental and verbal processes 

The sensers and sayers associated with mental and verbal processes are almost a1l 

researchers. The article gives us insight into the thoughts of the researchers and a1lows us 

to hear what they have to say: 

6 . . they determined the rate of extillction (defined as the IIlImber of families that .. .); 
22aTo analyse the effects of that definition, Hoffman and Ghiold .. . .. 261Hoffman found 
that ... ; 9'Raup and Sepkoski suggested~ IODaniel P Whitmire ... proposed; I ~HoffmalJ 
points out; 19'Hoffman and Ghiold suggest. 

There are far more reporting verbs in the Scientific American article than there are in Raup 

and Sepkoski and the textbooks. from which they are almost absent. In the Scientific 

.t\merican text some of the reporting verbs are consistent with the reporting-on-research 

function of the article: 

28Alvarez ... reported that~ l2lThe workers proposed that; 9'Raup and Sepkoski suggested; 
36JRampino and Stathers ... proposed; IORichard A Muller ... proposed ... 

Other verba1 processes are consistent with arguing between opposing explanations: 

4O'some workers argue that; 421 All/ani HoJjmall. .. contends that; IS'HoJjmall points out 

that; Hoffmall and Ghiold suggest that ... ~ 4hHoffman argues ... ; slRaup and Sepkoski 

stand by their finding ; ." Sepkoski also found; "Hoffmall found. 

These examples reveal that on the whole the writer is on the side of the argument put 

forward by Hoffman rather than on the side of the argument supported by Raup and 

Sepkoski. Hoffman is far more often said to be <arguing ', 'contending ', 'pOinting Ollt'. 
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etc. that' are Raup and Sepkoski, who, however. have two such verbal processes 

associated with their names. The writer thus attempts to present a balanced case in which 

Raup and Sepkoski 'stand by ' their findings and 'also found' supporting evidence for their 

ideas. This enables the writer to create the appearance of objectivity. 

Further evidence for the "miter 's support for Hoffinan over Raup and Sepkoski is found in 

the explicit statement ill the writer's conclusion that it is u1.5bwmecessary 10 suppose the 

celestial intM/sions have been regular", and in the final clause complex of paragraph ! : 

,,4. A reassessmeflt of the fossil evidence now suggests the regular extinctiolls ... may never 

have taken place". This use of reporting verbs means that the writer stays at arm's length 

from the argument. It is Raup and Sepkcski, or Hoffman that are arguing, suggesting and 

pointing out; on occasion even the research itself makes suggestions: ".u A reassessment of 

thelossil evidence now suggests". Thus the writer very skilfully allows the researchers to 

speak for himlher. Combined with use of modality discussed below. the article appears 

objective (both sides of the argument presented) but the writer signals the side of the 

argument s/he finds more convincing through modality, process verbs and explicit 

statement. 

Below (er. 4.3.2. 1) I argue that t.his text is a narrative of research. However the text goes 

beyond this to be a narrative of rival knowledge claims. The verbal and mental processes 

combine with norninalisations of verbal and mental processes (e.g. 4lreassessment) and 

other nouns meaning something like ' idea' or ' claim ' (e.g. 4notioll, 27the case) to make 

almost every clause of the text participate in tracking what was claimed and what the 

status of the claim is in the opiruon of the writer. I illustrate this by reference to paragraph 

I and 2 only. 

'The lIotion ... hln the scenario. 3the Nemesis hypothesis ... the proposal has been the 
subject of newspaper articles, two editorials in the New York limes and a cover slory in 
Time magazine. 4aA reassessment ... now suggests 4bthe regular extinctions said to be the 
handiwork of Nemesis .. . 

28Ncmesis and similar theories grew out of an earlier and more modest claim. 29aLuis W. 
Alvarez, ... reported ... 3h The workers proposed 33Since then the finding ... have 
bolstered the case ... 
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Fact Clauses 

Gerot (1995 :96) suggests that packaging information as facts implies that these facts have 

a privileged, accepted starus. There are a number of mental (I) verbal (4) and identifYing 

(I) fact clauses in this article. An example of a fact clause in the Scientific American article 

is: 17But it also meant that small fluctuations in extinction rate during recent stages 

would be magnified by .. . Those facts in clauses 4, 9 and 26 constirute the knowledge 

claim of research articles (those ofRaup and Sepkoski in 9 and ofHoffman in 4 and 26). 

The facts in clauses 15, 17 and 19 are Hoffman's criticisms of Raup and Sepkoski's 

findings/claims. Five of the six fact clauses express Hoffinan's rather than Raup and 

Sepkoski's point of view, supponing the idea that the writer sides with Hoffman rather 

than Raup and Sepkoski. (This is likely to be a news bias to the most recent findings as 

much as a bias in favour of Hoffman or against Raup and Sepkoski) In the Time article, 

much of the explanation of the theories associated with the impact hypothesis is contained 

in fact clauses, indicating once again that infonnation imponed from other texts is often 

contained in fact clalJses. 

Relational processes 

There are far more relational processes in this text than there are other types of processes, 

retlecting a text primarily about relationships between things: what causes what and how 

likely different ideas on the topic are to be true. Many of the relational processes in this 

text involve causal verbs, which often join two nominalised processes together: 

avitational in would ')reci a comel shower 
causal verb norninalisation 

Conjunctions and prepositions are the typical way that logical-semantic relations are 

constructed in English, but the lexicalisation of cause as verbs is a feature of scientific 

writing, as is lexicalisation of cause as nouns (nominalisation) (Halliday ] 993 :92). 

Embedded meanings in the Scientific American article. 

Table 4.3.4 shows the meanings realised in embedded clauses in the anicle. 
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T bl 43 4 a e M b dd d I earungs In em e e causes In th S' ffi Am e clen 1 C encan a rt IC e 

Actor Material Goal 
li @ extraterrestrial forces have intruded the history of life 

into 
2ai @) has received the most attention in the .. ~~ 
Si @) to eJl,1end the isolated event ", into a cYcle of '" 
5iii • by David M RauD ". done 
6i # is divided the fossil record ", into which 
6ii # defined as the number of fami lies .. , 
6iii # by Ihe number of divided the number of families 

families existing ... that became extinct ", 
l2U· to envelop the solar svstem 
15bi # cannol be whose origin and to single stages 

resolved extinction 
17i # by lbe reduced would be small fluctuations in 

number of ... mal!J1i1ied extinction rate ... 
22bi # the rate [at which .. 1 varies at random from stage to .. , 
25a(Q) " , influences have shaped the history of life, 
26ai # apphing various statistical criteria range: to R & S's data 
27i • that occurred then 
27ii • having ended the reign of the , 

Senser Mental Phenomenon 
12i is thought 
25bi to suppose 

Sal'er Verbal YertIi.,.eIRan.et la",el 
4bi said 
5ii b\' the '" workers DTOOOsed 

Identified Identifvine; Identifier Circumstance 
3i Called the Nemesis hYPOthesis after the name of the ", star 
4bii 10 be the handiwork of .. ' 
lOi (he cJl,1inction reflects the orbital period of a 

veriodicity companion star " , 
16i from the fact that ,., resulting 
16iii they may represent .. , similar .,. groups 
24i the stage represents a peak in extinction rate 

Carrier Attributh'c Attribute 
6i\' became eX1inct in the stage 
11 i the rate IS higher than In Ihe 

pr=<ling ... sta.es 
22bii families become extinct 
23ai the extinction rate is higherthan in . 
23bi its being higher lban In lbe 

follov.'ing stage 
25bii Ihe .. intrusions ha\'e been regular. 

beba·"er behavioural matter 
16ii are classified many recent fossils as members of ... grOUOS 

19bi identifying a mass extinction 
• relates to mearungs m the real ph)slcaJ " orld 
# relates to meanings 10 do with the world of research 
@ relales to ideas 
Roman numerals indicate embedded clauses. For example 25bii refers to the 2nd embedded clause in 
clause 25b. 
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Table 4.3.5 summarises the differences in kinds of meaning realised in ranking compared 

to embedded clauses. Differences between ranking and embedded material clauses in the 

kinds of meanings realised, are not as striking as in the textbook, McGhee, which has 

meanings to do with the real world and research in embedded clauses compared to 

abstract meanings in ranking clauses. In the Scientific American article there are more real 

world meanings and fewer abstract meanings in the ranking clauses than in the embedded 

clauses. This seems to be because the embedded material is more likely to have been 

imported from another text (L e. a research article) . Most processes and participants that 

concern the extraterrestrial forces and all the meanings to do with implications for life on 

earth are contained in embedded clauses. Extraterrestrial forces or bodies: 'intrude, 

2~strike, 2~'"shape the history oJ life, 27end the reign of the dinosaurs, as well as the less 

threatening " '"lYing at a distance of .. . and I2passing through the Oort cloud. Life and 

living things, 'history of life, 6fossil record, 'lamilies, 27dinosaurs are 'intruded upon, 

2~ashaped and 27 ended, by the extraterrestrial forces. The circumstances associated with 

material forces are to do with time and place, mainly the time and place of these events 

initiated by extraterrestrial forces. 

T bl 35 a e 4. s ummary 0 fk d f m s 0 mearungs In ran ki ng an d b dd d I em e e causes 
Real world meanings Research meanings Abstract meanings total 

Ranking material clauses 6 (50% 5 42%) I 8%) 12 
Embedded material clauses 4 (27% 7 47%) 4 27%) 15 

Circumstances 

Table 4.3 .6 indicates that circumstances oflocation are most prominent in this article . 

Table 4 3 6 Circumstances in the Scientific American article 
Extent. Location: Location: Manner Cause Contingency Role Matter 
temporal I place time 
I 8 (38%) 3 (14%) 3 (14%) I I I 4 (19%) 21 

Such circumstances (specifically of location) refer to where things happened, in tenns of 

astronomy, ("'"at a distance of several light years; 12at its closest approach 10 the SUIl), or 

where in abstract space ('4ball editor selected it from a list oJ possibilities; llbtheyapply it 

10 a hypothetical model) . Circumstances of location in time refer to when discoveries were . 
made or research done such as ~ain late 1983 . These circumstances combine with a number 

of marked themes to make the article into a narrative of how research in this area has 
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progressed. Unusually in the texts in the study, matter is also important. These refer to 

theories e~ln the scenario that has received the most attention in the scientific and 

popular press) and slraligraphic slages r For each stratigraphic stage into which the 

fossil record of the past 250 million years is divided) . 

4.3.1.3 SlImmary and overview of Field in the Scientific American article. 

As in the Time article there are a large number of human participants in the .Scientific 

American article, indicating a text that is far more personal than the research article and 

the three textbooks considered. Most of the human participants are specific and half are 

the subject of major clauses co11ocating with mental, verbal and material processes 

indicating that the text is about researchers and their conflicting knowledge claims. By 

comparison with the article in the Mail and Guardian researchers collocate with most of 

the verbal processes and thus they are given the major voice in the article. Use of verbaJ 

processes such as 'contend' and 'argue ' allow the writer to stand back from the argument 

and appear objective. Because the human participants are researchers active in the field, 

their utterances and the fact that they are in a sense elite people give the article authority. 

Not only is the article authoritative, but the writer aJso gives the impression of being 

objective in that the researchers appear to be arguing while the writer appears to be 

neutra11y reporting what they say. These verbal processes combine with circumstances of 

time to make this article a narrative of contending knowledge claims. By contrast with the 

textbook by McGhee, in the Scientific American text it is the abstract information rather 

than the real-world information that is likely to be located in embedded clauses. This 

makes the abstract meanings less easily challenged by the reader. The verbal processes in 

this text make it into a debate between rival research claims. 

4.3.2 Mode in the Scientific American article 

In this section I consider, under the categories of theme, nominalisation and embedding, 

passivisation and conjunctive relations, the ways in which the author of the Scientific 

American article has chosen to organise the message. 

4.3.2.1 Theme in the Scientific American article 

Table 4.3 .7 provides a clause by clause analysis of theme in Scientific American. In the 

fourth column of the table I signal the markedness of themes using Gosden's (1992) 
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categories. Like the research article and textbooks in this study, the Scientific American 

a."1icle also wishes to appear objective, and in the vaJue system of journalism this means 

giving "both" sides of the story. This the article does, but by skilful use of marked themes, 

amongst other things, the writer signaJs to the reader that ' one side of the story' is more 

credible than the other. 

Table 437 Theme in the Scientific American article 
Textual I TooicaJ 

I rt-'rhe notion {(that extraterrestrial forces have ... intruded ... )) 
2a 1 n the scenari that has received h most attention in 

where Some of the comets ___ -
3 Called tbe Nemesis bVDOthesi. after tbe Dame of tbe .~. 

I IIUlrkedness 
' heavy' theme 
Location in space 

?reposed attributive 
4. 
4b 

Areassessmenl (of the fossil evidence now ./ 
~"-4---~+"ili~e~re~gW~a.~r~e~XUn~·~cu~· o~ns~~~·~d~t~O~be~ili~e~han~~ru~·~~~-r7k-o~f~N7c-m-e-s7is~·~A<~-+--------------

28 
29. 
29b 

30a 
30b 
3 1 

,---
that 

but- -

32. 1 

~emesis and similar theories 
1 In 1979 ". 

a layer of clay IIdeposited at the cnd of the Cretaceous .aecrut..2.5 
million years aJ!.o in Italy, ... 1] 
Iridium -
Widespread cxtinctions, rr inclu e demise of the dinosaursl\ 
The workers 

f-'03~2b"--1f-t"ha",,-t -j::~~extinctions and the iridium layer 
f-733'--fI ___ +~ce then 

5a 1\ The impetus « to extend the isolated event «proposed by ~ 
Berkelev workers)) )) ___ 

6 

7 
8 
9. 
9b that 

I For each strati hie sta~e. ((inl~D\'hich the fossil rrcOIY1 of the 
250 million \'ears is divicled ___ 
The rate ___ 

Statistical tests also 
RauD and Sepkoski 
the periodicity· 

nomees and astrophvsicists 

Location in time 
' heavy ' theme 

contrast 

Location in time 
' heavy ' theme 

tion in spacc: 
' heavy ' theme 

Location in space: 
~~'~h~~~I\~~"~t~he~m~e~~~ ~

4 ' 1 
35 . In several scenarios 
36a .~ ---llM.iehael R Rampino and Richard B Stothers of ... 
36b for T dUring passages through the !llllactic plane. " which 

10 

~., 
llb 
12 
13 
14. 

occur at 
exam I intervals of about 33 million yearsll 
that 

but 

~aniel P Whitmire of the University of Southwestern Louisiana and 
Albert A ... 
The comoanion 
its orbit 
Even' 26 million vcars at its closest anoroach to the sun 
The gravitational influence {of Nernesis 
The~r / 
an editor at Nature ,/ 

r-;~--'-""""'t-lO;=:j pPOr/ for the notion of period.ic impacts k'" 
14b when 
37. 
37b 1 other geologic events lincludin~ reversals in the eanh's .,. ~ 

The orooosed mechanisms 
It appears, for e:umole. 

38 
i 39 

Location in time 
Addition: appositive 
' heavy' theme 
'heavy ' theme 

contrast 
Location, time & space 

Location in time 

'heavy' theme 
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40a As for th Nem is model maner 
that a conlDaruon star-oral the ~l distance Hthat is requiredlll ' heav\" theme 

41 .....:wow Location in time 
420 n a recent naner in Nature Location in soace 
42b that I uncertainties (i(~ fossil datine and biases in R &S's o Ogy) 'heavv' theme 
15a -f-Hoffman 
15b that up and Seokl")ski· 
16 ~The culliil2(of the data 
17a I But ~it [culling of the datal ~ contrast 
18a ben Boffman restored tbe omitted families to the data Location in time 
43 

I 
I e orieinal (jndjlf{~ of oeriodicitv also 

44 , ] -EauaU,' DIausible time scales '" .. 
45 I GinD a t ime scale l(different from the one Rand S adonted,n roncession 
19a In another line of 3WI,.lent i(RreseJl~~ in a Q!RS;f in ". III I Location in soace 
19b that j-Rau2 and SC2koski 's criterion for idcntifvinE a mass extinction· 
20 L The critenon 
21 Instead an enisode of mass extinction contrast 
22a To analy~ the effects of that definition 4- - Clause as theme 

I Cause: purpose 

~~-
Lor each sta~ ~ ___ Location in time 
hh~ likelihood «of its being higher than in the following stage») r ' heaw' theme 23b 

24 W'he I!.robability «that the stage reeresents a ~k in extinction ... » ' heavy' theme 
46 Even if ~'tinction rate varies randomiy, ! concession 

_. Clause as theme 

-±L., r1Trthe timt'. ~.:I le RaU" and !';cnkoo;;kj adonted r Location in time 
48a Hence, Hoffinan Cause: result 

~& S's d;iinwon of mass extinction, tOEcther \\ith their time scale 
-

48b 
4<)a There ma\' 
49b but the regularilV contrast 
50 T If it is. ~- Ci::lusc as theme I Condition: hypothetical 
51 ...RaUD and ScDkoski 
52a ~n their o~inal work Location in soacc . 
52b and -
53a The 26·rnillion·year cycle I 

I - .. 
~4whiCh 

53c , that it --53d anJ 
, 

5-'a ~- Since. ~~cn ! 
Locallon in time;; ._ i-

54b the 26-million·year periodicity 

I 55 I ~eDkoski 

~ 56 Reoons of both new analvses 
25a ~Offman'S arguments 
25b , even if er I conccssion 
26a i In annhi~rious statistical criteria to Rau and e oski"s data i Cause; DUCOOse 
26b that ,..J...the final stagz of the C-;etaceous I 
27 -~ ... disrutJIion " .. « that occurred then» and the iridium layer I ' heavy' theme 
nominalisalion: italics: clause as theme: bold: marked theme: underlined 

Table 4 .3 .7 indicates that thematic development of the Scientific American article is 

achieved through marked themes, largely circumstances and <heavy' themes (listed in the 
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fourth column), and also through some mai!ltenance of theme (marked by arrows in the 

second column). In general the circumstance as marked themes in the Scientific American 

article can be divided into two groups. Firstly there are those that concern where and 

when events have happened in remote time and space: 36bduring passages through the 

galactic plane; 12Every 26 million years, at its closest approach to the sun. These marked 

themes combine with circumstantial adjuncts in unmarked clausal positions to pamt a 

picture of events that are extremely far off in both time and space: Iregularly and 

catastrophicaUy; 2ainto the inner solar system; 7 at intervals of about 26 million years; Ibat a 

distance of several light years; 19towards periodicity. 

Secondly, there are those marked themes that concern recent time and space: when 

research took place, the models and methods researcQers used, and where and when they 

published the work: 

]oln the scenario ((that has received the most attention in the scie11lijic and popular 
press)) ; 29"ln 1979; 33Since then; 6For each stratigraphic stage ((i11l0 which the fossil 
record of the past 250 million years is divided)) ; 3'111 several scenarios; 4O"As for the 
Nemesis model; 42a.]n a recent paper in Nature; 1<O:"]n another line of argumelll ({presented 
in a paper in Geological magazine.)); 471n the time scale Raup and Sepkoski adopted; 
52"]n their original work; 54aSince then; 26]n applying various statistical criteria to Raup 
and Sepkoski 's data. 

It is clear that these adjuncts keep drawing the readers ' anention to the research, it5 

methods and theories. In many cao;;es this is preparatory to mentioning criticism of Raup 

and Sepkoskfs work. These marked themes combine with a number of circumstantial 

adjuncts used in the article to make the text into a narrative of how research in this area 

has progressed: 

~aiJ1late 1983; la little more than a year ago; 2ain the scientific and popular press 
l.f'irvm a list of possibilities ((Muller and his colleagues were cOllsidering)) 

For the most part, the marked themes in this article function to signa1 the progression of a 

narrative of resear~h into the idea of an extraterrestrial cause of mass extinction. They 

signal what researchers are involved, when and how they did the research, what their basic 

findings were, the controversies between researchers and ultimately which researchers the 

writer thinks are right . 
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Besides all the circumstances of time and space as marked themes there are also many 

marked 'heavy' themes. According to Thompson (1996: 141) a common function of these 

is also to specify the framework for interpretation. 

Almost every paragraph has a heavy theme in the first clause or a circumstance of time and 

space in the second clause or a combination of these. The writer uses these two devices to 

specify the framework for the interpretation of the paragraph (Thompson 1996: 141). 

Examples of paragraphs that have the combination of heavy clause followed by 

circumstance are paragraphs 1 (clausel and 2a), 3 (clause 5 and 6a), 4 (c1ause35 and 36a), 

and 11 (clause 46 and 47). 

The large number of marked themes - circumstances of both time and space, and 'heavy' 

themes - indicate that the writer is keen to keep specifying the framework for 

interpretation, and to guide the reader closely in interpretation of the text . This close 

guidance in telling the reader what is important in the text , and how to interpret the text , 

coincides with the structure of the text , which is only apparently a debate structure. As 

discussed above in section 4.3 .1 closer reading indicates that the writer is clearly ID 

support of one of the voices (Hoffinan) rather than the other (Raup and Sepkoski). 

Apart from the use of marked themes in structuring the text, as the arrows in the Table 

4.3.7 show, the writer uses a mixture of maintenance of theme (same theme as the 

previous one) and progression of theme (theme drawn from the previous rheme) 

throughout the text . 

In summary, the analysis of theme above indicates that the writer of this text guides the 

reader very closely in the interpretation of this text. To do this the writer combines use of 

' heavy' theme in the first clause of a paragraph with marked theme in the form of 

circumstances of time and space in the second clause of each paragraph. As I suggest 

above, this signals to the reader what is important in the text and how to interpret the text . 

Trus close guidance supports my suggestion elsewhere that the text only apparently gives 

equal voice to the two rival knowledge claims/voices in the text . In fact the writer clearly 

supports one of the voices and gives little credence to Raup and Sepkoski. 
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4.3.2.2 Nominalisation and embedding in the Scientific American article 

Nominalisation turns a process into a thing and locates it in the nominal group. Embedding 

extends the nominal group, but locating a phrase or clause within it . 

Nominalisation in the Scientific American article 

In this article norrunalisation (er. sections 4.1.2.2 and 4.2.2.2) is more common than it is in 

the other two popular articles in the study. This may reflect a readership of a greater 

proportion of scientists than the readership of Time or the Mail and Guardian. 

In the Scientific American text, 27 different nominalisations were found in about 900 

words of the text (paragraphs I , 2, 3, S, 8, 10 and 13). I will discuss these under two 

categories: those that function in the narrative of research in the text and others as part of 

cause and effect argument in this very closely argued text . 

Nominalisations that function in the narrative of research 

b at/ell/ion, 3hypothesis, 3proposal, 
19"argument, 21dejinition, 2Saargumellls 

4areassessmem, 28c/aim, B findillg, , I · alia YS1S, 

They function as part of the narrative of research and rival knowledge claims discussed 

above. They combine with nouns like l"Oliol1 and uscenario to allow the author to track 

what is being claimed and the status of the claim in the writer 's opinion. Of these, some 

ChYPofhesis, 3hypothesis, 4areassessment, 33jinding,) avoid mention of agent. Most of these 

are in the introductory paragraph that provides a broad sketch of what is to come. Their 

function does not therefore appear to be concealment of agent . Other nominalisations 

(
" I . 28 I · , I ' 19a 21 ,./.r. . . 2Sa ). h a tellllOlJ, C atm , anaYSIS, argument, ueJmll1011, argume11ls mentIOn t e agent 

in the same or a previous clause. 

Nominalisations that function in cause and effect argument 

The second and more numerous category of nominal isation involves processes and 

attributes that have been transformed into nouns. These nominalisations function in cause 

and effect argument as descibed by Halliday (1993 :6 1): 

'currency, 4aevidelJce, 33al1omaly, 6.ISb.19b.24extillction, 8.9b. lo, '9bperiodicity, 12approach, 
16clllling, 16ul1certaillly, ~'fIuctuatiol1s, 231,24probability, 23blikelihood 2'lpossibility, 
;'bintrusiol1s, 2,7 disruption, 27 reign. 

Two further nominalisations are adjectives that are used as nouns - in fact abbreviations: 
31Crelaceolls [period), 14apossibilities (possible explanations). 
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The Scientific American article is shown in Table 4,3 .8 below to have a significantly larger 

number of nominalisations than the other two popular texts. perhaps a reflection of the 

greater knowledge of scien~ of the readership of Scientific American. The readers of the 

Mail and Guardian and Time are not expected to be scientists as the readers of Scientific 

American are. The high number of nominalised mental and verbal processes supports the 

idea of this text as a narrative of rival knowledge claims. Not surprisingly. compared to 

Raup and Sepkoski and Duff, none of the popular texts uses nominalisation to avoid 

mention of agency. As my discussion of human participants and passivisation shows. 

popular texts have no motive to avoid mention of agency. as impersonalisation is not how 

objectivity is achieved in news articles. Instead. the writer achieves both objectivity and 

authority by attributing ideas to human participants and using them to const!1lct hislher 

aigument. 

Table 4 38 .. Number and function of nomina lis at ions in the different texts 
R&S Duff McGhee T&H Scientific Tim M& G 

American ~ 

Different nominalisations per 43 56 45 7 30 :W 18 
1000 words 
Number of nominalised mental & 5.6 5.6 5.4 3.6 11.1 3.0 6.1 
verbal orocesses! 1000 words 
Technical terms ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ -
Cause and effect argument and ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 
keeping reasoning in same clause 
Mention of agency avoided ./ ./ 

In brief, the nominalisation in this article functions in constructing the argument over 

whether research into an extraterrestrial cause for mass extinction is convincing. The first 

involves nominalisation of mental and verbal processes such as 4areassessmenf and 

~analysis , By becoming actors in the text these function in making this text a narrative of 

rival knowledge claims. The second type of nominalisation functions in facilitating 

efficiency in argument .. 

Embedding in the Scientific American article 

This text is highly embedded. and the embedding serves the function of adding specificity. 

adding detail, and adding intertextual information on which the ranking clause can 

comment . 
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1. Em~edded material that adds to the specificity of what is said 

11 Widespread extinctions, [including the demise of the dinosaurs,] marked the end of the 
Cretaceous 
12bthe extinctions and the iridium layer had a common cause: the impact of an 
extraterrestrial object. [probably an asteroid about 10 IdbmeJers in diameter.] 
9bthe periodicity rej1ects a recu"ent event, [probably of astronomical origin,} in the 
physical environment. 
6For each stratigraphic stage [[into which the fossil record oJ the past 250. million years 
is divided]] they determined the rate of extinction [[(defined as the number of families 
that became extinct in the stage divided by the number oJ families existing during the: 
stage).)} 

2. Sometimes this addition of greater specificity shades into the addition of detail: 

5The im?etus to extend the isolated event .. . came in late 1983 in the form of an analysis 
of stratigraphic data on fossil marine animals [[done by David M Raup and J John 
Sepkoski J, of the University ofChicago.j} 
36aMichael R Rampino and Richard B Stothers [of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration's Goddaru Institutefor Space Studies] proposed. . . 
141(fhe star got its name 14bwhell an editor at Nature selected it from a list of possibilities 
[(Mill/er and his col/eagues were considering.)}} 

3. Evaluative authorial comment (bold face) in ranking clauses on intertextual 
embedded information: 

J The notion that [[extraterrestrial forces have regularly and catastrophically intntded 
inlO the history of life]} gained wide currency ... 
laIn the scenario [(that has received the most atlel1lion in the sCiel1lijic and popular 
press}). .. 
l[rCalied the Nemesis hypothesis after the name of the putative star]1. the proposal has 

33S illce then the finding tt.at {{an iridium anomaly exists at many other sites around the 
world and that the iridium-rich clay also cOl1laills minerals apparently altered by heal 
and shock]] have bolstered the case_ ... 
IODal1iel P Whitmire ... and Albert A Jackson ... proposed models {fin which the 
extinction perioiiicity rej1ects the orbital period of a companion Slar of the sUltl} 
17But it also meant that [[smallj1uctuations in extinction rate during recel1l stages would 
be magnified by the reduced Ilumber I}f families under consideration.}] 
25aHof/man 's arguments do not rule out the possibility that [[extraterrestrial influences 
have shaped the history of life}). .. 

What is said in this article from Scientific American seems to be at several removes from 

the author, who develops an argument something like: 'researcher x, reporting in journal a 

reports finding p . However researcher y . reporting in journal b disagrees with finding p 
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because of q' . Thus a lot of the embedding in the article is a result of the fact that the 

article is reporting on: 

a. What certain researchers (x) have done 

b. What yet other researchers (y) have said about what these researchers (x) have done 

and what these other re.:iearchers (y) have done in response. 

c. The author's source of information is research articles, which may report on 

researchers x 's research in response to his/her disagreement with the research of 

researcher y . 

This makes for extremely embedded clause complexes such as the following: 

19a1n anD/her line of argument, [[presented in a paper in Geological magazine,]] 
Hoffman and Joe Ghiold of Louisiana Stale University suggest/hat J9bRaup alld 
Sepkoski's criterion UDr identifying a mass extinction} is biased towards 
periodicity. 

Often there arc two nominal groups with embedded clauses or a nominal group and a 

prepositional group both with embedded clauses joined by a process. For example: 

For each stratigraphic stage [[into they determined the rate of extinction [[defined as the 
which the fossil record of the past nwnber of families that became extinct 
250 million years is divided]] in the stage divided by the number of 

fami lies existing during the stage]] . 
Prepositional group with pronoun process Nominal group wit!; embedded clause 
embedded clause 

In summary, most embedded material in this Scientific American article serves to add 

information of a greater degree of specificity to the nominal group than that found in the 

ranking clause. This was one of two imponant roles for embedding in Raup and Sepkoski. 

the other being the packaging of central propositions into facts. There are howevt~, very 

few fact clauses in the Scientific American article. In it (as in Raup and Sepkoski, and the 

three textbooks - Duff, McGhee, and Trefil and Hazen,) there is some tendency for 

material imported from other texts to be sited in embedded clauses, and for the author to 

comment evaluatively in the ranking clause on this embedded material. 

4.3.2.3 Passivisation in the Scientific American article 

Most verbs in the Scientific American article are active, with only nine verbs in the 1500 

word passage being passive. Where the passive is used it does not appear to be the 
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function of the passive to hide the agent, as this is (a) supplied either in the same sentence 

(3 cases: clauses 2a, 5, 17) or (b) part of well established scientific fact and so the agents 

are easily understood as the generic 'by geologists' , 'by Physicists' etc. (5 cases: clauses 6, 

12, ISb 16 clause 40b.) An example of this is 6'for each stratigraphic stage into which 

the fossil record of the past 250 million years is divided ... '). Only in the case of clause 5 

is the agent present in object position. In one case use of the passive does conceal the 

agent eSThe proposed mechanisms have been criticised.) The purpose of this does not 

appear to be to conceal controversy as witnessed in the process ,3ihave been criticised', 

and in the fact that the author is not reluctant to be specific about the parties (Hoffman on 

the one hand and Raup and Sepkoski on the other) in another part of the controversy 

elsewhere in the article. 

Clause 38 is the only case where the passive process is in a ranking clause. In the other 

eight cases the passive verb is found in an embedded clause and is describing! elaborating 

on the head noun of the nominal group into which the clause is embedded (5 cases: 2a, 5, 

6, 12, 40b). In two cases (clause 16 and ISa) the embedded clause is a fact clause. In 

seven of these eight cases the agent/sayer is not present and focus is on the 

goal/phenomenon. 

This analysis confirms the findings elsewhere in this analysis that the writer has no wish to 

conceal agency in order, as was found in the research article and textbooks, to promote 

the impression of objectivity. In fact , as is the way with much journalism, this text 

attributes ideas and arguments to authoritative human participants for the very purpose of 

promoting the impression of authorial objectivity. 

In summary, because the text is framed as a debate bet ween the human participants, use of 

the passive in this text is infrequent and, where present, is mainly found in embedded 

clauses. In these it serves not to conceal the agent or pretend that there is unanimity of 

opinion, but rather it serves textual ends: the goal or phenomenon is what is being 

foregrounded and these are thus in thematic position within the embedded clause. Use of 

the passive is equally unusual in both the other popular texts in this study. 
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4.3.2.4 Conjunctive relations in the Scientific American article 

The conjunctive relations in the Scientific American article coincide with the human 

participants, theme and evaluation (4.3.3.3) in indicating a narrative of conflicting 

knowledge claims. I begin by mapping out the use of conjunctions in each clause in Table 

4.3.9. From this Table, it is clear that there are only two internal conjunctions in this 

article, both of them serving in pointing to examples. There are many external 

conjunctions. A large proportion of these are temporal and spatial, as outlined above in the 

discussion of theme. Ten:poraJ and spatial circumstances account for much of the structure 

of the text . For the most part, these track when research was done and claims made about 

it, and in some cases where this was published. This supports my contention that this is a 

narrative not only of research, but also a dialogue of claims arising from that research. 

Adversative conjunctions are also common, as expected in a dialogue/debate between 

opposing interpretations. There are also some causal and conditional conjunctions. The 

conditional conjunctions play a part in the writer' s arguments concerning which 

researchers are more reasonable in their claims: .«iaEven if extinction rate varies randomly, 

5O'If' , lOb heN ' d ' ' h ' k It IS, t e case lor emesIs an ItS compamon t eones wea ens. 

25beven if they make it unnecessary to suppose the celestial intrusions have been regular. 

Although conjunctive relations in the Time article show many similarities with those in the 

Scientific American article, adversative conjunctions in Time are rare reflecting the fact 

that although opposing viewpoints are aired in Time there is no attempt to link these. 

As in Raup and Sepkoski and the three textbooks considered, causal relations are usually 

no;: realised conjunctively in Scientific American. Rather. they are realised clausally in 

identifying proces~es, as can be seen in Table 4.3.2. 

In summary, in this article external (real world) conjunctive relations predominate over 

internal (rhetorical) conjunctive relations. Temporal, spatial and adversative relations 

tracking claims made about research predominate, confinning this text as a narrative of 

research and of claims about research. Causal relations are mostly realised clausatly rather 

than conjunct ively. 

1 
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4.3.2.5 Summary and oven'iew of Mode in the Scientific American article 

In this article the marked themes (including textual themes/conjunctions of contrast and 

circumstances of time and place), combined with nominalisations of mental and verbal 

processes, function to signal the progression of a narrative of research into the idea of an 

extraterrestrial cause of mass extinction. By use of marked themes the writer guides the 

reader very closely in the interpretation of the text enabling the writer to support one of 

the voices in the debate about research in the article while appearing objective in that s/he 

is merely reporting what is said. In contrast with Raup and Sepkoski, Duff and McGhee 

there is little passivisation. Most of the passivisation is in embedded clauses and serves 

textual ends rather than serving to conceal agency. Both the organisation of the text into a 

debate and the lack of passivisation to conceal agency confirm that the chosen method of 

achieving an appearance of objectivity is though attributing ideas and arguments to 

human participants involved in the debate. This is different from the textbooks and 

research article, which established objectivity through removal of people from the text . 

4.3.3 Tenor in the Scientific American article 

Tenor refers to the roles of the reader and writer of a text and interaction between them. 

The Scientific American text is written by a science journalist for an audience of mainly 

scientists. We therefore do not expect any distancing from science or scientists. In this 

sect ion I consider the categories of Contact, Affect and Status, Hedging, and Evaluation. 

4.3.3.1 Contact, affect and status in the Scientific American article 

In this section (cf 3.2.5, 4.1.3 .1 and 4.2.3.1) I consider Contact, affect and status in the 

Scientific American article. they being three categories which Gerot (1995 : 104) uses to 

illuminate the interpersonal metafunction. 
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Contact in the Scientific American article 

The writer shows solidarity with readers (which i, what (Gerot 1995:104) means by 

contact) in that they are expected to find newsworthy and of interest the controversies in 

fields other than their own. Specifically, the writer expects the reader to be interested in 

argument over possible models for theories. To the readers the trustworthiness of the 

methods used in a piece of research are important. The readers are therefore projected as 

people who show an interest in following the details of research in other fields, and who 

care about and understand the statistical basis on which the claims in the article were 

made. The writer is popularising science for a very select and literate group - scientists in 

other fields. There is some technical language (such as probability. extinction rate, 

periodicity, artefact etc.) likely to be accessible to any scientist There are a fair number of 

nominalisations, too. 

The text is formal to the extent that reader and writer are not mentioned but many 

researchers and their institutions are mentioned. The text can also be characterised as a 

narrative of knowledge claims. 

A certcin amount of scepticism Cnotioll, 'b.scellario, 2ldim, distant companion star elc) is 

shown for one of the sides of the argument. However, as the writer supports the other side 

of the argument we cannot view this as indicating that the writer views science as 'other' 

in the way that is seen in the Time and Mail and Guardian articles. For the writer and 

readers, being a scientist is the nonn. They are not referred to as scientists, but rather by 

name or as ,34Astrollomers and astrophysicists ' and ·40"workers' . The writer projects 

readers who participate in the values of the scientists whose work is discussed. For 

example the readers are likely to share the scientists and writers criticism of research that 

is 19bbiased and 2Onot quantitative. 

Solidarity with the readers is also shown in this article through the use of a photograph 

(see appendix page23). This depicts a crater caused by extraterrestrial impact. It is taken 

from above, which Kress and van Leeuven (1996: 149) view as making it objective. 

According to them, this is the angle of maximum power for the viewer, as it < contemplates 

the world from a god-like point of view'. The photograph illustrates the possibility raised 

in the article of the possibility of an extraterrestrial object hitting the Earth. It serves as 

objective proof that such impacts have occurred. This is a real photograph of a real crater 
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that exists on earth. Its truth-value is high. It is real evidence. In terms of the ideational 

metafunction, this image is analytical with the crater being the carrier possessing various 

attributes such as size which are enlarged upon in the caption of the photograph. 

I would contend that the Wl itten text In this article is primary and the photograph 

elaborates on it . This is because although we may peripherally perceive the photograph 

before we read and comprehend the first few sentences of the written text. unlike the 

immediately recognisable T-rex in the Mail and Guardian article, the crater is not 

immediately familiar to us. We do not recognise it for what it is until we examine it closely 

or even read the caption. 

In terms of composition of the article as a whole, the photograph of the crater is at the 

bottnm (Real) and on the left (Given). The photograph represents the Real/earthly, and the 

written text, which speculates about mass extinction caused by extraterrestrial bodies that 

cause such craters, represents the IdeaVpossiblelextraterrestria1 . The crater is the Given, 

the text and its speculations about how such craters were formed, and what the likely 

result of their formation was, are the New. 

Affect in the Scientific American article 

Affect refers to 'positive or negative attitude of the w.riters to the readers and what they 

are talking about' (Gerot 1995:104). As discussed above in section 4.3.1, the idea of an 

extraterrestrial cause of periodic mass extinction is treated with irony in the Scientific 

American article: 

I The nOliOllti1at extratern!strial forces have regularly and catastrophically intruded ill10 
the hiStory of life .. . 
laIn the scenario that has received the most allenliol1. .. 2aa dim distant companion star of 
the sun .. . 3putative star ... proposed mechanisms have been 38crilicised .. .focus of the 
"lcriticism ... 2~bce/estial intrusions. 

Raup and Sepkoski are also represented as using faulty research methods: 
42bullcertainlit!s ;n fossil daling and biases ill Raup and Sepkoski '05 methodology cast 
doubt 011 their results ... Raup and Sepkoski lSboored ... their original dala down ... 
The 16culling qf the data ... Their criterion .. . is '9bbiased ... criterioll !wt quantitative ... 
regularity could also be all 49bartefact. 

Interestingly. the statement that 19bthe crilerioll is Ilot quantitalive is not hedged, 

suggesting that the writer agrees with Hoffinan and Ghiold 's negative assessment of Ra up 
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and Sepkoski 's research. In the next clause complex Raup and Sep:.c.oski are represented 

as having oversimplified in their claim that: 

21all episode of mass extinction is simplv any local peak in extinction rate 

Although this attitudinal lexis indicates that the writer is against the theory of periodic 

impact, objectivity is signalled in the journalistic way (rather than the way employed in 

research articles and textbook), i.e. constructing an argument through quoting the 

arguments of others, in this case researchers. 

The writer represents scientists as sincere and effective in gathering evidence and 

generating theories (unlike their representation in the Mail and Guardian article) and as 

ordinary people (like the readers) not as possessing religious/mystical attributes (as in the 

Time article). In the ,,;ew of the writer it is possible to develop reliable theories but to do 

so the evidence, (which must be 2Oquantitative), must be properly interpreted using the 

right statistical methods (not 42hbiased) . By contrast, in the Time article, scientists are 

ponrayed as a group apan from the group formed by writer and readers, although the 

portrayal of scientists is largely positive (religious authority and intelligencel' geekiness') 

projecting a readership who views science positively. This scientist group has almost 

religious authority (9quest, Jlike a seer divining entrails, " Eyes turned heavenward) on 

the one hand, but a certain <geekiness' on the other ('scurry around in the unheated dome, 

ISacare/lilly chiselling through the rocks outside Gubbio, 52aintricate statistical 

gymnastics, sSbadvanced radiometric techniques). In distancing itself from scientists the 

text employs one of the ideological strategies indicated by Eagleton (1991): that of 

mystification This mystification contributes to two powerful myths about scientist::;: 

science as authoritative (Lemke 1990) and science as the province of 'geeks' - highly 

intelligent but eccentric and even socially inept. Both of these myths serve to position 

science as outside the province of most readers. 

Status in the Scientific American article 

Status, as I indicated earlier in 4.1.3.1, refers to how the writer includes the reader (Gerot 

1995: 104). The Scientific American article is impersonal. Self and reader are not referred 

to at all. At first time of mentioning them, the researchers are referred to by first name, 

middle initial, surname and the institution they are associated with, signaPing their status 

as an elite group. Thereafter they are referred to by surname only. This is more personal 
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than in research articles which generally refer to researchers by surname only throughout. 

Through the text, scientists, or those with an interest in science, are included in fields 

other than their own. The narrative genre is a bid to include the reader. This narrative 

element is even more marked in the Time article, presumably because readers of this article 

are not scientists and the writer uses this greater narrative aspect to include them in the 

text . The article is framed as a narrative of researchers' 6b. 13hunt or 9quest for an 

explanation of what causes mass extinctions. The narrative tone is set right at the 

beginning of the article: 

l11n the Evening around the Leuschner Observatory in Lafayette, Calif. , a few enterprising 

rattlesnakes slither out Ibto toast themselves on the asphalt parking lot 

To summanse contact, affect and status, the writer of the Scientific American article 

projects readers who are scientists and regard science in a positive light. By contrast the 

Time article projects readers who are positive about science but who are not themselves 

scientists. Scier:.tists are thus portrayed as 'other', as being slightly 'geeky' but possessing 

religious authority. The intent of the Scientific American article is inclusive in that the 

author includes the readers in fields of research other than their own. 

4.3.3.2 Hedging in the Scientific American article 

Hedges express tentativeness and can either be used to show a writer's lack of 

commitment to a proposition or a desire not to express commitment (Hyland 1996a: 478). 

As I discuss below, categorisation of hedges into different types is particularly difficult in 

the Scientific American text, because it is not always clear what the source of the hedge is 

- the writer of the article, or the research article from which the information is drawn. 

I interpret the hedges marked in the table with an asterisk· in Table 4.3.10 as wtiter

oriented as J view the writer as hedging content rather than assertiveness. It is not the case 

that the writer is committed to the truth of the proposition and is merely saying it in an 

indirect way in order to be polite to readers. Instead the writer views it as a possible 

model: we could even view these uses as verging into reliability hedges. From this point of 

view the use of modality in for example: 

I liThe companion would currently lie at a distance of severallighl years 

reminds the reader that this, as explicitly stated in this case, is a model: 

1O ... alld Richard R Muller of Berkeley proposed models in which ... 
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Table 4 .3 . 10 Hedlrin~ in the Scientific American article using Hyland 's (1996) model 

2a ... a dim, distant companion star of the sun is Writer-oriented hedge: signals lack of writer 

held to send ... commitment to p ; impersonal claim by uncited 
others : makes it weaker 

4 A reassessment now suggests the regular Writero()riented hedge . Claims that the 
extinctions said to be ... reassessment suggests it but in fact the writer is 

also su~estin~ it 

4 ... the regular extinctions said to be the Writer-oriented hedge: signals lack of writer 
handiwork of Nemesis may never have taken commitment to p ; impersonal claim by WlCited 

I place others : weaker 
4 ... the regular extinctions said to be the Reliability: " indicate the writer 's COIlfidence in 

handiwork of Nemesis may never have the truth of p I desire to explicitly convey an 
Ulken place assessment of the reliability ofp" 

5 ... the isolated event proposed by the Writer-oriented. 
Berkeiey" workers ... 

9 Raup and Sepkoski suggested that the Writer-oriented . Writer distances self from p 
I periodicity reflects a recurrent event, .. . 

9 Raup and Sepkoski suggested that the Reliability 
periodicity reflects a recurrent event, 
probably of a::."trouomical origin ... 

10 Daniel P Whitmire ... and . .. proposed Writer-oriented 
models 

lIa The companion would currently lie ... *Writer-orientedlreliability 
11 its orbit would be eccentric *Writer-oriented.lreliability 
b 
12 star would pass thl"Ough ... the Oon cloud ·Writer-orientedlreliabilitv 
12 a region of comets that is thought to This seems to be a reliability hedge . It assesses 

C!l.velop the solar system the reliability of p. It 's not koown with 
certainty but people in genera l think this . 

13 The gravitational influence of Nemesis *Writer-orientedlreliability 
would precipitate a comet shower 

15 Hoffinan points out that ... Writer-oriented 
16 classified as members of e>Jant groups Reliability hedge: this IS represented as a 

although they may represent genuine possibility: the content is being hedged 
morphoiop;icaJly similar ... 

17 small fluct"llations Ul extinction rate ... Reliability hedge 
would be magnified 

19 In another line of argument presented in a Writer -oriented 
paper in Geologic".-' Magazine, Hoffinan 
and Joo Ghiold sugp;eSl that ... 
In another line of argument presented in ... Writer-oriented 
Geological Magazine, Hoffrnan and Joe 
Ghiold sug2est that. . 

Repeated use of modality in describing these models may serve to keep reminding the 

reader that what is being said is a model; this is not an accepted idea but this is how for 
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example Richard R Muller 's model suggests a companion star might cause periodic 

extinction. 

Hyland (1996:438). following Zadeh (1972). points out that the motivation for a hedge 

will not always be clear. Hedges make up fuzzy-sets in tenns of what the motivation for 

the hedge is. A fuzzy-set is "a class with unsharp boundaries" in which" the transition 

from membership to non-membership is gradual rather than abrupt" (Zadeh 1972:4). 

Although there are "core" hedges where motivation for the hedge is clear (e.g. clearly 

hedging propositional accuracy or clearly hedging writer commitment), in peripheral cases, 

it may be unclear whether it is writer commitment or propositional accuracy that is being 

hedged. Related to this, the analysis in Table 4.3.10 indicates that as well as the motivation 

for some hedges being fuzzy. the source of the hedge may also be fuzzy. Source and 

motivation are related; the question is: Who was responsible for this particular hedge? 

This problem of categorising the source of a hedge is likely to be found in research articles 

when a fact attributed to another researcher or article is hedged. However in popular 

articles where most facts have researchers or their articles as sources, the problem is much 

more common. In hedging, is the writer merely following the lead of the researcher? 

Crompton (1997) maintains that examples such as these do not constitute hedges. 

However, it is often not clear who was responsible for hedging. We cannot assume that for 

example in the following it was the source research article that was responsible for the 

hedge may. After all, the writer of the Scientific American article is not using the source 

article' s exact words, but rather summarising/giving the gist: 

4a1 reassessment of the fossil evidence now suggests the regular extinctiolls said 
10 be the handiwork of Nemesis may never have taken place. 

Had the writer chosen to write: 

A reassessment of the fossil evidence now suggests the regular extinctions said to 
be the handiwork of Nemesis never took place. 

the provisional nature of the knowledge is retained in suggests. Thus we must assume that 

use of may was a choice made by the writer. If no evidence for a statement is given, 

Hunston (1994:620) maintains that the default is the writer. I agree with this, as writers of 

popular articles such as the Scientific American article could choose to do what 

Fahnestock (1986) found her popular sources did: baldly assert a statement as an 

unhedged fact , when it had been tentatively stated in the source research article. 
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Myers (1989: 12) argues that use of modality in science research articles does not function 

to cast doubt on what is said but functions rather as a politeness mechanism. However 

politeness is not the major function of modality in the Scientific American article where 

modality combines with bald statement to cast real doubt on the idea of a companion star 

causing periodic mass extinctions. In science research articles the writers are reporting 

their own findings . Their audience is (a) researchers working directly in this field and (h) 

geologists and astronomers not working on this question (Myers' esoteric and exoteric 

audiences). In Myers' (1989) terms they employ modality to avoid offending other 

researchers whose own research, or publicly held beliefs. may be cast into doubt by the 

findings. As Myers (1989:28) points out, this is not the case for a popular science writer. 

The writer of the Scientific American article is reporting on and to an extent evaluating the 

work of a number of different researchers whose findings in this case contradict each 

other. TIJe writer cannot avoid disagreeing with and therefore ' offending' some of them. 

The difference in audience is a factor here (small audience of researchers in the field plus 

the broader disciplines of geology/astrophysics in the case of the science research article, 

versus a much broader range of readers who are largely outside of the disciplines of 

geology and astronomy in the case of the popular article). 

In summary, the analysis above indicates that most hedges in the Scientific American 

article function to distance the writer from what is being said. and signal to the reader lack 

of writer commitment to propositional content. Hedging in this article also functions to 

signal to the reader the correspondence of the proposition to reality. This split between 

writer-oriented and reliability hedging is also found in the other two popular articles in the 

study. 

4.3.3.3 Evaluation in tbe Scientific American article 

In this section i consider evaluation. a category that includes all meaning that functions to 

express the writer 's opillion and value system, and construct and maintain relations 

between writer and reader (Thompson and Hunston, 2000:6). I begin in Table 4.3.11 by 

considering evaluation in each clause in the way suggested by Hunston (1993, 1994) (cr. 

section 3.2.5.4). 

Three main hypotheses are identified in the Scientific American article: the Nemesis 

hypothesis, N, (companion star causes periodic comet showers); the A1varez hypothesis. 
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Table 4 3,11 Evaluation in the Scientific American article 
Activi 

title uest.ion 
I narrate event N 

2a --;;;::Qiect 
2b hypothesis 

writer 
writer 

",riter 
writer 

, Modification 

I notion, gained 
currenCy 

Certai.!lt',' 
N oossible 

wide I N possible 

N unlikel\' 
scenario, dim, distant, N possible 
is held 

2e ilVOOlhesis \\nkT I 

vaJ"" 

+ current 

+ currellf 

N h\'Dot esi 

3 
h~th~is __ ~+c~~n~·'~~ ______ -4 ____ -c ________ ~1 ~--~---+------'-+---------.---1 
narrate event # \\riter I orooosal N oossible 

2d 
+ cunt!nt 

4a ro 'eo:;:t 

N unlikely • accllracy 4b 1 hypothesis unspecified RA I suggests, said to be 
may never have taken 

1 ________ .~-+~~-------~I ~pll'a~~~--------_47C--~--_4------------------~ Ul narrate event 11 \\!iter N possible 
29a I oroiect 11 1 I 
29b reoort fmdin.2 Alvarez irrOUO modest claim, reoorted I orobable 
30a Sl.8te fact accepted kno .... n 

k."lo~i~e 
30b state fact 

31 

328 
32b 

'3 

state fact 

oroiect 
h\ thesis 
result 

accepted 
knowlOO2C 
accepTed 

I knowledge 

known 

I 
I Alvarcz gr~ ~ sed, obabl\' A probable 
I Wlspecificd RAs I !mding, apparently, I A probable 
I have bolstered the case' i 

5 narrate eVdlt # Rau & koski '0 sed b ' A ssible 
6 nanate event iI 1 Raup & Sepkoski certain 

+ accuraC\.l 
+occuroC) 

+ uccuraC) 

+accura" 

7 report fmdin2 RaUD & Seokoski certain + corUlst(!ll/ 

n eSls I c~tat~on I prop? ~SSI e + use u 
36<: h thesis Citation R&S possible + use Id 
10 h''POtnesis , citations models ' R&S oossible + useful 

~1~a~~hn""~lilie~'~i'c-__ -"~'~irn",l~ion~, ______ -+~"~~~u~l d~e~urr~en~'~llllLV· ~l i~c ____ ~R~&~S~PM~"~ih~l~e-+~+~u~,~eer.~u~/-4e-~Ie+~~I I. __ ~ 
-W-tlh hyPOthesi~, ____ +~e~irn~l~io~n~' ______ -+~'~vo~"~ld'i-"be==",:"en,:,ln'S· 'c __ r.;R~&~S~ ==-i~b~le'-f~+"-,,u,~,,~r.u~/c-.+-+H+j_ 

17. hypothesis ciu.tions i ,"'Ould f>:3ss through R&S possible + !lseful 
is t110Uftlll to 

13 h thesis 
148 narrate event fI 
14b narrate evenlll 
378 re Tt fi ndinll. 
37b reoort fmdina 
38 narrate event 11 
398 oro'eel 
39b flndin2 
408 I oro'eel 
40b hypothesis 

41 narrate elen! 11 
428 proiect 
42l: I hypothesis 

, cilal i.:lI1S 
\\nler 

i 

editor Bt Nalure 
Wlsoccilied RA~ 
llnsoecified RAs 
",riter 

Wlspccified 
workers 
'\TIter 

I cilllti'ln 

. u:ould pr.:cipitate 

support for the notion 
seem to have occutr .. '<i 

. orooosed. criticised 

R&S passible 
KnOI"1 

I KnO\\n 

R&S probable 
R&S orobable 
R&S Wllikelv 

: aooears, not clustered ! R&S unlikelv 

argue, \''OuJd have I R&S Wllikely 
little chance 
criticism. aooorent R&S un1ikel 

'I contends, unccrtain~ies N unlikely 
_ biases doubt 

+ useful 

~--

+ CO/JJ';Jter t 
+ consistent 
• CmIJi,fil;!11t 

- co"s;sten, 

- cOllsiSl elll 

· accuracy 

• accuracy 
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IS, project 

15b narrate event 1# citation • POints out. pared down l<J>o~~ - accul'OCY 

16 result citation, writer • uncertainty, mo, R&S possible 
represent . 

17 result citation, writer But it .Iso meant, R&S unlikely • accul'OCY 
would he magnified 

I" narrate event 1# citation KnOM> 
19b result citation ~&S unlikely • consisltmt 

43 resu1t citation, writer highlv sensitive R&S unlikel ' - consiJtem 
44 I """" citation. write I equallv plausible R&S unlikelv 
45 I """" citation, writer weakenoo R&S unlikelv - COlIsiJtellt 
19, mo·ect 
19b '"'''' citation ,. est, biased I R&S wilikei - aCC1lracv 
20 I '''''ss citation, writer not q~titative R&S unlikely - aCCllracv 
21 result citation., v.nter Instead, simplv R&S unlikel\' - accuracy 
22, assess citation \\!iter KnO'NII 

22b narrate event 1# citation KnOM> 
23, result citation I }(no\\n 
23b result citation J. Kn""TI 
24 result citation Known 
40. I result citation Even if Possible 
46b result citation Knov.n 
47 _~arrate event 1# citation Kno\\n - I-.. 
48a I proiect 
4Sb """SS citation 1lI2U:::S Probable 
49, """" citation. \\Titer may indeed have been I M S oossible 
49b 1 """SS ~itation, writer could be an artefact R&S unlikely -accul'Oq 
SO, I assess \\Titer If Possible 
SOb assess writer "se for Nemesis, R&S unlikely - useful 

wwens 
SI narrate event 1# \\nter i Kno\\n 
52, j narrate event 11 citation \ Kno\\n + aCCllI'OCY 
52b narrate event 11 citatior. Known + accurocy 
53, result citation Known 
53b pro·ect 
53c assess citation, v.nter suaaests R&S probable +accuracv 
53d assess citation, \\'nter R&S probable +accuracv 
54, narrate event 1# citation. \\nter Kno",n 
S4b 1 result citation Certoin + cOl/sistent 
55 1 result citation has found Certoin + consi.t tf!l lt 
56 I narrate event 11 ",riter Kno\\n 
25, 0 I v.riter ! assess possibility I N,A,R&S 

possible 
l5b " .... v.Titer Will"'" R&S unlikel - reGsOlwble 
26a eet 
26b 

, 
fmdin citation fOWld Certain + COlfsiJtf!llt I 

27 i assess writer I make a powerful case lA <ertain/ + cOllJiJtent 
E!obablc 

• Where a CitatIOn occurs In the sam\!: sentence, I call this a Citation, where a CitatIon occurs In the 
preceding sentence, and the present sentence (e.g. clause 16) is apparently stilI citing information from 
the study mentioned in the preceding sentence, I call the source citation/writer. 
# Clauses which plot the devdopment of research into impact and acceptance of knowledge claims 
concerning impact. 

--
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A, (the mass extinction at the end of the Cretaceous had an extraterrestrial cause); Raup 

and Sepkoski's hypothesis. R&S, (mass extinctions, periodic at 26 million year intervals, 

have an extraterrestrial cause). 

In tenns of certainty, the Nemesis hypothesis is rated possible but unlikely (paragraph 1). 

In terms of Value, it is viewed as reasonable to the extent that it has wide currency, but 

ultimately its accuracy or fit to data is questioned. In terms of Certainty, the A1varez 

hypothesis (paragraph 2) is rated probable and possible, and in the final paragraph it is 

rated as close to certain. In terms of Value, the A1varez hypothesis is rated as accurate (fit 

to data) . Of the three, the Alvarez hypothesis is most consistently viewed in a positive 

light. In terms of value Raup and Sepkoski 's hypothesis is rated possible in paragraph 3, 

where their research is described, and possible in paragraphs 4 and 5, where studies in 

support of Raup and Sepkoski are described. Raup and Sepkoski 's hypothesis is rated 

unlikely in paragraph 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 , where criticisms of Raup and Sepkoski's 

research are found; and it is rated as probable in paragraph 12, in which Raup and 

Sepkoski ' s replies to criticism are discussed. Finally in paragraph 13 the writer assesses 

R&S as unlikely. In terms of Value, Raup and Sepkosi ' s hypothesis is rated consistent - i.e. 

a good fit to data (paragraph 3) useful, i.e. - having explicatory power - (paragraph 4 and 

5) and consistent - i.e. fit to data - (paragraph 6), but inconsistent - i.e. at odds with the 

data - (paragraphs 6 and 9), inaccurate - i.e. possibly an artefact - (paragraph 7, 8, 10 and 

11), and unreasonable - i.e. poor fit to expectation - (paragraph 13). Thus on the whole, 

because criticisms of Raup and Sepkoski are given more space than support for them, the 

reader is left with the impression that. on the scale of certainty, Raup and Sepkoski 's 

hypothesis is unlikely, particularly as this is the writer's final assessment. On the scale of 

value, the overall impression is that Raup and Sepkoski 's hypothesis fits the data poorly. 

and that their methods were faulty. Overall, the writer of the Scientific American article 

assesses Raup and Sepkoski 's hypothesis in a negative light. 

The three popular journal articles are far more dialogic than either the research article or 

the children' s texts, with a marked structure of alternating positive and negative 

evaluation. The degree of real engagement between two opposing arguments! pieces of 

research varies. The Scientific American article presents the most engaged argument. It 

argues between the research and knowledge claims of two sets of researchers. A real 
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attempt is made to show via argument that the research with which the writer does not 

agree is unsupported by evidence. The dialogic structure of the Scientific American article 

is illustrated in Table 4.3 .12. 

Table 4.3.12 Alternate negative and positive evaluation of Raup and Sepkoski 's 
hvoothesis in the Scientific Amencan article 

. nara clause i status value 
2 I 28-33 I Finding/hypothesis, Alvarcz group, Alvarez hvnnthesic: 

I nrobable + accuracy .,. 
3 9 I Hypothesis, R.!up and Sepkoski, . Raup and Sepkoski's hypothesis 

"';Ssible ... 
4 34-36 Hvootheses citations. oossible + useful I 
5 10-14 Hvootheses. citations. possible + useful 
6 ; 37 Finding, unspecified research articles, + accuracy 

I D'obabl. 
! I 

6 38-40 I Finding, unspecified research articles, - consistent 
unlikely 

7 ~1-42 Hypothesis, unspecified research - accuracy 
anicles. unlikelv 

8 ; 15-18 Result citations unlikelv - accuracv 
9 43-45 Result, citations. unlikelv - consistent 
10 19-24 Result. citations. unlikel" - accuracy 
11 46-50 Result citations. unlikelv/oossible - consistent 

: Result. c;tal;on. probable 12 5 1-56 + accurate 
+ consistent 

I I I I-13 25 Asses.o;. writer. unlikel . I - reasonable 
26-27 Assess. writer. orobable I + consistent 

In paragraphs 4 to I3 the Scientific American article sets up an opposition between 

evidence indicating periodicity of extinctions, and evidence indicating a lack of evidence of 

periodicity. Paragraphs 4-6 evaluate Raup and Sepkoski 's periodic mass eX1inction 

hypothesis positively as possible/probable in status and useful and accurate in value. Then, 

from part way through paragraph 6, up until paragraph 11 the hypothesis is negatively 

evaluated as unlikely in status and, in value, inaccurate and inconsistent with other data . In 

paragraph 12 it is once again positively evaluated as probable (status) and accurate and 

consistent (value) . Finally, in paragraph 13, the writer assesses the hypothesis as unlikely 

and unreasonable. 

There is yet another opposition set up m this article: that between the Raup and 

Sepkioski's periodic mass extinction hypothesis, and the AJvarez single Cretaceous-
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Tertiary impact hypothesis. The Alvarez hypothesis is outlined in paragraph 2, where it is 

positively evaluated as probable in status and accurate in value. It is not mentioned again 

until the final paragraph, which first of all negatively evaluates Raup and Sepkoski ' s 

hypothesis, before finishing by positively rating the Alvarez hypothesis as probable and 

consistent with other findings . 

Both the Time and Mail and Guardian articles also show a clear dialogue/debate structure 

However, in the Time article there is no real engagement between opposing research. 

These are merely jux'taposed. Using the narrative of what a particular researcher did, and 

in what order, the writer describes research findings and knowledge claims. She then goes 

on to state that a particular researcher disagrees ",ith this research, describes their research 

findings and claims and then returns to the original narrative of research. So although 

there is plenty of evaluation there is no interpretation of what all this means. What 

guidance does the ""nter give to the reader about which side of the argument can be relied 

upon? This guidance is not found in argument, but is rather implicit in aspects such as the 

far greater coverage given to the Impact Hypothesis, and the support for Walter and Luis 

Alvarez in aspects such as the close-up photograph of them in which they engage the 

reader with a friendly smile. 

In summary, the analysis above indicates that the writer assesses in a negative light Raup 

and Sepkoski 's hypothesis of periodic mass eX"1inction due to an extraterrestrial cause. By 

contrast, the Alvarez hypothesis, that the Cretaceous mass eX1:inction was caused by an 

asteroid, is assessed as close to certain. The analysis indicates that like the other two 

popular tex'ts and unlike all the other texts in the study, the Scientific American article uses 

sequential positive and negative evaluation to structure the discussion of Raup and 

Sepkoski 's hypothesis as a debate/dialogue. This structure allows the writer to appear 

objective because the positive and negative evaluations of the hypothesis are presented as 

emanating from peopie beside the author. Table 4.3.10 above shows that the source of 

most clauses is not the writer but rather citations from specified or unspecified research 

articles. 

4.3.3.4 Summary and overview of Tenor in the Scientific American article 

The projected readers of the Scientific American text are the exoteric audience who take 

an interest in scientific findings in fields other than their own (Myers 1989). The writer is 
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an unnamed science journalist, and for both writer and reader being a scientist is the nonn 

so we do not find any distance between reader/writer and scientists. The values of 

quantitative science - such as that work should be unbiased and quantitative are also the 

nonn for both projected reader and the writer. 

In spite of the fact that the reader and writer share the values of research science, the 

appearance of objectivity is achieved through journalistic means i.e. quoting the ideas of 

others rather than though the impersonality familiar in research articles and textbooks. 

This is the reason for the relatively high number of writer-oriented hedges, which signal 

lack of writer commitment - someone else is responsible for what is said. The other major 

sort of hedging is reliability hedging (expresses writer 's assessment of a statement ' s 

reliability). This indicates that solidarity politeness is not the Wliter 's major concern and 

that the writer does not anticipate that most readers have enough invested in what is said 

10 be offended by it . 

The journalistic means of achieving the appearance of objectivity involves framing the 

article as a debate between researchers. This leads to the structuring of the article by 

means of sequential positive and negative evaluation of Raup and Sepkoski ' s thesis . The 

writer thus uses the researchers as voices in hislher own discussion, gives greater voice to 

onc side of the discussion and in the final paragraph, still apparently objectively, sums up 

the argument concluding that his/her favoured side of the argument has more merit . 

4.3.4 Summary and overview of register in Scientific American. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, Ha1liday (1993 : 56) describes the scientific register as recognisable 

because of the effect of "clusters of features". Amongst these, readers may recall, are 

nominalization of verbs and adjectives, extended nominal groups, a high proportion of 
. 

relational processes, technical terms, ternative language, causal and reasoning verbs, and 

impersonal language and passivization. In describing this cluster of features, Halliday uses an 

extract from Scientific American as an example. However, although most of these features are 

present in my popular articles in this study, I have found neither impersonal language nor 

extensive passivisation. The difference is that Halliday's extract is from a long Scientific 

American article, V¥rinen by the researchers themselves. By contrast my text from Scientific 

American is in the initial News section of the journal and is a science journalist's assessment of 
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the reselfch of others rdther than a scientist popularising hislher own work. TIns News section 

of Scientific American is more like science articles in the press in general, and thus has many 

similarities to the Tune article. 

The analysis of register above indicates that this article, like the article in Time, is a 

narrative of research. It shares values with those of the research article and textbooks in 

the study, but avoids the research article and textbook method of achieving objectivity and 

employs a journalistic means of doing so instead. The author of tins text is a science 

journalist and the projected readers are scientists who take an interest in scientific findings 

in fields other than their own (the <exoteric audience' (MyersI989)). We therefore neither 

expect nor find any distancing in the text from scientists or the values of research science. 

The scientists working on the immediate research question (Myers ' exoteric audience) are 

thp. authoritative expel1s upon whose utterances and ideas writer structures hislher 

argument. They are the central actors in the text , and they give authority to the article. 

Objectivity is signalled differently in this text than in tex1:books and research articles. 

Instead of using impersonal language to appear objective there are large numbers of 

human participants in the text, and the writer acpjeves an appearance of ohjectivity 

because slhe is quoting the ideas of others~ i.e. objectivity is achieved through journalistic 

means. Thematic development, verbal processes, nominalised verbal processes, evaluation 

and ci rcumstance of location in time make this article a narrative of researchers, their 

research and their conflicting knowledge claims. Through use of verbal processes and 

through evaluation the text is structured as a debate between rivaJ researchers. The verbal 

processes make it appear that the researchers are arguing and, combined with the modality 

used, tl~€ writer appears objective. That this is on1y an appearance of objectivity i!' 

lOdicated in the explicit final statement, the close guidance of reader interpretation 

afforded by marked themes and the greater voice given to one side of the argument. 

The Time article is very similar to the Scientific American article. Both are narratives of 

research and are structured through sequential positive and negative evaluation. In both 

the writer uses the voices of researchers to construct the argument/narrative, thus 

achieving apparent objecti\~ty because slhe is apparently merely reporting on the sayings 

and work of others. Both articles have a positive attitude to science and scientists, in 

contrast to the Mail and Guardian article, which J consider in section 4.4. The 
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overwhelming focus on scientists in these two articles, particular1y in the Time article, is a 

major difference from the research article where the people doing the research are 

suppressed by use of the passive and nominalisation. It also marks a major difference from 

the textbooks where use of the passive and to some extent nominalisation suppresses 

people and the facts and ideas are far more important than who proposed them. ]n tht: 

Scientific American and Time articles, thematic development, conjunctive relations and 

lack of concealment of agency in nominalisations and passives emphasise the narrative 

nature of the text. This is also aided by the amount of illustration in the Time article, much 

of which is photographs of the researchers whose ideas are given voice in the article. [n 

the Time article the impression of objectivity and truth is assisted by the many colour 

photographs, a visual form having the highest truth-value in this cultural context (Kress 

and van Leeuwen 1996). 

The major difference between the Time article and the Scientific American article stems 

from the diffE:rence in readership of the two publications. The projected readers are the 

broad scientific community in the case of Scientific American and a much broader group in 

which the readership may include scientists but consists main1y of non-scientists in the case 

of the Time article. The differences are reflected in Time in a distancing of the reader and 

writer (assumed to be part of one group) from scientists, who are represented as eccentric 

and invested with religious authority. 

4.3.5 Genre in the Scientific American article 

As discussed in section 2.5.1. White (1997) identifies two genres within the media: hard 

news reporting, and commentary or opinion. The Scientific American and Time te>..1s fall 

into one of the sub-genres of hard news reporting, the issues report . This sub-genre is 

grounded in a communicative event and describes the "criticisms, accusations, demands, 

warnings, discoveries or announcements of some authorised source such as ... a 

professional expert or scientific researcher" (White 1997: 1 02). This is distinguished from 

the Mail and Guardian article, which is an opinion piece with frequent interpersonal value 

judgements about the competence and motivations of scientists. 

My analysis of human participants, nominalisation. passivisation hedging and evaluation 

above indicates how the writer structures hislher opinion of Raup and Sepkoski 's work as 

faulty into a debate between rival researchers. These rival researchers argue the issue out, 
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allowing the writer to appear neutral and objective. That this is an appearance on1y is 

reflected in the writer's careful guidance of the readers' interpretation of the text through 

the use of marked theme. Not only are human participants and their words and thoughts 

important in this text , but an analysis of nominalisation indicates that researchers words 

and thoughts take on a life of their own and become nominalised into participants (e.g. 

4areassessment) in the text . 

The text is an expositicn. That is it puts forward a particular point of view (Butt et al 

1995: 17). However, it is disguised as a more neutral genre, the discussion, which presents 

information and opinions about more than one side of an issue (Butt et al 1995: 17). The 

author is convinced that Raup and Sepkoski are wrong and. in a roundabout way, says so 

in the first and final paragr2phs: 

4aA reassessment of the fossil evidence now suggests 4bthe regular extinctions said 10 be 
the handiwork of Nemesis may never have taken place. 
2saHo/fman 's arguments ... make it unnecessary to suppose the celestial intrusions have 
been regular. 

In the Scientific American article the author looks at the arguments for and against a 

particular idea and gives the appearance of coming to a 'balanced' compromise, making a 

judgement of the extent to which the idea is reliable. In brief, the article outlines the 

' notion ' of an e,,1:raterrestrial force intruding on Life. It mentions the background to the 

theory, before outlining research supporting the theory, research against the theory, a 

further mitigation of the theory and finally reaches a kind of middle ground between 

research in favour and against the theory. However, in spite of the appearance of a 

balanced compromise, the writer 's conclusion (extraterrestrial cause for a single mass 

extinction 65 ma ago, i.e. the Alvarez hypothesis) falls far short of agreeing with Raup and 

Sepkoski . It agrees with neither their speculation (about the possibility of an 

e,,1:raterrestrial cause of repeated periodic mass extinction) or even their central 

knowledge claim (of periodicity in mass e,,1:inction). The writer of the Scientific American 

article accepts the Alvarez hypothesis but is prepared to go no further. 

In contradiction to Fahnestock's (1986) finding that popular articles are less tentative than 

research articles, Scientific American is more cautious/conservative than the serious 

science journal that accepted and published Raup and Sepkoski (1984). In my experience 

scepticism about new findings as yet unratified as fact by the research community is 
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common in the initial <News' sections of Scientific American and New Scientist. Raup and 

Sepkoski (1984) is an article which contains well-supported evidence for periodicity in 

mass extinction but also contains speculation about the cause of mass of extinction for 

which it provides no evidence at all . Possibly the greater hesitancy on the part of popular 

journal authors is a result of the different readership of the popular journal. Because only a 

small fraction of the readers of Scientific American are researchers in this particular field 

we can conclude that the majority of readers of Scientific American rely on popular 

sources for most of their infonnation on areas of research outside their own discipline. 

The readers of Raup and Sepkoski (1984), on the other hand, have a good chance of being 

researchers in this field themselves, and are thus very well informed about this area of 

research and therefore able to make their own judgements. In a serious journal there is a 

place for (clearly signalled) speculation, even if unsupported by evidence, as this may 

advance the field by suggesting further directions for research. Myers (1989) also points 

out that speculation allows researchers to claim precedence for an idea they are working 

on but for which they as yet have no evidence. Similarly. if Scientific American presents 

material as well accepted if it is still speculative the journal loses credibility with its 

readers. The author 's way of distinguishing between speculative and accepted material is 

by distancing himlherself from what is said. Raup and Sepkoski, on the other hand, are not 

distant from their research. They distinguish speculative material by hedging it . 

4.3.6 Ideology in popular science articles 

The underlying assumption of the Scientific American article is that scientific research, and 

the controversies between researchers, are news. White' s (1997: 104) identification of 

three categories of subject matter in news reports - aberrant damage, power relations, 

normative breach - is of value here. Elements of two of these categories are identifiable in 

the popular science articles in my study: power relations and aberrant damage. The power 

relations reported on in science news are that new findings or hypotheses challenge the 

existing ones, eliciting responses from those that support the existing hypotheses and 

theories. The Time and Scientific American articles both focus on the discoveries of 

scientific researchers, and particularly in Scientific American, on their criticisms of rival 

researchers. The news in th.e Scientific American article is that Raup and Sepkoski have 

challenged the work of other researcher~ by suggesting periodicity of ma:;s extinct ions as a 

result of an extraterrestrial body. The article reports on a rival researcher (Hoffman) who, 
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according to the article. demonstrates the faulty nature of Raup and Sepkoski ' s methods 

and findings. 

In section 2.3.3.5 I mentioned Latour and Woolgar's ( 1979) discussion of the role of 

"inscription devices" in providing graphical evidence of measurements taken by a machine 

- i.e. evidence is at several removes from what is being proved. Similarly Pinch (1985 :6) 

describes a case where "splodges" on a graph are taken as evidence of one substance 

(Ar31
), which in turn is taken as evidence of another phenomenon (solar neutrinos) . Once 

again. proof is only provided indirectly at several removes from what is being measured. 

At each step the final results can be challenged by challenging the assumptions and 

observations involved in the intermediate steps. 

A similar case can be seen in the Raup and Sepkoski article described in chapter 4.1. In 

this article, statistical counts of families of fossils are evidence and reflection of the cause 

and time-frame of mass extinction 65 million years ago. which can of course not be 

measured/observed directly but only as it is reflected in chemical, stratigraphic or fossil 

evidence. The Scientific American article reports how Raup and Sepkoski 's use of the 

indirect measure (fossils) is challenged by Hoffinan, who criticises Raup and Sepkoski's 

findings on several grounds including uncertainties in fossil dating, and how they 

manipulated their statistics. It is interesting that of the popular articles examined in this 

study, it is the one whose readership is scientists that regards as news the evidential 

challenges to particular findings. In White's terms (1997) this article is reporting on 

challenges or threats to power relations. If Hoffman's challenge to Raup and Sepkoski is 

sustained this means a loss in prestige for Raup and Sepkoski. In the Time article by 

contrast what is news is partly the whole idea of an extraterrestrial cause of mass 

extinction. 

A wider question is why do some areas of research get reported in the popular press and 

others do not? As the Scientific American article points out. this area of research received 

much attention in the popular press. This is partly because of the past aberrant damage 

that occurred during the impact of a meteorite. as well as the possibility of future aberrant 

damage should a meteorite ever hit earth again. The idea of an extraterrestrial cause of 

mass extinction is threatening to us. The possibility that it might happen is unpredictable 

and uncontrollable. That it has some power in the popular imagination is evidenced by the 
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fact that it has been the subject of disaster movies such as Meteor and Deep Impact. This 

is the focus on disaster, or what is life-endangering to humans, which Ungerer (1997:3 ]4) 

says serves to make news stories emotionally relevant and news-worthy. There is also our 

fascination with dinosaurs, firstly because they are monsters, and also because their 

position often mentioned (in popular articles) as 'rulers of the earth ' is similar to our own. 

Their rule proved precarious. and ours could be precarious too. 

In the research article and textbooks in this study the appearance of objectivity was 

important and this was achieved through the removal of people by omission. 

nominalisation and passivisation. Objectivity is encouraged by journalism textbooks, but 

my analysis indicates that in contrast to the research article and textbooks in the study. 

neither !he Scientific American nor the Time article establish objectivity by removing 

people. Ins(ead, attribution of ideas and arguments to others is one means by which 

journalists e~tablish objectivity. so that it appears that the human participants in the article 

are arguing and the writer is neutrally reporting the argument. The writer never speaks 

with his/her own voice but instead skilfuliy structu;es the text as a debate through 

sequential positive and negative evaluation. 

In chapters 4.1 and 4.2 I outlined power relations within research articles and textbooks. 

In discussing power relations in the texts in this study. it is necessary to distinguish the 

writer. the reader and two groups within the scientific community: those working on the 

immediate researd. question and those in other fields who take an interest in the findings. 

There may be overlap between these; for example in research article, the writer is a 

member of the group working on the immediate research question, and the readers fit into 

one or other of the scientist groups. Briefly, as Myers (1989) has shown. writers of 

research articles are less powerful than the readers, who represent the research 

community. The research community is much more powerful than individual scientists. 

who must show deference to the discourse community. Writers of research articles must 

take account of two audiences: other researchers working on the present research 

probJe;n, and the wider scientific community who show an interest in the findings. Writers 

of research articles increase their chances of their propositions being accepted by the 

scientific community and thus achieving the authority of factual status if they present what 

them impersonally. following the conventions for objectivity. By contrast with research 

articles, writers of textbooks summarise propositions in the field that have been accepted 
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by the research community and that thus do currently have the authority of factual status. 

Writers of textbooks are ' speaking for' the powerful scientific community. and they are 

thus more powerful than their readers, who are relative neophytes. 

In popular articles power reiations can involve a number of possible configurations of 

reader, writer and scientif.c community. The researcher who popularises hislher own work 

for the rest of the scientific community (e.g. long articles in Scientific. American) must still 

take account of both groups in the scientific community, and shows deference to members 

of the community active in the research question (Garces-Conejos and Sanchez-ivlacarro, 

1998). In popular science news articles the writer is usually a science journalist. The 

readers may be scientists (that part of the scientific community that takes an interest in the 

findings but is not actIve in this particular area of research e.g. the Scientific American 

artIcle). Altematively the readers may be non-scientists (e.g. the Time article in the study). 

1n both of these cases the writer scaffolds his/her argument on the ideas and urterances of 

the section of the scientific community involved in the immediate research problem. The 

writer does this to give the impression of objectivity and to give what is said authority. 

This group are the central participants in popular science articles, being the authoritative 

source ihat is essential to the credibility and impression of credibility created by 

journalists. The writer does nct however show deference to the scientific community in the 

sense of hedging disagreement with them, as is found in research articles. Instead the 

writer is eager to show controversy. as within the values of journalism, this is interesting, 

and also indicates that they have consulted a number of authoritative sources and are 

giving 'both sides ' of the 'story'. 

In contrasi to the Mail and Guardian artic:e, both the Scientific American and Time 

articles are positive towards science and scientists. The writer of the Scientific American 

text is writing for readers who are projected as scientists. There is thus no distancing in 

the text from science or scientists. Both are viewed in a positive light . By contrast, 

although the writer and reader of the Time article view science and scientists in a positive 

light, neithei reader nor writer is identified as a scientist. The writer views herself and the 

readers as part of the same group and scientists as a separate group apart , highly 

intelligent, invested with religious authority, but also eccentric. 
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4.3.7 Summary 

In this sub-chapter I have characterised popular SClence articles as having some 

similarities with textbooks and research articles at the level of register. The greatest 

difference at this level is that, unlike the other two genres, popular articles do not remove 

people from the account but instead populate the account with large numbers of human 

participants. In genre of popular science is journalism. The Time and Scientific American 

articles are issues reports (White 1997), describing the new discoveries and opinion 

differences of researchers. Popular science is often a narrative of research, and in the case 

on the two articles reported on in this chapter (the Scientific American and Time articles). 

a narrative of rival knowledge claims. At the level of ideology I have claimed that the Time 

and Scientific American articles report on power relations to the extent that new findings 

challenge the status quo. In contrast to textbooks and · research articles popular science 

articles achieve objectivity by attributing infomlation to researchers rather than by making 

the account impersonal. The writer of popular accounts reports new ideas (i .e. have not 

yet been accepted as fact by the research community) but distances himlherself from these 

ideas. By contrast the research article reports new ideas but does not distance himlherself 

from them and in fact tries to represent them as much as possible (while still avoiding 

challenge by the reader) as if they were already accepted as fact by the research 

community. The textbook confines itself almost entirely to accepted facts. In the next 

section (4.4) I turn my attention to a popular text from the Mail and Guardian that. 

unusually in this study, has little concern with appearing objective. 
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4.4 The Mail and Guardian: An extract from a newspaper article 

4.4.0 Introduction 
4.4.1 Field in the Mail and Guardian article 

4.4.1.1 Human participants in the Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.1 .2 Processes, participants and circumstances in the Mail and Guardian 
4.4.1.3 Summary and overview of Field in the Mail and Guardian extract 

4.4.2 Mode in the Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.2.1 Theme in the Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.2.2 Embedding and nominalisation in the Mail and Guardian 
4.4.2.3 Passivisation in the Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.2.4 Conjunctive relations in the Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.2.5 E1ti~sis in Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.2.6 Summary and ovelView of Mode in the Mail and Guardian article 

4.4.3 Tenor in the Mail and Guardian article. 
4.4.3.1 tttustrations in the Mail and Guardian article. 
4.4.3.2 Contact, affect and status in the Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.3.3 Hedging in the Mail and Guardian extrad 
4.4.3.4 Evaluation in the Mail and Guardian extract 
4.4.3.5 !,;ummary and overview of Tenor in the Mail and Guardian article 

4.4.4 Summary and overview of Register in the Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.5 Genre in the Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.6 Ideology in the Mail and Guardian article 
4.4.7 Summary 

4.4.0 Introduction 

In chapter 4.3 I reported on my analysis of an article from the Scientific American, and 

referred to a similar article from Time. In this chapter I analyse another popular science 

article, but one that differs from the other two in both genre and ideology, and has some 

differences at the level of register. Both the Scientific American, and Time articles are 

examples of issues reports, a genre that describes the "criticisms ... or discoveries ... of 

some authorised source such as ... a professional expert or scientific researcher" (White 

1997: 102). The Mail and Guardian article, by contrast, is an example of an opinion piece, 

a genre in which we expect a greater incidence of interpersonal value judgements. 

Moreover. ill contrast to the Scientific American and Time articles, which have a positive 

attitude towards science and scientists, my analysis below indicates that the Mail and 

Guardian article has a negative attitude towards science and scientists. I begin with an 

examination of register, under the categories of Field (4.4.1), Mode (4.4.2) and Tenor 

(4.4 .3). I then move on to consider Genre (4.4.5) and Ideology (4.4.6). The reader can 

consult a copy of the original text of the article by folding out page 35 of the appendix. 

4.4.1 Field in the Mail and Guardian article 

In this section I consider who the human and other participants in the text are and what 

processes these participants enter into. I consider also the circumstances in the text . 
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4.4.1.1 Human participants in the Mail and Guardian article 

I begin this analysis with Table 4.4.1, which lists all human participants and considers, 

firstly, whether they are major participants or part of circumstances (minor participants), 

and, secondly, whether they are specific people or generic representatives ofa group. 

T bl 44 I H a e uman p h M'I d Gu d' . I artlclPants 10 t e al an ar lan artlC e 
major/minor; generic/specific 

Ib those who don 't see it as another source of Major, generic 
triviaIisation of their subject 

6 we (writer, reader and people in general) Major, generic 
Bb you (people in general) Major, generic 
lOa Most right-thinking palaeontologists Major, generic 
11 they (most right-thinking palaeontologists) Major, generic 
12 Academics Major, generic 
13 those who insist there is only one explanation Major, generic 
16 humans Minor, generic 

Almost all the human participants in this text Cas Table 4.4.1 reveals) play major roles, 

but interestingly, al: are generic. This means that, unlike in Time or the Scientific 

American anicle, the ideas and theories are not attributed to real existing researchers, but 

rather to a faceless group of academics and palaeontologists. We have only the writer' s 

word for it that the opinions and theories attributed to these academics and 

palaeontologists are in fact held by any real scientists. 

In contrast to the other two popular texts, the Mail and Guardian article is peopled with 

the reader and writer (you and we) and an unsympathetic generic group of scientists. The 

reader and writer are included in the text in: 6since then we have had death by genetic 

changes . . and 8bThat ought to have sorted (he big oafs out, you would think. Academics 

and palaeontologists are included via disparaging remarks such as that they would 

"naturally prefer" their own simple explanation with the implication of uJOamos/ right

thinking palaeontologists" being that some of them are wrong-thinking. This indicates 

that the readership of the newspaper is projected as being 'you' and 'we' : non-scientists 

who view science with suspicion. 

4.4.1.2 Processes, participants and circumstances in the Mail and Guardian 

This section will consider the kinds of meanings realised in this text, concentrating on 

material processes, fact clauses, and mental processes. I begin this account by listing the 

parti.cipants, processes and circumstances in the text in Table 4.4.2: 
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Tb144"P a e ... : d af1' t . th M'I d Gu d' rocesses an i p~ lClpan S In e al an ar lan e XI t rac 

Actor Material Goal Circumstances 

3a a week goes by without some new 
theory 

3b some new theory hitting the headlines. 
for z.apping the 
dinosaurs 

Sa these could have the sun 's light By throwing 
blotted out ... dust into the 

aunosphere 
5b bIting vegetation 
Se traslting the food chain. 
8a ThaI ought to have the big oafs 

sorted out 
100 to knock T-rex off his perch. 
18a been there 
18b sun rived that 
19 the incredibly rare could do in the dinosaurs 

event of . 
Senser Menta] Pbenomenon 

8b you would think F ACf (1bat ought to have sorted lllC 
big oafs out) 

lOa Most right-thinking do nOI believe F ACf (that even this . .. impact was loday 
palaeontologists enough. ... to knock T -rex off his 

I ""I<h) 
11 they subscribe to the theory of death by all of the above: 
12 Academics would prefer FACT (that the explanation ... were 

simole.l 
16 dinosaurs had seen it all. During that time 
17 Climatic upheaval. ... meteor 

impacts? 
Existential Existent 

\3 there are those who insist there is ... one 
explanation 

14 there is one last ... fact .. in the way of . .. 
identifier intensh 'e idcDtified 

la Discovering the IS the hot topic in palaeontology 
fate of dinosaurs right now 

Ib il is among those 
who ... 

2 The fact that no is the most telling tribute science has yet 
... way hasbcen paid them. 
found to . 

• it· was death by volcanic eruDtion. A few years back 
I; Dinosaurs were the dominant life form on this planet for 

160 million ycars 
Carner I Dossessive attnbute 

6 we have had death by genetic changes .. Si nce then 
Carner intensive attribute 

lOb this monumental was enough, by itself, 
impact 

Table 4.4.3 reflects a count of the number of processes of each type in the text, including 

those in embedded clauses. 
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Table 4.4.3: Summary oforocesses in the Mail and Guardian text 
Material mental existential identifvin~ attributive 

Rankin£ clauses 10 (41%) 5 (21%) 2 5 (21%) 2 24 
Embedded clauses 7 1 8 

Material processes, as revealed above are the most numerous in both ranking and 

embedded clauses in this text, and they invariably realise meanings in the real physical 

world to do with killing the dinosaurs or effects on the environment of a meteorite 

impact. 

As in other texts, ideas are embedded in fact clauses but unusually they are also located 

in material and r~lational clauses. There are three fact clauses in the extract, and in two 

cases these are attributed to a generic group of scientists/academics: 

lOaMoSI right-thinking palaeollt%gists do not believe IObthat even this impact wa .... 
enough to knock T-rex off his perch~ 

12 Academics would prefer that the explanation of the extinction ... were simple. 

[n a third case a fact clause is attributed to the reader/people in general: 

8aThat should have sorted the big oafs OUt 8bYOll would think. 

An interesting contrast with the Time aI1icle~ where fact clauses were the major vehicle 

for the explanation of theories, is that theories in this extract are associated with three 

different processes: 

1. There is an identifying process: 

4A few y ears back, it (theory) was death by volcanic eruption. 

2. There are material processes: 

5a By throwi,,§, huge amounts of dust into the atmosphere, these could have blotted out the 
sun 's light, 5 ki/~;ng vegetation 5cand thus trashing the food chain. 

3. And there is an attributive process. 

6Since then we have had death by genetic changes, death by continelllal break-up, and, 
mostfamollsly, death by meteor impact. 7An impact between ... 

An identifying process with a material process that elaborates on it is an expected way of 

conveying the abstract ideas constituted in the theories of dinosaur extinction. The 

attribution of these theories to 'we' (i .e. the reader and writer) is more surprising. 1t is 

almost as if these theories are something 'we' have had to put up with. 
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Interestingly, there are five ranking mental processes, with the sensers in three of the 

cases being academics and palaeontologists. Through these we are afforded a very broad 

and, in contrast with Time and the Scientific American article, unsympathetic impression 

of what theory these acad~!Ilics and palaeontologists favour: 

They IO'do not believe that impact was enough 

They 11 subscrihe to the theory of death by all of the above 

They ''lwould prefer that the explanation were simple 

Unlike the situation in the Time and the Scientific American articles, the writer is not 

really interested in the details of the theories themselves. A very broad outline is given. 

There are no verbal processes. Unlike the Scientific American and Time articles, no one 

is interviewed or quoted. The source ar nane of the information is provided. No necessity 

is felt by the author to back up his case by quoting experts or his source. We are afforded 

a cynical look into the workings of the minds of academics and palaeontologists, but they 

do not speak for themselves. 

As Table 4.4.3 indicates, thi s text focuses on 'we' the reader and writer and our 

expectations and experience of the theories of palaeontologists. Secondly, the extract is 

also about theories of what killed the dinosaurs, arid a large proportion of the participants 

in the text deal with this. Theory is explicitly opposed to fact in this extract ( 14But there is 

one last. humungous fact standing in the way of all one shot kills all theories ). 

The th~uries and events surrounding them are often expressed in a humorous or informal 

way. 

Humorous: 2sllre-jire way~ 2to get rid of dinosaurs; 3b theory for zapping the dinosaurs; 
6death by genetic changes. death by cOl1linental break-lip. and. most famously. death by 
meteor if"lpact. (Reminiscent of a murder mystery); 7 a very big rock and a hard place 
11 the theory of death by all of the above: a multiple-whammy of volcamc eruptions 
1 1 with a meteor-impact chaser: 14all one shot kills all theories. 

Informal: k and thus trashing the food chai',; 19incredibly rare event 
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The almost ridiculous nature of these theories reflects the writer's idea of the topic of 

dinosaurs as boring and overworked. Dinosaurs are mentioned flippantly, and usually in 

association with how they died: 

''fate of the dinosaurs; 2get rid of the dinosaurs; Jbzapping the dinosaurs; sasarled the big 
oafs out; IOcto knock T-rex off his perch; 11extinc/inl1 of the dinosaurs' ISDinosaurs were 
the dominant life/arm: 16dil1osaurs had seen it all. 

The writer and the reader - with whom the article sympathises - have their expectations 

disappointed. They might reasonably expect that impact would have caused the extinction 

of the dinosaurs, but that turns out not to be the case. The writer and reader have also had 

to put up with some tiresome behaviour from palaeontologists and academics, who have 

put forward one far-fetched theory after another in quick succession. Palaeontologists and 

academics are a querulous and self-serving group, some of whom arc ,1O·right-thinking·, 

but others of whom 13insist 0.'1 their own explanations. The choice between theories 

among these palaeontologists and academics is not based on objectivity. but rather on 

what they 12prefer or 11Sllbscribe to. Table 4.4.4 shows meanings construed in the MAil 
and Guardian extract in simplified fonn . 

Table 4.4.4 Meanings construed in the Maii and Guardian extract 

eader and write 

!p.laeontologist4 

Circumstances 

wou t 

have had 
up WIth) 
want 

(to 
!mpacq would kill 

put • theories of • extinction to be 

• ~inosaur~ 

ISim I~ 

The circumstances in the extract refer to the field of Palaeontology. both place (bold) and 

present time (underlined). This indicates that the present is the main focus of the text . 

There are also two circumstances to do with the remote time of the dinosaurs: 

lOaMost palaeontologists !fl!:iro!. 
I a In palaeontology right now 
4A few years back it was death by volcallic eruption 
6Since then we have had death by genetic changes 
16During that time dinosaurs had seen it all 
ISDinosaurs were the dominant/orm 0/ life on this plallet/or 160 million years 

Table 4 4 5 Circumstances in the Mail and Guardian article 
Duration Place Time Manner Accompaniment Total 
4 (33%) 4 (33%) 2 (17%) I 2(17%) 12 
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4.4.1.3 Summary and overview of Field in the Mail and Guardian article 

The Mail and Guardian article focuses on two main areas: ''we'' the reader and writer and 

our experience of the theories of palaeontologists, and secondly it focuses on theories of 

what killed the dinosaurs. "We", the reader and writer, have had various far-fetched 

theories foisted on us by scientists, a subjective group who are led by their own 

preferences. A generic faceless group (unlike the other two popular texts), scientists are 

associated with mental processes (they have thoughts and ideas ascribed to them) but 

they are not associated with verbal processes and thus never speak for themselves. Most 

processes in the text are material processes and these congmently encode rea1 physical 

meanings to do with the death of the dinosaurs and effects on the climate. In field (but, as 

will become clear from my analysis below, not in tenor) the text is most like the other 

two texts tor non-scientists - the texts for children and the Trefil and Hazen text . 

4.4,2 Mode in tbeMail and Guardian article 

As in previous analyses of this kind I look below at ways in which the writer of this text 

has chosen to organise the message. Besides examining theme, nominalisation, 

embedding, passivisation and conjunctive relations as I do in other texts in the study, I 

also consider ellipsis of clauses in the article, as this is of particular interest in this text . 

4.4.2.1 Theme in the Mail and Guardian article 

Table 4.4.6 provides a clause by clause analysis of theme in the Mail and Guardian 

article. In the fourth column of the table I signal the markedness of themes using 

Gosden 's (1992) categories. 

The Mail and Guardian text is clausally simple, with many of the clause complexes 

consisting of a single clause (only six out of nineteen clause complexes have more than 1 

clause). This, as Halliday (1989) has noted, is usual for written texts . 

There are a large number of marked themes in this article: 'heavy ' themes, adjuncts of 

location in time, and textual themes indicating contrast. These themes confirm that the 

writer 's chosen method of textual development is to set up certain expectations in the 

reader and then indicate that these expectations are false. The writer sets up expectations 

in clause 1-8 and then indicates these expectations are false in clause 9. We have a 

pattern of: 

Clause I & 2: maintenance of theme 
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Clause 4-6 : marked theme - expectation 

Clause 9: Textual theme indicating contrast - between expectation and reality 

Similarly, the writer sets up expectation in clauses 10-13 (maintenance of theme), and 

then indicates these expectations are false in clause 14. The themes of clauses 15-19 are 

heavy themes signalling the writer' s interpretation of the true state of affairs. 

T bl 446 a e Th erne 10 e 31 an uar Ian le e 
Textual IoteroersonaJ TOOicaJ theme Markedness 

la Discoverin.e. the fate of dinosaurs 
Ib at least t 
2 ~e fact «that no single, sure-fire way 

found to get rid of dinosaurs») 
has been Heavy theme 

3 Hard! ' a week intcmersonal 

• A few vears back, Location in 
time 

Sa By throwing huge amounts of dust into the manner 
aUnosnherc 

Se and thus Cause : result 
6 Since then -- Location ID 

time 
8a ~ irnoact -8b YOU 
9 But no contrast 
lOa Most risilit-thinkine oolaeontolo.e.ists today 
lOb that even this monumental imnact interpersonal 
11 Instead they contrast 
12 Academics 
13 Indeed. there / Elaboration: 

verifacth'e 
14 Bul there I contrast 
15 Dinosaurs I 
16 Dunn that tim - 40 times loneer than am1 n. Hea,;.' theme 

annmachine humans have been around -
17 Climatic upheaval. shifting continents. vol "7 Hea,;.· theme 

eruDtions. metcor imoocts? 
18 ~ 
19 Only the incredibly rare event (of scveral global Interpersonal 

catastrophes striking all at the same time) Hea,"\· theme 
l\·ominalisation: italics: clause as theme: bold ; marked theme: underlined 

4.4.2.2 Embedding and nominalisation in the Mail and Guardian article 

In this section I consider embedding and nominalisation in the Mail and Guardian article. 

Embedding 

Embedded material in this Mail and Guardian article serves two functions. Firstly. most 

embedding adds to the specificity of what is said in the ranking clauses (a feature found 

in Raup and Sepkoski, Trefil and Hazen and the Scientific American article) . Secondly, 
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some evaluative comment is situated in the embedded clauses. This feature is also found 

in the Time article. 

1. Embedding that adds to the specificity ofwbat is said in tbe ranking clauses: 

lHardlya week goes by without some new theory Uor zapping the dinosaurs} hitting the 
headlines. 
16During that time [- 40 limes longer than anything approaching humans have been 
around -1 dinosaurs had seen i/ all. 

2. Embedded clauses as 8 site of evaluative comment (underlined) 

IIDiscovering the jate of dinosaurs is the hot topiC ill palaeontology right now _ tbat 
least, it is among those [[who don '( see it as Qnother source of Irivialisatioll of their 
subject.]] 
Il/ndeed, there are those who insist there is only one explanation {(namely their own).] 
14Bul there ;s one last, humullgolls fact [[standing ill the way of all one shot kills all 
theories.}} 

Nominalisation 

There is not much nominalisation in this extract - only six different nominalisations in a 

327 word extract: lbtrivialisation, 4.6'death, 4entption, 6challges, 6break-up, 6.7, lobimpact 

12. llexplanation, 12extinction. 

1. Some of the nominalisation sen>es to show cause and efTert and to keep the 
reasoning within the same clause: 

4Afew years back, it (the new theory) was death by volcanic eruptiOn. [A few years back 
the theory was that volcanoes erupted and caused the dinosaurs' death {to die}]. 
6Since then we have had death by genetic changes, death by continental break-up, and 
most famously, death by meteor impact. 

This also allows "death by" to be foregrounded and comically reiterat-ad - comic in that it 

is reminiscent of the murder mystery. 

2. An example of nominalisation for the purpose of encapsulation (Thompson 
1996: 17) or distillation (Martin 1993:267) of a tecbnical teno is: 

12Academics would nat!lrally prefer that the erplanation of the ertinction of the dinosaurs 
were simple. [ ... the explanation of what made the dinosaurs extinct were simple.] 

The nominalisation is less clumsy than the more congruent meaning. 

3 . Another iostance of nominalisation is: 
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I" Academics would naturally prefer that the explanation of the extinction of the dinosaurs 
were simple. (whose explanation?) 

This is a case of a nominalisation being placed in relation to an evaluative attribute, 

'simple' . Also, the subject and finite are removed, making 'the explanation of the 

extinction of the dinosaurs' into a general truth/theory. However, this move towards a 

general truth is undermined in two ways: firstly by the hedge' Academics would naturally 

prefer . .. ' . This indicates that in fact the explanation is actually not simple. ·Secondly, the 

move towaras making the ' the explanation of the extinction of the dinosaurs' into a 

general truth is undermined in the next sentence where the subject (who explains?), 

which has been removed in nominalising the explanation, is deliberately made explicit: 

llIndeed, there are those who insist there is only one explanation ~·,amely their own). 

This humorously undercuts the apparent wish of 'some academics ' to have their own 

explanation accepted as the only one. 

4. A third instance of grammatical metaphor is the use of interpersonal metaphor 
in: 

IaDiscovering the fate of dinosaurs is the hot topiC in palaeontology right now - Ibat 
least, it is among those who dOIl 't see il as another source of trivialisatioll of their 
subject. 

This assumes that it is a fact that people are trivialising palaeontology. In this way the 

writer evaluates palaeontology as trivial but does not need to say whose evaluation this is. 

This is one among many instances of the writer 's negative evaluation of the field . 

In short, most nominalisation in this text serves to show cause and effect and to keep the 

reasoning within the same clause. Another function is to avoid mention of agency, 

allowing the ~ter to negatively evaluate the field Cbtrivialisation). In yet another case 

the writer avoids mention of agency by use of nominalisation to comment negatively and 

comically on scientists in the next sentence C"explanation). 

4.4.2.3 Passivisation in the Mail and Guardian article 

There is only one passive process in this text: 

"The fact [[that no single, sure-fire way has been found to get rid of dinosaurs)] is 
perhaps the most telling tribllle SCience has yet paid them. 
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This is the same as the use of passives in the Scientific American article. Firstly, it is in 

an embedded fact clause; secondly. the agent is omitted but the implied agent is the 

generic 'by scientists' or 'uy science' ; and, thirdly. the purpose of passivisation appears 

to be textual: the focus is on the goal (,'lsure-fire way 1 rather than the agent . 

The fact that almost all processes are active is perhaps in line with the idea that active 

constructions are more interesting and engaging than passive constructions. Another 

interesting method of omitting the agent is used in this extract: use of non-finite processes 

or omitting both agent and process all together. The purpose of this does not appear to 

obscure who the agent is, because in all cases the agent is recoverable from context, 

having been mentioned in the preceding clause. Instead. I suggest that thest! agentless and 

non-finite processes help create the informality of the text and its humorous, jocular tone: 

7aA I1 impact between a very big rock and a hard place al something like 96 OOOkph, 
9BUlno. 
17 Climatic upheaval, shifting continents, volcanic eruptions meteor impacts? 
IBa Been there, libsurvived that. 

4.4.2.4 Conjunctive relations in the Mail and Guardian. article 

The use of conjunctions in each clause in the Mail and Guardian article is mapped in 

Table 4.3 .7. On the evidence of this Table. external conjunctive relations predominate in 

the Mail and Guardian text . As in the Time article, reasoning is realised in mental 

processes rather than being conjunctive or being realised in identifying processes as was 

the case in Raup and Sepkoski and the textbooks. The conjunctive relations are mostly 

temporal (related to the fact that the author is narrating the development of theories), or 

else they are elaborative or extending. The elaborative and extending conjunctions are 

corrective, adversative, replacive, veri factive and adversitive, most of which indicate that 

the real state of affairs is different from what was expected. 
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Ta bl e 4.4, 7 C I ' h M 'I d Gu d' , I omunctlve re atlOns m t e at ~n ar tan arttc e 

I 
, 

, 

I 
I 
I 

: 
i 
I 

Internal conjunctive clause External conjunctive 
relations: relations within the relations (between 
text itself events in the real world) 

la 
elaboration: corrective L Ib at least 

2 
-> .. 
4 temooral : soecific A few 'cars back - -
5a I 
5b • 
5e causal and thus 
6 .=.. tem~l : following Sincc then 
7 
8a 
8b '<; 

9 extension: adversative But 
lOa 
lOb .. 
lOe 
11 ex1ension: renlacive lns1cad 
12 

e!aboration:verifacti ve .L :3 Indeed 
14 -'" ex1ension: adversative But 
15 
16 temporal : dwative I During that time 
17 I 

, 

18a 
ISb 
19 

4.4.2.5 Ellipsis in the Mail and Guardian article. 

There is considerable clausal ellipsis in this short extract . This ell ipsis gives the extract a 

crypt ic/conversational feel and contributes to its informality: 

8a771G1 ought 10 have sorted the big oafs out, 8byou would think. 9Bu1110. (it didn ' t) 
AE:c 

., An impact between a very big rock and a hard place at something like 96 OOOkph, 
AE :c (This was , ,) 
7unleashing the violence of IO-million hydrogen bombs . 

.. . dinosaurs had seen it all. 17Climalic upheaval, shifting continellls, volcanic eruptions 
meteor impac/.s? AE:c (They had seen ... ) 

ISaBeen there. ISbsurvived that. (Dinosaurs had .. , and Ihey had .. ,) 
AE:c AE:c 
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4.4.2.6 Summary and overview of Mode in the Mail and Guardian article 

The organisation of the Mail and Guardian text, and its use of theme, conjunction. 

nominalisation and ellipsis, are all a reflection of the humorous intention of the text . 

Thematic development sets up the (often obviously false) expectation of a particular 

theory of dinosaur extinction and this is then undercut in the last line of each paragraph 

through the use of adversative conjunctions. 

Almost all constructions in the text are active, perhaps because in journalism active 

constructions are regarded as more engaging of reader attention. Instead, to omit 

(although not conceal) the agent, non-finite clauses are used involving clausal ellipsis that 

omits both agent and ;>rocess. These devices are part of what creates the informal, jocular 

tone of the text. The writer also uses nominalisation to avoid mentioning agency and 

commenting negatively on scientists and palaeontology as a field . 

The result of all these organisational devices is that the writer is repeatedly able to make a 

statement and then correct it or point out that it is wrong in the next clause: 

laDiscovering 'he fate of dinosaurs is the hot topic in palaeontology right now - Ibat 
least, it is among those who don 't see it as another source of trivialisation of their 
subject. 
Sa That ought to have sorted the big oafs out, SbyOII would think. 9B1I1110. 
13/lldeed. there are those who insist there is only one explanation (namely their own). 
14Bllt there is one last, humullgous fact standing in the way of all Olle shot kills all 
theories. 
17Climatic upheaval, shifting continents, volcanic eruptions meteor impacts? 181Been 
there, 18bsurvived that. 

In this way the writer sets up what are assumed to be our (the readers ') expectations! 

assumptions and then indicates them to be wrong. So the reader has his/her assumed 

common-sense ideas contradicted in the article. 

4.4.3 Tenor in the Mail and Guardian article. 

Tenor, as mentioned previously, refers to the relationship between reader and writer and 

how the subject Matter is regarded. Because the diagrams in this anicle function in 

constructing interpersonal meaning to a greater extent than in the other texts considered 

so far, I consider them as a category of Tenor in section 4.4.3.1. Here I also consider the 

categories of Contact, Affect and Status, Hedging, and Evaluation. 
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4.4.3.1 Dlustrations in the Mail and Guardian article. 

The Mail and Guardian article has two photographs (see appendix page 35). One is a 

scene from the BBC's Walking with Dinosaurs, which was showing on TV at the time 

that the article was published; the other is a photograph of what is apparently a realistic 

model of a T -rex. Because the image of T -rex is so well known, we probably notice the 

T -rex first, and know the article is about dinosaurs before even reading the headline, even 

if we do not look directly at the T-rex but notice it only peripherally. Thus the images are 

primary in this article, and the text elaborates the images. I now consider each of the two 

images in turn: 

The Liopleurodon from 'Walking with dinosaurs ' 

This is a framed photograph of a swimming Liopleurodoll. The viewer is positioned on 

the sea bed and is thus brought into the Liopleurodoll's environment. We see the 

Liopleurodol1 from beneath, giving the impression of menace and size. Perspective is 

important in creating the sense of threat and menace in this photograph. The 

Liopleurodol1 is represented as being high above us (more powerful than we are), 

swimming out of the picture. Its tail is blurred giving an impression that it is far away 

from the head, which is in fcclls. This gives the impression of great size. We do not see 

the ' face ' of the L.:opleurodol1 - just the underneath of its body, including very 

threatening-looking teeth. Although we are positioned on the seabed and have thus been 

drawn into the Liopleurodoll' s environment, the animal does not see us - we see it . So in 

this case we must see this picture of Liopleurodon as an offer of information (Kress and 

van Leeuven 1996: 129), The Liopleurodon and its seabed surroundings are objects of 

interest that we can observe. 

The image is a black and white photograph of a living animal that has actually been 

extinct for a long time. So the image presents itself as real, but actually it is not reaL Even 

the seascape shows long extinct plants. The background is hazy and out of focus - as it 

would be if we were to see something under the sea - so once again the image is 

presenting itself as real. The perspective also adds to the impression that the image is 

real. as the photograph gives an impression of depth as if the liopleurodon is swimming 

towards the viewer. A fair amount of detail is shown - about as much as we would see in 

a photograph faken under water. Overall , the image presents itself as highly credible: we 

view it as the photograph of a real living animal. 
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Photograph of T-rex 

Like the Liopleurodon, the T-rex is both actor and vector realising the non-transactional 

action of roaringlbaring its teeth/menacing the unseen goal. We, the viewers. are the goal. 

The T-rex is not framed. It has escaped from its frame and jumped out onto the page. 

Unlike the Liopleurodon, into whose environment we have been drawn, the T-rex has 

invaded our environment and is eating the words on the page. The T-rex looks at us with 

a small beady eye, but it is its open mouth and teeth more than its eyes that make a 

demand on us, menace us and perhaps instil fear. 

The perspective of the picture is strange with the head shown much bigger than the rest of 

the body, making the animal ioom out of the page at us, appearing almost three

dimensional , and making the animal's demand on us more ureent. This perspective gives 

the impression that the T-rex is close to us: too close for comfort (or as the caption of the 

Liopleurodoll photograph says 'upclose and personal'). This photograph indicate::; that the 

article contains more than information; it engages our attention and is thus attractive to 

the reader. Is this engaging quality to invite the reader to read the article, to draw the 

reader in? Or is it , in line with the cynical tone of the writing in the article, inviting us to 

be cynical about this exaggerated dinosaur with the enormous mouth and ferocious teeth 

which, as the headline says 'won't go away'':' 

The image of the T-rex is less realistically presented than that of the Liopleurodon. 

Firstly, there is no background - the newsprint is the background. As discussed above, 

perspective is exaggerated; the head is exaggeratedly I3.rge compared to the body, giving 

a cartoon-like impression. The representation is highly detailed; we see the texture of the 

skin and of the teeth in a way that is perhaps overly realist ic. By contrast, the tongue 

looks slightly artificial, and may be computer generated. Overall this image is a far better 

illustration than the Liop/eurodol1 of the written text 's contention that dinosaurs, "loud 

gonnless and likely to bite your head off, ... were just made for a successful light 

entertainment show" (Matthews 1999:23 , see appendix page 35). 

In summary, the photographs attract our interest and are primary in this text . The first is 

from a current TV documentary, the other is the classical image of dinosaurs. the T-rex. 

Both give an impression of menace. with us the reader as the goaJ of the menace. The T

rex in particular has escaped from its frame and is eating the words of the article. It 
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llmphasises the title of the article, that dinosaurs 'won 't go away ' . The T -rex is also 

exaggerated in size and thus contributes to the humorous intent of the article. Both appear 

to be real photographs of real living animals, and so have high truth-value. 

4.4.3.2 Contact, affect and status in the Mail and Guardian article 

Contact refers to the writer's solidarity with readers, affect to 'positive or negative 

attitude of the writers to the readers and what they are talking about ' and status to how 

the writer includes the reader (Gerot 1995: l04) These concepts are prominent in the 

account that follows . 

Contact in the Mail and Guardian extract 

There is a fair amount of clausal ellipsis which gives the extract a cryptic/conversational 

feel and contributes to its informality (see 4.4.2.5 above). This informality indicates 

equalit.y between the writer and reader. Another point of contact between writer and 

reader is the humorous tone of the article expressed lexica1ly (sure-fire, get rid of, 

zapping, trashing, sorted the big oafs out, etc). The writer also expresses solidarity with 

the rsader by including the reader and writer together in a group of sensible 

commonsense people and scientists as a group with far-fetched ideas, whose theories can 

be reasonably easily seen through and dismissed. The text has many reliability hedges 

(see 4.4.3.3 below) indicating the degree of skepticism of the writer. The writer is 

popularising science for a readership who are expected to be critical of science and 

expected to view scientists as a group likely to be motivated by qualities other than 

objectivity. 

Sympathy in this article is with the non-specialist reader who is twice included in the 

text: 6~i"ce thell we have had death by genetic changes ... and 8bThat ought (0 have sorted 

the big oafs alii, you would think. This inclusion is done very casually, serving the 

jocular/humorous intention of the text, but implying, firstly, that the readers have long 

been aware of the series of new theories for dinosaur ext inction, and, secondly, that the 

readers are the ones doing the thinking about dincsaur extinction. 

AfTect in the Mail and Guardian extract 

Academics and palaeontologists are treated flippantly and without the respect they are 

afforded in the other texts in my data: from the research articles to the Time and 

Scientific American articles, the texts for children and the textbooks. Academics in this 
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extract would l2naturally prefer a simple explanation; in fact some of them 13 insist there 

is only one explanation (namely their own). Some palaeontologists suspect that 

speculation on the fate of the dinosaurs is lbanother source of trivialisatioll of their 

subject - as if there are many sources of trivialisation of palaeontology; we are told what 

IOamost right-thinking palaeontologists think - with the implication that a number of 

palaeontologists can be dismissed as wrong-thinking. The theories of these 

palaeontologists are ret::ount.::d in humorous terms; ) hardly a week goes by without their 

come up with new theories for )zapping the dinosaurs. Their theories are recounted in 

terms reminiscent of a murder mystery: 4 death by volcanic eruption, 6death by genetic 

changes, 6death by continental breakup, 6death by n:eteor impact and J.'death by all of the 

above . This ''what will they come up with next?" tone indicates that academics and 

palaeontologists are certainly not the intended readers of the article. 

The article IS humorous in intention, and the humour is more important than an 

appearance of objectivity. However the writer achieves a certain appearance of 

objectivity by claiming that the views expressed are those that would be shared by any 

reasolllb le person: 

lOaMost right-thinking palae01l1010gists today do 110t believe; SaThat ought to have sorted 

the big oafs out, 8byou would think [you is the reader, the ordinary reasonable person] 

Scientists are viewed as a petulant group who have foisted a series of implausible theories 

on the pt:.blic ( 6we, 8byoU); they are not objective but apparently motivated by a liking for 

their o\oYn ideas (lltheir own explanation). A group treated even more flippantl y and 

unsympathetically than palaeontologists and academics is the dinosaurs themselves who 

are characterised as 8abig oafs. On the whole, dinosaurs as a phenomeno!"! or topic of 

discussion are seen as tedious and over-publicised: the article ' s title is Why dino:;aurs 

WUII 'I gu away. The author speaks of 21he facI Ihat 110 way has been found to get rid of 

dinosaurs, humorously conflating the extinction of the dinosaurs with removing them as 

a topic. Their extinction is variously referred to in terms of)zappil1g the dinosaurs. ~aSOrl 

(them) DUI, 19do (them) ill, and IOcknock T-rex off his perch. What killed them is lIa 

multiple-whammy of volcanic enlpliol1s genc!tic and geological changes - with a meteor 

impact chaser. 

This is in contrast with both the children' s literature on the topic (cr. section 4.5), where 

dinosaurs are also the central topic but are treated seriously, and the Scientific American 
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article (er. 4 .3) where dinosaurs are periphenl. but treated as a serious topic of interest. 

On the other hand the tone of the Mail and Guardian article has most similarity with the 

Scientific American articlE. which also makes a judgement on one of the theories under 

discussion and treats it ironically. Presumably this has once again to do with the intended 

readership of the different publications: children whu like dinosaurs (Chi ldren's books); 

scientists and those interested in science who are largely not Palaeontologists or 

Geologists and thus are looking for some summary of research in the field and some 

judgement of the worth of the research (Scientific American); and adults who do not trust 

scientists (Mail and Guardian). 

Status in the Mail and Guardian extract 

As explained above, the writer includes the reader by characterising scientists as the 

Other. This implies that scientists are not the intended readers of the article. They. their 

ideas, their discipline and their approach to knowledge are treated flippantly and with 

little respect. The non-specialist reader and the writer, on the other hand, are 

characterised as ordinary sensible people: we ('since then we have had death by genetic 

changes ... ) and you (8b That ought to have sorted the big oafs out. you would think). We 

ordinary people are in the unfortunate position of having our commonsense ideas 

contradicted in the article. 

4.4.3.3 Hedging in the Mail and Guardian extract 

The analysis in Table 4.4.8 indicates that unlike the other two popular articles there are 

few writer-oriented hedges and most hedges are reliability hedges. Reflecting a projected 

readership of non-scientists, the writer wants to indicate his assessment of the reliability 

of propositions rather than shield himself from reader objections to what he says. 

Most hedges are reliability hedges (six), with one attribute hedge, one writer-oriented and 

one reader-oriented hedge. This is similar to the children's texts where reliability hedges 

are prominent and unlike the Scientific American article, where writer-oriented hedges 

are prominent . This reflects the different readership of the Scientific American and Mail 

and Guardian. In the former, the participants in the text are likely to read the anicle, and 

other readers besides the participants are likely to have a good knowledge of the field . 

Thus the wTiter has to shield him/herself from chal~enges to what is said by indicating 

what the source of the information is - i.e. by citations. In the Mail and Guardian by 

contrast, there is far less likelihood of those with a good knowledge of the field reading 
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the article . The projected readers are not scientists. The writer therefore feels less 

necessity to cite sources or limit his commitment. Furthermore, it is plain that the writer 

is exaggerating for humorous effect, and is thus unlikely to be challenged. 

Table 4.4.8 I d Hedging in the Mail and Guardian extract following Hylan 1996 
Hedges Reason for tbe bedge 

Ib At least it is among those who Reliability hedge: writer has less than full warrant for 
categorical assertion (Hyland 1996<:: 440) 

2 ... that no ... way has been Attribute hedge: "downtoners that weaken the force of an 
found . .. is perhaps the most attribute" Hyland (1996<:: 441) 
tellinR: tribute ... 

3 Hardly a week goes by Writer-oriented hedge. It appears at first to be an attribute 
without some new theory ... hedge where writer uses a downtoner to weaken the force 

of an attribute. But actually the writer is exaggerating, so 1 
view this as a writer-oriented hedge where the writer 
wishes to exaggerate but does not want to be accused of it 
so introduces an element of vagueness to shield the writer 
from opposition 

5a These could have blotted out Reliability: assessment of reliability of propositional 
.. . validity . 

7 . .. at something like 96 Attribute hedge - specify precisely 
OOOkph 

8a That ought to have sorted the Reliability hedge the writer is using this hedge to 
big oafs out ... indicate that the proposition that ' that sorted them out ' is 

not reliable . 
8b ... you would think Reader-oriented: draws reader into the article/argument . 
12 Academics would naturally Reliability - because it implies 'but actua1ly its not 

prefer that the explanation ... simple'. 
were simole 

13 ... those who insist there is Reliability - because both ' insist ' and '(namely their 
only one explanation (namely own) ' imply that the idea of one explanation is untrue. 
their own) 
Only ... severa l catastrophes Reliability - this is not a hard and fast established fact -
striking all at the same time the writer is reporting an argument to this effect . 
could finally ... 

4.4.3.4 Evaluation in the Mail and Guardian extract 

Evaluation is a category that includes all meaning that functions to express the writer 's 

opinion and value system, and construct and maintain relations between writer and reader 

(Thompson and Hunston, 2000:6). I begin, in Table 4.4.9, by considering evaluation in 

each clause as suggested by Hunston (1 993 , 1994). 

It is difficult in this text to decide who the source is for a lot of what is said. For example, 

is the source of information in clause 10 paleontologists or the author? In clause 13 is the 

source the writer or academics? The writer claims that 12academics would naturally 
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prefer ... and that lOamosI right-thinking paleonto[ogists today do not believe ...• but we 

are not told which academics and paleontologists. We have only the writer' s word for it . 

The analysis in Table 4.4,9 shows that two main hypotheses are put forward : the single 

cause and the multiple cause hypotheses. In tenns of Certainty, although a single cause is 

rated as 'possible' in clauses 4-7, in clauses 8-11 and clauses 12-14 is rated unlikely and 

untrue. So a number of single cause hypotheses are ' set up ' in clause 4-7 to be knocked 

down in clause 8-11. Instead the multiple cause hypothesis is rated as probable (clause 11 

and clause 19), 

Table 4 4 9 Evaluation in the Mail and Guardian extract 
""~ V.lue 
CI.U$e Adivit ' Sou,~ t-Iodifl<::llton Ccrt.Ioint vllue 

" ~ .... rit.er ""'m ... wrrcnt 
Ib !il.ate faa. writer a1leasl ""'m -I ""'"~ 
2 sw~raa writer ,d" , ssible 
] SWe rad writer H"'" . ""'m .= .. 
4 h tChes is Headline5inews ·ble HypothHH single cause 
], hypothesis News oould ha\·e blQlted passible 

"'" 3b ~othe$i5 Neo.o.'a , Possible 
], h oth.:sis NC'Yo's I ssible 

• h lMesi~ "~, :blc - fl mous 
7 h~1'lMcsi5 News ~ something likC' pouibl~ - $peQacular 

un$Deaficd RA 
8, I h}l'lMesis I ... riter ought to have. you unlikely 

.... ould !.bink 
8b ro·ed. I , 

~~ writer ~~, 

10, ro '= 

lOb hypct.'lcsis PalNfllolgiltal ! donDl beiie\'e unlikely .... eason.ble 

" 
12 

]] 

14 
I] 

I . 
17 
18 
I' 

writer 
hypothesis Pa\eQntolgift, i subscribe probable HypothHbI MuJUple nIlM' 

I writer 
hypothesis Academics ' prefer i unlikely lIypothH15 sin"l!' UUlH' 

writer 
State fad. AClIdemi l:$! insist unlike!) 

Fact.asseu 
I ... riter 

... riter unlikeh ' - reasonable 
~'tate fad. Accepted kno""n 

I State fall 
kno .... lcd e , 
writer known 

lIaestion wri .... 
F""~ . .... riter catain .- wriler oould do in robable - reasonable 

In tenns of Value, the author is ambivalent about the topic as a whole, Although 

dinosaurs as a topic are very current and popular, as discussed above, the author views 

the topic as over-rated and boring. As Table 4.4,9 shows, he rates them as unimportant 

(trivialising of paleontology) , Comparing the single and multiple cause hypotheses, the 

single cause idea is rated unreasonable (poor fit to expectation and other knowledge) 

while the multiple cause hypothesis is rated as reasonable, 
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Overall. if we compare this text to, for example, the Scientific American article, the Mail 

and Guardian writer 

• Is freer with overt negative judgements (big oats, right-thinking paleonto!ogists) 

• Does not provide the source of information but peoples the text with a generic group 

of academics and paleontologists 

• Spends much of the extract knocking down the single cause hypothesis and much less 

of it in elaborating the hypothesis claimed by the article to be current and reasonable 

(the multiple cause hypothesis). So focus is on the fact of the debate as much as on 

the results of the debate and the ideas it advances. It assumes that readers are as much 

interested in the gossip about the topic as in the ideas generated by it. 

• Aims to be humorous and uses deliberately informal lexis (sllre-fire, gel rid oj. 

zapping, trashing, sorted the big oafs Ollt , etc) to achieve this. 

This reflects a readership that takes the general topic (dinosaurs, paleontology and, more 

broadly, science) less seriously than do the readers of the Scientific American article. 

This is not to say that the Mail and Guardian readers necessarily rate science as 

unimportant, but merely that it is less central for them than for the Scientific American 

readers . The witty/humorous tone is consistent with other articles In the Mail and 

Guardian particularly articles not dealing with current news, This IS true of many 

newspapers. 

Table 4.4.10 Alternate negative and positive evaluation in the Mail and Guardian 

I Clause I status I value I 
corn lex 
1 3 Fact writer certain + currCnl -

, 4-7 Hypotheses. news, possible Hypoth.e::t:ngle cause 
+ famous. cular ... 

& I I 
9 I 
ID . Hvoothesis. oalacontoloeists. unhkel\' - reasonable 
11 Hypothesis. palaeontologists, probable HVDothesis: multiole cause 

12 - 14 Hypothesis, palaeontologists. unlikely Hypothesis: Sif g'e use 
- reasonable 

15 - 19 Fact/assess writer. known/probable + reasonable 

Like the Scientific American article, the Mail and Guardian article sets up an opposition 

between two hypotheses: the single-cause and multiple-cause hypotheses. Table 4.4.10 
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shows that the text sets up a series of single cause hypotheses but then knocks them down 

with the multiple- cause hypothesis. The topic as a whole is assessed positively as current 

<'·hot topic), A series of single cause hypotheses are proposed, each undercut firstly by 

trivialising echoes from murder mysteries r death by genetic changes) and then by an 

assessment of a single cause by IOarighl_thinking palaeontologists as unlikely (status) and 

unreasonable (value). A multiple cause is then assessed as reasonable and a single cause 

once again as unreasonable. 

Interestingly, a strong value in both the Mail and Guardian article and the Time article 

(see clause 1, 2a, 3b) is that of being current/famous/spectacular. This is a value not cited 

at all by Hunston (1993), and is apparently not present as a value in research articles. 

Compared to the Scientific A.rnerican article there is less engagement with ideas in the 

Mail and Guardian article because no real evidence or research findi ngs are presented in 

support of one or other hypothesis. This perhaps reflects the depth of interest in the topic 

of the readers, and the extent to which they can be presumed to have followed the story. 

Readers of Scientific American have been exposed to previous articles on the topic of 

what caused the extinction of the dinosaurs, while the same is less likely to be true of 

readers of the Mail and Guardian. 

In summary, as in the Time and Scientific American art icles, there is sequential, positive 

and negative evaluation of hypotheses - in this case a single cause and a multiple cause 

hypothesis. Comrared to the other popular articles, this article makes more overt negative 

judgements, is humorous in tone and sets up hypotheses for the purpose of undercutting 

them and ;JfOving them wrong. 

4.4.3.5 Summary and overview of Tenor in the Mail and Guardian article 

The reader and writer of the Mail and Guardian article are regarded as reasonable people 

and as equals. Scientists, by contrast, are regarded as not objective and ready to foist far

fetched theories on the long-suffering reader and writer. The readers are not expected to 

be scientists as reflected in the lack of \\-Titer oriented hedges/lack of indication of the 

source of information. As in the Time article, scientists are ' other' > but unlike in the Time 

article they are viewed negatively. This reflects the expected readers of the article as non

scientists (as in Time) but non-scientists who are suspicious of the findings and intentions 

of science and do not, like the readers of Time, view science as synonymous with 
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progress The subject of palaeontology is viewed as trivial and dinosaurs as boring and 

over· worked. The photographs depict dinosaurs as menacing but also as exaggerated and 

humorous. Unlike all other texts in this study the writer is more concerned to amuse than 

to inform the reader. This is reflected in humorous attitudinallexis, and clausal ellipsis. 

4.4.4 Summary and overview of Register in tbeMail and Guardian article 

My analysis of this article indicates that it is different from all the other texts in the study 

in a number of ways: firstly, it does not seek primarily to inform but rather to amuse the 

reader, and, secondly. there is overt negative evaluation of scientists and dinosaurs. The 

text is far less impersonal than the other texts in the study and the writer clearly identifies 

the reader and writer as being in one group. The text is about how an unsympathetic and 

subjective group of generic scientists have foisted a series of far-fetched theories about 

dinosaur extinction (a boring and over-worked topic) on the reasonable public including 

the reader and writer. In terms of field (but not tenor) the text is similar to the other texts 

for non-scientists (Trefil and Hazen and the books for chi ldren) in that dinosaurs are 

fairly central. and the lext is not abstract. Organisation of the text (using theme. 

conjunctive relations ellipsjs and nominalisation) serves the text ' s humorous intention by 

setting up various theories and then indicating that they are wrong. 

4.4.5 Genre in tbeMail and Guardian article 

As discussed in section 2.5, White (1997) identifies two genres within the media: hard 

news reporting. and commentary or opinion. By contrast with hard news, in commentary 

or opillion the role of the author is to offer subjective interpretations with explicit value 

judgements. The Mail and Guardian article is an opinion piece with frequent 

interpersonal value judgements about the competence and motivations of scientists. This 

is distinguished from The Scientific American and Time texts, which fall into one of the 

sub-genres of hard news reporting, the issues report. 

As an exam?le of an opinion piece, this article is the only text in the study that makes 

little attempt to appear objective. Amusing the reader is more important than objective 

information (although the article aims to be informative as well as amusing). By contrast 

the Time article, and in particular the Scientir.c American article, emphasise information 

above amusement. 
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Like other popular sources in this study such as Time and Scientific American, the 

readers of the Mail and Guardian are an educated group. Like the readership of Time the 

readership of the Mail and Guardian is broader than the readership of Scientific American 

in not being limited to people with a specific interest in science. The Mail and Guardian 

is fairly left-wing in outlook and prides itself on being critical of powerful institutions 

such as government and big business. This is also reflected in this article in the cynical 

tone it takes to the institutions of academia and science in general. 

4.4.6 Ideology in tbeMail and Guardian article 

This text is the single example in this study of a text participating in the ideologies of 

science as boring on the one hand, and of scientists as a subjective, unreliable, cynical 

group motivated by the desire to advance their own theories, not by a wish to find out the 

truth/facts on the other. The first of these, science as boring, is very widespread in 

popular cultur~ . It is, I believe, like the ideologies of science as difficult, and science as 

authoritative, likely to make science more difficult to learn. It is related to the image of 

the sr:ientist as 'geek' or <nerd ', the highly intelligent but socially inept individual. As 

discussed in chapter 4.3, there is some evidence of this image of the scientist in the Time 

article. 

The second of these ideologies, scientists as a rather sinister and self-serving group, 

indicates an ideological strategy indicated by Eagleton (1991): that of mystification. 

Academics and palaeontologists are viewed cynically and with mistrust. They are a group 

apart and different from the readers: they are Other. In the Time article, although treated 

as Other, scient ists are on the whole positively presented (as having religious authority 

and as being highly i,telligent) In the Mail and Guardian extract, on the other hand, 

scientists and their motives are iess to be trusted. This reflects a sceptical and 

<investigative' trend and in the journalism on which the Mail and Guardian prides itself, 

particularly towards groups perceived to be powerful such as politicians, and big 

business. Scientists appear to be included in this scepticism as one of thes€. powerful 

groups. It is also true that Science has always been treated cynically by those on the 

political left in South Africa, and the Mail and Guardian can be regarded as the most left 

wing of mainstream South African newspapers. Reflecting this, in the Time article, 

scientists are real, named individuals, while in the Mail and Guardian article they are a 

generic group of <academics' and 'palaeotologists' . 
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It is not that the text has a different idea of facts from the other texts. It is still clear that 

within the value-system of the anicle there is such a thing as objective facts. The word 

'fact' is mentioned twice: 

'lThejact that no single, l1lfe-jire way has been/mind to gel rid of dinosaurs is perhaps 
the most telling tribute science has yet paid them. 
14811/ there is one last, humungous fact standing in the way of all olle shot kills all 
theories. 

The reference to 'fact' in clause 2 is for the purpose of constructing a fact ci",use - i.e 

assigning as factual status to '2110 single, sure-fire way has been found to gel rid of 

dinosaurs. This makes this statement into an embedded clause making it less likely that 

the reader will ask ' found by who? ' or ' why would anyone want to?' 

The refe:-ence t.o 'fact' in clause 14 however has the implication of ' scientific fact' or 

' accepted by science'. The 'fact' referred to is that 15Diliosaurs were the dominant life 

form on this planet for 160-million years. Thus, in spile of mistrusting science and 

scientists, the writer subscribes to the idea of objective scientific facts outside of time and 

place and independent of people. Ironically, it is the 'wrong-thinking palaeontologists' 

and academics that overlook and ignore the 14hunllmgOtlS facts, and the author that has to 

reassert them. 

4.4.7 Summary 

In summary, the main purpose of this text is to entertain the reader. Writing an opinion 

piece, the writer does not attempt to be objective but uses a lot of anitudinal lexis and 

subjective language in giving his own opinion. Information is secondary to humour in the 

article. The persona projected by the writer is of a non-scientist who views the readers as 

non-scientists too. As in the other popular texts a relationship of equality is projected 

between reader and writer. By contrast with the other two popular articles in this study. 

this article is not sympathetic to science or scientists. Scientists are viewed as unreliable. 

subjective and self-serving. They are present in the article only as a generic group and 

although they have thoughts attributed to them, they do not collocate with verbal 

processes and have no words attributed to them. Science. in the topic of dinosaurs at 

least , is viewed as boring. The article thus subscribes to two negative ideologies about 

science: science as boring and science as sinister. 
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The writer uses informal lexis (like aabig oafs) and clausal ellipsis to give the extract a 

conversational feeling and to add to the humour of the article. One of the two 

photographs is humorously exaggerated, supporting the contention of the article title that 

dinosaurs wall ', go away. Thematic development and conjunction function repeatedly in 

the setting up of false expectations which the writer then humorously disappoints. 

Overall, texis and clausal ellipsis contribute to the humour of the article. Generic 

scientists who never speak for themselves and are viewed with cynicism contribute to a 

negative impression of science and scientists. Thematic development, conjunction and 

nominalisation allow the writer to set up theories of dinosaur extinction and then 

humorously knock them down in the next clause. 
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4.5 Science books for children 

4.5.0 Introduction 
4.5.1 Field in the books for children 

4.5.1.1 Human participants in the books for children 
4.5.1.2 Processes. participants and circumstances 
4.5.1.3 Summary and overview of Field in the books for children 

4.5.2 Mode in the books for children 
4.5.2.1 Theme in the books for children 
4.5.2.2 Nominalisation and embedding in the books for children 
4.5.2.3 PaSSivisation in the books for children 
4.5.2.4 Conjunctive relations in the books for children 
4.5.2.5 Summary and overview of Mode in the books for children 

4.5.3 Tenor in the books for children 
4.5.3.1 Illustrations in the books for children 
4.5.3.2 Contact, affect and status in the books for children 
4.5.3.3 Hedging in books for children 
4.5.3.4 Evaluation in the Boc.ks for Children 
4.5.3.5 Summary and overview of Tenor in the books for children 

4.5.4 Summary and overview of Register in the books for children 
4.5.5 Genre in the books for Children 
4.5.6 The ideology of science books for children 
4.5.7 Summary 

4.5.0 Introduction 

I began my examination of science books for children as a genre, by analysing extracts 

from four texts in detail . I found that three of these four books were very similar. The 

fourth was unusual for the genre, in my experience, in that it contained a narrative as well 

as a factual section. I have selected one of the four texts as exemplary of the genre. A full 

analysis of this text is provided in this chapter, but I make frequent reference and 

comparison to the other three texts, as J have done in the case of textbooks and popular 

journal articles. 

I have selected a 480-word text called Prehistoric Life (see foldout in appendix page 46) 

as my exemplary text . The two texts that are very similar to Prehistoric Life are All a..!22Y1 

Dinosaurs (appendix page 37). and DK Picturepedia (appendix page 40). The more 

unusual text is Tyrannosauraus rex (appendix page 49). As with my analysis of the other 

texts in this section I consIder the context of situation, or register, of Prehistoric Life by 

analysing the text in terms of Field (in 4.5.1), Mode (in 4.5.2) and Tenor (in 4.5.3). I then 

go on in section 4.5.5 to consider the context of culture. or genre, of the text, before 

moving on to a consideration of ideology in 4.5.6. My analysis below reveals that science 

books for children show similarities with textbooks in the human participants who are 
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included, in the kind of hedging that predominates and in the attitude to science that is 

prevalent in the texts . 

4.5.1 Field in the hooks for children 

This section, as is the general pattern for chapter 4, exanunes human participants, 

processes and other participants and circumstances. 

4.5.1.1 Human participants 

Table 4.5.1 lists all human participants in Prehistoric Life, and the other three books for 

children and indicates whether they appear in the major position in the clause and whether 

they are specific people or merely generic representatives of a group. 

Table 4.5 .1: Human oartlclDants m t e 00 s orc hb kfi hild ren 
All about Dinosaurs maior/minor: RenericJsoecific 

3 We are not sure (~ maior; J:!.cneric? 
4. Scientists thou2:~t (~ maior; I!.eneric 
lOa Some scientists think (~ major: J!.cneric 
14a No onc knows (~ maior: generic 

OK PicturenPrlia 

2. We can tell (~ major: "'enenc 
3. weknow (~ ma·or: 2enenc 
43 We can 2Uess (m.ertt:n.4 ma' or: 2enenc 
12. Some scientists believe (~ ma·or: 2cncnc 
173 Scientists tilink (~ ma 'or: I!.cneric 

Prehistoric Life 
5b no onc knows (~ maior; generic 
6. Some scienti'1S think {~ maior; ~eneric 
7. The" believe (~ maior: Rcncric 
19. Scientists call (~ minor; generic 
21b both irrOUns of scjenti~s are ri"'ht (~ minor; generic 

TVT3nnosaurus Rex 
no human oanicioants 

As can be seen: the human participants in three of the texts All about Dinosaurs, DK 

Picturepedia and Prehistoric Life were identical: scienlists and no one. All about 

Dinosaurs, and DK Picturepedia also refer to ' we' in ' We can guess ' and ' We are nol 

sure '. This identifies the child reader with the writer and with scientists in that ' we' are the 

ones involved in thinking about and working out what happened. The fourth children ' s 

book has no human participants. In all three texts we know/don 'I know things~ scientists 

think believe call and are right; no one knows. These three texts are also similar to each 

other in what these participants do: largely mental processes. Human participants in the 
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books for children are generic, indicating that humans/scientists are not the focus of the 

accounts. In this the texts have similarities with textbooks (er. 4.2) in that the facts of what 

happened to the dinosaurs are important, not the people who discover these facts. 

4.5.1.2 Processes, participilnts and circumstances 

In what follows I cor..sider the participants and processes m Prehistoric Life, making 

comparisons with the other three texts for children. Table 4.5.2 summarises the kinds of 

process in the other three books, thus indi,=ating the extent to which Prehistoric Life is 

similar to them. 

Ta bl e 4 ,5,2 Proportions 0 f d'ffi 'r. b kr. hild I erent process type In our 00 S orc ren 
material mental identifying attributive existential total -

All about Dinosaurs 1I (58%) 3 I 4 19 

DK Picture~edia 23 (52%) 8 5 7 I 44 

Prehistoric Life 14(41 %) 3 5 11 (32%) I 34 

-1 Tvrannosaurausrex 32 (68%) 3 5 7 47 
.80 (56%) 14 (10%) 14(10%) 27 (19%) 9 144 

Table 4.5.3 lists the processes in all clauses in Prehistoric Life. Plants and animals other 

than dinosaurs eba number of other groups, such as ... , Y,sh crocodiles turtles "', Jail 

living things, 17A1any of the plants both 011 land and in the sea, 2so/her reptiles sI/ch as 

... 26many other groups including .... 24a squidlike. creaTUre called an ammonite, (,bother 

groups that became extinct) are mentioned more frequently than dinosaurs (which are 

mentioned four times) , 

In terms of ideas, Prehistoric Life is very well informed about and summarises the recent 

research. For example it mentions the two opposing explanations for the mass extinction 

at the emi of the Cretaceous: gradualism and meteorite impact and tries to reconcile them: 

2J It is possibllJ that both groups of scienlislS are right . 

As with the other three texts for children, material processes make up about half of the 

processes in the text . Thus the texts are grounded in the physical world rather than the 

world of consciousness or abstract relations. There are no verbal processes in Prehistoric 

Life or in any of the other texts. This is because the writers of all three texts do nCit cite 

specific sources as is the way in the popular anicles and research anicle. Attributive 
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processes are fairly common serving to paint a vivid picture by saying things are 21bhotter, 

7bcoo[el; 'unchanged, 2a.6bextinct etc. 

d Table 4 .5.3 : Processes an I partIcIpants: P hi re stone Lt ~ 
Actor Mat~rial Goal Circumstance 

3 all living things were not affected 

5a these extinctions happened 65 million years 
ago. 

7c the seas were draining back from the continents 
7d the many volcanic were throwing up great quantities of dust into the atmosphere. 

eruotions at the time 
11 The Cretaceous mcteori~e could have made a cra ... :r 159 times this size 
14 has been fawld A huge crater that could near the north coast 

have ... of Mexico. 
16a This debris could have the skies for many years 

darkened 
17 Many of the plants. both would have died from Jack of light. 

on ... 
18a the plant-eating dincS3urs died in their turn, 

... 
20a the thick dust had settled 
20b the 10n2. "inter ended 
2lb making the climate much hotter. 
25 Other reptiles such as ... survived the ex1inction. 
26 Many other groups ... disappeared as well as dinosaurs, 

including .. . 

Existential Existent 
13 there ;s evidence that ... FACT 

Senser Mental Phenomenon 
5b no one knows FACT 
6a Some scientists thiruc FACT 
7a Thev believe FACT 

Token Ident: intens Value 
9 The Yucatau area of may have been the sile of the meteorite 

Mexico impact. 
Token Ideot: circum Value 

8 The huge impact of a large would have caused earthquakes and tidal 
meteorite waves ... 

16b causing a long. cold winter. 
21a These wouJd have caused what scientists call ... 
22 These two ... chan~es would have caused very rapid extinctions . ... 

Carrier Attributive Attribute 
I what went "TOng? 
2a dinosaurs became extinct at the cll\1 of the 

Cretac.eous oeriod ... 
2b a number of other groups. did 

such as ... 
4 Fish. crocodiles. tunles, managed 10 sur .... ive unchanged 

birds, . .. 
6b dinosaurs, and other were becoming less numerous and varied for several million 

groups Ihal .. . vcars before ... 
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7b the climate may have become cooler 
\0 TIlls meteorite crater is 1.2 kilometres wide 
15 Rocks all over the world contain unusual minerals which ... 

.. . 
20e the atmosphere would have a lot of finer dust from the rocks 

contained thrown up by ... 

23 1t~~C;;~:",\both groups is possible 

24 This fossilised shell belonged to a squid-like creature called 
an ammonite. 

Prehistoric Life contains a single intensive and three circumstantial identifying processes, 

all three of which are causa1. In Prehistoric Life, as in one other book for children, DK 

Picturepedia. causal relations are realised as identifying processes as well as congruently 

through conjunctions. Table 4.5.2 indicates that on the whole identifying processes are not 

common in the books for children. Halliday (1994: 126) characterises identifYing processes 

as dominating "certain highly valued registers (such as scientific ... discourse) where the 

meanings that are being construed are inherently symbolic ones" . This confirms the books 

for children as rather concrete, and grounded in the physicaJ rather than symbolic world. 

Tyrannosauraus rex is unusuaJ in that the first part (clause 2-9) is written as a narrative 

account of something that actually happened. The only hint that this may not be a factual 

account is the question in the title 'The end ojthe dinosaurs?' The language in this section 

is fanciful : 

2aall asteroid streaked 01lt of space; 3aThe earth shuddered; 41The sun danced ill the sky; 
9aLittle scuttling mammals rooted for food in the wasteland; There was: sbthe darkness of 
early night; s<;no moon or stars, just the glow of volcanoes; 6the smell of hot dust and 
burning. 

On the whole, it appears that writers of children 's science employ a variety of techniques 

to make the writing more accessible. One of these techniques (not commonly used in this 

selection) is fiction/fantasy/narrative. There is greater use of material processes, invariably 

grounded in real world happenings, than of identifying processes. The relational processes 

are more commonly attributive, contributing to the vividness of the description. Other 

techniques used to make the writing more accessible are short nominal groups, and few 

words per clause. 
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Circumstances in the books for children 

Circumstances of place and time are particularly important in the texts for children. This is 

similar to the other genres in the study. Table 4.5.4 shows the kinds of circumstances in 

the four texts. The circumstances of place in the books for children largely concern where 

on the Earth e4near the north coast of Mexico;), and in space (Tyrannosauraus rex: 'bout 

of space; All about Dinosaurs: llaaround the Earth). Circumstances of time largely 

concern the time of the dinosaurs (22aJ the e'ld of the Cretaceous period) . 

Table 4 5 4 Circumstances in the books for children 
All about Dinosaurs DK Pictur!media Prehistori!t; Lif!i( T:llannosauru~ R~x 

Extent: temporal 2 I 2 (10%) 
Location: place I 9 (36%) 3 (27%) 11 (52%) 
Location: time 3 (50%) 7 (28%) 4 (36%) I 
Manner I 5 (20%) I 5 (24%) 
Cause I I 2 (18%) 2 (10%) 
Accomoaniment I 

~ 25 I I 2 1 

Lexis in the texts for children 

All four texts are in agreement on the lexis used in connection with dinosaurs. In all four 

texts death and destruction are almost the only things associated with dinosaurs. We are 

told that dinosaurs b..
6bbecame extinct, 26disappeared, 6bbecame less numerous and less 

success/ ul. They are speculated to have died of a wide range of things: sa meteorite, 

7dvolcanic eruptions 161the cold. All four texts offer possibilities for the reason for the 

mass extinction. As with the lexis associated with dinosaurs) the lexis associated with 

mammals and other creatures is similar in the four texts: mammals and other forms 

survived, and may in fact have hastened the end of the dinosaurs . Thus mammals and other 

extant organisms are set in strong contrast to the dinosaurs. They 2mallaged 10 survive, 

2'survived. 

As with dinosaurs and mammals, the lexis associated with weather and climate in the four 

texts is similar. All four texts speak of the earth becoming colder or warmer or both in 

succession. The weather 7bmay have become cooler. We are told of icy winters, 16ba long 

cold winter. ?n the other hand there is a 2lagreellhouse effect, making the climate much 

hotter, and 'he gradual warming of the Earth. 
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Meteorites are advanced by all four texts as a possible cause of the dinosaur extinction. 

The meteorite/asteroid is a violent body with disastrous consequences: it I3struck, 

resulting in 14a crater. Two of the texts suggest evidence for this extraterrestrial body in 

the form of unusual minerals from the material of the meteorite (E:rehistoric Life and DK 

Picturepedia). 

The texts for children are engaging in terms of asking questions (All about Dinosaurs), 

using personal language, using narrative in the case of Tyrannosauraus rex, and using 

exaggerated expressions like ' blown to smithereens' (Tyrannosauraus rex) . Nevertheless 1 

regard the offering of evidence as well as the offering of alternative theories in all four 

texts as indicators of the fact that although for children, and thus different in a number of 

ways, these texts are nevertheless factual scientific texts with much in common with other 

genres of scientific writing. I therefore speculate that texts such as these are a step on the 

path to more adult forms of scientific writing - ultimately a step on the path to the research 

article genre. This idea I develop further in section 5.5.1. 

4.5.1.3 Summary and overview of Field in the books for children 

As in textbooks, human participants in the books for children are generic, indicating that 

the fact s are more important than who first suggested the facts. In all four texts material 

processes are the most common type of process. These invariably realise real world 

meanings, and the focus of the texts is the dinosaurs and what happened to them in the 

Cretaceous period. These happenings are not used to make a point about the nature of 

evolution as they are in the three textbooks examined. As a result, the texts are literal 

iather than abstract . As indicated above 'scientists' and 'we' are the agents of the mental 

processes, and this, I argue below, identifies the child re.ader with scientists. Mental 

processes also realise causal relations. The identifying processes are causal in Prehistoric 

Life and in one other text. In addition, the books for children are alone in this study in 

realising cause partly through conjunctive relations rather than identifying processes. 

4.5.2 Mode in the books for children 

The analysis below considers thematic structure, embedded clauses, nominalisation. 

passivisation and conjunctive relations. 
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4.5.2.1 Tbeme in Ibe books for children 

The books for children all employ hyperthemes in the fonn of headings and subheadings. 

The thematic development of Prehistoric Life is more sophisticated than that of the other 

three children's books. [ thel'efore include for comparison a full analysis of theme of one 

of the other books for children, All about Dinosaurs, which in this feature is more similar 

to the other two texts . ]0 brief. the thematic development of the four texts is as follows: 

• Prerustoric Life combines the use of subheadings (hypertheme), P clause as theme at 

the beginning of new paragraphs/stages in the argument, and <heavy' themes, that 

make thematic extra infonnation about the theory of extinction favoured by the author. 

• In All about Dinosaurs the main beading is a hypertheme from which hangs a series of 

littlp paragraphs each of which combines adjuncts as marked theme, adversative 

cOI~unctions and interpersonal themes (questions). 

• DK Picturepedia employs hyperthemes found in the first (summary) paragraph and 

expanded on later in different sections of the text . This is combined with subheadings. 

There is also a good deal of theme maintenance and some progression of theme. 

• Tyrannosauraus rex employs subheadings (as hyperthemes) and in the factual sections 

there is maintenance of theme and some numbering to organi!:;e the text . 

Theme in All about Dinosaurs 

Table 4.5.5 contains a clause by clause analysis of theme in All about Dinosaurs. The title 

of this text , ' What happened?', is a hypertheme for the whole text . From this hypertheme 

hang a series of lictle paragraphs. each of which combines two or three of the following 

themes: adjuncts as marked theme. adversative conjunction as textual theme, and 

interpersonal themes/questIOns. 

Remarkable about thematic choice in All about Dinosaurs are the high number of wh

adjuncts: what , why, how, why and which. These make the text into a series of questions 

the answers to which are ultimately unknown as the text makes clear in the final clause 

C4No olle knaws which is the right answer) . 

Many of the themes signal progression of what the tex:! is about (selecting a constituent 

from the preceding rheme). The two marked themes are both circumstantial adjuncts of 

location in time. The first of these, 2Sixty-six million years ago, places the mass extinction 
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in time. while the second. 41At one time, places scientific interest in the mass extinction in 

time. 

Table 455 Theme in All about Dinosaurs 
Textual Interpersonal Topical Rhemel 

markedness 
I Wh ... ... at Interpersonal 

2 SixtY-six million years ao:o Location: time 
3 We 

4. At one time, Location: time 
4b that the early mammals 

5. But dinosaurs .....Adversative 
5b and their eggs 

6 So h ... ... ow Interpersonal 
causal -

7 Another idea --C-
S But this chanf!e of climate adversative 

9 So wh ... ... }' lnterpersonal 
causal 

10. Some scientists 
lOb that r a giant meteorite ten kilometres wide 

100 and 
~ r-

11. The great explosion 
lib and many animals V-
12 But crocodiles, frOgS, birds and mammals dversative 

13 These animals 

14 No one 

t t 
Arron$ mdicate malOtcnance of theme Arrows indicate progression of theme 
Clause as theme: bold; marked theme: underlined; nominalisations: italicised 
• means the theme is r.a. rried over from the previous clause 

Martir. ( 1993:2';7) shows that method of development of a text is often predicted by a 

clause (or series of clause~), which function as 'hypertheme' to the text following it. As he 

puts it, hypertheme is to paragraph what theme is to clause, This is certainly the case for 

Ali about Dinosaurs. The entire text hangs from the question posed by clause I: What 

happenecl? An answer is offered in clause 2, and then each little- paragraph offers a 

possible explanation for why this happened. These litt le paragraphs start in some cases 

with adjuncts as marked themes (clauses 2 and 4a), are followed in some cases (Sa, 8 and 

12) by adversative conjunctions indicatiilg objections to the solution offered in the 

paragraph In some cases the final clause in the paragraph has an interpersonal theme. a 
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question (clause 6 and 9). Martin (1993 :246) characterises this interaction between Hyper. 

theme :md method of development as characteristic of the Report genre. 

Theme in Prehistoric Life 

Table 4 5 6 Theme in Prehistoric Life 
TenuaJ Interperson1l1 Topical Rbemel 

markedness 
I \vh .. . ... at interpersonaJ 
2, When dinosaurs became eninct at the end of Clause as 

the Cretaceous periot! 65 million "ears 820 theme 
3 But c- not all living thin~ adversative 
4 L "",:ish, crocodiles, turtles, birds, mammals and ' heavy ' 

most flowering plants theme 
5, Because these t!XIinctions happeneJ 65 million Clause as 

"ears a20 them~ 
6, Some scientists 

6b dinosaurs and other groups that became e)':tinct 'heavy' tlleme 

7. The\' 
7b the climate 
7c because perhaps the seas cause 

I impersonal 
7d and because the many volcanic eruotion.; at the time ~ cause 
8 The hu~e impact of a lame meteorite 
9 The Yucatan ar!"..a of Mexico 
IO This meteorite crater 
11 ~ The Cretaceous meteorite 
12 Meteorite Impact 

13 But there adversati\'e 
14 A huge crater ([that cou1d ha\'e been caused by ' heavy' 

such an impact]] theme 
15 Rocks ([all over the world laid down at that ' heavy ' 

timell theme 
16a This debris ..-
16b • 
17 Many of the plants. [both on land and in the ' heavy' 

sea,I' theme 
18 Then the p/ant-eatinR dinosaurs 
19 "Greenhouse effect" 
20. E·'CD after the thicker dust had sef1le~ r-C1ause as 

theme 
21. These ---22b • 
22 These lwO climatic changes 
23 It is possible 
24 This fossilised shell 
25 Other reptiles such as crocodiles, snakes and 

lizards. 
26 Manv other £rOUDS 

clause as tbeme: bold; grammallcai metaphor: llalie/sed 
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A clause by clause analysis of thematic development in Prehistoric Life is provided in 

Table 4.5.6. This text combines the use of hyperthemes (that is the subheadings in clauses 

11 and 19) and p clauses as theme (clause 2a, Sa, 20a) to organise the text by signalling 

new sections of the text . 'Heavy' themes, (topical themes with embedded nominal groups) 

are also used. The first two P clause themes in Prehistoric Life concern the time scale of 

the extinction: 

'hWhen dinosaurs became extinct at the end of the Cretaceous period 65 million years 
ago 
SaBecause these ex/ine/ions happened 65 million years ago 

These two themes begin paragraphs I and 2 of the text, and could perhaps be said to 

signal the beginning of two new stages in the argument . The next new stage in the 

argument (impact theory) is signalled firstly by the subheading " Meteorite impact, and 

also by the external adversative conjunction in clause l3a which refers back to the 

gradualism theory found in clauses 6 and 7. 

The beginning of the penultimate paragraph is once again marked by a subheading and a p 
clause theme, which does not however start a new phase in the argument, as it merely 

continues the speculation concerning the likely atmospheric conditions consequent upon 

impact: 

2°Evell after the thicker dust had settled 

The central part of the text under the heading Meteorite impact, (clause 12 - 18) contains 

three topical themes with embedded clauses or phrases: 

14A huge crater [{that could have been caused by such all impact]] 
15Rocks {fall over the world laid down at that time)) 
I7Many of the plants, [hoth 011 land and in the sea,} 

Use of ~ clauses as theme and 'heavy' themes indicates that Prehistoric Life may well be a 

slightly more adult/complex text than the other books for children in that its thematic 

development through marked themes is similar to more complex texts . This greater level 

of sophistication is supponed in its greater use of causal identifying processes than the 

other three texts for children. 
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4.5.2.2 Nominalisation and embedding in the books for children 

In this section ] consider the use of nominalisation and embedding In the books for 

children. 

Nominalisation in the books for children 

There are not many nominalisations in any of the children ' s books. However. Prehistoric 

Life and Tvrannosauraus rex appear to have a similar number to Trefil and Hazen, the 

textbook for non-science students. 

Table 4 5 7 Nominalisation in the books for children 
All abQut Dinosaurs Nil 
DK PictureDedia I LJ reaction 
Prehistoric Life I ~ ... 00, IJ. "extinction, IOerllvtions, "fallout 

Tvrannosaurausr~x bc-collision. 19't>arJ!umenIS, 2Swarmiflft. 26radiatiolJ, 2hexplosiOll 

Embedding in the books for children 

Embedding in these four children 's books falls into two malO categories: embedded 

Questions and, the most common kind of embedding in these texts, embedded clauses that 

add to the specificity of what is said_ 

Examples of embedded questions are: 

' We are not slIre ({why this happened]). (from All about Dinosaurs) 
37 Blit no single theory can explain ({what really happelledll (from DK PiC!urepedia) 

Examples of embedded clauses adding greater specificity to what is said are: 

6bdilloSallrS, and other groups [[that became extinctj). were becoming less flllmerom
(from Prehistoric Life) 
"·Only the little scuttling mammals, {[that had been hiding underground when disaster 
struck//, emerged/rom their holes (from Tyrannosauraus rex) 

T bl a e 4 .5.8 E b M m e !Ogmt h e books for children 
All about DK Prehistoric T Rex Total 
Dinosaurs Picturenedia Life 

i Questions 2 3 I 0 6 
Packaging infonnation as facts I I 0 0 2 
Increasing t~e specificity of 
what is said 

I 7 II 8 27 

Instances of embedding 4 II 12 8 35 
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4.5.2.3 F 8ssivisation in the books for children 

All uses of the passive in DK Picturepedia Prehistoric Life and TyrannQsauraus rex are 

recoverable either from context or the agent is present in object position. DK Picturepedia 

has more instances of passivisation than the other three books. Once again 1 equate this 

text with Trefil and Hazen. the textbook aimed at non-scientists, whir.h only has three 

instances of passivisation. I regard this use of passivisation. particularly in DK 

Picturepedia as one of the ways that children's books show signs of being early versions of 

textbooks. The relatively low use of passives is not coupled with a foregrounding of 

individual scientists <as it is in the popular texts) . Instead, three of the books - All about 

Dinosaurs. DK Picturepedia and Prehistoric Life - attribute ideas to the generic 

·scientists' . Once again this shows similarities with the textbook for non-scientists by 

Trefil and Hazen. 

T bl 4 5 9 a e .. I f hb k~ hild nstances 0 r paSSIVlsatlon In t e 00 sore ren 
Total Agent present in Agent Agent recoverable 

obiect position obscured from context 
All about Dinosaurs 0 
DK Picturenedia 5 2 3 

Prehi~lQriQ Lif~ 2 2 
Tvrannosauraus rex 2 2 

4.5.2.4 Conj unctive relations in the books for children 

I begin this section with a clause by clause analysis of conjunctive relations in Prehistoric 

Life. As in All about Dinosaurs and DK Picturepedia, there are no internal conjunctions in 

Prehistoric Life. A reason for this could be the shortness of the texts making this explicit 

text organisation unnecessary. External conjunctions are largely temporal (outlining the 

timeframe in which the extinctions happened), causal (outlining why certain possible 

extinction scenarios would have caused extinction), and adversative (more than one 

possible explanation). 

Of the four books for children, Tyrannosauraus rex is the only one where the principle 

conjunctive means of structuring the text is through cor.junctions of addition, contributing 

to its being a more spoken text than the other three texts. The other three texts use 

adversative, addition, causal and temporal conjunctions. 
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Table 4.5 .10 Coniunctive relations in Prehistoric Li e 
Internal conjunctive relations : clause EJ:temal : rul wond 
rhetorical structure COO·UDCtive relations 

2a ........ Tern : simultaneous When 
2b "- '-Extension: addition so did 
3 Extension: adversative But 

• elaboration: exem li forexam le 
Sa Causal'-ODditional Because 
5b 
6 

I 7b ... 
7, , 

ausal<onditional; reason perha", _we 
7d ausal~nditional : reason and because 
8 
9 
10 
11 
t2 
!3 Extension: adversative But 
I' I (Elaboration: excmolifvin2' as evidence --- IS -- 16. --16b ~ lcausal-conditional: reason 

~ 
17 on accoWlt of this 
18 Temooral: followinl!. Th'" 
19 
20. Temooral: followin2 Even after 
20b u1ension: addition and 
211c 
21a 
21b causal conditional thw; 
22 
23 
2' 
25 
26 

Note: Clause 8-11 and clause 24-26 are captions of Illustratlons 

To summarise, in the four books for children, external conjunctive relations predominate 

as in all other texts considered except Raup and Sepkoski. Temporal, causal and additive 

and adversative conjunctions are common. An unusuaJ feature in the books for chi ldren 

compared to aU other texts is that causal relations are reaJised conjunctively (which 

Halliday regards as congruently) rather than clausally in identifying or mentaJ processes as 

is common in the other texts . Another unusual feature is that temporaJ conjunctions in the 

children's texts relate to the time of the dinosaurs rather than to the present time as they 

do for example in the Scientific American and Time articles, both narratives of research. 
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4.5.2.5 Summary and overview of Mode in the books for children 

My analysis of Mode thus indicates two points of interest in the organisation of these 

texts . The first of these is features that contribute to these texts being more literal and 

more congruent in their reaJisation of meaning than the other texts in the study. The 

second is features that suggest similarities with textbooks. Examples of features that 

contribute to these te"'<1:s being more literal and more congruent in their reaJisation of 

meaning are the dearth of passivisation and tlominalisation and the fact that causaJ 

relations are more often realised conjunctively than in other texts. Temporal conjunct!ons 

relate to the time of the dinosaurs rather than to present time as in the other texts in the 

study. In one of the texts pictures are a structUling device with the text accompanying 

each picture. 

Exa:.rnples of features that indicate similarities with textbooks are firstly that there is about 

the same amount of nominalisation in these texts as in Trefil and Hazen the textbook for 

non~scientists . Similarly, incidence of use of the passive is similar to the amount found in 

Trefil and Hazen. Neither nominalisation nor passivisation is used to conceal the agent . By 

contrast with the popular texts the comparative dearth of passivisation is not matched by 

foreg.ounding of individual scientists: those found are all geneIic as in ~extbooks . 

Other aspects of organisation of the texts are thematic development and embedding. The 

method of development in four texts involves hyperthemes in the form of subheadings. As 

in the other texts embedded clauses that add to the specificity of what is said are the most 

common function of embedding although embedded questions that serve to engage the 

interest of the readers are al.::o found . 

4.5.3 Tenor in tbe books for children 

Tenor refers to the roles of the reader and writer of a text and the interaction between 

them. Science books for chiidren are written by adults for children with the aim of 

informing. In section 4.5.5 below, I argue that the introduction to one of the texts mK 
Pictu~dia). projects the reader as a middle-class child whose highly literate parents will 

guide himlher in reading and interpretirg the text . In this section I report on my 

investigation of the illustrations in the text, as well as the categories of contact, affect and 

status. hedging. and evaluation. 
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4.5.3.1 Dlustration!O in the books for children 

Illustrations have an ideational function (information-giving) as well as an interpersonal 

function . In the case ofDK Picturepedia (appendix page 40) they even have a structuring 

function as each paragraph is associated with and illustrated by a diagram. Nevertheless, I 

feel that the interpersonal function is the most important function served by illustrations in 

books for children. They attract the interest of the reader and show solidarity with them. I 

have therefore chosen to consider illustrations under tenor. 

The Prehistoric Life text (see foldout in appendix page 46) is on a double page and forms 

a chapter entitled "What went wrong". The left or Given page (Kress and van Leeuwen 

1996) shows three images supporting the Impact Hypothesis. In bott.om left position, i.e. 

most Given and Real (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996), is a photograph of a real impact 

crater, This is shown from a high oblique angle, not entirely top-down/objective, but 

showing the perspective of the landscape. Interestingly, in every text which shows an 

impact crater, the image is sited at the bottom (Real) and often at the left (Given). It 

appears that being real, photographs of real craters, which are well accepted to have been 

caused by extraterrestrial impact, these craters are invariably viewed as Real, solid and 

earthly. 

To the right of the impact crater (somewhat Newer) and also in Real position is a map of 

the Gulf of Mexico, the proposed impact site for this particular extinction. Maps are Offer 

images; they offer "objective dispassionate knowledge, ostensibly free of emotive 

involvement and subjectivity" (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996:] 26). This presents 

sOr.1ething essentially uncertain and speculative as objective and possessed of a fair degree 

of certainty. 

Above the map in Ideal position is the meteorite in the act of hitting the Earth. The 

resulting explosion is represented by concentric circles emanating from the impact . This 

image is naturalistically crawn but, being drawn, has less tru~h value than the map. 

photograph of an impact crater and photograph of an Ammonite fossil of the right hand 

page. It is represented as an Ideal modeUpossibility of what happened. This Ideal position 

for the asteroid/meteorite/comet hitting the Earth or exploding is found in two of the other 

texts for children: All about Dinosaurs and Tyrannosauraus rex. DK Picturepedia places 
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the asteroid speeding towards Earth and actually hitting Earth in bottom Real position and 

also chooses images with more photographic truth value to represent this. 

On the right or New page is a photograph of an Ammonite fossil in bottom Real position. 

It is photographed from above and thus represented as an objective scientific specimen: a 

real piece of evidence. The inset block in top Ideal position is a c1assificatory structure 

with "What survived" on the left (Given) and ' 'What disappeared" on the right (New). The 

labelled attributes of this structure represent the important classes of each group: 

amphibians. insects, mammals and reptiles who survived, and pterosauTs, ammonites, 

plesiosaurs and dinosaurs who did not . This is similar to the image in DK Picturepedia that 

shows what survived 

As we would expect in a book for children, all four of the texts have a number of very 

colourful illustrations. Some of these are very naturalistic paintings/drawings, while others 

are photographs, the form with the highest current cultural truth-value. In a similar way to 

the Liopleurodon image in the Mail and Guardian, which was a photograph of a long-gone 

scene, one of the texts for children IDK Picturepedia), produces an illustration of an 

asteroid hitting earth that has high truth value in that it looks like a photograph. 

All four books illustrate the impact and dinosaurs; three illustrate the survivors and three 

illustrate an impact crater. In all three cases the impact craters are in high oblique angle, 

not entirely top-down (objective) as in the Scientific American image of an impact crater. 

All four texts favour the impact hypothesis, and this is visually reinforced by the salience 

and number of the impact illustrations. On the other hand, three of the texts choose to 

illustrate alternative hypotheses (mammals eating dinosaur eggs, caterpillars eating the 

vegetation, poisonous plants.) Thus although the text is does not favour these 

explanations, the illustrations, like the text, give them some space as possibilities. 

4.5.3.2 Contact. afTect and status in the books for children 

In this section I consider Contact, Affect and Status in Duff, three categories which Gerot 

(1 995: 104) uses to illuminate the interpersonal metafunction. 
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Contact in books for c:hildren 

Contact refers to writer' s solidarity with readers (Gerot 1995: 104). Solidarity is indicated 

in a number of ways in the four books for children that I analysed. I will consider 

Prehistoric Life first , and then make some general remarks about the books for children as 

a whole. The title of Prehistoric Life, (What went wrong?). is a question, which engages 

the readers in the problem of what caused the extinction. The illustrations of the text also 

express solidarity with a child reader. So too does the occasional vivid and dramatic 

language: lhuge impact~ lSenormous impac/~ D ... their final end, announced by the fiery 

glow of a huge meteor streaking across the sky. 

In general. the books for children are clearly scientific texts and features which they share 

with the other genres in the study are a tendency to be rather impersonal, and the technical 

language used in three of the children's books. However, solidarity with the child readers 

is shown in a number of ways: 

The child readers ' interest is engaged through questions (All about Dinosaurs. fuhistoric 

Life) exclamations Q2K Picturepedia), joking (QK Picturepedia), illustrations (all four 

hooks), and vivid and dramatic language (Prehistoric Life). Tyrannosauraus rex also uses 

two types of text, narrative and factual repon, in order perhaps to appeal to children who 

like one or other text type. In two of the texts (All about Dinosaurs. DK Picturepedia) 

solidarity is shown through use of we (reader, writer and scientists). This identifies the 

reader with scientists as a group. The writers use these features to mitigate the difficulties 

involved in reading impersonal and technical texts. From this perspective they are 

inducting readers into scientific genres such as textbooks. Use and definition of technical 

terms such as 'greenhouse effect ' and ' plankton' introduces the reader to such 

terminology and thus includes them as members of the scientist group. 

The wtiters of these books are writing for children who like facts, and who have had some 

exposure to factual writing. The assumption is often made that the narrative form is easier 

and more ' naturally' accessed by readers but as Martin (1989) has argued this is likely to 

be because of our greater exposure to the narrative form. Nevertheless it is more likely 

that middle class children will be exposed to books of the sort analysed here. That the 

authors of the books project their readers as middle class children with highly literate 

parents who value information for their children is, I argue, clear from the editors' 

introduction to DK Picturepedia discussed in section 4.5.4 below. The similarities between 
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these books and textbooks indicates that childhood exposure to books of this sort may be 

an advantage to children later in their education. 

Affect in the books for children 

Affect refers to 'positive or negative attitude of the writers to the reade:s and what they 

are talking about ' (Gerot 1995: 104). The children' s books project a positive attitude to 

science and scientists (who collocate with most of the mental verbs and thus do most of 

the thinking) . The physical evidence of rocks, craters, minerals and fossils is evoked to 

mdicate that quantitative evidence is what guides science. However science is not cut and 

dried as there are various theories portrayed in all four texts. Particularly interesting 

features that indicate affect in the four texts are an astonished exclamation in OK 

Picturepedia (,6What a hole!), an amused exclamation in DK Picturepedia C4Some are 

more unlikely than others!), and attitudinallexis in mannQsauraus rex (,4bthe effect of the 

impact is devastating; 2SIan unimaginable explosion; 19
1AII of the alternative theories 

have their weak pOints) 

Status in the books for children 

Status refers to how the writer includes the reader (Gerot 1995: 104). In Prehistoric Life 

the writer is an adult and the intended readers are children, but there is no indication of 

any inequality of status between writer and reader. 

There is some technical language, what Martin (1993 :230) refers to as distillation: 

2btiny forms of sea life (plankton) 

20cthe atmosphere would have colltained a lot of finer dust ... 21 lThese would have caused 

what scientists call a "greenhouse effect" 

There are some nominalisations: 

labecame extinct becomes slextinctioJls 

Although few, these instances of technical language and nominalisation indicate that the 

writer is directing the text at children who are on their way to acquiring this register/ 

literacy. There is no reference to either reader or writer, making this text like the 

textbooks. 
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For the most part the books for children belong to the genre information report : as in the 

textbooks the reader is an authority supplying information. Apart from this the writer does 

not patronise or talk down to the reader, in spite of the fact that the reader is a child and 

the writers are adults. In one case the writer includes a narrative text, presumably to 

engage the reader in what is usually considered as an easier form. Two of the books 

include the reader in the texts and as I argue, as scientists, by using we . Two of the texts 

include the reader by asking questions, and one by use of exclamations which serve to 

engage the child in the text. All the texts use many colourful illustrations to engage the 

interest of the children. 

4.5.3.3 Hedging in the books for children 

Prehistoric Life contains a lot of reliability hedges, which, appears to be the most 

prominent type of hedge in this genre. Writers use reliability hedges to indicate that there 

is some doubt about the proposition under discussion. 

Tbl 4511 Hed · . Phi · Ui a e .. Jgmgm re stone le 
Hed2e Reason for hed2e (after Hyland) 

5b no one knows Reliability hedge 
6a some scientists think that writer-oriented! reliability hedge 
7a They believe that ... writer oriented hedge 
7b the climate may have become cooler ". Reliability hedge 
7c I perhaps because the seas were ... Reliability hedge 
8 The huge impact would have caused Reliability hedge 
9 The Yucatan area may have been the site Reliabilityhed~e 

II The Cretaceous meteorite could have made Reliability hed~e 
14 A hURe crater that could have been caused Reliability hed~e 
15 ... unusual minerals ".vhich could have come Reliability hed~e 
16a This debris could have darkened Reliability hed~e 
17 many of the Elants ... would have died Reliability hed~e 
20c ... the atmosphere would still have contained Reliability hedge 
21a These would have caused ... Reliability hedge 
21a ... what scientists call writer-oriented hedge 
22 These ... changes would have caused ... Reliability hedge 
23 It is oossibie that Reliability hedge 

Table 4.5.12 shows that the most common form of hedge in books for children is reliability 

hedges. This suggests that the major motivation for tentativeness is the writer' s wish to 

share with the reader his/her impression of how reliable the information is . This is one way 

that books for children are similar to textbooks. In both genres, the writer is trying to 
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provide the best explanation of the topic that helshe is able to give, and to indicate to 

readers the extent ofhislher own confidence in the infonnation provided. 

Table 4.5.12 Summarv of hedQes in the books or Children 
Reliabilitv Attribute Writer-oriented Reader-oriented· Total 

All about Dinosaurs 6 I 4 \I 
DK Pictureoedia \3 I 3 I 17 
Prehistoric Life 14 .5 2.5 I 18 
~annosauraus rex 5 3 8 
*Tht:se are questions, which I regard as tncluding al.d shOWing sohdarity WIth readers, and thus as reader
oriented hedges. 

4.5.3.4 Evaluation in the books for children 

Table 4.5 .13 below shows evaluation in Prehistoric Life m terms of value and status 

(Hunston1993, 1994). The writer starts the text by stating what is known: that the 

d;nosaurs became extinct, how long ago, and which li ving things, in contrast, survived. 

The writer then moves on to the two major extinction theories . An analysis of status 

indicates that in Prehistoric Life, as in AB about Dinosaurs and DK Picturepedia, the 

gradualism theory (rated possible) is less likely that the impact theory (rated possible to 

probable with some elements of certainty). Thus this analysis allows us to say what was 

not ob"ious before, that the impact theory is favoured by the writer. In terms of value, 

both the gradualism and impact theories are positively evaluated, both having the ability to 

explain the extinction in a useful (gradualism) or reasonable (impact) way. The map 

photographs and illustrations play a large part in adding value to the text . They are a kind 

of evidence for what is said in the text , taking the place played by data in a research 

article . 

Interestingly, in the case of two clauses, it is the embedded nominal groups that C\)ntain 

the modal verbs, with the process of the clause - the main finite verb - unmodalised: 

14A huge aa/er that could have been caused by such an impact has been found near the 
north coast o/Mexico. 
is Rocks all over the world laid down at that time contain unusual mmerals which could 
have come from the material qf the meteorite, 

In these two cases the clause itself is certain, but the embedded clause is not . 

All four books evaluate the impact hypothesis more positively than they do other theories. 

This is achieved both in the text and in the illustrations. In the books for children the 
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Table 4 5 13 Evaluation in Prehistoric Life 
CIa_ Activin' Sou",. Modification Certain"' value 

I I auestion writer unknoMl 

2a narrate event accepted knowledge certain 
2b narrate event ao;epIed knowledge eenain known e\'eoUl facts 
3 state fact writer certain 
4 state fact writer certain 
S. narrate event accepted knov:ledge certain 

Se I hypothesise writer/accepted no one knows unknown 
knowled([e 

6a I project 
6b hypothesise scientists some scientists possible hypothesis 

think 
7. pmicet 
7b hJ'J,othesise scientists ~eyOelieye DOssible seful 
7e hyoothesise scientists ' perhaps possible 
7d hypothesise scientists possible 

S' I hypothesise writerl scientists would have caused probable drawing 
belie ... ble --

9' hypothesise acc.:pled knowledge may have been the possible ap 
sHe <;e{ul 

10' describe writer certain boto raph 
I photo"",ph eful 

11' hYPOthesise "riter could have made possible 
12 I 

13 h~'POlhesis writer! scientists there is evidence probable b'r otbeslS 
14 state fact writerl scientists could have been possible + 

caused known '" su ble 
IS state fact writer! scientists could haye come known n os bl 

from i possible 
16a hypothesise writer could haye darkened I possible use/ul 
16b hvoothesise writer i IX>ssiblc 
17 hYoolhesise writer! scientists would have died probable 

I IS stale fact writer! scientists ccnain 
19 , 

20. I narrate event writerl scientists I probable useful 
20b narrate event writerl scientists I Drobablc 
lOo hypothesise "riter! scientists would have probable 

contained 
21a hypothesise scientists would have caused I probable 
21b state fact scientists probable 
22 hYPOthesise writerl scientists would haye caused I 2robabh: 
23 hypothesise "riter possible I possible 
24' state fact accepted knowledge 

I 
known believa le 

I phologrnph 
25' state fact accepted knowledge known 

illustrations 
26' state fact accepted knowledge known oelievable 

illustrations I , Capuons of Illustrations 
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illustrations serve as evidence, and add value to the theories they illustrate. Three of the 

books (OK Picturepedia. Prehistoric Life, and Tyrannosauraus rex) illustrate the impact 

hypothesis in half or more than half of their illustrations. Thus although none of the books 

present this as the amy possibility, through diagrams, subtle modality and mental 

processes, the impact theory becomes the most likely possibility. 

Unlike the popular articles, there is no sequential positive and negative evaluation, which 

gives the popular artic1es their debateldialogic structure. Thus, evaluation appears in the 

books for children to serve the purpose of conveying the writer's real opinion - i.e. how 

likely a particular theory is . By contrast, popular texts allow the writer to appear objective 

by presenting the opinions of others and allowing these other voices to speak for the 

writer while subtly ~valuating them. 

4.5.3.5 Summary and oven'iew of Tenor in the books for children 

Although impersonal, the books for children show solidarity with the child readers through 

the colourful illustrations, questions, exclamations, joking, vivid and dramatic language. In 

the case of one of the texts (i.e. Iyrannosaurus rex) the infonnation is rehearsed in both 

factual and narrative fonn . Solidarity is also shown through use ofwe, which identifies the 

reader with scientists. The books have a positive attitude to scientists and science. Science 

is not identified as pennanent and incontrovertible (Lemke 1990) and it is clear that this is 

an area of continuing discovery. As in textbooks, the most common hedges are reliability 

hedges indicating that the writer wants to give an accurate impression of how reliable the 

information is. Evaluation in the children's books, both overt and implied, and including 

the pictures, appears to function to indicate the writer 's opinion of how likely a certain 

theory is. The impact hypothesis is evaluated far more positively than the other theories. 

This is confirmed by the salience and number of the impact illustrations. 

4.5.4 Summary and overview of Register in the books for children 

The books for children show similarities with textbooks. An example is that reference to 

human participants is generic indicating the facts and ideas are more important than the 

people who suggested them. Elements of textual organisation such as passivisation and 

nominalisation show similarities in amount and function to the simplest of the three 

textbooks. Trefil and Hazen the textbook for non-scientists. For example, as in Trefil and 
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Hazen, these elements do not conceal agency. Another similarity is that the most common 

hedges in both genres are reliability hedges, indicating that sharing a sense of the reliability 

of the infonnation is more important than shielding the writer from challenges to what is 

said or showing solidarity politeness to readers . These similarities with textbooks suggest 

that childhood exposure to books of this sort is a great advantage to children later in their 

education. 

A difference from textbooks is that the children 's books are literal rather than abstract and 

meaning is more likely to be congruently realised than in any of the other texts. The 

children's books have a greater focus on dinosaurs and physical real world happenings. 

This is reflected in the fact that most processes are material and concern dinosaurs, impact 

and its climatic effects. Causal relations are more likely to be realised conjunctively than in 

any of other texts . Diagrams are large and colourful and are used as a structuring device 

for the text . They also add value to what they illustrate. 

4.5.5 Genre in the books for children 

Three of the four texts for children in this study are information repons. The fourth text 

(Le. Tyrannosaurus rex) consists of four sections, the central two of which are information 

reports while the first and last sections are narratives/recounts. This makes this text very 

unusual in the genre, which very seldom structures texts as narratives. As in textbooks, 

information report and explanation are the norm. 

The four texts analysed show a variation in terms of their expectations of the ability of the 

child readers to cope with a purely factual text . Factual texts are sometimes viewed as 

more difficult and less accessible than narratives (e.g. Lemke 1990). Manin ( 1985) 

maintains however that factual texts are not intrinsically more difficult than narrative -

merely less familiar because people in general have less exposure to them. This argument 

would not view including narrative sections in what is essentially a factual text as 

beneficial to the child readers . Tvrannosauraus rex stands on the side of the argument that 

views factual texts as intrinsically more difficult than narrative, and children as needing to 

be encouraged and indu~ted into reading factuai material by the inclusion of what is 

assumed to be the more familiar narrative form. Tyrannosauraus rex thus provides an 

initial narrative followed by a factual section. By contrast, the other three texts are 
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completely factual . They make fewer concessions to the contention that factual material 

may be more difficult than narrative. Chief among the concessions they do make are 

simple themes, simple nominal groups, and few identifying processes. 

All four texts contain a glossary and an index. Both All about Dinosaurs and DK 

Picturepedia start with double contents pages with the 'chapter' headings beneath a 

picture illustrating each ·chapter' . The book is thus accessible to beginning readers. These 

books present themselves as reference books for children: from the very young to children 

of about ten years old. But they are not dry or boring. All four are colourfully illustrated . 

Pictures are primary, and even a child who cannot read at all would enjoy them. It is 

interesting to note that, for example in the contents pages and in the textl'chapter' in DK 

Picturepedia and to a lesser extent Tyrannosauraus rex, pictures are a structuring device in 

these texts for children. The reader chooses what part to read and in what order based 

partly on the pictures. As noted below, in DK Picturepedia this obviates the need for 

internal conjunctions, whose text organising and content-anticipating role is filled by 

pictures. 

DK Picturepedia, in particular is characterised by the editors as a "picturepedia", and the 

first page of the book contains a <Note to Parents ' reproduced on page 44 of the 

appendix. 

In this <Note to Parents' the text explicitly points out (to the readers ' parents) the 

reference nature of the text . This book is part of a series designed to initiate children into 

accessing factua1 information. The editors envisage the readers as belonging to families 

who are likely to read the book with the child. The projected reader is a member of a 

family that enjoys and values activities like posing questions and answering these by 

consulting factual reference works. They are leisured, well off (they can afford to buy 

these books), and the adult members of the family already have the 'look it up ' literacy 

into which these books are designed to initiate the child reader. In short these are children 

of middle class families from Heath 's (1986) "Main!owo" . 
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4.5.6 The ideology of science books for children 

Ideologically science books for children have similarities with textbooks in that individual 

scientists do not feature and generic scientists are much less important than the facts they 

uncover. In the textbooks science involves a process of scientists uncovering pre-existing 

facts. Because they are more literal and focused on happenings at the time of the dinosaurs 

rather than scientists' theories on or research into these happenings, the books for children 

seem to be one step closer to the facts than are the textbooks. 

Tab e 4.5.14 b Average num er 0 fh urnan pal11Clpant 1 sf 000 wor smt ete d· h xls in the study 
Research article textbooks Popular texts Books for children 
4.4 12.6 25 .6 12.2 

Table ~ . 5 . 14 shows that the average number of human participants In the books for 

children is the same as in the textbooks, and all are generic. The difference is that the 

textbooks on the one hand are abstract, with focus on ideas and research with the people 

who thought of the ideas or did the research deliberately removed through passivisation 

and nominalisation. The texts for children by contrast are not abstract but literal . They are 

about the facts of what happened to the dinosaurs. The circumstances in the texts indicate 

a focus on the time of the dinosaurs. Who discovered these facts is irrelevant. The books 

for children are thus even closer to the facts than are textbooks. Books for children are 

less impersonal than the textbooks because 'we' , the reader and writer, feature in them 

and are aligned and identified with scientists. 

The books for children are to some extent like textbooks for young children. Differences 

between textbooks and sdence books for children are apparent in the inclusion of the 

readers in books for children, and the greater attempt to make the books attractive to the 

readers through many large colourful illustrations. Another difference is in the motivation 

of the readers· of textbooks and books for children . Readers of textbooks have been 

assigned the textbook reading as part of a course of study; child readers of science books 

read them purely for pleasure. In this they are more like the popular science articles. 

4.5.7 Summary 

Science books for children are very similar to textbooks in terms of register, genre and 

ideology. Differences at the level of register are that , in terms of Mode, as might be 
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expected ill texts for children, there is little nominalisation, embedding or passivisation. At 

the level of tenor the texts for children make a greater attempt to engage the child readers 

in the text, with some use of questions, personal language, including identification of the 

child reader with scientists, and many colourful illustrations. Ideational content of the texts 

for children is focused on dinosaurs, a very popular topic amongst children, rather than 

mass extinctions, or tl~eories or research about them. The texts for children are more 

literal than the textbooks, which, being for university students, are fairly abstract . Once 

again this is explainable in terms of the age of the readers. 

The genre of science texts for children is for the most patt information report. a common 

genre in textbooks. Unusually for the genre, one of the texts for children rehearses the 

infonnation first in a narrative section, presumably in an attempt to make the text more 

accessible to children. Ideologically. science texts for children are also similar to textbooks 

in that they regard facts as pre-existing their discovery. ] have characterised books for 

children as having an even greater focus on ' the facts' than textbooks in that the textbooks 

in this study. being for tertiary students focus on either theories (what scientists think) or 

research (what scientists have done). Textbooks are thus at a further remove from the 

facts of what happened during the Cretaceous mass extinction than are books for children. 

Once again it is pos~ible that this is partly a function of the intended age of the readers of 

the texts. 
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4.6 Comparison of the genres analysed in this chapter 

4.6.0 Introduction 
4.6.1 Field in tlie texts in the study 

4.6.1.1 Human p3rticipants 
4.6.1 .2 Participants, processes and circumstances 
4.6.1.3 Summa!)' and overview of Field in the texts in the study 

4.6.2 Mode in the texts in the study 
4.6.2.1 Theme 
4.6.2.2 Nominalisation and embedding 
4.6 .2.3 Passivisation 
4.6.2.4 Conjunctive relations 
4.6.2.5 Lexical densrty in the texts in the study 
4.6.2.6 Summary and overview of Mode in the texts in the study 

4.6.3 Tenor in the texts in the study 
4.6.3.1 Contact 
4.6.3.2 Affect 
4.6.3.3 Status 
4.6.3.4 Hedging 
4.6.3.5 Evaiuation 
4.6.3.6 lIIustraUons in the texts in the study 
4.6.3.7 Summary and overview of Tenor in the texts in the study 

4.6.4 Summary and overview of Register in the texts in the study 
4.6.5 Genre in the texts in the study 
4.6 .6 Ideology in the texts in the study 

4.6.6.1 What is a fact? 
4.6 .6.2 How objectivity is established in the texts in the study 
4.6.6.3 Negative ideologies of science 
4.6 .6.4 Audience in the texts in the study 
4.6.6.5 Power relations in the texts in the study 

4.6.7 Summary 

4.6.0 Introduction 

This study examines texts In four different genres: the research article genre, the 

textbook, popular articles and finally , science books for children. In sections 4.1 to 4.5, I 

have reponed on my analysis of an exemplary text in each of the four genres, and have 

referred to other texts in each genre where necessary, except in the case of the research 

article genre. Because researchers have done more work on the research article genre, I 

have analysed only one text from this genre. To indicate the va.riation in the popular 

science genre, sections 4.3 and 4.4 provide analyses of texts from this genre. In the 

present section, I summarise and compare the analyses of the four different genres. In 

doing so, I draw not only on the analyses of the exemplary texts that I have reported on in 

sections 4.1 to 4 5, but also on the other texts I have referred to in these sections. The 

texts concerned are: 



Genre 
Research article 
Textbooks 

Popular Texts 

Texts f:>r Children 

Texts 
Raup and Sepkoski 
Duff (first year textbook) 
McGhee (for advanced students) 
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Trefil and Hazen (for non-science students) 
Scientific American, 
Time, 
Mail and Guardian 
Prehistoric Life. 
All about Dinosaurs. 
DK Picturepedia. 
Tyrannosaurus rex 

4.6.1 Field in the texts in the study 

In selecting texts that are all on the same topic, Field is the feature that I have attempted 

fO keep constant in this study. Inevitably, there are differences, not only between genres, 

but between the different texts within each genre. Features in which there is variation are 

human participants and the kinds of processes most prevalent in each genre. 

4.6.1.1 Human participants 

The research article and the textbooks for first year students and graduate students are 

highly impersonal and thus, in the value system of science (Latour and Woolgar 1979), 

'objective'. This effect is achieved through use of few human participants in the research 

article and first year textbook and through mention of human participants in their very 

limited role as writers of research articles in McGhee. The paucity of human participants 

in Raup and Sepkoski, Duff, and Trefil and Hazen, and the fact that human participants in 

McGhee do not appear in major clauses indicates that human participants is not what 

these texts are about. Human participants are incidental here to facts . Trefil and Hazen, 

like Duff and McGhee, mentions some generic scientists (facts being more important 

than who discovered them in textbooks) but is also similar to the popular texts in 

mentioning the Alvarezes as personalities [Ilthe father and son team of Waiter Alvarez (a 

geologist) and Luis A1varez (a nobellaureate in physics)]. The books for children are like 

the textbooks in that the only human participants are generic scientists. Like the 

textbooks, the books for children are not about scientists, but rather about the facts of 

what happened. 

An interesting comparison between popular texts, research articles and textbooks is who 

is given a voice, and whether that voice reflects their written or spoken utterances. 
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Research articles privilege the written and specifically published voices of other 

scientists. lvanic and Simpson (1992) characterise this limitation to published sources of 

what can be regarded as legitimate Iplowledge as a feature of academic discourse. 

Textbooks, although they cite some published works, are more commonly ' peopled' only 

by generic representatives of the discourse community (e.g. 'Some palaeontologists' in 

Duff) or by unmentioned researchers who have been omitted from the text by use of the 

passive. (An example from Duff' is: IIMuch attention bas been paid to the 

CretaceousITertiary (Kff) boundary.) The researchers are present but in a very ghostly 

form. By contr.,t, the Scientific American and Time texts foreground researchers. They 

are about researchers, what they think and say and how they engage in their research. 

Writers scaffold their argument on the ideas and utterances of researchers, thereby giving 

what they say objectivity (it is apparently the researchers rather than the writers 

themselves who are responsible for what is said) and also giving what is said the 

authority of science. 

Time, in particular, projects a very positive image of scientists as humorous and friendly, 

although, in the eccentricity of their pursuits and the religious authority they are invested 

with, are a1so projected as 'other' . The Mail and Guardian article also projects an image 

of scientists as 'other' but here it is in an almost sinister way. Scientists are positioned as 

generic so we are distanced from them. They are not real people as in Time and Scientific 

American but are represented as a recalcitrant and unreasonable group, whose ideas can 

be humorously dismissed. This reflects the varying audiences of the three articles. The 

audience is projected as scientists in the case of Scientific American (so scientists are not 

portrayed as ' other ' ), non·scientists who equate science with progress in the case of 

Time, and non· scientists who equate science with polluting technology and illegitimate 

power in the case of the Mail and Guardian. What is very prominent also, particularly in 

the extract from Time, is that it is not only written published sources that are given voice, 

but also interviews and conference presentations. An example from the Time article of an 

interview as a source is: 4OaBesides, 4(Jbhe asked, 40awhy should the mammals have 

survived any Cretaceous calastrophe? Clauses 50·53 of the Time article contain an 

example of conference proceedings as a source. 
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Table 4.6.1 Human Participants in the texts in the study 

R&S Duff McGhee T&H Scientific Time M& G Children 's books 
American P Life AAD OK Trex 

PartictpmW 4.4 7.4 19.6 10.7 18.8 33.4 24 .4 10 26 13 
1000 words 
Majvr/minor Major major Minor Major Major Major Major Major 

I ( + minor) 
generici Spec. generic Specific generic specific Spec. Generic Generic 
snecific I i;cneric) 
? Human ./ ./ ./ 
participanlS 
personalised 

In summary, research article and textbooks achieve objectivity through removal of 

people. Texts for children are similar (as in the textbooks the average number of human 

participants per 1000 words is 13). However in two of the texts for children the readers 

are included as 'we', identifying the child readers with scientists. The average number of 

human participants per 1000 words in the popular texts is 27. In two of the popular texts 

these are specific, making these texts about real scientists and what they say. The popular 

texts do not remove people from the account and achieve objectivity by attributing ideas 

and saying to these scientists . 

4.6.1.2 Participants, processes and circumstances 

Although the texts were chosen so that the Field would be the same in each, there are 

nevertheless differences between what is foregrounded in each text, and what the text is 

about in each case. Raup and Sepkoski, the research article, is not about dinosaurs or 

what happened to them. It is about statistical methods to prove the theory that extinction 

has been periodic rather than gradual. By contrast with the popular articles, people are 

removed from the account by use of the passive. 

In the \extbooks, focus is once again not on dinosaurs . Instead the focus is theories: 

catastrophism vs gradualism (Duff, McGhee and Trefil and Hazen), stratigraphic. fossil 

and chemical evidence for the theories (McGhee) as well as what happened during the 

Cretaceous extinction (Trefil and Hazen). In the three textbooks we see a range. On the 

one end of the range in the three textbooks is the textbook for non-science students (Trefil 

and Hazen) which focuses on what happened at the end of the Cretaceous, with a minor 

focus on the light this sheds on the rate of evolution. Between the two extremes in the 

range is the textbook for first year geology students (Duff) which focuses on development 

of theories of evolution and the role of the fossil record in this development. It draws 

0 
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students into the culture of the discipline by showing how the theoretical framework of 

the discipline has developed. At the other end of the range is the textbook for advanced 

geology students which takes impact as a given and provides an in-depth look at the 

evidence for impact. 

In the popular texts, focus is on people rather than theories or on what happened to the 

dinosaurs. In the Scientific American and Time articles focus is on the researchers, while 

ill the Mail and Guardian article focus in on the reader and writer and their experience of 

the theories of palaeontologists, with a secondary focus on what happened to the 

dinosaurs (Mail and Guardian). Scientific American focuses on researchers, their 

methods, their theories and how these differ from the methods and theories of other 

researchers. In Time.: focus is on the researchers and what they do to collect their d~ta (the 

endearingly eccentric activities they engage in). The differences between researchers' 

theories, although mentioned, are of minor importance. 

In the books for children focus is on what happened to the dinosaurs during the 

Cretaceaous extinction (of particular imponance in Tyrannosuarus rex) and the theories 

that 'we ' and scientists have about how it happened . Two of the texts (Prehistoric Life 

and DK Picturepedia) suggest evidence for the impact theory. These books for children 

can be characterised as textbooks for young children with people Cwe' and scientists) 

brought into the picture, as in the popular texts, to encourage reader involvement . 

Table 4 6 2· What each text is about 
~p and What was done to test the notion of periodicity in mass extinctions, what 

Sepkoski was proved statistically, and what this imolies. 
Duff The development of theories of how evolution has progressed and the role 

of mass extinction in this . Ideas are the main actors in the text 
McGhee What researchers have thought about a meteorite cause for the KIT and 

other mass extinct ions, and what evidence they have produced for this. 
Trefil and Mainly about what happened in the K-T mass extinction and also some 
Hazen information on the lilZ.ht this sheds on the rate of ext inction. 
S£;ientific A narrative of knowled6e claims: about researchers and their research into 
American I possible oeriodicitv in mass_ extinction and Dossible causes for oeriodicitv . 
Time A narrative of res car ch indicating how scientists go about their research into 

'Mail 
what caused the extinction of the Dinosaurs. 

and What caused the extinction of the dinosaurs Pt the end of the Cretaceous -
Guardian one cause or a number of causes? 
Books for Dinosaurs and what happened to cause them to become extinct at the end of 
children the Cretaceous: a number of theories are suggested. 
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As can be seen from Table 4.6.2 above, three areas of focus are discernible: researcher 

actions and evidence, the nature of extinction, and physical meanings to do with the 

asteroid, the climate, and living things. 

Four of the texts - Raup and Sepkoski, McGhee, Scientific Americaq and Time focus on 

researcher actions and evidence. They do this in different ways. For example Raup and 

Sepkoski never mention the researchers (themselves) and achieve the account through 

agentless passives. McGhee mentions the researchers mainly in citations, and the 

Scientific American anic!e, and to an even greater extent the Time anicle, make the 

researchers and their actions the focus. 

The second focus, the nature of extinction. is found in Duff, Trefil and Hazen, the 

Scientific American article and tile Mail and Guardian article. Most of these texts realise 

this focus through identifying processes; Duff however uses material processes in this 

discussion. 

The third focus, physical meanings to do with the asteroid, the climate, and living things, 

is found to a greater extent in texts for non-specialists, most prominently the texts for 

children, but also the Mail and Guardian article, the Time article, Trefil and Hazen, and 

in the embedded clauses of McGhec. The tey.ts for children and the Mail and Guardian 

extract are the only texts to focus on dinosaurs . 

Scientists are the agents of mental and verbal processes in all texts, with some reference 

to the reader in McGhee, the Mail and Guardian and the texts for children. As Table 4.6.3 

below indicates, material processes are numerous in all texts in the study. This is 

particularly true of Duff (which treats ideas like things, and uses material processes to 

express meanings that usually would be realised in relational processes) and the books for 

children (which express particularly literal and real world meanings). Relational 

processes are numerous in most of the texts, except Duff, the article from Tim.J;:, and one 

of the books for children. A large number of relational processes is particularly noticeable 

in Raup and Sepkoski, in McGhee, in Trefil and Hazen, and the Scientific American 

article. Attributive processes are more prominent than identifying processes in the books 

for children, indicating their concern to provide vivid descriptions of things rather than 

define them. 
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T bl 46 j P a e .. : , th tt' th t d rocesses In e ex sine s u ly 
Raup& Duff McGhec Trefil & Scientific Time Mail & Chlldren 's books 
SeQkosb Hazen American Guardian Prehistoric Life A A Dinosaurs DK TRex 

material 16 (23%) 14 (52%) 15 (21%) 10 (30%) 14 (34%) 49 (48%) 10 (41% 41% 58% 52% 68% 

mental 6 ; (19%) ; 4 j 14 (14%) 5 (21%) 8% 16% 18% 
-

verbal 4 2 8 (11%) 3 6 (15%) 11 (11%) 

identifying 22 (31%) 5 (19%) 15 (21%) 9 (27%) 10 (24% 12 (12%) 5 (21%) 15% 5% 11% 6% 

attributive 16 (23%) 25 (36%) 6 (18%) 8 (20%) 10 (11%) 2 32% 21% 16% 11% 

behavioural 5 1 4 

existential 1 1 1 1 3 2 3% 2% 15% 

total 70 29 70 33 41 103 24 34 19 44 47 

T hI 464 C' , th tt' th t d a e , , Ifcums ances In e ex sine s u ~_ 

R&S Duff McGhee Trefil & £cientific Time Mail & Children's books 
Hazen American Guardian Prehistoric Life All about Dinosaurs DK TRex 

Extent: 2 4 6 1 ) 4 1 2 210% 
duration 20% 22% 9% 33% 
Location: 2 3 9 2 8 25 4 3 1 9 1152% 
place 15% 33% 38% 45% 33% 27% 36% 
Location: 2 2 2 9 3 7 2 4 350% 7 I 
time 47% 14% 13% 17% 36% 28% 
Manner j 4 j 4 3 13 1 1 1 5 524% 

20% 11% 21% 14% 24% 20% 
Cause 1 1 I 2 I 1 210% 

18% 
Contingency I 1 1 1 
Accompani 1 4 1 2 2 1 
ment 20% 17% 
Role j (11 %) 1 1 
Matter 1 1 2 4 (19%) 2 
angle 1 1 

10 20 27 19 21 )6 12 11 6 2) 21 
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Circumstances 

It is not obvious that there are differences between genres in terms of circumstances. It 

appears that discussion of this field requires locating what is happening in time and place, 

making known the duration of extinction and relating how the extinction took place and 

how findings were made (manner). Circumstances of time include present day and 

geological time in different texts. Circumstances of place include stratigraphy, locations 

at which research was done, location in space, and abstract place such as journal articles. 

Also important are circumstances of duration (how long the extinction took) and 

circumstances of manner. 

4.6.1.3 Summary and overview of Field in the texts in the study 

The focus of the research article, Raup and Sepkoski, is the authors' own research and 

what this implies. This is a narrower focus than any of the other texts . Focus in the other 

te>.."ts varies from the velY wide-ranging and abstract consideration of theories of the rate 

of evolution over the last two centuries (Duff and Trefil and Hazen), to a narrowei focus 

on the range of evidence for asteroid impact (McGhee and Scientific American), to how 

researchers go about research into the end Cretl\ceous extinction (Time), to the more 

literal focus on dinosaurs and the end Cretaceous extinction (the books for children, 

Trefil and Hazen and the Mail and Guardian article). 

Different kinds of abstraction are displayed in Raup and Sepkoski compared to the 

textbooks. Raup and Sepkoski is abstract in the sense that readers must interpret it using 

knowledge of statistics external to the text . The textbooks, particularly Duff and McGhee 

are abstract in the sense that cert..un types of information are packaged into embedded 

clauses and are thus less easily challenged by readers 

Participation of humans in the texts marks a major distinction between the research 

article, the textbooks and the children's texts on the one hand and the popular texts on the 

other. The research article removes human participants for complex reasons. They 

remove other researchers for reasons of politeness (to avoid disagreeing with them) while 

they remove themselves because to be accepted as a fact their knowledge claim must be 

removed from human agency - it must be a reflection of nature, not what they think. 

Textbooks and books for children remove human participants because the facts and ideas 

are more important than the people who first proposed them. 1n both research articles and 
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textbooks impersonality is a way to signal objectivit} . By contrast. in two of the three 

popular texts. researchers are central to the account and objectivity is signalled 

journalistically by quoting these researchers so the writer appears not to be responsible 

for what is said. 

4.6.2 Mode in the texts in the study 

The elements of mode which are most revealing are those most usually investigated in 

relation to science texts: passivisation and nominalisation. In the research article and 

textbooks it is clear that these features are used to conceal agency and that this 

contributes to establishing objectivity in these texts. In the popular texts by contrast there 

is very little passivisation and nominalisation does not conceal agency. 

4.6.2.1 Theme 

Table 4.6.5 below summarises the method of development of the various texts and 

indicates the function served in each case. (Two ticks indicates that this feature is 

particularly prominent). The te>..1s show varied methods of thematic development, with 

the most common marked themes in these texts being adjuncts. espec.ially of time and 

place, and ' heavy ' themes. 

The greatest evidence of the writer directing the interpretation of the reader is found in 

three of the texts in particular: Raup and Sepkoski, the Scientific American article, and 

the Mail and Guardian article. In Raup and Sepkoski, which is a highly impersonal text in 

general, the writers use interpersonal themes combined with textual themes and Il clauses 

as theme to track their argument and make it clear and credible to the reader. These 

marked themes support Myers' (1989) contention that research articles, although 

apparently objective, actually have a persuasive function in that they must convince the 

research community in the person of the reader to accept their knowledge claim. 

The author of the Scientific American article also wishes to appear objective, and in the 

value system of journalism this means giving "both" sides of the story. This the article 

does, but by skilful use of marked themes amongst other things, the writer signals to the 

reader that one side of the story is more credible than the other. 
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Sepkoski 

I Duff 

McGhee ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ 

track the progression of the argument. These marked 
themes si~-what the writers view as NB. 
Marked topical themes (heavy themes and adjuncts) 
and contrastive textuaJ themes indicate to reader lack 
of consensus between the voices on this topic 

./ By use of alternating sections of marked themes 
maintenance of theme, and progression of theme, the 

I writer provides a detailed description of research in 
me area 

~fil -&r----Ifc,r-t_~f____+--+--t_~Ih ~-+-~/fcMi':i:am2. ':',e=na=n=ce:::-:an=d;;-:pro=!\fCSS':::;;;'o=n;;-;;oc"m;;:::em:::-e::pr::O=":::ides;;;;:-::n=on:=.-I 
Hazen scientist readers with an overview. Adjuncts as 

marked theme do not changc framework but signal 
examples. Impression of greater consensus on the 
matter than in other texts. 

Scientific ./ 
American 

MC!il and 
Guardian 

Books for 
children 

~ ~ ~ 

Each paragraph has a heavy theme in III clause or 
adjunct of time/place in 2nd clause or both. This 
signals to the reader what is NB and how to intcrpret 
thc text. The writer guides reader interpretation 
closely giving more credibility to onc of two voices 
in the debate in the text. 
Introduction uses adjuncts of time & place to set the 
scenc. Bridging section uses sununative themes 
defming introductory sketches as 'quests '. Rest of text 
uses adjuncts, heavy themes. and preposed aUributives 
to make biographical material thematic and give a 
narrative tone. 
Sections of maintenance of theme and marked themes 
(heavy themes and adjuncts) function to set up 
expectations in the reader. These expectations arc then 
undercut/contradicted by use of textual themes 
indicating contrast. 
An organisational device common 10 the fOUT 
chilm-en ·s books in the study is the use of subtitles as 
hypcrthcme. 

The Mail and Guardian article is unusual in this selection of texts in that an appearance of 

objectivity is less imponant than is amusing the reader. In achieving this, the writer uses, 

among other devices, shon sections maintaining the theme, followed by sections of 

marked theme. These set up expectations in the reader, but are followed by textual 

themes indicating contrast, which undercut and 'disappoint' the expectation. The reader 

is skilfully led to reel that the expectations have been raised and disappointed by 
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scientistslpalaeontolovsts, who are represented by the text as largely wrong-thinking 

with far-fetched ideas. 

4.6.2.2 Nominaliution and embedding 

NominaJisation and embedding are both features of more written texts. Nominalisation 

makes a verb adverb or adjective into a noun, while embedding extends the nominal 

group. 

N3ntinalisation in the texts in the study 

The general impression of Duff as a very abstract text, and of Rtl.up and Sepkoski, and 

McGhee as also pretty abstra<.,1 and hard to process is borne out by the count in Table 

4.6.6 of the number of different nominalisations in the different texts. Trefit and Hazen is 

has an unusually low number of nominalisations in the context of the other two 

lcx"1books, and this is presumably because the writers are writing for non-science students 

and thus want to make their text as accessible and non-technical as possible. The number 

of nominaJisations in Trefil and Hazen is comparable to the number in the texts for 

children, and is lower than the number in the three popular texts. This implies that the 

authors ofTrefil and Hazen regard their readers as unlikely to tolerate even the number of 

nominalisations acceptable to the (educated) readers of newspapers and news-magazines. 

T hi 466 U a e se 0 fN r h omma lsatlon ID t e texts lilt h e stu d y 

~B 
Chlldren ·s books ., g .:; 

':;1 ~ .:;~ 
0. 0 ~ 

_ c - ' 0 

:::-li I:: ca " u j~ !I :::: !;I u ~ 
~ u 8 " n 

n _ 

PLife AAD DK 
"'''' ::; 

.... '" ::; 6 

Number of words in text 900 540 560 560 900 1675 327 482 155 400 
Number cf different 39 30 25 4 27 33 6 3 0 I 
nominallsations 
Different nO'1lina lisations per 43 56 45 7 30 20 18 6 - 3 
1000 words 
Number ofnominalised mental 5 3 3 2 IO 5 2 0 0 0 
and verbal processes 
Technical terms ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 

--
./ - ./ - -

Cause and effect argument and ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 
keeping reasoning in same 
clau$e 
Mention of agency avoided ./ ./ 

The Scientific American anicle is shown by Table 4.6.6 to have a significantly larger 

number of nominalisations than the other two popular texts, perhaps a reflection of the 

T rex 

462 
5 

I I 

I 

~ 
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greater knowledge of science of the readership of Scientific American. The readers of the 

Mail and Guardian and Time. by contrast. are not expected to be scientists. 

Nominalisations function as technical terms and in efficiel:t argument in all of the texts in 

the study. According to my analysis only Raup and Sepkoski, '!lId Duff make significant 

use of nominalisation to avoid mention of agency. Only the Scientific American article, 

characterised in my analysis as a narrative of rival knowledge claims, has a significant 

number of nominalised mentaVverbal processes. 

Embedding in the texts in the study 

Table 4.6.7, which follows, shows that a number of functions are served by embedding in 

the texts in the study. The function of increasing the level of specificity of what is said is 

found in all the texts in the study. A second quite general function is that of packaging 

central propositions into fa.cts. These are often imported from other texts and are often 

subjected to evaluative commentary sited in the ranking clause. This function is found in 

Raup and Sepkoski, the three textbooks. and to a limited extent in two of the children's 

texts. [This is one of the ways that the children 's texts show similarities to textbooks.] 

Related to this function are intertextual embedded clauses that arc not facts, which are 

also subjected to evaluative commentary sited in the ranking clause. Embedding serves 

this function in Raup and Sepkoski, the three textbooks and Scientific American. In two 

of the textbooks, Duff and McGhee. this intertextual material serves to increase the 

abstraction of the texts . This is because information on a particular topic (evolution in 

Duffand real world information in McGhee) is sited in embedded clauses so the text is 

T bl 467 F t a e unc Ions serve db bM ' th d'fi oyem e 109 m e 1 erent te xl h' d s m t IS stuay. 
Raup & Duff McGhee Trefil &. Scientific Time Mail & Children 's 
Se:>koski Hazen American Guardian books 

Increases level of ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 
specificity 
Propositions ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 
packa.ed as facts 
Intertextual ./ ./ ./ ./ 
information 
Increases level of ./ ./ 
abstraction 
embedded Evaluative ./ ./ 
comment 
Narrative detail ./ 
Embedded questions ./ 
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able to function on more than one level. Unusually in this selection of texts, evaluative 

comment is sometimes sited in embedded clauses in Time and the Mail and Guardian. 

Only in Time, the most narrative of all the texts in this study, is narrative detail 

embedded. Embedded questions are a feature of the children's texts only. Here I believe 

they serve an affective role, functioning to engage the interest of the readers. 

4,6.2.3 Passivisation 

The passive is widely used only in the research article, Raup and Sepkoski, and in two of 

the three textbooks, (in Duff, and in McGhee). Use of the passive is complex only in 

Raup and Sepkoski. Here it serves the four functions of (I) showing politeness/deference 

to the reader, (2) implying that certain ideas are widely accep(ed by not attributing them 

to a specific agent, (3) thematising Given information or (4) foregrounding the goal as 

morc central to meaning than the agent. ]t is the third and fourth functions that are central 

in all the other texts. Textbooks and children's books most often foreground the goal as 

more central to meaning. The agent may be present or may be implied as the generic 

'scientists '. This is one way in which we can view the children 's books as early versions 

of textbooks. In general the three popular science texts use passives only to thematise 

Given information. In the Mail and Guardian passives are found almost exclusively in 

embedded clauses. 

4.6.2.4 Conjunctive relations 

As indicated in Table 4.6.8 below, a number of differences in conjunctive relations are 

apparent in the texts in the study. These are: whether internal conjunctions are common 

or not in the texts, how cause is realised in the texts, the use of adversative conjunctions, 

and the time period referred to by the temporal conjunctions. The research article, Raup 

and Sepkoski is the only text in the study to use many internal conjunctions. I have 

explained this in terms of the persuasive function of research articles and the authors' 

subsequent need to direct the argument explicitly. 

There is variation in how cause is realised, with the more 'written' texts - Raup and 

Sepkoski, the three textbooks and the most serious of the three popular texts, the 

Scientific American article - relying on identifying processes, and to a lesser extent 

mental and verbal processes to realise cause. By contrast, the less serious popular texts, 

the Time and Mail and Guardian articles realise cause mainly through mental processes. 
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The texts for children are the only ones where cause is realised congruently. They alone 

use causal conjunctions (and also mental processes) to realise cause. 

Table 4.6 .8: Kinds of coniunctions in the different texts in the study 
Raup& Duff McGhee Trefil & S&ientific Time Mail & Childre," s books 

I "","oski Hazen American Guardi:m 
Internal Yes. 
conjunctions Ftmction in 
oresent? I Dersuasion 
How is cause Cause realised in Identifying and to a lesser extent Cause realised though 
realised? mentaUverbal processes in mental conjunction 

processes mental & a few 
identifying 

I processes 
Conditional ././ ID ./ 
conjunctions? speculative 

section 
Adversative few ././ ././ ./ ././ 1./ ./ 
coniunctlons? 
Temporal ./ ../ narrative - relates to ./ relates to 
conjunct ions? present time time of 

dinosaurs 
Spatial ././ 
coniunctions? 

Considering that different explanations for the extinction of the dinosaurs are being 

discussed in these texts. it is not surprising to find that adversative conjunctions are very 

common in the texts. The only texts where this is not the case are Raup and Sepkoski and 

the Time article. In Raup and Sepkoski. the authors avoid stressing differences. They do 

this firstly for reasons of politeness, to avoid offending other researchers by openly 

disagreeing with them, and secondly to increase their own credibility. by creating an 

appearance of continuity with prc.vious research. 1n the Time article different theories are 

put forward but there is no attempt to argue between them or come to a conclusion about 

which is corree!, thus there are few adversative conjunctions. 

The popular texts and texts for children use a lot of temporal conjunctions. However, in 

the popular texts, which are narratives of when research has been conducted, the temporal 

conjunctions refer to the present time By contrast , in the children' s texts, which are more 

concerned with what happened sixty-five million years ago in the time of the dinosaurs. 

temporal conjunctions point the reader to the time of the dinosaurs. 
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4.6.2.5 Lexical density in the texts in the study 

Halliday 1989:62) characterises wrinen text as grammatically simple but lexically dense. 

Lexical density is a measure of the lexical complexity of a text . A lexical item is 

distinguished from a grammatical item which include determiners, pronouns, 

prepositions, conjunctions and some adverbs and finite verbs (Halliday 1989: 61). It is 

calculated by dividing the number of lexical items in a text by the number of ranking 

clauses. Another measure of lexical density (Gerot 1995:75; Jenkins 1992) is calculated 

by dividing the number of lexical items by the number of words in the text . The table 

below indicates that the textbooks have a higher number of lexical items per clause than 

any of the other genres, whi le, as expected, on average the children ' s books have far 

fewer. Interestingly the number of lexical items as a proportion of the total number of 

words remains pretty constant across the texts in the study. This means that tile textbooks 

have the longest clauses, while the children's books have the shortest clauses. 

Tb I 469 L . ld ae . . eXlca. enslty 10 t h h d e texts 10 t e stuay. 

oll::;l oll 
~ ~ 

oll Children 's books 
~ H :; 

o.];! -" 
_ c - ·0 

" l:: ~ "'~ ~~ lli '§~ , Q. ~ ~ 6lol! = PLife AAD DK Cl .... " ..... :;;;'" 
Number of words in text 916 540 565 560 900 472 327 482 155 418 
Number of lexical items 543 284 296 290 413 254 184 259 81 229 
Number of clauses 70 27 27 34 41 32 26 33 17 50 
Lexical items/clause 7.8 10.5 11.0 8.53 10.1 7.94 7.8 7.85 4.76 4.58 
Lexical itemsltotal words .59 .53 .52 .52 .46 .54 .56 .54 .52 .55 

4.6.2.6 Summary and overview of Mode in the texts in the study 

Raup and Sepkoski and two of the popular texts, Scientific American and the Mail and 

Guardian article. are the texts showing most evidence of having been organised with a 

view to directing the readers' interpretation, largely through use of marked theme and 

conjunction. Raup and Sepkoski uses interpersonal, textual and P clauses as theme to 

track the argument and make it clear and credible to the reader. Scientific American uses 

textual themes, conjunctions of contrast and adjuncts as theme cumbined with 

nominalised mental and verbal processes to signal the progression of a narrative of 

research and guide the reader to view Gne 'side of the argument' as more convincing. The 

Mail and Guardian article uses theme to set up expectations which are then undercut and 

' disappointed ' by the use of adversative conjunctions. Besides this humorous device, the 

Mail and Guardian also uses nominalisation (to omit agency that is then supplied in 

brackets) and clausal ellipsis to serve its humorous ends. 

Trex 
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228 
48 
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Duff, the exemplary textbook analysed, IS interesting 10 that it uses theme and 

conjunction to indicate past and present 'opposing voices' on the topic. However, 

because ideas in textbooks are more important than who first put them forward, the 

people behind the voices are generic, and are never made explicit. 

The texts for children reflect their greater literalness and simplicity in being organised 

largely through hypenhemes (subheadings) and in the deanh of passivisation and 

nominalisation. and cause realised conjunctively rather than in identifying proceses. The 

amount of nominalisation and passivisation in the texts for children is comparable to the 

amount in the textbook for non-science students. 

4.6.3 Tenor in the texts in the study 

This section compares the texts in the study in terms of Ten or. the interpersonal meanings 

in a text. Contact (solidarity with the reader), Affect (positive or negative attitude to 

readers and subject matter). Status (how the writer includes the reader), Hedging 

(expression:3 of tentativeness), EvaJuation and illustrations in the texts in the study are 

considered. Once again, I consider illustrations under Tenor because although 

illustrations contribute to ideational meaning and can even have a structuring role, they 

ma'<.e a major contribution to interpersonal meaning particularly in the texts for children 

where they are most prominent. 

4.6.3.1 Contact 

Contact refers to solidarity of the write" with the reader (Gerot 1995: 104), The table 

below indicates that the first year and advanced textbooks show solidarity with readers in 

ways that are similar to the research article (Raup and Sepkoski)~ in these three cases 

solidarity with. the reader is indicated by formality (impersonal tone, nominalisation, 

technical language and passivisation). The advanced textbook also refers to research 

articles as does Raup and Sepkoski. The difference between research article on the one 

hand and these two textbooks on the other is that the research article shows more 

solidarity politeness (reader-oriented hedges). These three texts are for researchers in the 

field in the case of the research article and students who are being inducted into the field 

in the case of the textbooks. 
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T bl 4610 S a e .. f t t' th t t . th t d ummary 0 con ac 10 e ex s m e s U ly 

Raup & Duff McGhee Trefil & Hazen Scientific Time Mail & Children's 
Sepkoski American Guardian books 

Impersonal 11 11 11 1 

~ Nominalisation 11 11 11 
11 - 11 11 Passivisation -

Technical terms 11 11 11 1 1 A few 
Intertextual Research Popular Research RAs, interviews 
references articles sCience articles newspapers RAs 

book 
Projected researchers 1 sI year advanced Non-science Scientists in educated Educated Middlp, class 
readers in ilie field geology students students other fields Non-scientist Non-scientist children 

Science student 
discourse . 
community 

Solidarity wiili Formality, writer formality Low level of Details of Narrative, Informal Reader 
readers Reader-

... 
Cites RAs, n ominalisation statistics and des~ripti ve. (clausal identified I~lltlates 

oriented reader into detailed t passlves meiliods; reader & writer ellipsis); wiili 
hedges debate No discussion of technical terms; details of identified. humor (lexis); scientists; 

interest in evidence; No Int~rest In argument Scientists reader & Questions, 
scientists interest In scientists as about 'geeky', writer exclamations 
as people scientists as people research eccentric, have sensible, joking, 

people religious scientists have illustrated, 
authority.' silly theories vi~d 

Joking tone. language, 
narrative & 
factual 

View of science t t t t t t scientists not t 

objective 
palaeontology 

J i is trivial 
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In terms of solidarity of the writer with the re&der, the textbook for non-science students 

(Trefil and Hazen) shows more similarities with the popular texts than with the other two 

textbooks. They all have much less nominalisation~ passivisation and use fewer technical 

terms. Like the popular texts Trefil and Hazen treats scientists as personalities (l3a Nobel 

laureate in physics). The popular texts (particularly t~le Time and fheMail and Guardian 

articles) are joking in tone. Being aimed at largely non-scientist audiences, they are the 

only texts that distance reader and writer from scientists: Time in a positive way and the 

Mail and Guardian in a negative way. In terms of solidarity of the writer with the reader 

the books for children are very like the textbooks, but without the formality of 

nominalisation, pas5ivisation and a lot of technical terms. Like the textbooks they are 

serious in tone and mostly factual information report in genre. Importantly, like the 

textbooks, they identify the reader with scientists as a group. They show solidarity with 

the child readers in a range of ways such as questions. exclamations, vivid language and 

illustrations. 

4.6.3.2 AfTect 

The research article, the three textbooks and the books for children all signal objectivity 

through impersonality (and thus, given the cultural context, they signal high truth-value). 

This is particularly the case in the research article and the textbroks for first year and 

advanced geology students. These three texts achieve this impersonality through a high 

level ofpassivisation and nominali ::;ation. The genre of the textbook and texts for children 

is information report: the writers are authoritatively offering information. The popular 

articles by contrast are less impersonal and signal objectivity tho\.!gh more journalistic 

means - i.e. by couching the writer's arg'Jments as those of other people (researchers in 

the case of Scientific Americar. and rime articles and the readerlreasonable person in the 

Mail and Guardian article) , 

Another signal of objectivity in the research article. textbooks and children's books is the 

paucity of anitudinal lexis. Only the popular articles have a fair amount of attitudinal 

lexis, the most being found in of the Mail and Guardian article. The textbooks ' authors ' 

only attitudinal lexis is mildly to call the topic interesting, important and stimulating. The 

popular texts however make it clear which theory they favour through attitudinal lexis 

(particularly the Mail and Guardian article), giving greater voice/space to the theory they 
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Table 4.6.11 Affect in the texts in the study 
Raup & Duff McGhee Trefil & Scientific Time Mail & Guardian Children's books 
Sepkoski Hazen American 

Impersonality achieved through Impersonal Writer couches own arguments as Writer couches Impersonal tone 
passi~sation & nominalisation, paucity of and factual · researchers' arguments. Narrative own arguments 
human participants form - reporting on what happened. as reader's. 

Humour on topic 
more NB than 
objecti~ty 

Very little subject is Subject Subject 1 1 11 Amount vanes 
~ Mo~ly subtle. ~imulating intere~ing interesting writer clearly writer has enthusiasm more attitudinal between texts. All 

& rejects & liking for science; lexis than any texts favour 
important periodicity favours impact theory other teh1 impact. 

J Writers' ideas 
a = plausible, 
'E .~ others' ideas = 
< ~ incredible 

Based on objective quantitative Physical Science IS Science is not boring Palaeontology is Not cut & dried -
ngorous Theories data evidence controversial or dead. It is dynamic tri,~al various theories. 
quantitative & based on enables enables Good science & controversial Science based on 
stati~ical quantitative progress progress IS physical evidence 
methods. data towards towards quantitative 
Science is an facts factual & unbiased 
unmarked explanation 
activity. 
Positive. Scienti~s are sincere and well-intentioned. They Positive. Scientists: meticulous, Negative. Scientists 
have their differences based on differences U1 devoted, humorous, emotional, Scienti~s are collocate with 

Q) ~ interpretation of data. eccentric, & have religious authority. petulant, have mental processes 
] 'l'j exotic locations implausible 
~= .~ .~ theories & are not 
< ~ objective 
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favour (Scientific American and Time anicles) and overtly rejecting the theory they do 

not favour (Scientific American anicle). 

The textbooks and to an extent the children's books are once again similar to the research 

article in their attitudes to science and scientists. Science in these texts is based on 

quantitative methods and is an unmarked activity. Being a scientist is an unmarked 

occupation and there is no suggestion that scientists are other than sincere and wel!

intentioned. They do have different theories and these are based on differences in 

interpretation of data. This reflects the projected scientist readership of these texts. The 

Scientific American article, also having a scientist readership, is very similar in its 

attitudes to science and scientists, the only difference being that the controversy between 

researchers is stressed, as it is in the other popular articles. The Time article portrays 

science as fascinating while the Mail and Guardian article portrays it as trivial and 

boring. These two texts have non-scientist readerships and portray scientists as 'other ' 

from the reader and writer. For the writer of the Time article, scientists are meticulous 

and devoted but also eccentric and possessed of religious authority. The Mail and 

Guardian article is the only one negative towards science and scientists: scientists foist 

implausible theories on the public and are subjective. Their differences are based on 

unreasonable personal preferences. 

4.6.3.3 StatU!i 

Status refers to how the writer includes the reader (Gerot 1995: \04). In the research 

article the reader represents the research community and is thus more powerful than the 

writer. In the popular texts there is greater equality between the reader and writer 

although it is imponant for the writer to cater to the needs and interests of the readers 

who have economic power over the writer in that they can choose to buy the publication 

or not . It is therefore important to include the readers and make them feel recognised. The 

popular articles do this in a variety of ways. These are: including the reader in fields 

outside their own field (all three popular texts) endorsing the values of quantitative 

science (Scientific American), narrative form, enthusiasm for topic (Time) humour (Time 

and Mail and Guardian) shared negative assessment of science (Mail and Guardian). In 

the textbooks and books ~or children the writer is an authority supplying information, 

while the reader is a relative novice. 
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Table 4.6.12 Status in the texts in the study 
How does the writer include the reader? 

Raup and Sepkoski Solidarity politeness to the reader; Reader (representing discourse community) is more 
powerful than the writer. Writer includes reader by sticking 10 familiar form & 
conventions of the discourse. 

Duff Reader-writer relation:: is authority ~~~;rt geologist/novice geologist and 
student. Includes reader recommendinl? ar source in enthusiastic terms. 

McGhee Reader-writer relationship: authority and. expert geologist/ student and possible future 
eeoloeist. Includes reade; b\' treatin.e. them as those who know about the tooic. 

Trefil and Hazen Relationship between writer and reader is authority and scientisti non-scientist student 
evidenced in key terms in bold etc. Readers included by making scientists into 
interestin nalities : some bio2J"aPhical infonnation is included 

Scientific American Reader-writer relationship: science journalist/scientists outside the field under 
discussion. Neither reader nor writer are experts in the field. Narrative includes reader. 
The text is a means of inclusion of readers outside the field in the fmdings of the field. 

Time Reader-writer relationship: journaJistleducated middle class readers. The reacler is 
included. through narrative fonn. enthusiasm of writer for subiect. and colour pictures. 

Mail and Guardian Writer includes reader by assuming that reader and ",Titer are of the same group and 
scientists are treated flippantly. Writer uses humour and pictures I.> include reader and 
asswnes a shared nel!3tive assessment of science and scientists. 

Books for children Writer is authority supplying information. Writers include reader by use of colourful 
I nictures, reference to 'we', ooestions. usin!?' exclamations, and usiRl~ narrative form. 

4.6.3.4 Hedging 

In Table 4.6.13 below I follow Hyland (1996c) in his categorisation of hedges into: 

a) Reader-oriented hedges, which hedge assertiveness and function to get acceptance of 

claims that are face-threatening because they contradict the claims of other 

researchers (Myers 1989). Hyland (1996c:446) claims that adherence to discourse 

norms is also part of this "collegiate deference" . 

b) Writer-oriented hedges hedge writ.er commitment . "aim to shield the writer from the 

consequences of opposition by limiting personal commitment" (Hyland 1996c:443) 

c) Accuracy-oriented hedges hedge propositional content and " involve the writer's 

desire to express propositions with greater precision ... and appropriate caution" . 

(Hyland 1 996c:440). They are of two types: 

• Attribute hedges: " enable writers to distinguish how far results approximate to an 

idealised state, specifying more precisely the attributes of the phenomena described" 

(Hyland 1 996c:440). Usually 'degree of precision' adverbs. 

• Reliability hedges: indicate the writer' s confidence in the truth of a proposition ... 

acknowledge subjective uncertainties ... motivated by the writer' s desire to explicitly 

convey an assessment of propositional validity" Hyland (1996c:441) . 
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Table 4.6.13 Kinds ot ; in each text 

" Children' s texts 
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From Table 4.6.13 it can be concluded that , as Myers (1989) found, reader-oriented 

hedges are very important in some sections of research articles. Writers of research 

articles have to show deference to readers, as the readers represent the research 

community. In particular, writers have to convince the editor and referees of the article 

that they are not claiming too much. Myers (1989) shows how knowledge claims are cut 

back by writers of research articles in response to comments by referees , 

Textbooks are similar to children 's books in that reliability hedges, (which indicate the 

writer 's confidence in the truth of a proposition). are very common in these genres. I 

explain this ill tenns of the writers of these genres wishing to communicate to the readers 

the best approximation to the truth available to them at the moment. including an accurate 

measure of their uncertainty on the matter. Besides reliability hedges, writer-oriented 

hedges are also important in textbooks. Two of the textbooks in the study (Duff and 

Trefil and Hazen) ascribe ideas to generic scientists, a function of the fact that these 

textbooks are summarising the field . The third textbook, McGhee, cites research articles, 

presumably for the further reference of the readers who are students more advanced than 

fi rst year level. The popular articles also have many reliability and writer-oriented 

hedges. They use writer-oriented hedges to shield themselves and their journal from 

possible suggestions by readers that they are misrepresenting research etc. It is the 

~ 
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researchers to whom id'!as are attributed that are responsible for what is said - not the 

writer. They use reliability hedges to assess how likely what they are talking about -

other people's research· is to be true. There appears to be no necessity to mitigate face 

threatening acts to readers by use of reader·oriented hedges because the vast majority of 

their readers are not in the fleld covered in the article and will not find their own research 

and opinions con!radicted there. 

The above table shows that in popular journal articles both writer·oriented and reliability 

hedges are important. Writers of popular journal articles do not have to defer to their 

readers in the same way that writers of research ar.icles do. Perhaps we could infer that 

popular journal article writers have a more equal power relationship with their readership. 

They use writer--oriented hedges to indicate their object ivity and their role in nf'utrally 

reporting the ideas and utterances of others. They use reliability hedges to assess how 

likely what they are talking about - other people' s research· is to be true. 

4.6.3.5 Evaluation 

Evaluation in the textbooks and children' s books ap:'lears to he more overt than that in the 

popular texts and the research article. In the textbooks and children 's books the source of 

information is usually the writer or apparently the writer because the writer got the 

information from unspecified research articles. Thus the evaluation appears to come from 

the writer. The write~ of textbooks appears more willing than in other genres to go on 

record with his/her evaluations. In a paradoxical way this gives their account an 

appearance of greater honesty because they appear not to be hiding their opinion. By 

contrast, the source of information in most clauses in the popular articles is other people, 

whose voices are used by the writers to construct the writer' s argument. Thus evalllation 

appears [0 come from the other voices. This device lends objectivity to the account. The 

resectn.:h ankle by Raup and Sepkoski avoids negative evaluation tirstly tor purposes of 

deference to the scientific community, and secondly out of a desire for their own 

methcd5, results and hypotheses to appear in as positive a light as possible. 

Sequential negative and positive evaluations are used to structure popular science articles, 

I:lut 110t the textbooks, books for children, or the research article. The popular articles in 

this study use a dialogic/debate structure in which a theory is sequentially positively and 

negatively evaluated. On the one hand this is a function of the discussion genre employed 

in many popular articles. In a discussion arguments for and against an issue are presented 
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(Butt et aJ 1995:20). However merely labelling the genre as discussion, and defining what 

a discussion is, does not explain why this genre is chosen in this context and what 

purposes it serves. I suggest two possible purposes. Firstly. this structure functions in 

indicating the controversial nature of what is discussed. Controversy and oppositions 

appear to stimulate t.he interest of the reader. The second function is an appearance of 

objectivity on the part of the writer, which is thus achieved differently from the way 

objectivity is achieved in research articles and texibooks i.e. though impersonality. The 

dialogic structure in popular articles allows voices external to the article to debate a topic, 

indirec-tly presenting the y{riter' g own argument. The writer thus appears to be neutrally 

reporting what others have said while actually it is the writer that chooses to report what 

s/he agrees with and it is the writer that structures the article so that his/her own favoured 

viewpoint is foregrounded and appears correct. 

This dialogic structure - the sequential positive and negative evaluation of an idea - is 

aot a feature of the other genres in the study besides the popular texts. Although the 

textbooks and books for children do have both positive and negative evaluation of a 

particular theory, this is not a repeated series of positive and negative evaluations. Instead 

the writer may distinguish two different theories and then give a clear indication of which 

they consider to be more correct. The purpose of this in both these genres appears to be 

efficient communicat ion of infonnation the writer considers to be factual. The genre here 

is information report. 

[n the extract of the research article examined in the study the authors make very few 

negative evaluations of ideas they disagree with. In particular no negative evaluations are 

made of their own m~thods or results. Because they aim to convince the readers, no 

purpose would be served in such a negative evaluation. In their introduction Raup and 

Sepkoski merely juxtapose the gradual ism idea with their own favoured idea (periodic 

catastrophism), without negatively evaluating it, presumably in politeness to supporters 

of this viewpoint. This may include the majority of the readers/research community. 

Raup and Sepkoski negatively evaluale research that they agree with, as not having been 

rigorous enough in its met.hods (indicating the need for their own rese;\rch). The genre of 

the introduction is discussion. as is the genre of the implications section. [n their 

Implications section Raup and Sepkoski overtly negatively evaluate the option (earthly 

cause of periodic extinction) that they do not favour. In this highly speculative section, 
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for which they present no evidence, their negative evaluation of the option they do favour 

(extraterrestrial cause of periodic extinction) is formulaic. From this limited analysis of a 

single research article, it appears that negative evaluation is avoided for two reasons: 

politeness to those they disagree with (in the Introduction and Implications sections, both 

of which are in the Discussion genre), and the necessity to present their own ideas in as 

positive a light as possible (in their Method, Results and Discussion sections). 

4.6.3.6 Illustrations in the texts in the study 

The illustrations in Raup and Sepkoski, Duff, McGhee and Scientific American all signal 

themselves to be as objective as possible. Raup and Sepkoski has a graph, a highly 

abstract objective form. Duff has a table, also highly abstract and objective. McGhee and 

the Scientific American text have top-down, objective 'God's-eye view' photographs. All 

the other texts have illustrations that still have high truth-value, but are less objective in 

some way or other. Trefil and Hazen has a ta~le similar to Duff, except that it is 

illustrated with coloured drawings, so is less abstract. TIlustrations in the Time article 

have high truth-value, being photographs for the most part, but these are not at all 

abstract , being of people or recognisable landscapes. One of the two Mail and Guardian 

illustrations is exaggerated, detracting ITom its truth-value. The books for children are the 

least objective in that they are drawings, paintings as well as photographs. 

Table 4.6.14 has been organised in terms of the extent to which the illustrations serve to 

make the text more accessible to readers. As can be seen ITom the table, the Time article 

is unusual amongst the texts for adults in having a wide variety of illustrations and 

photographs. [n this text and in the four books for children, the illustrations are very 

rrominent and function to draw the reader into the text . They show solidarity with the 

reader and cater to the reader 's need for a visual element in order to make the text more 

accessib le. For the same reason, the Mail and Guardian article has two large photographs 

and the single geological time-scale in Trefil and Hazen is very illustrative, with pictures 

of people and animals in the time-scale. 

The books for children are more likely than the other texts to provide an imaginative 

reconstruction. As has been mentioned above they are more grounded in the time of the 

dinosaurs. For example, all four children 's books, and none of the other texts. depict the 

actual instant of impact; all show dinosaurs; three depict the alternative theories in action 

(rodents eating the eggs); one depicts the immediate aftermath of the impact. 
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Table 4 .6.14 What is illustrated in each text in the study 
R&S Duff McGhee Scientific Trefil & M&G Time Children's books 

American Hazen AAD OK P Life T Ra 

Geological ./ ./ ./ 
time scale 
impact ./ ./ ./ ./ 
I:nDact crater ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 
dinosaur ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 
Comet /asteroid ./ ./ 

I Deoole ./ ././ 
SUTVlvors ./ ./ ./ 
other graph Moon of Di.opom rats map: Map; Rats 

Mars of & rats & fossil. + 
model; 

eggs -, eggs; 
fossil iridi ..... 

"'~ & pillar; 

"= Ifter-..... 
less attempt to make text accessible more attempt to mak:.-text accessible 

Very high objectivity ~ fairly high objectivity 

The geological time-scale, is very differently depicted in Duff, Trefil and Hazen and 

Time. In Duff far fewer allowances are made for readers than in the other two kxts. The 

table is highly abstract, not to scale, and contains no colour. In Trefil and Hazen the 

reader is given an i1bstrative synopsis of the evolution of life from molecules to humans 

as the pinnacle of evolution. The time-scale in the Time article is to scale, is a three

dimentsional column, has illustrations of organisms that became extinct at the di fferent 

intervals and has a joke in the form of a tombstone and flowers for the extinct organisms. 

In summary, as Table 4.6.14 reflects, the graph in the research article is a highly 

objective and inaccessible form, followed by the tab le in Duff and the photographs in 

McGhee and Scientific American. By contrast the photographs in Time and Mail and 

Guardian, and in particular the illustrations in the books for children function to show 

sol idarity with and make the text accessible to the reader. 

4.6.3.7 Summary and overview of Tenor in the texts in the study 

Comparison of the texts in the study in terms of Tenor proves to be most revealing. Much 

depends on the projected readership of the different texts . The size of this readership is 

rather small in the case of the research article, and extremely wide in the case of the Time 

article, with the other texts in between these. Another parameter is whether reader and 

writer are identified as scientists or at least as positive towards science and scientists. The 
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readers vf the research article, two of the textbooks, and the Scientific American article 

are identified as scientists~ so. to an extent, are the child readers of the books of children. 

In the case of the third textbook the writers but not the readers are scientists. The writers 

and readers of the Time article and the Mail and Guardian article are not scientists, but 

only in the case of the Mail and Guardian article is the writer and assumed reader actually 

hostile to science and scientists. Yet another parameter is the relative power of reader and 

writer. In only one case - that of the research article - is the reader, as a representative at 

the research community. assumed to be more powerful than the writer. The discussions in 

the popular articles appear to assume an equal relation~hip between reader and writer, 

while in the textbooks and books for children the writer is an expert offering information 

to relafive neophytes. All these parameters are reflected in overt evaluation, attitudinal 

lexis, hedging, and degree of impersonality 

4.6.4 Summary and overview of register in tbe texts in tbe study 

This summary of register across four genres demonstrates that there is no indication of a 

cline of features in the four genres studied. Instead the genres fall into two groups with 

the research articles, textbooks and books for children showing many similarities at the 

level of register, and the popular science texts having greater differences from them. 

This summary also indicates that there are fairly marked differences between texts within 

a genre depending on t~e projected readership of the text . For example although there are 

strong similarities between two of the textbooks, McGhee and Duff (both aimed at 

geology students), these two texts display fewer similarities with the textbook for non

science students, Trefil and Hazen. Similarly, although there are many similarities 

between the Time and Scientific American articles (which both assume an audience 

positive about science), the assumption of reader hostility to science of the Mail and 

Guardian article makes for fewer similarities with the other two popular articles. 

Nevertheless. despite within-genre differences, it is possible to make some 

generalisations. There are great similarities at the level of register between the research 

article and textbook genres. Besides interpersonal differences based on power relations 

between readers and writers, differences between the two genres are largely at the level 

of genre (context of culture) which I discuss below. There are also many similarities 

between texts for children and textbooks, if we allow for the difference in age of the 
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intended readers. Differences are at the level of tenor, with the books for children being 

more e:Igaging and making greater attempt to include the readers in the text . The popular 

science texts are distinctly different from the other three genres in two related ways. The 

first is the large number of human participants in the popular texts and the lack of 

features (such as passivisation) used in the other texts to achieve impersonality. Secondly, 

the popular texts are structured through alternate positive and negative evaluation as 

dialogues/debates, with the human participants, (the authorities on which the journalists 

writers of the articles rely), being active in the dialogue. I give this greater attention in my 

discussion of Ideology below. 

4.6.5 Genre in the texts in the study 

Genre is what Thompson (1996:36) calls ' register plus purpose .. what the interactants 

are doing through language'. In each of the texts in this study, the organisation of the teKt 

reflect:; the writer's purpose and has been chosen to achieve that purpose. The research 

article 's purpose is to get the writer' s knowledge claims recognised as fact. Textbooks 

summarise the information that has been endorsed as fact by the research community. for 

the purpose of instructing neophyte scientists in these accepted facts . Two of the popular 

articles in the study function to inform the reader while the other popular article's main 

aim is to amuse the reader. The texts for children aim both to amuse and inform. 

All sections of research articles serve the purpose of gening readers to accept the 

knowledge claims of the article. The Introduction situates the research within already 

accepted previous work and tries to show how it is continuous with previous work. The 

Method section shows how what the researchers did matches the requirements of 

quantitative science. The Results try to convince the readers of the significance of the 

research, while the Discussion tries to convince the readers of the explicatory power and 

expec!edness <?fthe results . 

To achieve the purpose of instructing new scientists, textbooks are structured as a range 

of different factual genres, especially information report, explanation, procedure and 

discussion. Genre is one important way that textbooks in this study differ from research 

articles. 
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In terms of genre, the t'!xts for children are surprisingly similar to the textbooks in spite 

of the age difference of the pr->jected readers. The texts for children in this study all fall 

into the genre of information report, although one of the texts for children rehearses the 

information first in a narrative section. This suggests that this text views narrative as 

likely to make the factual content of the text more accessible to the child reader. Some of 

concessions mad: by the other texts for children to the fact that their readers are children 

are simple nominal groups, few identifying processes and many colourful illustrations. 

The popular articles in the study faH into two different media genres: issues report and 

opinion piece. The Scientific American and Time J.rticles are issues reports on the latest 

developments in science. Issues reports, White (1997: 102) tells us, aim to inform the 

reader on the discoveries of some authorised source such as ... a scientific researcher" . 

To achieve this purpose, the writer structures his/her own argument as a discussion 

between opposing opinions held by the authorised sources on the matter. The writer 

attributes arguments, ideas and utterances to the many human participants and then uses 

alternate positive and negative evaluation to construct the impression of a dialogue 

between two sides of an argument. This gives the i~pression of objectivity, as the writer 

appears merely to be reporting the ideas of various scientific authorities. The Mail and 

Guardian article is an opinion piece in which the writer's main aim is to amuse the reader 

while also providing some information. To achieve his purpose of amusing the reader, the 

writer uses informal language, clausal ellipsis, and thematic development that builds up 

'expectations' in the reader and then <disappoints ' them. Finally, some of what is 

amusing in this text is based on the writer' s assumption that the reader shares his cynical 

attitude to scientists and dinosaurs. By stressing the unretiability of his own 'authorised 

sources' the author of the Mail and Guardian takes on himself the authOlity usually 

afforded to a professional expen in journalism, and thus jokingly undermines the 

conventions of journalism. 

4.6.6 Ideology in the texts in the study 

In this section 1 synthesise the ideologies about science evident in the texts in the study as 

well as audience and power reiations. As regards the ideologies about science, I consider 

first what constitutes a fact , then the ideology of objectivity, and, finally, some negative 

ideologies about science reflected in two of the tex"1s . 
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4.6.6.1 What is a ract? 

In Charter 2 I discussed Latour and Woolgar's (1979) contention that a proposition put 

forward in a research article becomes fact only once it is accepted by the research 

community and is widely treated as a fact by being cited unproblematically in new 

research anicles. Following from this we can vien> a research article as a bid for a 

proposition! knowledge claim to be accepted as fact. Popular articles report on these bids 

and on challenges to such bids. Textbooks gather together all propositions that have been 

given the stamp of fact by being accepted by the research community. 

Thus we can say that research articles. textbooks and popular journal articles have 

different relationships with facts. If we regard facts as propositions that have been 

accepted by the research community. textbooks deal almost entirely in facts . They 

summarise non-new information that originates from research articles whose claims have 

been accepted by the research community and thus have achieved the status of fact . By 

contrast both research articles and popular articles put forward new information that has 

not yet achieved the status of fact as it has not yet been accepted by the research 

community. The research article writer 's motive is to get his/her knowledge claim 

accepted. and the popular article writer's purpose is to convey news of new research to 

readers. But the attitude to this new information of the two genres differs . Research 

articles present their new information as m'.lch as possible as fact . They do this by 

removal of people, by indicating how their knowledge claims are consistent with 

propositions already accepted as fact (Introduction section), by showing how 

meticulously the research was performed (Method) and by showing how reliable their 

results are and how well they fit the theory (Discussion). By contrast, popular articles 

have nothing to be gained from representing as fact propositions not yet accepted by the 

research community. Instead the writer distances himlherselffrom these new propositions 

by reponing lhat someone else has put forward the proposition. Thus they do not treat the 

proposition as fact but rather as someone else' s claim. 

4.6.6.2 How objectivity is established in the texts in the study 

In science, as in many other fields, propositions become established as fact only if they 

appear to be based on objective observation rather than the subjective desire for 

something to be true. The means of establishing objectivity in research articles is through 

making the text as impersonal as possible. As is universal in research articles. in the 

Method and Discussion sections of Raup and Sepkoski the research is performed 
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impersonally, with the researchers suppressed by nominalisation, and use of the passive 

with omission of the agent. As Myers (1989) has shown, personal language admits that 

what is said is subjective and limited to the writer. An example of such personal language 

is found in Raup and Sepkoski's speculative JObwe!avour extraterrestrial causes. There is 

thus an attempt to remove ideas from person, time and place in order to establish them as 

facts. Removal of people is not entirely possible in research articles as the work is 

necessarily attached to the authors. 

Textbooks in my study take removal of people even further than the research article. 

There are close to as few human participants as in the research article, but in addition 

almost all are generic. A high level of passivisation and nominalisation contribute to 

impersonality of the text . In section 4.2 I argue that textbooks reify the fact. They contain 

a summary of all facts that have been endorsed by the research community as fact . Myers 

(1989) has pointed out that individual researchers are much less important than is the 

community in research a.1icles, and textbooks take this even further with individual 

researchers much less important than their ideas. Individual researchers are almost 

entirely suppressed, and their work achieves that seamless continuity with the work of 

other researchers that the Introduction section of research articles strives for. However, in 

the controversial area of the end-Cretaceous mass extinction, in spite of the generic 

facelessness of human participants in textbooks, there is no indication that consensus has 

been reached on the topic. This lack of consensus is clear even in the texts for children. 

Thus where there is no consensus or broad endorsement of the facts, it is not the case that 

science is represented as 'established permanent fact' (Lemke 1990). However, in my 

experience, it is unusual that ideas that have not been broadly endorsed by the research 

community should be included in textbooks. It may be the case that the large amount of 

research that has been done on this topic over the last twenty-five years, and its high 

profile in the popular press make it necessary to mention the topic in first year textbooks. 

Alternatively. the mention in textbooks may be an indication of the increasing approach 

to factual status of 'the Alvarez hypothesis ' (an extraterrestrial cause for the end 

Cretaceous mass extinction). 

As in the textbooks people are generic in science books for children. In this way the 

books for children also paI1icipate in the ideology of science as objective. 
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The popular texts in the study establish objectivity not by removal of people, but by 

peopling the text with many human participants - scientific authorities on what is being 

discussed - and attributing what is said to them. The writer thus appears to be reporting 

objectively the ideas and opinions of others, while in fact the writer is actually able to use 

the words and ideas of others to construct hisfher own argument. This is achieved in the 

three texts in the study through alternate positive and negative evaluation strengthening 

the impression of a dialogue. Thus there is the appearance of objectivity only. The Mail 

and Guardian article, falling as it does into the opinion piece genre, is the only text in the 

study in which amusing the reader is more important than objectivity. Because of this, 

this text has a good deal of attitudinal lexis, which functions to portray dinosaurs as a 

subject as boring and overworked and to display scientists as a subjective group who 

have put forward many unbelievable theories merely because of their own !!l.dividual 

preferences. 

4.6.6.3 Negative ideologies of science 

In most of the texts in this study the writer is identified as a scientist . This is true of the 

research article, and textbooks. It is implied of the writers of the texts for children. The 

writer of the Scientific American article is likely to be a science journalist, not a 

practising research scientist, but likely to have a very strong background in science. It is 

only in the Time and Mail and Guardian articles that the writers distance themselves and 

the readers from scientists, and of them only can we infer that they do not identify 

themselves as scientists. Similarly, only in the Time and Mail and Guardian texts is the 

projected reader a non-scientist. This is signalled fairly mildly in the Time article in the 

characterisation of scientists as a group apart from the group formed by writer and 

readers. This scientist group has almost religious authority (9quest, )like a seer divining 

entraiis, 58Eyes turned heavenward) on the one hand, but a certain 'geekiness' on the 

other (\curry around in the unheated dome, ~2~intricate statistical gymnastics). The text 

thus contributes to two powerful myths about scientists: science as authoritative (Lemke 

1990) and science as the province of <geeks ' - highly intelligent but eccentric. Both of 

these myths serve to position science as outside the province of most readers. 

The Mail and Guardian article goes further than thiS in positioning of scientists as 

<Other'. Academics and palaeontologists are treated flippantly in that they «naturally 

prefer" a simple explanation, and even " insist there is only one explanation (namely their 

own)" Some suspect that speculation on the fate of the dinosaurs is u'banother source of 
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trivialisation of their subject" - as if there are many sources of trivialisation of 

palaeontology~ we are told what u l Oamost right-thinking palaeontologists" think - with the 

implication that a number of palaeontologists can be dismissed as wrong-thinking. Their 

theories are humorous: <3hardly a week goes by' without their coming up with new 

theories for <03zapping the dinosaurs" by ,,4death by volcanic eruption" etc. Scientists 

have foisted these implausible theories on the public (we, "you). This indicates that the 

writer subscribes to the ideology of scientists as unreliable, self-serving and subjective: 

somewhat akin to the ''Mc Hyde" figure. Dinosaurs are also very flippantly treated and 

characterised as boring, indicating participation in the popular conception of science as 

boring, which I contend must contribute to it being more difficult to learn. 

4.6.6.4 Audience in the texts in the study 

The function of a research article is to persuade readers to accept the knowledge claim of 

the writers. To do so the research article must conform to the ideology of science to the 

extent that it must be impersonal and must also show deference to the community. This 

involves the writer in the difficulty of being impersonal while being persuasive (which is 

usually achieved subjectively in most genres). The writer uses solidarity politeness, 

subtle attitudinallexis and non-lexical evaluation to achieve the persuasion. Textbooks by 

contrast are not persuasive. 

By contrast with research articles that persuade readers to accept their knowledge claims, 

and textbooks that summarise knowledge claims that have been accepted, popular articles 

function to tell readers the news about science. This news concerns new findings that do 

not yet have acceptance by the research community and thus the sanction of fact. 

Evidential challenges to findings are also news, particularly in the Scientific American 

article but also in Time. The Mail and Guardian article is also about challenges to 

theories, and represents most scientists as guided by their own preferences with only 

some being <right-thinking '. 

Myers (1989) notes that research articles have a dual audience of what he calls an 

esoteric group (other researchers in the same field) and exoteric group (readers not active 

in the discipline but who take an interest in the research). in chapter 2 I reported on 

Garces-Conejos ' and Sanchez-Macarro's (1998) finding of an equivalent dual audience in 

popularisations. They found that these writers still show deference to the esoteric 

community (i.e. other researchers in the same field) . However Garces-Conejos and 
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Sanchez-Macarro's (1998) study examined long articles written by the original 

researchers. In the news articles I analyse in this study by contrast I have found no 

evidence of the kind of deference that would indicate that the writers are also addressing 

the esoteric community (Le. researchers in the field that is the subject of the article). The 

Scientific American article for example twice characterises Raup and Sepkoski as wrong. 

In none of the popular articles is there any reader-oriented hedging indicating that the 

writers do not anticipate that the readers will be 'offended' by what is said by having 

their own or their preferred ideas contradicted. 

In textbooks there is also a dual audience: the academics who select the textbook to 

prescribe for the course they teach as well as students who are the primary readers of the 

text. In section 4.2 I argue that the academics appear not to be taken account of because 

the wr.ter projects a reader who is less powerful and less knowledgeable than himlherself 

Nevertheless, first year science textbooks are invariably far too long for all the material in 

them to be the subject of a year-long course. This indicates that the WIiter is not only 

writing for his/her own students and own course, but for the courses and students of other 

acade;nics in the hopes that they will prescribe the textbook because it contains all or 

most of the material they intend to cover in their course. 

The texts for children also project a duaJ readership: the child readers and those who buy 

the books, either the parents who read the book to the child or encourage the child in 

his/her reading, or the adults in schools and libraries who select the book. It is clear in at 

least one of the texts for children mK Picturepedia) that the writers project the readers of 

the texts as being middle class children with educated parents who read the book with the 

childr'!n and encourage their interest in factual information. As in textbooks, scientists are 

the generic authority for what is said in books for children. 

4.6.6.5 Power relations in the texts in the study 

In chapter 4 1 distinguished the participants in science texts as reader, writer. and research 

community. including those researchers involved in the research problem that the text 

reports on and the wider scientific community_ Writers of research articles are much less 

powerful than the scientific community as a whole. They aim to gain the authority of 

factual status for their propositions by gaining acceptance for these claims from that 

section of the research community active in the field . To do this writers of research 

articles must appear objective, and must show deference not only to the audience of 
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researchers in the immediate field, but also to the wider audience of the scientific 

community. Writers of textbooks by contrast are more powerful than readers are. In 

summarising information currently endorsed as fact by the research community, they 

'speak. for' and have the authority of the research community. Writers of science news 

articles are journalists writ!ng for one of two audiences. They can be writing for the wider 

scientific community or they can be writing for non-scientists . In either case researchers 

involved in the research problem are present ir. the text as the authority on which the 

writer draws. They are also the means by which the writer appears objective by quoting 

an author;tative source (or preferably more than one authoritative source, giving 'both 

sides ' of the story), and thus appear to be merely objectively reporting on the utterances 

and ideas of others. 

4.6.7 Summary 

In this chapter I have characterised the genres in the study as falling into two main groups 

in terms ef register: on the one hand research article, textbooks and books for children, 

and on the other hand popular science articles. The research articles and texts books are 

characterised by language that is impersonal, highly nominalised, with a high level of 

passivisation. The purpose of this language is to promote the impression of objectivity 

and thus, in the ideology of science, high truth-value. The language of the books for 

children i3 similarly impersonal (although with some inclusion of the child reader and 

identification of the reader with scientists), but, cOrresponding to the youth of the reader 

this impersonality is not achieved by passivisation and nominalisatio!1. Popular science 

articles, in contrast to the other three texts are not impersonal, and instead signal 

objectivity through attributing ideas to the many human participants. They are similar tu 

the research articles and popular articles in having a pretty high level of nom!nalisa~ion 

and nominal groups extended through embedding, but, having no necessity to remove 

people, they have low levels of passivisation. 

Although research aI1icles are very similar to textbooks in terms of register, they are very 

different in terms of genre. Research articles invariably follow the Introduction-Method

Results-Discussion structure, with characteristic variations between the register of these, 

while textbooks and science books for children are generally made up of various factual 

genres (in the Australian use of the term), such as information report, explanation, 

procedure, etc. The popular a.1icies in the study fall into two genres - issues report (more 
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common for popular SClence articles) and OplnlOn Plece. The issues report, like the 

research article reports on new findings that do not yet have the status of fact in that they 

are not yet accepted by the research community. The opinion piece differs from all other 

texts in the study in that objectivity is less important than amusing the reader. It is 

characterised by much more attitudinal lexis and o\oert evaluation than the other texts in 

the study. 

At the level of ideology differences between the genres are fairly marked. The research 

article, which aims to get its propositions accepted by the powerful research community 

(represented by the reader), shows deference to the reader by the use of reader-oriented 

hedges. In textbooks, I have argued that the writer, as summariser of facts endorsed by 

the research community, is the representative of that powerful community, and the 

reader, a relative newcomer, is in the less powerful position. Popular articles differ 

ideologically depending on how the writer and reader view science and scientists. Of the 

three texts in this study one, the Scientific American article is written by a scientist for 

scientists in field s other than the topic of the article. A second, the Time article, is written 

by a non-scientist for non-scientists who view science in a positive light, as progress, and 

scientists as a group apart from the reader and writer. The writer of the third article, from 

IheMail and Guardian, projects himself and the reader as non-scientists who are negative 

about science viewing it as boring and cynical towards scientists viewing them as 

motivated by selfish subjective aims. There is some evidence that the projected 

readership of books for children in the study are middle class children. If this is true, and 

if we accept the link that I have suggested between textbooks and books for children, it is 

likely that this is another way that middle class children are advantaged in terms of 

acquisition of school-based literacy (Heath 1986). 
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Chapter 5: 
Pedagogical Applications of the Comparison of Scientific Genres 

5.1 Introduction. 
5.2 Textbooks and research articles as target forms for student writing . 

5.2.1 Similarities and differences between research articles and textbooks in tenns of 
register and genre. 

5.2.2 Student writing that approximates research articles and textbooks. 
5.3 The use of popular science texts in the teaching of scientific writing. 

;:;.3.1 Comparison between popular and academic texts. 
5.3.2 Teaching scientific writing: Description of a scientific literacy course. 
5.3.3 Use of popular texts in the teaching of scientific writing. 

5.4 Popular science texts: insights for teaching science and for science textbooks. 
5.5 Science texts for children as a preparation for reading textbooks. 

5.5.1 Similarities between science books for children and textbooks. 
5.5.2 Pedagogical implications. 

5.6 Summary 

5.1 Introduction 

In chapter 4 I reported on my intensive examination of exemplary science texts in four 

genres: research article, textbook, popular science and science for children. I noted that 

research articles and textbooks share a great deal at the levels of register and ideology, 

while textbooks and science books for children show considerable similarity at the levels 

of register, genre and ideology. Popular science texts, on the evidence of the data, show 

considerable differences from the other three forms in terms of genre and in certain 

respects irl terms of register. Significant among the ideological differences between 

popular science and academic genres (research articles and textbooks) is the fact that 

popular articles present scientific fmdings as provisional rather than as established fact. 

This chapter is a response to my third research question, namely: 

What is the pedagogical relevance of an understanding of the register jeahlres and the 
ideological assumptions of the jour science genres analysed in chapter 4? 

In this chapter I consider how teachers of scientific literacy could use popular texts and 

popular genres (section 5.3). To place this in perspective and guard against making 

recommendations that may, from a different perspective, be pedagogically 

disadvantageous, I consider first the extent to which research article and textbook 

literacies are target fonns for tertiary and, to a lesser degree, secondary students (section 

5.2). After briefly reminding the reader of the differences and similarities between 

popular and academic genres (section 5.3 .1), I describe the academic writing course for 

science students that I teach, and indicate how I use popular texts in this course (section 

5.3.2). As I mentioned in chapter 1, my use of popular texts in the writing course I teach 
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was one of the original motivations for my study. I then move on to consider the 

advantages and disadvantages to students of using popular texts in learning scientific 

literacy (Section 5.3.3). In section 5.4 I consider the use of popular science texts by 

teachers of science, and also reflect on whether importing aspects of popular writing into 

textbooks is likely to have any value or not. Finally in section 5.5 I consider the extent to 

which science texts for children are similar to textbooks, and may thus he a preparation 

for using textbooks in later life. 

5.2 Textbooks and research articles as target forms for student 

writing. 

Martin (1993 : 168) notes that textbooks are the main models of written science for school 

children. In this section I argue that , at the tertiary level, textbooks can he regarded as 

models for some of the writing - in particular during exams and some assignments - that 

undergraduate science students do. The research article, by contrast, cannot be regarded 

as a model for lab reports, as in my experience undergraduate science students see very 

few research articles. Much stress is however laid on lab reports in undergraduate 

courses in the experimental sciences. As Braine (1989) found, 85% of the written tasks 

assigned to undergraduate science students are lab reports. Because of the similarities 

between lab reports and research articles, I argue below that the stress on lab reports 

makes research articles a target form that academic staff would like science students to 

acquire, and I provide evidence of the guidance given to students towards this form 

below. To distinguish research articles and textbooks, which I argue are key literacies for 

science students, J begin this account by summarising the similarities and differences 

between these tw'J forms in terms (\f register and genre. 

5.2.1 Similarities and differences between research articles and textbooks io 

terms of register and genre. 

In sections 4.1 and 4.2 I suggested that the register of textbooks is similar to that of the 

research article. In what follows I briefly summarise first these similarities and then the 

differences between the two genres. Both genres use high levels of nominalisation and 

technical language, and both employ embedded clauses to extend the nominal group. The 

research article and two ' of the textbooks studied employ twice as many relational 

processes as material processes, and one textbook studied employs material processes to 

express meanings to do with abstract ideas, which would congruently be expressed in 
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relationa: processes. Another area of similarity between these two genres is the removal of 

human participants and wide use of the passive voice, the ultimate function of this in both 

genres being to establish that what is being said is objective. 

In tenns of register a difference between the research article and textbook is found in one 

aspect of the interpersonal metafunction: the reader of the textbook is assumed to be less 

powerful than the writer, while in the case ofthe research article, the reader is assumed to be 

more powerful. The writer of the textbook, I have argued, transmits the information 

sanctioned as fact by the research community. and thus represents that powerful community. 

Similarly. the readers of the research article are those who, as a group, have the power to 

accept or not accept as fact the knowledge claims of the article, and thus they, as Myers 

(1989) has argued, represent the powerful research community. Thus the reader of the 

research article and the writer of the textbook acquire their power from the same source: 

both represent the research community. Another difference between textbooks and research 

articles is that the research article must propose new information. The textbook by contrast 

contains nothing new but summarises the received information that has been accepted as 

fact by the research community. In doing so it reifies the fact, buries the individual, and 

completes the objectification of the fact by removing it not only from time and place (as in 

the research article) but from the individual researcher as well . The appearance of 

infonnation in a textbook is its stamp of having become a fact . 

Generically. research articles and textbooks are, of course, very different . Considering 

genre in the sense of the New Rhetoric studies, it is clear that the common Introduction

Method-Results-Discussion structure of the research article is very different from the 

structure of the textbook. Considering genre in the sense of the Australian school, I 

indicated in 4.1.5 that research articles contain discussion, recount and exposition, but 

that these are likely to be associated with particular sections. By contrast, textbooks are 

likely to contain a good deal of information report, explanation and procedure, and these 

are not associated with particular generic sections but rather are used ac..;ording to the 

need of the writer and the subject under discussion. 

5.2.2 Student writing that approximates research articles and textbooks 

Having summarised the differences between research article and textbook in terms of 

register and genre, I now consider the extent to which the writing of tertiary sCIence 
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students is expected to approximate to these two genres. In chapter 2 1 ugued that in one 

impor.ant literacy event that science students participate in, namely, examinations. they 

are expected to produce texts that have many similarities with the writing in textbooks. 

Genres such as descriptive and explanatory essays, as well as short explanations of 

phenomena and processes are expected of students. Features that examination answers 

share with textbooks are that they are summaries of received knowledge, regarded by 

writer and (ideally) by reader, as fact , and unlikely to be hedged to any marked extent. 

Figure 5.1 is an example of an exam question in first year Chemistry at the University of 

Natal in Durban: 

Figure 5.1: First year chemistry exam question 
Oesciibe the production of magnesium from seawater. Give the unbalanced equations 
and approximate conditions for the reactions that occur. 

Figure 5.2 is a student answer to the question. in the form of a procedure (Butt et a1 

1999:22), and as such, can be compared to similar information from a textbook. Such 

information is provided in Figure 5.3. which is an extract from a first year textbook 

(Chang 1998:143) containing the answer to the question. It too takes the form of a 

procedure. It is interesting to note that both the student answer and textbook are very 

Figure 5.2: Student exam answer 
'1vI~""" i4- fOuru;L- iN\, w«watet- ~e4 ~ 1vI~v,. ' I'" ord.e¥ to 
ew<><x the-~ from, the- w«wC<t-e.- iX nee<4- to- be.- "'" "" 
~fOr"" ' IvI!KOti), i4-{mr~ ~ ' To-fOy""the-Iyt ." 
~tM''''~ 
C..cO, (!') -> caO (!') + CO, (lA') 
S~ Ume-

caO (!') + ti .O -> C,,-<,oti). (~) 
1vI~v, + C~Oti), -> IvI!KOti), (i-) + C..cv, 

I The" ~ lvI!Koti), i4- fUte.-e4 <>ff tiC!, i4-~ to-p~ 1vI~v, 
~ 
IvI!KOti), (!') + tiCI,(CUf) -> 1vI~v, (CUf) + ti,o 
0", eN"POY~ ~ 1vI~v, i4-!eft ~ i4- rn.el.te4 to-~'" """-9"" o,*,~ 
met'al,~chl.or"""'~ 
M~v, -> lviIA' (!') + Cv, (lA') 

70/jO C 
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factual. with little hedging or evaluation. This is reflected in the fact that the textbook 

contains no hedging and the only evaluation is in the fi rst two sentences: magnesium is 

'valuable', and the procedure used to recover it is 'cheaper' than other procedures. This 

explicit valuation of ' valuable' metals that can be 'cheaply ' recovered is what we might 

have predicted of industri,1 chemistry, which aims to produce industrially useful and 

commercially vtluable substances at as low cost as possible. The student's answer ' s only 

hedge is in sentence 3 where Mg(OH)2 is said to ~e 'fairly' insoluble. This is an attribute 

hedge (which shows the correspondence of p to reality and involves a qualification of 

predicate intensity. (Hyland 1996c: 439)) 

Fi re 5.3 : Extract from first ear Chemist 
'Magnesium is a valuable light-weight metal used as a structural material as well as in 
alloys, in batteries ana in chemical synthesis. 2Although magnesium is plentiful in Earth's 
crLlst it is cheaper to 'mine' the metal from seawater. In the first stage of the recovery of 
magnesium, limestone (CaC03) is heated at high temperatures to produce quicklime, or 
calcium oxide (CaO): 
CaCO, (s) -> CaO (s) + CO, (g) 
When calcium oxide is treated with seawater , it forms calcium hydroxide [Ca(OHh] , 
which is slightly soluble and ionises to give Ca2+- and OH- ions: 
CaO (s) + H,O (I) -> Ca" (aq) + 20H" (aq) 
The surplus hydroxide ions cause the much less soluble magnesium hydroxide to 
precipitate: 
Mg'+ (aq) + 20H" (aq) -> Mg(OH), (s) 
The sc.lid magnesium hydroxide is filtered and reacted with hydrochloric acid to form 
magnesium chloride MgCb 
Mg(OH), (s) + 2HCI (aq) -> MgCl, (aq) + H,O (I) 
After the water is evaporated, the solid magnesium chloride is melted in a steel cell. The 
molten magensium chloride contains both Mg2+ and cr ions. The half-reactions are 
Mg2+- + 2e- --t Mg 
2Cr ->CI, + 2e" 
The overall reaction is 
MgCI, (I)" .. Mg (I) + Cl, (g) 
This is how magnesium metal is produced. The chlorine gas can be converted to I 
hydrochloric acid and recycled through the process. . 

The textbook answer is longer than the student exam answer, and the first paragraph 

contain3 more general information. This is in the form of relational processes: 

IMagnesium is a valuable metal (identifying process) 

2Magnesillm is plentiful (attributive process) 

21t i:; cheaper (attributive p.ocess) 

However the textbook and student answer are very similar both in genre (both are 

procedures), and in content. figure 5.4 lists two questions from a first year Biology exam 
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(University of Natal. Durban). These provide further evidence that textbooks in general 

are a model for exam 'essay' answers. 

Fi'-illre S.4: First year Biolol1v exam auestions. 
1. Describe in detail the structure and functions of bacterial flagella and pili. 
2. Ongoing intracellular metabolism is absolutely dependant on the action of a broad 

range of enzymes. Explain why this is so. 

It is clear that the answer to question 1 in Figure 5.4 must take the form of an information 

report, which chapter 4.2 suggests is a common genre in textbooks. Information reports 

'present factual information about a class of things usually by first classifying them and 

then describing their characteristics' (Butt et a1 1999: 17). The answer to question 2 in 

Figure 5.4 is likely to be in the form of an explanation which explains <why things are as 

they are' (Butt et a11999:17). 

This very brief look at some exam questions in first year Chemistry and Biology indicates 

that exam questions are designed to elicit answers from students which are modelled on 

textbooks, and that the genre ' science exam answers' is likely to be closely similar to 

genres found in textbooks. This suggestion is an area that would benefit from further 

research, as it has implications for teaching of academic literacy to science students. As 

indicated above, [ turn my attention next to the extent to which research articles show 

similarities with student lab reports . 

As explained in section 2.4.3, Braine (1989) collected 61 assignments in ten science and 

engineering courses and found that 52 (85%) of the tasks involved a report on a 

<specified participatory experience' , that is lab reports . [ argued in chapter 2 that lab 

reports are "prote-research articles", as they have some of the same functions as research 

articles. Like research articles, student lab reports are expected to place the work done in 

the context of the literature, provide a full enough account of the method used, and 

convince the reader (lecturer) that the work was carefully and accurately performed. Like 

research articles, student lab reports are expected to indicate the extent to which the work 

is continuous with accepted facts in the literature. It is in this point however that student 

lab reports differ from research articles in that they are not expected to put forward any 

new knowledge claims. Any deviations from accf':pted facts are a"sumed by both the 

reader and the writer of student lab rep011s to be the result of error or poor technique in 

performing the method. As a result students often <fudge' their results to make them 
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coincide more closely with the 'correct ' answer. Research articles, by contrast, must 

advance new knowledge claims, and must convince the reader that their deviations from 

Figure 5.5: Lab report guidelines 
Title: Standardisation of Hydrochloric Acid . 
Introduction 
Write • few lines introducing the purpose of this experiment:-

Procedure 
Write a few lines describing what you did 

- -
Results 
(a) Preparation of the standard solution of sodium carbonate 
Rough weight of bottle + sodium carbonate = 9 
Rough weight of bottle = 9 
Accurate weight of bottle + sodium carbonate = 9 
Accurate weight of bottle + residual Na2C03 = 9 

Mass of sodium carbonate in 250 rnl flask = 9 

(b) Molality of standard solution of sodium carbonate = 
(c) Titrations 

1 $I titration 2nd titration 3nl titration 
Initial reading 
Final reading 

Titre 

(d) Standardisation of the Hel 
Average titre = 
Equation for the reaction is: 
No of moles ot sodium carbonate being titrated = 
No. of moles of HCI in the average titre = 
No. of moles of HCI in 1 litre = 
Molarity of the Hel = 
Conclusion 
Write a couple of lines by way of conclusion; 
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accepted facts in the literature are actually advances in knowledge and the discovery of 

something new. rather than errors or the result of poor technique. 

The worksheet above in Figure 5.5 provides guidance to first year Chemistry students on 

how to write a lab report . It was devised and used by a colleague at the beginning of the 

academic year, which is when students first start doing lab reports . As we can see, it 

follows the Introduction-Method-Results-Discussion format (cf. section 2.7.2) of a 

research article closely. but the Discussion section is severely abbreviated into a two-line 

'Conclusion' , This is perhaps because at the beginning of the first year Chemistry course, 

one aim of practical work is to teach students to use equipment and master general lab 

procedures. Figure 5.6 is an extract from my colleague' s instructions to his students on 

how to do the practical, which he provided on a separate sheet: 

Filnlre 5.6 Extract from instructions on how to do Cher.listrv lab. 
The aim of this experiment is to develop your manipulative skills with respect to accurate 
weighing, quantiwtive transfers of liquids and solids, making dilutions and undertaking 
titrations. These skills will be developed through an exercise to detennine the strength of 
a solution of hydrochloric acid by its reaction with anhydrous sodium carbonate. 

An example ofa student Biochemistry lab repon is found in pages 52-55 of the appendix. 

This was written by a second year Biology student at the University of Nata1. It was 

judged by the staff member who marked the report (who assigned it a mark of9.5/ 1O) to 

be a good report . This report clearly follows the IntrQduction-Method-Results

Discussion format . Its discourse features correspond in some degree to those of a research 

article, but some discourse features reflect the studentl1ecturer relationship between 

writer and reader. The writer opens the account with an Introduction demonstrating 

familiarity with relev", nt concepts and making reference to relevant literature, as 

evidenced in the two footnotes. The reference in the first line to "A Russian BOIanisl, 

Tswcll ... " gives the impression of a student demonstrating to the lecturer that relevant 

texts have been read; in my opinion such a formulation is more typical of a textbook. It is 

unlikely in a research artkle as the writer of a research article, whi le providing 

information possibly unknown to the section of the audience not active in the field, would 

be more likelY to show politeness to such readers by pretending that readers were aware 

ofTswett, his country of origin, discipline and research. 

The Method section of the repon is of course framed in the passive voice: " The tap was 

opened ... 20 tesl tubes were numbered. .. More eluting buffer was added .. . " Like the 
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Introduction, the Discussion has some of the definit.Jness of the textbook genre. An 

example is the lack of modality in "It is for this reason that the protein molecules in the 

serum do not all pass through the column at the same rale ," However, in the last three 

paragraphs of the discussion, the writer does hedge statements such as "This could 

accolIlII jar the negative values that were obtailled." Although all hedges used by this 

student are content-related rather than reader-related (i.e. they function to indicate writer 

uncertainty rather than deference to the reader), this tentativeness is nevertheless 

evidence of one of the ways that this student lab report reflects the discourse norms of 

research articles. 

The above discussion has provided some evidence that textbooks are the models for 

writing that undergraduate science students are called upon to produce in exam essays 

and "short exam answers". If exam answers are indeed modelled on textbooks, it is 

important not to remove or alter the textbook unless the intention is also to remove or 

alter the exam answers that students are expected to produce. Research articles, by 

contrast, are the target form of student lab reports. They correspond to research articles in 

form as well as in some discourse features . 

5.3 The use of popular science texts in the teaChing of scientific 

writing 

As a teacher of scientific writing, I often provide my students with popular sCIence 

articles (such as the popular anicles in pages 22-35 of the appendix) as sources of 

information for what they write. One of my motivations in doing this research was to get 

an insight into the extent to which such a practice is justified either in terms of similarity 

of genre or register between popular texts and academic texts or in terms of the value of 

ideological differences between popular and academic forms . Section 5.2 has suggested 

that the factual genres found in textbooks are used as models for writing expected of 

science students in exams and some assignments. Research articles are the target form 

(although not the model) for laboratory reports produced by science students . However, 

falling as they do into news genres, popular articles are not models for science students. 

[n this section I consider whether popular genres have anything to offer science students 

in terms of register or ideology. I do so by, in section 5.3.1, briefly comparing academic 

and popular genres in terms of register and ideology. I then, in 5.3.2, describe the 
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s{;ientific writing course I teach, and in 5.3.3, discuss the use of popular articles in the 

acquisition of scientific literacy, with specific reference to the course I teach. 

5.3.1 Comparison between popula, and academic texts 

To guide judgement concerning the value of using popular science texts in teaching either 

science or scientific literacy, this section will briefly compare popular and academic texts 

at the levels of register and ideology. The purpOSt;; of academic and popular texts is 

different. Research articles function to persuade readers of their knowledge claims 

(Myers 1989), textbooks to summarise all knowledge that has currently been endorsed as 

fact by the research community, while popular texts function as narratives of research, 

reporting on new knowledge claims that have not yet been endorsed as fact by the 

research community. As a result, academic texts focus on theories (research articles and 

textbooi<:s) and methods (research articles) while popular articles focus on people and 

what they say and think. 

In line with these different purposes, there are differences in the source of information in 

these different genres. The source of information in popular articles is the human 

participants in the article. The popular texts in this study are structured as 'debates ' 

between contesting voices. Because of this 'debate ' structure, evaluation of propositions 

is sequentially positive and negative. Because the source of information is the human 

participants, the writer is not implicated in any evaluation. By contrast neither research 

articles nor textbooks are structured as debates . The source of information in research 

article;; -is mainly the writer. In order to maximise the chance of the research article being 

convincing to the reader, evaluation is mt)re likely to be positive than negative. Writers 

evaluate negatively neither their own ideas nor the ideas of other researchers (which 

could offend readers who disagree) . In textbooks, the source of information is apparently 

the wri.ter (a1t~ough in reality the writer is summarising information from unspecified 

research articles) . Textbook writers, perhaps because they represent the powerful research 

community, are more overt in their evaluation of ideas than are writers of research 

articles . 

As this implies, attitude towards human participants to the texts is in fact a very 

prominent difference between popular and academic science texts . This difference is 

associated with different ways of establishing objectivity. Academic texts have far fewer 
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human participants th'\n do popular texts . In this study the average number of human 

participants per 1000 words is 26 in the popular texts, but only 13 in the textbooks. In the 

popular texts human participants are far more likely to be specific (i .e. real scientists) 

rather than generic, which is the norm in textbooks. The popular texts are also far more 

likely to personalise human participants, for example by providing their first names and 

affiliated i3stitutions. This difference is one of the features leading to the impression that 

two of the popular science texts in my study (the Scientific American and Time articles) 

are narratives of knowledge claims (other features are the presence of many temporal 

conjunctions referring to present time, and nominalised mentai and verbal processes). 

This difference in the number of human participa:J.ts can be traceo to the different ways 

that objectivity is established in academic compared to popular texts. Academic texts 

remove people (and thus the associations of subjectivity and emotion) while authors of 

1)opuiar texts achieve the impression of objectivity by attributing ideas and utterances to 

the human participants. That this is an appearance of objectivity only is supported in the 

use of marked themes in the popular texts in my study. showing that the writer is 

directing the interpretation of the text by the reader (cf. section 4.6 .2.1). Beceuse 

objectivity is not established in popular texts through removal of human participants, 

passivisation and nominalisation are not employed in popular texts for the purpose of 

avoiding mention of agency (cf. section 4.6.2.2). 

The difference in approach to human participants between academic and popular texts is 

accompanied by a number of interpersonal differences. In textbooks and research articles 

solidarity with the reader is shown through formality (technical language, nominalisation. 

pasivisa.tion and impersonal tone, and in the case of research articles and one of the 

textbovks in my study, by citation of references (cf. section 4.6.3.1). By contrast the 

popuiai- texts are mOTe likely to show solidarity with the reader through treating the 

scientist participants as personalities, by humour. and. if the readers are non-scientists, by 

distancing the reader and writer from scientists as a group. The textbooks and research 

article signal objectivity through impersonality. achieved through nominalisation, 

pasivisation and omissiun of agent . Popular texts by contrast achieve ~bjectivity through 

attribution of ideas and utterances to the human participants in the text . 

Popular articles show greater variation than do academic texts in who the projected 

readers are and the extent to which the readers are expected to be scientists or not or even 

whether they are expected to be positive towards science or not. 
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Power relations between reader and writer appear to be equal in the popular texts. Writers 

of popular articles make the reader feel recognised in a number of ways: by including the 

reader in fields outside their own field, narrative form, enthusiasm for topic. humour and 

endorsing the projected values of the reader (quantilative scier..ce in the case of Scientific 

American and a shared negative assessment of science in the case of the Mai! and 

Guardian). 

By contrast, power relations between reader and writer are unequal in research articles 

and textbooks. Myers (1989) has characterised the reader of research articles as 

representing the research community and as thus much more powerful than the writer . 

Writers of research articles use solidarity politeness (reader-oriented hedges) to mitigate 

FT As to readers. By contrast, in textbooks, it is the writer who, in summarising the ideas 

of the researr.h community and ' speaking for' it, is more powerful than the reader is. 

Concerns with readers' 'face ' (in having to accommodate new information that may 

contradict readers' previous explanations for phenomena) are therefore not, in my 

experience, evident in textbooks. 

The interpersonal differences between popular and academic genres outlined above 

indicate that popular genres are not suitable as the major model of scientific writing for 

science students. However, ideological differences between academic and popular texts 

make popular texts a very valuable addition in the education of science students. The fact 

that popular texts repon on new findings, means that they afford a view of science at a 

stage before it participates in the ideologies of science as authoritative and science as 

difficult , both of which Lemke (1990) indicates make science difficult to learn. Popular 

science reports on propositions before they are endorsed by the research community as 

fact , i.e. before they become authoritative. They also give voice to scientists other than 

those of iconic status (the 'great names ' of science, such as Einstein), who are the only 

scientists found in textbooks. I discuss this reflection of science as an activity accessible 

to a wider group, rather than merely to the intelligent few in greater detail below. 
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5.3.2 Teaching scientific writing: Description of a scientific literacy course 

In this section I briefly describe the scientific writing course I teach at the University of 

Natal in Durban and explain why I have used popular science texts as reading material in 

this course. As part of this account I provide contextual information. 

In the last twenty years the proportion of speakers of English as a second language 

entering historically white South African universities has increased rapidly. At the 

University of Natal it'} Durban, the number of African students, most of whom speak 

English as a second language, increased from 8% in 1986 to 34% in 2000 (University of 

Natal Pocket Statistics 2000), At the same time the number of courses in English as a 

second language at South African universities has also increased in answer to the 

perceived need to improve the proficiency in English of L2 students. The course] teach is 

one such course, and it is aimed primarily at second language speakers of English who 

are, in addition, in a 4-year BSc degree programme, having been admitted to the Science 

Faculty with fewer than the required number of matriculation points (see Parkinson 

2000b). Such students, admitted to tertiary study in an attempt to redress apartheid 

injustices, are 'under-prepared ' for degree study to the extent that, having attended under

resourced schools, which often have under-qualified teachers, they enter university 

knowing less about science and maths than is usua1ly considered necessary. They take a 

reduced load of first year science courses (such as Chemistry and Mathematics) and get 

about twice the normal load of tuition in the first year courses they do take to increase 

their chances of success. 

The course] teach, called Scientific Writing, aims to familiarise students with the factual 

genres needed for science study, and to give them extensive practise in writing these 

genres. The course is therefore content-based, the content often being drawn from the 

other first level courses the students are taking or science topics at an equivalent level. 

Examples of topics, together with the literacies (cf. section 2.2) I aim to teach in them are 

found in the table below. The genres that are the focus of the course are the two I 

discussed in the previous section, namely, lab/research report and the essay (with stress 

on the information report and explanation genres). In addition, the course gives students 

opportunities to produce posters (these most commonly are in the form of lab/research 

report) and oral presentations. Both of these are a feature of most disciplines in the 

Faculty at second, third or honours level. 
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Table 5.1: Examples of topics in Scientific Writing course (adapted from Parkinson 
2000a) 

Topic Input Literacies Production 
bv students 

Industrial • Range of readings Read scientific textbooks Poster 
production from Chemistry I Note-taking from written sources (information 
of a range textbooks e.g. Integrate information from a number of repon 
of extract in figure 5.3 sources genre) 
substances, above Distinguish important from incidental Oral 
e.g. Iron, information presentation 
~agneslum Present information orally and graphically 

as a poster 
Waste • Popular and Translate experience of an industrial Flow 
water textbook readings process into written form: flow diagram diagram or 
treatment • Visit to waste water or essay essay 

plant Anticipate visit by reading about process (Qrocedure 

• Slide presentation Integrate experience of process, visit to genre) 
explaining water labs, slide presentation etc. with written 
treatment sources 

• Visit water Organise information into coherent form 

treatment labs 
Ozone hole • Popular & textbook Read and take notes from scientific texts Lab report 

readings Take not~s from lecture (research 
• real data - Integrate information from written sources article 

measurements of and lecture genre) 
ozone in Antarctica Analyse graphical data 
and Durban Plan & and produce lab report genre 

• lecture on ozone Use of sources: citing references etc. 
Physics of • Textbook, library Draw links between concepts learnt In Lab report 
the books, lecture physics and the observed world on own 
children's notes, popular Plan own investigation of mechanics of collected 
playground sources e.g. swing. roundabout data 
e.g. a • Visit to local Collect data, and represent it in tables and (research 
swmg or playground graphically, and analyse data article 
slide Explain anomalous findings genre) 

Plan and revise own writing; Produce lab 
report genre 

As can be seen from Table 5.1, an important element of the course is reading of texts 

from which students can extract content knowledge. I use texts from textbooks in the 

course, and in some cases am able to find research articles that are conceptually simple 

enough for ~tudents. However, about half the reading I give to students in the course is 

from popular science journals such as Scientific American, New Scientist, and 

Technology Review. I have a number of reasons for this . Firstly, the content of popular 
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science texts is simpler than that of academic texts, particularly research articles. Writers 

of popular texts do not expect readers to be specialists and as a result they use fewer 

technical terms and provide meanings of the technical terms they do use. An example is 

the following from the extract in my study from Time magazine, wht!re the writer does 

not assume the readers know what iridium is: 

The revolution began with an unassuming element known as iridium, a rare and 
hard si/very-white metal related to platimlm and gold. 

The information in popularisations is also likely to be conceptually simpler and less 

mathematically based. For example in the following extract from the Time article, the 

writer glosses over the mathematics of what they are reporting on: 

Through intricate statistical gymnastics, the two scientists found that . 

Illustrations in popularisations are less abstract and more likely to supplement 

explanations in the text than are research articles where illustrations arE'! more likely to 

represent results, usu~lly in highly abstract graphs, tables, or inscription records. This is 

illustrated by comparing the illustrations in the Time article (mainly photographs: see 

appendix page 27) with the graph in the research article in my study (appendix page 5). 

5.3.3 Use of popular texts in the teaching of scientific Writing 

My particular interest in science popularisations stems from my use, as a teacher of 

science writing, of popularisations. In the light of the research I have reported on up to 

this point, I am now in a position to consider what the answers are to the following 

questions. What insights can my findings in chapter 4 offer my own teaching practice and 

that of other teachers of scientific writing? Do the differences between popular and 

academic texts (interpersonal differences and differences in genre) make popular texts 

unsuitable models for academic writing? 

As section 5.2 indicates, on the evidence of student exam answers, student lab reports, 

and guidance about writing lab reports given to students, the target forms for students are 

the textbook and the research article. This study has shown that popular articles have 

significant differences from these academic genres at the interpersonal level , and that 

they make scientists (the people who make findings) the focus rather than the findings 

they make, which are the focus of textbooks and research articles. Popular articles should 

therefore not form all or even most of the reading upon which a scientific writing course 
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is based. Besides differences in genre, if students model their writing too closely on 

popular texts there is a danger that they might: 

• Focus too heavily on human participants 

• Cite references in a popular rather than academic style 

• Use the passive voice less frequently than it is used in academic texts 

• Be somewhat more informal than is acceptable in academic writing 

In my teaching I have found that students who are given popular articies as source 

materials do model their academic writing on the popuiar texts in certain ways. The 

second of the above features - citing references in a popular rather than academic style -

is most prominent. Examples of a popular style of attribution imported by first year 

students into their academic writing are: 

1. Paul R Epstein found thaT drought increases stagnant pools alld dams. 
2. This was supported by an experiment by John B Calhoun ill 1962. 
3. Paul Rciter who is the chief entomologist at the US government's lab in Puerto 

Rico argues that climate has no effect all the spread of Malaria. 

In these three examples the writers supply the first name, initial, and, in the case of 

example 3, the institutional affiliation of the human participants. That is, the writers have 

~elected the popular rather than the academic way of citing their references. This practice 

has certainly been imported from popular source articles. This, however, is in spite of the 

dcademic way of citing references having been stressed in the course, and the students 

having specifically been instructed to avoid the popular method of attributing ideas. 

Examples 1-3 above may also be an indication that use of popular articles may encourage 

student writers to people their texts with too many human participants. However, in 

student writing I believe that attributing too much of what is said to source texts is more 

likely to be acceptable to lecturers than attributing too little. Also, although exam essay 

writing is likely to be modelled on textbooks, in essays written as assignments, where 

students are expected to find and read source material , it is likely that students are 

expected to attribute much of what they say to source texts . Thus, in my opinion, large 

numbers of attributions, perhaps resulting from the reading of popular texts, are unlikely 

to be penalised by lecturers. 
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Popular texts as SOl'rces of information may also encourage informal language. An 

example from a student essay is: 

For starters there is no such thing as a perject drug. 

This eX8I!l.ple :-epresents a level of informality likely to be considered inappropriate in 

academic writing. This informality may have been encouraged by using popular articles 

as a source of information. Equally. however, it could have been imported from the 

writer' s own informal/conversational style. As the writer is a second language speaker of 

English. s/he may view the phrase 'jor starters' :lS an equivalent of <for a start' . without 

being aware of the difference in level of formality . 

In these aspects, and p81ticularly in the encouragement of a popular rather than academic 

style of attributing references, popular texts can be said to represent poor models for 

stJdents. However, besides usually being easier in terms of content (as reflected in 

chapter 4), and thus making for a suitable first reading/introduction to a topic. I believe 

that popular texts may be valuable in other ways. I outline these in what follows . 

Firstly, Lemke (1990: 133) criticises classroom science as overly impersonal. The large 

number of human participants in popular texts may thus play a useful role for students in 

making for more persop.al and 'people-oriented' science. 

A second point made by Lemke (1990:137) is his suggestion that classroom teaching 

represents science as "established, permanent, incontrovertible fact", Popular texts ?re a 

valuabll! addition to the teaching of scientific writing because they give readers an idea of 

'science in the making ' - what the concerns and issues were before this information was 

established as fact. Popular articles deal with information that is contested, while 

textbooks present information that is no longer contested, They are therefore able to 

present it as if it is factual and permanent. Research articles, too, present information as 

far as possible as if it were uncontested, They stress continuity with previous findings and 

remove people from the account , Popular texts, because they report on findings that the 

research community has not yet endorsect as fact, are distinct from research articles and 

textbooks in representing findings as provisional and even controversial, and thus provide 

an insight into science as a social activity that is absent from the other genres, The Time 

article and even more particularly the Scientific American arti~le in my study indicate 
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that research and scientific evidence do not automatically result in propositions being 

accept~d as fact . They also report on what kind of challenges may be made to scientific 

evidence. Being exposed to some popular texts is thus likely to combat the ideology 

pointed to by Lemko (1990) of science as authoritati le - something that cannot be , 
challenged and must be believed because it has the stamp of science on it . The Mail a:1.d 

Guardian article in this study represents scientists as not automatically objective. and as 

motivated by the human and subjective wish to further their own careers. Popular articles 

are also more likely than are textbooks and research articles to bring ethical concerns to 

readers ' notice. Current examples of concern in journals such as Scienti fic American, 

New Scientist and Technology Review are genetically modified plants, cloning, the 

growth of technologies allowing widespread surveillance by authorities etc. 

Figure 5.7: Assignment asking students to write a newspaper article on a conference. 
Oral presentations this semester are in the fonn of a 'mini-conference' on Energy and 
Pollution. Everyone in the class will attend the mini-conference to present their own 10-
minute talk and to listen to the presentations of others. Part of the mark. for this 
assignment is based on thE:. following newspaper report on the mini-conference: 

Write a 300-400 word newspaper report on the conference. Two examples of news 
reports on scientific conferences are provided. As these articles do, you should report on 
some highlights or a particular theme of the conference, possibly discussing two or three 
of the most interesting presentations, or the presentations with the most relevance to us 
in South Africa. Altemat!vely your report can draw some overall conclusions on the topic 
of the conference; support \vhat you say by referring to individual presentations. You 
may quote speakers if you wish. You should write the article as if it were going to be 
published in Dome*, so write it with the readers of Dome in mind. 
·the campus nenspaper. 

A third use for popular science texts is that if students can learn to distinguish some of 

the chara;;teristics of popular and academic science, this will give them a deeper 

understanding of the register of academic genres (e.g. textbook). Lemke (1990) 

recommends that science teachers should encourage students to translate back and forth 

between formal science and explanations in colloquial language. Similarly, popular 

science may well be of use to those learning the discourse of science for the reason that if 

it is necessary to 'translate ' from popular to academic registers, this makes students 

distinguish the two. However. it ne~ds to be made explicit to students that there is a 

register difference, and what the features of popular and academic science are. By this 

means. students' knowledge of the academic register becomes deeper. I suggest that it is 

also useful to students sometimes to be called upon to reformulate academic registers for 

a popular audience. This gives students skills in communicating with non-scientists. An 
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example of an assignment] give my students that requires them to do this is found in 

Figure 5.7. 

Students are asked to research a particular topic (for example 'Energy from Wind') and 

present a I Q·minute talk on this. They are encouraged to choose a panicul.r focus of the 

'conference' referred to in the assignment to report on in their newspaper article: for 

example, renewable sources of energy. There is usually some discussion, in groups and as 

a class, about the features of the exemplary articles. These include organisation of 

information in news articles, the titles, how human participants in the articles are cited, 

what the author's attitude is to what s/he is reporting on and how this is communicated 

etc. 

To sum up, in this section I have suggested that although popular texts differ significantly 

from academic texts at the level of register. titey do nevertheless make a valuable 

addition to a scientific writing course for three reasons. Firstly. popular texts are 

conceptually simpler than academic texts and thus make an appropriate first reading on a 

topic. Secondly popular texts give students insight into the scientific process. This insight 

includes the way that popular articles represent scientific findings as open to challenge 

(contesting the ideology of science as authoritative). and as an ordinary activity available 

to a group far wider than the 'great men ' of science such as Newton (contesting the 

ideology of science as too difficult for ordinary people). Finally. being called upon to 

' translate ' from popular to academic genres, and even, occasionally. to frame their 

scientific ideas for a non-scientific audience is valuable to students in that it encourages a 

deeper knowledge of academic scientific register. 

5.4 Popular science texts: insights for teaching science and for science 

textbooks 

Chapter 2 of this thesis recounts Lemke's (1990) suggestions of ways of ' humanising ' 

science classroom discourse to make science easier to learn. In the light of this, what 

insights can my study of popularisations and science texts for children offer for the 

teaching of science? tn what follows I restrict my remarks to the teaching of science at 

secondary and tertiary level. 
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As mentioned in section 5.3 above, Lemke (1990:137) outlines two sets of beliefs that he 

suggests make science difficult to learn. These are that science is authoritative, and that 

science is difficult . Firstly, science is represented as authoritative in that facts are 

characterised as divorced from dependence on theory, from people and from the origin of 

facts in social activity. It is easy to see how this is related to how a proposition is 

established as a fact in research science. Secondly. Lemke (1990: 138) suggests that 

science is represented as difficult and only available to the highly intelligent . He 

maintains that, far from being in opposition to common sense, as it is commonly 

represented, science is actually continuous with common sense. He suggests (1990: 139) 

that what makes science difficult in reality is that the ways in which it is presented, (for 

example impersonally), are unfamiliar to most people. He maintains (1990: 133) that 

school science follows the rules indicated in Table 5.2, which follows. The table shows 

which popular texts in this study violate these rules . If we accept Lemke' s suggestion that 

these rules do indeed make science hard to learn, then access to popular texts may be of 

use to students at both secondary and tertiary level. 

Table 5.2 Rules of scientific langua~e fLemke 1990: 133) 
Rules of scientific language Texts in this thesis that violate 

this rule 
I. Be as verbally exPlicit and Wliversa! as possible 
2. A void collOQuial forms of langua,ge Mail and Guardian article 
3. Use technical terms in place of collOQuial synonyms 
4. Avoid EersoniflC3tion and use of human attributes 
5. Avoid metaohoric and fisrurative lanlZUaRe Mail and Guardian article 
6. Be serious and dismified. Avoid sensationalism Mail and Guardian article 
7. A void personalities Time and Scientific American 

articles 
8. A void reference to fiction or fantaSY Cartoon about the film Meteor-
9. (Use causal forms and) avoid narrative and dramatic Time and Scientific American 

accounts articles. Tyrannosaurus rex 
• lltis canoon a~ed In New SCientist and IS reproduced on page S6 of the appendix. 

Lemke (1990: 143) draws attention to the ahistorical representation of science In that 

theories that have been superseded are ignored. Yet it is difficult to suggest how to 

counteract this as a problem. We would hardly want to include large numbers of theories 

to which the research community does not subscribe. Because popular science articles 

report on findings that are .not yet endorsed by the research community, they present the 

findings as provisional, as not yet ' fact' . If teachers encourage their students to read 

popular science texts this would be one way of communicating to students the social 

nature of science, and for students to get an insight into 'science in the making' . It would 
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give stuJents an insight into how facts are established through negotiation and consensus, 

rather than merely being uncovered by scientists in their pre-existing state. They would 

also get an insight into the evidential basis upon which science is built . This would 

challenge the ideology of science as authoritative. 

Lemke (1990) suggests that learning science is made more difficult through the ideology 

of objectivity reflected in removal of people from scientific accounts . I have argued in 

chapter 4 that within the context of research articles, the discourse features (e.g. removal 

of people, nominalisation, passivisation) that reflect the ideology of objectivity are 

necessary for any writer who wants to have his/her knowledge claims accepted. This 

makes them entirely functional within the social context of research science. This 

ideology of objectivity reflects not only the belief system of science but also the context 

of the western cultural valuation of emotion as the polar opposite of reason. We prove 

that something is true, valid, credible, and thus a fact, partly by representing it as based 

on reason, not on emotion. To do this we remove people from the account to make the 

account universal. 

Within the tertiary textbooks in this study (and indeed in all conventional textbooks) 

removal of people serves a slightly different function . Here the facts are all-important. 

Who thought of them first is unimportant. Lemke (1990) and others have argued that this 

removal of people from school science is part of what makes it hard to learn. On the face 

of it introducing more people into textbooks would appear to he a solution to this. 

Popular science provides one possible way to do this. However I personally do not see 

this as a solution for a number of reasons. Firstly, so many people are involved in 

proposing scientific facts that this could result in the introduction of a boring and difficult 

catalogue of names into textbooks. I do not see transforming science into history as 

necessarily making science easier to learn. Secondly, attempts to select the most 

prominent researchers to represent the people behind science risk the introduction of 

'great men in science ' which in my opinion can also be alienating to students, and feed 

into the ideology of science as the preserve of the highly intelligent. It leaves the readers 

outside of science, and construes scientists as 'other' . An alternative means of 

personalising science in school textbooks (and thereby engaging the reader 's interest) 

would be to include mOTe practical work in textbooks. If the reader actually conducts an 

investigation her/himself, s/he becomes identified with science, and, I believe, this is far 
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more likely to make sCience more accessible than including a history of science in 

textbooks. 

A third reason why] wou!d not advise 'humanising' textbooks by introducing more 

people into them in a way similar to popular science texts is the different role played by 

human participants in popular texts compared to textbooks. My analysis in chapter 4 

indicates that the introduction of large numbers of human participants into popular 

science texts functions partly in the establishing of objectivity in a journalistic context, 

and partly because who has proposed a new explanation/finding is what is news. To 

import this practice into textbooks would not be functional . 

A further reason against introducing popular forms into textbooks is that news genres 

(such as those I have discussed in this thesis - the issues report and the opinion piece) are 

less suitable for expressing scientific ideas and explanations than are the factual genres 

commonly found in textbooks. However. it is likely that popular science texts that are not 

news genres - for example long articles written by the researchers themselves - could 

provide more useful models for engaging readers than the popular news genres in this 

study. This long popular article is a genre that needs funher study. 

Finally. another argument against introducing popular science features into textbooks is 

that textbook genres are a target form of the later years of high school just as textbook 

ge!1res and the research article are target forms of tertiary study. Replacing textbooks 

genres with news genres would thus not be to the advantage of readers. 

Although I regard the introduction of large numbers of human participants into textbooks 

as infeasible for the above reasons, 1 suggest that current popular science texts could 

usefully be provided as reading for secondary and tertiary students . Such texts could be 

drawn from existing sources such as newspapers, news magazines and popular science 

journals. or could be introduced into existing magazines for adolescents. Alternatively 

popular science magazines could be established for adolescents. Popular texts are peopled 

with large numbers of scientists, very few of whom are 'great men ', with the iconic status 

of Einstein or Darwin. who will eventually be canonised in textbooks. If popular texts 

were made more available to students, this would challenge the ideology of science as so 

difficult that it is only available to the highly intelligent few . 
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Lemke (1990: 172) ch?racterises the language of science as a register of English foreign 

to most students, To enable students to learn this register he makes a number of 

recommendations. My discussion below indicates the extent to which the inclusion of 

popular science texts in science teaching would be of value in achieving these 

recommendations 

J. Science leachers should encourage their students to translate back and forth between 
colloquial and scientific language. 
I would regard this ability as essential to learning any specialised register, because 

unless students can explain a scientific concept in their own everyday language. it is 

doubtful that they really understand it. As I mdicate in section 5.3 above. popular 

science texts may be of value for the reason that they are somewhat more colloquial, 

and provide a different view of science from that provided by academic texts. 

2. Science teachers should use non-Scientific forms sllch as narrative and drama. 
Once again this assumes that certain forms, such as narrative and drama. are easier 

for children than factual forms. Martin (1989), by contrast, suggests that factual forms 

are not more difficult , merely less familiar than narrative. There is no evidence 

whether factual forms are more difficult and if so whether this is because they are 

inherently more difficult or merely less familiar. This is an area that needs further 

research. If factual forms are harder (whether inherently so, or from lack of 

familiarity), I would be inclined to provide more practice in them rather than replace 

them with other forms for the following reason. In calling scientific discourse a 

'foreign register' Lemke (1990:172) makes the analogy with learning a foreign 

language. In this analogy non-scientific forms such as nalTative and drama are the 

student's 'own language ' while scientific forms are the ' foreign language '. Learning 

the ' foreign ' scientific forms must of necessity involve practising these for!ps. A 

teacher of for example. French, who spoke to his/her English-speaking pupils only in 

the pupils ' English would not be expected to make much headway. I personally see 

no harm in including forms such as narrative and drama in science teaching so long as 

they augment rather than replace the factual forms that are, as Martin (1 993: 167) 

notes, the target forms in the later years of secondary school. He decries what he 

reports as a trend in Australian school policy towards privileging non-scientific 

written forms. (such as stories. plays, poems and cartoons), in the teaching of science. 

He notes (1993 : 168) that the removal of traditional textbooks from Australian 
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classrooms in the last 20 years has resulted in school children being exposed to very 

few models of scientific writing. 

Lemke (1990: 172ft) makes the following three further suggestions, to which I respond 

below: 

3. Science teachers should make reference to actual SCientific activities, disputes and 
persons and provide personal anecdotes alld historical examples aboul sCientists. 

4. Science teachers should describe science as a fallible human social activity (Lemke 
1990: 175). 

S. Science teachers should devote class time to discussion of policy questions (Lemke 
1990: 180). 

These three suggestions are a.1I intended to make science mor.:: accessible to learners 

by representing it as a human activity and not as 'an unalterable body of pre-existing 

fact. The suggestions are supported by research into the beliefs about science of 

school children by Duveen et al (1993), Ryan and Aikenhead (1992) and Driver et al 

(1994), mentioned in chapter 2. This research indicates that most children view 

science as a series of discoveries of pre-existing facts that scientists have merely 

'discovered ' . That is, as discussed in chapter 2, there is little recognition of facts as 

sociall ), constructed. 

Because popular science texts do not view science as a set of hard facts endorsed by 

the research community. they could play a very useful role in making science easier 

to learn. Popular texts refer to contemporary scientific activit ies, disputes and people, 

and have the advantage of being current news. Because popular science reports on 

current controv<:rsies in science (e.g. the Scientific American and Time articles in my 

study), it becomes clear that scientists are fallible, and, more importantly. students get 

an insight into how a proposition becomes a fact. in tenns of 5 above, popular science 

is often concerned with the ethics of science. and with discussion of policies (e.g. 

government policies 0:1 pollution. wildl ife, cloning, gene~ically modified food etc.) 

In summary, in this section I have suggested that importing aspects of popular s~ience

such as greater numbers of ht:man participants - into textbooks would be a disadvantage 

to readers . My reasons for claiming this are firstly that this would alter the textbook, 

which is a model for writing expected of secondary and tertiary students. Secondly. it 

would introduce 'great men ' into science, and 'historify ' science without making it more 
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engaging or easier to learn. Finally, because they focus on people rather than theories and 

explanations, popular genres are less useful than factual textbook genres for expressing 

scientific ideas. Instead j suggest that using current popular texts as well as textbooks 

would contest the ideologies of science as authoritative because popular texts deal with 

ideas not yet accepted by the discourse community which can therefore not be 

represented as "established, permanent, incontrovertible fact" (Lemke 1990: 137). 

Because popular texts are peopled with large numbers of human participants who are not 

afforded iconic status, oroviding popular texts for secondary and tertiary students would 

also contest the ideology of science as difficult. 

s.s Science texts for children as a preparation for reading textbooks. 

The textbooks analysed in this study are university-level ones. They are thus intended for 

a readership very different in age, background knowledge and reading purpose than the 

books for children. Nevertheless. there are many similarities between the textbooks and 

books for children (cf. Chapter 4.2 and 4.5). In what follows I compare (in section 5.5.1) 

these two genres in terms of register, genre and ideology. I then, in 5.5.2, indicate the 

pedagogical relevance of these similarities to science teaching. 

5.5.1 Similarities between science books for children and textbooks 

A first similarity between science books for children and textbooks relates to genre. Like 

textbooks, the books for children present themselves as reference works. They contain a 

glossary and an index. Usually they start with a contents page with the 'chapter' headings 

beneath a picture illustrating each ' chapter' . The appendix includes examples of a 

contents page (appendix page 38), glossary (appendix page 43). and index (appendix 

page 42) from the books for children in my study. 

Features such as the illustrated contents page make the book potentially readable by 

beginning readers. Although the four books for children in my study present themselves 

as reference books for children from the very young to children of about 10 years old. 

they are not dry or boring. Rather they are colourfully illustrated. Illustrations are 

primary. This is particularly the case in DK Picturepedia (see page 40 of the appendix) 

where the blocks of text accompany the pictures rather than the other way around. As a 

result , even a child who cannot read at all is able to enjoy the books. It is interesting to 

note that , for example in the contents pages and in some cases in the text or 'chapter' 
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itself. pictures are a structuring device in these texts for children. The reader chooses 

what part to read and in what order based partly on the illustrations. 

DK Picturepedia in particular is characterised by the editors as a kind of early 

encyclopaedia and the first page of the book contains a 'Note to Parents' reproduced on 

page 44 of the appendix of this thesis. In it the text explicitly points out (to the readers ' 

parents, and by extension those adults who buy the book for libraries) the reference 

nature of the text. As discussed in section 4.5.5 this book is part of a series designed to 

initiate children into accessing factual information. The editors envisage the readers as 

belonging to fami lies who are likely to read the book with the child. and to enjoy and 

value activities like posing questions and answering these by consulting factual reference 

works. The assumption appears to be that they are leisured people, and the adult members 

of the family are already familiar with the ' look it up' approach to reading books. In 

short, the projected readers of the book are middle class chi ldren. 

Another way that books for children are generically similar to textbooks is in the genres 

used (here I use 'genre ' in the sense in which it is used in Australian genre studies). 

Textbooks are structured as a range of different factual genres, especially information 

repOlt, explanation. procedure and discussion. In terms of genre, the texts for children are 

surprisingly similar to the textbooks in spite of the age difference of the projected 

readers. The texts for children in this study all fall into the genre of information report, 

although one of the text~ for children rehearses the information first in a narrative section. 

This suggests that this text views narrative as likely to make the factual content of the text 

more accessible to the child reader. 

At the level of register the similarities are also marked. Below J illustrate simi!z.rit ies in 

terms of human panicipants, organisation of the message, and similarities in terms of 

hedging and evaluation. The science texts for children in my data are, like textbooks, not 

peopled by 'personalities ', that is human participants that we get to know, or who are 

allowed to ' speak for themselves '. Instead, like textbooks, the human participants are 

generic 'scientists' and 'we' . Examples are: 

Some scientists thitik that a giant meteorite ten kilometre ... wide fell from space 
and hit our planet. (from All about Dinosaurs) 
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With regard to the dinosaurs and the KIT bour.dary many palaeontologists would 
maintain that these reptiles had been gradually dying out for some time during 
the Cretaceous (from Duff, the first year textbook). 

This reference to generic scientists is in contrast tJ the popular articles for adults. where 

there are plenty of specific human participants. These are treated as personalities: their 

first names and affiliated research institutions are mentioned: 

In 1979 Luis W. Alvarez, Waiter Alvarez, Frank Asaro and Helen V Miehel of 
the University of (AJifornia at Berkeley reported that a layer of clay deposited at 
the end of the Cretaceous period (about 65 million years ago) contains 
anomalously high levels of iridium , (from the Scientific American article) 

The Time magazine article in my study (for a wider. less scientific audience than the 

Scientific American article) goes even further in humanising scientists: 

Alvarez, his curiosity aroused, shipped samples of the sediment back to his father 
Luis, a Nobei-prizewinning physicist at the University ·of California, who had 
the clay analysed. 

The Time magazine article even speaks of scientists in semi-religious/mystical terms: 

And the following day, at the nearby University of California campus in Berkeley, 
Physicist Richard Muller, like a seer divining entrails, scrutinises the new batch 
alvideo recordingsfrom Lajayetle ... These quests are all part of the ... 

Thus science books for children, like textbooks, incline towards the 'objec.ive' portrayal 

of scientists, unlike the popularisations, which show the scientists as people with 

families, and even as personalities with religious or mystical authority. 

In chapter 4 I characterise the books for children as textbooks for young children with 

people (we and scientists) brought into the picture, as in the popular texts, to encourage 

reader involvement . Like the textbooks, the books for children are not about scientists, 

but rather about the facts of what happened. However two of the four texts for children 

analysed in my study do include the reader in the text (namely All about Dinosaurs and 

DK Picturepedia). This is one of the ways that books for children are more engaging of 

the reader than textbooks. The number of human participants per 1000 words is similar in 

the two genres. In the texts in my study both genres have an average of 13 human 

participants per 1000 words. It appears that, as in the textbooks, books for children 

remove human participants because the facts and ideas are more important than the 

people who first proposed them are. 
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As exp~cted the books for children are the most literal and least abstract texts in the 

study. In line with this there are fewer relational processes, particularly identifying 

process (which congruently express abstract ideas) in the books for children. On avetage 

55% af processes in books for children are material processes, compared with only 30"10 

in the textbooks in my study. 

Focus in the books for children is on what happened to the dinosaurs during the 

Cretaceous extinction (of particular importance in Tyrannosaurus rex) and the theories 

that 'we ' and scientists have about how it happened. What happened to the dinosaurs 

during the Cretaceaous extinction is a minor focus in the simplest of the three textbooks, 

TrefiI and Hazen, the textbook for nonhscience students. In line with this literal focus, 

circumstances of time and place in the books for children refer to the time and place of 

the dinosaurs rather than modern time and place as in the popular texts in my study. For 

example the foHowing circumstance is typical of circumstances in the books for children: 

When dinosaurs became extinct at the end 0/ the Cretaceous period, 65 million 
years ago (from Prehistoric Life) . 

By contrast the following focus on recent time is typical of the popular texts: 

The impetus to extend the isolated event proposed by the Berkeley workeni into a 
cycle of catastrophes came in late 1983 (from the Scientific American article) . 

In terms of organising the message there are some similarities between the books for 

children and textbooks. The two textbooks aimed at science students are very highly 

nominalised (SO nominalisations per 1000 words on average) . The number of 

nominalisafions in the third textbook in the study. the one aimed at non·science students, 

is much lower (7 per 1000 words). and is comparable to the number of nominalisations in 

the texts for children (5 per 1000 words on average). 

Another similarity in organisation is that central propositions are packaged into facts in 

all three of the textbooks and in two of the four books for children in my study. These 

propositions are often subjected to evaluative commentary sited in the ranking clause (in 

bold below). Examples are: 

We are not sure [[why this happened}]. (from All about Dinosaurs) 
But no single theory can explainlfwhat really happened]]. (from DK Picturepedia) 
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Another idea is [[that the weather got colder and the dinosaurs could 110/ survive 
through the icy winters]}. (from All about Dinosaurs). 
But there ;s also evidence [[that a great meteorite, measuring some 9.5 kilometres 
across, struck the Earth '11 the time of the Cretaceous extinctions}]. (Prehistoric Life) 
So it is maintainedJhat [[the Earth was hit by an extra-terrestrial body]}. (Duff, the 
first year textbook) 
Perhaps the most interesting and controversial proposa(made in palaeobiology ill 
the last decade is the proposal [{that the lAte Cretaceous mass extinction was 
triggered by the impact of a large asteroid]]. (McGhee, the textbook for graduate 
students). 
The fossil record shows, however, that [[not all extinctions are "normal. "J). (Trefil 
and H:u:cn. the textbook for non-scie:1ce students). 
Thus i/ appears that [[the Earth was enveloped in a dust cloud, anomalously 
enriched in iridium, at the end of the Cretaceous]]. (McGhee, the textbook for 
graduate students). 
Lastly, it should be noted that lithe climatic predictions of the impact hypothesis 
are strongly model-dependantJ/. (McGhee, the textbook for graduate students). 

The function of passivisation in the books for children is also similar to its function in the 

textbooks in th~ study. Once again, although there is extensive use of the passive in the 

(WO textbooks intended for science :;tudents, the amount of passivisatian in the textbook 

intended for non-science students (5.4 instances of the passive voice per 1000 words) is 

comparable with the amount in the books for children (5 .9 instances of the passive voice 

per 1000 words) . Textbooks and chi ldren 's books most often use the passive to 

foreground the goal., more central than the agent to meaning. The agent r.1ay be present 

or may be implied as the generic <scientists'. 

A look at the illust rations of the different types of text is also very revealing. Here again 

we find that there is a move towards objectivity in books for children and textbooks. In 

the context of illustrations, objective implies illustrations that offer information to the 

viewer in an apparently dispassionate way. By comparison, a picture of a person, who 

looks at us and demands a social response from us would be a subjective picture (Kress 

and van Leuwen 1996). An example from a highly objective text is the picture of the 

Martian moon in McGhee (see appendix page 13 ). The top-down angle is the angle of 

maximum power of the viewer, and is oriented towards ' theoretical' <god-like point of 

view' objective knowledge. In being a photograph this image has a high level of truth

valu~ . 

This can be compared with the bottom central picture from DK Picturepedia (page 40 in 

the appendix). Although it is obviously not a photograph, it looks like one, giving it high 
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truth-value. We, the viewers, are once again given the «god-like observer view" from 

outside earth. 

Another objective picture, classifying animals that became extinct or survived the 

extinction is found in the top right of Prehistoric Lile (see page 46 in the appendix). The 

animals are presented from side, and they are all the same size. This is a ciassifica.tory 

picture, an offer of objective information to the viewer. 

The number and highly coloured nature of illustrations in books for children IS one 

difference from textbooks, and represents one of the ways that books for children attempt 

to make the content more accessible to readers, some of whom may be unable to read 

text. Other concessions made by the texts for children to the fact that their readers are 

children are simple nominal groups (ef. section 4.5.2.2), few identifying processes (cr. 

sect ion 4.5.1.2) and in one of the texts, an initial narrative section (see appendix page 49). 

In terms of solidarity of the writer with the reader, the books for children are very like the 

textbooks, but without the formality of nominalisation, passivisation and a lot of technical 

terms. Like the textbooks they are serious in tone and mostly factual information report in 

genre. Importantly, like the textbooks, they identify the reader with scientists as a group. 

Like the textbooks the books for children signal objectivity through beirg relatively 

impersonal and having little attitudinal lexis. The textbooks and the children's books are 

once again similar in their attitudes to science and scientists. Science in these texts is 

based on quantitative methods and is an unmarked activity. Being a scientist is an 

unmarked occupation and there is no ~uggestjon that they are other than sincere and well

intentioned. As in the textbooks there is not di stancing of reader and writer from 

scientists as a group. Power relations between reader and writer in books for children is 

the same as in textbooks in that the writer is an expert supplying information while the 

reader is a re'lative novice. 

Textbooks are similar to books for children in that reliability hedges (which indicate the 

writer 's confidence in the truth of a proposition) are very common in these genres. I 

explain this in terms of the writers of these genres wishing to communicate to the readers 

the best approximation to the truth available to them at the m.oment, including an accurate 

measure of their uncertainty on the matter. 
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Evaluation in the textbooks and books for children appears to be more overt than that in 

the popular texts and the research article. In the textbooks and books for children the 

source of information is usually the writer or apparently the writer, the source actually 

being ,unspecified research articles. Thus the evaluation appears to come from the writer. 

In summary, there are a number of features that indicate that science books for children 

aTe more similar to textbooks than they are to other types of science writing. Firstly there 

is the fact that science books for children view themselves as reference books in that they 

have contents pages, glossaries and indexes. One of the hooks in my study (namely. DK 

Picturepedia) also viewed itself as an early encyclopaedia. 

Secondly, like textbooks, science books for children present themselves as objective in a 

number of important ways. The human participants are generic "scientists" or 

"geologists", not the real named people and personalities. This contrasts with popular 

articles for adults where the human side of the scientists is stressed. They are named, 

come from research institutions, even have fathers, and in some cases are treated as 

having religious authority. The introduction of people into the account reduces the 

apparent objectivity of the text. Textbooks and books for children, although they by no 

means pretend to know everything, are more cenain and more cut and dried in the way 

they present information. They present information as what is accepted as fact at the 

moment about this particular issue. Finally, the pictures in science books for children also 

present themselves as fairl y objective depictions compared to the pictures in the popular 

articles I have looked at . 

5.5.2 Pedagogical implications 

An important implication of this study can be drawn from the inference that sCIence 

books for children are directed primarily at middle class children. That the publishers see 

middle class parents as the buyers of science books for children has been argued above 

(section 5.5.1) in connection with one of the four books for children. It is here that 

primary schools have a role to play in making this sort of book accessible to young 

children who are not from the kinds of families that are the taiget of the note in Figure 

4.5.1. Primary school teachers are able to borrow relatively large numbers of library 

books from public library, and teachers often use this facility to provide personal reading 
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for their pupils on factual topics studied in science. geography, history etc. (personal 

communication, Mrs Clow, grade 5 teacher, Manor Gardens Primary school, Durban) . 

However, in the South African situation, for well-known historical reasons, well-stocked 

libraries are more likely to be situated in middle-class, mainly 'white' areas than in 

working-class, mainly 'black' areas. With the change in government in 1994, it can only 

be hoped that this will gradually be changed. 

Another important implication of my research is that In spite of the fact that science 

books for children are factual genres and in spite of the fact that , like research articles and 

textbooks, they also remove people from science, children like them. This may imply that 

factual genres are not inherently more difficult to understand, and that science doesn ' t 

need to be personalised in order for children to learn it. Lemke (1990) and others have 

suggested that to make science more accessible we need to include other genres such as 

narrative, drama or poetry. The assumption is that these are easier than factual genres. 

However this has not heen proved. Instead, perhaps science books for children need to be 

more widely available. Schools could play a much greater role in encouraging the reading 

of factual texts not only as sources of information but also as reading hooks. In my 

experience the reading books that children are given to learn to read are almost 

exclusively narratives. Future study is needed into whether children actually do find 

factual texts more difficult than narrative. If they do find factual texts more difficult, is 

the answer to remove factual texts? Should we instead provide more of them to school 

children so that they can gain greater familiarity with them, making science and other 

factual subjects such as History more accessible in the later years of school? 

5.6 Summary 

In this chapter I have argued that the textbook is a model for writing that science student ~ 

produce in exams. and that the research article is the target form for student laboratory 

repons. Similarly, as Martin (1993 :167) points out, textbooks are the main models of 

written s('.ience for school children. As a result I have argued that popular writing should 

not be imported into textbooks in the belief that this will humanise science and make it 

easier to learn. This study indicates that popular science is too different in genre and 

focus from textbooks to serve as a model for student writing. 
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Instead uf importing popular writing, or aspects of it, into textbooks, I suggest that both 

science teaching and teaching of scientific literacy would benefit from the use of popular 

texts. The main benefit would be to expose students to a different ideological focus from 

that found in textbooks and research articles. In textbooks the focus is on information 

accepted as fact by the research community. and in research articles propositions are 

treated as accepted fact as far as possible in order to achieve greatest credibility with 

readers. To achieve their aims, both genres remove reference to the personal, making 

science appear impersonal and thus objective. By contrast with these two genres, popular 

science treats scientific findings as provisional, and gives a more personal view into the 

construction of scientific facts through consensus and negotiation. J suggest (a) 

humanising school science by using practical work to bring the reader (rather than 'great 

men ' ) into the text. (b) I suggest introducing both school children and tertiar; students to 

a greater amount of popular science. This would give a greater impression of science as 

an historical and social activity and alter the widespread idea of science as merely 

uncovering pre-existing facts. It would thereby combat the ideology of science as 

authoritative. 

Further than this, J SUppOlt Martin ' S (1993 : 167) contention that it is not to the benefit of 

primary school children to change textbooks so that they use non-factual genres, and thus 

give the reader little experience of reading the kind of writing that they will be expected 

to produce in secondary school. I support Martin' s (1 989) claim that fac-tual writing is not 

intrinsically harder than narrative, but often less familiar. This is an area that calls for 

more research. However Martin ' s (1989) claim is supported by the large degree of 

simi larity in terms of register and genre between science books for children and 

textbooks, even textbooks at an advanced level. I have suggested in this chapter that 

science books for children are a valuable preparation for reading textbooks in later life, 

and that South African primary schools could play a useful role in making these hooks 

more available to pupils who may not have had access to them at home. 
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In this chapter I provide a brief summary of the main findings of my research (section 

6.1). 1 also consider the limitations of the study and suggest possibilities for future 

research (section 6.2). 

6.1 Summary of tbe main findings of my researcb 

As indicated in chapter 1 of this thesis, my research addresses three main questions. 

These are: 

J. What distinguishes popular scientific genres from academic ones, alld how do they 
relate to each other? 

2. How does register ill representative texts from each genre illuminate the ideological 
assumptions of each genre? 

J What is the pedagogical relevance of an understanding of questions J and 2 to 
science teaching? 

I summarise my answers to each of these three questions in sections 6.1.1, 6.1.2, and 

6.1.3 respectively. 

6.1.1 Popular scientific genres compared to academic genres. 

My first research question considers what features distinguish popular scientific genres 

from &cademic ones. Chapter 4 (section 4.6) reports a number of important differences 

between popular and academic genres at the level of register. It also notes great similarity 

in terms of both register and genre between textbooks and science books for children 

(sections 4.5 and 4.6). 
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I compare popular anc! academic science genres in sections 4.3,4.4,4.6 and 5.3 .1 of this 

thesis. In summary, popular articles differ from academic genres in being peopled with 

large numbers of human participants. Unlike research articles and textbooks that bury 

human participants by use of passives and nominalisation, thereby creating the 

impression of objectivity. popular science articles foreground scientists, and make the 

account in~o a narrative of research. Because the scientists are the authorities/experts on 

which the writer draws, stressing their involvement actually confers objectivity on the 

writer rather than the converse. To emphasise writer objectivity. in the three popular texts 

in this study, the writers use sequential positive and negative evaluation to ~ructure the 

text as a debate/dialogue between scientific experts who give opposing explanations. 

Marked themes are one of the devices used to signal to the reader that one side of the 

debate is more valid than the other, indicating the extent to which the objectivit~' of the 

writer is appearance rather than reality . Further study is needed before it can be 

concluded whether this dialogic structuring through sequential positive and negative 

evaluation is a common structure in popular science texts. 

Another difference between popular science and academic texts is that academic texts 

avoid anitudinal lexis in order to increase the impression of objectivity. Popular texts on 

the other hand are more likely to use anitudinallexis . 

Contrary to the findings repcrted by Fahnestock (1"986), popular articles in this study are 

relatively tentative and contain a lot of hedging. However this hedging is different in kind 

from that in research articles. In my limited survey, popular science articles have as much 

reliahility hedging (which indicates the writer ' s confidence in the truth of a propositi:),"l) 

as resec.r~h articles GO. They have more writer-oriented hedging (which ascribes an idea 

and responsibility for the idea to a source). The biggest difference is that popular articles 

have few reader-oriented hedges (hedge assertiveness and show deference to readers), the 

most numerous kind of hedge in research articles. 

In summary, this comparison of popular and academic genres indicates that the most 

important difference between popular and academic science genres centres on the fact 

that in popular texts objectivity is not achieved though removal of human participants. 

Instead it is achieved through peopling the text with human participants who, being. 

experts, bear responsibility for what is said, rather than the writer bearing that 

responsibility. Other features of popular articles also support this analysis. These include 
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the preponderance of hedging that attributes what is said to experts, the structuring of the 

text as a debate between experts, and the role played by the writer in judging the validity 

of the sides of the debate through attitudinallexis. 

The last of the four genres in my study, science books for children, is another genre that 

could be regarded as popular, as it is widely read by children, and, like ;JOpular science 

articles. is read for enjoyment rather than for instrumental reasons. There is close 

similarity between textbooks and children's books. Like textbooks, books for children 

present themselves as reference works, having a glossary, index, and contents page. 

Science books for children also employ the same genres (e.g. information report) as 

textbooks do. Like textbooks, books for children package central propositions into 

embedded fact clauses. Like textbooks, books for children incline towards an 'objective ' 

impersonal portrayal of scientists, being peopled with generic scientists only, as facts are 

more important than the people who first proposed them are. Like textbooks. books for 

children use the passive to foreground the goal as mOTe central to meaning than the agent, 

which may be present or may be implied as generic ·scientists' . As T discuss in section 

5.5.1, even the illustrations in books for children incline towards objectivity. as the reader 

often views the illustration from the 'god-like' observer viewpoint, and objective 

classifying illustrations are common. 

In terms of writer-solidarity with the reader the books for children are "ery like the 

textbooks, but without the formality of nominalisation, passivisation or many lechnical 

terms. Like the textbooks they are serious in tone. Importantly, like the textbooks, they 

identify the reader with scientists as a group. They show solidarity with the child readers 

in a range of ways sue-.h as questions, exclamations, vivid language and illustrations. 

As might be expected considering that the textbooks in my study are intended for adults, 

there are a number of differences from books for children. Firstly. books for children are 

more literal than textbooks, and this is reflected in the greater proportion of material 

compared to relational processes in books for children. The textbooks also have a higher 

number of lexical items per clause than any of the other genres, while, as expected, on 

average the children's books have fewer. This means that the textbooks have the longest 

clauses, while the children's books have the shortest clauses. As I already mentioned, the 

books for children also have less nominalisation, passivisation and use fewer technical 

terms. 
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In summary, there are great similarities between sCience books for children and 

textbooks. Almost all the differences I note above reflect differences in the intended age 

of the readers, the textbooks I studied being intended for adults. Further comparison of 

science books for children with textbooks intended for children would be useful in 

distinguishing these two genres. 

6.1.2 Ideological assumptions in scientific genres 

My second research question concerns how register in representative texts from each 

genre illuminates the ideological assumptions of each genre. My discussion of ideology 

in chapter 4 (cf. section 4.6.6) considers three aspects of this question. Firstly, it 

considers what constitutes a fact in the four genres in my study. Secondly, it considers the 

different ways in which the authors of these genres (research articles, textbooks and 

popular articles) establish their own objectivity and the objectivity of the subject matter 

under discussion (re~earch article and textbooks). Thirdly, my discussion also builds on 

Myers ' (1989) findings concerning the power relations between research community, 

reader, and writer of research articles, and extends Myers' discussion to the power 

re lations in textbooks and popular science articles. 

6.1.2.1 What constitutes a fact? 

Myers (1989) suggests that the purpose of research articles is to persuade the research 

community to accept and endorse as fact the knowledge claim of the research. Latour and 

Woolgar (1979:147) show that a proposition becomes a fact once members of the 

research community begin to cite it without modality. They suggest (1979: 175) that a 

statement stabilises as a fact when it rids itself of determinants of time and place and all 

reference to its producers and the production process. In section 4.2.6 I suggest that we 

do see Lhis separation of facts from their origins in research article to a limited extent 

(limited because the necessity to cite references means that the producers of the fact and 

the date of publication of the research are generally recoverable). However the process of 

separat ion of facts from their origins is completed in textbooks. In general in textbooks, 

reference is very seldom made to scientists (producers of facts), what reference there is 

being almost exclusively to generic scientists. Textbooks summarise propositions that 

have been endorsed as fact by the research community. Textbooks, I suggest in section 

4.2.6, reify the fact , making facts rather than scientists central. These facts are non-
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modalised and removed not only from time, place and reference to the production 

process, but also from their producers. The same point can be made about science books 

for children. 

Popular science articles, like textbooks, use research articles as their source. However, 

they report on the research at a different point in time compared to textbooks (cf. section 

4.6.6). Textbooks wait until a proposition has been endorsed as fact by being accepted by 

the research community before including that proposition. Popular articles, by contrast , 

report on new research before the research community has had a chance to endorse or 

reject it as fact. Thus popular science reports on propositions rather than facts. As a result 

popular articles are couched in terms of modality, and the researchers, the producers of 

the ' fact ' , are stressed, as they are the authorised sources from which the writer of the 

popular articles draws credibility. 

6.1.2.2 Bow Objectivity is established. 

As has been established (Latour and Woolgar 1979, Myers 1989), the authors ofr.search 

articles and textbooks establish their objectivity by the removal of people from the 

account. This extends the western cultural association of reference to the personal with 

emotion, the polar opposite of reason and logic. A proposition that is associated with a 

person is likely to be viewed as that person's subjective opinion, possibly influenced by 

that person's emotio!ls. If reference to people is removed, and the proposition is made 

impersonal, this gives an impression of objectivity and thus greater truth-value. Myers 

(1989) points out that personal language in research articles signals to the reader that the 

writer does not have proof for what is said and is thus obliged to limit it to him/herself. In 

section 4.2 I suggest that texthooks signal objectivity in the same way as research articles 

do, removing people almost entirely, with occasional mention of generic scientists only. 

Myers suggests that individual scient ists are regarded as much less important than the 

research community as a whole. The suppression of individual scientists in science 

textbooks, to an even greater extent than in research articles, indicates that in textbooks 

individual scientists are not only less important than the research community as a whole 

(Myers J 989), but also less impo.tant than their own ideas. In textbooks the ideas of 

individual scientists aChiev,e continuity with the ideas of others, becoming part of what is 

regarded as truth in the discipline (cf. section 4.2.6). Science books for children are very 

similar to textbooks in their suppression of individual in favour of generic scientists, and 

in their presentation of facts as a seamless continuity (cf. section 4.5.6). 
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A very different way of establishing objectivity is employed in popular science articles 

(ef. section 4.3 .6). This relates to the necessity in journalism to quote authorities. In 

popular science articles, the scientists who have performed research are the authorities 

that are quoted. By quoting an authority, the writer appears objective because they are not 

giving their own subjective opinion, but rather the statements of a scientific authority. 

Further than this, in the three popular articles in my study. the writers use alternate 

positive and negative evaluation to structure the articles as a dialogue/debate. This 

strengthens the impression of writer objectivity, because it appears that the writer is 

standing aside from the debate and merely reporting what is said by others. 

6.1.2.3 Power relations in the four genres 

In any text, either the reader or the writer may be the more powerful participant, or the 

reader and writer may be more or less equivalent in power. In discussing such power 

relations in the four genres in the study, I distinguish three kinds of participant in the text: 

the research community (both those active and those not active in the particular problem 

of the research), the reader and the writer of the text. In some genres the reader or the 

writer may be identical with or represent the research community, while in others the 

research community represents a third category of participant distinct from either reader 

or writer. 

In my study I have relied on Myers ' (1989) findings that in research articles both the 

reader and writer are identified as members of the research community. As Myers (1989) 

points out, the reader of a research article represents the research community and is thus 

much more powerful than the writer. The writer's recognition of this is reflected in 

deference, in the form of solidarity politeness, shown to the reader. Myers (1989) found 

that the writer takes account of those in the research community active in the present 

research question and also those who merely show an interest in the results. 

In textbooks and science books for children by contrast, the writer summarises the facts 

that have been accepted by the resear(;h community. In doing so the writer ' speaks for' , 

has the authority of, and thus represents the research community. In representing the 

research community, which, as Myers (1989) points out, is more powerful than individual 

scientists, the writer is more powerful than the reader, here a newcomer to the discipline. 
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Popular science articles assume an equal relationship between reader and writer. Both 

are, tr') varying extents, depending on the publication, projected as outside the research 

community. They are, in particular, outside of that part of the research community active 

in the immediate research problem, although in the case of popular science journals such 

as Scientific American, the projected reader is part of the wider scientific research 

community that takes an interest in the findings of other disciplines. Nevertheless. in 

popular science both reader and writer are, to a certain extent, uninvolved observers. That 

part of the research community involved in the immediate research problem reported on 

is, however, present in any popular article, although not as writer or projected reader. 

Instead, from this part of the research community are drawn the authorities, whose 

utterances, ideas and findings are quoted by the writer. This could be said to place the 

research community in a powerful position in a general sense, both adding to and 

drawing on the authority of science discussed by Lemke (1990). However. it cannot be 

said that the individual scientists are invariably treated as being in a more powerful 

position than both reader and writer in popular scientific texts. My analysis in sections 

4.3.6 and 4.4.6 indicates that the writer of the article may make judgements about the 

validity of the utterances, ideas and findings of the experts/authorities concerned. Such 

judgements are often attributed to other scientific authorities, stressing the objectivity of 

the writer while still enabling himlher to make the judgements. An example from the 

Scientific American article in my study is: 

A reassessment of the fossil evidence now suggests the regular extinctions said to 
be the handiwork of Nemesis may never have taken place. 
Anton; Hoffman of Columbia University contends that uncertail1lies ill fossil 
dating and biases in Roup and Sepkoski 's methodology cast doubt on their 
re.<'illls. 

In fact the writer of the article may judge the scientific research community quite harshly, 

as reflected in the following extract from the article from the Mail and Guardian analysed 

in section 4.4 of my study: 

Most right-thinking palaeontolOgists .. 
Academics would naturally prefer that the explanation ... were simple. Indeed, 
there are those who insist there is only one explanation (namely their own). 

Thus although the scientific research community in general is viewed as a source of 

authoritative information (i .e. powerful relative to the writer and reader), individual 

scientists may be criticised and their findings judged negatively. 
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6.1.3 Pedagogical rele"ance ofthe research 

In chapter 5 I suggest three areas of pedagogical relevance of my research. Firstly in 

section 5.2.2, I suggest that textbooks and research articles are target forms for university 

students. As a result ] sU6:gest that any inclusion of popular features (such as more 

reference t.) scientists in textbooks in order to <humanise' them) would be ill-advised. 

instead, 1 recommend greater use of popular texts both in teaching science at school and 

university level. My reasons for this recommendation are that popular science texts, 

because they report on scientific findings at a point before they are endorsed a fact by the 

research community, give an insight into the sociai construction of scientific knowledge. 

I argue in section 5.3 1 that introduction of popular texts into school and university 

science teaching would challenge the popular belief that science is authoritative (because, 

ill popular science texts, scientific ideas are represented as still open to debate). It would 

also challeTtge the idea of science as difficult (because popular texts represent science as 

the activity of many unknown scientists rather than few very well known people like 

Einstein. By extension, science is not limited to the highly intelligen! few, but available 

to a wider range of people) 

The second area of pedagogical relevance of my research relates to the teaching of 

scientific writing. which I discuss in section 5.3.3 . I suggest that in spite of register 

differences between popular texts and academic' texts popular texts are nevertheless 

valuable in teaching scientific writing because they are conceptually simpler than 

academic texts. I argue also that asking students to ' translate' from popular to academic 

genres, and also to frame their scientific ideas for a non-scientific audience enab:cs 

student~ to distinguish the popular ITom the academic register and thus enccurages a 

deeper knowledge of academic scientific register. 

Finally. a third area of relevance relates to science in the early years of school. Because 

of the many similarities between science books for children and textbo::>ks, I have 

suggested (in section 5.5.2) the value of a greater role for science books for children in 

the early years of school. 
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6.2 Limitations of my study and suggestions for further research 

There QJ'e two broad areas 0flimitation in my study, and correspondingly, two areas that 

would benefit from further research. The first relates to the science genres that have been 

omitted from study in this research. and the second relates to questions of pedagogical 

importance that I raised in chapter 5. 1 discuss each of these in tum in what follows. 

The most important limitation on my research is the restricted range of popular science 

genres it explores. Only two print media genres are explored: the issues report and the 

opinion piece. Popular science genres are more diverse than this limited selection. In 

popular science journals, for example. there are at least three different sorts of text: 

• The short news items (issues report) examined in this study (the Scientific American 

article) . 

• Long articles written by researchers popularising their own research. 

• Long articles written by science journalists. 

Thes..! are likely to differ in a number of ways. For example one difference found by 

Garces-Conejos and Sanchez-Macarro (1998) is that long popularisatlons written by the 

original researchers take account of the two audiences mentioned by Myers in connection 

with research articles. These are readers not active in the discipline but who take an 

interest in the research (esoteric audience) as well as researchers in the discipline 

(exoteric audience). By contrast, the news articles found in this study take account only 

of readers not active in the discipline. Researchers active in the discipline appear in such 

news articles only as the authoritative sources quoted by the writer. It is also likely that 

long articles are different in genre from short news articles. 

Besides these different kinds of popular science articles in popular journals, newspapers 

and newsmagazines. there are at least four other genres of science popularisations. These 

include factual and narrative genres, both written and filmed : 

l. Factual books 

• Full-length books such as Stephen Hawking's A Brief History of Time . 
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2. Narrative books 

• Written narratives about sCIence and scientists. Examples are narratives about 

monsters such as Frankellstein, Dr Jeckyll and Mr Hyde etc., and science fiction. 

3. Documentary/factual films 

• Filmed documentaries on Nature/wildlife (for example BBC Life on Earth). which 

film and describe the behaviour and life of animals in the wild. The focus is largely 

animals (usually mammals), although plants may be included on occasion. 

• Documentaries on technology (for example the Australian Beyond 2000) , which 

describe innovations which are potentially useful in modern western society. 

• Documentaries on conservation (for example the South African 50150), which, 

distinguishable from documentaries on Nature in that they focus on the interface 

between development and technology on the one hand, and conservation on the other, 

and describe the way that human communities impinge, usually negatively, on 

animals (and plants). 

• Factual television programmes explaining SCience to children (e.g. Bill Nye the 

Science Guy). 

4. Filmed Narrative 

• Narrative film genres on the topic of science and scientists. Examples are disaster 

films such as Meteor, Deep Impact , and Tornado and ' monster' films such as 

Jurassic Park. 

• Television dramas, for example about forensic scientists (e.g. Quincy and CS!) 

• Cartoon representations of scientists such as Pinkie and Brain. 

• Television genres for adolescents (for example how is science represented in dramas 

about teenagers in school?). 

Thus an area for future research is analysis of some of these genres. Of particular interest 

to me would be an examination of ideology in the filmed genres, which] speculate have a 

wider audience than the written genres. This would provide insight into public attitudes to 

science and scientists, which] believe have a major impact on how accessible science is . 

Representations in written and filmed narratives of science as boring (e.g. in teen 

dramas), and of scientists as sinister (Mr Hyde), unfeeling (e.g. one of the forensic 

scientists in CS!), or ' nerdy' (e.g. in teen drama) make science unattractive. Such 
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representations function similarly to the ideologies of SCIence as difficult and 

authoritative (Lemke 1990) in making science difficult to learn. Study of documentaries 

and written and filmed narratives would, I believe. allow deeper understanding of 

negative conceptions of science and could be useful in widening access to science. 

With respect to science books for children, my study has focused on texts of the 

information report genre (considered from the perspective of Australian genre studies). 

This neglects exploration of other genres in science books for children such as procedure 

(e.g. how to germinate bean seeds) and explanation (e.g. how a tap works). These are also 

common in books for children, and would provide a fuller picture of the extent of 

similarity between books for children and textbooks. 

A second area for future research concerns two questions of pedagogical importance that 

I raise in section 5.5.2. The first of these questions is that originally posed by Martin 

(1989) of whether factual writing is actually inherently more difficult for children than 

narrative, or whether it is experienced as more difficult because it is less familiar. This 

might require ethnographic study of the literacy practices of indiv idual fami lies who 

stress factual as well as n2ITative genres. Alternat ively, study of the experiences of 

children in schools that stress factual genres might be valuable. 

A second question of pedagogical importance relates to my suggestion in section 5.2.2 

that the major kinds of assessed writing that science students do - namely, exam answers 

and lab reports - are similar to and modelled on textbooks and research articles 

respectively. The similarity of these genres of student writing to textbooks and research 

articles would benefit frem further research, as this has implications for the teaching of 

academic literacy to science students . As my brief analysis of a biochemistry student lab 

report in section 5.2.2 shows, there are differences in the discourse features of student lab 

report$ and research articles. These are based on the different purposes of these two 

genres. The purpose of the research article is to gain recognition of a new knowledge 

claim while the purpose of a student lab report is to demonstrate to the staff member 

concerned that the laboratory work was carefully done. that reasonably accurate results 

were obtained and that ano!flalous results are adequately explained. Thus the two genres 

have different' readers, and only the research report is expected to report on new 

information. 
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In sumiTlary, areas mentioned in this thesis that would benefit from further research 

include. firstly, a range of written and filmed genres of popular science. Secondly. a 

pedagogically important question in need of further research includes the question of 

whether factual writing is inherently more difficult than narrative. Finally, of pedagogical 

relevance too is further study of the differences between student writing (exam answers 

and lab reports) on the one hand. and textbooks and research articles on the other. 

6.3 Summary and Conclusion 

This thesis indicates the value of a study of popular science genres for an understanding 

of popular conceptions of science. It demonstrates the relationship between research 

articles and popular articles, with research articles being the source of information for 

popular articles at a moment in time before the knowledge claims of the research article 

are either accepted as fact or rejected. It notes therefore that one valuable function of 

popular science articles is in affording readers a view of 'science in the making' , rather 

than science as incontrovertible fact . A1so, because they are peopled with large numbers 

of human participants, (almost entirely scientists who were not previously known to the 

reader), popular science articles afford a view of science which is relatively widely 

access ible in that it is available even to those who are not iconic figures like Einstein. 

Thus popular science articles are of value in ' humanising' science. This thesis indicates 

too that further study, particularly of filmed and narrative science genres, would deepen 

our understanding of popular ideologies of science, particularly the little-studied 

ideologies of science as boring and scientists as sinister . Such studies might be of use in 

wideni ng access to science. 
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into an irregular, non-unimodal rurve (noise) l l~\\TIen the cycle departs substartlially from 
loo be;·f,1 cyck 
~lt shoold be IIOled 101 lhe romflls.e "min I1g 4 n., loa "irly slwp peak, 
""ch is romp.lible ,~h ("~hoogh oc"lIOl prove) the Profllsilion I~I m .. 
rninctions are discrete e'lfnts. Dllf exlillClions r~hed from COf11inuous fluctuations in 
background rat~ lJba composite curve approaching a sine-co~ne function would be 
e.~pected l~rur.'t in Fig. 4 may in fat:! r~resent ara/her conservative illustration of 
the abruptness of the average extinction peak; "much of its breadtb may resuk from the 
im",,1 mrure of lOO d •• and lhe fact thal .mpling error (ie f.ilure 10 kxalea family's 
preti)f il11eml of ~11ioction) tends 10 sme.ar the rerord of mass extinc1ion backward in 
time (20).·'n. slight My1llllletry of the cum in Fig 4" ro';;em ,ilh tills.; 
propo~[ion. 

~ph34) 
If periodicily of extioctions in lhe gwlr P"' can he dm>",ra1ed, "Ihe 

implications are broad and fundamental A first question ~ whether we are seeing the 
effects of a purcly biological phenomenon 01 \lrflelber periodic e.~lioction ItSllks from 
rerurrent t'.'tIlIS or cJcles in !be pbysical envirOIUlltDI. 131lf the forcing agem is in !be 
~hysical entironment, llIldoes this refleel an earthbound process or something in space? 

If the latter, lJIare tile extralerresnial influeoces solar, solar system, or galactic? 
)la Although !lOne of these alternath'es can be rulerl OIl! now, · we fa\'OUf extratE.TJeStrial 
causes "'f. ~erOlOn that pur"y biol~ol. ortIrboood ~)si~1 qcl. ",m 
incredible, lIldwhere tile cycles are of fixed length ))earn! measured on a timescale of 
millions of , ears, 11'By CO!Itrast, astrooomical and astroph)'sical cycles of this order are 
plausible 11 even thcough candidatfS for tile partirular cycle obsemd in the exlinct~n 
dal •• e few. '"Ore fIl.ibil,y is I~ P""le of "nl. ~;em Ihrough I~ ~irJJ arm 
oftbe Milk)' Way Gala.~y. ll ... hich has been estimaled toocwron the order of 1~)Wl 
(21) 1JlShoemaker has argued (21) that llllpassage through galactic arms should mcrease 
the comet flux n~and th~ could, following the Alvam hnlOlnesis (22) proi'ide an 
r;pianation for the bio~c~i ~\linctions ~ wo of the extinction mm! (U.te 
Cretaceous and Late Eocene) are associated lIilh evidence for meteorite impact (23, 24) 
JllHolleler much more information is needed l~fore defmitile statements about 
causes can be made. 16Jt may turn out lhallile biologicalrerord is sen~lil'e \0 periodic 
pbeoomena that t1her indicatocs hM failed 10 recognise. 
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~ma ("~~k. Tht I1lIfI' btMo lilt ~\rb ml J)th rtrc~ofrlle 
dIb ~!boI1 b! tk ,cno) Im 

salc ire hl#l ly~niflCan t This d~ not a~) 10 the allilr' 
Ii! (Q1t(! 011 tM O;!iIl time: !Qk: lilt P < 0.05 p!'Xnt al :b m:i 

r; COl1000raIl.t bul DOl !IpIfrunl. 
Tnt anat)'I/\ Jllt ~ribcd Imm coofidtlKt III tht \Cat· 

tmd Irmlloll5 of pc:oo.irOl)' 00l\1l1 rbt !.'- 10 !I·ma 
rarrge In T.Ne I. "!be jjplifiCill1 CIcles a119. 2:9. alld.lO 
Ihoold bt mte:rpwtd 01111' as 1U1:!\tiool for future nplon· 
lion 'Mn Mroogc:r Iba NI(I art arlll4ble. Tnt cycle il ](I 
ma mal hi real bu1 CllUllll bt mnlirmtd 'db lhe: prc:stlll 
tlm! stile!. 

IIe!t·F" rIck. The roults of a ~roaI te~ rilM nuOOIOfl 
rrtl)ld ale i'l1u\t~ltIl in fi~. l, TM r~ure rl prllt ntj a 
·cOIIIf'OIItt cycle· COI'Ilfructld hpwapng !~Ihtl 16-1lI! 
StgIIltOI! dtht lunt \tM III F~ 1. TOcompull tntC(/!II· 
pilIllt. tht rllTlC sm!I'lS mar\;td of , I:b-N intmak in 
such. U) [hallllc: CrmctM-Tlrtlifj 00i<ndar) ptak lit 
6S ma B.P, ) ~ll at lilt (tIIllrof ort mlerra], 1bt !lII1ICl1Oll 

li312 in cub 11I1m-a] limll]lOlattd 10 /I/f) I lllillm Ihcn 
rtICaltd so tbal thc ma\ lmaI ,-al~ ~I! iOO'l . "!be1t Illu!! 

~m co&cttd Jllh lhtu coonlt!p3l11 III O!btr mtmall tOO 
al'm~ arwl d~pll$()IIS ~m (akulat/ll. 

Tb& jIf(\"tdulc _j\ ~nlll!ll'll III j 1.1lo:1) 1'1 mttl\.! 
1e~ ~)II,t .. t)de: k~h\I(1I1n1her~dc:I'I)N 'lbtillltl· 
\rittd ~"tII\r [)cle [tjlfNnll j ~Md tll the t!;l1.llI lh,: 
)(n)( \hoI thr ((lffiptNlC [IC".J. ~\ m~llm;,l ;:m~111ldc: jlll 
IlllrulIlil dl~OOl ~~t ttor rin \~11b. Tt~\ ~ rh!' 
roo!ii~ IlIcl 1uVII)' )l,!nnonlll ~Iffe:rm::e\: l FoollTWUI', 
tCl! f(W potlIlllI"r.arattd hI 6 DU Itbr ifiPIO_IINlt a\'(f~ 
\tagt dUfililIIl Itlllhllll a! S voht d !.'(IIP < fiIJ5 '111 
row iltpttldfrttlloml. Dlhc:r t)'cle k~bI pIt Im ~ 
i:,~t rewlts. 100 thr (om~tte: CUfI'! dellOOr~II\ I~IO ~ 
rrttDw , non-unuoodal roll! I 00I1t J...-hrn r lit Clllc: dtpil1\ 

\Ublta~II.1 1)' fTOOllht bt~ -~t Cltlc: 
h ~Id bt DOI(Ii [hit the COIIllllSUI CllII( In f~_ 4 rN' 

[0 I f.mly shirp ptJl:. ~ lucn '" COIIlp.ltihle 11tO [~~~h 
doeIlIOl 1"01-1 I [Ilt prOjlOlll!OO that mal!. 1II IIlClIOOI ~I~ WI 

~t Notl.lf n(lIIC1lO1ll m,untll ftllRlcant lnm iluttu, 
\lOO! III ba\LgrooIld li tt, a cOOlpOIde CIlM appl(Yo!(h11lt 
>IIlt<OlII11 function ~OUJd bt npt(1ld. TIlt rul\t In Ft. 
llli)' irl fa(! repre:!tllll rarhrr COOItl\'2l IIe: ilIu!lratlOll d It.: 
ablll~rlm (If tht alm!1 t )tlOOIoO ptlt much of il, 
breidth ilia)' rtlIIh from 1))( Inter.lI nalult 0( Iht Ibta .00 
!he fl(llhal ~pn!ll mOl 11.l..I1OO[c 10 Iocatc i fomit) \ 
pr!(l!t mtttlll of t\tlllWOO) rInds to WIW IM rttonlli 
1II1\l1.IUIICUOG bacl~-anI In IIITIC C'OI. Tht ~I~I i\)ntmc:I!I 

of!he rul\e: m FI!'A ~ (O/Mlc:nt ~ Ith lhl! bSI plllfll\I:'w>' 

CO~CWSIO.\S 

TIlt lunt 1t00 III Fre_l has tilt lb-!1\3 eyrie !llptnmp.l\l'd 10 
~S btMd posllioo. Tht del 1.i[1OM frOOl tbr; btlt·fit po:sdlOll 
are: Ii\ltd In TaNt ~ . TIlt !6-!1\3 clck prfiiict! 10 !\lllIClluIL 
tl lms III tnl Ptnnwt-~!rO(([Ie: Intlll~L ~hc:rta! tilt d{IIIiI 
tune 11"00 COI'IlaJnl 13 pc:ah I)' the I~ ptib. tit \!l"ijIlN ~ 
iD [lit Earl) Triallli !OItndlanulus peak rrikm 001) ,:
IDIlI'.lIl tlllntllOrtl iIld mal It IpII1iout 1Iu1 ~ UIIIKItk:, 

iD tlK anal)'~1 for Iht !3~e 0( tooweoc). The j:'JOmt I:' 
iff f(l[ ; ptakl In tM ,Ihddk lcralSlC and IM 011( III me 
EarI){Wd{MIIS Thtlt thrtt ptol.SiI"t Io~ and llli) DOl bt 
IlJIlrflQllll)' higher lhoo the IUlTQIJndllli bae:kpoooo (lUIK· 
too, 

11 sttml lne\{'r-~Ie lhal Ih~ p:61'UIe: Ptl1li13n l\tl/l{t~1l 
record COI'Ilams a :6-ma pc:!lIllKR~. a~mJ~ lhat lilt H..r· 
Iant!tlfll(>Call l ~ll n ~I~ Socl(t) of .\ mwC3c,' 11-

laNd (cmjWIl(1I d rntlIc lit! et OOs/IICil CllD:OOil p!'ll.s ml rile [(tdrclCil ijI'I r11 ~ 
mlt)"(~ lII mr.fit~ 

HWnrltlBItlCU OIiIIwaesak .. llls!~ peal: .. ""' .. 
obIc:rn~ . -. Fn. . ,,"" prn1i:ttd . Fn, . 
mI B.P fill B P, 0 mI S,P • BP • 

r"", 
)Di;!lcllllXeDt Il.l IS -I.i IS 

" 
·1.6 

UtcElilXO! • • -I • Il A -l.A 

C"""" 
MiI!\tn::MIIll • " • ~I' . jj 

C- Ol 91 I 91 .' fi.6 

HIII:!III1iII '" 111 -. 'I' I!J.j ·~,6 

JRIic 
T .... '" '0 -, ,. ,"' -i,A 

"'"'" re ,. -, ,. 139.4 t ]0,6 

""" 111 ,. -, '" )6.1 , -u ......,.. ,. ,. -, '" m.I -1.1 
Tmll( 

l'oriIII m :!l1 -I " m_A -" 
... '" ,. l~J -, "' 111.4 -H ..... ...... ,. w " 1(1 ;iM ~1.6 

SaI!dInt drllllDl rI tI1Cfl • J.il StIDlord drllltl.'G d I~\U ' .\ .~ 
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,;'.111 K iI rt2IlOI\<bk 1l'P'Ol!lTi.ltKMl of ~all). Th~ coo
(~\ItlI! 11 ba~ pnnwi~ OIl ttt nonpararnttnc Itst itOC(· 
,JJ~ dtsc~ In 1Nl papc:r, oollhe 1)[hn".1ess rigorOOS IOls 

'" 1~ly coofil1l'l3llXY. tspfttally tilt tItll·flt C'IlIIIfKISIII 
(1(1t I~ 26N. Fig. ~1. et paniclllar Imp:rullCc II the f~ 
that the nonpamnttric It~ pm 4pp10Ittnaltly!he $lID( re· 
~Ih ~ lKn appIitd loocpeoocnlly IQ the I_U hahes of the 
~ 1t11t:5. Tbo: Fouoo and aullXOOt~tion arW)stS )tld 
id~s Tcasooabl)' dost lO YI ma. In \'It~ of the 111'001 
,,'rces of distMlOO m Wit wl)YI, .'f de ~ id theIe 
Jr,.;rtpallCics as ~gniflCanl.ll ~ I~cly. W.'tl'CI. that as the 
qullilY of !he Ume swe and pakontClklp:aIlhu improlt. 
Ihc kngth of the CIUrnal~ C)U ma), shift !OOl(~hat. 

Il lS po>1Iblc [ilallhe appemnct of I !6-ma cycle 0lC1~)' 
~Ill frOOl a billet Cl,le of. Sir.)! lid tIl rombinarion 
_It/! a ;catlC~ of Mlom mntl. This rr.)ici has betn 
[()Itd and 10000 to he i ~tal:.cr dc\Cfl)1ioo of the data IIian 
~ ~mplc!6-ma cycle. 

,1S(l, -.jln more alld belle! dalJ.lludics of penodciy can 
tt tllcodtd to lM hltczClic. AI prcscnl.lhe Sepklllki data 
<tI sho~~ no t\'Kknct of PalwlIlic penOOicHY that can ~r· 
~\'C the ltit procedures ~scd hut for the )'oongcr rWlrd. 

ThIS 1I'Ii)' nil be diJt [0 the rtlalll'tlr mt !Ut~ of the PI· 
~ZOK rirnt \CaIe but !IIllfling CM be ~ Untqu;locaDy It 
WltUnc, 

l\!PUCAnO~s 

: ~riodicit)' cl tlli!lClion! in tile ~ pa~ tin be dem, 
t1l\Itr.!1ed. the impl~tKJnI arc broad ar.! fuIlll3rr\(nt~, A 
fll't qurstion is .lIetlxr ~e are setmlthe effem cl a purtl}' 
tdogrcal phm)nlenon It ~I!c[her p(nodit CltmctiOO rc· 
~I from rcculTtnl CI(IltS It ("!c1rs In tilt pl!il1l:31 (Illlrort
DCnt If the f"run! ~nt is In the ph\~;d (!IltroI1lllCnt. 
00.:.. Ihi) renccl iIIl clnnoownd prMI) 01 lMIClhtn! In 
'r·Ja' !f tbe iall(!. an IhwtrllernllrulmllutllCrs «!/lr. 
,. JI 1)lltrn. (l( 111act1C' :\llh\~ fI(lI'IC 1.11 the\( a~crna· 
, ,,>un I:f IIIled OII[ 1IIl", ~c fal(lf e\lraIN~e~113l Q11)(1 

'~I the rellOlllhai pilrth l>iII~-.J 01 clJ1 h~r.J ph!SIC~ 
Cldcl sum UIt~lble. ~I!crt I~ (\dCtMtcl~\«llcn!lh 
ar.! mcalllrcJ ['111311111( IQle (I( I'DI I.IIlItIIht.1I'lld )(;11'1 B) 
t\1fII1i~. 3~r<lOOlllI\<l3rod IltropM)ll\al C)C~I (ilhi) o~r 
arc rlmiNc Clen IhooFh CJndid3~rl for Iht p;ul~ul;tr t)cl< 
('j:I>(Md In thtCIllIICttOn dll •• Ir ft1l. (Irt( f"J\~Ilr) 11 It.: 
iIJ'I"'~ of our '>!lIar \) Ilem IhrOUEb IIIe <pnI atml Ilf the 
\' I~I WI) Calal). ~hlch ~ t-«n NIDLl\N tu occur 011 
. urJcr cl lit yem 1:11 ShCimaicr h,,1.d 1 ~ 11 th.li 

~\1.1ft throog/lr-OO!l atml IIkluId InClCN [IIe«JllXI!1u\ 
.nJ this coold. folio1lll1g the ,~llarez h)p.:tIhe~i I ~~I , pro-
11dc 3Il cl~anallOll for the ~~ ClilIICUOO' hocltlle 
tllUICIIOIl CI(Ral:tlng coosidcrtd fIm lute (rcuc~OOI 
<nd laiC Eocentl arc ~lONtcd ~Ith (11tlcnct for mmOOlc 
III1pact Cl. !J I. HowCI'er, much morc informar~ 11 IICtdrd 
Morc dtfUlltlrc IUiClII([lh aboor (.U\(\ Call be m;,Jt I1 
1,j\' turn 001 IbaI liIe b1cNoooI ntulCtiJn rt(ord ~ ~nsdlle 
"~tIIld IC p/lcoometla t~ll)IlIer \rOOIll\ halC fiJlCI! tD 

'eCilgIIlle , 
The Implical1Oll1 d j"(ooIic~)' fit ClOO,rttOOall ~y 

~c profound. The (00\1 ohm! i'; tflat tile evolulional) I)" 
tern ~ oo"aWne· in Ihc .en.e lhat Ill' poniaUy dtptr.!tnl 
trwn !llcrnal inl1ucnctl more rnf!lllnd lhan lhe: 10clI iOO 
ItgILlnOl rnllfCllmcDI~ C~~I oomulll r:on<.irlcrC<1 .Itoch 
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has lttc ~nltcn ~t the ·OO!I~Dedlll{ tft'tC1 d IIIaII 
tlllOClioo, Wnh tiB ra1~ for ~rs tlllmOttd 10 halt beta 
as hijh as iN aM Ifi for IhI: WKtIt C~hnctJOOS (ll, m. 
thl: blosp/rt:rt 11 flmd t~ narro.' OOillcneds arid the 
rtroVCI)' from these (ICIIII is II'ItWiy ac:c~ by fUll
dmlul chantes le btotl\ comprlllt.ion [16i Iill00w these 
pcnurNtrons. the g!lICraI roIJrsr rJ macl'Oeroluuon cooId 
h3IC lttc ICI)' difl"crcnt. 

"I thW: fK W. H~IIIin. WTMtIl1. and D, S. SimbcrIor 
f(l msmd 1WISWI procC1!t:rcI, TklltlWlh '1\ SlppI. 

cd by SI. AertNlItK'I UId Space ~ IifDI NAG 
J.lJl 

1 Vile. G. LI n'~ll PirPoI. Trill. R. S«.l.c<rJotr Sn. B 1IJ, 
ll-i7. 

1 \'ilIl'Ikn.LI19iJ) Cl'inw. I,j·)j. 
i , R<up,D,~ 11n) PQ/~\ I.I5, 
4. fl\(lrr. ,~ . G.t, •. :o.!,A .II977llllttp" ~'lllr(. 

411 uri'MMll, ~~ Cool:, H, E, & ~ P. (Scmy d 
~ Plkoo_lt)!~I. Trdsa, OK).Spec. 
Pu\t,Zl.pp.I9-l 

j. fl\£lrr, ,\. G.U9!llt irrhllldl!lllltl f«oiOtiral tod £.00.-
111$1] rW.llt ~itecbJI. H 1Acldm;,'~I~ Vo:tl.~, 
lOO-ill. 

6, xp;CI!b. J. Llr (l~I.Vl'l"MfI (I»llrii Bid, Gt({, 11, 
I·m, 

1, P.i\:p. D .IL.t. StploliJ , l. J..Jr fl~t SntO(I m. I50I· 
IlOl 

I, Stp;1lIIJ.l J.. Ir_ l\gell Gtdofnll¥rtllOO 1/ lit 
piI(Ill/Wrl AJlfWlilIIldC ..... ,HM lit &rrn. M. ~el, 
L, T & Scbulll , P H IColOISoc Am .. Bo<.iI«r.eOJ,~ 
hpu 1111. pp.lj.~ 

9 bup.D .11.119'918-' [~Mlot V'I 1,;1 lIiII IHql 
10 H.moo. 11 e, (01. ,\ \ UtIC1h~, PG., MIM, 

e \ G SmilU G t ... ..!!!!I.R f11':11Gt,~.,~r'lI!f 
k~tCmmft lll\. PrKI. C~. f.<1!!lnd' 

I1 bIJi, D. 1I 1l~;'ISnt..-tl'H ··;I! 
1;_ StploIiLI J .II &nh:h,H R.!trD \I &1Jb. 

1;r~, I, '" II~jl \,:"'ILu" l1J.I\~:· 
II ~~,G B il\l8jISo-II' .. rl!I.9-U-~\ 
11 !)ha. G S . til Ij'li;1 I 'Ilf,.,. ... /l.Im! M Si"fn',~·1t! I ~ .. 

k"Sooc-I~L\1 1 
Il \lll1il1lll R L Ilfill flt Gt,~,<~ 11Il10' 50 .... , ~,_ ((I

btc, G I' GWiIntl. ~ F & Hfolbl:rl, H D Hill "'« 
Ptrrol. ColOL Tu/sa, OK~ pp ·.L~; 

I~ P"4ImfI.A R 1191!)1~ IU1L~ 
li .llcl..1.'tII,D J tl!€)IIitJ . .\« IIII.B:d 'U I).1;l 
11 T~, H & l.orliIrc.h .. \ R I1 IIr.r !JIl r,~!! W_ 

illf " )):'.!Ii 
1I Hd'IIilI .. \.1 KII(hclIJ ,\ IliJIPo/tuho;"'f\ Ih~~l 

)J ~,P W UJpp!.J H Illi:;IIIlGto~.II.lOOIlm 
1/ 1/JlfIII(IJ t/ /.Q1!f ,\ lIlrtWJ'; (1IfI/I1 .. Ill £Wrlr. ~~ 
S!:llf, L T t ScidL P. H ICoccI Soo; ,\m .. 80Ud0:1. COr. 
~ Plptr 191. pp :"I!.:I\ 

!l SM!tIl\iIN. E .~ .1I9I!111 P.rl/nu of [ .... ~ .. &111 E, ... 
1r1lll.M. fI~. H D t TlrnJlI1. ,\ F 1S;:rmttr, 8cr. 
·~~Plm-

;; A\l1It1. L 1\ . ,\~'Ztl, 11 A~o, F ! .I\odrd. H \' 
1I\IIlI Sorllrt ltll~ll(l 

!l Alvaltl. W. AlaN. F, \i~bd. H \' .t. A\llI(/, L ~ 
Il!!ll SrIl'Mt 116, ~ 

!l !iJ.'1<pI;b).8,11~I50ir .. , 11i.1l486 
~ \'a:m..1. 11'" FI,'Ul, T C &!'eIn. D Ili1S1 fol,.oIWtr 

~ j!~ 
~ xpWsb.II .. 1r 119f11 f~ " .'0-)). 
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ilJ~ 0 (1'118) HoImts' PnMpIt, of I'/rjw Gto/<Jg'I U K SIlnky JOOmej Lld , SI 

'n. .,.;g.p.c,. offOSlils b 1"1"'" of ctlIT~ rocks from OIl< area "...., 
mln" ".I>'''' uy Ihco<ticlI iO"ll"aIioo of,., "" .. of MOt'" '1Itl b ,~ 
Ill! ~, """'" ,., .. os COItJOIImg bIoIogiol cIaoge ." bcto ,., '~'" of 
debate ","ed by a di~IK! diclxil"'Y of ,;"1 'pobojls'" ;opl'" im""o!Iioo of 
I~ mioct", of fluoi .. IIom """IIJ'S, .... fa,. oIly iD lite .", .. b 
"""y by F""h grologistJ m ponirul., " s tIat of /XIioct .. by olaslrOplie '00,., 
." hand, ,lh"''''gene< of "oIJt"'., domm.iog m ID b.logiol donge, 
Olastropbism '" challenged by ootions of gradu,ism "Th, •• fonns ,m IIoogbl 
~o ari. iom """rnll~kJ by gndual cbango imposed by phy,oI cooIn.m" 
biologic.!1 competition; xUMUctessful fOlm! died oo! (lVe!" variable perioos of time 
"Wherever there were gaps in the fossil record lIith sudden changes in fossil content, i-rt 

was maimained that this WiS due either to \a(! of preservation or inadequate rollecting or 

both. 

'~, ... oIogiol I"'Che\ ha" proo:a!Icd 'lh ou -inert.,i"g imm,ly "",ghoot 
this """Y, 'on m spit, of,.,. elf .. many of,., !'I' nwlmg 0Jdd~ 1lIioctions 
foIkT,,; by 0Jddm ioct ... m ,., IIIJDbo off"", (refmed ID • T>iaJioos) oil 
remain 'n..,., majIr ilooI>IIrio m ,.,SIIIIi!J1Phi<"''' (SIt Table 7.1) bave bcto 
reiDfocol ,g. ,., dcdilIc ,f,., Cambriu flu .... ,., OTdoIician odi • .., ,., 
d<cimatioo of,., PaIaromic fIJ .... Ilns. ,., tOO 01,., Penniu poioI, 
dimws .. ." MISOlDic fuIDIs >ql!IC<ded by lite mamJOliiu f~ .. of,., 
TeniMy \inlol ,lb mOOem "1'1"" f. ",iSUqIbism" ~ocess ,Ii~ bas bcto 
oiled 1""'""01 oolllioll ''Long periods offude cIwsg, m 'idesp!!ad fuIDIs.e 
endoI by """ <XIioct ... - .. lite "",Id ccOogioJ ruches .e then I~m "n by 
forms \'f~kh have dil'!fSifled in rdatil'tly isolaurl areas 

"Much ,,,emion ha, been ~id " lbe (m,ceoosIT !11i"l (KIT) booOOaiy "AI! 
number of places lhrougboollhe world, including the oc.eans, where sedimentation was 
rontinuoos through the boundary, rumination of days has shown some chemical and 
mineralogical p«Uliarities Illn panirular the bOllndary is marJ.:eiI by an enrichment in 
the t~menl) iridium. line ~gniflca!lCt of this anomaly lies in the f!et tha! this element 
is "'" Wm i. pbD<1iSlOlls than in ,., Eanlt '''so tt , maml'oed tIat ,., Eanlt 
'" lit by u <XIo<errestrial body, " ,., OIastrophic .. climale ,ffect' being ,., 
r.." f. DIICI of """'I""Y lif', f. ~" Wge f""",feo in ,., oceans, .. 
Oil .. ,., dinosaurs, bctomiog ,.ilK! "'The lopic is ~1I1xiIl)' debaled; H>rt is Iri.~ 
oi tIat "";re lokaoi,., poIIps 1SSTXiat~ ,ith ,., ooI~ngs of,., .IlS of,., 
D<can T"I" in Indi, • tIat time, ,1UI bllt ,Wn •• eff"" 10 ,1licb some oganisrns 
cooId .. adIJlI "SooIe pO .... ,~Ie ..eptiog ,., lolly of &ff ... 111. of 
",hrtioo .1UI l!Si, cat!lIIOpiIi.<m and """"""'" m;"'" '''w.lI!gard 10'" 
di"""", and ,., KIT borniI"l many .roM maiDtain ''Ibat ,.,. reptil. bad bcto 
gndUAlly d)ing 001 r. "'" lime dming ,., Cm""", ' 00,., Ober bIIIi ,., case foc 
""" ,XtiOCtOOS by Ol~ m"I,~g 001'" ""iv, or,., ful., Ixrt lite "";,. of 
,., rucki., bas bcto dev,1oped "".Iy in , ,imw'ing and PI""';" """,I 
W"'rfolJjJe bylbe AID!11can Wrn" SI. Goohl. 

Append'" ~ge 9 
M.JCJI:: ilJff 

/t8l'lkrllndJdcftmpmrtbk.~~ 
II!&t bDUrufm lIibr (Uam, .I. land tbr 
dUlOYllI'S. brctmIng nnnct. TW .. IS d 
bciJ)' dtNifd, ~ 15 fUI*d l1li1 tNI tm.Ill't 

Tht SIr~PP!UC ustcl ~ fer pmpcMS cl ~,~ ~ wtth IIw ou1pt'.lI 
~II,,& reds froa, onr 1It~ 10 udhn M lI1oithrJJVolSoithtOrma Tnplldndllilll~ 
procttd wttOOut OIly IhrI:rtItnIIIII!!pftWlDn oi lux, wtU.l h.J1l rnNIlC tfItru 10 whx\l lOW 
iht NIU/tol MlIuIIOl\. BIll fer Ihi' II:SI two cm~ Orplllsms {Will oot ~pI Soaw ~oqlsts 
nt5 tit rM1OrSCOfIlroIll~& bdo&uldwtgtNl"t ~it~ ~tng Iht rnlii}' 01 diffrrtnl ntts cl 
bttn Ihi' SIlb)td of I dtNlt mlMI by I dlsllnct tI'OIubon would rtsist DlolSlrophMl ml InsIln· 
didlolomy 0/ mws, PtrNps Iht Sl Dlplts1 mltl· !lne(]Us nlillclions.. Wilh JtVfd I(] Ihi' dinosaurs 
prtIltlOl1 d tht nhl'lcllOll d flUMlcr flctil ~Iht KlTboundjfy!l"Wlpwld mll ~llinth.t1 
/:SStD1b11grs.I!Id Ollt fll"(MJrN Ntfy In Iht I\lJ"t" thtst ltJ1!ilts Jud bmI &OO~ dyJl\g oul !of 
tff/Ith cmtllry by fmIch~SIS In pmKUIal. sorrt bIlK' do~ng Iht Cmj(!(JU~ On tht otM 
111~ t1u1 of DIlIld~ byDIolStropM. Q, tht othtr ha.'Jd tht ase for !MS llUodloIlS by 00SIinpht 
huoi, .. ,th Iht~cl rI'O/cborIolS l doIni· m\mrn~ noIlht stJml·~ cllht fintst but Iht 

!lIIJ1l& Idtllll bioIcpal chmgt, cmslrophiim 5l1li11"11 01 tht hxiit51 hI:S bMt ~ 
11111 dlalmrd by Il(O.W cl pid;ulism. Dimw rmntl}'1II1 wmclW"& 1Nl ~ m'IIlnl 
bms wtIt IMipt 10 d frcJlllItf'IlRI sIIxis \\'~!Ift by Iht AmencMllfIllrr 5.]. G:tWd. 

., 1"'''' ""'" •. ;ood ., """" ..... 

... '" """" - """""" boI5 ~Ied GIll 0I't1 1'W."It pmoch cllI3lt 
IIMt1't1 tIm wm W III Iht rtnTd Wlth 

oIfPi:mtly stidta a. III bsiI ronttnt. rt 
1I1olS llIll.,umed &..t Ihtt 'I'IS ~ nlbrr 10 IQ cl 

~;t\CC QI ~f '*'~ er k'!h. 
P~loqtc~ rmllrltts biTt procttded 

lI1th tI'tI·inctl$ng l/Iltnsity tltroD&lkJul t/u$ 
ctrIl1:J}', bltl IIlIPlif cf LW riIorts lIWly cl tilt 
VPS m.J:riin& suddtrt elllnctJMS k&ltIl by 
sujcm i/lCftM III tht numl:t!of kms (m!rred 
III I!' ladll:lorJl) 'Ill r!lNl/I Thus tht m.J:~T 
roundme:! In Ihi' MTIUgrlP)u1 roh:Rl/Il~ Tlhlt 
i.ll NI'! bttn rtlnfmnd!! !hI dtdlM of the 
u:n\mirl (11W1lJ1d tht O:dol1!lan ndlllion. 
tbr dKlNI!(II 0( tbr p~ flUnolS anll iktrl5 

I1 tr.t rod of tht Pflll"oIli1 pmcd. dll"lClW~ and 
oI.w MtwOlC 1Il:ms $:lf'Mded by tht ma:rurJ,j. 

ht, ~unas cllht T tr.a!)' !JnUd .. ,lhIr.odm 
scP?O'1 /or ('Ja;tropIt:im I! I pnms .. itxh Jus 
~ Q!I!d pactuttd nU11D loo&~oI 
!:~} "'.mu !l'l ",drsj.'ltKl bms t'r rnded t'\' 
ml:SSctJ~ md thr \ntd~ DICbfs 
/:It thm tWn OI"tI hi' ~ lI'iudIluTt dn'tJlj· 
fied ill r!ltjl"tly ~ I/t.IS. 

Mxh IIIf:\llCII Ns _ ~ 10 Iht UN· 
CfOIIilTmwy IVIl ~ Ala n~ ci 
pbas throIf!oul thr ~'OfId. iroucitnt thr 
(i(fUS, w!wtt Wunmllbon WolS conti.,\KJOS 

throufo tilt bounduy. 0lJlUNbm cl ~ Jus 
iJoo.y..ll$OJMdttmKllarod~p«clw· 
lite:!. In ~m(wr the w;rMWy I! m.J:l"ktd by 011 
tnnrltmtnl in tM tlm!tnl. lTldmn. The Ilgnifi· 
WKt 01 this illllw./y Uti In Iht fKt 1Nl this 
dement IS mort lblt tldilll In p!.lnmsnuls iIld 
lSleJ(lIds thut in tit! Wth, Se it is mlin!lin!d 
th!.llht brth W!S hll by lJ1 flln·termtml OOdy, 
the CilulrophlC l!\d dtwtJ(' eff!ctS mng tht 
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lIblt 1,1 Ciassrfll:atrOll of g~lcll Em Ind Ptric.is 

Distindilllllt Om ! gto!ogical pmoos------

.... , 
""""" 
""'" 

U 
0 
N ",,"'" 
0 , 

ObglXtne , 
U 

"'" p",,", 

""""" 
U 

0 I~' 
N 
0 , 

Tri~ic , , 
Pw~ 

Urbomftrous 

U Dn'OlUln 

0 
N 
0 , 

S:fo~n.n < , 
1 

Orrloviciln 

umbnan 

Modtmman 

SjOM Agr"'!n 

Grelt ViMty of mam:mls 
Eltphants wirl~rre~ 

flIl~'!ring pLinll1n fuD dMbpmfl1l 
Araslral dogs and btm 

AmsIralp1gs andl~ 

AncrsIral ~,atde and rltph,nts !ppe.r 

&tinction aI dinos;u~ md wmOO ltes 

Marnrnils and f1o .... mng plants slowly .War 

o.nos;ur<; and ammonites abufl(bnl 
Bml! ,M [lWIlrrWs appear 

FlymS rtptil!-s aM dl~W; ipptar 
F1~1 roraJs of modem ~~ 

Rist 0/ 1'!p& i/ld Impblbli~ 
(on~lmmd bfflJfs ,war 

(~lfurM 

FlISl repnlts lIld ~1ngfill!ll«tl 

first iIIlphibii:l5 cnd iIIlIMrutes 
Earliest trm and sfllrlm 
Rise 01 fishri 

nr<;j SP(lJ~·btMlng land plants 
Earliest kM~'!\ roral rMs 

Fim fish·lilt \"trttb~l('5 
T riklbitts.rtd gr.~oljles ibundant 

Trilobltts, graptolilts, bOOiopods, moIlu!a, 
Crinolds, radiOU1Jl, 100ammi[m 
Abundanl foss:ls fir;! ipptar 

Snnty rtmaln; of priD'lJ~ l't invtrttbrales, 
sponges, W(lI1II$, ilglt. Net!nl 

Rut Ilgat aM bac\tri! Nd; 10 it ltasllOOl 
m,y.b okItsI lno1IlI !rietS of ~fe 
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n;sIUti~iphicil stqllrllCf 

"" 

~S' ., .-, -
~ I ~ o •• 
N~ !' 
O ~::. 
ZU,: 
"' ~-- 0 -
U . , 
• , . -. ;N 

Pmoo'l and S};ItmS Dml'illM 0/ NiMS 

QUATERNARY 
RtWlt or HoIoctnt HO, : rompletf, whclle 

Gliciil Of Plristocml' PltisIlII: most 

TERTIARY 
"",", PltrM '" 1IIOll' 

MilXtl'lt MtIIIII "~(i.t.1foI.s 

thaninPli~) 

OIigtnnt OIigos : few 

Un- " :dll11 

p",," P,:mos "old 

The above cO!l"parati\~ ter.ns rt/er 10 tlte propor!lOM 0/ 
mcdfm mon~f sheIb IXCU1I1ng is fussiJs 

CRETACEOUS 

JURASSIC 

TRlA5SIC 

(K~. RN Sa~dl:1)llf " destrt $l.1cis!oM of tilt Tnmit 
Ptrio:ll.1d pa~ of Iht Prr.mll1) 

Ul'PER PALAEOZOIC 
p[R\IlAN FII't:~. aJl(J!~1 ~wgOOm bn,.ttJ\ tItt Grab 

a.1d t'w Vol~i 

CARBO~IFEROliS 

DE\·OSLI,.'1 Dmll(mmntseGiments) 
(Old Red 5IJ1dll0l'lf : Iind ;edimtnls of tit! ~\·OOIill P!nod) 

LOWER PALAEOlOlC 
SILURIA~ Silm!, C~lic triet 0/ Welsh Bord!:r! 

OROO'vlCLI,N Ordcl1Cl!, Critic tribe oi North W~es 

CAMBRIA~ U~:rIj. Roman nomtfor Wares 

PR[CAMBRI.~~' ERAS 
'PROTIROZOlC Fflltros : rirlia 

• ARCHAEOZOlC 
orAROlEAN 

Tnr hmt bet~'ffillhe Icrn1i~on of tilt E.rth H600 m.f·) Illd the 
oldest dated ,wran rods (3&Il m.,.) is rtftrred 10 is 

Pre-mhe11l 

-2 

-!I 

-JIJl 

-5i'J 

-BJl 

·T!wL't~Q!lmwlf<!rlEO~~IOV'">,e:.,mPHA.~oozac(1ilrI~11Whocli~C ... .bnlll Iil tb! ,... 
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McGh<e GoJ~e R (1989) C .. moplies in I~ hi~1IIJ oflile.ln Alien KC .. Briggs 
o E.G.EroI",oo"",!JdIJjjj/ Rroxd LooIoo. Bd~,en ~ess, 4)47 

llntrasolar 
Ipohapl the 0/0; int.es1mg .. cootrOllllial proposal mod< in palaeobioiogy in the I" 
dt<ade is the """"I I~S si. Lase Crtt"""s mo. e."i .. ", ,~ lrigg.~ by lhe 
impOd 01 alatgelllmid (Nmuct, 1980\ pobaps hallthesiLeofthe \1anWl DJOOD 

PbOOos (fi~e 16\ dsellbel.,t!I to bar,.~ i. lhe ",croid belt bel"" Mo, 
.. Jup'" "rbere, m ",ire clals of "croid-siz~ IKxIies, the AjxJI~ object, ,iJicb 
ha" orbil, ,mch "OS! I~I 01 lite Earth ' ... is ooIy • matt" 01 time bel .. a 
collision takes place inns rt is entirely reasonable to pro~ that such an mill has 
tal" platt m the pod, .. thaJ the U"",,", ""hI 01 ",b , collision cooId trigg. 
gIOOaJ eaJI)". collapse 'In retrospea, , , the vay """","," ge<JlogicaIly 
iruutloneool '"'" of 0JdJ a f'DIIII'I ,liel has '" to rejectioo olthe .a by many, 
.., see the f'DIIII'I" ,return of nineteentlt<entmy catastroplUsm. IOn the """ hali\ 
others bave gone 10 tbt extreme of maint~ning tbat all mass extinctions are triggered by 
impacts, .. thaJ lhese im~ctl ""'" ,ith cOck·l"e regularity. 

I An impressil, bOOy of nidm has "" amassol,~cI,PI"" the K!ea thaJ m 
ISIcroid od ioked impOd the M. the end 01 the M.~ric'iao Age m the Lase 
Crda<eWS. 'The initi, •• en<e '" geocbem<aJ - the dO:m"Y 01 mninetoosly 'gl 
ronce!1\f3lions of the element iridium in !he sediments of the lateg Maastrichtian Age. 
100lridium is deplel~ io crustaJ rods of the Earth, 1«001 enriched in mtleOOtic l111terials. 
11llt anomalous mum layer has oow bmI di!OO'.'ered a1 siles all ()I-ef III globe, and in 
00tl_ .. lermuial sedi",., l'n.s, 'PI"" lhaJ the M '" ",,1opoI m • 
... dour!, """"sIy em"", " iridium, • the end of the (ret ..... 

IlOher evidence includes the disco1'e!)' of minerals with stKlck f~atures., cllaracteristic of 
impactt in sediment! of latest ~la3strich!ian Agt in \\ideJ)' separated regions of the 
gIOOe ''smol ~"'Ies, •• be impld·meh-deri,t<I, IR" Iteen dil.JI~~ m 
lhese same sed..., • ,~ ..... """""ioos. i."l"'~ • the ". l'kM 01 
""''' ,ldl,. tngg<!oI by the ImpOd. "Goicbem<aJ lJJOOJlIi., m 1Id''''10 
iridium, ha.\'e ~50 been interpreted as extraterrestrial in origin. 

l'n:t dilll31e effects of an !SIer~rl ({ cometary impact are difficuh to predict. 11l.arge 

""",, of dtiJri, fro. the 11p1lrisoI 00Iide .. impOd ""oJrI be iJiectol ",0 the 
IIJoosjOere '"M.eoroIogJCaI moI".ggest '''Iw 0JdJ. gIOOaJ ... dM ,1JJII 
rtSlJh " the IrnI bIocbge or •• iglt from the M ', surIitt I ... eeks, .. light 
intensnies too low 10 suPfM pOOtOS)llIbesis for 5e'!'eraI months. !!()ber profXlstd effects 
include poisoning of the atmosphere '.11th nitrous oxides and cyanide, ~obal acid rain, 
.. destructioo 01 the oro~ br. 

"'c1llJi.y ",I. climas< upbe",) ,1lUII ,"It! m.j,Hffect os the bioJpltert, .... 
gk>O lemp<!lI1J1< dedine i, ronsi,,, ,ith lbe e«JIogicaI ;s-of "" ma. 

• 

AppcoI': ~ Il 
T",booUk<li« 

F.pe 2 6. ~ 1.Ia.1a1 nmn fitI:tI3s. ~n:t:IJ"" :h!c! Irtrn 611 km away by 
vUtj 0'IIIs L PtIixls IS IlXlSlIir.ett 11 aslmIl. ~ t, loBs m te 
as:erCI1 beI."ft!Ula:! sto.I hse !19tm bf22 ~lSlW"omai!Ir1m 
fie SIltal ~ asaIII 'llir;tIlS")JIIrte~ ~ Eadla teen:l~ 

.. - _"""'.""'" 
, .... 
p~ lk 1lIOII iotcrt:Sl~ ;rod OOIIIR!\\'MI ~ .. ill pabro-
00I0r.1l1bc pa!I dcaO: lilt: P'~ Iliallbc Ute CrrlOllX'llll' IIJ'\ 

eXll00ion _1$ l~cred by toc 1DIp;K1 cl ~ br!C l\lcroid IA~Jr.:l If •. 
1~1 . j'(rnaps naif ItIc ~zc of the M. man mr..m Photn. (fi!UTC !.~I. lllClr 
~IiC\"« 10 bolt 0IW1IOItoo in the asIcroo!t1t Itl''Ctn M~rs;md Jupncr 
Tbrn ~ ill rnlirc ~ or ~cmd-!iztd ~ tit Ap:JIb.l. ·fD:h 
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..tinction< "One problem ,ith the impad ~l" hesis is thal the elf", of "clll 
roiIisio. sI»J~ ~ .... ""'" Iiut srot~eml. "iloi ... e>linctioos IJlI"'l 001 • 

~" beto geoqi:aI~ .... """" '"'~'" "~I'osity .... are Sjmi mw 
iImdJeds of I ..... , • miUioos 01 Y"" "last _ of species m an e!l""'" 
ime",1 oIIm are 001 ~ Iiut ,<pili., ,lb ooe gJOOp of spe<io disappearing 
f .. fiJIo,t\I by ""'"""""_ .,,,,of_of),," "",")' 
IOOIher w. i. time 

"'11 has beto .ed IitaJ I~ '~,i. OC ""ra<1ed "",em of species ext •• 
seen in I~ f .. 1 ra:ord isan anifad "'Many extinctioo in"", al. coo, .. ,ith 
regressions lim:l marine regression has a strong distorting effect OD the strarigraphic 
ra:ord "'ore prow";" klss of .mpling .~ produced by regressing .~, oombmed 
with the erosion lOO d"'ru<lion of previoo,y deposiled 'rail can SmeM last 
appwanctS of species backwards in time lQar,d transform eten an instantaneous 
dil'erlity drop i.o I f'll&I";" div.~y daji~ (Si!"," Lipps 1981). "'The 
magnitude of this di,otioo .. be eslimatol • some..t" "'by ooting the rumba: of 
'w.rus spe<i.' (spe<iolllicb disappear during the.";.;,,, inleMi Iiut .e .. " 
.""ive utheyroppw ".)associared ,ith lbe .... ()ahkloslil9!6.s). ~Ifthe 
Imrus elf", , SIroOi re ... p!rIiarl. 0";' lOtheo" 001 JXlSSlble • rljed the 
~]IOIhesis IitaJ the .'" '. sOOden .. Wy anilici~y appears prrmded. ~)abIooski 
(19!6.s) 00101 "I!. the Imrus eW", appears >1 •• f« the Late Perosian ........ 
rlised the iot~ I""i!ifuy thalllis ... ""'" of ~ cri", in WIb m,ory may 
~" beto more aiIrupI tbao , oormaI~ oonsid.-ed 

"'ore ",~graphit raud of many ai,s ".". is .fficierlJy IXItrlploe 1O~ "!'le 
the possibilly of ,muh""", ..tiot'" of", species .mcb disappear during the 0,", 

JllActepting tbe Slepllise ooilK'tion pantrn as rea~ man ahematr,e imparl ~pothesi1 
bas beto ~oposed iH-' .198~ in which a sen. of ".1" impact\ ."ruled 01" 
a geolog~ally signiftCln! period of time, is argued 10 hale prodllCed ,he sequenli~ 
exti!lC1ions! 

J1Last~, il sOOJ~ be 00100 that the climatic prediC1~ns of the impact h),jXllhesis are 
SIron~y ""'"I-depend .... '''The c1i,",," eIf",s of brge-bOOy colii;,o cou~ be more 
.~.,,, tbao """Iy ~edided, " .. may prodL<t global clwtg. 00 I time sale of 
tens nf iOOJsaOOs nf years. JlSocIt loog.lmD climatic effects woold be more in ooocert 
,ith the ~, .. of species exti""ioos seen iD the f"",1 r""d 

"To date I SIroOi case _ ~ made f« bJgt anP"" during crisis ",,,,Is otlJa tlan 
the Late C"""",," LateEoceo..,,,s(DinJI1O 1987,Kerr 19I7l" poIaps, 
smaI impact in the PIiocoJe (K)Ie •• 1918). "'rIe Late Eo<me, p!rIiarlaJly 
imeresting, "'.,boo iridium IOOmaly • ,tII. mia.eItit. ~"e beto fOOJil, 
",karly irxl."Ueg ematmestri, impact r'The miaoteltites, """W, """ io 
""ra! 00riz0ns ofuIe Eoceoe .. EaJ~Oligocene agt, "tI.s oidencing' series of 
UnpactS mw this time i.em) ~CwioosJy, oooe of these .. hiple OOrizons appears to 
oorrespond ... Iyto"" otinoion 00riz0ns (l<ello,,; 198)1 "'tIws proIidiDg DO 

sIrong eau .. h~ ""''''' the ..ti""ions" the impactS. "Small iridiom IOOmaIi. 
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• 
h;.\C oml1 ,~1Ch rrfl'>'ll~1 01 t~ Earth .t illS on!)- ~ mile! of time 

before lcdlool 1;11" ~_ Thus~ ~toIirdy 1~10~ lha! 
socii an l"lCiII ~ l~kcn pl«c in the fUll. and lhat the QllIIror/Iic r~lti 
of IIXh aro/liWnCtlllId ln~,,(1 pob;Il cm;~~lcmcolbftst- In rcu~. it 
~ the Itry cal~Ir~1C and ~n~ jmlanl"fI('OO\ nature of such an 
impxt ~'hidl h.u led 10 rCJCCIKm 01 the Kb ~ many. ~ho sce the 
p~1 :I! l return 10 nincl«Oln<eDlury caI3It rQ(l/ljgn. On the OIlICT 
h,oo. O1hcrs halt tollC 10 the CIiJCroc of mainlaintn~ Ihal ~1I1M5 
ClliilC1lO1lS art lnucmj by Impanl. and tha, In& impacts OCOII _ilh 

rIock·liic Jcgul~t). 
An 11IlpfCS5i1"t~' of ~idclXt has tun alll25SCtl,1lich 5lJJIIXl11l1hc 

~, tha! iD asI(IOid did uncd Impxllk ~nh I1 III cnd or the 
Maaslrdtian Ate in the !.lIe Cr~ Tht IIlllW oib:t ''as ~ 
cilrnltal-llt diW.mof iIIIOOUbrsh' hI!h CIEIlIr.ltKlllSoIdriUcnl 
iOOiUlllil StdUlrnlI of bl~ ~tusudl;' A~ I_IS ~ 11 
CMtaI ms 01 lit Eartb. tu! ctrichOO ill IIt1l'OO1t lMeri3is. The 
aOO/llOlIoos Irdem lam /m;1IOI t.m disroItIrd 11 sn~.CM.'I' Ihr~. 
and ill t:..n manDt' I~ It{rtSlnaI Stdi:rnIs. ~~ aptbal!OC £ani 
1'3$ tn\~ m I p:t;I dull cklod. ~- tnrdrd III irdttm. ill 
lilt tOO of llir (mnous. 

Ollrr rndtnct includes dr IfisroIm of rmmk .ilb sb«k learurrs. 
dwJ:Irn!llC 01 ~ m sedmlS oiU1CSl Mwrrbliall A~ in .d:~ 
Stpmted ItplIlSollhc gIobt. Small ~rule:! . ar~1lfd to be im~-mcl1· 
!krilcU, ~\~ tro disrol~led !lI1~!;Imc k'\ko1nl~ IS .tU IS carNld 
ro~n1Ti\IOIIS. mtt!plC\oo 1S liIe lOO! falkl\ll of !WIlt ,iIdtim tng~rcd 
b\ Ilk- IIIlract Grorhcnut.d ~~lma1ll'<o. in OldJil~\fI kl i[lJium. h.'M allll 
betn Imef]!rtltrl15 rXlralm,"ln~ In origm 

TIlt climatic tffMI of ,n iblcmKl or ('OI1I<:I,UI Imp.xl arc diflicull 10 
prtdict Large ,nKlunh of dc~R' frOOl IlK: 1"ilt-1n:.ctJ boliOC ant! impatl 'lie 
';.Quld tc lOf('C1cUinlothe It.C \klC!~(lkl!'1C3l rookb\U~ Ihal 
sudt a ,iOOJ du~ dcud,oulJ INh III tlx: Imal ~1ocU!:C (jj ..unli~llTom 
the unh\ sll1fn for ,,'ClI, .nd hcltl IIllrmllk'lIOO m, 10 IIJp[Xl!1 
p/!oI®ntbeSl! for st\,'f3IITd1Ihs. S~rf~ IMDf\'r.I1U!1."S lOOk! qllldh 
~ 10 and mnain belol frerll!!!! h ~ p.'ll'C!d itlmllOOIlt~ Other 
p!C1lOSL'd rlkas 1Idu& ~ !llbe auoo-;m~ ,1tb Dil!aus onOCs 
and nm_ tIo/!;Il iKld ram. 3IlddtgructJIII~ IIr 0l00t blr!. 

Ccium ~ :I climate upb:.I\od.ooll WC:I mqr dr«l allbe 
~rc" and potgI k'1llp:raiIllC «dirt '" ~cm .~b lit: ~ 
.IUlCof m.llI&tlt/DCOOrr,. 0Ik: prdtll'lIi1tt.:. b~JIlIIN 
IS- thaI tbt effrct or !id a coIIisICII sbooId be illSlantmlUS bat sOOr\' 
tnm. ~klq rm cl11!1Cb011i ~a IMM tu line 1k.'CII ~ ~Ir 
III!OUs. 1IotImr: dl'trlSll~ kli'iCS arc!ijYnd 1l\C1111r11rt'd! d liomands 10 
mlllioclSd ~ar... lJ!t ilfIIK"WICl'Sd ~ In ~n ~\lIt(\KII mtcnodohcn 
are I'KII SlmuliaJlCOll5 !'IIJt <,(CptK 111h me ~1llUfI of ~m ~n~ 
fin!, foIkJt, td ~' 0I00l OCr !OII1C ttm;ud, 10 tCll) of IhaNocII of \ toJ') loiter. 

atld )'tIIOOlix:r !ller In lime. 
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have been reported for the Cenomanian arK! Middle Miocene e\·ents, ~t an impact 
ori~n for these has yet to be oonclu~I'dy deroonslraled. «IOn the <xber hand, iridium· 
enrichmern horizons love bet. diSCO\~ro ,hich were ~oductd by sediment 
geochemica) and biological pr~, 4t Thus anomalous roocenlrations of iridium can 
no longer be taken as direct evidtllCe for extraterr~rial impacts. 

AlOther possible inlra-solar mechanisms to trigger Imestrial crises include possible 
fluctuations in tbe luminosilY of the Sun, and mOlm orbhal variations in the distance of 
tbeE.mb from the Sun, ~JXlssihility!ha1 the solar 'con~anl' varies is interestin~ 
4~1I difficult to demonslrate on the basis of terrestrial data alone. 44Obloioosly any 
increase or decrease In energy from the Sun reaching the Eath would halt major effects 
OD ~obal climate. ~Orbrtal changes in Earth-SUD relationships can also cause variations 
i •• 1aI ene!iY ,.chmg tre Earth ~Such ch~ges.e of plltirul. i.too1 ~n that 
treyare period" "'but ,re Duct"t"ns in the Earth'"rbi,,1 ~ila~ovitch) periods full 
in the range oflhousands to hundreds of thousands of )"eaB. (/IGeological periodicrties of 
the order 2-7 M}T, 41bwhich nJa}' be orbita~related, ~Imthalt been pJOposed A1'but not 
c .. fumed """(Rampi .. and St ... 1987) 'No~ ",tcb the ~Oj>lsed 26 MlT 
periOOicity in MelJ)roic.(enozo~ extinctions. 

• 
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It has tt'Cn 5IJ~~Ii.'d Ih31 the Itep~1IC ()[ prouaclcd pallcm of ~ 
CltmrllOO SI..'cn In the flK~1 Itco/d IS an artllact ,\iJlW clliOClion inicn.~ 
also rorrdatc \1111 h rc~fb,l!OllS, 2flIl rnanll rq:r~on h~ J S!ron~ d~!oTlIn~ 
cffoo on the !drJ1~r.p'u{ record. Tk pr~r~\'e I® of \aIlIp lin~ ;!rca 
proJuroJ ~' r'1~tng se~. rombml.'d filth the croOOri and OC>IMIKlf1l1i 

prcrmr dcjX)Sitctl Il rlla. can MI\I.'OIr last awmnttl of ~ brl· 
~Jr!b in time and (rall'.lQlm c;en an ill5l,nlanoous (hl'l~tr drop Into a 
progr('SSllc di \tr>i [ydcc~nc (Si~nor and upps 11Jli11, The ma~o lluocoflh~ 
dillOl1ion ,.In I:t ~im;Jlcd tOIOlllCCXlcnt ~ oottn~ (he numberol '[mrus 

~. (I~ ~hich disappear tlunn~ the wiOClion Interval but arc 
lll()\\n to >UI'iII'C. as thcj reappear bier) aMC13tOO ~l1h the ,Itnl 
(JablonlklllJ.',N). If the lmrus dIet! ~ \IIong for a pdl1ll'Ular cvenl.lhcn 
il ~ IlOl fWible 10 reJCflloc hrpolhesis th.llhe mm.as)Udden and onl) 
artificial l) appears priJIl3Clctl. Jabloo\li 119i1ta) nottd that the Lazarus 
cffm appears .'Olil for the UIC Pmnian fltn!. and r3istd t!le i nlerC5lm~ 
possibilit), that this moslSelCre of ail crises in Eanh h~to1)' may har~ been 
mort abrupt Imn ~ nonnall)' romred. 

The ilfatigraphic record 01 mJnv crISis Intervals ~ sul!icie n tly complete 10 
negate the possibility 01 simultaneous txlmcrion of alilpecies ~Iuch 
disaw:ar dunng the elcnl. Accrptmg lhe 5!~~ISt minehon pattern as 
real. an allenuure Im~t h~!.:Ithtsis ~ been pr~d (Hut I1In. 11lt7) in 
~hirh a StRts of smaller ImpaCl5. dfitriboJtoo om a ~Ily ~gn i licant 
ptool 01 lime. is argued to hal·~ proouctd the Stqucntill CXliootoosl 

IAII). it should be noted thJ l the dlm,tic pretktions of the im~ 
h)"JXlIhem art ;lron~~ mtKIel-dcp:ndcnt The dimatic effOClS of a la~· 
bOOr rollilion COIIld be IOOre Ion~·trrm than C\Irrcntll prool:lro. and m.1 
prOOuct !lobal dt,ngC5 on a IIITlC sc:tk or tens of thou~nds of Itars. Such 
klng.tcrm dim,tlC dfcrb ~ookl be nIOrt In ronctn ~ith ttlc pattern or 
sp:tiC5 CxltllCll\ll1\ !I.'CIl In the 10\\l1 rcrord 

To date. a Itmn~ C"d'oC C"~nnot It made lor Iorgr Impacb dunn~ t!~~ 
mt~tlJI\lJiher th~1n Ilk: LJ1~Crcl;ti,\1-.c..nJ UIC Enreoc ,I,nh (1)0(11.1\ In 
11JlI7: Km I%il. anu f"=r~1" ~ 'malilmpacr III the PlKxen~ (~Itt (I ~I 
I%;il. The t..[~ b).\'n~ 11 ranlcula~1 Inl,·fl"'ltm~, In l!ul ~In niJmm 
anomaly ~ ~rll a\ mlCTO!e~t l tt'i hale be~ found. dca~)' mdldllng fllfJ
tertesnial impac:!. Thl microt~~IIlC\ oo~Nr, (X'(UI in SNr.l1 horizoll5 
ofl;ttl' &,\.1"( JOO E.lIl~ Oh~,II.\"fIo; Jg..'. thll' I~ lJ..:ncm~ a \(r~'\~f Imf"Kb 
Iller lh~ tillll.' mllf\~1 CU1I\lU'h. nooc 01 thl .... · mull l!lk OOrI1.On\ aw:ar. 
Inmrl"'f/Joomcrll to koou ellmeMn oonZ\Ht) (K(lkr n 01. 1%.1). thu.1 
f'TOIiJing ll(lltrung t.l!Nllmk h:twl'Cn till' l'lt lnctlQlb ~d thc Impai.~ 
SIII<iIl irMJium ,r\I,lIl1~lk"'l !u1'C r..'C1l rq-Klllcd !or Ih!: [cm.man anu 
Mludle ,\lllrtOC CIl"OI>. NI .n Impact r~l~n fnr tl\co.t hll 1'11(0 r.: 
((IocIU\\1 d~ tl..'1IlI mIIr.lk"ll_ On I he rH ilL' r hJnJ. IriJium -conchlOCnl ~,orlWl1S 
hal, h."tTl di.",lJ\l'fl'IJ "nidi ~,rl pmJu(ro bl' !l:ilillk'nt r-~ldttmItJI Jntl 
h~lkJgic;11 pr(ll.\'\"", Thu.1 al"lJlllOklllS (\mDtlilt~1II) I~ IIIUlum c;Ln no 
MK1~Cr r.: I.lxn !llkly;J\ ilir,'(1 (IRkIl>: fur ntr,ltlfl':lllklllmp;tdl, 

Olher P(l~,qtik ITItra·"llar lIII.'(h.:mbffillu 111~~r I~rr,~ml mscs mdudc 

!",-~hic fiucruatK1l1l In toc Ittmlllr~lI\ of the Sun. alld ~no\\'n IIrilll.1 
l',n.tlOll\ In the JI~anrc r~ the E:mh·frOUlthe ~un Tlk: !",-"'~~Ihtl that 
the solar ·l"OII)1,nt" I',[JCS ~ mtl'rl.'llm2. hut JifflCUlllnocl1lO!\!Jt;ll, on tlk: 
~asis of tmNnol tiola alor.:. O!n I(I~¥ an) IOOCllC or UroMC in rnctn 
(mm the Sun re;(hin~ th~ [:mn ~1lIJ1d ~I'C Ill.ljor c/f('(1\ OIl ~Ii~ 
dlmalt Omlt.1 dtan~ In Ea~h-Sun rcbl~ln-hi1'l GIn ,i'<l (;I~ una· 
lIOns m "liar cl1Crg~ r~adtm! the Eonh. Such ch"n~CI MC of ranic1Jlill 
Inlerest rn t1tall~ alc]lCrMxfrc llultnc 1';Tf(lIISftU(Mt~m>l1lthe Eanh·\ 
orbilal (Mil~nkOlitch) f"=riod:s loll in lite filn!c 0/ 1000\;lR\k W ~undrctk uf 
Illousandlnf )tars. GroIogic f"=nOOiollC'i ~ tile order 011-7 Mw. ~M 
Ill.ly be orbtt-rc~lcd. hafc been pflllKlSCd but not coofirmcd fRilmpioo 
a1lll Stolhcl) 1%7). tlonc m~lch the ptoposcll 16 \111 )"(nOO(1IV in 
McsozOlC -Ccnowic CXlmctlO!l5. .. 
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Trefi, I and Haze. RM (1995) 11r< Sere,,,, ' All IIllIgralld_h N.Y.: IOM ~I~ 
and Sons loc., 576 
'Mass Mlinrtions and the Rate of [yo!urion 
lUrMIer norm~ circumstances, the rale of extinclloo seems to be such !hat roogh~ 10 to 2~. 
of the species at any gil'eo ume 11111 be extioct in 3 maner of i CK' 6 million years. 1he fossil 
rerord SOO\\S, bowe\'er, that 1\01 ~I oomctiOnS are "mM n 'Rare catastr~hlc millS 10 the 
pas' ~ve causoIl.ge nwOOer; of spe<i. to be<Ome extincr srMenly. 'Th.t 0.111 ... 

called mm tlrill(tions. 

'The best mm.n of these mass extinctlons is the one in which the dinosaurs perished some 
65 ~lIioo ye", 'go, ; ili, end of the ere","" periOO, which w~ ; the /nil of the 
Mesozorc era 10 tha! extinction, about two·thirdc; of allliv\!Ig species disawwed IIn some 
cases, as \lith ocean plmk1on, !Ius number may have thmbed as high as 980/ •. 'BuI the 
extirdiOlt at the end of the Mezozoi, \\~ ncithl'l the largest nor the most re<eo1 mass 
extincr<t. "A"'" lW milllOO yws ago, near the.d of,. PaI_ic '" aboot 8~4 of 
existing species disa;lpeared ID a sin~e ~nction ewnt. 11 A SOIDeI\n31 milder extincllon, 
IIhicl! \\iped out 30'1t of existing species, appears 10 have taken place about J I millioo years 
ago. 'In f,~ geclogis' woo study the past h,,"l of hfe m detail disrin~Oh • many .11 
of these mass extincttoos. 

BOne of the most interesting explanations fIX how these mass extinctioos could oc.cur \\15 

p.f ... ~d in I~O by the futber·and-sooteam ofW"o Ahw" (ageclogist) and Luis 
M,,,,, (a N~.lam.te m p~."). '''Basedoo oid.,,1h<t ,ccumulated, ''they 
suggested ri!thal the impact of a large asl~d killed otT the dinosaurs and other life fm. 
rlSuch an rmpact \\OOld have raised a dust cloud that I\'OUJd hm blOCked out sunlight f(){ 

se'>-eral fOOIlths. I~ catastr~he IIwld halt been such a shock to the world ecosystem 
l~that it IS a wonder Ibill anything SUMled at all. 

l1~lost soomslS tcday acc.ept Ill-duI an asteroid brt Earth at the t'fld of the Cretaceous, l1'and 
agree that tltrt was at least partl), resp>rtSible for th~ mass e>.tmction. r~~ conclusion 11'35 

oo~lered rn ]9'Yl, r. \\hen a crater Ol-e! 100 mrles across was OOooleIoo bW1ed under the sea 
floor near the Yucatan Perunsula tn MexiCO. I~ cenam rs the role that other f3CIOll played 
m th€se events. 2I1he wmld ec~)")l?l1l 11"35 lI!deJ a great deal of stress al that (rme because 
of relatl\'e~ rapid changes m cillll!te and the mahon of 1IIIlUl\13ffi chains, both of IIhrch 
were altmng habnm 

liThe existenc.e of mass extinctions illustrali!S an I1llJlOrtallt poml about the history ofhfe 00 
our planet ~\"oJution rs not a smooth gradual progress through time. 1..'There are rimes when 
sudlo1 changes (soch. those m mass exnnctiorn) .. follOllro by ~,d OOUIIOll " new 
sp<ci. d.,,'~ to tak. o. pl.<of those tbaI d"W""'l "Aft. the extinrooo of the 
ditwllli, for example, !be number of species of manunais iocreased dramatically. 
IlScientislS ronhnue to debate about the rate of e\'OluMI1 ~ 111'0 extremes in the debate 

." been the glo1l101;,,, ~"thes" which 001. that "" cban~ """ • , row' of 
small adapwrons, and punc1Uillrd eq~lhbriunr, IIhrch OOIds that changes usua1~ oo:ur in 
cban bWS1S, "P>,oI by .. g perIOds of stabili~. ~,now appears that boili those .'ernes, 
arK! prOOab~ any rate of eI"Olutron in between, have oc.curred at some ttme in the Earth's 
past 
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Mass Extinclions and the Rate of [rolution 
Under normal cirrumSlmCE'S.lhe !alto! exli nclion seems to be such that 
roughly ID to 2mb of the speties at any girt" time \\ill be extinct in a 
matter of 5 01 6 million )'tlr~ The fooilrfCord sho\\~, howeI"er, that not 
all exti nctions are "normal." Rare catastrophic e'I'tnls in the past haw 
caused large nurnbersof species to re:ommtinct suddenly. Tht2erents 
are callerl maiS exlinclions. 

By "large numbers of species," we mean anywhere from 30 to 9Q)J 

of IbE 1!lOO alil'e at the time. By "suddenly," W~ mun a tim~ too short 
to be resoJred by standard geological techniques. The e.~tinction may 
hare taken plaCE over a period or a fe\\' tens or thousands or years, or 
OI'er a (ou~e or day"S. 

The beY known of tlJesI' mass extinction! ~ the Ont in which the 
dinosaurs petished some65 million years ago, at theendo! the Cretaceous 
period, which l\'ai at the end or the M('SOzoic era. In lhat extinction, 
aOOut two-thirds of all living species disappeared. In some cases, as lIith 
OCfan plankton, this number may haIe dimbed as high as 98%. But tlJe 
extinction at the end of the Mesozoic was neither tlJe largest no! the 
most recent mass extinction. AOOut 250 million rears ago, near the end 
of the Paloozoic era, arout OOlbol exisling speries disappeared in a sin~e 
extinction ewn!. A somewhat milder extinction, which lIiped out 3CY¥:I 

01 existing ~es, appears to hal'etaken place al:oJtll million remago. 
In fact, geologisu woo study the past history of life in detail distinguish as 
many as 11 of these mass extinctions. 

One 01 the most interesting explanations for how these mm extinc. 
lions could ocrur was rut forward in 1980 by the father-and·son team 
01 Wailer All'arf.Z (a geologist), and Lws Alvare.z (a ~obellaureate in 
ph)"sia). Based on e;idmce they accumulated, they suggtlted that the 
impact of a large asteroid )diled off lhe dinosaurs and other life forml. 
Such an impact would nal"f railed a dUlt cloud that would hm bloded 
out sunlight lor serrral month This C3Wtrophe would h:lYe been SlJch 
a shock to the world ecoSj1tem that it is! wonder anjthing IUIl;\'ed at all. 

~IOSl scifntilts tOOa)' ilCCepl that an asteroid hit the f;rth at the end 
of the Cretaceous, and agree that it was atieast partly resp:!mible lor the 
mass extinction. This conclusion \I'al bolstered in 1992, \I'hen a crater 
Ol"e' 100 miles across was disco\'ered buried under tlJe sea floor near the 
Yucatan Peninwla in ~lexko.l.ess rertain 1s the role that other lactors 
played in these fl·ents. The world ecOSj11em 11"31 under a greal deal of 
stres.l at that lilllt because of relalil'ely rapid changes in dimate and the 
I"fOOlt creatIon 01 mountain chaim, both of which were altering habitats. 

The ex~tefl{"€ of rnal.l exti nctiom illustrates an imJOOanl point about 
the histOlf 0/ life on oor planet. holution is not a smooth, gradual 
progress through time. There are times when sudden changes (!Ueh as 
those in the mass extinctions) are lollowed by rapid emiution, al new 
species de"elop to take the place or thost trut disappeared. Mler the 
extinctionol thedi nosau~, forexampJe, the number of species of mam. 
ma~ increased dramatiolly. Scientists continue 10 debate about the rate 
01 evolution. The two extremes in the debate rul'e beEn the gr~drmlism 
hypothesis, which holds that most change occurs as a result of the aoco. 
mulation of small adaptations; and puncruartd rqllilibrium, lI"hich holds 
that changes u\IJal~ OCCUr in short bursts, separated by long periods 01 
stability. 11 now .Wars that both of these extremes, and probab~ any 
rate 01 evolution in bet\\"etJl, haw OCCUrred at some time in tlle 
E.lIth's pall. 
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F.linI &>,(1915) ... ",("",,,,,,, 25~J) 52·5) 

F,lin! &>' 
P~agr<fI! J 
'The ootioo tbaI 'W'lellotnoi fonts baIt JegIIbrIy IJId OIlS1IOJIIioIly intruded "to 
the hi,,,! oflife gM..! wide ""'Ill:) ,little "'" thin , )'" ago 'In the ...... tbal 
Iw re<ei\OI the """ ~eatioo " 1I" .... if. IJId I'1"Iar ~eII, , dim, di'" 
""'JI"ion <M of the .. is hdd 'to smI period. "'''" of comets i.o the """ sol. 
S)'SItm, kwbert some of the comets SIrile the eanh, Ucausing a mass extinctioo of 
species. 'C~~ the Nemesis b)JIOIhoisaft. the _ of the ~tii" <M, the ~0j>1S!I 
Iw "n the .~ed of ""'P'i'" lItici", ". ~nori.ls in the New Y oIIlim. ond • 
w.tr SI(If}' in Time magazine 41 A reassessme1ll of the fossil evidence now suggests ·the 
regular ex1iOClions said 10 be tile handiwork of Neme~s may IlCI'er ha\'e taken plare. 

P~agr<fI! 1 ( •• Iy" of tMml JIlIIe" 01)) 
~emis aOO ~milar lMOOes grew CUI oran earlier aM lOOfe modest claim. 29a[n 1979 
llIi, W ~"'ez, Wah. ~ .... F.~ ,",,0 ond Hel~ V M,hd of the Urn.""y of 
Cliif"", • Bellei<y 1tJIOII~ "'tI.t • by. 01 ci,y deposit~ • the col of the 
C, ..... period (Iboot 65 mill", YOll agol in IlIiy, IJtruoaIk IJId New ZelIond 
COOIliM lOOIlIlioo,y high lOlls 01 Oidium. Iridium i'lIIt in the canh's crust, "\ut 
isaoo .... in m<1""o. "WKiop<e>i extinctions, u.kIdiog the demi~ of the 
diOOSllll, 0IIII01,. eoI 011. Cm""", "'!le ,1111", JlIOjlIl!<d "'thal the 
",met"" ond the Oidium ")" boi, room",~ the ~ 01 ~ """,...,;,J 
00jed, JIlIlb!bly" "ooiI !boot 10 ..... '" i. diamet. Si., then the ftoilmg that 
" iridium _y !xi"., 0llllY 00.. ;'0 around the ,IDIIJId that the iridium.flcl 
cby ,. COlll!ins minmls 'JIJI'f~I~ ,b.o! by heM IJId sOOcl baIt bol,aoI the "" 
fOl a CrelactCXIS impart 

ParogrupId 
1ne impe1us 10e\1md tl'tisolated t\'em pro~ by the Berkeley \\'orlers imo a qde 
of ~alastrophts came in late 1983 ID tbe form of an anal}~s of Slratigraphic data on fossil 
marine animals dOIlf by Dalid M Raup and J John Sep~oski Jr oftbe Unirersityof 
Chicago 'For each straugraphlc stage into which tbe fo)Sil record of the past 250 million 
years is di\'id~ [ile)' dl'lermmcd tlr rate of e~liOClion (defined as [be oomw of famiJies 
that betamminct in I~ "ge w,;d<d bl the ounbe! of Jamili. ""'Og during ,~ 
,~~) 'The tie peak~ legul"~ , ime",lsof!boot 26 mill .. years. '(Stari,ioJ tests 
,Iso iolicated, ,tal" periodicity ono ~II", YOll.) "Raup ond Seplosli mggot~ 
"that the periodicity .IIe<t" """,01 0,,", ~bly of IlIrooomi<. oigin, in the 

ph)" ... -

PIllIJTIlIIlI (1JIJij., of IN .. '"""', ooIjj 
• Astrotmas IJId 1llIOphJ1icilu ,~e quit! 10 "JlPIy JlOllIllle mecbanisms. "In 
.. "' ""'"'" lbe tegl)" ocill," of the soIM ~~em abo" IJId be •• the ~ane of 
the glllly dri,,, the period_ 0lllS extinctioru. '''Michael R Ramp"" ond ~cbaro B 
St.be!! of the Nacional MO""'"' ond S~. Ailmini'tatioo's GOOdard IDStitute f. 
S~" Studio proJ"S!d, IOf. mmple, that during pas.ges t.oogh lbe galact. P"~ 
which 000Jr aI intervaJs of aboot 33 mill~D years, encoolIIen with clouds of gas and dust 
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SCIENCE AND THE CITIZEN 
Fa/ling S{Of? bad COCll1mullom11011s/y hi&!! kRls (SlallSIDl!tslUbo mdmd 1 .w. 

o/ ... \rd;tm!lu.tilllrwtk'~ 11' pcrO!rly 0130 miDi:Ia )'00.) 

T
it IXIlDI lllal Ul!altt/tsllW alii, bid iI: is ~ III mttuitts. Ragp wl. ScptOlb lugatd dlIIlIr 
Icrtts bllt rqrjaI~ and ala· "aspud t1liJctms.1d=din& III pmldtiIy rdctu I rtmtIII tlU/, 

" lIrophi:.allylilrlJl.Yd IDIOdr d!mIitO/lhedimall1,mrlnlllt ~Yo/l!!IOD:IIIliaIoop.llldlI: 
!usUry 01 tile p'anl nit: cwrtDCY I m:! allll CmaI:toIIS. Tht 'ltrlen ~)'sn1 eIlI'lOlaltllt 
!ittk /IKrt lIwla}W qo.la lit n· ~ !hallll ultttim and !he AlIr\lDClrnm and IIlIOph)UisIs 
wio thallw rteffled IIr /I'l0$l11· r!diUIIIIl)tt had lCommllllClIllt: lit .tIt qii:t 10 Iapp/)' pos:sible mha· 
Itnlion mill mWfIc and popular ~ 01 III tlll1ttrmtria1 objea. Clisms.1a stlmllCtIIIrioIthe rccllar 
Jm. I dim, distant companion star probablylll a1IUOid about 10 tiIomt· O'>CiIlatioD al !it IOIar I)~m 100I~ 
01 the IlIII ~ neld to Itad periodi: lID m diamtler. Sina !!tu lit findinJ lJld ttlo~' III plaIt 01 lit plny 
ihont1 0/ torrtll inlo!lv: im 10Iat thala.n ridil1rtlanomaJycl~l$al many drillS lhc periOOi: mass Waxlions. 
I)~m. lihm somt of lilt romell othet ~tes around !Iv: ~'ll'ld and!ha\ Mwl R. Ramptiio and Rrlwd B. 
wit! !he tarlh. ClU!in,a1 mus u· !he ridium.n:h day also COIltains SIOihtt1 of Ihe Nllmai Aeronaulits 
tinc!ion of I~ies. Called III Nerne· minerals ipparcntly ahmd by heal and Space Administration'l Goddard 
lis h)'potltsis 1I1er Iht IIlIM of Ibr: wJ ro:' hll1 boulmd!it wc Ill' Inslilute fCf Spact Studies P'opmcd. 
pulalivt lW, dx p'0!MRI1Ias tttn I CrttacwU$ impact fir uampic, thal diD, pusagtI 

Iht IIIbject 01 IIC_~pcr artCics, 1l"O The unpelU! 10 tlteild!it isoIaIcd droop W plKtic pl:ane, _'hich 0(. 

edtttriall iIIlbt.w rri rIM I:Id rnllI ~ b)' lit Bcrtelcy1ltl'i. cur II iIIlmU all00ul31 m_ 
I COvtt SI«)' ill TIN 1IlaJuine. A rc· m mill a qdr: Ilf CIlaSIrophes cut rem. hICOIUllm I1Ib clouds al PI 
lSlt$SI1UIllf!lv: lmil~ lWYI' • lilt 1983 iIIilt Icmo/ananal)'SiI and 0l1li dislurb dr lCIar l)"llcm'l 
SIIgtstSlhe rcp!u ulilcli:mSlid III cllIIlliJaphi: Gala 00 lossi rnarirIt I1miJ Ilf toIDI:ts. stniIc ooc er IlKn 

It dlI: bandind 0/ Nemtlil may :tmmh. .. by [)avii .\I. Ragp aod ell i coIisiCII cmt IilIh lit n 
IIf\U baIt 1&lta pbct. I .la Sc;losti. Jr. 0I1ht UIIiro· DattI p. ''bWt of !he UIiItfli. 
N~ aod saibr lhf<m ""' lit' of ChDao. Fa' m ~ 'Yof SoaIhmttra l.ooinaca aad AI· 

OIl of III aria lad an modtII i: mar mill _'hi:h the fmsil rcccrd ben A. Jacml\' 01 the ~ 
claun.1n l'i'I lIi; " AImt. ,"'If. oIlbcplSllSOmillillytlnildr.i.rd sm:a Ccrpcn1im. ud wl.IIlll· 
la Ahm FrukAsllOaad Helta \' !hey dttenmnnI the rt!t of uIiIction atOUSI)' Marc [)ails 0/ Ikrldq', PIt! 

• MiddoltheUtMruyolCllifmia (dtflacdnllln~krllf llmlr:llhl! Hili of dr 1nltilUk !Cf /\dim 
11 IkrUky It~ lhIl a Il)er of beca:nc WIltS m lit ltatt d'rmd by Slllly 11 Pnlal00. NJ. IDol RdlaN 
(IlrdtpMJ1tIl111he~oftheCrtIl. lhcwbcralfamiksulSlin,dlllill~ A ~[ ulltrof BcIUic),~mod· 
ctOOS pcrt.d (l!»Iit 61 ml!OOn}W'l lit 1I1Jt~ The Ial! pcat«l rrgafarl). ds 11'1 "hd111t CllllrlDt pc!iOOrl) 
IfIl) iIIllaIy, Dtnnwi l!Id Nt.·llI· 11III/trllIs of ioout 26 million)wt ftfttctl1lt ... biul perlOd of arompon. 

1l11li! 01 Iht lUlL The cornpilll('Cl 

II 

'"ould currtml) 11111 a d~m:~Qf 1tI, 

ttal h~hHem. ~I ~11l'~ \Ou),l bt 
«(tDlrt Ew)!~ mdli\\fl )(arut 11 
clOltll mr(l3ch 10 the IUrI, Iht mr 
~ould p.lU through \1''( dtr:l( mncr re 
JIO!\ 01 !he !ht .!cud. I I(Jl'I1 of 
Comctllhll ~ ~!IO en1tlop III 
~ $)51cm The ,ma,ulOn1i iDau. 
tnet of N(1D!\II1-oald pct(lpllllt i 

Comt\lllo',tt (Tht IW Jot it! aamc 
_hen 1/1 «lUll' 11_ Itictl«l iI: 
from I \ill of poIlibilirls MuUa IDIl 

, !lis coIlaglES _m cwdtrillJ.) 
• S!lppII tu !be DCIIlII of pcriOOi: 

rnpactsbasamt hom llt lltidin&all 
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distUJb the solar i)''Stem's family of come!~ JOcsetling one or more on a collision OOUf)e 

,lb I~ oartb. 

/arograph j 
100aniel P Wbitmireofthe Unj,,'ernty of Southwestern Louisiana and A1bert A Mson 
IVof!le Cempul. Sci"", Corporalio~ and simok"""jy M.c Da,;s ofBOIi,I~, 
p~ HuI of!be IDSlilUl' for ~",«d Sludy in Princt10~ NI,and ~,bard A Moll. of 
Bokeley, PIO~S<d mod,ls ID ,rucb lbe ",i",ion periodicily refleds!be oibil' period 
of a companion Slar of the sun. Il~ companion would rurrently lie at a distance of 
several ]iglu-years, 11'001 rts 0Jbi1 would be eccentric Ilb'tl}' 26 mil1ioR }'eaf\ at ns 
closes! approach 10 !le sun, !be '" ",!Id pm Ibloogb lbe den. mno I~on of !le 
Oort clood, , I~OO of OOm<1s In. is !IroogbllO enlekip lbe .1. sjliom. 1'The 

gra\~!onal influence ofNernesis would precipuale a oomet shower. 141(TheSlarga rts 
name when an edrtor at Nal1lre selected rt from a tist of possibilrties Muller and his 
colleagues were considerin~) 

I~agraph 6 ( •• Mis 0/ ihlmo sirl/CI'" .,&) 
JiISUp!X>rt for ~ notion of periodic impacts has come from III finding of a regularity in 
lbe ago ofl,,!, Im~. ",,,"lia! malobes I~ ",indion ~cI" ".he! geologic 
eW1l1S, lI"K:luding re'imals in the eartb's magnet ~ field and episodes of lertonic acrivity, 
•• ,"'" 10 ." _00 on , ,mil. bmct~e. "The proposed m.","srns bm ... 
cn1lllsed, howt'.er, on astrooomlcal grounds. It appears, for example, that clouds of gas 
and du,., .,,',<red d""ly enough ON 11< gal", pllll< 10 plOdu., sharp 
p<I1urbal .. of!be wl. ~"m's Hock of _s • !be .. cm .. I~ plane. "As fOl 
t~ Nemesis ~el,.some work~ now argue ~hal a oompan~n S1ar allbe great 
dl.i1anr:e ~ IS reqUired would h,1\"e little c.flance of sta)1ng bound to the sun long enough 
to have lnggered the regular t\1inctKms, 

100agraph i (.I1ijJlSO/II.", SlOCI,," .,lj) 
l'Noll: t~ focus of the criticism has shiftfjj from the modds tbemseln's to the finding 
that eliCIted t~, the apparent periOOicny in the fossil record tlln a recent paper in 
NU/lire Anlom Hoffman of Columbia Uni\'~rt)' contends lllttbat Ilnc.er1~nties in fossil 
dalmg and bi"" in Raup and Sepkoski's .,hodology CiSI doo~ on I., lesuhs. 

larograph 8 
!I'Hollman I"ims 001 I'llas Raupand S~koski pMed lbe 3500 famih. in IbeiJ ongin' 
data dOlm to ;67 ~' removing families whose origin and extioction cannot be resolved \0 

single stages and families \\~h currently suliiving species 11re rolling of the data 
mlu~ ooise and lhe uocertainty resulting from the fact that many recent fossils are 
,ij"fioi • m,mbers of ,nam groups '!iIOugh I.y OIly I~resenl mo~bolo~tJIly 
similar 001 exlioct groops. IIBut it also me.ant that small fluctuations in extinction rate 

dunng ",,"I "g, » uld be magrufioo by !le lOOUi<d oom~ of[amilio undo 
consideration. "'When Hoffman restored the omitted families 10 the data, I'many oflhe 
sb!lJXS1 ",",KIn !"ks di"p~oo 
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ha,t link charu 01 !Il)'in! OOUOO to Sepicili's criluiorl ftK" ~!nlif)'ing a regularity in eIlinc1icrts analyztrl II 
th! Sltlllong rnoush 10 halt Ifiumd mumltDction ~ bi.ued Io11rd ~ri· the 11111 01 tilt gentll. a lira talooom· 
tilt rt!ular elliD«Kw. ooitily. The tl"j~OOn 11 DOl quantita. it divilioo Ihan tilt fa.':IiIy. RtpOOl of 

Noli' the loclII of !he tl"it~ism ha! tilt.lnSIe.1dan epOOdtoI mlsseltirx· both D!l'lnai)'!tl art in prts!. 
shif~ from Ihc moods Ihcll\ltllU lioo ~ simply any local pat intllmc· Hoffman's lI!WII!nlS do ra ruff 
10 the bnd~ IMI diti~ them: Ihc lion ra~: an~' SIa,!t in 1ttt"dl the rale ~ oullhc pl11iDility!ha1 ellr3ltrnstrial 
appartnl ~icil)' in the lossil rte· higher Ihan in Ihe prectding and loi· inBlEOCt! ha\~ sha~ the hisKw}' of 
{Id. In I (tttIl1 paper in S4I11ft An· )o"ing itlgts. TQ anat)~ the effeclS 1iIe. mn d they makt it ullD/tt1W)' 
Icri Ho8'man 01 Coiwnbia UD~mi· of thil dcfmilioo HoffmaD and GIOOId IOIUPpCIlt tltctlestlal inumioos 11311 
If ronleo& IMI urarWnlies in fossil apply it to a h)'~tX.tl mo:Itl in ~D ltgular. In applyllg 1100US SU· 
datiDs and biases m Raup and Sep- ,tuch th! ralt il1t"hich families be· liltic;tl aiteria to Raup and Sepil)$
koskj's rnelho:lolon' tall doubt OIl come UlincI VlrieS ill random from V'I data Hoft"man loUlld !haIW final 
ther ltlullS. stage tomge.F(M'Uch mge the ~ !Iagt 01 iIle CrtUctOlIIlXMlSistIntly 

HoBman pooinlS 1)11\ IMI Raup Illd abilily IMI the tIlioclioo ra~ ~ high. q~ as I mass tIIincIioa. The UD

Seploski pi!td lM ),500 families in er Ihan m th! stagt prectdin.! il is 00:. ma~d dNuptioo 01 iIle bicspl"tn 
their (figinal data do1tn 10 567 by tt· half; !he likelibood of ill being higher IhallXturrtd then and iIle C1lincidcnl 
mOling lamil ies liMIt ori&in and el' Ihan in iIle lotloll'in.! stagt is ahoro:· Iridium layer rontintll: 10 mU! a POO", 
tinction tanDOI be rtIOh'td 10 singir: half. The probability ihat the stage mu! case fOl'lllisolaled impact's ha~· 
mgcs and families.ith CumDrly $Uf. rtpmenlll peat in ulinctioo rale ~ ing p iIle rtign 01 the dinosallf1 
living ~ies. The cuUing of Ihe data !!mfocr ooe in lOll!, 
rtduwJ noise and !he lIIICertainIY rt· flfD if eltincOOa lair vm ran· 
sWlin! Irom th! laiI thil many rtCtnl domly. iI1! IltIage 01 ooe stage in lotS' 
fossils Ii! dwifitd as mtmbcrsol ex· ,111 roMI as I mw tllUM:lm In the 
tanl group:! although th!y mly rtprt· limr scalt Raup and Sepkoski adopl. 
seIll morphologicall)' simiW bul el· ed,!he sffiogic sugel in !he ~riod 
lilKl groups. But. also meanlihal they COII5iOO hill altragt duraliool 
watl ftOCluaOOns in utinclion rale of 6.1 million )"WL Hrrtt, HoBm 
durin! reml uasrs '"(Iuld be magoi. argues, Ranp and xrWi'sdefi.,~ion 
fitd by Ihe rtduced number of families of mlSlulirKtion. together ,ith tltir 
unoo oonsidmlillll. When Hoffman time scaie, mJies I roogh prriodiciry 
~Ior~ !he t'IIlrtted families to!be of !rout 16 million )WS tnel1lable, 
dal3, maD)' of !be sharpe!l UIJDCIlon Thert ma) IDIktd halt tun I ptri· 
prals djQpprarcl ooi:~y in the UIIDclion role. bUI the 

The or~lnat linding 01 pcnooidt)' rtguiMiIj' could aho be an andxl If 
also lurooi oullO be highly scosilile it ts.1hc case ftK" N!mes~ and ill Ct'lll· 
10 the !tOlogic lu:te sc.J!e IJStjj 10 1$. pillion th!oriel "eakens. 
latlish absoiUle datell(f !he ltagn, Raup Ind Stplosti stand D)' their 
Equally pllu~bk Umt scates for Ihe finding!n the~original ,'ork !he)' It$!· 
piSI2stl million yean or so can differ ~ their rtsuJi by tandomlliDg (Jhul· 
by 10 million rtan tK" more on!he Bi1lg1IhedatHndl:lIlrzing~lorptri· 
dales of straugrapht ooundariet GII" ooICIIj'. Tht l&-millioo·)tar'lt!e i'lIS 
to I Ilmr !CJ1t difftItllllromlM Ont IlOI ClidenL ~'hich IUW:SII thil d ~ 
Raup and Septostl adopted. iIle 16- mkrent m Ihe rtal data and ~ n£II an 
million')'car prrlOd~IIY 1uhoed. arlifacl of th! i1lltstiploo' mtthod. 

InlllOlher line 01 ariumen~ prestnl· Sinct th!D !hey hal~ done an wi)'SH 
td m a paper in Gtdlfia/! ,\/1JIIl!1IIt, of !he complete ),)OO.lamily data sc~ 
Hoffman and Joe GhioId 01 Llu~iana Ihe 26-million--)"W ptriodiciIY rtap
Sla~Uni\"UsiIY!UUWthaIRaupand peartd. Se~(l!ki Iw ilso fOWld Iht 
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43The original find ing of periodicity aJ50 turned out to be highly sensit ive to the geologic 
time scale used to establish absolute dates for the stages. 44Equally plausible time scales 
for the past 250 mill ion years or so can differ by 10 mill ion years or more on the dates of 
stratigraphic boundaries. 45Given a time scale different from the one Raup and Sepkoski 
adopted, the 26 million-year periodicity weakened. 

Para:"ry'aph J 0 
J9Dln another line of argument, presented in a paper in Geological Magazine, Hoffman 
and Jae Ghiold of Louisiana State University suggest that 19hRaup and Segkoski's 
criterion for identifying a mass extinction is biased towards periodicity. 2 The criterion is 
not quantitati ve. 211nstead an epi sode of mass extinction is simply any local peak in 
eX1 inction rate: any stage in which the rate is higher than in the preceding and following 
stages. 223To analyse the effects of that definition 22bHoffman and Ghiold apply it to a 
hypothet ical model in which the rate at which families become extinct varies at random 
from stage to stage. 233For each stage the probability that the extinction rate is higher than 
in the stage preceding it is one haJf; 23bthe likel ihood of its being higher than in the 
following stage is also one half. 24The probability that the stage represents a peak in 
ext inction rate is therefore one in four. 

Paragraph J J (analysis of theme structure only) 
463Even if extinct ion rate varies randomly, 46ban average of one stage in four wi ll count as 
a mass extinction. 4710 the time scale Raup and Sepkoski adopted, the ~eologi c stages in 
the period they consider have average durations of6.2 mill ion years. 4 3Hence, Hoffman 
argues, 48hRaup and Sepkoski 's definition of mass extinction. together with their t ime 
scale, makes a rough periodicity of about 26 million years inevitable. 49aThere may 
indeed have been a geriodicity in the ext inct ion rate, 49~ut the regu larity could also be an 
artefact. 50a lf it is, 5 the case for Nemesis and its companion theories weakens. 

Paragraph J 2 (a1lalysis of theme stmcture only) 
51Raup and Sepkoski stand by their fi nding. 5231n thei r original work they tested their 
resu lt by randomizing (shuffling) the data 52band analysing it for periodicity. 53aThe 26-
mill ion-year cycle was not evident , 53hwhich suggests Hethal it is inherent in the real data 
53dand is not an anefact orlhe investigators ' method . 54aSi nce then they have done an 
analysis of the complete 3,500-family data set; 54bthe 26-million-year periodicity 
reappeared. s5Sepkoski has also found the regularity in extinctions analyzed at the level 
oflhe genus, a finer taxonomic division than the famil y. 56Reports of both new analyses 
are m press. 

Paragraph 13 
258Hoffman 's arguments do not rule out the possibiJity that extraterrestrial influences 
have shaped the history of li fe, 25beven if they make it unnecessary to suppose the 
celestial intrusions have been regular. 20010 applying various statistical criteria to Raup 
and Sepkoski 's data Hoffman found 26bthat the final stage of the Cretaceous consistently 
qualified as a mass extinction. 27The unmatched disruption of the biosphere that occurred 
then and the coincident iridium layer cont inue to make a powerful case for an isolated 
impact's having ended the reign of the dinosaurs . 
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Angier N. ( 1985) Did comets kill the dinosaurs? Time. May 6, 1985, 54-67. 

-l Did Comets Kill The Dinosaurs? 
o A bold new theory about mass extinct ion 

II ln the Evening around the Leuschner Observatory in Lafayette, Calif. , a few 
enterprising rattlesnakes slither out Ibto toast themselves on the asphalt parking lot, which 
retains the warmth of the sun long after the air has cooled. 2Tnside a 30-in. telescope 
begins a laborious computer-controlled search of the heavens, covering only a tiny patch 
of sky during the next six hour of darkness. 3 And the following day, at the nearby 
University ofCalifomia campus in Berkeley, Physicist Richard Muller, like a seer 
divining entrail s, scrutinises the new batch of video recordings from Lafayette . "He seeks 
a sign ofa dim star that many scienti sts think does not exist: Nemesis, the death star, a 
possible companion to the sun. 

5Some 400 miles to the southeast, atop snow-covered Mount Paiomar, Eugene 
Shoemaker, a geologist on leave from the U.S. Geological Survey. and his wife Carolyn, 
an asteroid astronomer, scurry around in the unheated dome of the I8-in. Schmidt 
telescope. 6aThey photograph the sky in four-minute exposures, 6'bunting for fast-moving 
objects against the background of the fixed stars. 7.S0 far their Palomar study has 
identified 25 asteroids that cross the earth 's orbit, "'ringing the known total to 60. 
81Asteroids like this, Sbthey think, SaconL have occasionally crashed into the earth with 
catastrophic consequences, sCand they strive to calculate how frequently these 
inopportune meetings occur. 

9These quests are all part of the controversy and ferment that have been bubbling through 
the scientific community since the rise of a spectacular new theory that attempts to 
explain the mass extinct ions - most notably the one in which the dinosaurs perished - that 
have punctuated the history of life on this planet . loaEvery 26 million years or so, IObthe 
theory holds, 103 coot. a rain of comets that lasts hundreds or thousands of centuries 
bombards the earth. 113The impact of some of the larger comets spews enough debris into 
the atmosphere IIbto block the sun for months . 121As the skies darken, 12bternperatures on 
the ground plummet 12cand the majorit y of existing plant and animal species perish. 

13Galvanised by this rad ical proposal, researchers are hunting for an agent that could 
explain the apparent clockwork regularity of the celestial barrages. 14aSome suggest 
14bthat a companion star to the sun periodically comes close enough 14<:10 nudge comets 
gravitationally out of their natural habitat- a cloud of comets that circles the sun fa r 
beyond the orbit of Piu to - 14dsending them hurtling towards earth. 15aOthers assign that 
role to Planet X, 15bwhile some insist 15Cthat the slow, bobbing ride of the sun and its 
planets around the Milky Way galaxy is responsible. 161Whatever the detail s. 16bdeclares 
Palaeontologist J John Sepkoski Jr . of the University of Chicago, 16cthe evidence for the 
periodic mass extinctions "very strongly implicates an extraterrestrial mechanism." 
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!7The revolution began with an unassuming element known as iridium, a rare and hard 
silvery-white meta l related to platinum and gold. !81 ]n the spring of 1977, Geologist 
Waiter Alvarez of the university of California, Berkeley, was carefully chiseling through 
the rocks outside Gubbio, a medieval Italian town, halfway between Florence and Rome, 
!8bseeking clues to continental drift . 19'Gubbio has lo ng been an appealing site to 
geologists and palaeontologists 19'>tJecause it s rocks provide a complete geological record 
of the critical boundary line between the end of the Cretaceous period, when the 
dinosaurs disappeared, and the Tertiary period, which followed it. 

20a As he chiseled, 20b Alvarez was struck by a configuration o( sediment layers, which 
resembled a sandwich in stone. lI The bottom or older layer consisted of Cretaceous 
limestone, which was full of tiny fossils . 2200 top was a second slice oflimestone. from 
the Tertiary period, almost devoid of fossils . 23Like other samples of rock from that era, it 
showed that the creatures alive during the late Cretaceous period had, by geological time 
scales, suddenly disappeared. 241n between the limestone layers was a dull red layer of 
clay about half an inch thick, first discovered by an Italian palaeontologist around 1960. 

2S Alvarez. his curiosity aroused, shipped samples orthe sediment back to his father Luis, 
a nobel-prizewinning physicist at the University of California, who had the clay analysed . 
26To everybody ' s surprise. it turned out to be 30 times as rich in iridium as normal rocks. 
::z7The BerkeJey team knew of only a few places where such hig h concentrations of the 
rare element might occur: in the eanh 's core, perhaps 2000 miles belowground; in 
e>..1raterrestrial objects like asteroids (ortheir fragments, meteors) and comets; or in the 
cosmic dust drifting to earth from a nearby supernova (exploding star). 28aThe core 
material seemed too deep to come to the surface. 28band further analysis ruled out a 
supernova as the source, l8cso father and son concluded l8dthat the iridium had been left 
by a giant asteroid hitting the earth at the end of the Cretaceous period. 

19The Alvarezes did not stop there. 30 Basing their ca lculations on the atmospheric 
consequences of the explosion of Krakatoa, they roughl y est imated how much dust the 
impact of the asteroid would have thrown into the atmosphere, how long sunlight would 
have been blocked from the earth ' s surface, and what kinds of life would have been the 
most gravely affected by the climatic changes. 3hThey decided 3!bthat plants, totally 
dependant on the sun for photosynthesis, and a variety of marine organisms would have 
died first , followed by the land animals highest on the food-chain, the dinosaurs. 
3lEventually the iridium-enriched debris, circulating around the world in the atmosphere, 
would have settled like a sprinkling of black snow over rnost of the globe. 33(1t was the 
Alvarezes ' theory that helped to shape the now familiar concept of nuclear winter.) 

34' Journeying to Denmark, another site where the Cretaceous geological record is 
complete, Waiter Alvarez gathered corroborating samples of iridium 34band received still 
more from colleagues working on a third site on the other side of the world, in New 
Zealand. 3sThe evidence seemed overwhelming. 3611n 1980 the Alvarez team finally 
published its results in the journal , Science. 36band stirred up some scientific debris of its 
own. 373Says Palaeontologist Leo Hickey, director of the Museum orNatural History at 
Yale: 3Th..'My first thought was this is one of Waiter' s practical jokes." 
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60~Other scientists, drawn into the fray by the Alvarez conjecture, have since suggested 
60bthat a large comet might have similar consequences. 6hLos Alamos Weapons Experts 
Stirling Colgate and Albert Petschek computed 61bt hat a comet six miles in diameter 
hitting the earth would have an effect 100,000 to 1 million times as great as a nuclear 
explosion, 61cand would blow a lOO-sq-mi hole in the atmosphere. 

62aSeveral researchers rushed forth to deny any extraterrestrial origins for the iridium, 
62battributing it first to a gradual process of sedimentation that concentdned the metal . 
63Later an old favorite was proposed - volcanic eruptions, which might have forced 
iridium from the mantle to the surface. 64The most recent naysayers ar~ Dartmouth 
Geologi sts Charles Officer and Charles Drake, who reported in Science on their studies of 
two other telltale elements in the boundary clay between the Cretaceous and Tertiary 
periods. 6SaThey found 6Sbthat the levels of arsenic and antimony correspond to decidedly 
terrestrial, not cosmic, concentrations. 

J80ne of the Alvarezes' staunchest critics has been Williarn Clemens, a palaeontologist at 
the University of California, BerkeJey. J9a After systematically sampling parts of the 
eastern Montana area, J9bhe declared J9cthat the layer of iridium and the bones of the last 

o 0 dO ,39d h 0 fuI 0 4O'B od survlvmg mosaur were too lar apart to 5 are any meanmg connection. eSI es, 
4tlbhe asked, 40a oont. why should the mammals have survived any Cretaceous catastrophe? 
41aSays he: 41b'1f you' re going to have a nuclear winter killing off the dinosaurs, 4lcwhy 
didn't it kill off everything else?" 

42Nonetheless, the evidence in favour of an impact was rapidly accumulating. 430ther 
geologists uncovered similar iridium deposits just above Cretaceous rock beneath the 
floor of the Atlantic Ocean and under the Raton basin in northeastern New Mexico. 
44Additional ana1ysis showed that the samples contained ratios of gold and platinum 
nearly identical to those found in meteorites . 4SPurthermore, other sediment layers 
containing abnonnally high amounts of iridium were di scovered under both the Carribean 
Sea and the Gulf of Mexico; 46these layers were deposited around the time of a smaller 
mass extinction that occurred more than 30 million years ago, at the end of the Eocene 
epoch. 471n addition to the iridium anomaly, the sediments harbored microscopic balls of 
glass called microtectites, which form in rock when something hits it with great force 
further evidence of a major collision. 48Yet investigators continued to regard the findings 
from the two time periods as being no more related than, say, separate automobile 
accidents in Des Moines and Miami. 49aExplains Waiter Alvarez: 4S1b"lt seemed to 
everybody involved that extinctions and impact should be random in time." 

~OaThat impression began to change in 1983, sObwhen Sepkoski and a colleague, 
Palaeontologist David Raup of the Universit:y of Chicago, presented a paper in Flagstaff, 
Ariz., at a symposium on mass extinct ions. S The pair had examined data on marine 
organisms that had become extinct over the past 250 million years, a list of about 3,500 
fam ilies that included an estimated quarterofa million species. 

513.Through intricate stati stical gymnastics, the two scientists found 52bthat most of the 
dyings fell into as many as a dozen events of varying severity, some of which had 
previously gone unrecognised as being mass extinctions at all . SJaThen the kicker: SJbthe 
catastrophes were separated by periods of26 million years . s43Though many scientists 
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were skepticai , 54bthe Chicagoans did receive crucial support from one expert. 55aErle 
Kauffman, a paleobiologist at the University of Colorado in Boulder, announced 5Sbthat 
he had used advanced radiometric techniques 55cto date fossi ls from a handful of midsize 
extinct ions in the Cretaceous period 55dand found them 'Seta be, yes, 26 million years 
apart. 

56The implications were compelling, 57No earthly phenomena, no Vesuvian eruptions, no 
swelling seas, no ice ages could explain the regularity. 58E~es turned heavenward. 59aAs 

Raup and Sepkoski declared in their paper on the subject , 9bHWe ravor extraterrestrial 
causes". 
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Matthews, Robert (1999) Why dinosaurs won ' t go away. Mail QndGuardian. November 
5 to 11 , 1999, 23 . 

hDiscQvering the fate of dinosaurs is the hot topic in palaeontology right now - Ibat least , 
it is among those who don't see it as another source oftrivialisation of their subject. 2The 
fact that no single, sure-fire way has been found to get rid of dinosaurs is perhaps the 
most telling tribute science has yet paid them. 

JHardly a week goes by without some new theory for zapping the dinosaurs hi~jng the 
Ilt:<tulines. 4A few years back, it was death by volcanic eruption. 5~By throwing hUfbe 
amounts of dust into the atmosphere, these could have blotted Qut the sun' s light , killing 
vegetation 5cand thus trashing the food chain. 6Since then we have had death by genetic 
changes, death by continental break-up, and, most famously, death by meteor impact. 7 An 
impact between a very big rock and a hard place at something like 96 OOOkph, unleashing 
the violence of 10-million hydrogen bombs. SaThat ought to have sorted the big oafs out, 
8byou would think. 9But no. 

IOaMost right-thinking palaeontologists toda
6c 

do not believe (IOb)that even this 
monumental impact was enough, by itself, I cto knock T-rex off his perch. 1l1nstead, they 
subscribe to the theory of death by al l of the above: a multiple-whammy of volcanic 
eruptions, genetic and geological changes - with a meteor-impact chaser. 

12 Academics would naturally prefer that the explanation of the extinction of the dinosaurs 
were simple. 13lndeed, there are those who insist there is only one explanation (namely 
their own). J4Sut there is one last, humungous fact standing in the way of all one shot 
kills all theories. 

J5Dinosaurs were the dominant life form on this planet for 160-miJlion years. 16 During 
that time - 40 times longer than anything approaching humans have been around
dinosaurs had seen it all. 17Climatic upheaval, shifting continents, volcanic eruptions 
meteor impacts? 18aSeen there, 18bsurvived that. I~Only the incredibly rare event of 
several global catastrophes striking all at the same time could finally do the dinosaurs in. 
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Popular Science: Mail & Guardian 

Why dinosaurs won't go away 
Dinosaurs were vicious, stupid and doomed. Why 
then, asks Robert M atth e w s do the terrible 
lizards still!ascinate us rrwre than 65-m illion 
years after they were wipedI rom Earth? 

L
oud. """,less .nd likely 10 
bite your IIeacI otr. dlnosaW'S 
we,. JU51 made for a SIIC' 
cessfulllSht emertalnment 

$how. And thus it has proved, with 
audiences of J3·milUolI pillS 
w.tchinll Ih BBC'. Wo/klns with 
Dinostlurs Hrl". now ,how!nB 011 
Sollth AfrlcoolI television. 

The~U;tNlllhastl.ken the 
BBC 10 Ion& to ruJl .. the.1lIIleJ>ce. 
boosUllllbUll1es 0( dllMUW'L For 

- If there Is one~tITe wlY of 11"1, 
tin&: miJlklna 0( people to drop ... 'ha\. 
ever they .... dol .... .and come run· 
nine. it Is by brin&lnl T·ru and his 
\'rien<b up ~ and I*"Qnal. 

Just_ S\eYen SpleIbeq: his J!193 
spectIcUlIT Jur1:1l:fk Po,* made him 
"-'" than S3SOomWlon. And he was 
only daml WNI that Victorian arch· 
populoLrlst. Sir Arthur Co ...... l)Qyl~. 
had done with the original d mosaur 
blockbuster. Th.l.J»1 Won d. I1 III 
Ill!clnation that tranIomcb cullllre5. 
The 1954 rum GodzUla: KIn" 0/ /hI 
Mon.su:rs was a ImlIsh in both Japan 
and. the ~ Statet-and ... -ned 
no fewa-tlwlltsequel$. 

The Brltbh .... p.rllc-ullrly In 
thr.lIto the beasts: Ju .... ssU: Pari: 
made DlO ... thall t41·millloll OV<!r 
u--.. Bul u.n the Srotbh ~ also 
the ftnI; to IeIlrn the ...... 1\I1 truth thal 
ItW lIN '1 the comtreot all dmODll' 
n .. : th.t despit" what w" miKhl 
think. h~ ara nOl TIle Greatest 
Cn!atUf'lll TI\IIt H ...... Ever Lived. 

The tIrst hints or this humiliating 
Il1tle fact .urfac:.d .OOul 300 rears 
aeo- Someone In OKfonbhlredug up 
• hu~ bony ob)eet " .. hlch ended lip 
In the possenlon of a Prore5.S0r 
RQberI Plot or OxfOrd University: 

'MM lpecimen bore _umUar-
1'* to the lea bone 0(. COW _ but 
JudJitc by lIS .~ • ww whose ud· 
d"r could only !la ,..ched via" 
itepladder. Un.ble 10 come 10.any 
...... bleconduslon. ~PkIt 
came to.n un ....... n.bl. on.: the 
bone bad come from a lon&·dead 
hum.n p.nl. Which I, Iwo-thlrds 
correct_and \he bit he &ot Wnlll6ls 
IdUns. 

For the .uumpUon thalthe 
bone mUll be human i, a 
stral,ht.lIn, d,duo:.Uon 
from the .uumpllon 
Ihal humin, hlye 

beell .• nd .lwI)'1: ha"" been. the 
greatest. 

Not untillhl! 19th cenlul;\ when 
enlire .keIeto ... had beIm UONl1hed 
from many sltcs.CI'OI$ EW'Ope. did 
the truth bocom.l~pable. 

Some Umeln the dlllant pUt. 
co losul replU ... hid r.mp.ged 
across Brttaln. By llJ41 th_ mono 
sters had been &I~n th.t m05t fa· 
moulof 1&:I:onomlo:. monlkera: dl· 
nogur. from !ha OI'Mk for terrible .-The f'O!Wlatlon 0( thelrexi5tenc:e 
came with. rider. they don't nisi. 
anymonl. Like Pwcy Sh.dW. Ozy. 
man4Ia$,.un-o ............. ~tJ:y 
once-powerl'Ul .nd IIno:.hlUen,ed 
ntlen of the worid _ and now they 

~"'~ Eyolutlon.ry biologist SUlphen 
Jay Gould bas .rguod thal the fact. 
that they are 00 \onaet' art)Wld lJe$al 
the bean of their .~. Attempt\n¥ 
to explam our ra.clnatlon. he wrttes: 
"I know 01 no better respoIUMlthan 
!he epitome ~ by I ]IIIIyd>oIo. 
gist collPcue: biB. f1en:e. extlnct_ 
m otl\et' """X'dI, auurlnaJy ICar}\ bul 
sulJid,ently safe. " 

In truth. of couru, f.r mOnl 
attention ha, been d"yoled 10 un· 
ravelling Ih"lICl,ne. or dlnouurs 
than to undcrsWldinl their place m 
ourconsc ...... ..-. 

AI the Amerlc.n Kholar WJT 
Much~U put It: "Whal wedo not yet 
understand Is the c;ultllMli I\met.lon or 
the dinosaur. lIS ItranJe. clwneleon· 
U1<e S!.at\lS U.lClenllflc wonder. 
a chl!dren'I toy •• corporate 
logo •• voractou. monSler • 
a civic mOnUmenl .• nd 
a synonym for ob&oI& 
.:en""." 11'1 Ihe 1111 
of u- rol.o that 
seems 10 

".,.ID. t world< The aac'a I . ri_ W.lki"'ll with DlnD,.. ...... bting . 
T· ... _ nd IMa i,l.ndM", "ID_ .. nd ... .-.-, 

represent. paradOll _ \\'hy should 
dill<>Sa...,.. rem.tn 1(1 popular when 
!hey Itn! fnoquenUy Used., a symbol 

01 faUureto.dapt? 
"To be caUed I 

dlllQN.llr ill a rapId 
ly ch.n.ln,. COrn · 
pelltlve market 
etonOm)' Is hard 
ly. pn$Cl'lpUon 

"'Ittrao:.\lv, . 
n""'~ notlll 

MltchelL 
If the 

.ppeal of 
dlnosaun 
Is tied up 

wllh Ihe 
uJulary Im· 
a,. of ra w 

pOwOT sudden· 
Iy UUl'lBUlshed, 

then the m.kers 
or Wolkf1l6 with Di· 

_17 haYG hit the nail 
on the bead .• parln, no 
_tonr-USto 

bad! the ll'iumph...:l 
lra,edr 0( tbe ler' -..,.".--_ .... 

It does not mill· 

An example Is 
the episode about ma· 

rin. din05IUTl. Wh.1I il 
Started. no doubt mo.t or the mll· 
lions tunin& In fell ilt.1n the knowl· 
edp tltat T·rel\ wu the bl.aest car· 
nNont __ -' on FArth. 'N!1h1n the 

Iirst 60 MCOnds. they had been spe<>-

tacularly dl$abused of th .. no\lon . 
'Jhtoy _!ha d&ntlseo( _ hlpless 
little be<lchoombm,dlnosaur In the 
Z70anjawsof llopleuroclon.1hI! a-oc 
od\le from hell. The *,,1 d"""ed IU; 
vid;m like a bit 0( IUlhi before \'!IJ1 

l.bIn, back boneath the "'·a ...... 
\\eighlllB more than 100 10111. Uo 

pll=vdm. really Is the largest carn1 
vore the woOd has eIo'Cr JeeI'1 _ and 
mat- peaT....., blklike \he "before" 
IricNTe In a body.bWld!n&~ 

You CilII almott lieu the oouncI 0( 
mouldln, m.chlnN crankln, Inlo 
action In China n&ht ........ U'yin& to 
catch the Chrlltm" dem.nd for 
pta:stk llopleurodonl. 

Inev;t.bly. lhe .... ,.lhoH who 
think thal Ihe makers of the aerles 
have lOne over the top with all the 
flashy animatronlcl, computer 1'f'lIP/l. 
Ics and exotic locations. Hardly h,d 
the show becun m Brltam INn .CII· 
demla! """"' 1IartI.>" to roll tlIeIre)'llS 
at SOlD<! or the florid Att..,bon>ugh. 
.,.., In Krume1ll BranIt&h'1 vok:eo\-w. 

It il' criticism thll Hriel PNl
ducer Tim Halnell _ .. typl<;al of 

ICIIIIemIcI "'ho can't..., tlM wood fOr' 
the members 0( the &mill LarIJt.. 

Yes.. d: couratl.re iIl..,.".,_ 
-"<m the imqary on ."..",tdm.i .. 
HaIncs. Dllt sdmlbts do 1I0t _ .and 
perhaps.,.,.,.. wtlI_krlOf/ I!\'tl'YIhIn& 
about dlnosaurs. SO ahoIIkI_ au sit 
quil!tly unUlIhe Oradgrlndl d .cad· 
erne decide when wellhOllld boper· 
milled 10 be thrilled? 

Haln" can eaU on Impr.hlve 
a(2dcmic support for his comentlol1 
In the middle d the laIt century the 
emlnan Victorian naNralbt Rk:hanI 
Owm. the man who coined the "'wo! 
dl"" ... nu; b.:I • obot .. reawtll1& the 
mons"'" 0( .. hlch only bones had 
bom. b.md. HillifH;bI_mock
U~ ....... Il001'1 shown to be .d.n· 
tificaIly In.accuMt.te - but Ihcy (l'R1' 

edl~",htch~t ... to 
this da" Shown .t the O .... t Exhibl' 

lion or 1851. U.cy drew hup:! CJ'O\<.'ds. 
ilnd..mm made \he JIiIIlGI or the /11/4> 
1TUl«i Leo"*'" ~WIi. which n!'pOrted 
how • <lliIner party had been held In 
\he hol)(r., bodyol an ~ 
Pn1"essloPIol~g may 

WInce al $1>d'I "-l,1li15. but t~ fact \$ 
Ibal It lithe Y\lllnlan model' or 
fI&htin, drno.aun ~I br1nlln the 
dO$h at the m"$ellm! where lhey 
work - nOI Ille cabinets of bone 
,h"" 

BUllhere \s ."Glher realOn for 
constantly piayin; up U\o monunlCTl· 
tal $i2e and po\WT or db>OSaU/'J. At a 
tin", when bouCfant.ha!red men wlU> 
bnoces call tl1oemal'o'l!l muuno( the 
unlYm"se, itseems lmporU/lllO know 
wha!. \he ...aIlhln$lookai 1lI<e_ and 
to ""lI1der "'I\at did for Ihc!m. 
D~in81he r.leol dmo.un 

is \he bot IOpk: In palMonlOlosY riaht 
!KIW_alleul. It lsamoll8 u...mo 
don"t SH> it at a"Olbn IOUrc, of 
trlvlallsat;on or their subject. ThtI 
fact that no slnpe, Iun-ftre -I,'J has 
yet boon found 10 set rid. 01 o;!!n.c,..ws 
is perhaps the mOlllelUn, tribute 
science has ye\ paid u..m. 

Hardly a week ,on by without 
~ome new theory for upplnlthe 
dinosaurs hllllnl the hOlldllneL A 
few years back. a ravourlte theory 
WIl$ de;ith by volcanic eruption. 8y 
IhrowIng huce amounts d: dust into 
Ihe atm,,~phere. theM could ha\-.., 
blotted out the lun·IUShI. ktUlnl 
"....,wion and th\J$ tr'1lShlnI a. b;Id 
chain. SlllCethen ..... w. hIId death 
by I'!lIl!tic chanps. dulh by contJ. 
~I.al bnak·up. and . ..-. fOlJllOUllJ. 
_th 11)' mell10r Imp"ct. An Jm~d 
bet",......, a ""I'Y bl:l nICk .and • hU'I1 
pla<:3> at SOIIII'lhlng IIlce 96 00lkph. \Ill ' 
le .... hllll the \'Iolenco of 100mllll0l1 
h,'drogen bombL That ouehl ION'''' 
sorled Ihe big oaf. 0111. you wOllld 
Uun1<. BUIII!>. 

M","I r;glu·thlnlr.in, p.lI,eon 
toloHIII. tod.y do nOI be 
Ue\'C th.t e\'ell thll monu 

m""ta\ unjl&C\ "'U ."ou;h. by 11Rlf. 
to knock T·IU off hls perch, IniINd. 
they Iubscribe to the UleoI'y 01 dNth 
bJ.' alld tlM iIlxn't! a multlp ..... t..m 
my of ~,olcanic eruptions. aenetk 
.lId geological chlng .. _ with. 
meteor·Un~ch.aser 

Academics ",,'ould naturally pre· 
rer thal the l:<plan"lon af the ex 
llnct.ion of the dm.,..,...,.. ""'ere lim 
pie. indeed. them IU1IIl.W thOle .... hI! 
Insist lhere 10 only one ,xplan"lon 
(namely. their own). Blit then~ Is one 
la5\. hwnunll'JUll fact 5UUldlnc m the 
"'ay of all one-lIhot.kUJo.allIheorIes. 

Du..- ...... "'"en !he dOnllnant ut. 
form on this planet for 160·mllllon 
)'eat'S. Ourtnl thIIt tlmo _ to times 
ionp!rthanallytltln&~h'" 

mans ""'" bom arouncI_ d.\noNIun 
hIId seen it alL aunaoc ~ shl/I. 
ing conll""nll. volCllnlceruptkm .. 
meteor impacts? Seen \hero!, swvMd 
that. Only the tJ>CnldlbIy ..... ewnl 01 
~ClObelCII~strtklntIaU 
althe 5aml! lime could ftn.II1Iy do the 
dlnosaun in 

No doubl lhe Walkill, with 
Dinosaur.! team hlllOt some JpeC
tAculAr I~clal effectt lined liP 10 
showlhat the fate of terrlbla IIu.n1I 
we .uitably terrible!. Nodoubt It will 
make IIOJTIeK.1ldemlc ,",he. But for 
the reO! of 1I •• 1t " '111 allow u. 10 
savour the 1\rtaI. thrUI1n&!rIuon In 
our Il!iauonship With ~ kIIlI-..s 
man~I"'" their t1rNdl\lI\*Iiumony 
that.. In the md. ", .. ',. all deed. 

0UdI KtI/Idns ... ullDiIo .... "rs"'" 
SABC3011 Sundays at '-JOpm 
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Children's Science: All about Dinosaurs 

Benton, Mike (1990) All A bout Dillosaurs Kingfisher: London, 42-43 . 

'What happened? 

2Sixty-six million years ago, the dinosaurs died out. 3We are not sure why this happened. 

4aAt one time, scientists thought that 4bthe early mammals ate the"dinosaurs ' eggs. 5aBut 
dinosaurs laid a lot of eggs 5band their eggs were big. 6S0 how cOuld those little mammals 
have eaten all of the eggs? 

1 Another idea is that the weather got colder and the dinosaurs could not survive through 
the icy winters. SBut this change of climate may have taken thousands Of millions of 
years. 9S0 why didn't the dinosaurs get used to the cold? 

lOa Some scientists think that iOba giant meteorite ten kilometres wide fell from space 
IOcand hit our planet . I laThe great explosion sent clouds of dust around the Earth IIband 
many animals died out within a few days. 

12But crocodiles, frogs, birds and mammals did not die out. IlThese animals are still here 
today. 

14aNo one knows which is the right answer. 



W~at~appened1 
Sixty-six million years ago, 
the dinosaurs died out, We 
are not sure why this happened, 

At one time, scientists thought 
that the early mammals ate the 
dinosaurs' eggs, But dinosaurs 
laid lots of eggs and their eggs 
were big, So how could those 
little mammals have eaten all 
of the eggsr 

Another idea is that the 
weather got colder and the 
dinosaurs could not survive 
through the icy winters, But 
this change of climate may have 
taken thousands or millions of 
years, So why didn't the 
dinosaurs get used to the coldr 

Some scientists think that a 
giant meteorite ten kilometres 
wide fell from space and hit our 
planet, The great explosion sent 
clouds of dust around the Earth 
and many animals died out 
within a few days, 

But crocodiles, frogs, birds and 
mammals did not die out, These 
animals are still here today, 

No one knows which is the right 
answer, 
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Children 's Science: DK Picturepedia 

DK Direct Limited (ed.) (1993) The Darling Kindersley Picturepedia: Dinosaurs. 
Darling Kindersley: London, 46-47. 

1 Death of the Dinosaurs 
2We can tell how old dinosaur fossils are lb by looking at the age of the rock they were 
found in. JaFrom this, we know that 3bthe last of the dinosaurs died out about 65 million 
years ago. 48ul we can only guess why thi s happened . 5~Perhaps a huge disaster wiped 
out all the dinosaurs in one go, 5bor they may have become extinct over a very long time. 

6RoCk Solid Proof 
7The rock on the Earth 's surface is formed in layers. saThe deeper the layer, 8hthe older 
the rock . ~o dinosaur fossi l has been found above the layer that formed 6S million years 
ago. IDrhis proves the last dinosaurs died this long ago. 

IlFrom O uter Space 
12aSome scientists believe that llba huge asteroid crashed into the Earth at the end of the 
Cretaceous Period. I)Possible evidence for this has been found in Central America in 
Yucatan. l+rhe huge impact of the asteroid could have spelled doom for the dinosaurs. 

(arrow pointing to picture of asteroid going towards Earth) 
15The asteroid may have hurtled towards Earth at about 241 ,350 kilometres per hour. 

16\Vhat a hole 
171Scientists now think 17ban asteroid hit Earth at the end of the Cretaceous period, 
17Cmaking a crater in Yucatan that was 180 kilometres wide. 18This photo shows a similar 
crater that was made by an asteroid in Arizona. 

19Finding Proof 
20aThe asteroid crushed rock in the Earth's surface 20bas it hit Yucatan. 21 Shocked quartz 
has been found at the crater site. 22lridium is a rare metal, found in asteroids. 23There are 
high levels of iridium in the rock that contains the last dinosaur fossils . 

(arrow pointing 10 illustration of asteroid hilting Earth) 
24The disaster would have set offa chain reaction. 251400 million, million tonnes of rock 
and dust blocked out the Sun' s light 2'band the temperature dropped to _10°C. 26Acid rain 
fell on the dinosaurs. 

27SIow change 
28Dinosaurs may not have disa~~eared overnight. 293The world 's climate could have 
cooled over millions of years, 9 slowly killing ofT the dinosaurs. 3~ew plants grew in 
this coJder climate. liThe warm jungles that covered most of the dinosaurs' world slowly 
turned into cooler forests. 



What a Hole 
Scienti~ts now think an 
asteroid hit Earth at ilie 
end of ilie Cretaceous 
Period, making a crater 
in Yucatan iliat was 1~~ 
Kilometres wide, Tills 
photo shows a similar 
crater iliat was made by 
an asteroid in Arizona, 

T~ d~aster would nave set off a cnain 
reaction, 4~~ million) million tonnes of 
rock and dust oloc~d out ~ Sun's l~nt 
and t~ temperature dropped to ·1 ~oC, 
Acid rain fell on tile dinosaurs, 

The Survivors 
Life on Earth did not 
end wiili ilie deaili of 
ilie dino~aurs, Bird~, 
marnmcls, repilles and 
omphlbians are ~ome 
of ilie animcl ~roups 
iliat mrvived, and are 
still around today, 



,,2Wild guesses 

Appendix : page 41 
Children's Science: DK Picturepedia 

;\3Many theories try to explain the death of the dinosaurs. 34Some are more unlikely than 
others! 3:1perhaps peckish mammals ate their eggs. 3GOr perhaps the dinosaurs were 
poisoned by new, nasty p lants. 37B ut no single theory can explain w hat rea ll y happened. 

" Th . c survivors 
39Life on Earth did not end w ith the death of the dinosaurs. 40aBirds, mammals, r~pti1es 
and amphibians are some of tile animal groups that survived, 40band are still around today. 
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~---------------------------- "'" .).>\'. \ ~ . . ~. 
IV' ,. " 

I NDEX 

A 
Africa 14, 15 
Albcrlosourus 29 
Allosourus 29 , 38 
America 14 
ancestor 8,39 
onkylosourid 30 
Ankylosourus 30 
Apatosaurus 22 
Archaeoplcryx 45 
armour 30 
armol'Ure 19 
arthritis 37 
Asia 14, 15 
asteroid 46 
Ausuolio 14, IS 

B 
Bogoceratops 39 
Barosaurus 14, :20, 22- 23 
BOI),onyx 10- 11 
Bovarisaurus 26 
beak 24,25 , 37 , 41,44 
bird 6 , 33, 45 
bird-hipped 9, 24 
blood 20 
body temperature 39 
bone plates 30 
Brochiosaurus 14, 20- 21 , 

22 , 38 
brain 2i , 28, 32-33 
Buckland. Wiilliom 11 

c 
Camarasourus 22 
cannibal 29 
carnivore 30 
comosour 28 
Centrosaurus 39 
cerotopians 39 
Ceratosaurus 9, 29, 39 
China 12 
claw 26 
climate 10, 23 , 47 
Coelophysis 29 
cold-blooded 39 
Compsognaihus 9, 26, 

38, 39 
conifer 23 
Corythosourus 21, 34-35 
Cretoceous 8, 9, 10, 11,14, 

42 , 43, 46 
Crusofontio 6 
CryptocJidus 43 
cycad 23 

D 
Deinonychus 7, 21, 26-27 
Dilophosaurus S, 29 
Dimorphodon 44-45 
Diplodocus 9, IS, 31 
dragon 12 
drogonfly 10 
dromoeosourid 26 
Dromaeosaurus 26 
duckbill 28, 34, 35 , 37 

E 
Edmomosourus 25 
egg 6, 36, 41 
Elosmosaurus 43 
England 10 
EuopJocephoJus 9, 30-3 1 
Eurhinosaurus 43 
extinction 43,46,47 

F 
femur 13 
fern 23, 24 
fish 6, 10, 11 , 44 
flowers 11,25 
footprints 17, 41 
fossi l 10, 11, 12, l4, 15,16, 

17, 18, 19,21 , 30,36,42, 
45,46,47 

G 
Gallimimus 40- 41 
gastfoliths 22 

H 
hadrosaur 21, 28 
hatchling 37 
hean 20 
Herrerasaurus 8 
Heterodontosaurus 8, 25 
hibernation 15 
horsetail 24 
HyJaeosourus 30 
Hypsilophodon 15,21 , 25, 

31, 40 

I 
Jchthyosaurus 42, 43 
Iguanodon 9, 24, 31 , 34, 37 
ilium 13 
iridium 47 
ischium 13 

J 
jaws 11 , 24, 25, 28, 30, 39 
jungle 10,47 
Jurassic 8,14,24,38, 

42, 43 

49 

K 
KelllroSQurus IS 

L 
Logosuchus 8 
Lambcosaurus 35 
lizard 13 
lizard-hipped 9, 13 
Longisquama 45 
lungs 19,20 

M 
Maiasaura 19, 36-37 
Mamenchisaurus 22 
mammal 6, 33, 39 
Megalosaurus 12- 13 
migrOtioll 15 
monkey puzzle tree 25 
muscles 20, 41, 44 

N 
nesting site 19, 36, 37 
nothosaur 42 
Nothosaurus 42 

o 
Ornitho!estes 8 
Oviraptor 37 
Owen, Richard 12, 13 

p 
Pochycepbalosourus 7, 
34 

Parasaurolophus 35 
Peloneustes 6 
Pistosaurus 42 
placodoOl 42 
Placodus 42 
Planocephalosourus 6 
Plateosaurus 8, 14 
plesiosaur 42, 43 
Pliosaurus 42 -43 
predator 21,3 1, 35,42 
Prowceratops 39 
Pteranodon 44 
Pterodaustro 45 
pterosaur 44, 45 
pubis 13 

Q 
Quetzalcoatlus 44 

R 
reptile 6, 7, 8, 22 , 28, 

33 , 42 , 43, 44 , 45 
ribcage 19, 20 

s 
SaJtasaurus 9 
Saurolophus 35 
souropod 20, 21 , 22, 23, 

24 ,37, 40 
scale 6 
Scaphognmhus 6 
ScoJosaurus 21 
shocked quarLZ 47 
skin 17, 21 
skull 27, 28,31,43 
small intestine 20 
snail 11 
Sauth Pole 15 
spike 31 
spine 20,31 
S!egosaurus 6, 9,31, 32-33 

. Stenonychosourus 26 , 32 
stomach 19,20,22,29 
'Supersaurus' 38 

T 
tail 20,30,31, 33 
tail club 30 
Tanystrapheus 6 
Tarbasaurus 29 
teeth 22 , 24, 25, 28, 29, 

30, 44 
Tenontasaurus 27 
thumb claw 24, 31 
Triadobatrachus 6 
Triassic 8, 14, 42 , 45 
Triceratops 6-i, 9,14,3 1, 

39, 41 
Troodon 32 
Tuojiangosourus 15 
turtle 

Archelon 43 
Leatherback 43 
Sea 43 

Tyrannosaurus rex 7,8, 9, 
28-29 , 30 

v 
vegetarian 22 , 25 
Velaciraptor 26 

W 
worm-blooded 39 
windpipe 34 
wingspan 44 

y 
Yucatan 46,47 
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GLOSSARY 
Asteroid A rock or metal 
object that orbits the Sun 
like a planet. 

Bird-hipped Bird-hipped 
dinosaurs hod hips rather 
like birds. The dinosaurs in 
this group were vegetarians. 

Carnivore An animal 
thar eats the flesh of 
another animol. 

CarnosaUf A big 
meat~ating theropod. 

Cold-blooded Animals 
which depend on the Sun's 
heat to keep their body 
temperorure level are 
'cold-blooded', 

Conifer A tree with cones, 
for example Q pine or frr. 

Cretaceous The last 
period of the dinosaur age. 
It stoned about 140 million 
years ago, and ended about 
65 million years ago. 

Cyeed A stlJmpy plant 
similar to a palm tree, which 
wos very common during 
lhe dinosaur age. 

Acknowledgements 

Dinosaur A reptile that 
lived on land ond walked 
with legs tucked underneath 
its body. The dinosaurs 
appeared in the T riassic 
Period. The last dinosaurs 
disappeared at the end of 
the C retaceous Period. 

Evolve All living things 
evolve over time. They 
change very slowly over a 
series of generations, to 
adapt to their environment. 

Extinction The death of 
a whole group, or species, 
of animals. 

Fossil The preserved 
remains of something that 
was once alive. 

Gastrolith A stone 
swallowed to pound up food 
inside a dinosaur's stomach. 

Hibernatio n Some animals 
fall into 0 deep sleep during 
the cold winter months to 
save energy. This is called 
hibernation. 

Ichthyosaur A swimming 
reptile, very well adapted to 
life at sea. 

P ictur e C r edi ts 

Iridium A rare chemical 
element, found in meteorites 
and in the core of the Earth. 

J urassic The middle period 
of the dinosaur age. It 
stoned about 200 million 
years ago and ended about 
140 million years ago. 

Lizard-hipped 
Lizord-hipped dinosaurs 
had hips rather like those 
of modern lizards. The 
group included vegetarians 
and meat-eaters. It was 
one of the two main 
dinosaur groups. 

Mammal Mammals ore 
warm-blooded. They 
breathe air and feed their 
babies on milk. During the 
dinosaur age, all mammals 
were very small. 

Migration The regular 
movement of animals from 
one place to another to find 
food or escape cold weather. 

Placodont A rurtle-like 
reptile of the Triassic seas. 

P lesiosaur A sea reptile 
that used flippers to swim. 

Pterosaur A flying reptile 
thm lived at the some time 
as ,the dinosaurs, but was 
not 0 dinosaur. 

Reptile A cold-blooded, 
egg-laying animal, 
covered with scales. Some 
prehistoric reptiles may 
have been warm-blooded, 
like the flying pterosaurs. 

Sauropod Long-necked 
and long-toiled giant of 
the Jurossic and Cretaceous 
Periods. 

Theropod A meat-eating, 
lizard-hipped dinosaur. 
Most theropods SIOod 
upright on two legs. 

T riassic The first part 
of the dinosaur age. It 
lasted from about 245 to 
200 million years ago. 
The first dinosaurs 
c\'olved during the 
Triassic Period. 

Warm-blooded Animals 
thm can control their body 
temperature inside their 
bodies, without depending 
on the Sun for constant 
heat, are warm-blooded. 
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P-AfI~G-T'i U*R(j') EY-P~E.:D ~ I"A 
NOTE TO PARENTS 

This book is part of PICTUREPEDIA, a completely 
new kind of information series for children. 

Its unique combination of picruIes and words 
encourages children to use their eyes to d iscover and 
explore the world, while introducing them to a wealth 

of basic knowledge. Clear, straightforward text 
explains each picture thoroughly and provides 

additional information about the topic. 

'Looking it up' becomes an easy task with 
PICTUREPEDIA, an ideal first reference for all rypes of 

schoolwork. Because PICTUREPEDIA is also entertaining, 
children will enjoy reading its words and looking 

at its picmres over and over again. You can encourage 
and stimulate further inquiry by helping your child 

pose simple questions for the whole family to 
'look up' and answer together . 
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lohnson, l inny (1996) Prehistoric Life London: Marshall Publishing Ltd., 22-23 . 

'What went wrong? 
2aWhen dinosaurs became extinct at the end of the Cretaceous period, 65 million years 
ago , 2bSO did a number of other groups, such as pterosaurs, marine plesiosaurs and many 
tiny forms of sea life (plankton). 3Bu1 not a1l living things were affected . 4Fish, 
crocodi les, turtles, birds, mammals and most flowering plants managed to survive 
unchanged. . 

53Secause these extinctions happened 65 million years ago, 5bno on~ knows whether they 
took place over several hundred thousand years, a few thousand years or within a century. 
6aSome scientists think that 6bd inosaurs, and other groups that became extinct, were 
becoming less numerous and varied for several million years before the final extinction. 
7aThey believe that 7bthe climate may have become cooler, 7cperhaps because the seas 
were draining back from the continents 7dand because the many volcanic eruptions at the 
time were throwing up great quantities of dust into the atmosphere. 

Captions of 3 illustrations on page 22: 
8The huge impact of a large meteorite would have caused earthquakes and tidal waves as 
well as dust fallout . 

9The Yucatan area of Mexico may have been the site of the meteorite impact. 

IOThis meteorite crater is 1.2 kilometres wide. l iThe Cretaceous meteorite could have 
made a crater 150 times this size. 

I2Meteorite impact 
13Sut there is al so evidence that a great meteorite, measuring some 9.5 kilometres across, 
struck the Earth at the time of the Cretaceous extinctions. 14A huge crater that could have 
been caused by such an impact has been found near the north coast of Mexico. 15Rocks 
all over the world laid down at that time contain unusual minerals which could have 
come from the material of the meteorite, thrown up into the atmosphere after the 
enormous impact. 

16aThis debris could have darkened the skies for many years, 16bcausing a long, cold 
winter. 17Many of the plants, both on land and in the sea, would have died from lack of 
light. l i Then the plant-eating dinosaurs died in their turn, followed by the carnivorous 
dinosaurs that ate them. 

19" Greenhouse effect" 
20aEven after the thicker dust had settled 20band the long winter ended, 2Oc:the atmosphere 
would st ill have contained a lot of finer dust from the rocks thrown up by the force of the 
impact. 211These would have caused what scientists caB a "greenhouse effect", 21bmaking 
the climate much hot.ter. 22These two climatic changes would have caused very rapid 
extinct ions, especially of larger animals that needed more food . 231t is possible that both 
groups of scientists are right and the dinosaurs were already becoming less successful 
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before their final end, announced by the fiery glow of a huge meteor streaking across the 
sky. 

Cap/ions Dj 3 illustrations 011 page 23: 
24This fossilised shell belonged to a squid like creature called an ammonite. 

250ther reptiles such as crocodiles, snakes and lizards, survived the extinction, as well as 
most insects, amphibians and mammals. 

:l6Many other groups disappeared as wel l as dinosaurs, including pterosaurs, plesiosaurs 
and other marine creatures such as ammonites. 
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Taylor, David. (1993) The Prehistoric World of the Dinosaurs: Tyrannosaurus Rex 
Boxtree: London, 26-29. 

IThe end of the Dinosaurs? 
2aAt the end of the age of the dinosaurs, an asteroid streaked out of space 2band coll ided 
with the Earth . 33The earth shuddered 3band great trees crashed to the ground . <laThe sun 
danced in the sky 4band then suddenl y was gone. 5aThe sky becapie black 5band there was 
the darkness of early night , 5~ut no moon or stars, just the glow of volcanoes. 6 And there 
was the smell of hot dust and burning. 

7aA great wall of sea water swept across the marsh and ferny land 7bleaving behind it the 
bodies of dead turtles fish and sharks. 8aSlowly the air grew colder sband gradually those 
creatures still alive began to die. 9aOnly the little scuttling mammals, that had been 
hiding underground when disaster struck, emerged from their holes 9bto root for food in 
the wasteland. 

ex. Illustration dead dinosaurs sharks and turtles and living mice in a devastated landscape 
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11 Asteroids are lumps ofrock in orbit round the sun. J:2There are literally millions of 
them, some no bigger than an apple, others 20kms in diameter. 13aShould the orbit of an " \3. " d h S 13, JJ"" " asteroid cross that of the Earth as It, too, moves aroun t e un, a co 15100 IS 

possible. 1411Because these pieces of space junk travel at about 80,000 kph, 14bthe effect of 
the impact is devastating. 15 An asteroid 100 metres in diameter would blast a crater 2 kms 
across and 100 metres deep - similar to the hole created by just speh an event 40,000 
years ago in Arizona, USA. 16~Asteroid s ] km across hit the Eru1h on average every 
100,000 yearsl6b while giant ones, 20km across> hit every 10 to.. 100 million years or so. 

~ illustration of an asteroid exploding and a large crater 

17The end of an era 
lhThere are many theories 18babout why the dinosaurs died out. 1911 All the alternative 
theories have their weak points, 19band the arguments continue. 20Some of the t.heories are 
as follows: 
I. 2hThe dinosaurs starved to death 21"because moth and butterfly caterpillars ate most 

of the vegetation 
2. 22The mammal s fed on dinosaur eggs 
3. 23 The dinosaurs were poisoned by some of the new kinds of plants that evolved. 
4 24Th "d " . ere was an epl emlC 
5. 25The graduaJ warming of the Earth caused cataracts that affected the eyes of the 

dinosaurs and blinded them. 
6. 26The dinosaurs died because of the intense radiation coming from outer space. 

27The dark of night 
2h There would have been an unimaginable explosion 28bas the asteroid landed 28cand was 
blown to smithereens. 29 A pall of dust would have been cast up into the atmosphere that 
would have persisted for months. lOaDarkness would have descended on the land 30band 
plant life, denied sunlight would have died, followed shortly by the animals that fed on it 
and, in turn> by the predators that fed on them. 

x llIustration with the caption: Did caterpillars eat all the vegetation? 

S Illustration with the caption: Did mammals like Megazastrodon eat the dinosaurs' eggs? 
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Biochemistry Practical Report: 
Column Chromatography 

A Russian botanist, Tswett, first used chromatography to describe the separation of coloured plant pigments 
on a column of alumina, hence the meaning of the word, "coloured writing." 
Chromatography is a technique used to separate compounds according 10 their size, shape, mass, charge, 
solubi li ty and absorption properties. There are many different types of chromatography, each of which 
separates compounds according to different physical properties. However, all types of chromatography 
involve interactions between 3 components: the mixture to be separated, the solid phase and the solvent. It is 
important to note that not all compounds behave as expected in theory, but tria l and error must be employed to 
find the best method fo r separating each type of compound. l 

Column chromatography is a common method for separating biochemical mixtures. Usually long. narrow 
columns are used since they show the highest reso lutions, but when large samples need to be fractionated, 
short. squat columns may be used to speed up the fractionation, and because they can hold greater quantities 
of sample. Columns are usually made of glass, but may also be made of plastic or steel. 

When pouring the column, it is filled to about one-third with the solvent. A slurry of the packing material is 
then carefully added by pouring down a glass rod to prevent air bubbles being trapped in the column. I It is 
allowed to senle before running off the excess solvent and the process is repeated until the column is the 
required height. The packing material must be thoroughly washed with the so lvent to remove excess particles 
which may run down with the sample to be fractionated and contaminate the results. The level of the solvent 
is kept just above that of the packing material 10 prevent it hardening in the column. 2 

The sample is then pipened onto the surface of the column taking care nOI to disturb the packing material. A 
test tube is placed be low the column and the tap at the base opened. More so lvent is pipened or syringed into 
the top of the column to ensure that as sample and solvent elute. the column is never left dry to harden. The 
lest tubes are replace periodically to ensure a spread of the molecules being separated and each fraction is 
analyzed and an elution profile prepared. 

Separation of serum proteins bv ion exchange chromatographY 

Ion exchange, which separates biochemical compounds on the basis of their charge, is one method of column 
chromatography. 

Resin beads, which have a very high charge density, are used for removing inorganic cations from water. 
However, they have a tendency to denature most proteins. Therefore porous matrices such as cellulose 
d~xtrans~ agarose or polyacrylamide, substituted with a low number of suitable isonable ~oups, are used fo; 
biochemIcal purposes so as to retain proteins. In this practical DEAE-cellulose is used. 2 

In DEA~-cellul~se, substituted quaternary .ammonium groups (diethylaminoethyl - CH2CH2N"'H(C
2
Hs)2 ) 

are chemlcall~ lmked to c~llulose fib res. Smce these groups have a positive charge they allow the DEAE
cellulose matrix to be a cation exchanger. 2 

diethyaminoethyl 

r 
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Different molecu les are removed from the co lumn by a ltering the ionic strength of the buffer passing through. 
This creates greater compet ition fo r the positively charged groups of the matr ix and re leases bound molecu les 
which have a negative charge. In thi s experiment increasing sa lt (NaCJ) concentratio ns are used in the e lution 
buffer creating a stepped sa lt gradient. 

A pparatus 

: tEAE-cellulose matrix (3 cm) in 20 cm x \ cm chromatography column 
Eluting buffer: 0.01 M sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) 
Eluting solutions: Elution buffer containing 0.1 M NaCI 

Elution buffer containing 0.2 M NaCI 
Elution buffer conta ining 0.3 M NaCI 

Sheep or bovine se rum 
Syr inges w ith rub ber tu bi ng attached 
Test tubes and test tube racks 
Wax pencil 
UV spectrophotometer & q uartz cuvenes 

M ethod 

The tap was opened to allow the eluting buffer to run out until it was about 0.5 cm above the bed surface. 
20 test tubes were numbered and marked to ho ld 3 ml. 0.5 ml serum was loaded onto the bed surface us ing a 
syringe with rubber tubing attached. the tap opened and test tube I placed beneath it. More eluting buffer was 
added to the bed surface to replace that wh ich came out with the sample at the bottom o f the column. 

When test tube I was filled to the 3 ml mark, it was replaced w ith test tube 2. As each test tube was removed 
it was ana lyzed for the prese nce of proteins with the spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 280 nm(U V Ii ght)3 . 
The eluting buffer was placed in a q uartz c uvette and the machine calibrated using it as a blank. W heneve r 
the absorba nce started to decline. a n eluting so lutio n wi th a greater saIl concentration was used to re lease 
more bound protein molecules. 

Res ults 

rab le " $£u.vino the absorbance of protein conta ined m the different fractions o f se rum usmg a 
meclroohotometer at a wavelength of280nm 

5amp!e Numbe r Absorbance Volume Eluted ( Oll) El uti on buffe r used fo r refe rence 
I ~3()W, 3 0.0 I M sodium nhosnhate 
2 Samnie missme 6 0.0 I M sodium~hos;;hate 
3 0.254 9 0.0 I M sodium phosohate 
4 0.297 12 0.0 I M sod ium phosphate with 0.1 M NaCI 
5 0.442 15 0.0 I M sod ium ohosohate with 0.1 M NaCI 
6 0.341 18 0.0 I M sod ium--;:;-hosr;hate with 0.1 M NaCI 
7 0.008 21 0.01 M sodium hosohate with 0.1 M NaCI 
8 -0.018 24 0.01 M sodium nhosohate with 0.1 M NaCI 
9 0.116 27 0.0 I M sodium nhosnhale with 0.2M NaCl 
10 0 .160 30 0.01 M sod ium phosphate with 0.2M NaCl 
11 0 .030 33 0.01 M sodium nhosohate with 0.2M NaCl 
12 0 .013 36 0.01 M sodium-r;hosnhate with 0.2M NaCI 
13 0.019 39 0.0 I M sodium ohosnhate with 0.2M NaCl 
14 0.023 42 0.0 I M sodium nhosohate with 0.2M NaCI 
15 0.043 45 0.01 M sodium nhOSDhate with O.3M NaCl 
16 -0.060 48 0.01 M sodium--;:;-hosnhate with 0.3M NaCl 
17 -0.057 51 0.01 M sodium phosphate with 0.3 M NaCI 
18 0.026 54 0.01 M sodi um ohosphate with 0.3M NaCI 
19 0.014 57 0.0 I M sodium nhosnhate with O.3M NaCI 
20 0.017 60 0.01 M sod ium--;:;-hosn"hate with 0.3M NaC I 

l 
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Absorbance of ori2inal serum 
The original serum was too concentrated [0 measure with the spectrophotometer and had to be diluted. 

5 tim es - too concentrated 
10 times - too concentrates 
100 times-Absorbance = 1.387 \ 

:. Absorbance of sample = 1.387x 100= 138.700 

Recoverv of protein from column 

Recovery of protein = sum of absorbance in all the test tubes = 22.968 

Chromatogram showing the absorbance of proteins from s 
Only showing Ihe absorbance of sample 3 to 20 erum at a wavelength of 280 om 
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"Jt'& probably pc:rrt or the hype ter 
'Meteor'." 
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